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B
OEING STRATOCRUISERS in trans-

Flaming gases spewed by Stratocruiser engines are harnessed by Ryan exhaust systems
for driving turbosuperchargers. Engineer Ted Hacker checks stainless steel system.

World Airways are flying faster, farther,

higher and quieter. In a miUion dollar

program, PAA has stretched the perform-

ance of the double-deck airliners to make
them the fastest piston-engine planes on

the longest air routes of the world.

With ten of these Super Stratocruisers,

PanAm has launched daily non-stop

flights from New York to Paris or Lon-

don. This is an all-weather, year-around

service which by-passes the traditional

stop for fuel at Gander, Newfoundland.
Luxurious meals and service are coupled

with the non-stop feature at no extra cost.

Heretofore, non-stop flight from New
York to Europe has been possible only

when weather conditions did not slow the

flight, necessitating a stop for fuel en-

route. With improved flight characteris-

tics. Super Stratocruisers can fly higher,

above the weather, and for longer dis-

tances.

(Continued on Page 35)

STRATOCRUISERS GET
TRANSATLANTIC LEGS

New Super Stratocruisers have stepped-up
speed, range and carrying capacity. Double-
deck cabins are quieter and more comfortable.
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Sleek, luxurious Super Stratocruiser captured transatlantic speed record with 9 hours, 42 minutes crossing, averaging 371 m.p.h.

PAA stretches Stratocruiser performance
from IVeiiv York to London

Pan American technicians install improved General Electric

turbosupercharger on Boeing Stratocruiser in Miami shops.
Waste gate valve, for diverting hot exhaust gases to turbo-
supercharger, is precision-made by Ryan from Inconel X alloy.



RYAN WINS TWO NEW CONTRACTS
For BOEING KC-135 Jet Tankers

—huge fuselage sections

The largest structures ever built at Ryan Aeronautical

Company will be produced for the Air Force's new
Boeing KC-135 jet tanker-transport.

These are the mid-sections of the fuselage, extending

from the trailing edge of the wing to the aft sections,

which also will be built by Ryan. The giant mid-section,

designated "46," is the biggest unit Boeing has ever

subcontracted.

Approximately 40 feet long, Section "46" will be

mated with Section "48," the extreme aft unit, to form
a structure about 60 feet long, almost half the entire

length of the KC-135. The Air Force tanker-transport

is an advanced version of the prototype 707, which is

128 feet long, has a wingspan of 130 feet, and a gross

weight of 190,000 pounds.

Ryan will build, in two sections as shown by white lines,

almost half the fuselage of new KC-135 tanker-transport.

The 707, a privately financed $15 million plane,

made its first flight July 15, 1954, and has reached speeds
of more than 550 miles an hour and altitudes of more
than 42,000 feet.

Among unique features of the Section "46" to be
built by Ryan is the integral refueling pod. In the prede-

cessor aircraft, Boeing's famed KC-97, for which Ryan
has built more than 500 aft fuselage sections, the refuel-

ing pod is a blister protruding from the bottom to

provide space for the "Flying Boom" operator.

Special deep-well railroad flat cars will be needed
to provide clearance in tunnels and beneath bridges on
the deliver)' trips between San Diego and Boeing's plant
in Seattle.

Tooling for the two aft fuselage sections, as well
as a large "torque box" structure for the flight con-
trols system, is under way in the multi-million dollar

project, which may develop into a long-term program.

For NORTH AMERICAN Sabrejets

— aft fuselage sections

Aft-fuselage sections for the famous jet fighter of

the Korean War, the North American F-86 Sabrejet, are

going into production at Ryan.
The multi-million dollar contract recently awarded

to Ryan by North American for the airframe compon-
ents, calls for first deliveries to be made this June, with
output on an accelerating schedule to continue into 1956.

The new contract involved one of the most extensive

transfers of machine tools and materials ever made from
one factory to another in a defense contract.

In a steady procession of trucks, approximately

2,400 tools and templates, including 60 drophammer
dies and stretch-form dies, 1,000 detail tools and 200
assembly tools, were delivered to Ryan in San Diego
from the North American plant in Los Angeles.

Production has started on large quantity of oft fuselage
units for Air Force North American F-86 Sabrejet fighters.

Tons of raw material, primarily aluminum and stain-

less steel, in a sheet, bar stock and forgings, also made
the trip south to the Ryan factory.

Although this is the first major airframe subcon-

tract signed by the two companies, Ryan has produced a

large quantity of piston engine exhaust system compo-
nents for North American and for several years has

built parts for the General Electric J-47 jet engine

which powers the Sabrejet. In addition, Ryan recently

completed for North American two special jobs of an

emergency and experimental nature, with outstanding

success.

Ryan's national reputation as a specialist in aft-

fuselage production—as well as of components for both

jet and piston engines and exhaust systems—attested by

the excellent record established in the past six years in

behalf of Boeing Aircraft, is now confirmed by the new
contract with North American.



THE VTO STORY
Pilots can now ^^fly np straight and sit riglit^* as

tiiey '^crasli tiie rnnw^ay barrier"

WHEN the Navy announced nearly

two years ago that both Lockheed

and Convair were in the process of build-

ing VTO (vertical take-off) airplanes,

two general reactions greeted the news.

Some marveled at the newness of the

idea . . . the Buck Rogerish implications

of vertical flight. Others more conserva-

tive, looked upon the development as a

somewhat radical adaptation of the heli-

copter principle of flight.

Both were wrong. The VTO idea was
neither new, nor were the airplanes in

building based on an adaptation of the

helicopter principle.

by Gilbert Close

Drawing courtesy Smiihsonian InstiCutioti

The "newness" of the VTO design,

even as we know it today, was blasted by

an article in the December, 1952 issue of

the British "Royal Airforce Review"

(later reprinted in "Air Force" maga-

zine) describing in great detail a jet-pro-

pelled Russian VTO, with rockets in its

fins which aided in take-off, in landing

and in controlling the craft at low air-

speeds. Designated the CZ-2B, existence

of the Russian VTO is too well docu-

mented to doubt.

Design work on the CZ-2B was started

in 1947, by Professor Zarankiewicz of the

(Continued on Next Page)

World's first free flight was VTO affair performed in hot air balloon by two Frenchmen who flew 5 miles in 20 minutes in 1783.



Navy's decision to develop VTO fighters
was based on tlie success of this NACA
research vehicle. First VTO model at
NACA, it showed good hovering ability.

Atar 101 jet engine is operated in this

vertical test stand by French engine
builder, S.N.E.C.M.A., in program that
is designed to adapt turbojets to VTO.

Polish Technical Institute. While develop-

ment of the powerplant for the VTO
was guided by a Russian Professor, a Dr.

J.
V. Stepsnchev, the brainwork was pro-

vided by another Polish engineer, Pro-

fessor Janusz M. Wojciechowski.

The Red-built VTO has a 42 ft. span,

is 54.2 ft. long, and contains 450 sq. ft.

of wing area. It's normal ground take-off

position is nose-up—just like our VTO's
—and it makes a free take-off without a

launching ramp of any type. According

to the British journal, verbal reports of

this VTO, and its successful flights, are

well supplemented by microfilm data.

But we must go even further back for

design criteria on the first practical VTO
model. It was found on the drawing

boards of the Focke-Wulf German air-

craft plant immediately after the Nazi

surrender. While this planned German
fighter rested on its tail, nose-up for take-

off, there all parallels to current VTO's
end.

Propulsion for the German VTO was

.*

Quarter-scale model of Lockheed XVF-1
was flight tested in NACA Ames wind
tunnel to solve stability and control

problems. Winds of between 15 and 60
mph were used to show sideslip limits.

VTO makes an "aircraft carrier" out of

almost any surface ship due to very
small deck space needed. This Allison

sketch shows Convair and Lockheed VTO
fighters zooming from Navy transports.



Ryan identification with VTO aircraft development has been officially confirmed by the

Department of Defense in a release which states, "The Ryan Aeronautical Company
has been awarded a contract by the United States Air Force for the development of

a jet-powered vertical take-off aircraft."

provided by a 37.4 ft. diameter, three-

blade rotor driven by a ramjet engine

fixed on each rotor blade tip. This rotor

was mounted about waist-high on the

fuselage when the VTO plane was in

take-off position. The three ramjets de-

veloped a total of 10,200 thrust horse-

power and would lift the 11,385 lb.

fighter into the air at the incredible rate

of climb of 24,600 feet per minute.

More conservative persons, who be-

lieved that the Navy-announced VTO's
would incorporate an adaptation of the

helicopter principle, were nonplussed by

their first look at the new craft. A single

glance is enough to establish that both

"Captain Hero hung his Spad on the prop,

then let go with everything he had into

the belly of the circling Fokker!" Drama
and action? . . . Plenty! And easy to do

—on a typewriter. But until the advent

of our two current turboprop-powered

VTO's, the airplane was never built that

could "hang on its prop." Until the

turboprop engine was available, we've

never had an engine-propeller combina-

tion that could develop enough thrust to

support the dead weight of the airplane

in which it was mounted. Even the Rus-

sian CZ-2B needs its tail fin rockets to

assist its jet engine during take-off.

And insofar as reciprocating engines

mg.
A quick trip to NACA's Langley Lab-

oratory woula dispel any idea that VTO
art has become static this early in the

game. Here, under the direction of Char-

les H. Zimmerman, assistant chief of Sta-

bility Research Division, working with

John P. Campbell, chief of the Langley

free-flight tunnel, research on VTO that

started ten years ago, and that provided

basic design data for both the XFV-1
and the XFY-1, is still progressing apace.

This work includes studies in jet propul-

sion for VTO and other studies that

would permit the vertical rise of an air-

plane without having to start from the

Nick-named "the flying bedstead," tliis experimental jet-lifter

of Rolls-Royce's, has been fabricated to check yaw, pitch and
roll control in VTO vehicle. It weighs about 3V2 tons, loaded.

Sketch of Russian CZ-2B which is reported to be delta-winged VTO
of Russian-Polish creation. On take-off, pilot is lying on back
with feet in the air. Landing is aided with small nose parachute.

Bijliih ogn-/.il photo © Mintslry of Supply Air Force Magazine, febrtiary, 1953

Lockheed's XFV-1 and Convair's XFY-1
are almost conventional airplanes, minus

the faintest resemblance to the helicopter

family. The main difference is that they

sit on their tails while on the ground, and

take off "straight up" rather than along

a runway.

Some ask
—"Why was VTO, with its

obvious advantages in many military and

naval applications, so long in coming?

Why weren't we building them years

ago?"

Here, a bit of disillusionment must take

place. Pulp magazine air-war story writers,

even as far back as World War L have

often spoken casually in this manner . . .

are concerned, a technical difficulty stands

in the way. While the 3,800 hp R-4360-3
"might just" handle one of the current

VTO's, there would be no way of cooling

this monster during the slow, full-power

descent to a tail-first landing.

Today the question might logically be

. . . "Where do we go from here? We've
got the prototype VTO, and the Navy
says it will be used for convoy protection

because it can be operated from a small

platform on the deck of any conventional

merchant ship. What next?"

The answer is . . . Plenty! The success

of our two prototype VTO's has set both

military and commercial minds to think-

nose-up ground position.

To date, studies in jet propulsion for

VTO look very promising. It was consid-

ered for some time that a propeller was

necessary to provide air flow past the con-

trol surfaces during early stages of take-

off and when backing down to a hover-

ing landing. But by using what they call

a "Flying Barrel," the NACA experts at

Langley have pretty well established that

a jet-propelled VTO can be controlled

without the use of auxiliary stability de-

vices,,^

The "Flying Barrel" is simply an ex-

perimental 18-inch barrel-like structure

(Continued on Page 34)
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Hurtling upward at 60 mph and forward at 500 mph. this AED parachutist is still poised over the jet plane cockpit he has just left.

AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT Dl
From goggles to gyros and parachutes to plastics, AED determines

what the well equippetl plane and pilot will w ear

With special acknowledgement to the Department of the Navy for the excellent

cooperation received in providing much of the material used in this article.

standard jet plane panel contains complex array of hard-to-
read instruments which require continuous pilot observation.

New AED panel provides more data to pilot with simpler
setup, done by combining instruments and using new visual cues.



THE Airborne Equipment Division is

to the Bureau of Aeronautics what the

automotive equipment industry is to your

car—but with a diflference. Picture, if you

will, your automobile with only engine

and body: no wheels,

tires, seats, hydraulic

controls, instruments,

brakes or safety glass,

and even the engine and

body made of outmoded
materials. That would

be the Navy airplane

without the contribu-

tions of the Airborne

Equipment Division.

That difference lies in

the fact that a single

piece of equipment for a new carrier

fighter may represent an investment of

millions of dollars of research, develop-

ment, testing and tooling for production,

and it may cost many times the value of

your automobile. And we almost forgot:

the automobile driver would be without

any clothes, because AE Division devel-

ops all flight clothing, and the safety and

survival equipment: helmet, flight suit,

anti-g suit, parachute, life vest and ejec-

tion seats.

Among the largest divisions in the

Bureau of Aeronautics, AE is responsi-

ble for the research, design, development.

CAPT. J. E. SULLIVAN

Director

Airborne Equipment

Division

risiox
engineering, testing and evaluation of air-

craft, guided missile and target drone ma-

terials, airborne personal equipment, air-

borne safety equipment, aircraft instru-

ments, air navigation equipment, airborne

(Continued on Page 26)

Millions of dollars will be saved by tlie use of this special envelope, developed by
AED to protect expensive Navy jet planes from salt spray and weather damage at sea.

Pilot's safety and survival equipment
has been streamlined into a simpler,

safer, more comfortable system by AED.

Experimental parachute is jump-tested
at El Centre, California parachute unit

a field activity of the AE Division.

Navy's newest "picket planes" are bulging with huge radomes which are made of specially reinforced plastic materials which were
developed by Airborne Equipment Division. These Lockheed Constellations fly high altitude sentry duty to spot distant targets.

..1
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PLASTICS CAST IN STELLAR

A huge plastic mold is cured in Ryan oven by Albert Froelich. This mold will

be used to form large single-piece plastic parts. Oven heat and catalysts
speed polymeriiation in which plastic molecules join together in rigid union.

A billiard ball that makes elephants

happy has rolled into Ryan
production

Plastic part, from mold above, weighing
only 11 lbs. is checked by chief chemist
Bernard Floerseh and foreman Ray Fuller.



KOLE

ON land, sea and especially in the air,

the battle of plastics versus metals

is raging. A comparative newcomer to in-

dustry, plastics have experienced a 500
per cent growth in ten years. The 3 bil-

lion pounds used in 1954 are minute
when viewed against metal tonnages but

new applications for plastics are multi-

plying at a swift pace. Plastics have
passed aluminum in pounds consumed
and are approaching glass consumption
levels.

Ryan threw its hat in the plastic ring

eight years ago with the fabrication of

cruciform fins and tail-cones for Ryan
Firebird air-to-air missiles. Since then,

the company has steadily expanded its

personnel and facilities to push plastic

potentials for parts, tools and dies and
fixtures. With modern integrated labora-

tory and shop facilities, Ryan is turning

out hundreds of plastic components in

these three categories. In addition, Ryan
is performing development work, directed

by a plastic development committee of

chemists, producibility engineers and
manufacturing specialists.

Plastics are generally defined as mate-

rials that can be molded or cast into

shape. Under this definition, metals,

glass, rubber and even cement are plastics.

However, recent usage has caused the

term to mean a large group of synthetic

resins which are mixed with catalysts and
hardened into required forms. More than

800 of these synthetic resins are now on
the market. In product form, they appear

as Corvettes, TV cabinets, squeeze bot-

tles, fishing rods and thousands of other

interesting items.

It all started back in 1868 when John
Hyatt decided to do something about bil-

liard balls. Production was zooming but

elephants were reluctant to keep pace by

providing more ivory. Hyatt answered the

problem by creating the first commercial

plastic—celluloid. In the form of wash-

able collars, this new material became a

boone to "gay nineties" Beau Brummels
as well as uncooperative elephants.

Forty-one years later. Dr. Leo Baeke-

land achieved a controlled reaction be-

tween phenol and formaldehyde and

Bakelite was born. Slowly, over the years,

other plastics were created, usually as sub-

stitute materials. Then modern chemistry

began to experiment with combinations

of oxygen, carbon, nitrogen and other in-

organic and organic elements. Suddenly,

(Continued on Next Page)

Wide variety of complex-shaped nose cowls, wing tips, radar housings and templates
are exhibited by Ryan plastic shop technicians John Carbone (left) and John Burke.

Ryan fixture for

checking contours

of Firebee nose

cowl is made of

aluminum plates,

backed with hydro-

eel cement and

faced with smooth

epoxy plastics.

Robert Morgan of

the plaster shop

uses fixture to

make plaster mold.

Laminated nose for Ryan missile is made
as Leonard Olson (right) puts plastic

on glass fibre cloth cut by John Burke.

Exhaust system augmentor for huge, new
transport plane is examined by pattern
maker Carl Cline of Ryan plaster shop.



Pod-type radome, for housing Ryan electronics equipment In flight, gets appraisal
from Lee Rhoads. Smooth polyester plastic contours of this component possess the
light weight and seamless surface so desirable for high speed flight requirements.

Fire^ee air intake scoop is a plastic

psft (tep! made from a plaster mold
Ihfi) with yse of a plastic template
IbsHsm't isr trim and drill eperatlens.
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Plastic fuel sump for drone missile is

approved by (L. fo R.) George Schwab,
Bernard Floersch and Warren Heyt, of

Ryan plastic development committee.

a new industry burst into full bloom—an
industry whose potential has barely been

scratched.

Plastics have come along so fast that

few realize their amazing versatility.

Others have been prematurely disillu-

sioned because a plastic cup has shattered

when dropped or a toy has melted near a

heater. Like metals, plastics possess a wide
variety of properties depending upon
their constituent elements. Plastics don't

have the strength, hardness or wear re-

sistance of steels but they do have many
unique properties which cannot be dupli-

cated with any of the conventional mate-

rials.

Plastics are light in weight and much
lighter than metals with comparable

strength. This property is welcomed by

weight-conscious aircraft engineers who
design large airborne structures. Tool de-

signers also appreciate plastic lightness

because it alleviates handling and storage

problems attendent with the use of large

tools and dies.

Plastics are simple to use and lend

themselves to quick, easy fabrication.

Shorter lead time is involved in making
parts, tools or fixtures. Components can

be rapidly fashioned by semi-skilled em-
ployees with far less manhours because

plastics do not require machining, polish-

ing and grinding operations.

Plastics are highly accurate and possess

inherently smooth surfaces which faith-

fully reproduce complex contours. They
display little shrinkage or heat distortion.

Because they are light and strong, they

are easy on fixtures and they will not take

a permanent set and remain distorted

when subjected to strain.

The outstanding advantage which plas-

tics bring to an aircraft manufacturer, like

Ryan, is their unique capacity for form-

ing large, one-piece structures. Many air-

craft structure designs and aircraft tools

incorporate large surfaces with complex-

curved contours.

Fabricated from metal, these structures

have to be built up from numerous parts

which are first formed on dies and then

welded or riveted together. In addition,

substantial amounts of reinforcing string-

ers, ribs and members must be used to

stiffen the necessarily thin metal skins

employed. All of this requires extensive

forming, cutting, welding, riveting and

machining operations, which are time-

consuming, as well as expensive dies and

machine tools.

To make the same large part of plastic,

all that is required is a form against

which the plastic can be laid. This form

can be metal, wood, plaster, plastic or al-

most any material. The plastic is laid

against the form in liquic! layers, inter-

spersed with layers of fibres to provide

added strength, until the required thick-

(Continued on Page 31)



Epoxy plastic replaces metal dies for stretch-forming afterburner nozzles on Ryan's iOO-ton mandrel. Edward Freeman operates.

Ray Hoermann, plaster pattern shop foreman, shows several

plaster molds used to pour epoxy plastic dies for expandint|

mandrels (above). Plastic dies are one-third cost of metal.

They cure at room temperature and do not require machining.

Largest plastic part built, this Zenith radome houses the
"seeing eye" in Lockheed Constellation Navy picket planes
(rear) which are veritable flying radar stations. Unique
non-metallic properties make plastic ideal for radome use.
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Ryan pioneers in

applying lightest

of struetnral

metals to Firebee

construction

MORE than 75 percent of the exterior

surface of the Ryan Firebee jet

drone missile is made of magnesium alloy.

Lightest of the structural metals, mag-
nesium possesses inherent strength-weight

advantages which render it especially de-

sirable for use in missile-type vehicles.

Magnesium weighs less than two-thirds

as much as equal volumes of aluminum
and only one fourth as much as steel. It

can be fabricated into heavier-gauge struc-

tures which exhibit good stiffness proper-

ties without the need for stringers, angle

sections and other stiffening devices. Elim-

Magnesium exterior surface of Ryan Fire-

bee gleams as drone is tested in a wind
tunnel. Magnesium, as the lightest of
the structural metals, possesses good
strength-weight properties for missiles.

Magnesium for Missiles

Fabrication of swept-back wing for Fire-

bee is performed on a radial arm drill.

Magnesium is used for trailing and lead-
ing edges, as well as for wing tips.

ination of these components keeps weight

down and simplifies the production of

the monocoque structures used in missiles.

In a high performance jet drone mis-

sile, such as the Firebee, it is essential

that the stressed skins of the swept wings,

control surfaces and fuselage carry sub-

stantial loads and maintain their smooth
aerodynamic contours at all flight speeds.

The stiffness of these surfaces, or their

resistance to bending, buckling and elastic

deflection, is substantially increased by



increasing their thickness. Using magnesi-

um, good local stability with monocoque
design can be achieved by this strategy

without undesirable weight penalties.

Ryan engineers have employed mag-

nesium skins on the fuselage, major por-

tions of the engine nacelle, the horizontal

and vertical stabilizers and leading and
trailing edges of the wing and the wing
tips. The only exceptions to the use of

magnesium skin are found in the heat-

susceptible regions near the Firebee's

turbojet engine where stainless steel is

used and along strips in the mid-sections

of the Firebee's sharply-swept wing where
aluminum alloys are used.

When the original design of the Fire-

bee was conceived, several years ago, the

techniques for forming magnesium sheet

into complex-curved structures for pro-

duction was in the early stage of develop-

ment. Very little information was avail-

able to guide the fabricator in this work.

As Ryan tackled the problems presented

in this new field, the company became a

pioneer in the practical application of this

newer alloy to airframe construction. Spe-

cial techniques in the use of the stretch-

pressing, dimpling and forming had to be

evolved. Forming had to be accomplished

with heated dies in the case of magnesium

work, a departure from conventional

aluminum alloy fabrication.

The first flight evaluation of the Ryan

Firebee was made at Holloman Air De-

velopment Center, Alamogordo, New
Mexico by the Air Force. Here, a success-

ful program was conducted by Air Force

personnel who put Firebees through a

complete evaluation program which in-

volved ground and air launching of the

"bird" and sustained flights at high speeds

and altitudes.

Last year, Firebees were delivered to

the Army for their use in evaluating the

drone missile for, their own requirements.

Early in 1954, a quantity was delivered

to the Navy for test work which they are

conducting at Pt. Mugu Missile Test Cen-

ter, near Hueneme, California. The naval

versions of the Firebee are designated

KDA-1. These models were especially

modified by Ryan to provide them with

added buoyancy and protect them against

damage from salt water corrosion, when
they are parachuted over the ocean.

Ryan chemists worked out specific fin-

(Continued on Page 30)

Stainless steel aft section is added by
Robert Hersey and Jack Barnes to mag-
nesium forward section of Firebee nacelle

on vertical jig in assembly operation.

Magnesium skin is stretch-formed on special Ryan press, utilizing heated dies, a departure from conventional aluminum fabrication.
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Key factor in the Strategic Air

Command's global mobility concept

is the air refueling role played by

KC-97s equipped with Ryan components

Air Refueling is Booming
By Warrant Officer P. D. Leveen, Headquarters, Strategic Air Command

III lELLO Air ForceHELLO Air Force 3600, this is

6327, over."

'Roger 6327, this is 3600. We have

you in sight. You are cleared to move into

observation position."

"Roger 3600, moving in."

"R-€ceiver pilot, this is boom operator.

Your slipway door is open and tanker is

ready for contact. You are cleared to move
into contact position . . . forward 20 feet

... up four feet . . . forward five feet

. . . stand by for contact."

"Contact made tanker."

"Contact made receiver, ready for fuel

transfer."

"Roger, fuel pressure coming on."

Under hydraulic pressure, fuel flows

from tanker to bomber, then . . .

"Receiver pilot, this is boom operator.

Fuel transfer is complete. Stand by for

14

As other F-84s await their turn, a Republic Thunderjet talces on a capacity load of
fuel from the Flying Boom of a Boeing KC-97 tanker. By means of inflight refueling,
America's jet fighter planes can range the globe as effectively as her big bombers.

"^j^/^^-;



disconnect on my count of three."

"Roger on three."

"One - two - three."

So, high above the Maine coasthne, is

completed one more in-flight refuehng

operation involving a Strategic Air Com-
mand B-47 and KC-97 tanker. There

were 115,500 air refueling "hook-ups" in

SAC for a year's period ending Sept. 1,

1954—one every four and a half minutes

around the clock.

The 600 mile-an-hour Boeing Stratojet

climbs on course, destination—an Air

Force base in England. The aerial tanker

banks sharply to the left to return to its

base of operation. Somewhere in the near

vicinity this process is being repeated

many times as the remainder of the B-47's

of a SAC bomb wing based in the mid-

west are refueled and continue on their

way for a 90-day routine training period

in the United Kingdom.
This is typical of the extensive opera-

tional training SAC employs in order to

maintain its aircraft and crews in a state

of constant combat-readiness. With opera-

tions conducted on a global basis, the

Command is capable of counterattacking

anywhere at any time.

Key factor in SAC's global mobility

concept is the aerial refueling role played

by the Boeing KC-97 tanker-transport.

With the KC-97, SAC is able to resupply

the Stratojets and strategic fighters with

fuel, thereby extending the range of the

swept-wing bombers to the limits of en-

durance of the crews and adding vitally

needed "long legs" to the fighters.

More than 500 of these 87-ton multi-

purpose giants serve the loose-footed units

of SAC—a typical medium bombardment

wing of 45 B-47s, for example, is sup-

ported by 20 KC-97S. To fill SAC's re-

quirements, an uninterrupted flow of the

tankers has been rolling from Boeing pro-

duction lines for more than five years.

During this time, sole supplier of the

(Continued on Page 22)

Photo by courtesy of "Flight"

When a SAC medium bomb wing is deployed overseas, the versatile

KC-97 helps to carry the tools, equipment and personnel needed

for a 90-day stay at fields such as this at Lakenheath, England.

From his prone position

in the aft section of a

KC-97 tanker, Air Force
boom operator carefully

guides Flying Boom with

the aid of the "rudder-
vators" into direct line

with the B-47 receiving

receptacle. He extends
the nozzle by telescop-

ing it into receptacle.

KC-97's refueling pod is

built by Ryan along with

big aft fuselage section.

High above the Central Atlantic, an Africa-bound F-84 fills its

tanks from a KC-97 during SAC's Operation Longstride. Covering

4.450 miles non-stop, the flight won USAF's 1953 Mackay Trophy.
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//W/ELL, of all things!"W The clerk looked up from the

single sheet of paper in her hand.

'You mean this one form will take

the place of the 10 copies and 10 enve-

lopes I've always had to type? 'Why didn't

I think of that a long time ago
!"

This typical reaction to one of the work
improvement projects developed as a re-

sult of Ryan's new Work Simplification

Program, expresses both the gratifica-

tion —and the exasperation—in the new
system.

For the best ideas are usually the most

simple—and the most overlooked

!

"It's amazing how much we take our

work for granted," says Robert F. Smith,

Ryan's Supervisor of Training and direc-

tor of the 'Work Simplification program.

"Work Simp classes are designed to get

us all to thinking about how to do our

jobs easier—in other words, to 'work

smarter, not harder.'

"We're not interested in work speed

Bob Smith, right, explains ubiquitous
Flow Process Chart to city employees
who joined Ryan's Work Simp classes.

WORK SMARTER NOT
Ryan's ^^W^ork Simp'' program saves time, money -- and!

Dave McLees uses a traffic light loaned by San Diego Police Department to show his class what he means by a "green light mind."
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up. That usually results in errors—or an

accident. But it's surprising how many
jobs can be simplified and made easier or

safer just by careful examination of each

detail and the constant application of the

question, 'Why do I do this task in exact-

ly this way.'''

It's evident after only a few moments'
conversation with Bob Smith that he

believes wholeheartedly in the "'Work
Simp" principles. And he has tangible

evidence of the success of these principles

at Ryan to back up his faith.

"In the first 12 months that "Work

Simp was in operation at Ryan, proposals

from conference committees resulted in a

total saving of over $75,000," Smith

points out. And this figure covers only

the obvious, invariably conservative, esti-

mate of actual dollars saved. Manhours,
delays, miles walked, backaches and per-

sonal injuries that were eliminated or

avoided are benefits that are just as im-

portant in evaluating the program, but are

less easy to pin down.
Work Simp alumni report also that

other intangibles of the course provide

dividends long after they have graduated.

For one thing the system provides tools,

in the form of process charts, flow dia-

grams and tested precepts, for giving sub-

HARDER
backaches

stance to good ideas which might other-

wise evaporate in the sun of procrastina-

tion.

Ryan's conservation analysts, charged

with awarding a monthly citation to the

(Continued on Page 28)

Bill Leitch, left was chairman of the committee which suggested that a single
weight and platform replace four smaller weights, jig and platform previously
used to simulate weight of plane's tail during fuselage pressure tests. New
method eliminates four hoisting operations. Crone operator here is A. N. Goins.

Blue ribbon is pinned by Lee Kann on
Flow Process Chart outlining most out-

standing project of the current session.

Three "C" clamps, formerly required to
hold bracket on manifold section, were
difficult to weld around, wasted time.

Now, overpress template—devised by the
committee—leaves bracket edge clear of

encumbrances, allows quick, easy welding.
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El^GINEERING WITH

Vincent Kempsey, electronics leadman, displays set of four rubber fuel cells, costing
more than $1,000, no longer needed as result of redesign of Ryan Firebee recommended
by producibility engineers. Weight and costs are saved in the new integral fuel tank.

Hoi^v to attain maxiiniiin livortlii

PRODUCIBILITY engineering — a

phrase increasingly in evidence at Ryan
Aeronautical Company — is essentially

"engineering with dollars."

Producibility engineering cannot be de-

fined simply. It is best understood by its

basic principle which states that "the de-

sign establishes the minimum cost of the

product."

Producibility engineering is a natural

outgrowth of the economic philosophy of

the United States. The favorable economic

position of our country, in contrast to

European or Asian economies, is not nec-

essarily due to our superior scientific or

technical abilities, but to the principle of

competition which our system espouses.

In order to survive economic competition,

the manufacturer must be able to produce

an article which has maximum ivorth at

minimum cost.

In the case of the aircraft manufacturer,

this problem is compounded by time.

There is no period which he can devote

to leisurely development of the product;

it must be optimum the first time. Pro-

Simplified tank section is examined by Donald Post, left, and George H. Schwab, center, engineers, and Joerg Litell, production chief.
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DOLLARS by George H. Schwab, Supervisor

Producibility Engineermg

Ryan Aeronautical Company

it miniinuin cost

ducibility engineering is a function estab-

lished by management to minimize the

effect of time. The producibility engineer

by necessity is required to possess certain

technical qualifications; he must have an

engineering background as well as a com-

petent knowledge of manufacturing meth-

ods and processes, tooling techniques,

equipment availability and limitations,

planning and inspection techniques, ma-

terials and their usage, and above all, the

cost related thereto. We have previously

stated two principles which are self evi-

dent; i.e., "the design establishes the

minimum cost of the product" and the

product shall possess "maximum worth at

minimum cost." The producibility engi-

neer by working with the designer can

recommend which of a number of ideas

has the most promise of producing "max-

imum worth at minimum cost." This

allows the designer to concentrate on a

desirable design at the earliest oppor-

tunity, knowing with a reasonable degree

of assurance that the design will be ac-

(Continued on Page 24)

One removable nose cowling with louvers for cooling, held by Post, right, replaced

three pieces—cooling scoop and cowling access door, held by Schwab, and cowling with

its two small access doors and internal framing. Chart below shows how producibility

engineering demonstrates cost reduction of new design by comparative cost evaluation.

One casting, shown above, has been de-
signed to replace numerous parts used
in hydropress-formed aft bulkhead of
the Firebee parachute container assembly.

Former bulkhead design required 4 steel

fittings, 2 welded socket assemblies, and
54 flush rivets and bolts for fasteners.
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RYAN is playing a key role in the Air

Force's new program for improving
field maintenance and repair facilities at

its far-flung bases. Inaugurated a year

ago, this program steps up liaison between
manufacturer and Air Force service per-

sonnel. All Air Force maintenance bases

at home and abroad are visited by flying

teams of factory specialists, on a planned
schedule.

Ryan field service representatives par-

ticipate frequently in this program because

approximately 75 percent of the Air

Force's piston - engined transports are

equipped with Ryan exhaust systems. Gil-

bert Hansen, Ryan customer service rep-

resentative, has just returned from the

latest circuit of overseas bases. This was
a five-man Douglas C-124 Globemaster

team consisting of two Douglas special-

ists, two Air Force project men and
Hansen.

'Within a thirty-day period, the group
visited Elmendorf Air Force Base, An-
chorage, Alaska; Tachikawa Air Base,

Tokyo, Japan and Hickam Field, Hono-
lulu. At each base, they discussed all

problems which service personnel had
encountered in the maintenance and re-

pair of Globemaster aircraft. In addition,

they indoctrinated Air Force personnel

with the latest factory-tested techniques

for obtaining maximum service life from
aircraft and engine components.

This type of coordinated field service

is particularly effective in meeting the Air

Force's problem of constantly changing

personnel. It provides first-hand inter-

change of information between manufac-

(Continiied on Page 23)

Air Force mechanics remove Pratt & Whit-
ney Aircraft Wasp Major engines with
Ryan exhaust systems from a Douglas
Globemaster after successful operation
of 1200 hours—200 more than formerly.

GLOBAL TREKNICIANS
Technical teams tour AFBs to improve field maintenance

^PiWMPI WIIIMIIIplliJ

i^^. y^mmnmMi

Huge Globemasters, capable of carrying 200 fully equipped troops, are used by Air Force at bases in U. S. and throughout the world.
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Slow Speed Sawing

Ryan sees saiv
s a vi ngs since
sai^ving sloiivly

RYAN methods engineers have drasti-

cally slowed down the speed of fric-

tion sawing to uncover several important

economic advantages. Made
with inexpensive box strap-

ping and clock spring ma-
terials, these studies veri-

fied what other companies

have previously disclosed

concerning the advan-

tages of using "homemade" band saw
blades. In addition, the Ryan investiga-

tions explored a new region of "slow

speed" sawing techniques to reveal extra

benefits which can be realized.

Ryan conducted its tests with several

large Tannewitz band saws and several

smaller Walker-Turner band saws. In

these machines, ordinary box strapping

(.050" x%") and inexpensive clock

spring (.020" x Yi") were compared with

conventional, toothed band saws in saw-

ing a variety of gauges of stainless steel,

(Continued on Page 36)

Lower saw speeds permit use of smaller,
less expensive band saws such as this

Walker-Turner model which Helen Swor is

using. Part is stainless steel stamping
cut at 4500 sfpm with toothless blade.

Lacy Meadows operates large Tannewitz
saw with toothed blades which will be
type used for majority of Ryan's work.
Toothless clock spring and standard
blading are compared at upper left.
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High-Ranking Boeing Officials Visit Ryan

High-ranking officials of Boeing Airplane Co., Seattle, recently toured the Ryan
plant and conferred regarding the new KC-13S jet tanker-transport and other

projects being performed here for Boeing. Ryan has been awarded an initial con-

tract for aft fuselage sections and torque boxes for the KC-135. Left to right, in

photo, Sam C. Breder, director of Ryan customer service; W. W. Buckley, Boeing

industrial engineer; Joseph E. Miles, Boeing manager of outside production, pur-

chasing; Larry Limbaeh, Ryan vice president, manufacturing; Frank L. Dobbins,

Boeing manager of materiel; and T. Claude Ryan, company president.

AIR REFUELING

IS BOOMING
(Continued from P'ige 15)

important, huge aft fuselage structures

has been the Ryan Aeronautical Company.

In addition, Ryan builds the complex in-

flight-refueling pods, cargo doors, extern-

al fuel tanks, floor beams and exhaust

systems for the KC-97.
Here's how the refueling system works

in actual operation:

Minutes before the skilled hands of

the jet bomber pilot guide his aircraft

into position to receive the needed fuel,

the navigator is operating the intricate

electronic rendezvous equipment bringing

the B-47 and the 87-ton aerial tanker

closer and closer together. The crew mem-
ber who operates the Boeing Flying

Boom lies face down at his position in

the aft section of the tanker. From here

he mans his controls and at the same

time keeps the Stratojet in view through

a window in the bottom of the Boeing

KC-97. He waits for his target, the re-

ceiving receptacle in the nose section of

the bomber.

The boom operator went to work when
the B-47 was 25 feet below and 100 feet

behind the tanker. He manned his con-

trols and ""talked" the pilot of the re-

ceiving aircraft into proper position by

radio communication and by guiding the

boom ^.'ith the aid of ruddervators into

a direct line with the receiving receptacle.

He then seated the nozzle by extending it

into the receptacle in the bomber.

This accomplished, the flight engineer

pressed a lever which operates the hy-

draulic pumping system and the precious

fuel immediately began flowing into the

thirsty tanks of the B-47 at about 500

gallons a minute. The miracle of high

speed aerial refueling was under way.

Pilot director lights are also installed

on tanker aircraft. These do away with

communication during radio silence per-

iods. The lights consist of four red and

one green light automatically triggered by

microswitches installed on the elevation,

azimuth and telescoping limits of the

boom.

Lettering on the red-lighted oblong

panels reads ""Up," "Down," "Forward"

and "Aft" to advise the receiver pilot of

the direction to move when his airplane

is out of correct refueling position. Green

light indicates optimum position in the

refueling envelope.

Strategic Air Command is a unique

modern fighting force. It remains in in-

stant readiness to conduct operations in

any part of the world at any time. And,

there is a reality about SAC training inso-

much that tomorrow's possible actual com-

bat mission will vary little from today's

routine training mission. The targets SAC
crews theoretically bomb on training

flights resemble in many respects the war-

time enemy targets the same crews would

be assigned to blast out of existence.

For instance, a SAC operations order

sending a B-47 wing on normal deploy-

ment to North Africa does not merely

state
—

"take off, fly to Sidi Slimane,

French Morocco, and land." There is

much more involved. Simulated combat

conditions are the byword. A training

bombardment mission will be flown after

arrival at the forward base.

Planes and equipment, which are main-

tained in a state of poised readiness for

the possible "big show," are given last

minute checks. Bomb bays are loaded with

spare engines, and bins which contain suf-

ficient spare parts and small tools to en-

able a medium bomber wing to conduct

operations from an advanced base half

way around the world for 30 days. Sup-

port personnel and additional material is

airlifted by SAC and MATS transport

aircraft.

The Stratojet crews man their sleek

bombers, streak down the runway and

head the six-jet B-47's toward the advance

base. After "coast out" of the U. S., the

base in North Africa is only a minimum
number of hours away. The same is true

of missions to England and bases in the

arctic wasteland. Air refuelings prior to

"coast out" enable the bombers to pro-

ceed nonstop from point of departure to

destination. If necessary, additional re-

fuelings are made at points miles above

the choppy seas.

Upon arriving at destination, there is

no relaxing. This is still a simulated com-

bat operation. Aircraft are checked, crews

are briefed and the mission continues.

Stratojets, with simulated destructive loads

aboard, take off^ and the combat portion

of the mission is under way.

After the mission, the 600 mile-an-

hour aircraft head for their operational

base. This sounds like a simple operation.

It isn't.

Years of study, experimentation, trial

and human endeavor have gone into such

tactics. Top experts on strategic aerial

operations and the "brains" of the aero-

nautical engineering profession have

pooled thinking to make it tactically

sound. Intensive, around-the-clock, world-

wide training by the combat units and

support elements proved the thinking

sound. In event the alert is sounded for

the "real thing," only courses and destin-

ations would have to be changed and

bomb loads added.

Such missions would be impossible

without employment of in-flight refuel-

ing, except by SAC's heavy interconti-

nental bombers, which can overfly oceans

and arctic wasteland from bases within

the United States, blast enemy targets and

return home.
Aerial refueling was first envisioned

and tried successfully in 1923 when two

pilots of the U. S. Air Service trans-

ferred 25 gallons of fuel from one plane
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to the other through use of a system re-

sembhng a garden hose and ordinary

funnel.

Then, in 1929, two Air Corps pilots,

Major Carl Spaatz and Captain Ira Eaker,

now retired Air Force generals, went aloft

in the "Question Mark," a tri-engine

monoplane. One hundred and fifty hours,

40 minutes and 1 5 seconds later they land-

ed, having broken all endurance records.

Almost 20 years later, in 1948, aerial

refueling was reborn in the U. S. Air

Force. Initial operations were conducted

using the hose system, which was reeled

out by the tanker aircraft and "hooked"

by the bomber or fighter.

Employing the hose system, "Lucky

Lady II," a SAC Boeing B-50, on March
2, 1949, completed a nonstop flight

around the world in 94 hours and one

minute. The "Lady" took off from Cars-

well Air Force Base, Texas, was refueled

over the Azores, Arabia, the Philippines

and Hawaii and landed back at Carswell.

Following this demonstration of the

capabilities of in-flight refueling, SAC
programmed an in-flight refueling squad-

ron for each of its medium bombardment
and strategic fighter wings.

The hose system continued to fill the

bill until the Boeing-designed Flying

Boom was put into production. The KC-
97 and Flying Boom is the standard

USAF flight refueling system and has

been since 1951. First refueling of a jet

aircraft in the U. S. was made with the

Flying Boom using a Republic F-84 as

the receiver aircraft.

Beginning in 1952, SAC's global mo-
bility began to take on the jet look.

In July of that year, 60 F-84 Thunder-

jets of SAC's 31st Strategic Fighter Wing,
Turner Air Force Base, Ga., crossed the

Pacific in a mass demonstration of SAC's

mobility capability and air refueling tech-

niques.

Led by Colonel David Schilling, the

F-84's made a 2400-mile jump from
Travis Air Force Base, Calif., to Hawaii

employing in-flight refueling. From there

they island-hopped to Japan.

A second mass transpacific flight by

SAC F-84's was made in October 1952,

by 75 Thunderjets of the 27th Strategic

Fighter Wing, Bergstrom Air Force Base,

Texas, again using boom-equipped KB-
29's to furnish the speedy fighters ex-

tended legs to make the long jumps.

In June 1953, SAC's Stratojet-tanker

team, stretched its legs. The 306th Bom-
bardment Wing, MacDill Air Force Base,

Fla., first SAC unit to be equipped with

B-47's, deployed to the United Kingdom
for a 90-day period of routine operational

training.

In September 1953, the 306th was

ready to return home. They did so, non-

stop, meeting KC-97 tankers en route to

replenish fuel supplies. One squadron de-

toured to pass over the National Air Show
at Dayton, Ohio. The squadron covered

a distance of 4815 miles in 12 hours and
1 5 minutes making it the longest nonstop
mass flight of jet aircraft at that time.

Arriving over the air show simultane-

ously with the B-47's were two SAC inter-

continental B-36's, returning 6500 miles,

nonstop, from a training operation in the

Far East. The two flights arrived within

one minute of their specified time, point-

ing up precise timing possible in world
wide operations of SAC.

Command continues to conduct training

on a global scale.

Courleiy March Air Force Base "Beacon"

While the B-47's of the 306th were

streaking stateside and the B-36's were

closing the distance between Okinawa
and Ohio, one more operation was under

way. B-47's of the 305th Bomb Wing,
also based at MacDill AFB, Fla., were

speeding eastward to England on the jet

freeway high above the Atlantic. The
305th was replacing its sister wing in the

United Kingdom, to be a part of the

"advance guard" for 90 days.

These were the first of many of the

jet medium bomber wing and strategic

fighter deployments and ocean crossing

to come. Speed and distance records had

tumbled.

With the evolution of American air-

power now nearing the all-jet stage, an

advanced, all-jet successor to the KC-97
has been ordered into production by the

U. S. Air Force. Based on the design of

the Boeing 707, America's first jet trans-

port plane, the Boeing KC-135 will be

able to keep up with the latest jet bomb-
ers and refuel them enroute to the target.

Ryan Aeronautical Company's long part-

nership with Boeing will continue with

Ryan building the KC-135 aft fuselage

sections as well as large "torque box"
structures.

In the meantime, aerial refueling con-

tinues to "boom" as the Strategic Air

GLOBAL TREKNICIANS

(Continued from Page 20)

turers and the users of their products.

This close contact aids Air Force service

personnel who may have only hand-book
knowledge of factory methods. It is also

beneficial to the manufacturer in giving

him service-life performance data.

A considerable saving of repair dollars

is also being effected. In previous years,

many parts were scrapped because it

wasn't possible for Air Force maintenance
men to recondition parts economically.

Under the new system, the trend is to rely

more and more upon the original manu-
facturer to determine, first of all, whether
the parts are salvagable, and secondly,

whether repairs should be done on the

spot or back at the factory where produc-
tion tools and fixtures are available. In

many cases, aircraft parts can be put into

like-new condition by the manufacturer
for half the original cost.

This type of mobile field service is not

new to Ryan, or to Gil Hansen. Both
have for years rendered a similar service,

on the initiative of the company, to com-
mercial and military overhaul bases and

other users of Ryan products. Douglas
DC-4, DC-6, C-47 and C-124 transports;

Boeing KC-97 Stratofreighters and 377
Stratocruisers; Fairchild C-82 and C-119
Flying Boxcars, and Convair 240s and
340s, using thousands of Ryan exhaust

systems, have all benefited from Ryan's

global maintenance service. In fact, for

the past 8 years, Hansen, C. L. Foushee,

Jr., and other Ryan representatives, have

spent as much as 75 per cent of their

time swinging around the world in behalf

of Ryan's traditional service policy.

This service has contributed substan-

tially to the unexecelled performance rec-

ord of Ryan exhaust systems and other

high temperature components. Latest evi-

dence of this record is the recent decision

of the Third Air Transport Squadron to

increase the operating time by 200 hours

between major overhauls of the four

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Wasp Major
engines and Ryan exhaust systems in the

Globemaster.

Service beyond the factory wall by Ryan

and other manufacturers participating in

the Air Force program has resulted in

greater operating efficiency . . . more

trouble-free flying time . . . and increased

savings on repair bills ... all good news

to the U. S. Taxpayer in terms of better

national defense at lower costs.
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VIA FAIRCHILD, FOR FAIRCHILD—TIh first shipment in a rush order of moUifud
turbine hoods was shipped out of the Ryan plant recently in a Fairchild C-1I<J Air
Force transport, the same type of plane for which the hoods are produced.

HOOD!^ IN A HURRY
Emergency service Ryan is capable of providing was dramatically illustrated

recently, when an Air Force transport rolled up to the plant gates at Lindbergh
Field and took aboard a quantity of turbine hoods for Fairchild Aircraft Co.,
Hagerstown, Md.

Recently, a large number of such components was shipped in two C-46
planeloads to Ryan with request for utmost speed in modifying the hoods, a vital
part of the turbine nozzle boxes used in the new Curtiss-Wright turbo-compound
engines, which power the Fairchild C-119 "Flying Boxcar" transports for the
Air Force. The modification was necessary to bring the hoods up to the latest
configuration.

An accelerating schedule of deliveries was set, and Ryan met its commitment
on time when the first batch of 120 hoods was loaded aboard a "Flying Boxcar"
transport. Other deliveries will be made in the near future. Besides the hood
modification, Ryan also is producing new clamps for the parts.

LOADING UP—Loading of Fairchild turbine hoods from truck lift operated by R. P.
Anderson, of the shipping department, is supervised by crew men of Fairchild C-119
"Flying Boxcar" and A, R. Dziedzic, Ryan shipping clerk.

ENGINEERING WITH

DOLLARS
(Continued from Page 19)

ceptable to manufacturing.

The term "maximum worth" has spe-

cial significance in the aircraft industry.

For example, since the article is limited

in weight, there are occasions when the

lighter but costlier design is chosen over

the heavier hut less expensive design. In

such cases, the producibility engineer has

determined that the weight reduction is

"worth" the extra cost, because it permits

the aircraft to better perform its function

as a weapon.

Before we proceed furttier, let us ex-

plain that the producibility engineer func-

tions in a consultative capacity. His in-

fluence is suggestive; management, the

designer, the shop, make the final de-

cision.

The comparative cost evaluation is the

persuasive tool of the producibility engi-

neer. In it, he takes into consideration

the cost of engineering, tooling, mate-

rials, production and indirect labor.

Through comparative evaluations, it is

possible to predict the most efficient de-

sign for any specific production quantity

or rate.

Cost evaluations provided by produci-

bility engineering differ from cost esti-

mates conducted by the cost estimating

department. In the cost evaluation, the

attempt is to determine the cost differ-

ential of two or more designs which may
equally satisfy a desired function. Since

the producibilit)' engineer is concerned

only with comparison, those similar ele-

ments contributing to the total cost of

each design can be eliminated from the

evaluation without affecting the end re-

sult. Cost estimates, as compiled by con-

tract estimating, are normally prepared to

determine the total cost of an article for

the purpose of bid quotations.

For instance, suppose that in one sug-

gested design, the part is produced out of

bar stock, and that in another, it is made
from a casting. It is obvious that a cer-

tain number of holes in the flange will

be drilled and burred in the same way for

both methods. Therefore, the cost of per-

forming the burring and drilling, and

the cost of the pertinent tooling can be

disregarded in a cost comparison. Pro-

ducibility evaluations are used only to as-

sist in the selection of a design.

Producibility engineering's first major

project at Ryan was in connection with

the production redesign of the Firebee jet

drone missile. In existence was the ex-

perimental design and experimental tool-

ing. Ryan had received a quantity pro-

duction contract, with additional orders

(Continued on Next Page)



anticipated.

A specified sum had been awarded

Ryan for tooling of a production model,

and a small award was made for the en-

gineering cost to be expected in introduc-

ing the production model. However, most

of the redesigning cost would have to be

met by any cost reduction which could be

realized through improved producibility

characteristics of the revisions.

A study showed that the original con-

cept was good, but that changes were

called for in structural details. The first

design had been conceived when priori-

ties, material shortages and schedules

were important factors. Since then, the

situation had altered considerably, and a

cost evaluation indicated conclusively that

a redesign would effect cost reduction.

A report to management contained a

cost evaluation of the fuselage section

and a plan which proposed separating the

target drone into independent elements;

the fuselage, wing, parachute container,

empennage, electrical assemblies and na-

celle. Each element was evaluated indi-

vidually, thus permitting a flexible

redesign program. Engineering manage-

ment could then order, selectively, the

redesign of the entire target drone or any

element thereof with a minimum risk of

jeopardizing budget commitments.

To justify to tooling and manufactur-

ing that proposed changes were economi-

cally desirable, detailed cost evaluations

were presented. Coordination between all

departments reached a high level as the

project progressed. The utmost coopera-

tion of such groups as tooling, manu-

facturing, cost accounting, materiel, cost

estimating and others in providing data

needed for completion of the evaluation

was essential.

In the Ryan Firebee, two examples will

serve to illustrate producibility engineer-

ing at work. These involve the main para-

chute container assembly and the forward

parachute hanger. The Firebee is recov-

erable by parachute on completion of each

pilotless, remote-controlled flight.

The main parachute container assembly

originally had several design features

which contributed to relatively high cost.

The contour for the upper skin required

hot drop-hammer forming, and a post-

forming trim operation. The aft bulkhead

consisted of a hydropress-formed part,

with severe shrink flanges, to which four

formed steel fittings were attached, plus

two welded socket assemblies, used to

eject the drag chute container. The upper

and lower skins had a butt joint along the

longitudinal axis which made a difficult

trim problem on assembly. There were a

large number of flush rivets and bolts

used throughout the assembly.

First step in the redesign was to alter

the upper skin contour slightly so that

the skin could be rolled from a net

trimmed, developed sheet of aluminum al-

loy in the heat treated condition. The aft

bulkhead assembly was redesigned as a

one-piece permanent mold casting which
included provisions for the tail cone at-

tachment and ejection sockets and also

eliminated the steel fittings. The upper

and lower skins were lapped along the

longitudinal joint to provide assembly

adjustment. The magnesium alloy skins

were changed to aluminum and the gauge

of the doublers was adjusted to allow the

use of spot welding instead of flush

riveting.

The design changes reduced the number
of major detail parts from 20 to 11, and

the number of fasteners from 361 to 92.

On the basis of 100 units, the saving

would be $916. Projected to 500 units,

the cost reduction would be $7,750 and

for 1,000 units, $37,000 would be saved.

The Firebee's forward parachute hanger

is an excellent example of the design and

cost advantages inherent in single-piece

type of construction as compared to a

built-up structure. This assembly serves

as a main attachment point of the target

for air launch and for the recovery

parachute.

The original design comprised nine

major pieces, welded and riveted to make
the final assembly.

The basic load paths used in the orig-

inal design were carried over to the re-

design which, in addition, required that

this fitting be a sealed unit since it was

to be located in an integral tank area.

Considering the design requirements of

structure, cost and tank sealing, a casting

appeared to be the most feasible solution.

On this basis, a layout was made of a cast-

ing which would be adequate from a

structural and a sealing standpoint.

Since this casting was to mate with a

contoured skin surface, it was decided

that a permanent-mold type aluminum
alloy casting would best fit all the re-

quirements, at a minimum level of cost,

for the design quantity being considered.

This casting design required a minimum
of subsequent machining operations, with

only drilling, boring and plain milling

needed to complete the part for the next

assembly.

Cost evaluations showed estimated sav-

ings similar to those in the redesign of

the main parachute container assembly.

Redesign isn't necessarily the key to

lower production costs. The producibility

engineer, in analyzing an original design

in comparison with a proposed design,

must determine whether the company

should expend the tooling and engineer-

ing effort. This is justified only if cost

evaluations can prove that money can be

saved by redesign.

Design changes cost money; hence the

ideal situation is to incorporate produci-

bility characteristics into the original

design.

The economics of the situation will, in

the final analysis, govern management's
decision in effecting redesigns — hence

producibility engineering's activity must

be constantly based on the concept of

"engineering with dollars."

Ryan's rapidly increasing activity in the

field of prime contracts has necessarily in-

creased the size of the engineering depart-

ment. Producibility engineering has be-

come an integrated function to provide

consultative type service. Assisting in this

service, as a part of producibility engineer-

ing, are the materials and standards sec-

tion and the design and drafting manual

section. The drafting manual and design

handbook are prepared to assist the design

and drafting personnel in producing de-

sign drawings of components which can

be economically manufactured. The de-

sign handbook, which is in the process

of preparation, will be an accumulation

of design and manufacturing data which

will describe the potentials of the various

methods and machines which can be util-

ized for fabrication and assembly of

aircraft.

Standardization and the utilization of

standard components in design, provide

a basic method for producing an article

which has maxhnuni worth at minimum
cost. New standards manuals are cur-

rently being prepared which will assist

the designer in the selection of standard

parts and components. In order to pro-

duce an optimum design, the designer

must be provided with data which will

assist in the selection of proper materials.

A materials manual, which will delineate

properties of the various aircraft mate-

rials and provide recommended usage

data, is also in the process of preparation.

It is the purpose of these various hand-

books to provide a digest of design in-

formation which will supplement the

basic knowledge of the individual

designer.

Producibility is an industry wide con-

cept which is highlighted by the slogan

of the U. S. Air Force "More Air Force

Per Dollar."

The Ryan Aeronautical Company rec-

ognizes the necessity for increased pro-

duction potential, reduction of production

cost, conservation of critical materials and

maximum utilization of manpower. It

was through the furtherance of this

realization that producibility engineering

became an important part of Ryan engi-

neering division.
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AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT

DIVISION
(Continued from Page 7)

mechanical equipment, visual landing

aids, and presentation systems. That's a

huge order in this period of breath-tak-

ing progress in aeronautics, for no air-

craft part, not even the nut and bolt, can

be allowed to stand still in it's develop-

ment cycle. Today, every individual com-

ponent of the airplane is under intensive

development, and that means a really

mountainous mass of daily headaches in

the frustrating race for aeronautical

progress.

Aircraft equipment headaches, how-

ever, are old and continuing problems to

Captain J.
E. Sullivan, USNR. He's offi-

cially listed as Mr. Sullivan, now, but to

thousands of both Navy and contractor

personnel who work with him, either pro-

ducing or removing his headaches, he is

still "Captain Sullivan." As Director, Air-

borne Equipment Division, he presides

over probably the most diverse activity

in the entire Navy Department.

The activities of tliis aggressive di-

vision are so diverse as to defy precise

definition. Its influence spreads not only

throughout the Bureau of Aeronautics but

the entire Navy department as well, and

frequently reaches up to the Chief of

Naval Operations, and, through him, to

the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Simultaneously,

its responsibilities extend directly down
to the frustrated mechanic attempting to

repair a hydraulic system in an amphibian

parked on a lonely one-runway Pacific

atoll. This diversity can be kept clear of

chaos only by careful, effective planning,

imaginative organization and the defini-

tions of functions as precisely as language

will permit.

One of the basic formulae that welds

his division into an efficient and progres-

sive unit is Captain Sullivan's insistence

on "the best man for the job" as a basic

personnel policy. The roster of his branch

and section heads is a roughly even mix-

ture of experienced Naval officers and
civilians and Sullivan, who is quite lit-

erally both, is the catalyst whose under-

standing and leadership brings the bril-

liant scientist and the line officer into har-

monious partnership.

The Mechanical Equipment Design
Branch is directed by Commander R. A.

Weatherup, whose responsibility is to en-

sure that "working things work." The
Mechanical Standards Development Sec-

tion of this branch develops standards for

hydraulic and pneumatic systems, airframe

utility parts, structural fasteners, fittings,

nuts, bolts and rubber goods. These may
be applied not only to Navy aircraft but

to Air Force planes, and often become

parts of international standardization

agreements with our allies.

The Airframe Components Design

Section handles canopies, external doors,

access and escape hatches, flooring, cargo

tie-down equipment and all attachment

provisions for items not part of the air-

craft primary structure.

The Aircraft Systems Design Section

develops mooring, towing and lifting

equipment, ejection seats, sanitary equip-

ment, landing gear, and windshield de-

icing equipment.

The Actuating and Flight Controls Sec-

tion is responsible for the hydraulic and

full power control systems required by

modern high performance aircraft. This

section is currently sponsoring a basic

research on the requirements that future

very high performance control systems

will face, and is producing a series of de-

sign guides to aid aircraft designers. Pre-

liminary results of this program, the first

of its kind ever to be undertaken, have

been furnished to the aircraft industry,

and have been enthusiastically accepted.

Also in the Mechanical Equipment Branch

are the Airborne Tankage and Fire Pro-

tection Section, and the Aircraft Condi-

tioning Equipment Section.

The Navigation Branch is headed by

Mr. J.
B. Matthews, Jr. It is responsible

for the development of all self-contained

navigational equipment, such as new and

improved sextants, drift sights, comput-

ing devices, and completely automatic

navigation systems. Because of the pre-

cise nature of the specialized missions of

modern military aircraft, navigational in-

telligence has assumed an increasingly im-

portant role. Superior equipment is re-

quired for a variety of tasks, such as

bombing and minelaying, anti-submarine

search and attack, aerial photography,

helicopter hovering, and magnetic sur-

veys. Vitally important, of course, is ex-

tremely accurate navigation for the Navy's

role in atomic warfare.

Typical of some of the unclassified de-

velopments of this branch is the peris-

copic sextant, described by many as the

most important improvement in this basic

navigation device since the days of Co-

lumbus. The branch is working, too, on

completely automatic navigation systems,

which are classified and cannot be de-

scribed. One of the more important and

more promising ones, however, is being

developed under contract by Ryan.

Mr. N. E. Promisel, a noted scientist,

heads up the Materials Branch, and

serves also as Chief Metallurgist for the

Bureau of Aeronautics. It was in this

branch that the first military development

of the exciting new metal, titanium, was

pioneered. Mr. Promisel, with Captain

Sullivan, foresaw ahead of others both

the high promise of the then "laboratory-

curiosity" metal, and the future require-

ments for it that high speed aircraft have
since generated. The Materials Branch
pushed the development for several years,

overcoming one difficulty after another,

until they could make the refractory metal

behave as they wanted it to for the many
applications—in sheet, forgings, and cast-

ings—where it is now used. Further use

of the metal will result from current

projects.

This branch is also actively forging

ahead in the seemingly endless plastics

field and other non-metallic materials cat-

egories. All told, they run into hundreds
of specific jobs. And, of course, there is

a continuous program to produce new
alloys and better applications for the older

metals. Findings and development in all

these areas are passed on to other branch-

es in the division, to other divisions of

of bureau, to other bureaus of the Navy,
and, of course, to the other services of

the military team.

The Safety Equipment Branch, directed

by Commander E. 'W. McLaughlin, plays

a vital role in the protection of human
life at the ever-increasing speeds and alti-

tudes of new Naval aircraft. The Alti-

tude Equipment Design Section develops

new oxygen and bail-out equipment,

liquid-oxygen converters, and such seem-

ingly obscure yet essential detail parts

as gunfire-resistant oxygen cylinder brack-

ets. Probably their most important single

project presently underway is that of de-

veloping the full-pressure suit, which all

aviators will have to wear in the not too

distant future. As aircraft begin to fly

operationally at very high altitudes, when
the air is so thin and the outside pressure

is so low that even momentary exposure

to it would cause the pilot's blood to boil

almost immediately, he would, quite lit-

erally, explode without special equipment.

This suit (which was recently shown in

LIFE magazine) is now well along in de-

velopment. It provides complete protec-

tion for the pilot, giving him his own
pressure atmosphere and oxygen supply

that makes him independent of any loss

of cabin pressure through accident or

gun-fire.

The Search, Rescue and Personal Equip-

ment Section directs the development of

better flight clothing, helmets, goggles (a

45-year-old item that shows no signs of

becoming obsolete), anti-acceleration and

anti-exposure suits and parachutes (for

personnel, cargo, and missile recovery)

.

A major program being carried on in

this section is that of integrating the

many items of personal equipment into

a single, more comfortable, more reliable

system that will make the jet pilot look

less like the misshapen man from Mars

than he now appears to be when he is

ready to fly. Also in the Safetj' Equipment
(Continued on Next Page)
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Branch is the Atomic Defense Section,

which develops airborne instruments for

the detection of radioactivity equipment

for the protection of crews against radia-

tion, and devices for radiological decon-

tamination.

The Assistant to the Director for In-

struments and Navigation, Cdr. W. R.

Prescott, is a war-tested, experienced pilot.

The Instrument Branch itself, under Mr.

H. C. Booth, develops the whole bewil-

dering family of sensors and indicators,

as well as automatic pilots and other con-

trol equipment, for aircraft, guided mis-

siles and drones. This is one of the chief

headache-producing groups. At breakneck

speed, it pursues some of the most com-

plex and technically advanced equipment

development in the world, to keep ahead

of the ever increasing demands of higher

and faster airplanes. The group works in

three general areas: engine instruments,

flight instruments, and gyro instruments.

Working closely with the Instruments

Branch, as well as other branches and di-

visions, is the Presentation Systems

Branch, under Mr. W. L. Lovejoy. This

group has the unusual responsibility of

not worrying about the airplane, as such,

but about the man who has to fly it. In

this office is centralized the Bureau of

Aeronautics' efforts in the increasingly

important field of human engineering, or

bio-mechanics. It is a group consisting of

experienced psychologists, engineers, and

fighter pilots. They assist equipment peo-

ple in designing equipment, aircraft cock-

pits, and controls that are best, easiest to

use, and most foolproof. One of their

current projects is a completely redesigned

presentation of all instrument information

to the jet pilot. Without affecting the in-

struments themselves, they have developed

a better method for presenting the infor-

mation to the pilot in a natural, easily

interpreted way. The new system is prov-

ing itself in test. Not satisfied, the branch

has in fabrication a still more advanced

model, which will make the jets still eas-

ier and more natural to fly. Starting from

the premise that flying an airplane with

natural visual cues on a sunny afternoon

is pretty easy these days, they have as

their ultimate goal an integrated instru-

ment system that will come very close

to giving the Naval pilot those same sim-

ple, natural cues for all-weather flight.

The group is also engaged in a continu-

ing development program to improve

controls, cockpit arrangements, radar pres-

entations, and the pilot-end of fire control

systems.

Rounding out the orderly array of re-

sponsibilities in the division is the In-

stallations Branch, under Mr.
J.

B. May,

III, charged with developing methods of

installing instruments and navigation

Largest ^Copter Has Ryan Exhausts
The world's largest transport helicopter, the 42-passenger, 15-ton Piaseckl

YH-16, recently picked up its rotors and flew—proving that not all boxcars
need rails and not all helicopters are bicycles with wings.

The giant YH-16, in fact, brings a new concept to military logistics with
its hungry capacity for heavy cargo and fully equipped troops. Powered by two
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft R-2180 reciprocating engines, for which Ryan builds
the exhaust systems, the YH-16 has tandem rotors 82 feet in diameter and
has flown at speeds exceeding 130 miles an hour at altitudes of between 3,000
and 4,000 feet. Originally designed for long-range rescue work, the enormous
potential pay-load of the new 'copter has led both the Army and the .4ir Force
to schedule production of it as a troop and cargo transport.

Ryan builds YH-16 exhaust systems from type 321 stainless steel. These
are collector-type systems which channel the searing exhaust gases from each
engine's 14 cylinders and eject them to the atmosphere. Designed by Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft, the exhaust systems are supported in an unique manner. Tlie
collector rings are attached to a series of aluminum pedestals by means of spring
steel leaves, which absorb shock and permit movement of the system. Ryan
built the pedestals by machining heavy billets of 75ST aluminum alloy. It is

interesting to note that the R-2180 engines are approximately half the size and
power of the famous R-4360 Wasp Major engines. Ryan has produced thousands
of high temperature components for these 3500 horsepower engines, which are
used in Boeing KC-97 aerial tankers as well as several other distinguished
aircraft.

equipment in aircraft and missiles; and

Visual Landing Aids Branch, under Mr.

A. L. Lewis, which is concerned with

development of field, runway and sea-

drome lighting, as well as lighted suit

and equipment for night use by Landing

Signal Officers on carriers.

Commander Jay Y. Lichtenwalner, who
is widely experienced in Naval aviation,

is the deputy director and serves as Cap-

tain Sullivan's good right hand in ad-

ministering the division. The difficult job

of program planning, for both current

efforts and for long range projects, is in

the capable hands of Commander R. E.

Clements.

Not even a cost accounting genius could

determine the value of work-in-progress

in the Airborne Equipment Division.

However, it is a rule-of-thumb that the

value of the equipment in modern com-

bat aircraft is rapidly approaching the

50% mark, about one half of which can

probably be called "Airborne Equip-

ment." This means that Captain Sullivan's

crew is providing about one-quarter of

the current $2 billion worth of Naval

aircraft to be purchased this fiscal year.

The award of a production contract

for new equipment punctuates one phase

of their development work. This stage

has been reached only after traversing a

long and tortuous road that often began

as long as ten years ago with the germ
of an idea. This idea has to be made the

subject of a research program to develop

its broad potentialities, formulated into a

set of design criteria and specifications

and coordinated with other equipment
and aircraft under development. Then a

prototype had to be built and subjected

to countless performance, strength and
endurance tests. After this expenditure

of human effort, many years of time, and

often millions of dollars, the equipment
is ordered into production: the beginning

of a new product for the manufacturer's

assembly lines, but an anti-climax for the

hard-working officers and civilians of

Captain Sullivan's crew. For at this point,

they will be deeply immersed in the de-

\'elopment of the successor to the new
item, a successor that will do more for

the pilot, be lighter, and be more reliable

and concurrently increase the military ef-

fectiveness of the man-airplane team.

That's the lifeblood of Naval Aviation

progress.
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15-yEAR VETERANS—Fifteen-year pins were presented by T. Claude Ryan, president,

to this group at Christmas banquet Left to right, C. L. Foushee, Jr., James C. Smith,
Leroy Steinauer, Carl Oberbauer, Deuey Bement, William B. Jones, Ernie Simonson,
Mel Payne, Willis L. Bice, Paul Gongauare, J. O. Burke, Gordon Longmire, Lewis C,

Hilles, Joe Basso, Bob Ballinger, John Killian, Robert Booth, Jr., Ryan, Clarence Day,
Fred Haywood, R. E. Evey, Frank Marsh, and William J. Dockett.

175 Ryan ^^Old-Timers"
In Gala Meeting

In a festive pre-Christnias alnio-

sphere, 175 Ryan "old-timers" gath-

ered Friday night, Dec. 17, at the

company's annual banquet, with T.

Claude Ryan, president, as their

host.

Ryan personally met and wel-

comed each guest at the door, and
presented gardenia corsages to the

15 women who attended, the largest

number to represent the feminine
contingent in the history of these

banquets.

William Brotherton, manager of
public relations, who himself quali-

fied this year as a "freshman old-

timer" by passing the 10-year mile-

stone, was master of ceremonies.
Assembled at the flowered-bedecked
tables were employees with at least

15 years' service, and those who
earned their 10-year service pins
during the past year.

Ryan paid tribute to the veteran
employees whose efforts, he said,

were responsible for the company's
successful growth since he entered

the aviation business in San Diego
on a shoestring 32 years ago.

Ryan has an exceptionally high
proportion of veterans among its

employees, with over ten percent
who have been with the company
more than ten years and nearly one
third who are veterans of five or

more years.

After presentation of 10 and 15-

year service pins, topnotch pro-

fessional entertainment was staged.

10-YEAR VETERANS—"Freshman old-timers" are shown at annual Christmas banquet
with T. Claude Ryan, president. Left to right, Harold E. Adams, W. M Kamp, Mar-
garet Holahan, Phil Zykwa, Samuel Wayte, Bert Holland, Mary Melton, Dora Wright,
Elvin A. Jolley, Joseph C. Freese, Paul Browning, Ryan, Floyd A. Cox, Frances Long,
Norman Shaw, Charles J. Fitzpatrick, Dorothy Hubbs, Ed Parker, Ida Clements, Joseph
W, Raymond, Stephen Orban, Glenn Wilds, Dave Williams and Martin Richter.

WORK SMARTER

KOT HARDER
(Continued from Page 17)

department making the best recommenda-
tion for material conservation, have com-
mended the concise, well thought-out sug-

gestions that result from use of Flow
Process Charts by factory supervisors.

Secondly, the very nature of the class

sessions, based as they are on the "con-

ference technique," gives valuable public

speaking experience to the employees who
participate in them inasmuch as they

must make committee reports to the

group, and are constantly encouraged to

discuss freely their own ideas and those

of their neighbors.

Specifically then, what is the Work Sim-
plification program, when did it start at

Ryan, and how does it affect the average

factory and office worker here .''

Allan H. Mogensen, who developed
Work Simplification Conferences back in

1932, defines the system as "the organ-
ized use of common sense by everyone in-

volved to find easier and better ways of

doing work." It was the logical out-

growth of the pioneering efl?orts m time
and motion studies by Frank and Lillian

Gilbreth (hero and heroine of the best-

seller, "Cheaper by the Dozen,") with
whom Mogensen collaborated until Dr.
Frank's death in 1924,

Dr. Lillian, who has continued her
husband's work in this field, is a popular
and respected member of the faculty of
Mogensen's Work Simplification Train-
ing Conference held annually at Lake
Placid, New York. These conferences are

attended by representatives from depart-
ments of industrial engineering, produc-
tion, personnel and finance in companies
large and small all over the United
States. Bob Smith is a graduate of the

17th Conference, which took place at

Lake Placid in the summer of 1953.

As an example of the variety of firms

to be found on the Work Simp enroll-

ment list, among Bob's classmates were
employees of Swift & Co., Chesapeake &
Ohio Railway, Standard Register Co.,

Columbia Broadcasting System, Detroit-

Edison, Minneapolis-Honeywell Co., Ford
Motor Co. and RCA-'Victor.

Because Mogensen knows that a suc-

cessful program of any type must have
the solid support and understanding of

top management, he tries to launch each

company's Work Simplification schedule

himself with a special "introduction to

executive management." At Ryan, this in-

troductory course was held in October,

1953, for 15 of the plant's highest officers.

With their enthusiastic approval and back-

ing, Bob Smith welcomed a pilot group

(Continued on Next Page)
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of 20 department heads to the first full-

scale Work Simp session at Ryan on

December 8, 1953, and the new program

was underway. Today, 14 groups of 20

employees each have completed the course

of eight two-hour meetings. Eventually

all supervisory personnel will have an

opportunity to attend the classes and to

become familiar with the sometimes as-

tonishing results of "working smarter

—

not harder."

To see how the system operates, let's

follow the Work Simp committee that

discovered how to eliminate the 10 un-

necessary copies and 10 envelopes, sim-

plifying the job of the clerk in the

earlier part of our story.

James Orr of Outside Production was

the chairman of the group. Other mem-
bers were Jack Delaney of Engineering;

Charles Webster, Production Engineering

and Al Janeski of Dispatching.

In the first two conferences of the

Work Simplification course, these men,

along with their 16 classmates, learned

the basic objectives of Work Simplifica-

tion: "to get better products with less

effort, in less time, with greater safety, at

lower costs"—thereby enhancing the com-

pany's competitive position and making
jobs and salaries that much more secure.

In these sessions the men also considered

the advantages of an open mind, with its

green light showing, as opposed to the

"red light mind" whose immediate re-

sponse to a new idea is, "It can't be

done."

At session three, Orr's class was intro-

duced to the Flow Process Chart, a sheet

now becoming as familiar across the na-

tion as income tax blanks.

Five different symbols on the FPC,

indicating transportation, delay, storage,

inspection and operation, make it possible

to record graphically every step of a job

under examination. In short, the Flow

Process Chart puts the organization into

the "organized use of common sense " and

from this point on will be the constant

working companion of Work Simp stu-

dents and old-grads.

In filling out the FPC's, students are

shown how to break down a job into its

three essentials:

(1) "make ready," or the effort and

time spent in setting up equipment, ma-

chines and materials in preparation for

performing a task.

(2) "do"—which is the actual per-

formance of the job, and

(3) "put-away," the clean-up follow-

ing the "do."

Analyzing an operation in this man-
ner often pays off immediately with the

big jackpot—the realization that there's

no good reason for the job in the first

place, and all three functions can be elimi-

nated in one stroke.

Conference four gives the new Work
Simp disciples a chance to put the meat

of practice on the bones of theory, apply-

ing the Flow Process Charts to actual

plant problems. Class members from
different departments, with different train-

ing and backgrounds, are assigned to

committees and asked to select their own
project, preferably a "bottleneck"—a job

that takes too much time, costs too much,

or requires too much chasing around to

find materials, tools and supplies.

Orr's committee settled on an ofiice

task that was performed an average of 26

times a week. It was seemingly an essen-

tial operation involving the typing and

distribution of a "Closed Short-Shipping

Form," used to notify certain departments

that for some reason a shipment con-

signed to Ryan would be closed out with

a shortage. For years these forms had been

made up as needed, 10 copies at a time,

and distributed by a purchasing depart-

ment clerk. It was a simple, straightfor-

ward operation. It took time, yes—but

how else could you notify everyone not to

expect a full shipment? Orr, Charlie

Webster, Jack Delaney and Al Janeski

took out their Flow Process Charts and

went to work.

They began with the typist taking 10

copies of the form from a cabinet and
went on from there as she inserted car-

bon, placed them in her typewriter, typed

in necessary information, and so on

through 11 operations, two transporta-

tions, one inspection, two delays of 20

minutes each and one storage.

Then the committee carefully studied

each detail and, as one member succinctly

put it,
" 'Why'd' the hell out of every-

thing!"

Why is the job done? Why is it done
in that place? Why at that time? Why
by that person and in just that way?
Can the whole procedure be eliminated ?

Can details be combined ? How about

changing the sequence, place or person?

Is there a better method of tackling the

job?

Jimmy Orr and his committee tried

hard to answer every question. It was the

answers they couldn't find, however, that

interested them most, for they had already

learned that the troublesome "whys" led

the way to expendable details.

Nevertheless, they didn't stop with the

paper work. Next came the important

"consultative approach." They asked for

opinions from everyone concerned—the

girl who handled the forms day after day

and knew the job best, the department

head, the people who received the forms

at the other end of the line.

And then, maybe because they were

outsiders with that objective viewpoint

that distinguishes the forest from the

trees, they came across a second form,

used regularly by all the same people,

called the "Purchase Order Notice." 'Why
not eliminate the first form, treat short-

ages as a "change" and add the informa-

tion to the list of items already being

routed to interested departments ?

Simple? Of course. Good ideas usually

are.

Here's another example. Chairman Fred

Rathert, Larry Larson, Kenny Dearing

and Milt Johnson noticed that after the

assembled Ryan Firebee drone missile

was painted, it was necessary for two men
to round up a dolly, load on the Firebee

and haul it a distance of 4,906 feet to

the infra-red drying lights. They suggest-

ed the lights be permanently moved to the

Firebee building instead. Although this

was not entirely an original idea—many
people had vaguely wondered why it

couldn't be done—it was the first time

organization had been applied to this

particular bit of common sense. "Presen-

tation of the idea is complete and con-

vincing," reported Don Walker, the con-

servation analyst assigned to assay the

worth of the suggestion. "Production man-

hour savings will be in excess of $1300."

Still another group, composed of Ray

McCollum, Eddie Oberbauer and Maurie

Boles, worked out a method of using a

template for trimming and burring fuse-

lage skin.

The old way took two men an hour and

a half to clamp the skin in place over a

fixture, scribe the cutting lines and then

shear by hand. Using the McCoUum-
Oberbauer-Boles template, the job can

now be done with a hand routing ma-

chine more accurately and with less waste

metal in 1 5 minutes.

Most workers want to know right away,

"What happens when so much time is

saved? Will someone lose his job?"

Let Bob Smith, who is familiar with

every Work Simplification project put into

effect at Ryan, answer that one.

"There has never been a case at Ryan

where a worker lost his employment due

solely to the installation of a Work Simp

way of doing a job.

"In fact, in every instance where wasted

time, energy or materials are conserved,

with resulting increased productivity, we
are acutally strengthening our own posi-

tions and jobs in the company. By im-

proving the way we work, thus making

more products at less cost, we help Ryan

gain a good reputation with our custom-

ers, and make it possible for Ryan to bid

successfully on new contracts. And that

(Continued on Next Page)
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15-YEAR VETERANS—Fifteen-year pins were presented by T. Claude Ryan, president,
to this group at Christmas banquet Left to right, C. L. Foushee, Jr., James C. Smith,
Leroy Steinauer, Carl Oberbauer, Dewey Bement, William B. Jones, Ernie Simonson,
Mel Payne, Willis L. Bice, Paul Gongaware, J, O. Burke, Gordon Longmire, Lewis C.
miles, Joe Basso, Bob Ballinger, John Killian, Robert Booth, Jr., Ryan, Clarence Day,
Fred Haywood, R. E. Evey, Frank Marsh, and William J. Dockett.

175 Ryan '^Old-Timers"
In Oala Meeting

In a festive pre-Christnias atmo-
sphere, 175 Ryan "old-timers" gath-

ered Friday night, Dec. 17, at the

company's annual banquet, with T.

Claude Ryan, president, as their

host.

Ryan personally met and wel-

comed each guest at the door, and
presented gardenia corsages to the

15 women who attended, the largest

number to represent the feminine
contingent in the history of these

banquets.
William Brotherton, manager of

public relations, who himself quali-

fied this year as a "freshman old-

timer" by passing the 10-year mile-

stone, was master of ceremonies.
Assembled at the flowered-bedecked
tables were employees with at least

15 years' service, and those who
earned their 10-year service pins
during the past year.

Ryan paid tribute to the veteran
employees whose efforts, he said,

were responsible for the company's
successful growth since he entered
the aviation business in San Diego
on a shoestring 32 years ago.

Ryan has an exceptionally high
proportion of veterans among its

employees, with over ten percent
who have been with the company
more than ten years and nearly one
third who are veterans of five or
more years.

After presentation of 10 and 15-

year service pins, topnotch pro-

fessional entertainment was staged.

10-YEAR VETERANS—"Freshman old-timers" are shown at annual Christmas banquet
with T. Claude Ryan, president. Left to right, Harold E. Adams, W. M Kamp, Mar-
garet Holahan, Phil Zykwa, Samuel Wayte, Bert Holland, Mary Melton, Dora Wright,
Elvin A. Jolley, Joseph C. Freese, Paul Browning, Ryan, Floyd A. Cox, Frances Long,
Norman Shaw, Charles J. Fitzpatrick, Dorothy Hubbs, Ed Parker, Ida Clements, Joseph
W. Raymond, Stephen Orban, Glenn Wilds, Dave Williams and Martin Richter.

WORK SMARTER

NOT HARDER
(Continued from Page 17)

department making the best recommenda-
tion for material conservation, have com-
mended the concise, well thought-out sug-

gestions that result from use of Flow
Process Charts by factory supervisors.

Secondly, the very nature of the class

sessions, based as they are on the "con-

ference technique," gives valuable public

speaking experience to the employees who
participate in them inasmuch as they

must make committee reports to the

group, and are constantly encouraged to

discuss freely their own ideas and those

of their neighbors.

Specifically then, what is the Work Sim-
plification program, when did it start at

Ryan, and how does it affect the average

factory and office worker here ?

Allan H. Mogensen, who developed
Work Simplification Conferences back in

1932, defines the system as "the organ-
ized use of common sense by everyone in-

volved to find easier and better ways of
doing work." It was the logical out-
growth of the pioneering efforts m time
and motion studies by Frank and Lillian

Gilbreth (hero and heroine of the best-

seller, "Cheaper by the Dozen,") with
whom Mogensen collaborated until Dr.
Frank's death in 1924.

Dr. Lillian, who has continued her
husband's work in this field, is a popular
and respected member of the faculty of
Mogensen's Work Simplification Train-
ing Conference held annually at Lake
Placid, New York. These conferences are
attended by representatives from depart-
ments of industrial engineering, produc-
tion, personnel and finance in companies
large and small all over the United
States. Bob Smith is a graduate of the
17th Conference, which took place at

Lake Placid in the summer of 1953.
As an example of the variety of firms

to be found on the Work Simp enroll-

ment list, among Bob's classmates were
employees of Swift & Co., Chesapeake &
Ohio Railway, Standard Register Co.,

Columbia Broadcasting System, Detroit-

Edison, Minneapolis-Honeywell Co., Ford
Motor Co. and RCA-Victor.

Because Mogensen knows that a suc-

cessful program of any type must have
the solid support and understanding of

top management, he tries to launch each

company's Work Simplification schedule

himself with a special "introduction to

executive management." At Ryan, this in-

troductory course was held in October,

1953, for 15 of the plant's highest officers.

With their enthusiastic approval and back-

ing. Bob Smith welcomed a pilot group

(Continued on Next Page)
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of 20 department heads to the first full-

scale Work Simp session at Ryan on

December 8, 1953, and the new program

was underway. Today, 14 groups of 20

employees each have completed the course

of eight two-hour meetings. Eventually

all supervisory personnel will have an

opportunity to attend the classes and to

become familiar with the sometimes as-

tonishing results of "working smarter

—

not harder."

To see how the system operates, let's

follow the Work Simp committee that

discovered how to eliminate the 10 un-

necessary copies and 10 envelopes, sim-

plifying the job of the clerk in the

earlier part of our story.

James Orr of Outside Produrtion was

the chairman of the group. Other mem-
bers were Jack Delaney of Engineering;

Charles Webster, Production Engineering

and Al Janeski of Dispatching.

In the first two conferences of the

Work Simplification course, these men,

along with their 16 classmates, learned

the basic objectives of Work Simplifica-

tion: "to get better products with less

effort, in less time, with greater safety, at

lower costs"—thereby enhancing the com-

pany's competitive position and making
jobs and salaries that much more secure.

In these sessions the men also considered

the advantages of an open mind, with its

green light showing, as opposed to the

"red light mind" whose immediate re-

sponse to a new idea is, "It can't be

done."

At session three, Orr's class was intro-

duced to the Flow Process Chart, a sheet

now becoming as familiar across the na-

tion as income tax blanks.

Five different symbols on the FPC,

indicating transportation, delay, storage,

inspection and operation, make it possible

to record graphically every step of a job

under examination. In short, the Flow
Process Chart puts the organization into

the "organized use of common sense" and

from this point on will be the constant

working companion of Work Simp stu-

dents and old-grads.

In filling out the FPC's, students are

shown how to break down a job into its

three essentials:

(1) "make ready," or the effort and

time spent in setting up equipment, ma-

chines and materials in preparation for

performing a task.

(2) "do"—which is the actual per-

formance of the job, and

(3) "put-away," the clean-up follow-

ing the "do."

Analyzing an operation in this man-
ner often pays off immediately with the

big jackpot—the realization that there's

no good reason for the job in the first

place, and all three functions can be elimi-

nated in one stroke.

Conference four gives the new Work
Simp disciples a chance to put the meat

of practice on the bones of theory, apply-

ing the Flow Process Charts to actual

plant problems. Class members from

different departments, with different train-

ing and backgrounds, are assigned to

committees and asked to select their own
project, preferably a "bottleneck"—a job

that takes too much time, costs too much,

or requires too much chasing around to

find materials, tools and supplies.

Orr's committee settled on an office

task that was performed an average of 26

times a week. It was seemingly an essen-

tial operation involving the typing and

distribution of a "Closed Short-Shipping

Form, " used to notify certain departments

that for some reason a shipment con-

signed to Ryan would be closed out with

a shortage. For years these forms had been

made up as needed, 10 copies at a time,

and distributed by a purchasing depart-

ment clerk. It was a simple, straightfor-

ward operation. It took time, yes—but

how else could you notify everyone not to

expect a full shipment.' Orr, Charlie

Webster, Jack Delaney and Al Janeski

took out their Flow Process Charts and

went to work.

They began with the typist taking 10

copies of the form from a cabinet and

went on from there as she inserted car-

bon, placed them in her typewriter, typed

in necessary information, and so on
through 11 operations, two transporta-

tions, one inspection, two delays of 20

minutes each and one storage.

Then the committee carefillly studied

each detail and, as one member succinctly

put it,
" 'Why'd' the hell out of every-

thing!"

Why is the job done? Why is it done
in that place? Why at that time? Why
by that person and in just that way?

Can the whole procedure be eliminated?

Can details be combined? How about

changing the sequence, place or person?

Is there a better method of tackling the

job?

Jimmy Orr and his committee tried

hard to answer every question. It was the

answers they couldn't find, however, that

interested them most, for they had already

learned that the troublesome "whys" led

the way to expendable details.

Nevertheless, they didn't stop with the

paper work. Next came the important

"consultative approach." They asked for

opinions from everyone concerned—the

girl who handled the forms day after day

and knew the job best, the department

head, the people who received the forms

at the other end of the line.

And then, maybe because they were

outsiders with that objective viewpoint

that distinguishes the forest from the

trees, they came across a second form,

used regularly by all the same people,

called the "Purchase Order Notice." 'Why
not eliminate the first form, treat short-

ages as a "change" and add the informa-

tion to the list of items already being

routed to interested departments?

Simple? Of course. Good ideas usually

are.

Here's another example. Chairman Fred

Rathert, Larry Larson, Kenny Dearing

and Milt Johnson noticed that after the

assembled Ryan Firebee drone missile

was painted, it was necessary for two men
to round up a dolly, load on the Firebee

and haul it a distance of 4,906 feet to

the infra-red drying lights. They suggest-

ed the lights be permanently moved to the

Firebee building instead. Although this

was not entirely an original idea—many
people had vaguely wondered why it

couldn't be done—it was the first time

organization had been applied to this

particular bit of common sense. "Presen-

tation of the idea is complete and con-

vincing," reported Don Walker, the con-

servation analyst assigned to assay the

worth of the suggestion. "Production man-

hour savings will be in excess of $1300."

Still another group, composed of Ray

McCoUum, Eddie Oberbauer and Maurie

Boles, worked out a method of using a

template for trimming and burring fuse-

lage skin.

The old way took two men an hour and

a half to clamp the skin in place over a

fixture, scribe the cutting lines and then

shear by hand. Using the McCoUum-
Oberbauer-Boles template, the job can

now be done with a hand routing ma-

chine more accurately and with less waste

metal in 15 minutes.

Most workers want to know right away,

"What happens when so much time is

saved? Will someone lose his job?"

Let Bob Smith, who is familiar with

every Work Simplification project put into

effect at Ryan, answer that one.

"There has never been a case at Ryan

where a worker lost his employment due

solely to the installation of a Work Simp

way of doing a job.

"In fact, in every instance where wasted

time, energy or materials are conserved,

with resulting increased productivity, we
are acutally strengthening our own posi-

tions and jobs in the company. By im-

proving the way we work, thus making

more products at less cost, we help Ryan

gain a good reputation with our custom-

ers, and make it possible for Ryan to bid

successfully on new contracts. And that

(Continued on Next Page)
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adds up to steadier employment for all of

us!"

To keep the Work Simplification pro-

gram going at a smooth clip at Ryan, Bob
has trained two additional conference

leaders. They are Dave McLees, Training

Department coordinator, and Lee Kann,
industrial engineer from the Factory Meth-

ods Department, both members of the

original pilot group of 14 months ago.

In conducting the 112 conferences held

so far, these three men have originated

many innovations which give a special

Ryan flavor to the course.

In the opening session, for example,

three methods of getting results through

people are discussed—the approaches of

"Tell Them," "Sell Them," and "Con-

sult Them."
"Most good supervisors use all three

of these methods at some time or an-

other," Dave McLees e.xplains, "but we
found that the advantages of the 'con-

sultative approach' really stick in their

minds when we dramatize them.

"We select two members of the class

to play the parts of supervisor and a tool

crib lead man. The supervisor is trying

to get the lead man to install a new sys-

tem of checking out and storing tools.

Before class, each man is given a list of

facts to guide him in his characterization.

For instance, the lead man is told that all

his foremen like him, that he has been

doing a good job, that the old system has

worked smoothly for many years.

"The supervisor is given this picture,

too, but his fact sheet also tells him that

the new system he is trying to sell is well

worth while and v/ill save the company
money. Then we let the two of them go

at it!"

"The explicit, thought-provoking situ-

ations that arise out of these short sketches

are more helpful than a whole library of

text books," Lee Kann agrees.

Dave and Lee spend much time be-

tween sessions as advisors and trouble-

shooters for the groups engaged in Work
Simp projects. They also contribute anec-

dotes, success stories and news items for

the spritely, two-page "Do," which is

edited by Lee and distributed regularly

to current and former Work Simp appren-

tices throughout the plant.

Another Ryan innovation is the award
of prizes to the three committees whose
projects have been selected as the most
outstanding in their group. Chairmen out-

line their recommendations and receive

the awards at the fourth meeting of the

succeeding course—a deliberate and high-

ly successful stratagem since this is the half-

way mark in the classes and the new stu-

dents are just learning how to use their

Flow Process Charts. They are glad to

hear concrete evidence of the remarkable
way in which Work Simplification actu-

ally produces results.

"In fact," Bob Smith says with satis-

faction, "Work Simp fame has now
spread beyond the plant. San Diego's City

Manager and the Director of the San
Diego County Public Welfare Department
have asked if they can send over repre-

sentatives to sit in on Ryan's Work Simp
conferences. We told them to come right

along . . . there's no limit to the scope

of Work Simplification.

"One of our students even applies its

principles at home on a job he performs
frequently in connection with his three

months' old son. He reports a definite

upgrading in his efficiency—with a cor-

responding decrease in the loss of safety

pins!"

MAGNESIUM FOR MISSILES
(Continued from Page 1))

ishing systems to provide the magnesium
surfaces of the Firebee with the required

protection against this attack. This treat-

ment employs the use of a new vinyl-

alkyd resin primer system which is much
more effective in preventing salt water

corrosion than the old zinc chromate
primer.

The process involves several steps

Gen. Bradley Here
Gen. Omar N. Bradley, former chair-

man of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, at

left, and A. Buiova, head of the Buiova
Watch Company, right, recently visited

Ryan and were taken on a plant tour
by T. Claude Ryan, president, center.

Bradley is now vice president in

charge of research and development
for the Bulova company. The visitors

expressed interest in Ryan's missile
work, including the Firebee pilotless

let drone.

which form stages in a closely-controlled

procedure. Magnesium parts are cleaned
of soil and grease with an alkaline clean-

er, rinsed and dipped in a hydrofluoric

acid solution. Then, they are rinsed in

water, boiled for 30 minutes in a solu-

tion of sodium dichromate and calcium
fluoride and rinsed again in hot water.

After drying, the parts are spray-painted

with one cross coat of a Bureau of Ships

wash primer in which a phosphoric acid

catalyst is added to enhance its adhesive

properties.

When dried, the magnesium parts are

given another coat of vinyl-zinc primer.

This is followed by an application of

vinyl-alkyd gray paint of special speci-

fication.

At all locations where magnesium and
aluminum alloys come into contact in the

Firebee, a polyester tape is placed be-

tween the two metals and riveted through,

allowing a one-quarter inch overhang, to

prevent galvanic corrosion from occurring.

Finally, the exterior surfaces of the

Firebees are painted with one coat of air-

craft gloss enamel in the distinctive Fire-

bee color combination of insignia red and
white.

The new primer system, containing

vinyl-alkyd resins, has provided greater

salt water protection for the Firebees'

surfaces than the old primer which is

formulated on an alkyd resin base. Ryan
chemists subjected magnesium-aluminum
riveted sheet metal samples, treated with
both types of finishes, to a 20 percent

salt spray test to determine their relative

effectiveness. After only 50 hours, the

sample finished with the old type zinc

chromate primer, showed extensive cor-

rosion. The sample finished with the new
vinyl-alkyd system was clean and corro-

sion-free after 400 hours of exposure.

Ryan chemists worked out another in-

teresting process for protecting the mag-
nesium surfaces which are exposed to fuel

in the Firebee's integral fuel cell. Here,
corrosive attack could result from the ac-

tion of moisture in the aromatic fuels car-

ried by the Firebee. Ryan chemists selected

a metal bonding primer, usually used for

applying metal adhesives, as the protective

coating for the interior of this fuel cell.

The primer is applied over the fuel side

of the dichromated magnesium to prevent

it from being abraded during assembly.

The choice of this primer was dictated

by its high resistance to abrasion and good
sealing properties. Paint was unsuitable

because its solubility could cause fouling

of fuel lines.

These protective techniques have
worked out so well in rendering the Navy
Firebees resistant to corrosion that they

are now being applied to all of the drone

missiles, whether or not they are destined

to go to sea.
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PLASTICS CAST IN

STELLAR ROLE
(Continued from Page 10)

ness is attained. As it cures, the plastic

hardens into a strong, one-piece structure

of remarkable light weight and satin

smoothness. Machining and finishing

labor is eliminated. The size and com-

plexity of the structure which can be made
from laminated plastics are almost unlim-

ited because the material is built up in

liquid form instead of being shaped as

solids in dies in machines, as metal parts

are.

Like metals, and other families of

materials, plastics have certain disad-

vantages. Some will not take rough hand-

ling, having a tendency to chip at corners

and wear at edges. This deficiency is com-

pensated for by the exceptional ease with

which plastic parts and tools can be re-

paired. Even large dies which have been

damaged by tools left in presses, can be

repaired by simply pouring plastic into the

gouged-out areas and polishing smooth.

Plastics are not as hard as steels and,

therefore, are not suitable for many ap-

plications where steel tools are specified

because of long production runs. These

runs are more typical of the automobile

industry, however, than aircraft manufac-

turing. Plastics compare very well with

the hardness of Kirksite dies, typical of

the aircraft industry, and are simpler to

build, modify and repair.

A certain amount of care must be exer-

cized in handling plastics because most

of the catalytic agents employed are toxic

to the skin and can cause dermatitis.

Most of the economic savings realized

through the use of plastics derive from

the elimination of production processes

because the materials themselves are not

inexpensive. The three plastics most

popular with the aircraft and automobile

industries are phenolics, polyesters and

epoxies. They cost 50-cents, 35-cents and

between 60-cents and $1.50 per pound, re-

spectively. When the costs of the neces-

sary fibre laminates are added, it brings

the raw product costs for plastic produc-

tion up to or beyond most other materials.

Another plastic disadvantage must be

carefully weighed before a project is

launched. That is the problem of produc-

tion speed when a substantial number of

parts are wanted. Even though tool-up

time can be greatly accelerated with plas-

tics, production speed may be a barrier

to their use in specific applications. Pro-

ducing parts from metals involves stamp-

ing them out, often done with one or two
blows. With plastics, each part must be

made by a process in which granules of

plastic are converted into liquid form,

Tooling Up For F-80 Contract

Hundreds of tools shipped to Ryan from the North American Aviation, Inc. plant

in Los Angeles for the new F-86 aft fuselage section subcontract are identified

and recorded preparatory to use. In addition, tons of raw materials, including

aluminum and stainless steel, were sent to Ryan. Production is under way, with

delivery of first units scheduled in June, and output accelerating into 1956.

then applied to a form in layers and

changed back into a solid. It takes time.

For instance one-inch diameter plastic

pipe can be extruded at a rate of 300 feet

per hour. Carbon steel pipe of the same

diameter can be turned out at 36,000 feet

per hour. An automobile top can be

stamped out in 12 seconds. Even with

finishing, it can be produced in less time

than any plastic item except a button.

Ryan's plastic operations are centered

in three departments. In the engineering

division, producibility engineer, George

Schwab, heads the plastics development

committee which directs the development

of new materials and processes for special

Ryan requirements. Typical examples of

these projects are the application of sili-

cone plastics to high temperature ducting

for modern aircraft and development of

new resins for better metal-to-metal bond-

ing needs.

In the engineering laboratory, plastics

engineer Warren Hoyt and chief chemist

Bernard Floersch control all plastics pro-

duction from a technical standpoint. They

also arrange for the testing of each new
resin which becomes available to evaluate

it for Ryan applications.

Ryan's modern plastics shop is located

in the experimental department because

most of the plastic parts, tools and fix-

tures which Ryan makes are originally

built to meet experimental requirements.

In this facility, Ryan has all the necessary

equipment for mixing, applying and cur-

ing low pressure, laminated plastics. A
thermostatically-controlled oven, of 800

cubic feet capacity, is available for heat-

ing plastic components to 450°F.

The third Ryan plastic facility is the

plaster pattern and modeling shop. Here,

large tools, dies and precision checking

fixtures are built for production use.

Skilled in plaster modeling techniques,

the personnel of this department achieve

excellent results in fashioning large tools

and fixtures from fluid plastic materials.

Ryan uses substantial quantities of

phenolic, polyester and epoxy resins, of

which 5 million pounds were consumed

by the aircraft and automobile industries

in 1954. These plastics are members of

the thermoset family which become rigid

through chemical action that occurs under

the influence of heat. Once formed into

shape, they cannot be softened by heat

and reformed. Well known examples of

this type are Bakelite and Formica.

The other major plastic classification

is the thermoplastics. These resins under-

go only a physical change during curing.

Because they soften and liquify each time

they are heated, and will solidify again

when cooled, they are often called revers-

ible plastics. Good examples are Lucite

and Plexiglas. In the past, Ryan has made
many aircraft structures, such as gun tur-

ret blisters, windshields and canopies,

from these materials.

Making plastic components is relatively

(Continued on Page 32)
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Firebee ^^Provisioning Team'' Visits

An Air Force "provisioning team" of approximately 20 members, including
civilians and officers, spent three days at Ryan recently conferring with company
contract administration representatives over the spares and support equipment
needed to maintain the Q-2 Firebee drone missiles during their operational
period.

Ryan is producing these pilotless jet target planes for the Air Force and
has built them for the Army and Navy.

The "provisioning team" included personnel from Holloman Air Develop-
ment Center, N. M. ; Eglin Air Force Base, Fla.; Topeka, Kan. Air Force Base;
the Air Materiel Command, Dayton, O., and the San Bernardino Air Materiel
Area headquarters. Included was a Navy lieutenant on special assignment at

the San Bernardino base.

PLASTICS CAST IN

STELLAR ROLE
(Continued from Page 31)

simple. Measured amounts of resins are

mixed with prescribed catalysts in liquid

form. The mixture is applied by laying it

on in wet applications. High strength is

imparted to the structure by incorporat-

ing glass fibres in the plastic in the form

of mat, cloth or chopped strands. In most

instances, Ryan then envelopes the plastic

form and mold in a plastic bag to which

an air valve has been attached. The edges

of the bag are sealed either by application

of heat or cement and the air is evacuated

from it. As the vacuum forms, it permits

the air pressure to force the plastic part

snugly against the mold. All surfaces are

wiped clean and flat by hand to work out

wrinkles in the bag or trapped air pockets.

Usually, the part is then exposed to

sunlight for a few minutes to cause it to

"jell" and then placed in the curing oven.

Most plastics require only a few minutes

at 250°F to cure but it often requires

several hours to bring a large part and

mold up to this temperature. Catalytic

action increases the internal temperature

of the material so that it rises above oven

levels.

Ryan plastics specialists have devised a

number of time and cost saving tech-

niques. One of the most promising is

to replace the evacuation bag with a

sprayed-on plastic compound. The plastic

is first sprayed on the mold. Then it is

removed and placed over the part and
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mold. By this technique, a vacuum bag
is obtained which has the exact shape
and size of the part. It fits better and
no wrinkles result when the air is pumped
out of it.

Ryan not only makes parts from plas-

tics but also builds the molds for the parts

from plastics. This requires that the first

impressions be obtained either from a

plaster pattern or an actual prototype

part. Ryan has developed a method for

obtaining plaster molds from parts or

tools by simply spraying them with plas-

ter from a spray gun. This is a neat meth-

od which saves a good deal of time over

the splash system of application and
avoids the trapping of air in the plaster.

Then the plaster mold is removed and
used to make plastic molds or dies from
which plastic parts can be made.

Ryan builds a wide variety of aircraft

and electronics parts from low pressure,

laminated polyester and epoxy resins

which can be cured at pressures of be-

tween 5 and 12 pounds per square inch.

For the Ryan Firebee drone missile, a

swift, uninhabited jet plane, Ryan makes
complex-shaped nose cowls, unique com-
bination oil tanks and air intake ducts,

battery covers and gasoline sumps. In

these parts, the laminated plastics provide

light weight, high strength and toughness

with little tendency toward heat distor-

tion. These are valuable assets in ma-
terials which must fly high and fast and
land under parachute impacts.

For fuel cells, sumps and battery cases,

plastics are well suited because of their

resistance to attack by most chemicals.

For Ryan's electronics engineering de-

partment, the plastic shop makes radar
reflectors and klystron tube cases from
plastics. Three types of radar reflectors

are used to evaluate Ryan electronics sys-

tems used in advanced guidance and navi-

gational equipment. Two are carried aloft

in large pod and tail-cone housings at-

tached to Firebees. The third is a dish-

type seeker used in mobile radar installa-

tions. Plastics are unique in their adapta-
bility to these applications because they
exhibit none of the metallic properties

which interfere with electromagnetic wave
radiation.

The largest plastic part which Ryan
has made is a huge air intake scoop of
flowing contours. This component weighs
only 11 pounds and required only 8 man-
hours to fabricate. It is strong, tough and
of single-piece construction. It has the

necessary stiffness with few reinforcing

members. Made of metal this part would
have weighed substantially more and in-

volved many times the manhours to pro-

duce the tools and fabricate the numerous
metal parts which would have to have
been welded or riveted together.

Both polyesters and epoxy resins are

tough, durable and easy to use. Epoxies
are superior for making tools and dies be-

cause they possess greater dimensional
stability. Polyesters display a 7 percent

shrinkage factor. Epoxies are also very re-

sistant to most chemicals found in greases

and die lubricants and can be bonded to

steel, cast iron, ceramics, glass, wood and
most die backing materials.

For forming hot parts, epoxies have a

heat limitation. Because they do not con-

duct heat, extra heat is retained in the

part. This aids the forming operation but

tends to soften die surfaces.

Although phenolic resins are the oldest

form of plastics used for tools and dies,

they are being superseded because of their

tendency to become brittle with use and
their porosity. Another disadvantage is

the chemical reaction which their catalysts

exhibit during polymerization, causing

metal corrosive attack.

Plastics are well adapted to the fabrica-

tion of master forms, stretch form dies,

press blocks, drop hammer dies and draw
dies. Almost any draw die can be made
of plastic and used successfully. Dies

used to make stampings which require

pattern or Kellering operations are ex-

cellent applications for plastics.

Ryan builds large plastic dies for

stretch-forming Boeing Stratofreighter

skins, from epoxy plastics. These are ac-

curate, smooth and easy to handle. They
are fabricated in far less time than metal

dies and can be made to almost unlimited

size and contour.

Ryan stretch-forms wing skins for air-

craft with plastic dies and uses them for

(Continued on Next Page)



drop hammer forming of exhaust system

parts and aircraft structures. Numerous
stringers and hat-sections for aircraft are

formed in brake presses with plastic jog-

gle dies made in Ryan's shops.

An interesting example of savings ac-

complished through plastics is the sub-

stitution of epoxy mandrel dies for Kirk-

site for use with Ryan's large expanding

mandrels. These huge machines exert up

to 4800 tons of radial force, used to

stretch stainless steel sections to exact di-

ameter for precision-built jet engines and

afterburners. The dies consist of eight

segmented shoes, contoured to exact

shape. These are expanded, radially, un-

der the force of a 600-ton hydraulic ram.

Ryan formerly required 596 manhours

to fabricate these elements of Kirksite al-

loy. This included foundry time and

necessary machining labor. In the plaster

shop, these dies are built in only 253

manhours with epoxy resins. No machin-

ing is required. The plastics are cured

at room temperatures. The tools are very

much lighter and easier to handle. Their

cost has been cut to one-third the cost of

metal counterparts.

Because epoxy plastics bond to most

other structural materials, they are ideal

for use as surfacing. New smooth, ac-

curate surfaces can be applied to metal

dies to give them added usefulness. The
plaster shop regularly alters dies which

have become obsolete because of engineer-

ing changes, through this technique. In-

stead of having to discard the die and

build an entirely new one, they simply

pour epoxy plastic into all areas to be

filled in and machine new cutouts. Over
a period of time, this method saves sub-

stantial amounts in form blocks and dies.

Another instance where plastic tools

have exhibited outstanding superiority

over other materials is in the production

of duplication dies for Kellering ma-

chines. Formerly made of plaster, these

dies soon became inaccurate because of the

abrasion from the duplicating "feelers."

Made of hard, durable plastic, the dies

are permanently useful and retain the

high precision which is essential to this

machining operation.

In no area of work has plastics been

more beneficial than that of jigs and
fixtures. Ryans builds an extensive va-

riety of stainless steel and aluminum alloy

components for exhaust systems, jet en-

gines, aircraft structures, electronics sys-

tems and so on. These parts require pre-

cise trimming, scribing, routing, drilling

and machining. Yet many runs are small.

Plastics have solved these requirements.

In most cases, Ryan simply takes a part

and lays laminated polyester or epoxy

plastic over it. The plastic is then ac-

curately trimmed and drilled to make it a

template for building a few or thousands

ITALIA.^ MACHINE—First of its kind at Ryan is this Ceruti boring and milling

machine, shown being prepared for use by, left to right, D. W. Hendricks, milling

machine machinist, and Herb Holt, maintenance mechanic.

First Italian Maeliine at Ryan
In the process of becoming equipped with one of tlie most extensive

quantities of precision machine tools in the west, Ryan has just acquired its first

Italian-made machine.
To supplement its numerous American-made tools, Ryan has in recent

years obtained machines produced in Germany and France, and now goes even

more "continental" in its search for equipment that can step up production.

The tool originating in Italy is a Ceruti boring and milling machine, which

has been installed in Department 170, tool manufacturing. It has a micrometer

head feed for spindle boring, as contrasted with other boring machines, in which

an attachment must be installed on the spindle to perform boring operations.

Ryan machinery "sleuths" spotted the Ceruti in the Air Force storage site at

Marietta, Ga., where it had been declared surplus after brief use by another

manufacturer. Its nine-foot bed will make it capable of handling particularly

large components.

more like it. The plastic material is

light, strong and inexpensive to use for

these purposes. And, it retains its ac-

curacy with use.

Before plastics were used for these

templates, it was necessary to scrap two

parts in order to make the metal template

needed. These were welded or riveted

together and used as the template for

scribing, trimming and drilling. In some

cases, these parts cost as much as one hun-

dred dollars a piece.

To drill a battery box for the Ryan

Firebee, plastics men simply wrap the

plastic around the box and come up with

a rectangular plastic box which exactly

duplicates the metal model. Drill holes

are carefully located and the fixture is

ready to use. From metal, this drill box

would have to be carefully formed from

a number of pieces and then put together

to fit the box. Difiiculties would have

arisen in getting smooth, seamless sur-

faces.

In Ryan's plaster shop, a number of

large involved fixtures are being made
which require costly techniques if made
from metal. One of these is a large ex-

haust system assembly which incorporates

augmentor tubes and part of an engine

nacelle for a huge transport plane. An-

other is a large assembly fixture in which

several large contoured aircraft structures

are assembled and joined.

Ryan builds many contour checking fix-

tures from epoxy plastics which are used

to check critical shapes of air intake as-

semblies, nose cowls and other similar

components for high speed aircraft. A
typical example of these is the fixture for

checking the nose cowl for the Firebee.

This fixture must present a smooth, ac-

curate surface to check the flowing curves

of the Firebee's structure. Plaster shop

men first built the framework of the fix-

ture from aluminum alloy plates. Then,

(Continued on Page 34)
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Supersonic ^^Voodoo" Makes Air Magic

Voodoo sorcery rides the air these days—with a long, pointed nose and

tricycle landing gear.

McDonnell Aircraft Corp.'s F-IOIA Voodoo, believed to be the world's

most powerful fighter, made its public debut recently after previous successful

test flights at Edwards Air Force Base in Muroc, California.

Assigned to the Air Force Strategic Air Command, the supersonic Voodoo

is capable of in-flight refueling and carrying atomic weapons. Two Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft J-57 turbojet engines of approximately 10,000 pounds thrust

each, for which Ryan makes hot parts, give power to the sleek new fighter.

Ryan builds a wide variety of high temperature components for the J-57

jet engine and afterburner, including compressor cases, combustion chamber

sections, diffuser sections, engine mounting eases, flameholder weldments and

turbine nozzle assemblies. Ryan builds some of these components for Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft—designers of the potent J-57—and others for the Ford Motor

Company, licensed to build J-57's as prime contractors to the Air Force.

PLASTICS CAST IN

STELLAR ROLE
(Coutimied from Page 33)

this framework was filled in with hydro-

eel cement to give it backing and solidity.

Then, epoxy resins were poured between

the concave face of this aluminum shell

and a temporary form. The plastic was

impregnated with metallic aluminum
flakes.

When the form was removed, the plas-

tic had bonded to the aluminum shell,

coating it with a smooth surface which

required no machining or polishing. This

surface is hard and durable.

These Ryan uses of plastics for parts,

tools and dies and fixtures are relatively

only a few of the many applications for

which plastics have high potential. As

new and better compounds are discovered,

new areas of usefulness will be opened.

For instance, with improved honey-

comb and high temperature plastics, such

as silicones, it will undoubtedly be prac-

tical to build an entire missile from plas-

tics. For short periods, plastics have bet-

ter resistance to heat than metals. By

using combination plastic and laminated

sheets and foam and honeycomb backing

materials, missile structures could be as

strong as metal forms with less weight

and lower cost. One of the interesting

advantages of an all-plastic missile would

be its phantom-like obscurity from de-

tection. Without radar reflectivity, it

would be impossible to detect or track

with radar devices.

THE YTO STORY
(Continued from Page 3)

with a set of dual rotating propellers in

one end, driven by an electric motor, and

a set of cruciform controls in the tail end

of the barrel, located where they are in

the "jet blast" from the fans. This sim-

ple arrangement has demonstrated, quite

conclusively, that a jet-driven VTO could

be adequately controlled. The theory be-

hind it is that the jet blast playing against

the cruciform controls provides the same

degree of control as a propeller blast play-

ing against external fins.

Another study going on at Langley has

to do with what is called "cascade-type

wings. ' These wings would avoid the

problem of upright engine and propeller

installations by turning the air through

90 degrees over the wings to provide the

necessary vertical lift. If and when VTO
becomes practical for commercial use, and

especially for passenger airplanes, these

studies will receive the credit. They have

been going on for some time, and it is

logical to assume that NACA engineers

would not be devoting this amount of

time unless distinct possibilities had been

uncovered.

While the Navy is candid about its

original purpose in developing VTO

—

convoy protection—this does not mean
that other uses have not been considered.

In fact, the outstanding successes achieved

so far by the prototype VTO's, and the

successes of various research projects at

Langley Laboratory, have set Naval brains

to whirling at top speed.

We do not need to burden any specific

Na\'y man with the following predictions

—they are too obvious. But if and when
VTO airplanes are developed that can

match the performance characteristics of

conventional fighters or interceptors that

are available at the time, one does not

have to stretch credulity to predict that

they will replace these conventional craft

on aircraft carriers.

Look at the advantages . . . The deck

space now used for runways could be

packed with VTO's, as no runway would
be needed. Carriers would not have to

"turn into the wind" to launch their

fighters, a maneuver which during World
War II put many a carrier at a disadvant-

age. This would mean quicker take-offs,

also, because you can't spin a carrier on
its axis in a matter of seconds. If the car-

rier were damaged to the point of sink-

ing, the VTO's would have little trouble

in making an escape—they'd merely take

off straight up. Conventional airplanes

have to leave the deck one at a time. It is

this writer's personal observation that a

deck filled with VTO's could contain

about twice as many airplanes as a deck

filled with conventional airplanes with

space left over for take-off. If this is true,

VTO airplanes would double the strik-

ing force of the carrier on which they are

stationed.

The Air Force has also displayed its

interest in VTO, as recent disclosures

have indicated. For scrambling to high

altitude as far as possible from our shores,

to blast enemy bombers, VTO could pro-

vide Air Force interceptors with lightning-

like reflexes. Especially valuable would be

the facility with which VTO aircraft

could be spotted along continental peri-

meters, in mobile fashion, without neces-

sity for anchoring them to relatively few,

large bases.

Nor has the Army ignored the possi-

bilities of VTO. To begin with, the rapid

rate of climb of these craft, if and when
jet-propelled VTO are developed, would

make them excellent for close-in contin-

ental defense. They could get up there

fast to intercept any enemy invaders that

(Continued on Next Page)
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happened to get through the outer ring

of defense. In fact, if reports are correct,

the Russian CZ-2B was developed for this

specific purpose.

Secondly, the VTO would make an ex-

cellent ground troop support weapon any-

way you look at it. No landing fields or

strips would be required, thus relieving

the Army Engineers of the arduous and

repetitive task of building new landing

facilities with every troop movement. The

VTO's could stay with the troops at all

times for observation purposes and to

fend off enemy observers. They could be

dispersed on small 20 ft. by 20 ft. land-

ing "spots" throughout the combat area,

and would be very difficult for the enemy

to locate from the air. If one were located

and destroyed, the others would be un-

affected. Fuel supplies for the VTO's
could be carried by conventional ground

troop supply media.

There's a lot of "if's" and "but's" in

the VTO picture, but the same questions

exist in the turboprop and jet transport

fields, the development of rocket en-

gines, the future trends of conventional

fighters, bombers, transports and private

airplanes. All told, with American ingen-

uity working in high gear on these ques-

tions and with VTO receiving its due

quota of attention, Lloyds of London

would probably insure the future of VTO
at a very low premium indeed

!

Gilbert Close has been covering West
Coast aviation activities for 10 years.

He is western editor of AVIATION
AGE and serves in an editorial capaci-

ty for several technical publications.

Formerly an engineer with Douglas,

he has a good grasp of aviation prob-

lems which he has demonstrated in

more than 500 articles for 30 different

magazines.

STRATOCRUISER

(Continued from Inside Front Cover)

Modifications made by PanAm include

extra fuel tanks installed in the planes'

outboard wing sections, improved turbo-

superchargers and new propellers. These

technical improvements plus a new oper-

ating technique enable the luxury liners

to fly five knots faster, 250 miles farther,

4000 to 5000 feet higher and carry several

hundred pounds of added load.

Most important improvement is the in-

stallation of a slightly larger turbine

wheel, developed by General Electric, in

each of the turbosuperchargers used on
the Stratocruiser's four engines. Driven

by the hot exhaust gases escaping from
the plane's 3500-horsepower engines, the

turbosuperchargers are powerful air

pumps which force huge quantities of air

'^One Grand'' Is lOOOtli B-47 Bomber
One thousand airplanes and 36 months of on-schedule production by

Boeing and almost 2,000 subcontractors and suppliers, are represented by the

emblazoned B-47 Stratojet shown here.

Christened "One Grand" by the employees of Boeing's Wichita, Kansas
Division which produced it, the six jet, 100-ton bomber carries on its nose

the crest of the 15th Air Force Strategic Air Command and the words "1,000th
Wichita-built Boeing B-47 Stratojet."

In the three years since the first Stratojet rolled oft' the production line

at Wichita, Ryan has built hundreds of external wing tanks, tail pipes and a

wide variety of high temperature jet engine components, to make the 1,000th

plane possible.

Combustion chambers, transition liners, exhaust cone assemblies and
aft frames for the six General Electric J-47 engines—plus the largest wing
tanks ever built—have formed Ryan's continuing contribution to the Boeing-

Air Force program of maintaining U. S. supremacy in jet bomber defense.

into the cylinders. Ryan builds the stain-

less steel exhaust systems which collect

these flaming gases from the engine ex-

haust ports and direct them to the turbos.

Ryan also fabricates the important waste-

gate valves which divert the hot gases

from the tail-pipe to the turbo assembly.

By increasing the pressure of air in the

cylinders, the turbo greatly increases en-

gine horsepower and provides full rated

sea level power to altitudes as high as

30,000 feet. Fuel consumption is reduced

by the increased cylinder pressure and the

utilization of waste exhaust gas energy.

By these two advantages—increased horse-

power and reduced fuel consumption

—

the turbos enable Stratocruisers to fly at

higher altitudes and thus increase their

range and payload.

As greater power and higher altitudes

become available, more speed is realized

in flight. For each 1000 feet of altitude

gained, airplane speed is improved by one

percent due to reduced drag and elimina-

tion of low altitude turbulence. There-

fore, an altitude increase of 15,000 feet

will improve airplane speed by 15 per-

cent plus the still larger speed increase

due to the higher engine power provided

by the turbos.

Ryan designed and built the first turbo-

supercharger exhaust systems for com-

mercial applications, with the Stratocruiser

equipment. Going into service in 1949,

with General Electric BH4 turbos, this

equipment has accumulated well over a

million hours of service in Boeing Strato-

cruisers. During these years of operation,

the Stratocruisers have carried more than

two and three-quarter million passengers

and have completed nearly 25,000 trans-

ocean crossings.

The new, larger General Electric tur-

bine wheel reduces the back pressure on

the engines and enables them to operate at

between 10 and 15 degrees cooler tem-

peratures. This permits the same engine

boost as before, with 6 to 8 inches less

back pressure. It will provide 50 extra

horsepower to each propeller.

Reduced cooling requirements permit

drawing the cowl flaps closer to the en-

gines, which reduces drag and increases

flight speed. Coupled with a new oper-

ating cruise technique, which involves

lower r.p.m. on the propellers, these

changes give the Super Stratocruisers de-

cided advantages in extra speed and pow-

er. Sound levels are also improved with

the reduction of propeller speeds.

The ten Super Stratocruisers in Pan

American's trans- Atlantic service are fitted

with extra fuel tanks, of 410 gallons ca-

pacity, in the outboard wing sections.

These luxury liners maintain daily non-

stop flights from New York to Paris or

London. On their westbound crossings,

they make one stop at Shannon, Eire.

Pan American is also modifying the 17

Stratocruisers which are flown in its

Pacific-Alaska division. However, these

trans-Pacific aircraft will not receive the

extra fuel tanks because they are not

needed on these routes.

In addition to the exhaust systems,

Ryan contributed another important part

of every Stratocruiser's structure. Each of

the double-deck planes has 49 Ryan-built

floor beams which support the passengers,

crew and cargo in flight.
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SLOW SPEED SAWING
(Continued from Page 21)

mild steels and titanium. Saw speeds were
varied from 2000 surface feet per min-
ute to 15,500 sfpm.

Ryan investigators found that inex-

pensive box strapping and clock spring

material will cut stainless steels, mild
steels and titanium quite well. In every

case, conventional, toothed saws will cut

these metals at a faster rate. However, in

many instances this is not an advantage
because the toothless strapping will cut

as fast as an operator can follow scribe

lines.

Because the box strapping and clock

spring are toothless, this material is more
difficult to control in following scribe

lines, than toothed saws. Ryan developed
several guides which provide the required

stability and control for the toothless saw-

ing and which have also demonstrated
their effectiveness in improving work
done with toothed blading.

The principal advantages shown to ex-

ist when "homemade" toothless saws are

used are:

1. Longer life. Toothless blading lasts

up to ten times as long as conventional

saws. This is due to the extended fatigue

life which these cheaper alloys possess

because the saws always fail from metal

fatigue. This desirable longevity means
far less work stoppages and machine
"down time" to replace broken blades.

2. Lower costs. Reduced costs are real-

ized through two factors. First, the tooth-

less material costs only about 80 cents per
blade, including welding, while conven-

tional saws cost between $2.50 and $3.00
each. Second, the greatly extended life of

the toothless saws add another cost ad-

vantage to their use. Ryan estimates that

direct material savings of approximately

$225 per year per saw can be achieved

with the less expensive material.

3. Greater Safety. Although this is not
a large factor because of the protective

equipment which operators wear, there is a

safety advantage attached to the use of

toothless blades. Due to their physical

properties, these blades always break with
a collapsing, accordion-like, action. Con-
ventional saws snap with a whip-like ac-

tion which is more apt to cause injury to

employees.

There are certain disadvantages accru-

ing to the use of toothless saws which
must be weighed in each application to

determine if the cheaper material should

be used. Heavier pressures must be exert-

ed by the operator in order to saw the

parts, evidently due to the absence of the

saw teeth which tend to "bite" into the

metal. Substantially greater deposits of

burr are formed because the smooth-

edged blades do not remove the accumu-
lated burr as well as the toothed edges.

This necessitates added labor or process-

ing for burr removal. Employees tend to

resist the use of toothless sawing because

they usually do not like the "feel" of the

blade and because added pressure is often

required to perform satisfactory work.

This requires better training techniques in

showing employees how to use the saws.

These advantages and disadvantages

were indicated in experiments with the

toothless blades operating at standard

Tannewitz band saw speeds from 8500
to 15,500 sfpm. When Ryan explored the

region below 8500 sfpm, two additional

advantages were discovered which made
toothless sawing more useful for certain

types of work.

Ryan found that the minimum speed

at which sawing could be accomplished

was 2600 sfpm. The ideal speed for the

work was discovered to be 4500 sfpm.

Toothless blade sawing at these velocities

presented these two advantages over high-

er speed ranges:

1

.

Reduced burr. Far less burr is caused

at low speeds than is experienced when
sawing within the 8500-15,500 sfpm
range. Burr begins to decrease at 6500
sfpm and down. Burr greatly increases

above 8500 sfpm. In most cases, the small

amount of burr which results at 4500
sfpm is comparable with the burr accum-

ulated when sawing with toothed blades.

2. Lower costs. Lower speeds permit

the use of smaller, less expensive band
saws. This reduces investment in equip-

ment and provides greater flexibility in

sawing operations. Another saving is due

to the fact that these smaller saws require

only 8 feet of blading compared with the

191/2 f^st of the larger models.

Ryan conducted a test with a large Tan-

newitz band saw in which speeds were
reduced to 4500 sfpm and toothless blad-

ing was used. This was not satisfactory

because of the heat generated by the blade

which overheated the saw's steel tires.

Possibly, the installation of rubber tires

would correct this situation. Ryan also

found that the larger saws exert pressure

which continually tends to stretch the

toothless material.

An interesting example of the useful-

ness of toothless sawing was a titanium

job which methods engineers tackled. This

involved the cutting of a T-shaped part

from a forged titanium billet 6" x 6" x
8". Titanium experts had stated that it

was impossible to friction saw this piece

because of the tendency of titanium to

drag and form hard titanium oxide on

the saw blading.

Ryan tried to do the job with a tooth-

ed saw. After 16 hours, only one-half

inch had been cut and 20 saw blades were

broken. With a toothless saw, the re-

quired 20 inches were cut in two hours

and only three blades were used. The
blades were "homemade" clock spring

saws, operating at 4500 sfpm and pow-

ered by a 15 h. p. motor.

Previously, this had been a milling job.

When the part was obtained, the metal

removed was in the form of useless chips.

By sawing the part, not only were labor

savings effected, but the two cut-away

portions, worth $320, were available to

make into other parts.

Because of the qualifying aspects of

toothless, low speed sawing, Ryan does

not view it as a replacement for conven-

tional sawing tasks. With between 40

and 50 band saws in operation in the

plant, the company feels that a limited

number can be adapted to this method
where the specific gauges and production

needs indicate its usefulness.
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The Kingdom of The Common Man- 1787

The idea that man's right to create and possess
private property stemmed not from His
Majesty the King but directly from God, was
born in the year 1787 in Independence Hall in

Philadelphia.

This revolutionary idea was given the force of law
by being incorporated into the Constitution of
the United States of America, which at that
time was composed of thirteen poor under-
populated colonies.

With the signing of the Constitution, the kingdom
of His Majesty was replaced by the kingdom of
the common man.

Today this is not news.

In fact, we Americans alive today could not
imagine any other way of life, but it struck the
18th Century world with tremendous force.

Nowhere else on earth had the rights of man been
so interpreted by law.

Throughout tyranny-ridden Europe, tired and dis-
couraged men heard this news and new hope
entered their souls.

From everywhere they came to this new land—

from farm, city, village, and slum
the kingdom of the common man.

to share in

And from the North American wilderness they
built a paradise of prosperity and security.

But as mentioned before, the idea of private prop-
erty has, in America, now become "old hat."

In fact, it has become the target of a small group
of social reformers who propose to substitute
a new kind of tyranny called "Socialism."

The idea behind Socialism is that government
bureaus are able to make more productive use
of private property and that the hardships that
come from individual competition can and
should be eliminated by having the government
do the economic planning, select and guarantee
the employment, and decide the amount of the
wages.

Stripped of its modern trappings and big words,
Socialism is the same evil from which our foi'e-

fathers fled 150 years ago.

It is the same old devil in new dress.

Fortunately, this disaster can never overtake us as
long as our Constitution stands on guard.

Let's make sure that it continues to stand.

Reprinted by courtesy of The Atnerican Economic Foundation



RYAN AERONAUTICAL COMPANY
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SAN DIEGO 12, CALIFORNIA

•TARGET FOR TODAY

Modern weapons require modern targets to fully chal-

lenge the skill of jet fighter, guided missile and anti-

aircraft crews. Such a target is the high-speed Firebee

jet plane, designed, developed and manufactured by

Ryan. This advanced-type drone missile iselectronically

controlled to simulate high performance enemy aircraft,

yet is supplied to the armed forces at a fraction of the

cost of piloted jets converted to target use. The Firebee

can be air- or ground-launched, and is recoverable by a

unique parachute system, to be used again and again.

Another Example of How

RYAN BUILDS BETTER
Already a seven league stride ahead of other target planes and towed targets, the

Firebee drone missile has a large growth factor for future development. Its development

demanded special ingenuity and the most advanced scientific knowledge. This

achievement is just one of a long list of solid contributions in the company's 32 years of

consistent growth in building the planes and aeronautical products which have helped

develop America's air power.

Specialized, yet versatile, Ryan is uniquely equipped for today's difficult research,

engineering and production tasks. It excels in the ability to create and produce complex,

high quality products at low cost— and deliver them on time.

Engineers looking for a challenging future will find outstanding opportunities at Ryan.
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AFRIAI TANKFR Equipped with aft fuselage, in-flight-refueling pod, wing tanks and exhaust systems made by RyaHLniHL IHnnLH
^,,g Boeing KC-97 Stratofreighter is the star of this story and the USAF's most versatile aircraf

in,

ircraft.

THE RYAN - BOEIXO
CIICpi A/^CC __Ryan has built over 600 aft fuselages
I UJLLHULJ f^^ KC-97S in continuous six-year line.

PODS ^ Six months tooling time was telescoped as Ryan
expedited production of complex refueling pods.
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THE emergence of the 600th KC-97 Stratofreighter aircraft

from Boeing's Renton plant marks a major milestone in

aircraft production. For more than five years, an uninterrupted

flow of these 87-ton multi-purpose giants has been rolling

from Boeing production lines to fill the echelons of Strategic

Air Command units of the Air Force. During this entire pro-

gram, the Ryan Aeronautical Company has been the sole sup-

plier of the important, huge aft fuselage structures for the

Stratofreighter. In addition, Ryan builds the complex in-

flight-refueling pods, cargo doors, external fuel tanks, floor

beams and exhaust systems for this great aerial tanker-trans-

port.

The Stratofreighter may well be the Air Force's most versa-

tile and useful aircraft. Originally conceived as a freight-

carrying team-mate for the B-29, it has actually spanned the

entire era from World 'War II until the present and is paral-

leling the production of Boeing's advanced swept-wing jet

bombers. Throughout this extended period, Ryan production

has delivered an unbroken supply of vital Stratofreighter com-

ponents. Boeing production lines have never been delayed due

to the unavailability of a Ryan-built structure. This 70-month
record of achievement has been maintained in spite of the hun-

dreds of design changes, sizeable fluctuations in quantities and

major new assemblies which had to be incorporated into the

aft fuselage program without disrupting delivery schedules.

The Stratofreighter's amazing usefulness is due to its suc-

cess in performing a triple logistics role—as an aerial tanker,

cargo packer and troop carrier. Within a few hours, its capa-

cious interior can be converted to carry 131 fully equipped

troops, 79 litter patients, 34 tons of cargo or thousands of gal-

lons of fuel. (Continued on Next Page)

iM

RATIO OF OVERHEAD EMPLOYEES TO DIRECT EMPLOYEES
3S AIRFRAME COMPANIES

Ryan's ratio of overhead employees to direct employees is

the second lowest among the 35 airframe companies. This
gives Ryan one of the lowest overhead rates in the industry.

STORY A 70-inoiith saga of aehieveinc^nt in
COST - QUALITY - DELIVERY

TANKS Torpedo-like KC-97 wing tanks are blend of
clean Boeing lines and unique Ryan structure.

DELIVERY ^ Cocooned with plastic protective coating,
l/LLITLni gfj fuselages leave Ryan plant for Boeing.



Ryan cut costs of aft fuselages and refueling pods by 45 percent as a result of the man-hour performance indicated on this chart.

For years, this great aircraft has been the 350-miles-per-

hour workhorse of the Air Force, seeing service in every global

danger spot from the Berlin Air Lift to the Korean War. To-
day, the KC-97 aerial tanker makes possible our whole con-

cept of massive retaliation by extending the deadly reach of

Boeing B-47 bombers and accompanying strategic fighters.

Behind the unique accomplishments of the Stratofreighter,

EXHAUSTS ^"''^ *° jewel-like precision, these Ryan
exhaust systems roll out in high volume.

there is a story of Boeing achievement in enlightened engineer-

ing and efficient production, Ryan is pleased to have shared

in this achievement in a manner which is in the best Boeing

tradition. Ryan's contribution to the Stratofreighter is a story

of performance—performance in realizing low costs, main-

taining uncompromised quality and delivering on time.

PRODUCTION
The first C-97 aft fuselage was shipped by Ryan to Boeing

in February, 1949. Since then, Ryan has built all of these

huge structures—more than 600 of them—for the Strato-

freighters. They consist of five major assemblies: a large #45
section, a smaller #46 section, a #47 tail-cone, a set of close-

fitting clam-shell cargo doors and a complex-shaped refueling

pod which is interchangeable with the cargo doors. These as-

semblies are joined together with over 100,000 rivets into a

pressurized flush-riveted structure of precise dimensions.

Starting with two fixtures provided by Boeing, Ryan has

expanded the tooling for the aft fuselage sections into 19

large production fixtures which are closely coordinated with

Boeing tools to assure the smooth mating of Ryan and Boeing

sections. Important precision requirements have been met with

dispatch. The large refueling pod structures must be held to

exacting dimensions to fit into any Stratofreighter's rear load-

ing bay. All frames in the pod must be located at prescribed

stations within .050". Pods and cargo doors have to be pre-

cisely coordinated with fuselages along two 12-foot hinge lines

within .005" in order to be interchangeable. The #46 and

#47 sections must be assembled and bolted' together to .010"

accuracy to insure that the Stratofreighter's 38-foot vertical

tail will be truly vertical.

(Continued on Page 34)



JET SERVICE STATION
Ryan and General Electric

combine facilities to

give J- 47s speedy,

like-neiiv overhauls

Air Force maintenance men
cliecic one of the six Gen-
eral Electric J-47 jets on
a Boeing B-47 bomber. Ver-
satile and powerful, the J-

47 is the most widely used
jet engine in service today.

HOLLYWOOD movies are no longer

Southern California's chief industry.

Since 1940, aircraft manufacturing has

scrambled ahead so prodigiously in im-

portance that today—a brief decade and
a half later—the aviation industry pays

a bigger payroll to more people than any

other employer, including the glamour
factories, petroleum producers and citrus

growers.

The latest important manufacturer to

bolster its West Coast activity is the Gen-
eral Electric Company. Within the past

year, G. E. not only has invested a sub-

stantial amount in additional plant facili-

ties and equipment at its Los Angeles re-

search and repair shop, the company has

also established one of the biggest and

most important defense developments in

the state in its Flight Test Section at

Edwards Air Force Base in the California

desert.

Both of these projects are part of a 6-

(Conthmed on Next Page)



Ceramic coated liner increases life-expectancy and efficiency of Ryan-built

afterburners. Acting as a radiation shield, the coating protects the after-

burner walls by maintaining a boundary of cooling air between them and liner.

point technical assistance program set up
by General Electric to help the Armed
Forces and other customers "get more jet

engine per dollar." Engme trouble shoot-

ing, instruction in the field engine service

analysis, factory trainmg school, repair,

overhaul and modification shops and as-

sistance in parts replacement are the six

phases of the program which pay off in

reduced maintenance time-cycles and ex-

tended operating life of G. E. engines.

Ryan contributes to this "Operation

Service" through a unique new contract

with G. E.

In effect for the last six months, this

contract is one of the first of its kind

in the industry. Briefly, its terms call

for Ryan's participation in the modifica-

tion and repair of G. E.'s famed J-47, the

most widely used jet engine and after-

burner in service. As the jet engines are

received at the General Electric Los An-
geles repair station, many are promptly

shuttled to Ryan's San Diego plant for

modification and repair.

The advantages of this arrangement are

numerous. Because it has skilled person-

nel, machines and fixtures currently en-

gaged in fabrication of new afterburners,

combustion chambers, transition liners

and other J-47 components, Ryan is

equipped to do repair work that is com-
(Continued on Page 31)

Under a unique contract with General Electric, Ryan participates in the repair and modification of its own afterburners for the J-47.



West's only repair center for the J-47 jet engine is G. E.'s Los Angeles
service shop, which has recently undergone a major overhaul job itself.

A new 5,600 square foot section for servicing afterburners, as well as
much additional modification and repair equipment, has been installed in

the Los Angeles plant. G.E.'s West Coast investment in research, flight

test and service facilities has totaled $140,000 in the past year, ac-

cording to Wayne H. Allen, G. E. manager of aviation engineering in L.A.

Repair work comparable to new parts manufacturing is possible
at Ryan because it has skilled personnel, machines and fix-

tures already engaged in fabrication of combustion chambers,
afterburners and transition liners for new J-47 jet engines.

Testing an overhauled J-47 jet engine and afterburner in a

North American Aviation F-86H Sabre Jet, Air Force and G.E.

technicians work together at General Electric's extensive
new Flight Test Section, Edwards Air Force Base, California.



PERFORMANCE
(Air Force Q-2A • Navy KDA-1 • Army XM21

)

MAXIMUM SPEED/SEA LEVEL - 530 knots (610 mph.)

MAXIMUM SPEED/40,000 ft. - 525 knots (605 mph.)

RATE OF CLIMB/SEA LEVEL 8500 fpm.

TIME TO CLIMB/SEA LEVEL to 40,000 ft. - 10 minutes

TIME TO CLIMB/LAUNCH ALTITUDE to
40,000 ft. 8 minutes

STALL SPEED 140 knots (162 mph.)

SERVICE CEILING ....... 42,500 ft.

ENDURANCE o- 40,000 ft. @
500 knots T.A.S. - - - -1 hr., 20 min.

OFFICIAL U. S. AIR FORCE PHOTO



FAST AND VERSATILE
Tactical Potential of the Ryan Firebee May Lead

To a ^ew Breed — Complete With '^Stingers.''

MUCH has appeared in the press, both

here and abroad, regarding the

Ryan Firebee and the role it will play

in crew training and in the evaluation

of modern defense weapons. In view

of its excellent performance characteris-

tics, other possible applications for the

high speed jet target vehicle have been

a matter of considerable interest and

speculation.

Ryan is now permitted to disclose that

the Firebee could indeed perform other

specialized tasks—quite a variety of them,

in fact. Confirming a number of "edu-

cated guesses" ventured by the press, they

include missile as well as reconnaissance

applications.

Also out of the wraps is complete in-

formation in regard to Firebee perform-

ance characteristics and design specifica-

tions. On these pages, much of this in-

formation is presented for the first time.

Optional control methods, together

with an ability to carry specialized cargo,

provide the Firebee with its valuable ver-

satility. Control methods include a choice

of radio, radar, active seeker, and auto-

matic navigator. Additional fuel and a

warhead or special equipment could be

carried in the fuselage or in pods slung

beneath the wing (see illustration).

Smaller pods could be mounted on the

wing tips.

PHOTO ABOVE:
Added fuel and warhead or special
equipment could be carried in the
fuselage or in pods slung beneath
the wing of Firebee. Smaller pods
could be mounted on the wing tips.

In addition, various corner reflector in-

stallations have been incorporated in the

Firebee to increase its radar reflectivity to

that of a much larger aircraft.

For obvious reasons, little can be re-

vealed insofar as missile applications for

the Firebee are concerned. However, as a

tactical reconnaissance vehicle, it would

offer many advantages.

Some of these were pointed out recent-

ly by Brigadier General George W. God-

dard (USAF Ret.), a man whose name
has been synonymous with aerial recon-

naissance in the Air Force for years. In

Goddard's opinion, drone aircraft would

make excellent tactical reconnaissance

vehicles.

"A field commander could catapult

them off, vector them over the area he

wants to photograph, and bring them

back for parachute recovery. He could

have his pictures in minutes instead of

hours. If he lost one, the cost would be

negligible compared to losing an expen-

sive airplane and an irreplaceable pilot."

The description, of course, fits the Fire-

bee like a glove: (1) Firebees have been

successfully ground-launched from both

rail and zero-length ground launchers,

(2) safe recovery for use again and again

is assured by a fail-safe, two-stage para-

chute system which is released either

automatically or by command, and (3)
cost in production is approximately one-

tenth that of piloted aircraft converted to

pilotless, radio-controlled drones.

But the Firebee would not be limited

to short range tactical missions alone.

With its air launch capability, it would
be equally effective in longer range recon-

naissance. Air launching has the advan-

tage of extending the Firebee's useful

range by an amount equal to the range of

its "mother" launch plane.

Further, a reconnaissance role for the

Ryan drone would include, not only aerial

cameras, but radar, Reconofax and tele-

vision installations as well. The latter

offers interesting possibilities for aerial

reconnaissance because the intelligence

could be instantly transmitted back to

headquarters.

This amazing versatility was not

achieved by chance. The Firebee was de-

veloped so that its basic structure and con-

trol components would be adaptable to

future needs. This far-sighted planning

(Continued on Next Page)



SPECIFICATIONS*
(Air Force Q-2A • Navy KDA-1 • Army XM21

)

SPAN .- . . . n feet 2 inches

LENGTH ...... ^. 17 feet 3 inches

HEIGHT 5 feet 10 inches

WEIGHTS: EMPTY 1181.4 lbs.

GROSS 1848.6 lbs.

ENGINE Continental-Marbore Turbojet J-69-T.19
or Fairchild Turbojet J-44-R.20
(both have 1000 lb lb. static sea level thrust)

AREAS: WING, TOTAL - - - 27.0 sq. ft.

HORIZONTAL TAIL. TOTAL 12.3 sq. ft.

VERTICAL TAIL. TOTAL 11.67 sq. ft.

FUEL CAPACITY 100 gallons

OIL CAPACITY 1 gallon

MISC. DATA: WING ASPECT RATIO 4.62

HORIZ. TAIL ASPECT RATIO 2.40

VERT. TAIL ASPECT RATIO 1.70

AIRFOIL (Wing and tail) N.A.C.A. 63, A014.6

*While based on Q-2A version, these figures closely approximate those of KDA-1 and XM21 versions as well.

has materially reduced the time and cost

of development of modifications for addi-

tional uses.

Initiated during the early postwar years,

the Firebee project marked recognition on
the part of top military leaders that the

revolutionary new weapons then under

development would require radically im-

proved targets for purposes of test and
evaluation. Of equal importance, they

realized, was the need for realistic, chal-

lenging targets with which to train opera-

tional personnel.

Peering into the crystal ball of military

requirements for the years to come, these

modern day counterparts of the ancient

seers conceived the following performance

As Ryan personnel hoist KDA-1 version of

Firebee into position in wing rack of a
Navy JD-1 launch plane, pilot and flight

crew go over plans for an air launching.

_FFIC AL U S. NAVY PHOTO
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Safe recovery of Firebees is assured by
unique two-stage parachute system which
functions at speeds exceeding 600 m.p.h.

. •Ja^'^.i^^^...^^

Advanced in design, yet rugged and simple to assemble, the Ryan Firebee has the speed,
maneuverability and altitude of present-day jet fighters and high performance bombers.
Note the sharply swept-back configuration of the wing and tail surfaces of the Firebee.

characteristics for an advanced drone

missile:

Speed—521 knots;

Altitude—sea level to 40,000 feet;

Maneuverability—to simulate fighter-

type aircraft;

Endurance—30 minutes on station;

Launching—ground or air;

Recovery—by parachute.

The Ryan Firebee is the culmination of

many years of development effort aimed

at satisfying these requirements. Pro-

duced for the Air Force, Army and Navy,
it offers the most expedient, objective so-

lution to the current problems of evalu-

ating our advanced weapons systems and
of training the crews that man them.

The Firebee not only satisfies, but in

some respects exceeds the basic perform-
ance criteria established by the military.

It has a maximum speed of 610 miles an

hour at sea level, or 605 miles an hour at

40,000 feet. Its service ceiling is approx-

imately eight miles up—42,500 feet.

Rate of climb at sea level is a spectacular

8,500 feet per minute.

Endurance has been nearly tripled.

After air launching from a "mother"
plane, the Firebee can fly for 1 hour and
20 minutes at 575 miles an hour and an

altitude of 40,000 feet.

As evidenced by these figures, the

(Continued on Page 30)

Inboard profile of Navy KDA-1 version of Firebee shows compact arrangement of power-plant, control equipment and parachute system.



This huge jig bore machine, operated by
Richard Trimner, is in Hewitt & Faust

Mfg. Co., El Cajon, Cal. Partners de-

veloped plant from small cabinet shop.

A fast trip to several subcontractors in Los
Angeles area is made by W. P. Sloan, left,

Ryan outside production supervisor, and
W. A. Doukas, engineer, in Ryan Navion.

Giant forging press of Arcturus Manu-
facturing Corp., Venice, Col., is typical
of subcontractors' specialized machines.
Company makes forged flanges for Ryan.

Conferring over procurement of materiel
are Norman Shaw, left, executive advisor,
and R. W. "Dick" Carr, purchasing agent.

PIPELINES
FOR DEFEI^SE

iSpecialized small businesses

tliroiigliout country keep

vital supplies moving

10

"Whether Ryan places an order with a small or large business con-

cern, a rigid standard must be followed.

"In bidding for contracts, Ryan itself must guarantee the best cost,

quality and delivery assurance of all competitors. Otherwise, the job

goes elsewhere.

"In placing work with subcontractors, Ryan must insist on the same

strict requirements. Since Ryan must compete vigorously to win contracts

over others seeking the same contract, it must secure quality materials

and service on time at a cost consistent with good business practices."

M. K. Smith, Chief of Materiel



Component for J-57 jet engine is machined on lathe at Wilpac
Mfg. Co., El Cajon, which started modestly after World War
II in old army barracks, now has $100,000 worth of machinery.

A flash butt welded ring is sized to exact dimensions on ex-
panding mandrel at American Welding & Mfg. Co., Warren,
Ohio, one of principal suppliers to Ryan of jet and exhaust rings.

HUNDREDS of arteries reach out from the heart of Ryan
Aeronautical Company into shops, large and small, in all

parts of the United States.

These arteries are the life-sustaining supply lines that keep
our national industry vigorous and healthy. Without these

channels through which flow the products of myriads of small

businesses, the very existence of a plant such as Ryan would
be imperiled.

The job of building airplanes, missiles and aircraft engines

is not restricted to defense production centers, such as San
Diego, the home of Ryan. An order placed for a jet engine
component here may affect the lives of families in a distant

rural community, where an enterprising machinist has set up
a small shop and has become expert at his chosen task.

Of the $40 million in total expenditures by Ryan in 1954,
a typical postwar year, about $20 million went to some 2750
outside subcontractors and suppliers from whom Ryan pur-

(Continued on next Page) In tiny community of Lakeside, Col., Allied Engineers built

successful business by putting all its eggs in one aircraft
basket, performing specialized production contracts for Ryan.

Large intricate machined rings are turned out by Progressive
Machine Co., Huntington Park, Cal. on such tools as this

horizontal boring mill when Ryan is overloaded and needs help.

Western States Flying Service, owner of Allied Engineers,
became most efficient producer in its field with specially

designed radius turner, shown here operated by Lyie Hemperly.

11



Springs for Ryan airframe ports ore supplied by Seaboard Coil Spring Division, Gordena, Cal., where hot coiling of spring is depicted.

chased materials and services in order to keep its own ma-

chinery humming.
The defense dollar is split many ways, with small business

absorbing a large chunk. More than 75 per cent of all purchase

orders at Ryan are issued to small businesses—companies with

less than 500 employees. In dollar volume, at least 50 per cent

of all outside production is performed by firms in this category.

Specialization has made decentralization an essential feature

of America's efficient production system. In this jet, atomic

age of complex, intricate technology, no factory can continue

to be self-sufficient. A far-flung network of supply sources has

been established, not by government edict, but by the natural

flowering of competitive enterprise, with the fittest and most

ingenious surviving. And through such federal agencies as

the Small Business Administration, the government is deter-

mined to maintain the vitality of the system.

The average small machine shop with which Ryan does

business holds a unique and often an indispensable position

because of its flexibility, its low overhead, an available labor

(Continued on Page 28)

Pisstie tail cone windows for Ryon-built Boeing KC-97 fuselage
scctioiis are made by Econ Fiber Gloss Manufacturing Co.,
Ls3 Anoeies, one of the many subcontractors who service Ryan.

National Plating & Processing Co., National City, Col., has
facilities for hard chrome plating and other protective proc-

essing for metals on which Ryan must frequently depend.

12



RYAN GETS
$4,000,000
JET ORDER!^

Nation's leading engine

l»uilciers specify more Ryan
^^liot parts'' for jet engines

and afteriiurners

l\YAN has recently received new contracts, totaling $4
million, from the nation's leading jet engine manufactur-

ers. Ryan will build many of the "hot parts" for the jet

engines and afterburners which they deliver to fighters,

bombers and transports of the armed forces.

The contracts include $2.5 million from the General

Electric Company with the remainder coming from Pratt

and Whitney Aircraft, Ford Motor Company and the

Wright Aeronautical Division of Curtiss-Wright Corpora-
tion.

The new orders cover important new high temperature
components which Ryan has not previously built as well

as products similar to those which Ryan has formerly de-

livered to these companies.

Ryan's leadership in the field of high temperature

sheet metal and machined-member structures for jet power
plants dates back to World War II. First components of

this type which Ryan built were tail-pipes for the revolu-

tionary Ryan FR-1 Fireball—the first jet fighter for the

U. S. Navy. Soon after that, Ryan received a Navy con-

tract to develop a successful afterburner design. From
this study, Ryan designed the first commercially-built af-

terburner in the U. S. and demonstrated its performance

on April 25, 1946. This afterburner was also the first to

be officially announced by the armed forces.

From this early start, Ryan has steadily increased its

stature as a producer of high temperature components for

rocket, ramjet and turbojet engines. The growing import-

ance of this business was underlined by Ryan's recently-

issued annual report which shows that, for the first time,

the value of precision-built parts for power plants, includ-

ing jet engines and afterburners, exceeded the value of

airframe assemblies produced.

The new orders which Ryan has received will project

deliveries into 1956 and will augment the substantial air-

frame contracts which Ryan has recently received for fuse-

lage sections for Boeing KC-135 jet tankers and North
American F-86F Sabre Jets.

Ryan achieves economic, high volume production of all jet components with modern machine tools and close liaison from laboratory.

13



RYAN'S ROLE

%

Ryan Firebee jet drone provides America's defense system with realistic "flying bullseye" for target practice.

IN THIS age of supersonic airplanes and thermonuclear weapons, there are no

longer just three basic necessities of life. To the traditional "food, clothing and

shelter" list has been added "national defense." Since there is no place on earth

which cannot be struck with devastating force in a matter of hours, our very sur-

vival depends on the maintenance of adequate air-atomic strength as the greatest

deterrent to aggression.

To keep pace with the necessary expansion of the sciences of the air, three broad

avenues of research, development and manufacture must be diligently followed

in the national interest. These three basic areas of progress in aviation are the

airframe of the vehicles, the engines to propel them through space, and the elec-

tronic aids which help give them guidance.

Following a long-established policy of wide diversification in the whole spectrum

of aviation sciences, Ryan today is at work in each of these fields. In the past

year, Ryan management has placed special emphasis on guiding the company to-

ward a well-balanced relationship between its activities in Aircraft, Power Plants

and Avionics.

In providing the frame, muscle and brain for modern flight vehicles, the AIR-

CRAFT activity encompasses the development and production of planes of Ryan's

own design, together with production of major airframe components for other air-

craft manufacturers.

In the POWER PLANT field, Ryan's long-time specialty has been, and continues

to be, the production of high-temperature parts for every type of heat engine used

in aircraft, including extensive metallurgical research.

For Ryan, a more specific description of its interest in electronics is the new word,

AVIONICS—meaning the application of electronic devices to the control and guid-

ance of aircraft and missiles.

14



IX AIR POWER
PART I — AIRCRAFT

This is the first of three articles on Ryan's diversified opera-

tions in aircraft, engines and electronics. The subjects of the

remaining articles will be "Power Plants" and "Avionics."

For more than 34 of the 52 years since

the Wright Brothers first flew, Ryan has

been designing and building airplanes.

Planes now under development or in pro-

duction include both piloted and pilotless

aircraft.

Constantly momiting complexity and per-

formance requirements have led to tre-

mendous increases in the engineering ef-

fort that must go into both new designs

and production models.

Indicative of the problem of designing

airplanes capable of supersonic speed is

the fact that 10 times as many manhours

of engineering time are required for de-

signing today s jet fighter as compared

luith the typical World War II pursuit

plane.

To assure Ryan's proper place in develop-

ing new weapons systems, the engineering

division more than doubled in the past

18 months. Employment in this division

is now 600. ivith hundreds more to be

added in the months ahead.

Today, one out of every 6 Ryan employees

is an engineer, a scientist or employed in

supporting technical positions.

PILOTLESS AIRCRAFT

Increasing emphasis is being placed on

the development of pilotless planes and

air weapons, with the Defense Depart-

ment now spending as much research

funds on guided missiles as on piloted

aircraft. Ryan has teams of specialists as-

signed to resolution of the problems

arising in the pilotless aircraft-guided

missile field.

Because Ryan has experience and spe-

cial knowledge in power plants and elec-

tronic devices, as applied to guided mis-

siles, as well as in designing the air-

frame of pilotless craft, it is in a position

to further advance its participation in this

phase of aviation development.

Important in the present effort is the

Ryan Firebee drone missile, a swept-

wing, jet-powered, recoverable drone of

high speed and maneuverability. Though
classed as an elusive target for anti-air-

craft, guided missile, and air-to-air gun-

nery training, the Firebee's performance

and load capacity are such that it has all

the characteristics of a guided missile. Its

applications to military missions including

radar and photo reconnaissance, as well

as a variety of guided missile uses, are cur-

rently being studied by Ryan engineers

and by specialists in the defense estab-

lishment.

Most recent production contract for

Firebees was a $3,500,000 order from the

Air Force for an undisclosed quantity of

the version having the designation Q-2A.
During the past year quantities of the

KDA-1 model were delivered to the Navy
Bureau of Aeronautics, and of the XM21
version to Army Ordnance. Test and
evaluation of the Firebee has continued

by the Air Force in New Mexico and by

the Navy at its Air Missile Test Center,

Pt. Mugu, California.

Negotiations and proposals are under

consideration by defense officials for addi-

(Continued on Next Page)

Mammoth jet engines being considered for use in Ryan airplane design projects are

tested in new facility, also available for high-temperature metallurgical research.
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Electric resistance welding of aluminum
structures, pioneered by Ryan, plays a

major role in production of fuel tanks.

tional quantities of Firebees in both ad-

vanced and "stripped down" versions.

The Firebee is the only drone missile

now available which provides a truly

realistic target for modern weapons since

no other target is capable of simulating

enemy aircraft attacking at high speed

and high altitude. Equally important is

the Firebee's potential as a means of eval-

uating new weapons systems. Only by

providing a challenging target like the

Firebee, can the effectiveness of each new
device properly be determined. Increased

use of the Firebee in this role is an-

ticipated.

The remote-controlled pilotless Firebee

can be launched either from a carrier

plane in flight or from ground launchers.

Powered by a jet engine of 1000 pounds

thrust, the Ryan Firebee can demonstrate

performance comparable to that of jet

fighters in the 600-miIe-per-hour class.

The Firebee is recoverable by its Ryan-

designed parachute system which lowers

the missile to the ground, with little or

no damage, for repeated use.

It is approximately 12 feet in span, 18

feet long and weighs about 1800 pounds.

New production tooling is being built

as part of the latest Air Force contract.

This will make possible increased output,

higher quality of workmanship and lower

unit costs. In production the Firebee can

be built for about one-tenth the cost of

piloted airplanes converted to pilotless,

radio-controlled drones.

PILOTED AIRCRAFT

Because the National Defense program

calls for a state of readiness in an "age

of peril," the industry has the responsi-

bility of developing revolutionary aircraft

upon which our security will depend in

future years. Under the press of this re-

sponsibility, tomorrow's airplanes must

be designed today. Indicative of the lead

time required in the creation of air power

is the fact that last year more than half

of the military planes built were designed

eight or nine years previously.

Every combat airplane now being built

for the Air Force is jet powered. All Air

Force fighter wings are already completely

equipped with jet planes, and all Navy
fighters in production have jet engines. A
number of supersonic models are in pro-

duction.

America's air power of the 1960's will

be based on aircraft designs now in the

industry's engineering departments.

It is against this background of com-

plexity, long lead time and supersonic

performance that Ryan's present engineer-

ing efforts in developing advanced type

piloted aircraft are being pressed forward.

In this work Ryan must call upon the vast

reservoir of experience in aeronautical

and allied sciences which it has built up

over the past 34 years.

Of major importance is the Ryan jet-

powered vertical take-off airplane of very

advanced design being developed under

a $7 million Air Force contract. Con-

currently, a research and testing program,

to be assisted by Ryan's new $175,000 jet

engine test cell just put into operation, is

being continued in an advanced stage.

Ryan's stature in the military aircraft

field has been enhanced by its recogni-

tion by the military services as a "Weap-

ons System Contractor. This designation

means that the company has the pre-

requisites for complete responsibility for

design and procurement of the many
complex armament, electronic and other

equipment items as well as the engineer-

ing and development of the basic aircraft.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Today Ryan has more prime contracts

with the Air Force and Navy for research

and development work than ever before.

In addition to piloted and pilotless air-

craft these contracts cover a wide range of

basic research tasks, from investigations

of new metals for aircraft production to

new applications of jet propulsion. 'With

many prime contracts already in work, ne-

gotiations are under way for further ex-

pansion of Ryan's research and develop-

ment activities.

Ryan's interest in developing certain

types of special-use aircraft is being con-

tinued at Ryan's own expense with design

studies of a number of models currently

under way.

Because research and development is

the necessary forerunner of production

contracts, Ryan is placing increased em-

phasis on this phase of the company's

business operations.

AIRFRAME COMPONENTS

Important as prime contract work is to

the company, the manufacture of large

components and specialized assemblies for

other aircraft companies continues to play

a major role in Ryan's operations.

Continuing a program begun six years

ago, Ryan has delivered well over 600

huge aft fuselage sections, together with

associated assemblies, to the Boeing Air-

plane Company of Seattle for its KC-97
Stratofreighter tanker-transport.

New contracts for airframe components

have been received in recent months, the

most significant of which are with Boeing

for two different fuselage sections for its

new KC-135 Stratotanker, America's first

jet transport plane. These new orders are

for approximately $5 million and cover

production only under the initial contract

Boeing has received for its four-jet tanker-
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transport. The program is expected to be

enlarged, with the prospect that like

Ryan's production for the KC-97, it will

be continued for many years.

For the new KC-135 Ryan is now
building the tools to manufacture not

only the fuselage sections but also a large

stabilizer torque box structure inside the

fuselage.

Another important contract recently ob-

tained is with North American Aviation,

Inc., for fuselage sections for the famed

F-86 Sabre jet fighter.

Ryan's years-long program for the KC-
97 has totaled approximately $50 million

in orders, with a large backlog still to be

delivered. Other major assemblies Ryan

is building for the KC-97 are the wing

fuel tanks which permit the aerial tanker

to carry additional fuel in huge external

tanks. These are considerably smaller,

however, than the tanks Ryan has manu-

factured for the Boeing B-47. So far as

is known the latter are the largest external

fuel tanks ever produced. Ryan also is

making the pods from which the operator

controls mid-air refueling, the cargo

(Continued on Page 34)

Predecessor of the Air Force's new KC-135 jet tanker, for which Ryan Is to build

aft and mid fuselage sections, is Boeing's model 707, America's first jet trans-

port plane, shown above. KC-135 was recently ordered into volume production.

Specialists in manufacture of fuselage sections, Ryan has built more than 600 aft sections of KC-97 aerial tanker for Boeing.
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President's Report on RYA
Statement Shows WHO

Gets HOW MUCH
for doing WHAT

RYAN Aeronautical Company's 1954
fiscal year (the 12 months ending

October 31, 1954) was not the biggest

year in the company's history from the

standpoint of business volume, but as T.

Claude Ryan, president, reported recently

in his annual report to stockholders, it

was "one of substantial accomplishment

and, in several respects, the most success-

ful in the company's history."

After paying a Federal Income Tax bill

of $2,355,000, the net income left for

reinvestment in the business and for the

payment of cash dividends to the owners

was $1,961,667.

Although gross revenues exceeded $45

million, this was $5 million, or 10 per

cent, less than the $50 million reported

for 1953. Admittedly, $45 million is a

lot of money and it's appropriate for

Ryan employees, stockholders, our cus-

tomers, neighbors, suppliers and the gov-

ernment to ask

—

WHAT HAPPENED TO ALL THIS MONEY?

The simplified financial and pictorial

chart opposite gives a quick and under-

standable picture of just tvho got how
much for doing what, but an even closer

look behind the six cost factors may be

revealing.

A. WAGES AND SALARIES • $19,387,364

The payroll is one of the two major

bills every company has to meet week in

.... jobs hi: UW employees

18

TOTAL DOLLARS

INCOME from sale of Ryan Products $45,1 55,287

PAIP OUT in process of making Ryan Products

/{, For WAGES and SALARIES

to EMPLOYEES $19,387,364

B, For MATERIALS and SERVICES

bought from others $19,754,844

C* For TAXES paid to Governments

(Federal, Local & State) $ 3,633,682

\ For WEAR and TEAR on Tools

and Buildings (Depreciation) ... $ 417,730

', RE-INVESTED in the business for

modernization, working capital

and the "rainy day" fund . . . $ 1,770,787

\ CASH DIVIDENDS

"Take-Home Pay" of the Owners . .$ 190,

COSTS ^Qr\he^iiiir\o\n\ed $45,155,287
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VS m^ BUS/NESS YEAR
PERCtm

100.0%

CENTS PER

DOLLAR

100

HOW RYAN SPENT EACH DOLLAR

42.9% PAYROLL 42i^

4S.S% MATERIALS .. iOlF*43^

0.4% DIVIDENDS h

m.0% 100

Payroll, Materials
Take 870 of Every
Dollar Received

and week out throughout the year.

Wages and salaries paid to Ryan em-
ployees last year took 43c out of every

dollar the company received from its

customers. This bill included the cost of

sick pay, paid vacations and holiday pay.

In addition to the wages paid directly to

Ryan employees, the company made other

substantial payments for such items as

unemployment insurance tax, workmen's
compensation and social security.

As one of the large employers in San

Diego, Ryan's $19 million payroll last

year was, for the most part, spent here

and added to the city's high level of pros-

perity and standard of living.

The average earnings of hourly-paid

employees rose to $2.08 per hour in 1954
compared with $1.97 in the previous fiscal

year. Ryan hourly employees had aver-

age earnings of $86.31 per week in 1954.

Employees may be wondering how
wages compare with cash dividends paid

to the stockholders. Here are the figures:

For every dollar paid out in dividends in

1954, $101.57 was paid out in wages.

B. MATERIALS AND SERVICES $19,754,844

This is the second of the two biggest

bills we had to pay. Materials, services

and supplies took a big bite — nearly $20

(Continued on Next Page)

THIS $1,961,667 OR 4 i//^^

Of EACH DOLLAR is the

V payment to owners for the

'Use of the Tools of Pro

duct/on— machines, build

ings, working capital, etc.

J Accountants call it NET
PROFIT
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million—or about 44c out of every dollar

we received.

The greater part of this $19,754,844
was paid by Ryan to a broad cross-section

of industry which furnished mdteruds

such as steel, aluminum, welding rod, en-

gines, instruments, paint, castings, etc.,

and services such as heat, light, gas, print-

ing, telephones and the many other daily

needs of a large factory. We also bought
and used a lot of perishable tools, such

as cutters, grinding wheels, drills, etc.

Included in the 320 million are many
invisible and hidden taxes. For example,

there is a tax on telephone service, excise

taxes on items we purchase, transporta-

tion taxes and many others.

Insofar as possible, all services are pur-

chased locally and, to the limit that local

industry can provide them, materials and
subcontracting also come from San Diego
sources. However, because of the com-

J2fl m'lWm worth of supplies

plexity of industry in America, the money
for materials is spent in practically every

state and helps to make better business

and more jobs in every section of the

country.

To make certain that we get "our

money's worth" and that the company's

"cost of living" is kept within bounds,

everything we buy is handled by trained

purchasing agents in our materiel depart-

ment. These people must search out every

possible source of supply that meets our

quality standards and then buy from the

firms that offer the best price and the best

delivery — just as our customers expect

high quality, on -time delivery and low

cost production from Ryan.

C. TAXES 53,633,682

Most of these taxes — |2, 355,000, to

be exact — had to be paid because the

company had a good business year and

made a profit in 1954. Except for income

taxes, most of the other taxes have to be

paid regardless of whether or not we
make a profit at the end of the year. In-

cluded in these taxes last year were ap-

tax bill: S950 per employee

proximately $400,000 in property taxes,

$675,000 in social security and state un-

employment taxes (which are for the em-
ployees' benefit) and about $240,000 in

state franchise and sales taxes.

All told, in its role as tax collector,

Ryan turned over to federal, state and
local governments a total of $3,633,682,

which we in turn had received from our

customers.

These taxes are spent for the support

and services of government — national

defense, public safety, schools, hospitals,

foreign aid, "free" education and medical

services. Nothing which comes from the

government, however, is "free," since

taxes collected from the people are the

government's only source of revenue.

Taxes paid by the company last year

were the equivalent of $950 for every

employee on the payroll. Expressed

another way, this means that for its 3,750
employees, the company had to pay taxes

of $81 per month per employee. 'This is,

of course, entirely separate from the taxes

the employees themseh'es had to pay on
their own incomes.

Some tax bill, eh.-"

For the company it meant 8 cents

out of every dollar.

U. DEPRECIATION $417,730

Each year a reserve is set aside by the

company to provide for the replacement

of the tools of production — by which we
mean each and every machine and build-

ing we have. This item is called deprecia-

tion by accountants and represents the

amount estimated to be necessary to pro-

vide for replacement of tools and plant

facilities at the end of their useful life.

Last year the company provided $417,730
for this purpose.

The tax laws allow the company to

set aside only amounts based on original

costs. With prices the way they are today,

regular depreciation allowances are often

insufficient to buy new machines when
replacement time comes.

If Ryan should limit its replacements,

year by year, to the amount of its allowed

depreciation, its plant would get smaller

and smaller and we would wind up hav-

ing far less equipment than we have to-

day. Fortunately, the stockholders have

indicated their willingness to make up
the difference needed to replace worn-out

machines and buildings by providing for

new equipment out of their so-called

"profits."

It is only by the constant maintenance

of modern plant facilities and adding to

them as demands from customers in-

crease, that the company can assure its

continued growth and thereby provide ex-

panding employment.

$4n.J30 fo replace tools

E. RE-INVESTED $1,770,787

F. CASH DIVIDENDS 190.880

$1,961,667

Taken together, these two items are

what accountants call "net profit." Actu-

ally, they are separate items as the two

headings imply.

"Reinvestment" represents stockhold-

ers' money which is set aside to build and

maintain a solid foundation which will

assure the company's growth and com-

petitive position. For stockholders it's an

"investment" in the company's future, as

contrasted to the cash dividends which are

the "take-home pay" of the owners.

As pointed out in the recent report to

stockholders, it has been the policy of

the Board of Directors to retain and re-

invest a substantial portion of earnings.

This has been accomplished by maintain-

ing a conser\'ative cash dividend rate. The
company's steady growth has been due in

large measure to this policy of plowing

back a large portion of profits and has

made it possible to handle a growing vol-

ume of business with resultant stabiliza-

tion of employment.

One of the most important benefits of

(Continued on Page 28)
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Al Donaldson, left, latest newcomer to Ryan engineering division, looks over drawings with C. L. Bates, Assistant Director of En-

gineering. Donaldson and Ivan Wong, top two men in '55 class of Northrop Aeronautical Institute, are now Ryan junior engineers.

ENGINEERING BOOM
Ryan division triples in two years - - - still yrowiny

ONE warm spring day in 1954, a

steady stream of engineering students

at Purdue University in Lafayette, Indi-

ana, filed in and out of the Placement
Office.

They came for individual talks with

Clyde Cordner and Bob Fuhrman of Ryan
Aeronautical Company in San Diego.

They went away with what Cordner and
Fuhrman hoped was a clear and attractive

picture of the advantages of both Ryan's

employment opportunities and Southern

California's climate. If this visit followed

the precedent set by their inter\'iews with

prospective new recruits at other mid-

western universities, a goodly number of

the young men would apply at Ryan for

positions in the engineering department.

This proved to be true. But first, the

Ryan team was in for a surprise.

One of the men to come in for an

interview was obviously not a student.

"I'm an aeronautical engineer with a

certain amount of experience," the visitor

told them. "And I'll be available for the

summer in a few weeks. How about a job

for me, too?"

A job for Dr. A. F. Schmitt, B.S., M.S.,

Ph.D., professor of aeronautical engineer-

ing at Purdue, a recognized authority in

the field of aeroelasticity and flutter?

Well, Cordner and Fuhrman would try to

arrange it!

The sequel to this story is even better

than the prologue. Dr. Schmitt and his

(Continued on Next Page)
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Visiting students from Northrop Aeronautical Institute get a close-up of

Ryan factory facilities in a pre-graduation tour of the plant. Lawrence
Prchal, second from right, chief of the engineering division's production
liaison unit, explains uses of large stretch press die to the young men.

C. A. Berner, electrical engineer, prepares to run
a calibration test in Ryan's new jet engine test
cell, believed to be the first in the country de-
signed to evaluate jet engines for VTO operation.

wife did come to San Diego last summer,

and Dr. Schmitt was welcomed into the

structural dynamics section of Ryan's en-

gineering department. When he left in

September to return to his classes at Pur-

due, he took with him the urging of his

colleagues to "come again—and stay a

while!" This spring Dr. Schmitt's teach-

ing contract expires. Recently at Ryan,

A. C. Busche, Jr., chief of engineering

administration, was delighted to receive

this note:

".
. . . Inasmuch as I greatly enjoyed

working at Ryan last summer, I wish to

return for full-time, permanent employ-

ment. . . . A. F. Schmitt."

Not all of Ryan's employee-recruiting

trips are as successful as this one. But more
and more young engineering graduates

from all over the country are finding the

advantages of Ryan and its locale unusual

enough to merit their applications.

"I heard about Ryan first from one of

my instructors at the University of Minne-

sota," 23-year-old Jack Grams recalls.

"Then when Mr. Fuhrman and Mr. Cord-

ner came to Minnesota and explained the

set-up at Ryan, I decided it was what I

wanted."

Actually, Ryan was one of several avia-

tion companies interested in young Grams'
services. A five-year engineering student

with a Bachelor's Degree in Applied

Mathematics, he had high recommenda-
tions from his teachers and classmates.

"I had four good offers but I chose

Ryan for very definite reasons," he ex-

plains. "First, Ryan has some of the best

and latest analytical machines in the coun-

Off-duty engineers, left to right, Harry Irwin, Carroll Kerby and Ken Coward, newcomers to San Diego, enjoy its famous zoo.
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Ryan engineers W. T. Immenschuh, left, and Bob
Fuhrman support Institute of Aeronautical Sci-

ences in national and local offices. T. Claude
Ryan, president, is IAS national vice-president.

Al Cotcher, electronics engineer, Mrs. Cotcher and their children, Susan, 6, and
Johnny, 2, enjoy the "California way of life" in their modern home in La Jolla, a
20-minute drive from Ryan. The Cotcher home on Hillside Drive overlooks 80 miles

of Pacific Ocean coastline to the West and the Sierra Nevada mountains to the East.

try and I was given a job in my own field

as a computer analyst. I wanted to work

with problems dealing with all branches

of engineering—stress, dynamics, weights,

etc. I figure that here at Ryan I'll get my
nose into every phase sooner or later. The
company is sizeable enough to have good

facilities, but it's small enough so you

know your supervisors and they know you.

In some of the bigger companies, you bear

about your bosses, but you know they sure

don't hear about you!
"

This feeling that a smaller company
has better career opportunities because it

doesn't "gobble you up" seems to be shared

by most of the young men who selected

Ryan.

Walter 'Weideman, Jr., number one man
in the 1953 aeronautical class at Northrop

Aeronautical Institute in Los Angeles, puts

it this way:

"Before I decided to come to Ryan, I

toured one of the big aviation companies

in L. A. When I came out of that place

I was so tired just from walking around

that I knew I didn't want any more of

that! Why, you could settle down in one

department and never know what was

going on in the other half of the building.

In a small plant you get ahead faster be-

cause you get more recognition for your

work."

Weideman's progress confirms this the-

ory. Starting as an hourly paid draftsman

in September of 1953, he is now on

salary as an aerodynamicist working with

IBM computing equipment, setting up
(Continued on Page 31)

Picturesque Balboa Park offers choice of

golf, tennis, museums, art galleries, out-

door music to Harry Irvirin, Carroll Kerby.

Chance to virork latest analytical machines
brought mathematician Jack Grams to Ryan.

"World's Shortest Thermometer" (San Diego's mean temperature range is 14 degrees)
plus beaches and other sports facilities, makes year-around outdoor activity enjoyable.
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Inconel wool is stuffed into Ryan silencer by Tom Goodmonson (left) as Al Anderson and Bob Butler assemble silencer sections.

Silent Treatment
'"~J^

Ryan is stealing tlie tliunder from aircraft

ff- } ^ engines by liuilfling a better

'W^^^ noise trap

Aviation pioneer Igor Sikorsky (right)

teils National Airlines' executives about
e^heust silencer for Sikorsky helicopter.
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RYAN is building hundreds of exhaust

system silencers to muffle the roar of

airliner engines and soothe the ears of

passengers. Fabricated from welded stain-

less steel, these sound traps will drain off

the decibels from thundering piston en-

gines without causing loss of power

through back pressure. The silencers are

based upon an ingenious acoustic design

developed by the Maxim Silencer Com-
pany—a firm who have put the "shush"

on everything from a gun barrel to a jet

engine test cell.

The muffler is about four feet long and

15 inches in diameter and consists of

two major shells. The inner shell is a

rolled cylindrical tube which is perfor-

ated with thousands of Vs" diameter holes

spaced only 1/16" apart, making it a verit-

able screen. The outer shroud section is

formed in two half-stampings on Ryan

drop hammers and resistance-welded into

an irregularly-shaped q-linder. The sec-

tions are bolted together, one within the

f



other, in such a way that a tapered air

space is left between them. Curled strands

of Inconel wool are carefully packed into

this space in uniform thicknesses.

The mufflers are scientifically designed

to deaden the noise from the engines by

both trapping sound energy and damping

vibration. As the roaring, searing exhaust

gases pour through the inner muffler sec-

tion, they expand through the thousands

of perforations. The higher frequencies

of sound are attenuated by the perfora-

tions, which break up the wave forms,

and the Inconel wool which absorbs their

energy in the form of heat. The lower

frequencies of the sound created are at-

tenuated by deresonating, or damping, the

exhaust system through the location and

mass of the muffler. This creates an effect

somewhat like that obtained when a piece

of sealing wax is stuck to a tuning fork.

The pulsating exhaust gas flow causes the

metal exhaust system to vibrate and gen-

erate sound waves. By correctly locating

the silencer and attaching it to the exhaust

system, its mass will dampen these vibra-

tions like the sealing wax deadens the

sound from a tuning fork.

It has been computed that the sound-

absorbing Inconel wool must be packed

into the Ryan mufflers so that the density

of the material will be exactly 25 pounds

per cubic foot. Less than this will not

accomplish the job. More than this density

will add unnecessary weight. Therefore,

Ryan has to place exactly the correct

amount of Inconel wool in each silencer

and take great care to see that uniform

Wilh silencer similar in design to Ryan muffler, National Airlines cut Sikorsky

helicopter noise 60 percent to remove cause of complaint from Miami Beach residents.

density exists in the stuffed material.

Few realize that often the metal tem-

peratures experienced in piston engine

power plants rise above those obtained

in jet engines. When stainless steel wool

was used in this application, it readily

burned away due to the extreme heat of

the exhaust blast.

Already in service are a number of ex-

haust systems silencers used by National

Airlines' helicopters and British West-

land helicopters. These mufflers are simi-

lar in basic design to those which Ryan

is building for airliners.

Stainless steel sections of muffler are seamwelded together at Ryan by Braxton Walker. Silencer will clamp to exhaust system.
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Close-up of tabbed section shows
how small metal squares are spot-

welded on to prevent the welding
defects from occurring in part.

Typical components which Ryan
builds better with tab tacking tech-
nique are G-E combustion chambers
shown with foreman John Crone.

TWO new welding machines, designed

and built by Ryan, are saving 1500
man-hours a month in little-known jobs.

Called "tab-tackers," these

labor-saving devices attach

tiny metal tabs to parts,

which are soon clipped off.

In the brief interim, they

perform a valuable func-

tion.

Ryan fabricates thousands of tubular

parts each month which go into the pro-

duction of jet, rocket and piston engines.

(Continued on next Page)

Charles Gandy operates one of Ryan's tab-tacking machines which spot
weld tubular sections together and attach metal tabs at the some time.

Machine operates automatically, after foot switch is depressed, to

drop tab in place, hold in position and weld on within ten seconds.

Ten - Second
Tab - Taeker
Tiny stfiiares of metal keep Ryan

parts from suffering from
tiie i»veltling lieat
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These are combustion chambers, ducts,

rings, bands, exit shells, slip joints, col-

lars and cones. They are made from a

variety of high temperature alloys includ-

ing stainless steels, Inconel, titanium and

cobalt-base metals.

The parts are cut from flat sheets of

alloy, rolled and are heliarc-welded into

circular form. The arc welding causes un-

desirable notches at the beginning and

end of the longitudinal weld seam. This

difficulty arises from the fact that the

weld is started and ended at the edges of

the sheet where there is insufficient metal

surrounding these points to adequately

dissipate the heat from the welding torch.

As a result, the temperature rises and

causes the metal in the part to melt out

and form a notch.

There are two ways to overcome this

objectionable phenomenon. The parts

can be cut slightly oversize, so that about

one-eighth inch of material may be

trimmed from each edge, to remove the

notches. This requires extra consumption

of metal which is often expensive and in

short supply. It also involves extra trim-

ming operations and may reduce the num-

ber of parts that can be obtained from

standard-size sheets.

The other solution is to attach small

metal tabs, about an inch square, to the

rolled parts, at the beginning and end of

the seam to be welded. Ryan has followed

this practice for many years. Using tabs

avoids waste because they are taken from

excess cut-off material or scrap. In some

cases, the tabs can be blanked out with the

basic outlines of the part. In other in-

stances this is not possible because the

parts are sheared or the sheet stock dimen-

sions will not permit the extra width

needed for these integral tabs.

The arc welding is then started and

finished in the tab area, rather than at the

sheet edges. This places the undesirable

notching effects in the tab metal which is

neatly clipped off to leave the part smooth

and perfect.

Before the creation of the Ryan ma-

chines, it was necessary to place the tabs

and parts in small holding fixtures and

arc-tack them together. Two to three min-

utes were needed to do each part. With
Ryan's new tab-tackers, the job is done in

10 seconds, including electrode cooling

time.

The tab-tackers were designed by Ryan

plant engineer, John Trumble, and built

by mechanical maintenance men. The
electro-mechanical control systems were

produced in the Ryan welding laboratory

by Don Heyser.

The upper electrode of the machine

consists of a Linde Heliarc HW-13 ma-

chine welding torch, which has been mod-

ified and adapted to automatic operation.

The "gun" is mounted vertically and en-

ergized by a P. and H. 200-ampere DC

rectifier-type welding power source. All

the operator has to do to attach a tab is to

insert the part into the machine and press

a foot switch.

As the part goes in, it moves a lever

which releases a tab from a cartridge con-

tainer and drops it into place for welding.

The upper welding head comes down,

holding the tab and part and making the

spotweld. Each spotweld not only attaches

the tab but also joins the edges of the part

together. Because of this facility, Ryan

often uses the machines to spot-tack parts

into alignment when no tabs are to be

attached.

High production speed is attained be-

cause the machines serve as both holding

fixtures and welders and their operation

is automatic. Consisting of only seven

electrical relays, three condensers and one

electronic tube, the control system per-

forms an ingenious series of timed opera-

tions.

The operator starts the procedure by

depressing a two-stage foot switch. First

stage brings the upper electrode "gun"
down against the tab and work, holding

them firmly, The second stage automati-

cally controls the welding sequence.

Argon gas is turned on and allowed to

flow through the torch nozzle, blanketing

the tungsten electrode and work in pro-

tective gas. Next, a high frequency volt-

age is impressed which fires a spark be-

tween the electrode and the work. This

spark ionizes the air gap and provides a

pathway for the DC welding current to

follow. The welding current is switched

on. The welding is accomplished and the

current is cut off. The argon gas flows

for three seconds after the arc is broken,

to protect the hot electrode and the weld

from oxidation, and is shut off. Finally,

the electrode pressure is timed and re-

leased.

The cycle takes only 10 seconds from

start to finish. Spotwelds are uniform

and sound and little, adjustment is re-

quired to use the machines with widely

varying thicknesses of metal.

r~^

Air Force Jet Added to Ryan Plane "Fleet"

Ryan's "fleet" of airplanes has been
expanded with delivery of a Lockheed
T-33 jet by the .4ir Force. Ryan now
has two Lockheed P2V IXeptunes and
the T-33 for extensive in-flight testing

and evaluation of its electronic sys-

tems for missiles
guidance and auto-
matic navigation.

At the same time
the Ryan airplane
"fleet" was augment-

ied, the company's
corps of test pilots

was enlarged. Willis

L. "Lou" Everett,
formerly employed
by Chance-Vought at

Pt. Mugu on the
juided missile project,

recently employed as a flight test en-
gineer, is also qualified to fly the T-33.
He is a graduate in aeronautical engi-

neering from Mississippi State (1953),
and is a captain in the California Air
National Guard.

Ryan's chief experimental test pilot

is veteran aviator Pete Girard. R. W.
"Pete" Henson, chief of flight, was
checked out in flights starting last week
in the T-33 under supervision of Air

Everett

Navy Regulus

Pete Girard

Force Capt. John D. Wray, of Edwards
Air Force Base.

Piloting occasionally is performed as

collateral assignments given two other
Ryan men. They are -41 Coha, chemist
of the engineering laboratory, and
George Perisho, of the materials and
standards group in engineering.
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to keep the plant modern

PRESIDENT'S REPORT ON RYAN'S 1954 BUSINESS YEAR
(Continued from Page 20)

reinvesting a large share of corporation

profits is seldom realized and little under-

stood by the public. The expanded, mod-
ern plant facilities thus provided add to

the country's mobilization base so that

production of military equipment for de-

fense can be vastly increased in the event

of a national emergency.

Ryan's Board of Directors is convinced

that an investment in modern machines,

tools and buildings is the best way to as-

sure keeping the company on a sound

basis. They feel this is the best way to

protect the future of the Ryan Aeronau-

tical Company and everyone who works

here.

This year, $1,770,787 has been re-

tained for use in the business. Much of

this is currently required for working

capital and has permitted the company

to reduce its bank loans to $5 million.

Two years ago Ryan was using $13 mil-

lion of borrowed money and $9 million

a year ago. This has made possible a

sharp reduction in interest payments to

banks on the money it was necessary to

borrow to keep our business volume up
to $A5 million a year.

Few people realize what a heavy drain

interest payments can be on a large cor-

poration. In 1954, for example, interest

payments amounted to $357,274.

Though the combined dollar value of

the reinvestment and cash dividends last

year amounted to nearly $2 million for

the first time in the company's history,

this "profit" — large as it may seem to

the average individual — was little more
than half of the amount the company paid

in taxes to federal, state and local govern-

ments.

"take-home pay" of all the owners was $190,6

PIPELINES FOR DEFENSE

(Continued from Page 12)

supply and the expert knowledge of its

personnel in certain specialties.

A small shop can quickly switch pro-

duction from one item to another. "This

ability is important, particularly when lim-

ited quantities are required and the fa-

cilities of the prime contractor are over-

loaded on major components.

Some subcontractors have become so

specialized that they have devoted their

entire plant for long periods of time to

the output of only one type of product.

Through such specialization, they have

cut their costs to a virtually irreducible

minimum, a figure the contractor could

not possibly equal. The result, when
multiplied by many subcontractors con-

tributing to a particular assembly, means

a less expensive finished product.

Thomas B. Smiley, president of Allied

Engineers, Inc., in the rural community

of Lakeside, San Diego County, typifies

a success story built on specilization. Until

World 'War II, he operated a private

flying service which was forced out of

this area when such activities were moved
inland.

In 1942, he learned that Ryan would

need a tremendous quantity of stainless

steel balls used in Ryan's unique ball-and-

socket joints which provide flexibility for

high temperature aircraft engine exhaust

systems.

At the time, there was considerable

competition in the field, but not until

Smiley devised machines that would elim-

inate a large amount of handwork, was

it possible to perform the necessary opera-

tion—boring rough castings to proper

dimension—in mass quantities.

Since 1942, Smiley's "Western States

Flying Service, a company which also

owns Allied Engineers, Inc., has done

work only for Ryan, and has produced

only stainless steel balls of varying sizes

—more than 2,500,000 of them. The
company has turned out as many as

86,000 units in a single week with 350

employees, at war's peak.

"Doing an entire job under one roof

does not necessarily mean that the finished

product will be cheaper," says M. K.

Smith, Ryan director of materiel.

"Many a subcontractor is equipped to

perform specialized work for much less

than the prime contractor. It is the re-

sponsibility of every large manufacturer

to constantly search for sources of supply

that can furnish items for less cost than

they can be produced in his own plant."

"The cost spread between a contractor

and a subcontractor can sometimes be

unbelievably great. One manufacturer

(Continued on Next Page)
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learned that a part he was making for

1 1.50 would cost him only 13 cents in a

subcontractor's plant.

Ryan's policy in subcontracting work
is that of "good neighbor," from a practi-

cal as well as friendly standpoint.

"We like to award as much of our busi-

ness as possible to local firms," Smith

says. "This not only helps strengthen the

community's economy but enables us to

maintain closer liaison with the sub-

contractor."

Thus, the major proportion of Ryan's

outside production is done in shops in

the Southern California area, around San

Diego and Los Angeles. A full-time liai-

son office is maintained in Los Angeles

for constant contact with suppliers in

that vicinity.

Many items are not available in South-

ern California, due to lack of plant ca-

pacity or equipment. For instance, Ryan
must depend on such plants as American

'Welding and Manufacturing Co., 'War-

ren, Ohio, and Dresser Industries, Brad-

ford, Pa., for the large flash-welded stain-

less steel rings used in jet engines and

afterburners. Ryan has done business with

subcontractors as distant as Portland, Ore.,

where flame holders for afterburners were

produced. At present, Ryan depends on

an overseas supplier, in Scotland, for ex-

haust system clamps made under a Scot-

tish patent.

Expansion of subcontracting activities

has been phenomenal in recent years. Just

prior to the Korean 'War, in 1950, Ryan
used 50 subcontractors. Today, almost

1300 firms have been cleared as approved

sources.

Ryan has an open door for every small

businessman who believes he can produce

something for the company.

"'When we are approached by a com-

pany with which we have never done

business, we obtain its facilities list, clear

its credit, and check its quality control by

sending one of our own inspectors into

its plant to determine the methods used,"

Smith explained.

A potential subcontractor ' just doesn't

walk in and pick up an order. His sol-

vency is a matter of prime concern to the

contractor, who can't afford the risk of

a job being shut down at a critical point

because of inability to finance it. Even

after an order is placed, Ryan keeps ex-

tremely close watch on its progress, fi-

nancially as well as quality-wise.

Experts from Ryan go into the sub-

contractor's plant and advise him on proc-

essing problems. A subcontractor who
might be ready to toss in the sponge on

a complicated job has often been assisted

by Ryan over the rough spots.

Recently, Norman Shaw, executive ad-

visor to Smith, was camped for four

weeks, including Saturdays and Sundays,

at a subcontractor's plant when serious

fabrication troubles arose. The subcon-

tractor's own engineers had virtually de-

cided that the problem could not be over-

come. Shaw stubbornly insisted it could

be, and he developed a method that con-

quered the difficulty.

This would lead to the correct assump-

tion that an outside production repre-

sentative ought to be a practical, if not

a graduate engineer. The ideal buyer rep-

resenting a purchaser of subcontractor's

goods has some knowledge of both en-

gineering and shop practices, according

to Smith, who feels he has one of the

best procurement "teams" in the industry.

When Ryan wins a contract, its planners

decide what is to be produced in the

plant and what is to be subcontracted, on

the basis of available plant capacity and

know-how of the outside producers. A
special committee is set up within Ryan
to review the recommendations of the

planners, to determine whether parts ear-

marked for inside production could actu-

ally be done cheaper outside—always, of

course, within the quality requirements.

Another important function of the com-
mittee is to ascertain that the planning,

blue prints, specifications, tooling and ma-
terial are correct, assuring the vendor of a

complete "package."

After production is started in the Ryan
plant, actual costs are determined and,

if Ryan experts believe that in certain

specialized situations the job might be

done for less cost outside, quotations are

sought. Ryan's philosophy is that no plant

can afford to be self-centered.

Once a job is subcontracted, the sub-

contractor will find Ryan people at his

beck and call. Ryan has helped subcon-

tractors procure additional equipment,

has watched closely over production and
inspection methods, and has assisted in

meeting delivery schedules. One off-

schedule subcontractor can throw sand

into a smooth-running final assembly op-

eration at the Ryan plant.

Ryan's outside production advisory

committee, headed by Lewis Pratt, meth-

ods engineering supervisor, represents a

cross-section of every activity in the plant.

Its members are from engineering, meth-

ods engineering, production control, ma-

terial control, tool control, production en-

gineering, inspection, estimating, costs,

systems and procedures and outside pro-

duction.

Not only does this committee con-

stantly seek to determine whether work
should be "farmed out," but it reviews

the work being performed by subcon-

tractors. Occasionally, it is decided that

sufficient facilities are now available to

make practicable a recall of certain jobs

into the Ryan plant.

William P. Sloan, Ryan's outside pro-

duction supervisor, is an Air Force Re-

serve lieutenant colonel whose constant

flying trips to subcontractors have become
legend in the industry. On a typical liai-

son trip, Sloan will leave Lindbergh Field,

adjoining Ryan's plant in San Diego, at

9 a.m. in the company's Navion. He'll

be accompanied by an engineer. At Glen-

dale, near Los Angeles, a discussion will

be held with an engineering firm on
technical problems involved in a secret

project at Ryan. Then Sloan will take

off for the Long Beach airport, where
he'll witness tool proof running of stretch

form equipment being used for work on
the Ryan "Firebee " drone missile. After

this brief stop, he'll fly to the field at

Compton, where he'll pick up name plates

for rocket engines—a small but essential

item which had been holding up a ship-

ment. In Compton, he will meet a subcon-

tractor from the Los Angeles area to dis-

cuss a tooling problem. At 2:45 p.m.,

Sloan and the engineer will be back at

Lindbergh Field.

Sloan is proud of the fact that Ryan's

subcontractors have established the lowest

"shortage" rate of any group dealing with

an outside production department in the

industry. For the past 18 months, there

has been less than 1 per cent critical

shortages, the kind which cause a poten-

tial line shutdown for failure to meet de-

livery schedules.

"This is attributable to our policy of

placing sole responsibility for the execu-

tion of a contract on each of our in-

dividual buyers," Sloan explains. "Each

buyer must make sure that the material

is sent to the vendor, that he has proper

tooling, that he meets his schedule, and

that the parts pass receiving inspection.

"Divided responsibility, such as that

in which follow-up men are used after

the orders are placed by the buyers, is

avoided."

Each of Ryan's buyers specializes in a

different type of purchasing. Outside pro-

duction is divided into three sections

—

forging, casting and machining; sheet

metal; and tooling. Each buyer in these

divisions is a specialist in the various pro-

curement categories.

Smith is such a firm believer in the

principle of broadening the nation's in-

dustrial base by keeping small business

strong that he recently was appointed a

member of the Small Business Admini-

stration's national board of field advisors,

representing a large portion of south-

western United States.

Small businessmen themselves fail to

take advantage of the assistance the go\'-

ernment can give them. Smith has learned.

"There are 17,000 small businesses in

Southern California, Arizona and Clark

County, Nevada— my jurisdiction— but

(Continued on next Page)
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FLYING BOXCAR
BUILT BY

FAIRCHILD AIRCRAFT

I t

Fairchild "Workhorses" Deliver the Goods
"Flying Boxcar" is not a glamorous term and the square-sided, blunt-nosed

Fairchild C-119 Packet is far from supersonic. But over the long run, a "good
provider" often outshines the fast-moving playboy—and the 1,000th C-119
troop and cargo carrier, pictured above, represents a long line of steady, reli-

able "workhorses" that have rolled off Fairchild's production line in the past
five years.

Flexibility and dependability have qualified the C-119 for a solid niche
in Air Force history . . . and one thousand C-119's add up to a mountainous
pile of statistics in troops moved, equipment and supplies delivered, litter

patients evacuated and refugees rescued, which speak loudly in terms of human
lives and welfare.

At Ryan, 1,000 "Flying Boxcars," delivered by Fairchild to the Air Force
on schedule, month after month, year after year, means further impressive
figures. Thousands of high temperature components have been built here for
the two types of engines used in the C-119—the Wright R-3350 turbo-compound
and the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Wasp Major—including exhaust stacks, mani-
folds, turbine hoods and clamps. Ryan's exhavist systems for the P&WA engines
go back to the C-119's predecessor, the C-82, and have been coming off Ryan
production lines ever since.

The turbine hoods, made for the Wright turbo-compound engines by
Ryan, are a success story in themselves. Ingeniously devised by Wright engineers,
these exhaust hoods capture the hot gases coming from the turbine and channel
them to the atmosphere. In addition to the hoods and clamps, Ryan also fabri-

cates cooling caps which hold the temperature of the turbine hub within pre-

scribed limits.

PIPELINES FOR DEFENSE
(Continued from Page 29)

only 1800 are registered with the S.B.A.,"

he said. "Such registration is essential so

that when the government needs prod-

ucts these companies are qualified to pro-

duce, they'll be notified that bids will be

called. Uncle Sam is ready to help the

small businessman."

Ryan is cast in a double role. While it

is a prime contractor on certain major

projects, it is also a subcontractor itself

—a subcontractor who deals with sub-

contractors. The company therefore under-

stands the position of both, and must

insist on the highest level of production

performance from its subcontractors.

Ryan must win its business in sharp com-
petition with dozens of other firms. Hence
it must require the utmost in cost and

quality consciousness among its subcon-

tractors.

Whether a contract is placed with a

two-man shop or with a company larger

than Ryan (and certain subcontractors are

bigger than Ryan), it will go to the one

who can deliver quality merchandise on

time at a price consistent with good busi-

ness practice.

FAST AND VERSATILE
(Continued from Page 9)

Firebee has the maneuverability, speed and

altitude of present-day fighters and high-

performance bombers. And, the basic de-

sign has the swept-back lines of a truly

modern aircraft, as illustrated by the

three-view drawing appearing on Page 6.

Employing standard control equipment,

the Ryan drone can be flown out-of-sight

and at high altitudes. Its use as a target

permits unrestricted angles of approach

and fire, thereby offering realistic gunnery

training to the air and ground crews of

our air defense system.

That proper trainmg is one of the

most critical areas of our air defense is

a fact that hardly needs further emphasis.

In a recent speech, Secretary of the Air

Force Harold E. Talbott stated some of

the problems facing a jet interceptor pilot

this way:

"A bomber is streaking toward you at

600 miles an hour. You are going toward

it at 600 miles an hour. Your combined

speeds, therefore, are 1200 miles an hour,

or 20 miles a minute, and if you miss

the bomber the first time, you never get

another chance.

"But the human mind just won't think

that fast without aid, even at this speed,

to aim and maneuver. It has to rely on

electronic instruments. In theory your

instruments find the enemy, take over your

controls. They aim you at the bomber and

they fire your guns or missiles, and the

bomber is supposed to be a dead duck.

"In practice this isn't quite that sim-

ple," Talbott continues. "The percentage

of misses is higher than we would like,

and this is the basic difficulty with our

air defense."

Obviously, use of Firebees as targets

will not guarantee a surefire air defense

—the problem involves more than prac-

tice alone. They would, however, be in-

strumental in its extensive refinement.

For example, the interception problem

described by Secretary Talbott could be

simulated to a degree of authenticity

that approaches true combat conditions

through use of the Firebee in place of

the "enemy bomber." If the pilot missed,

he could correct his mistakes and try

again, and no American cities would be

annihilated in the process.

In the meantime, his capabilities and

those of his fire control system would

have been evaluated under realistic con-

ditions.

Equally as important to the air defense

program is the evaluation of weapons

systems. Here, too, the Firebee has broad

applications. Every new weapon must be

tested and evaluated before being put

(Continued on next Page)
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into production. Only by providing chal-

lenging targets, such as the Firebee, can

the efifectiveness of each new device prop-

erly be determined.

Now classed as a standard operational

support drone, the Ryan Firebee has

undergone a long period of development

and testing. Flight testing of Navy Fire-

bees, known as KDA-ls, is presently

being conducted by the Navy's Bureau of

Aeronautics at the U. S. Naval Air Mis-

sile Test Center, Point Mugu, California.

A quantity of XM21 versions has been

delivered to Army Ordnance for use as

targets for the "Nike" ground-to-air guid-

ed missile and for crews operating the

radar-controlled "Skysweeper" anti-air-

craft gun.

The U. S. Air Force version of the

Firebee, designated Q-2, has been exten-

sively tested at Holloman Air Develop-

ment Center, Alamogordo, New Mexico,

under direction of Wright Air Develop-

ment Center and the Air Research and

Development Command. Ryan recently re-

ceived a new contract from the Air Force

for additional Q-2As.

JET SERVICE STATION

(Continued jrom Page 4)

parable to new parts manufacturing.

When special heat treating is required,

Ryan has the huge specialized furnaces

needed; when precision alignment is nec-

essary, Ryan has the checking fixtures to

assure accuracy and ease of installation.

And when parts are needed in a hurry,

Ryan has the extra capacity for expediting

production to meet early deadlines. These

facilities are well suited to augment the

West Coast resources of the Air Force

and General Electric.

Ryan service functions on a rapid time-

table. At General Electric's request, a 10-

day "turn around" period is maintained

by Ryan, from the time units are received

in the plant until they are returned, ready

for use, to the Los Angeles shop.

The second General Electric West
Coast activity, the Flight Test Section at

Edwards, has been two years a-building.

In the main, its program of jet engine re-

search and development is a closely guard-

ed security-secret. However, it is known
that 90 General Electric engineers, sci-

entists, test pilots and maintenance men
are permanently stationed at this base.

They work in daily contact with the Air

Force in testing and advancing the per-

formance of the newest models of the

J-47. Flight tests are made in the famous
F-86 Sabre Jets, North American Avi-

ation's fighter planes which provided air

supremacy for Allied Forces over Korea,

and which for seven years have been

powered by successive models of the J-47.

Essentially, G. E.'s new installation at

Edwards is a West Coast cousin of the

General Electric Test Center at Schenec-

tady, New York, which has conducted

developmental testing on jet engines for

many years. Effectiveness of this engine

improvement program is illustrated by

the fact that since 1948, operating time

between overhauls of the powerful J-47
has stretched from 15 to 1200 hours. And
the increased power that accompanied en-

gine modifications has reduced by 20%
the time required for an F-86D intercep-

tor to scramble from a standing start to

45,000 feet.

One of the improvements which made
these and many other remarkable records

possible, is the ceramic-coated liner for

afterburners, developed by G. E. and

manufactured by Ryan. Acting as a radi-

ation shield, the ceramic coating protects

the afterburner liner which, in turn, main-

tains boundary layer cooling air against

the afterburner walls. This provides great-

er operating efficiency, longer life expect-

ancy and a lengthened overhaul cycle.

Translated into dollars-saved, these ex-

amples mean that the combined benefits

from research and "Operation Service,"

applied to the J-47's in B-47 bombers

alone, amounted to $100,000,000 in only

one year.

ENGINEERING BOOM
(Continued from Page 23)

complex dynamics and performance
studies on Ryan products.

"And that's another reason I like Ryan,"

Weideman points out. "Here I am, still

pretty new at this game, but I'm not con-

fined to routine jobs of little significance.

I've worked on the preliminary designs

of every one of Ryan's most important cur-

rent projects, including the Firebee (the

world's first jet target plane), and the

V.T.O. (Ryan's jet-powered vertical take-

off plane)."

Not all of Ryan's 600 engineers, of

course, are such newcomers to the in-

dustry. Eugene A. Balas, P.E., engineer-

ing group supervisor, has spent most of

his professional life since 1923 as an

aeronautical engineer. He started his edu-

cation at the Franz Joseph Royal Hun-
garian Technological University in Buda-

pest during the days when "aeroplanes"

were mechanical marvels that might or

might not "catch on." In the United

States he continued his studies at the

College of the City of New York and

Columbia University. Balas, who worked

for a number of aircraft companies in the

East and in Los Angeles, switched to

Ryan in 1949.

"This is my last stop," he says now.
(Continued on next Page)

High-Ranking Peruvians Visit Ryan

High-ranking officers of the Peruvian Navy, novif on a training visit in San
Diego with three warships, toured the Ryan plant recently. The group was headed
by Rear Adm. Alberto Arnillas, second from right, commander-in-chief of the

Peruvian Pacific Fleet. Others in picture, taken at a Pratt & Whitney exhaust

system component fixture, are left to right, Alberto Arnillas, Jr., the admiral's

son; Al Deyarmond, chief of the missiles section, Ryan engineering; Comdr. Manuel
Fernandez, and Lt. Comdr. Cesar Motto.
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ENGINEERING BOOM
(Continued from Page 51)

"1 don't believe my wife would let me
change. You see, when a person comes to

San Diego he gets so spoiled by the nice

weather, it's pretty hard to move any

place else."

Balas doesn't spend all his spare time

just sitting m the California sun, however.

He founded the local chapter of the

National Society of Professional Engi-

neers and has been its president for the

past two years. And he has turned out

three engineering books on strength of

material and stress analysis which are

extensively used in the industry.

William Immenschuh and William

"Mac" Cattrell are the two senior veter-

ans of the department. Both men got

their start in the Ryan School of Aero-

nautics, a subsidiary of the company.

After studying engineering at the Uni-

versity of Pittsburgh and West Virginia

University, Cattrell was taking the master

mechanics course at the Ryan School in

August, 1935, when he was invited to

join the company's engineering depart-

ment, then in the process of expanding by

one-third—from two men to three!

"We were designing the Ryan S-C in

those days," Mac recalls. It was a three-

place cabin job—the first private-owner

cabin plane to use all metal, monoplane
construction."

"Ryan has always come up with its

share of 'firsts'," Bill Immenschuli agrees.

"When I came on the scene in 1940, the

YO-51 "Dragonfly" was just being com-

pleted, and work was starting on the FT
Trainers which played such a big part in

training cadets during World War II.

And shortly after, the engineering de-

partment began research on the planes

that later became the world's first jet-

plus-propeller aircraft, the Ryan FR-1

Fireball series."

Immenschuh literally walked off the

graduation platform of the Ryan School,

after completing a concentrated two-year

course in aeronautics, and up to a drafts-

man's table in the Aeronautical Company.
Today he is chief of test operations.

"In 1940, there were 20 people in the

engineering division," Bill says. "In the

past 15 years I've seen that number go
over 500 during the war years, edge back

down after the Korean episode, then

swing up again in a gradual, healthy curve

to our present size. I call Ryan's current

growth "healthy" because it is based on

long-term research and development in

many fields, under many contracts."

Primarily responsible for the present

broader scope of Ryan engineering activi-

ties—in the fields of electronics, missiles

and powerplants, as well as aircraft—is

Engineering Director

Named to

Vice Presidency

BRUCE SMITH

New Vice President

Bruce Smith, director of engineer-

ing, was appointed vice president-

engineering by the board of direc-

ors following the recent annual
meeting of stockholders. At the

same time, H. L. Fontaine, who ha.s

been acting controller, was named
controller, and G. W. Rutherford,
former tax counsel for the company,
was chosen assistant controller, a

newly created post.

A veteran of the aircraft industry.

Smith began his career as a drafts-

man with the Travelair Company in

Wichita, Kan. in 1927. Later he
designed custom-built planes and
served several aircraft plants in vari-

ous engineering capacities. After
World War II, he organized his own
engineering firm, and in 1949, he
joined Ryan as chief engineer of
the airplane division, later becoming
director of engineering.

Fontaine has performed account-
ing functions in the aircraft industry

H.L.Fontaine G.W.Rutherford

for 17 years. He joined Ryan in Oc-
tober, 1950, as chief of costs, and
was named chief of budgets in Au-
gust, 1953. Late last year, he he-

came acting controller.

Rutherford was a World War II

navigator for Consairways in trans-

Pacific flights, during which lie

rolled up 3,000 flying hours. After
the war, he studied law at Stanford
University, and entered private prac-

tice in San Diego until joining Ryan
Jan. 25, 1951, in the contract ad-
ministration department. He served
as lax counsel since April, 1953.

Bruce Smith, vice-president, engineering.

Smith came to Ryan in 1949 with ex-

tensive experience in all phases of aero-

nautical engineering and major contribu-

tions to the development of some of the

nation's leading aircraft to his credit.

Smith cites Ryan's steadily increasing

stature as a research and development fa-

cility for the military services, as a major
factor in the expansion of the engineering

division.

"Since 1953, at the same time this

division was tripling m size, Ryan's per-

centage of prime contracts increased

from 5 to 25 percent of the company's

total business. These contracts are for

work to be done directly for the govern-

ment, developing new products and new
concepts in flight—and requiring a high

degree of original engineering. In my
opinion, expansion of Ryan's engineering

division has a solid foundation of good
business management."

Is Ryan looking for a particular type

of engineer? Special degrees? Experi-

ence in specialized fields? Jim Kerns,

engineering manpower administrator, has

the answers to these questions in the thick

pile of employee requisitions on his desk.

"Ryan is currently working in elec-

tronics, flight testing, analytical comput-

ing, structural engineering, aerodynamics,

thermodynamics, systems and stress analy-

sis and designing. We can use engineers

with training in any of those fields,"

Kerns reports. "Degrees are not essential,

but we do maintain rigid requirements

of training or actual working experience

and high standards of personal integrity.

"San Diego offers ample opportunity

for a young man to improve his technical

background if he's short on educational

credits," Kerns points out. "The Univer-

sity of California at Los Angeles main-

tains a fine extension program in San

Diego, including both undergraduate and

graduate courses in aeronautical engineer-

ing. San Diego State College also has

evening classes in this subject. Ryan pays

three-quarters of the tuition for such

courses—an easy way to get a degree at

a discount!"

Another factor that makes evening

classes attractive to Ryan employees is the

ease with which classrooms can be reached

from almost any part of San Diego.

Walt Weideman, for instance, has a

bachelor apartment in the Pacific Beach

area. Not only is he a two-minute drive

from the bay where he will be swimming
and acquiring a sun tan come summer, he

is within 15 minutes of Ryan and of San

Diego Hieh School, where U.C.L.A.

classes are held. Jack Grams boards in a

private home in the HiUcrest district,

rides to work in a car pool, finds himself

(Continued on next Page)
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10 minutes away by bus or car from the

center of town.

Bob Fuhrman, chief of the technical

section and frequently a member of

Ryan's peripatetic recruiting team, thinks

that the question of good living accom-

modations is one of prime importance to

a young man thinking of moving his

family to San Diego.

"I'm always happy to be able to assure

him that he can make his own choice,"

Bob says. "When my wife and I saw that

we liked San Diego so well, we built a

home in the San Diego State College

district. Other young couples, like Pat and

Edith Carroll, for instance, prefer to rent

an apartment. Either way, there's no

major problem. Fortunately, San Diego's

own growth has been so well managed

that freeways, new home and apartment

construction and suburban shopping dis-

tricts have pretty well kept pace with the

increase in population."

Fuhrman, himself one of Ryan's out-

standing younger engineers, can answer

the questions of inquiring applicants from

personal experience. Not much over 30,

Bob has a B.S. degree in aeronautical en-

gineering from the University of Michi-

gan and an M.S. from the University of

Maryland. Last summer, under the aegis

of Ryan, he attended an intensive two-

week summer seminar at M.I.T. on tran-

sonic aerodynamics. He came to Ryan in

March of 1953 from the Naval Air Test

Center, Patuxent River, Maryland, where

he completed his Navy duty and later

served for seven years as a civilian expert

in flight testing and research. A Univer-

sity of Michigan classmate, Gabe Danch,

now Ryan's representative in Washington,

D.C., had urged him to "look into Ryan."

Fuhrman's observations about the points

most often discussed by prospective em-

ployees are worth repeating:

"Career opportunities—Ryan offers a

young engineer a real chance to build a

satisfying, rewarding life-time career. Ten
different sections within the division—and

remember that just one section, technical,

for instance, may have 10 or 12 further

sub-divisions—offer a wealth of variety

and interest to an engineer. Ryan makes

no attempt to mold a man into the narrow

confines of a 'specialist.' We try to de-

velop broadly experienced, all-around en-

gineers, with as much emphasis as they

personally may want to put on any one

branch.

"Time to adjust—I found many young

men worrying about how they would ad-

just from classroom life to life in an in-

dustrial plant. They were anxious to know
how hard they would be pushed at first;

how much they would be expected to

know. I can only assure them that Ryan

understands and respects this feeling and

does everything it can to make the transi-

tion period pleasant as well as successful.

Here, again, the smaller company enjoys

an advantage over the giant. At Ryan

the atmosphere is friendly, the employee

is recognized as an individual and is

allowed to develop at his own pace. I've

found that almost invariably this is more
rapid than in the average large company.

"Advancement—Promotions are an in-

dividual matter, of course. But we feel

that Ryan offers exceptional opportunities

for advancement. A young engineer has

a chance to show what he can do and he

is assisted in preparing himself for bigger

jobs by being given assignments in new
fields. He is never 'buried' and forgotten."

Bill Immenschuh, whose own flight

test section is one of the engineering de-

partments most interested in recruiting

new personnel, has this to add to the

subject:

"We try to balance our operations by

assigning highly trained engineers and

junior engineers in about the same pro-

portion to each project. Right now we're

conducting extensive flight test programs

that are some of the most interesting in

our history. We wouldn't think of de-

priving our younger personnel of the

stimulation and training available to them
by participation in these programs."

Pat Carroll, in the division for less

than a year, says frankly that it was this

policy that influenced his decision to come
to Ryan.

"I was finishing up my M.S. at Cali-

fornia Institute of Technology in Pasa-

dena when Ryan was first mentioned to

me as a good place to apply for a job. I

didn't give it much thought because I

had the idea the company did nothing but

sub-contract work—no original engineer-

ing. But when Clyde Cordner came to Cal

Tech he told me about some of Ryan's

pioneering in aerodynamic design. He as-

sured me that even more interesting proj-

ects were coming up and that I'd have a

chance to work on them. I can't tell you
much about them now, because of security

reasons, but I can say that Clyde was right

—100%!"
One of the projects on which Pat is

working can now be identified as the

V.T.O.—Ryan's jet-powered vertical take-

off plane. As an aerodynamicist working
in stability and control, he is also engaged

in important programs involving Ryan's

automatic computing equipment and data

reduction machines. Pat and two other

Ryan engineers recently joined Naval sci-

entists in significant tests on a Ryan as-

signment at Point Mugu Naval Test Cen-

ter, up the coast from Los Angeles, on

the Reeves Electronic Analog Computer.

REAC is one of the few installations in

the country that can handle a project of

the magnitude of this one.

In a "small world" type of coincidence,

Pat was once a student of Dr. Schmitt's

at Purdue University. "He's a great guy,"

Carroll declares, "and I'm glad he's

coming back. In fact, when his under-

grads hear about this, they'll be convinced

the ads are right . . . Ryan is a better

place to work!"

British Turbojet Arrives at Ryan

This Rolls-Royce jet engine, a netv arrival from Englatid, is examined soon after

uncrating by Clyde Cordner, left, chief of Ryan's test facilities and engineering shop,

and Robert Lankard, supervisor, engineering shop.
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Military mission headed by Lt. Gen. Jimmy Doolittle, recently inspected advanced
projects at Ryan, heft to right, viewing jet engine components, Gen. Doolittle, Robert
L. Clark, Ryan assistant factory manager: Dr. Guy Stever, Chief Scientist, Air force;

Lt. Gen. D. L. Putt, Deputy Chief of Staff for Development, Air Force; Bruce Smith,

Ryan Vice-Pres.—engineering; and Maj. Gen. James McCormack, Jr., Director of

Research and Development, Air Force.

General Jiiuiny Doolittle

Sees Latest Ryan Projects

"Jimmy" Doolittle, flying hero of World War II who is now a special

assistant to the Air Force Chief of Staff, led a group of high ranking Air Force

officers in a special visit recently to Ryan, where they viewed advanced projects

in the airframe, power plant and electronic fields.

Doolittle, who holds the rank of Lieiitenant-General, was accompanied by

Lt. Gen. D. L. Putt, Deputy Chief of Stafl' for Development; Maj. Gen. James

McCormack, Jr., Director of Research and Development ; Col. Brooks A. Lawhon,

Executive Deputy Chief of Staff for Development, and several military aides.

Also in the party were Garrison Norton, special assistant to Air Force Sec-

retary Harold Talbott, and Dr. Guy Stever, Chief Scientist, Air Force.

The group inspected Ryan's new $175,000 jel engine test cell, largest in the

San Diego county area, and viewed the company's progress in its jet-propelled

vertical takeoff airplane project. Also observed were Ryan's jet and rocket

engine manufacturing facilities.

A presentation of Ryan electronics projects, including guidance systems

and automatic navigators, was outlined by company engineers. Information also

was given on certain projects initiated by Ryan on an experimental basis.

RYAN ROLE IN AIR POWER
(Continued from Page 17)

doors, floor beams and exhaust systems for

the KC-97.
Ryan's close working relationship with

Boeing has helped make possible what

is believed a new record for military air-

craft of any type. Output of the KC-97
has been on schedule for more than 70

months with only one break, in 1950,

vvhen the quota was missed by a single

plane.

That quantity production of aircraft

and components results in vastly increased

efficiency and lower unit cost is well docu-

mented by Ryan's experience in building

the KC-97 aft fuselage.

With vast production areas, skilled per-

sonnel and modern equipment available,

Ryan is in a position to expand its pro-

duction of fuselages, fuel tanks, wings,

control surfaces and the other assemblies

made from aluminum alloys which it has

built for many years for other manu-
facturers.

THE RYAN-BOEING STORY
(Continued from Page 2)

Ryan has rapidly expanded production

of the aft fuselage sections without de-

laying deliveries or adversely affecting

costs. In early 1953, production require-

ments were raised by 90 per cent and a

schedule of one-a-day was attained (by

going to a three-shift, six-day-a-week

schedule, Ryan could have actually
stepped this rate up to three a day, if

necessary). To meet this demand, Ryan

methods engineers completely revised pro-

duction flow patterns to achieve greater

utilization of personnel, fixtures and ma-

chines. Through these techniques, Ryan

was able to build 90 per cent more aft

fuselages in only 13 per cent more floor

space, resulting in sizeable savings in

costs.

Ryan also builds the large external fuel

tanks for KC-97 Stratofreighters. These

mammoth torpedo-like containers stretch

the range of the aerial tankers and pro-

vide them with added refueling capacity.

The tanks were designed to take maxi-

mum advantage of advanced spotwelding

techniques, in which Ryan is a recognized

leader. The result is a unique structure

which combines exceptionally high

strength with low weight characteristics.

Like the huge Boeing B-47 fuel tanks,

which Ryan built, the KC-97 contamers

are skin-stressed tanks fabricated from

6061 aluminum alloy. To reduce weight,

Ryan engineers designed them to have the

fewest possible components. They incor-

porate no longitudinal members or string-

ers. They have only two compact bulk-

heads which transmit loads from the skin

to the wing attachment struts. All tank

sections are fabricated by means of weight-

less welding methods and no rivets mar

the aerodynamically smooth tank exteri-

ors. Ryan tool engineers designed new

forming machines which were built to

fashion the extremely large tank sections.

Ryan welding engineers were instrumen-

tal in designing the nation's largest spot-

welding machines—used in the tank pro-

duction.

Hundreds of Ryan KC-97 fuel tanks are

in service meeting every G-load, sloshing

impact, vibration and temperature stress

which Stratofreighter flight imposes.

They have achieved a remarkable record

of successful performance without failure

or leakage.

Every Stratofreighter transport and

Stratocruiser airliner is fitted with 49

floor beams made by Ryan. These "I"-

beams are built from aluminum alloy

webs and caps which are pressed out by

1500-ton hydropresses and heat treated

in special quick-quench electric furnaces

which cool the aluminum from 980 °F to

(Continued on next Page)
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room temperature in 7 seconds. More
than 1000 spotwelds are employed in

their fabrication.

Although extremely light in weight,

due to design, these beams carry the 68,-

000 pounds of cargo, weapons or fuel

which the Stratofreighters can pack with-

in their 6,140 cubic feet of space. Be-

cause they are primary structural members,

they must meet exacting dimensional

specifications. Beam widths are required

to be accurate within .002". Attachment

bolt holes must be located within .002"

true position and beams must be straight

within .030" for their entire length.

Early in 1954, Ryan welding engineers

developed a new lower spotwelding wheel

electrode which performed certified work

while canted at a 15-degree angle with the

upper electrode. With this innovation, it

became possible to spotweld the previous-

ly inaccessible area between the webs and

caps of the floor beams. This eliminated

the few remaining riveting operations re-

sulting in saving added floor beam weight

and reducing labor costs.

During World War II, Ryan produced

high temperature exhaust systems for Boe-

ing B-29 Superforts. The first few C-97

Stratofreighters were powered with the

same engines as the B-29. After that, the

big transports were fitted with Pratt and

Whitney Aircraft Wasp Majors which

gave them a 59 per cent boost in power.

Ryan has built thousands of exhaust sys-

tems for these 3800-horsepower engines,

on an assembly line basis.

An ingenious Pratt and Whitney Air-

craft design, these exhaust systems are

unique in that the collector ring sections

are incorporated in the header section

stampings. Consequently, they contain the

fewest number, yet largest, stainless steel

stampings used in an aircraft exhaust sys-

tem. This demands heavy forming pres-

sures and skilled deep-contour forming

techniques to achieve the smooth flowing

curves in the sheets of alloy without
wrinkling them or reducing gauge thick-

ness. Thickness tolerances must be close-

ly controlled to insure exhaust system life.

Fine grain structure must be maintained

throughout forming operations in order

that the finished manifolds will possess

good ductility and strength at elevated

temperatures.

The 28 exhaust port seats and 1 1 large

connecting rings are required to be ma-

chined to 50-microinch mirror finish.

Capsule joint seats must be machined to

an accuracy of .001" outside diameter and
.002" inside diameter, to meet the high

precision built into the Wasp Major en-

gine.

Ryan also builds the large tail-pipes

and turbosupercharger take-off valve as-

semblies used in these systems to divert

exhaust energy to power supercharger tur-

Brocliure IfVins Wide Acclaim

Because of its importance both as an aircraft production milestone and
as an example of successful, long-term contractor-subcontractor cooperation,

"The Ryan-Boeing Story" has been presented in the form of a dramatically

illustrated brochure.

This brochure, shown above with customer service director Sam Breder, has

evoked wide, enthusiastic acclaim for both companies from the key military and
industrial executives throughout the nation, to whom it was sent.

bines. These incorporate a precision-built

waste gate valve of Inconel X alloy which

automatically controls the amount of tur-

bosupercharging to meet altitude require-

ments. For Boeing Stratocruisers, Ryan

built the first turbosupercharger exhaust

systems used in commercial service. These

have operated since 1949, with General

Electric turbosuperchargers, to pile up
more than a million hours of successful

service.

COSTS
A square foot of floor space, a sheet of

metal and a manhour have one thing in

common: they all contribute to the cost of

the finished product. For more than 32

years, Ryan has achieved success as an

efficient manufacturer by being conscious

of this industrial fact. Ryan does more,

however, than simply remain aware of the

need for low cost operation. Ryan man-

agement requires efficient manhour per-

formance in every department and em-

ploys modern cost control systems to con-

tinuously evaluate this performance.

Striking evidence of the success of this

system is the cost performance record

achieved by Ryan in building Boeing aft

fuselage sections. During the six-year

period of this program, Ryan cost reduc-

tion measures have cut the cost of KC-97

aft fuselages approximately 45 percent.

In this period, Ryan has received approx-

imately $40 million worth of airframe

business from Boeing and made voluntary

price reductions amounting to more than

$4 million. These sizeable savings have

been passed on to Boeing who, in turn,

passed them back to the Air Force.

Under Ryan's cost control system,

every element of cost—direct labor hours,

direct material and overhead—is budget-

ed. These budgets are determined from

original estimates, then checked weekly

against experience. Each week, manhour

and material reports, showing labor and

materials expended on each component

produced, are compared with budgeted

figures. Variances in all departmental

overhead are compared with budgeted

amounts on a monthly basis.

With this information, Ryan manage-

ment knows exactly what the costs are for

every item produced, as the parts are be-

ing built. Each week, all factory superin-

tendents, heads of manufacturing service

departments (production control, produc-

tion engineering, plant engineering and

methods engineering) chiefs of cost con-

trol and estimating meet with the Vice

President in Charge of Manufacturing

(Continued on Page 36)
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and the Controller to study these reports

and take action on them.

The result of such vigilance to costs of

operation has earned Ryan a high stand-

ing among manufacturers. Ryan's ratio

of overhead employees to direct em-

ployees is the second lowest among the

35 airframe companies. This means that

Ryan possesses one of the lowest over-

head rates in the aircraft industry. Ryan

also enjoys one of the highest rates of

utilization of factory floor space per di-

rect employee and achieves excellent utili-

zation of manhours per square foot of

floor area.

QUALITY
Aircraft manufacture demands the

highest quality of workmanship and mate-

rials. Every part that flies carries a re-

sponsibility for lives and property that is

unmatched by earthbound components.

Often this means that parts must be built

to jewel-like precision from metals that

are both structurally sound and internally

perfect.

Ryan is accustomed to meeting high

quality requirements because Ryan has

been building aircraft and components

for more than three decades. This is

Ryan's primary business—not a sideline.

Ryan is keenly aware of the delicate prob-

lems of quality control which are in-

herent in aircraft production but are often

not recognized by manufacturers in other

fields.

Ryan's strict adherence to good quality

control procedures has earned the com-

pany a top position among Boeing sup-

pliers. Ryan ships approximately one

million dollars worth of aft fuselages and

other products to Boeing each month.

These components are so large that it

would not be feasible to return them to

Ryan to correct any defects in workman-

ship. They would have to be corrected

at Boeing. But Ryan components are so

well fabricated and free from defects that

Boeing does not bill Ryan for "pick-up
"

charges or costs of rework. Ryan is proud

to have achieved the highest ratio of de-

livered products to rework costs of any

major Boeing subcontractor. This is an

eloquent indication of quality production.

At Ryan, quality control begins in the

engineering department where more than

600 specialists, including aerodynami-

cists, designers, thermodynamicists and

electronics engineers bring their pooled

knowledge of aviation science to bear

upon the design and fabrication of spe-

cific components. Next, Ryan's metallur-

gical laboratory guides each step of pro-

duction from selection of alloys to devel-

opment of factory processes such as weld-

ing, heat treating, machining and form-

ing. Finally, the quality control depart-

ment screens every component by sys-

tematic inspections of dimensions and

physical properties. One out of every

eight direct workers at Ryan is in the

quality control department. These men
employ modern scientific methods —
X-ray, spectroscopy, fluorescent and mag-

netic particle inspection and ultra-preci-

sion gauges, to guarantee the conformity

of Ryan products with engineering speci-

fications.

DELIVERY
Aircraft are perishable commodities.

Their design and production are carefully

timed to dovetail with military strategy,

development of key components such as

engines and electronic systems and the

state of the art of aerodynamics. A sub-

contractor must consistently deliver his

product on time or he will dislocate pro-

duction lines and incur losses in time and

money.

As an integrated aircraft company,

Ryan understands the necessity for on-

schedule delivery and emphasizes this re-

quirement in its operations. In the work
which Ryan performs for Boeing, Ryan
has an unprecedented record of 70 months
of on-time delivery of huge aft fuselage

components.

Ryan's devotion to punctuality in de-

liveries is illustrated in the way in which
the company met the challenge of build-

ing the first aft fuselage equipped with

refueling pod. It took Ryan less than four

months to go from start to finish in the

tooling and production of this complex
unit, in the midst of an already accelerated

program. Tooling and production were

telescoped to save six months in time.

Boeing commitments to the Air Force

made it necessary for Ryan to deliver the

first KC-97 unit with refueling pod by

April 10, 1951. When the deadline was
set in late December, 1950, it seemed im-

possible to meet. Ryan and Boeing ex-

changed personnel to coordinate planning

and production. Ryan sent production

planners who literally looked over the

shoulders of Boeing engineers waiting for

designs to be finished. They assisted in

providing Boeing with details of Ryan
facilities. To save time, Boeing released

each drawing as it was completed. Ryan
tool planners wrote hundreds of tool re-

quirement orders, at night in Seattle hotel

rooms, from these released drawings.

Dispatched daily to Ryan, these were

translated into action so fast that detail

tools were being made before Ryan had

received 15 per cent of the total engineer-

ing data on the subject.

Ryan expended 29,873 hours m tool-

ing for the refueling pods, of which 35

per cent was overtime. Of the 6,420

hours required for tool planning, half was

overtime work. The Ryan modeling shop

worked around the clock producing a

large mock-up of the pod structure and

its complex-curved elements.

Production of the pods involved the

additional work of closely coordinating

cargo doors and fuselage bays, which had

not previously been necessary, as well as

the pods themselves. With pods and

cargo doors interchangeable on all Strato-

freighters, this coordination was a neces-

sity.

Time from first release date to deliv-

ery was short—too short to permit mis-

takes. But Ryan did not make mistakes.

The exacting delivery date was met on

the nose as Ryan shipped the first KC-97
aft fuselage and refueling pod in the

glare of floodlights. With the KC-97
Stratofreighter and its Boeing-developed

flying boom equipment, aerial refueling

has come of age, endowing our strategic

and tactical air forces with the capability

for striking deeper into enemy territor)'.
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MECHNOLOGY has revolutionized warfare in the last two decades. This is vivid-

ly illustrated by the dominant role of the airplane in World War II. It was
airpower that enabled us to defeat the threat of enemy submarines plying the

Atlantic waters of World War II. It was strategic bombing that brought the enemy
in the Pacific to her knees. It was the tactical employment of aircraft against the

enemy both in Europe and in the Far East that turned the tide of battle to favor

the free world.

Today the security of the free world is threatened anew. The communist
world is bending every effort to achieve technological supremacy. We have reason

to believe that we will still lead, but the gap could close quickly. In fact, ac-

cording to a Defense Department spokesman, it is estimated that the Russians will

graduate approximately 50,000 engineers this year—more than double the num-
ber who will graduate from U. S. colleges and universities.

What is worse, fewer than half of the top quarter of high school graduates
now complete any college course. In the technical fields since 1950 there has been
a steady decline in the number of technical graduates to a level-off of less than
half the 1950 figures.

it is essential to the country's strength and security that we build up the

capacity of our secondary schools to prepare students for engineering education.

We must urge that our schools require mathematics and basic courses in science.

Particularly, we must steer our high school graduates toward engineering as a

profession.

Aviation and the associated sciences, both here and behind the iron curtain,

have advanced to a point where effective natural barriers—land masses and oceans
—no longer exist. Atomic weapons now have such destructive power that one plane,

in one trip, can carry enough to completely destroy an entire city.

Engineers and scientists, then, are the shock troops in this technological race.

Encouragement of American youth into the sciences of engineering and research

is the key to survival in the air age.

Reprinted courtesy The American Legion
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HOT PARTS for SPACE SHIPS"
Manufacturing precision-built tiigh-temperature components

for every type of engine used in the most advanced "space

stiips" is a long-time Ryan specialty. Whether for jet, piston,

turbo compound, rocket or ram jet engines, Ryan has the ex-

perience and extensive facilities to build these complex parts

from the newest alloys. Ryan products include combustion

chambers, aft frames, exhaust cones, case weldments and

afterburners for jet engines; exhaust systems for piston

engines; complete rocket motors; nozzle boxes for turbo com-

pound engines; and ram jet engines and parts.

L-^

Another Example of How

RYAN BUILDS BETTER
For complex aircraft engine components which
must withstand searing temperatures, yet be built

to jewel-like precision, leading engine makers
have come to depend on Ryan— not only for
production of current models, but also for develop-

ment and initial manufacture of vital components
of the most advanced design for power plants of

the newest type.

Ryan's long and outstanding success as a designer
and volume producer of aircraft and aeronautical

products has been based on the ability to blend
experience, skilled manpower and modern manu-
facturing methods into products supreme in

quality, efficiently produced, delivered on time,

and followed up by competent "after sale" service.

For 32 years Ryan has been in the forefront of

aeronautical progress. It is uniquely equipped to

solve the challenging research, engineering and
production tasks associated with building, for

America, the world's finest aircraft.
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WITH a staggering grand total of

approximately seven billion pas-

senger-patient miles and two billion ton

miles entered in its flight log, the Mili-

tary Air Transport Service celebrates its

eighth anniversary this month with busi-

ness as usual—scheduled and strategic air-

lift to the four corners of the world in

support of the Department of Defense.

During 1954, MATS giant transport

planes averaged a flight across the Atlan-

tic and Pacific oceans every 54 minutes.

Flying approximately 110,000 miles of

air routes over deserts, jungles and Arctic

icepacks, MATS aircraft airlifted an aver-

age of 56 military passengers, 5 patients

and more than 20,000 pounds of high

priority cargo and mail every hour of the

year.

Another statistic: nearly 85 percent

of these passengers, patients and pounds
of cargo were transported in planes

equipped with Ryan exhaust systems.

As standard equipment on nine of the

ten multi-engine planes MATS considers

to be its principal transport types, these

heat and corrosion-resistant steel assem-

blies play a significant role in MATS
global air operations. Besides carrying

off the heat and gas from engine com-
bustion, they harness exhaust energy to

heat cabins and carburetors and augment
aircraft speed through jet thrust.

Ryan launched production of exhaust

systems more than 20 years ago and, to-

day, produces 75 percent of the exhaust

eqiiipment used by U. S. commercial and

military transports. The company de-

signed and built the first ejector-type, or

jet thrust, exhaust systems for both mili-

tary (Douglas A-20 attack bombers) and
commercial planes (Douglas DC-6 series,

Convair 240, 340 Liners) and the first

turbosupercharger exhaust system placed

in airline service (Boeing 377 Strato-

cruiser).

Formed on 1 June 1948, MATS was
born just in time to cut its teeth on the

famous Berlin Airlift. Both Air Force

and Navy personnel and aircraft took part

(Continued on Page 2)

MILITARY AIR TRANSP«I
Standard equipment on most MATS transports, Ryan exhaust

systems play vital role in global airlift operations



Wounded infantryman is carried from USAF lieiicopter

that has brought him to field hospital from Korean
front lines. MATS 3rd Air Rescue Group completed a

total of 9,690 rescues within the Korean combat area.

RT SERVICE During Korean hostilities, no soldier wounded on the
battlefront was more than 70 hours from hospitals in

the United States. The World War II death rate from
wounds was reduced from four percent to less than two.

Largest producer of aircraft exhaust systems, Ryan manufactures
73 percent of the exhaust equipment used by U. S. commercial and
military transports. These are manifolds for 3500 hp. engines.

A vital element of modern air power is the Airways and
Communications Service, one of five technical support
services under MATS. Global in concept and operation,

AACS performs 19 communications functions for the USAF.

Bound for Mecca, three pilgrims wait patiently while a

mechanic checks an engine of a MATS C-54 that will fly

them to Moslem Holy City. Emergency assistance pro-

vided by MATS helped thousands of stranded hadjis.



in "Operation Vittles," during its 14

month duration, to provide some 2,325,-

509 tons of food, fuel and medicine to

blockaded Berlin and her population of

two and a half million persons.

Since that time, MATS has demon-

strated its capabilities in two other major

airlifts—the Pacific Airlift in support of

the United Nations forces in Korea, and

the airlift of high-priority cargo and per-

sonnel to support the construction of

Thule Air Base in Greenland.

When Korean hostilities began in the

summer of 1950, MATS was delivering

death rate for wounds was reduced from

a World War II figure of four per cent to

less than two per cent. The outstanding

success of medical air evacuation made it

a standard procedure in the movement of

all military sick and wounded on a global

basis.

Another rigorous test of MATS stra-

tegic airlift capability has been the airlift

of personnel and materiel into Thule,

Greenland. Moving bulldozers, power

shovels, road graders, trucks, fuel and,

in one instance, a heavy crane, MATS has

demonstrated the potential of airlift into

isolated areas otherwise not possible to

supply because of terrain and extreme

climatic conditions. MATS has been

credited with advancing the completion

date of construction on the far northern

base by a full year.

MATS worldwide scheduled and stra-

tegic airlift operations are executed by

three transport divisions: the Atlantic,

with headquarters at Westover AFB,
Mass., the Continental at Kelly AFB,
Texas, and the Pacific at Hickam AFB,
T. H. With personnel stationed in 38
countries, MATS is staffed with approxi-
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Newest addition to MATS aeromedical fleet, the Convair C-131A transports sicic and wounded servicemen at speeds up to 300 mph.

approximately 70 tons of cargo to the Far

East each month. In three months time,

MATS transports were delivering up to

106 tons a day into Japan alone. The
number of MATS Pacific Airlift planes

increased from 50 C-54's to a total of

160 MATS transports, plus 17 supplied

by United Nation members and 66 leased

from civil airlines. A total of 160,000

tons was airlifted in nearly 35,000 trans-

Pacific crossings before the Korean armi-

stice was signed in 1953.

In addition to the operational accom-

plishments effected and the lessons

learned, the Pacific Airlift proved that

air transport into a combat theater is not

a one-way proposition. The return airlift

paid great dividends.

From the West Coast to Japan MATS
transports carried vital cargo and high

priority personnel; the return airlift was
utilized to bring home combat casualties

and other military patients as well as pas-

sengers from all the military services.

Ninety-five percent of all evacuations of

Korean wounded was by air. The result:

Longest aerial mercy mission in aviation

history was MATS airlift of more than 500
wounded French fighting men of Dien Bien

Phu fame from Japan to French hospitals.

mately 100,000 Air Force, Navy and

civilian personnel.

While the command is perhaps best

known for its airlift role, it is not solely

an air transport organization by any

stretch of the imagination—its name is a

misnomer. There are other equally vital

services within MATS which carry a

heavy burden of responsibility both to

military and civil aviation. They are the

Air Force technical supporting services.

Perhaps the most important of these is

the Air Weather Service which provides

meteorological data on a global scale to

the U. S. Air Force and Army units wher-

ever stationed. From its beginning in

1917 as part of the Signal Corps, AWS
has grown to a modern, integrated organi-

zation with over 11,000 personnel man-

ning approximately 330 weather stations

in 26 countries throughout the world.

To carry out its mission, a net of

weather observation stations, both manned

and automatic, is spread throughout the

northern hemisphere. Scheduled wea-

(Continued on Page 28)



Rocket Engines
Coldly seieiitifie in concept, Ryan-built rocket

engines burst into flying furnaces
when unleashed

H ELL HATH no fury like a rocket en-

gine. Heat, light and sound explode

from these man-made meteors with a

magnitude that resembles an atom bomb

Rocket engines live fast, dangerous,

short lives. Fired with a terrifying

"whoosh," they streak for space laden

with destruction and trailing white-hot

flames of incandescent gas. Men watching

their launching call them "controlled ca-

tastrophes." Some say they never felt

closer to death.

Ryan has been building rocket engines,

on a production line basis, for more than

four years. Ryan's experience with rocket

flight dates back to 1946 when the Ryan
Firebird air-to-air missile was designed.

First USAF missile of its type, the Fire-

bird was fired with a solid fuel rocket,

flew on four sustaining rockets triggered

by Mach switches.

Ryan built components for the Aerobee

upper atmosphere research missile which
was powered by both solid and liquid

(Continued on Page 5)

Outward bound with fearsome shriek and thunder, a Corporal missile trails bolts of flame from its Ryan-built rocket engine.
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Light Pressurizing

Gas Tank

Light Oxidizer

Tank-

\
Light Fuel Tank

Firing Chamber

LIQUID PROPELLANT ENGINE

TURBOPUMP SYSTEM

Basic elements of a bipropellant rocket engine ore clearly

shown in sketch by Reaction Motors, Inc. Fuel and oxidizer,

stored separately, are forced into combustion chamber by
pumps driven by turbine. Steam, from decomposed hydrogen
peroxide, drives turbine. Fuel or oxidizer may be used to

cool chamber. Although more complex than simple stored-gas

type, turbopump system develops most power for its weight.

Like a man-made meteor, this NACA research missile will

sizzle from air friction ai high speeds. In effect, a two-
stage rocket, it is boosted to supersonic speeds by take-
off engine, then powered to 2600 mph by main rocket engine.

With a four-year backlog of experience in building rocket
engines on a production basis, Ryan has developed special
fixtures and tools for forming, welding, machining and heat
tres'Hiig fhese high-thrust power plants to exacting requirements.

4



Ryan rocket engines roll from production lines. Critical design demands faithful execution with skill, precision and know-how.

fuel rockets and ranged to 75 miles above

the earth. Since then, Ryan has built

many rocket engines, including the more
powerful liquid propellant types.

Rocket engines are so unique they live

in a world of their own—both literally

and figuratively. They are the hottest,

fastest, farthest ranging power plants con-

ceived by man's mind. Rocket flame tem-

peratures frequently hit 5000°F-heat

in which most metals run like water.

Rockets have traveled at 5000 miles per

hour—more than one and a third miles

per second. Rockets have soared to 250

miles above the earth—where the air is so

thin that each molecule travels more than

a mile before striking another.

For years, rockets were Sunday supple-

ment fantasy. People refused to take

them seriously. Then came the horrible

black magic of the German V-2. Four-

teen tons of packaged disintegration

hurtled at 3500 miles an hour for 220

miles, powered by a fantastic rocket en-

gine that developed an equivalent of

600,000 horsepower—gobbling nine tons

of fuel in 65 seconds.

Rockets are no longer hard to believe.

They may make the heavy bomber and

(Continued on Page 32)

Ryan engineers chart each rocket engine's future performance by "firing" them
with water, simulating fuel. Two tons a minute are gushed through while flow

rotes and pressures ore measured, then converted to actual performance data.

This NACA electronic device "talks bock"
at four times the speed of sound to tel-

emeter date from rocket to ground crew.



Comparable in size to a twin-engine airliner, Sikorsky's rugged XHR2S was designed to carry out modern vertical assault tactics.

RYAN COOLS COPTERS
The principle lieliind tiie eoniiiion perfume atomizer is used

to lielp cool the world's most pow^erful helicopter

RYAN is building unique titanium exhaust equipment for the

world's most powerful helicopter—the Sikorsky XHR2S
assault transport.

The Sikorsky order brings to five the number of helicopter

manufacturers for whom Ryan produces high temperature

components.

Designed especially to meet the Marine Corps' need for

a big, fast, highly maneuverable helicopter for modern vertical

envelopment tactics, the rugged XHR2S can carry two combat-

equipped squads of hard-hitting Marines (26 men) over dis-

tances up to 200 miles at a speed of more than 150 mph. It

also can carry a 105-mm howitzer and three lightweight jeeps.

The new copter, featuring retractable landing gear and a

single five-bladed main rotor, is comparable in size and gross

weight to conventional fixed-wing, twin-engine transports.

Location of its two piston engines in high, outboard pods
mounted on stub wings affords virtually unobstructed usable

cargo space through the entire length of the fuselage.

The engine installation in the XHR2S is one of the most
unusual found in a helicopter. The 18-cylinder Pratt & Whitney

Aircraft engines are mounted at an angle to the main fuselage

with the crankshaft pointing toward the main rotor assembly.

Cooling air entering through ducts in the stub wings is turned

235 degrees to reach the engine cylinders.

Proper cooling during hovering operations, when normal

airflow won't do the job, is a critical factor in the design of

virtually all rotary wing aircraft. To help Sikorsky lick cooling

problems in the XHR2S, Ryan is building exhaust equipment
which incorporates augmented engine oil cooling through jet

pump action.

Ryan pioneered the use of augmented engine cooling through

jet pump action in the Ryan Fireball jet fighter, produced for

the Navy at the close of 'World "War II. Similar Ryan-designed

systems for the Douglas DC-6 series and the 240 and 340
Convair Liners were the first to be used commercially.

The system used in the XHR2S is similar in principle to the

common perfume atomizer or throat spray found in most
American homes. For example, each of the copter's engines

could, for purposes of simplification, be called the bulb of

an atomizer. Ejector-type exhaust stacks form the stem leading



from bulb to bottle {pleni/ni chatiiber) and, to complete the

analogy, mixing tubes and dJjfusers form the spray nozzle of

the atomizer.

Here's how it works: High velocity exhaust gases channelled

from engine to plenum chamber create a pressure drop at the

base of the chamber. This in turn sucks cooling air (not

perfume) up an air duct and through the engine oil cooler,

which is located between duct and plenum chamber. Once
past the oil cooler, the air joins the engine exhaust gases in

the mixing tubes and is ejected into the atmosphere through

twin diffusers, or tail pipes.

Actually, the complete XHR2S augmentor installation is

composed of two separate Ryan-built systems. One is the

Ryan-designed ejector stack exhaust system which channels

the flaming gases from the 18 cylinders of each engine to

the plenum chamber where the energy they contain is put to

Plenum chamber assembly for Sikorsky XHR2S
is unique in that it is fabricated almost
entirely of titanium, the new light metal,
cutting weight of assembly nearly in half.

View of complete augmentor system shows ejector stacks (upper left) leading to plenum chamber (left center). The high velocity of

exhaust gases through chamber creates pressure drop which sucks cooling air up air duct (lower left) and through engine oil cooler.

Unusual transition from round to square is

achieved in the titanium assembly located
between plenum chamber and oil cooler. Only
5-inches long, it was hot-formed in stages.

productive use. Ejector stacks were chosen in order to attain

the highest possible velocity as the gases enter the chamber.

Built of 19-9 DL corrosion-resistant steel, each stack tube

taps two engine exhaust ports. Interconnecting figure "8"

clamps support the individual tubes in two outlet clusters of

five tubes each which eject the gas flow into the plenum
chamber. With uncoiled lengths of more than four feet in

several instances, these are the longest exhaust tubes Ryan has

ever designed.

The other system is the plenum chamber itself, with dif-

fusers and mixing tubes. Unusual in that they are fabricated

from the relatively new light metal, titanium, these com-
ponents were designed originally by Sikorsky and converted

for titanium use by Ryan.

(Continued on Page 35)



15 MILLION PEOPLE !^EE

FIREBEE IN PARADE
General piiblie learns about Rvan Firebee In print, on

television and in theatres

RYAN'S "flying bull's-eye" was in the public eye in recent

weeks.

Parade Magazine, the Sunday newspaper supplement pub-
lished in 47 cities, described the Ryan remote-controlled jet

target drone as the '"World's Fastest 'Bull's-eye'."

Fox Movietone serviced films of the Firebee in action to

70 television stations in this country and overseas. "Warner-
Pathe News supplied numerous theaters similar scenes for

newsreel showings. 'Wire services carried nationally circulated

stories and pictures of the Firebee.

Parade Magazine told its 15 million readers:

"One grim fact about any H-bomb asatilt on the U. S. is

that attacking bombers ivould approach at supersonic speeds
and very high altitudes.

"This means that our radarmen, gunners and missile crews

would have to draw a fast bead on the attackers—and hit them

first. That takes practice, and now our marksmen can have it.

"They can take potshots at a new drone missile, jet-pro-

pelled and remote-controlled, that flies at 610 mph, soars

above 40.000 feet and stays aloft for an hour and 20 minutes.

The world's fastest-flying 'bull's-eye.' it is called the Firebee,

and is made in Army, Air Force and Navy versions by the

Ryan Aeronautical Co. It is a prime target for neiv guided

missiles like the Air Force's Falcon afid the Army's 75 mm.
gun, designed to discover, track down and destroy high-speed

targets. The Navy drone coidd be launched from a warship.

"Economy note: The drone costs one-tenth as much as

an average jet fighter and can be parachuted to the grotmd

for repeated use."



Firebee Drone Squadrons
Planned hy Air Force

Congress told prospects gooti for

wide use of Q'2 target planes

AIR FORCE plans to operate two

squadrons of Ryan Q-2A Firebee

drone missiles as part of the Air Defense

Command training program at Yuma,
Arizona, were disclosed recently in Wash-
ington in testimony before the House
committee on appropriations.

At the same time. Brig. Gen. Thomas
P. Gerrity, director of Air Force pro-

curement and production engineering,

disclosed that an Operational Suitability

Testing program, with the first of the

new Q-2A versions of the Firebee, will

be started by the Air Proving Ground

Command as soon as possible after July 1.

As with most past Firebee testing, the

new program will be conducted at Hollo-

man Air Force Base, Alamogordo, N. M.
"The prospects for wide use of the Q-2

target drone in the Army and Air Force

appear good," the Air Force report

stated. That an advanced version of the

Firebee, which will probably become the

Q-2B, is in the planning stage, was also

indicated in the Air Force testimony.

Gen. Gerrity said there will be at least

another year of research and development

on the XQ-2.

Future models, he revealed, will have

the latest firing error indicator equipment,

and air-to-air radio control will be de-

veloped and installed as will be smoke
generating equipment. If required by the

Army, one of the three military service

sponsors of the Firebee program, the

Q-2B will be fitted for low-altitude con-

trol so that the target plane can be

operated below 500 feet.

Another feature to be incorporated in

later models, the Air Force said, will be

an automatic climb control system, with a

(Continued on Page 30)

With 130 Air Force 9-2A drones now in production, Ryan assembly lines buzz as Firebees are turned out for both Air Force and Navy.



Planning symposium (I. to r.): James Browder, Ryan; Capt. H. E. Bernstein, USN, Cliief NEL; Dr. J. B. Smyth, NEL; Curtis Bates, Ryan.

WORLD SYMPOSIUM
Ryan will eo-spoiisor world conference on

l(%^ave Propagation in Troposphere

A world-wide symposium on "Normal
Mode Theory" will be sponsored

by the Office of Naval Research, the Navy
Electronics Laboratory and the Ryan
Aeronautical Company, July 5, 6 and 7

at the Navy Electronics Laboratory in San
Diego.

The symposium will consist of a round-

table discussion by the world's foremost
authorities on wave propagation through

stratified media. Dr.
J.

B. Smyth, Navy
Electronics Laboratory and Dr. S. A.
Schelkunoff, Bell Telephone Laborato-

ries, are in charge of the conference which
will be devoted to the present state of

theoretical knowledge, known methods of

10

attack and major unanswered questions.

Outstanding mathematicians, physicists

and scientists who will take part in the

round table are: Dr. Balthasar van der

Pol, International Telecommunication
Union, Geneva, Switzerland; Dr. C.

J.

Bouwkamp and Dr. H. Bremmer, Phil-

lips Research Laboratories, Eindhoven,

Holland; Dr.
J.

A. Ortusi, Research Com-
pagnie Generale, Paris, France; Dr. E. C.

S. Megaw, British Admiralty, London,
England; Dr. C. L. Pekeris, The Weiz-
mann Institute, Rehovoth, Israel, M. Jean
Voge, Laboratoire National de Radio-
electricite, Paris, France; Dr. L. G. Mc-
Cracken, Mr. W. S. Ament and Mr.

Martin Katzin, Naval Research Labora-

tory, Washmgton, D. C; Dr. T.
J.

Car-

roll, Lincoln Laboratory, MIT; Dr. B.

Friedman, Institute of Mathematical Sci-

ences, New York University; Dr. H. W.
Marsh, Jr., USN Underwater Sound Lab-

oratory, New London, Conn.; Dr. K. M.
Siegel, University of Michigan; Dr. W. C.

Hoffman, Land-Air, Inc., Camarillo,
Calif.; Dr. Carl Eckart, Scripps Institu-

tion of Oceanography, La Jolla, Calif.;

Drs. D. C. Potts and
J.

B. Smyth, NEL;
and Dr. Schelkunoff.

Scientists from research laboratories of

the Armed Forces, universities and in-

terested companies will also attend.



Navy Electronics La
Through research and applied engineering, IVEL strives for

simpler electronics devices that will do a better job

By Captain Henry E. Bernstein, U.S.N. , Commanding Officer and

Director of the U. S. Navy Electronics Laboratory

San Diego, California

ALL OFFICIAL U. S. NAVY PHOTOS

BATTLES and wars can be won or lost

in the electronics laboratory. In

combat, computers, detection devices and

fire control mechanisms, which depend

upon electronics systems, may determine

the outcome.

The combat operator can be dead right

—but still very dead—if his equipment

is faulty or inadequate. The challenge is

squarely up to the scientist, the engineer

and the industries with whom they work,

to design and build advanced electronic

equipment which will be efficient, eco-

nomical and—above all—reliable.

The Navy Electronics Laboratory in

San Diego is one of the Navy's foremost

facilities for meeting this challenge. Its

official mission is a multiple one. As a

subdivision of the Bureau of Ships, the

laboratory conducts research and develop-

ment in radar, radio, sonar, oceanogra-

phy, environmental influences and human
factors. It also provides technical counsel

and sea test facilities for units of the

fleet, Navy contractors and other agencies

of the Department of Defense.

A $10 million facility, the laboratory is

an outgrowth of a tiny radio station es-

tablished by the Navy on Pt. Loma in

1906. More than three decades later,

facilities were added and the unit became

a Navy Radio and Sound Laboratory.

During World War II, the University of

California was assigned space in the lab-

oratory and scientists from all over the na-

(Continued on Next Page)

Panoramic view of 490-acre Navy Electronics Lab at San Diego, a $1 million facility devoted to research, development and engineering.
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U.S.S. Baya, submarine assigned to NEL
for research and test worl<. Fitted witli

special equipment, it becomes a modern
Jules Verne underwater research lab.

Environmental chamber at NEL where airborne electronic equipment can be subjected to

temperatures and pressures experienced in actual flight to 120,000 feet altitude. Tem-
peratures from 120° below zero F. to 185° F. can be attained. Chamber has automatic
controls so that tests can be conducted under prescribed conditions for weeks at a time.

tion converged on Pt. Loma to join Nav-

al personnel in special research projects.

The war demonstrated the fundamental

necessity of additional electronics research

for future naval and military operations.

In 1945, the Bureau of Ships gave the

facility its present name and launched

its long-range program, keyed to the

needs of the fleet.

The scientific departments of the

laboratory are under the technical direc-

tion of Dr. F. N. D. Kurie who heads a

distinguished group of scientists. The
laboratory's major divisions indicate the

scope of its work. They are-: Electro-

magnetics, Acoustics, Human Factors,

Propagation, Special Research, Systems,

and Technical Analysis. The laboratory

NEL technician checks a digital differential analyzer which is used to obtain the

punched-paper tape at left. Variables, such as target courses, speeds and altitudes

are fed to these special machines as a repeatable, uniform set of problems which can

be employed as a basis for testing machines and comparing their performance figures.

This special NEL underwater camera (top),

equipped with stroboscopic light, shoots

picture every time lower pad touches
the ocean floor. Camera holds 20 shots.

12



With the use of newly developed testing devices, NEL personnel evaluate shipboard sonic equipment to check its effectiveness.

is staffed by 1225 persons of whom 533

are scientists and engineers and an addi-

tional 245 are professional people in vari-

ous administrative fields. Among the

scientific personnel are physicists, mathe-

maticians, electrical, mechanical and elec-

tronics engineers, psychologists, oceanog-

raphers, metallurgists and chemists.

NEL occupies 490 acres atop Pt. Loma,

a promontory stretching into the Pacific

from San Diego, California, and a small

waterfront area. It is well located for

acoustic and electromagnetic wave propa-

gation studies. Within a day's sailing are

widely variant ocean bottom depths, from

shallow continental shelf areas to deep

submarine trenches.

Weather conditions are excellent and

relatively little man-made electrical dis-

turbances are present to interfere with ex-

periments. The laboratory is near the fine

naval and commercial harbor of San

Diego which permits ready access to the

operating units of the fleet. As a maritime

arm, NEL operates a small iieet of ships

which includes a submarine, two research

boats, a cable layer and several miscel-

laneous craft.

In addition to its San Diego facilities,

the laboratory operates 600 acres of land

at Cape Prince of Wales, Alaska, desert

field stations in Arizona and Southern

California, underwater tests stations at

Sweetwater Lake, near San Diego, and

Lake Pend Oreille, Idaho and utilizes in-

stallations at Carmel, Mt. Soledad, Cali-

fornia, and Kaneohe, T.H.
(Continued on Page 31)

A high precision disc recording lathe for making master discs used to make duplicate

records used in sonar research and training. Machine cuts up to 300 grooves to an inch,

each groove being .0035". When making many copies, extremely accurate master discs

are needed to retain original quality in underwater sounds, such as from propellers.
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TAILORED TOOLS
B> an'S special purpose machines speed J-65 quality production

AVISITOR to the Ryan Aeronautical

Company, viewing an impressive

machine tool in the plant, might be in-

clined to exclaim:

"What's this—nine outboard motors on

a merry-go-round?"

This is just one of the strange forms

a tool is likely to take when it is espe-

cially created to perform a particular job.

Ryan's tool manufacturing department

solves difficult fabrication problems
through the use of special purpose semi-

automatic machines designed from the

floor up. This has never been better illus-

trated than in the unique production line

for one of America's "hottest" jet en-

gines, the Curtiss-Wright J-65, now used

in such advanced planes as the Grumman

F9F-9 Tiger, the Lockheed F-104, the

Douglas A4D Skyhawk, the North Amer-
ican FJ-3 Fury, the North American FJ-4,

the Republic RF-84F Thunderflash, the

Republic F-84F Thunderstreak, and the

Martin B-57. To date more than 5,000

J-65 engines have been built and shipped

for use in these planes.

Ryan produces five housing assemblies

This Ryan-designed "merry-go-round" makes possible simultaneous drilling of as many as 9 holes of 4 different sizes on J-46 project.

14



This Curtiss-Wright J-65 turbojet with afterburner powers two of America's most advanced planes, Lockheed F-104 and Grumman F9F-9.

for the J-65, from both "321" stainless

steel and the new Timken 1722A alloy.

The contours are so complex as to make
conventional drilling with established

tools impractical. The use of two dis-

tinctly different materials requires recog-

nition of other problems, such as differ-

ences in weld shrinkage and forming

qualities and differences in hardness

which must be met through varying cut-

ting techniques.

At the same time, extremely close toler-

ances are required by Curtiss-Wright on

all J-65 components. The special tools,

designed for accuracy as well as high

rate of production, are paying for them-

selves in savings of manpower and ability

to meet schedules.

The "outboard motors on a merry-go-

round," for instance, actually comprise

a special purpose drill fixture. The "out-

board motors" are Magna drill heads

grouped around a Ryan-built indexing

table, and installed in such a way as to

provide simultaneous drilling of four

different-size holes, ranging from one-

fourth inch to 11/16 inch diameter and

located within .005" true position.

This machine was designed to drill

90 holes in each assembly with 14 settings

—9 settings utilizing all nine drills, three

settings drilling seven holes, and two

settings drilling two holes.

All this is accomplished by one operator

who selects the settings and starts the

automatic machining by electrical push-

button controls.

A powerful iOO-ton expanding mandrel,
shown operated by A. B. McAndrews, is

used for three sizing operations to

insure accurate contour and size of

Wright J-65 housing assembly skin.

The only alternative to this "merry-go-

round" operation was a radial drill, re-

quiring an individual setting for each

hole because of the varying angles and

directions. Time study has shown that

the operation by this method would re-

quire 9V2 hours. The Ryan-designed ma-

chine requires only 61 minutes, including

loading and unloading of the part.

Nearby, is a combination drilling and

(Continued on Next Page)

In giant Warco press, Walter Slocum, operator, pierces cir-

cular and kidney-shaped holes into which precision castings

are installed and welded in place in jigs of Ryan's design.

An 8-hour job in a standard mill has been reduced to 56 min-

utes in this four-headed boss milling machine. The special

fixture is capable of milling 71 faces at 4 different angles.
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Bosses and flanges of J-65 jet engine housing assembly are deburred and threaded
holes are checked by Joseph Atchley, Carl Hines, Les Bowen and J. F. Gordon. In

the foreground, assemblies are stored to await drillings of holes in castings.

scalloping machine that solved the prob-

lem of scalloping sixty li4"-radius scal-

lops and drilling 150 holes in each of the

five housing assemblies, to close toler-

ances. There are two different size holes

in each assembly, and two different size

scallops over the five assemblies. Thus,

the machine had to be designed to accom-

modate various adjustments.

Ryan's tool builders created the en-

tire machine, including the ways used for

movement of the two drilling and two
scalloping heads. The main portion of the

jig has 60 index locations held to .0015"

tolerance. An overhead loading and un-

loading device expedites handling of the

assemblies. Experience in operation has re-

duced the time for scalloping and drilling

from 6 hours to I1/2 hours. With the use

of standard machines, the amount of time

required for the job would be prohibitive.

The setup for each hole and each scallop

would have to be individually done.

Another special purpose machine in the

J-65 line is a huge mill fixture which is

employed to mill 71 faces at four different

angles, on precision castings in the assem-

bly. This operation formerly was per-

formed on a standard mill, requiring

about 8 hours. The job is done now in

56 minutes, including loading and un-

loading, by the use of four Master mill

heads, grouped around an index table,

with all surfaces being held to .005"

tolerance. Extending from the inner sur-

face of the J-65 engine rings, are nine

protruding supports, or tangs, which sup-

port the fuel injector unit. These tangs

must be milled.

The tang milling operation is accom-

plished by adapting a Lodge & Shipley

T-lathe to Ryan's special needs. Ryan
tool builders produced a special lathe

Most welders on J-65 project are women, who helped work out
untried techniques, particularly with Timken 1722A alloy, a
material not formerly used in production in the Ryan plant.

Flanges are machined to close tolerance dimensions on King
vertical turret lathe by Peter Zacchino, leadman in machine
shop. This is one of few conventional tools in J-65 work.
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fixture which holds the part rigidly and

carries targets to maintain the required

tolerances. This operation consists of turn-

ing three surfaces on the inner tangs at

three different angles and holding close

tolerance on the diameter.

A Warner-Swasey tapping machine has

been modified with installation of a spe-

cial tapping fixture made to hold the

part and indexed to the proper location

on a Ryan-built indexing table. This ma-

chine is used to thread 63 holes in each

assembly.

With all of these special machines, only

one operator is needed because automatic

features are incorporated in the Ryan

design.

Solving production problems on a new
project depends considerably on the en-

thusiasm and determination of supervi-

sory and hourly-paid employees to over-

come difficulties. This is exemplified in

the welding department, where the assem-

bly flow of J-65 parts begins.

Because of the varying weld shrinkage

and other characteristics encountered in

using two different types of material, it

became obvious early in the program that

one welding jig would not do the job.

Five special weld fixtures were designed

and manufactured at Ryan. These are of

the internal expanding type, with copper

back-up and Argon gas shielding for heli-

arc welding. These fixtures have sufficient

internal pressure to hold the part rigidly

and prevent warpage in all circumferential

welding of the two flanges to the skin.

The rod feed is electronically controlled.

Prior to the circumferential welding,

the skin is made into a cone by welding

on a longitudinal fusion welding ma-

chine, after which it is heat treated and
(Continued on Page 30) Construction by Ryan of a combination drilling and scalloping machine solved the

problem of scalloping sixty 2V2"-radius scallops and drilling 150 holes to close

tolerances. J. C. Keady lowers into machine one of 5 Ryan-built J-65 assemblies.

Special weld fixtures were designed and manufactured by Ryan
to create sufficient internal pressure to hold part rigid and
prevent warpage in circumferential welding of flanges to skin.

Protruding "tangs," which hold J-65 fuel injector unit, are

machined in a specially adapted T-lathe. Three surfaces on

the inner "tangs" can be turned at three different angles.
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THE BETTE
CONSTANTLY improving service to customers—that's the goal in

the new program of expansion on which Ryan's sales force has

embarked.

Shifting of key personnel to strategically important areas has

been accomplished to provide greater service to major aircraft and

engine firms.

Sam C. Breder, customer service director, and Clark Hickerson,

his recently-appointed assistant, are aiming at topnotch liaison be-

tween Ryan and the firms for which Ryan does subcontract work.

"Another objective," says Breder, "is to permit development and
training of young men in the customer service organization for in-

creasingly responsible duties."

Administrative flexibility has been increased by the appointment
of Hickerson. An executive will now be available at all times for

field trips when required to meet specific situations.

Around a nucleus of Ryan customer service representatives of long
experience has been added a group of new personnel with distin-

guished backgrounds in related fields. They are stationed in all parts

of the United States.

At Seattle^—James B. Stalnaker, Jr., "dean" of the men in the

field, will continue his full-time service to Boeing Airplane Com-
pany, one of Ryan's biggest customers.

At Los Angeles—William
J.

Hosmer will service the several

plants of North American Aviation and Douglas Aircraft Company.
Wayne M. Gundry will also concentrate his activities in the

Los Angeles area, contacting all of the Lockheed plants, Northrop,
Aerojet, local military installations, and several of the smaller air-

craft firms located in this area.

At Wichita—Wayne A. Stevenson will handle the entire mid-

west territory including Boeing-Wichita, Westinghouse-Kansas City

McDonnell-St. Louis, Douglas-Tulsa, Convair and Bell in Fort

Worth and Chance-Vought in Dallas, Texas.

At Chicago—Ed Flynn will be stationed at the Ford jet engine

plant on a full-time basis.

At Dayton—Rod L. Zorn will service General Electric Company
at Evendale, Ohio, Allison Division GMC, Indianapolis, Indiana,

and will make calls at Wright Field, Dayton. S. Edward Connair

will represent Ryan at numerous companies in the Detroit area.

Continental Motors-Muskegon, Goodyear-Akron, North American-

Columbus, and Bell-Buffalo.

At New York—Rod McDonough will supervise the entire east

coast area with special concentration on Pratt & Whitney in East

Hartford and Wright Aeronautical Division in Wood-Ridge. Charles

E. Smith, under McDonough's direction, will handle many east coast

engine and airframe manufacturers including Fairchild-Hagerstown,

Sikorsky-Bridgeport, Piasecki-Morton, Pa., Lockheed-Marietta, Ga.,

and Long Island, N. Y. firms.

The myriad details of coordinating customer requirements with

production progress of the contracts through the Ryan plant are

handled by a staff of men who, in effect, are the customer representa-

tives at Ryan.

This battery of skilled coordinators, supervised by L. L. Under-

wood, assistant manager of customer service, includes James H. C.

Borders, Jr.; Byron H. Geer, Joseph J. Richert, Rex D. Smith, and

A. Herbert Stone, Jr.

Price quotations on new contracts come under the supervision of

Jack C. Zippwald, in his capacity as assistant manager of customer

service.

Ryan's field service operations are being enlarged coincidentally

(Continued on Page 54)
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Symbolic of tremendous power which sustains America's air defense, 42 GE-J-47 jet engines give 220,000 pounds of thrust to Boeing B-47s.

Ryan's Role In Airpoifver
Part II. Poiv^er Plants

This is the second of three articles

on Ryan's diversified operations in

aircraft, engines and electronics.
The subject of the concluding article

will be "Avionics."

Tremendous advances in both poiver

and efficiency of engines for aircraft aiid

guided missiles have been made in recent

years. Where the 400 m.p.h. Vf^orld War
II fighter had an engine which produced

1 horsepower for every IV2 pounds of en-

gine tveight, the supersonic jet fighter of

today has an engine ivhich produces 1

horsepower for every 4 ounces of weight.

The best engine of World War II de-

livered 3000 horsepoii'er. So great are

today's requirements that, as a result of

advanced research, engineering and manu-

facturing techniques, ive are now develop-

ing engines ivith thrust output ranging

up to almost 25.000 equivalent horse-

power.

The eight engines of the Boeing B-52

long-range jet bomber are more powerful

than the engines of the largest fapanese

battleship of World War III

Throughout the past decade Ryan has

kept pace with this tremendous advance

in power plants, building the high-tem-

perature components which are so vital

to the performance of jet, piston, turbo-

compound, rocket and ram jet engines.

JET ENGINE PARTS

When the jet engine came into use,

Ryan was well-equipped to build the

critical "hot parts" for this new power
plant. The company already had a vast

store of know-how because of the heat-

resistant exhaust systems it had long built

of stainless steel sheet metal for piston

engines.

Because the jet engine is very largely

a sheet metal engine, built from high

temperature alloys which are formed,

welded and machined with great pre-

cision, it was natural that Ryan would im-

mediately enter this new field.

Production of jet engine parts has ex-

panded from year to year until today it

represents a major source of the com-
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First company in the U. S. to build and demonstrate an afterburner, Ryan produces six types for tlie major turbojet manufacturers

pany's revenue. The number of custom-

ers and the types of products for jet en-

gine parts has also continued to grow.

Current production for engine compa-

nies, and for tlie manufacturers of air-

planes, inckides aft frames, combustion

chambers, housing assembUes, support

and case weldments, transition liners, ex-

haust cones, and diffuser assemblies. In

fact, Ryan builds virtually all parts vv'hich

make up the complete jet engine. Among
Ryan customers for these and other jet

engine parts are Boeing Airplane Com-
pany, Continental Aviation and Engineer-

ing Corp., Curtiss-Wright Corp., Douglas

Aircraft Company, Fairchild Engine Di-

vision, Ford Motor Company, General

Electric Company, Pratt & Whitney Air-

craft Division and Westinghouse Elec-

tric Corp.

Leading engine makers not only de-

pend on Ryan for production of current

models but also for new product develop-

ment and initial manufacture of complex

components for power plants of entirely

new design. Very few companies have

the experience and equipment to perform

this specialized development work which

must precede volume manufacture. Such

development work, of course, places Ryan

in the best possible position to handle the

production contracts as well when the

new engines are ready for volume manu-

facture.

Production is largely concentrated in

(Continued on Page 25)

Pilot of Navy Cutlass fighter "cuts in" Ryan-built afterburners of twin Westinghouse J-46 jet engines which power Chance Vought F7U.
OFFICIAL -ES NAVY PHOTOGRAPH
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Ryan's $175,000 test cell is newest tool available for conducting advanced research in high-temperature components for jet engines.

High precision in Ryan jet engine parts
is assured by using X-ray for inspection.

Stainless steel flanges for jet engine afterburners are machined to tolerances
within plus or minus .005 inches in Ryan's huge Bullard vertical turret lathes.

ill
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Ryan's new Jet Parts Assembly Building

which was completed three years ago.

Many large, expensive, special-purpose

lathes, electric resistance welders, heat

treat furnaces, drill presses and other

modern equipment items make possible

eiScient, low cost, volume production.

JET ENGINE AFTERBURNERS

The "extra punch" that thrusts Amer-

ica's jet fighters to supersonic speed is

provided by an auxiliary jet engine de-

vice known as a re-heat engine, or after-

burner. A pioneer in the development

of this country's first afterburner, Ryan

now builds large quantities of these

thrust-boosting devices as well as after-

burner sub-assemblies for leading engine

manufacturers including Curtiss-'Wright,

Ford, General Electric, Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft and "Westinghouse. Ryan is be-

lieved to be producing more different

models of afterburners than any other

manufacturer. Afterburner sub-assemblies

manufactured include flameholders and

diffuser nozzles.

The large and complex afterburner is

actually an auxiliary jet engine located di-

rectly behind the main engine. The high-

velocity jet stream from the main engine

contains a large quantity of unused oxy-

gen. This is utilized to burn additional

fuel pumped into the afterburner, there-

by producing tremendous additional

thrust for limited periods of operation

such as during take-offs, maximum climb,

and for combat.

The only jet engine parts and after-

burner manufacturer which also designs,

builds and flies jet aircraft, Ryan is able

to gain first-hand knowledge not avail-

able to other companies. Research work
in Ryan's new test cell will further im-

prove the company's background in this

field.

PISTON ENGINE EXHAUST SYSTEMS

Although the jet engine has become
the accepted power plant for most mili-

tary aircraft, the piston engine and its

cousin, the new turbo-compound engine,

still have major roles in the transport air-

craft and general utility airplane fields.

To convey the hot exhaust gases from
piston engines, and to channel these same
gases to turbine wheels of turbo-com-

pound engines, Ryan continues to build

a large volume of exhaust system equip-

ment.

Military transports like the Boeing KC-
97 Stratofreighter, Douglas C-124 Globe-
master and Fairchild C-119 Packet con-

tinue to use piston engines incorporating

Ryan exhaust system equipment as do
commercial airliners like the Convair 340
and Douglas DC-6. Equipment for the

Curtiss-'Wright turbo-compound engine,

principally exhaust nozzle boxes, is fur-

(Continued on Page 36)

Being prepared for launching is America's leading surface-to-surface guided missile, the

Army-developed Firestone Corporal equipped with a powerful Ryan-built rocket motor.

Turbine hoods which are an integral part of famed turbo-compound engine developed by

Curtiss-Wright Corp. are among many types of exhaust equipment manufactured by Ryan.

rw^P^*7
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Strikinc) contrast between new, compact two-fluid manometer and 10-foot water
manometer, formerly used, is shown by Win Alderson, Ryan instrument lab chief.
Gauge is used to pressure test fuel tanks made by Ryan for Boeing KC-97's.
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:ew manometer tubes are mounted
in scses by laboratory technician, El-

waed Wh«t!ey, after being calibrated.
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Manometer oil, within inner tube,
floats on mercury at bottom. At
3 p.s.i. oil enters Indicator tube.

FLOATING
FLUID

MANOMETER

IVe^v Ryan gauge

magnifies tiny

pressure clianges

RVAN has devised a unique new pressure

gauge which is ingeniously designed

to blend sensitivity with compactness. It

is so sensitive that it will

indicate pressure changes

of only l/500th of a

pound per square inch. It

is simple and fool-proof to

use and only 18 inches

tall.

Conceived by Win Alderson, of the

instrument laboratory, the new instrument

is a two-fluid manometer, tailored for

pressure-testing the huge external fuel

tanks which Ryan builds for Boeing

KC-97 Stratofreighters. Its basic design

could be used for a variety of other pres-

sure measuring tasks.

For several years, Ryan has built large

aluminum fuel tanks which must be ab-

solutely leak-proof. To insure their fuel

tightness, these aluminum cells are pres-

sure-tested by subjecting them to a pres-

sure of 3.5 p.s.i. for 45 minutes. During

this extended interval, even slight leaks

will be evidenced as a drop in pressure

in the compressed air held in the tanks.

To detect these slight pressure changes,

Ryan production needed a sensitive type

manometer. Originally, water manometers

were built and used. Water possesses

the correct specific gravity for indicating

slight pressure changes with good visibil-

ity in a manometer tube. One pound per

square inch of pressure will support a

column of water of about 27 inches high

and this length of column can be cali-

brated into a sensitive barometric gauge.

But, to get pressure readings which

range between three and four p.s.i., the

(Continued on Page 29)



The BIG Picture

From 814 tons to lO ounces, from 3-D to television, Ryan cameras

perform unique roles to improve quality, increase production

SOME PEOPLE say it was Confucius.

Others maintain it was an American

newspaper writer, Fred Barnard, who, in

1927, coined the "Chinese" proverb:

"One picture is worth a thousand words."

Barnard and/or Confucius, Ryan Aero-

nautical Company goes along with his

appraisal of the par value of a photo-

graph. In fact, Ryan puts its darkrooms

and developer tanks to such profitable use

that there's some talk of upgrading Con-

fucius' figure by several thousand

!

Ryan makes all the obvious uses of pic-

tures, of course—illustrations for the em-

ployee newspaper, company magazine,

sales brochures and reports; visual aids

for training, photographic evidence of

damaged shipments received, and identi-

fication photos of all new workers. But in

numerous other, more original ways,

Ryan finds a picture does a job that noth-

ing else can equal.

In the raw stores department, for ex-

ample, a Polaroid camera and a little

imagination daily save hundreds of

dollars.

A new lay-out section has been added

to raw stores, consisting of a large table,

marked into horizontal and vertical grids,

and a Polaroid camera suspended from an

arm directly over the table. On the table,

paper templates corresponding to metal

parts are laid out in a "nesting" design.

The pieces of paper are shuffled around

until the best possible combination for

(Continued on Next Page)

Room-sized Monotype camera, operated by Al Crooks, left, and Garland Rountree, reproduces templates up to 5 x 10 feet on variety

of materials. Unseen cameraman for this and other photos accompanying this story is Bob Stewart, Ryan photographer since 1951.
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Progress reports and testing of Ryan jet VTO are recorded regularly In color by
James Newman, motion picture photographer. Watching operations from the con-
trol booth are, left to right, L. A. Stanich, Tom Lukasik, Don Stearns and Ivan Keith.

obtaining the largest number of parts

from each sheet of material is arrived at.

Then ... a quick click of the camera's

shutter and one minute later a self-ex-

planatory pattern is ready for the router

operator to follow in cutting metal parts

with regulation metal templates.

"Sure we conserve material by using a

camera in this operation," says Sam
Hodges, assistant supervisor of raw stores.

"But the biggest saving is in shearing

time. Raw stores has always had to go
through the "nesting" routine to find out

how much material to issue. It used to

be that the router then had to duplicate

the process. Now we pass on our findings

to him in a matter of minutes, saving him
time and work and doing away with any

chance of misunderstanding."

The Polaroid camera, with its light-

ning-fast, built-in developing feature, is

also used in flight tests of Ryan's new
electronic navigational system. Set up in

the big Lockheed P2V Neptune "flying

laboratory," the camera automatically

snaps pictures of the complicated navi-

gational instruments at regular intervals,

compiling a pictorial record of the
"blind" test flight. This record is checked

later against the human navigator's read-

ings of the same instruments. In this case,

no amount of words—or figures—would
have the same authority as the clear black

and white evidence of the camera.

Other Ryan photographic innovations

involve the huge Langston Monotype
camera, used by engineering reproduc-

tion. This 8V2 ton camera turns out

photographic copies of original drawings

Metallograph magnifies
inner structure of met-
als 25 to 1,000 times.
Ruth Adams, lab analyst,
prepares specimens for
study, also takes pic-

tures of her findings
with attached camera.
Ryan metallurgists use
pictures to illustrate re-

ports on reactions of
new alloys, other metals.

Bruce Clapp, navigator aboard P2V "flying laboratory"
checks experimental electronic navigational equipment
with help of suspended automatic Polaroid camera.
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Ingenious method of screening TOO appli-
cants per day for 605 job classifications,
devised by Bill Rossi, left, interviewer,
uses photographs to illustrate jobs, skills.

Colorful 3-D slides picturing Ryan plant
facilities, with viewer, are given Wayne
Gundry, Los Angeles representative, by
Clark Hickerson, customer service manager.

for posters, templates, illustrations and
charts, and can reduce or enlarge these

copies from fractions of an inch to five

by ten feet.

The primary use of the big camera is

in reproducing templates and here's

where originality again saves time and
money.

Ryan's photographic experts have e-

volved a tricky system, which they call

"Flop Master," of reproducing both sides

of a symetrical design from half a draw-

ing. It's an exacting technique, requiring

precise alignment of a reversed negative,

but it cuts drawing time by 50%.
In another operation, the room-sized

Monotype has also been found capable of

transferring engineering drawings direct-

ly to the material from which experi-

mental parts are to be made. This photo-

(Continued on Page 34)

Movies in color, re-enacting plant accidents in "as it happened" and "how it

could have been prevented" sequences, emphasize safety message for Ryan workers.

Paper templates, "nested" on raw stores' layout table by Tom Traylor, left, and
Sanford Hodges, are photographed by Don Gray with Polaroid camera, encircled
top center. One minute later, print con be used as metal template cutting pattern.

MASTER DISPATCWNG
SCHEDULE £ CONTROL BOARD
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Life iSpan of J-47 Engine Extended,

Enabling Huge Air Force Savings

General Electric Company recently found itself in the interesting, and
possibly unique, position of building such a good product that it has materially

cut down on tlie demand for that product.

Twice in recent months, the Air Force has happily saved the taxpayers

substantial sums of money by cancelling previous orders for 1600 GE J-47 jet

engines—powerplant for Boeing B-47 Stratojets and North American F-86

Sabre jets.

The reason for the cancellations is illustrated by the picture above: a B-47
Stratojet bomber (powered by six J-47's) which has just completed a record-

setting 1,000 hours of flight without an overhaul. Originally intended to receive

major overhauls at 600 hours, the constantly improved J-47 has exceeded normal
expectations in both life span and operating reliability. Result: the J-47's now
perform so well and so long that the number of replacements needed is far under
the original estimate made when the orders were placed in 1954.

This remarkable situation is good news to everyone: To General Electric

and to Ryan Aeronautical Company (which supplies many of the components
of the J-47) because it is a tribute to the excellence of the design and the high

quality of the fabrication. To the Air Force, naturally, because of the saving

of some $50,000 (Air Force Secretary Talbott's figure) for each J-47 that

doesn't have to be purchased. And to the American citizen because of the clear

leadership which the U. S. has taken in designing and building modern jet

engines which provide more power and more service—and therefore, more
national defense—per taxpayer's dollar.

MILITARY AIR TRANSPORT SERVICE

(Continued from Page 2)

ther reconnaissance flights bring reports

from areas near the North Pole in the

Arctic and from the North Atlantic and

Pacific Oceans. Hurricane and typhoon

reconnaissance missions are flown to lo-

cate and track destructive storms. In ad-

dition, information is received from the

Navy, the U. S. Coast Guard, the U. S.

Weather Bureau and foreign weather

services.

Responsibility for the transmission of

this mass of weather data rests with the

Airways and Air Communications Service,

whose duties also include operation of

fixed aeronautical point-to-point and

ground-to-air radio stations; airdrome

control towers; electronic aids to naviga-

tion; landline facilities and teletype sta-

tions; cryptographic sections and message

centers. AACS operates more than 2,000

facilities from 250 strategic sites manned
by nearly 27,000 military personnel.

As the installing and operating agency

for the USAF's Global (Communications

System (GLOBECOM), AACS transmits

an average of 192,000 messages daily

around the world. GLOBECOM mes-

sages can be received at the farthest out-

post of America's defenses in less than

ten minutes.

Most dramatic of the MATS services

is Air Rescue, ready and alert to give as-

sistance from each of its many global sta-

tions in keeping with its motto, "That

Others May Live." Organized primarily

to save the lives of Air Force crews in-

volved in aircraft accidents, ARS humani-

tarian emergency work ranges around the

world, covering both military and civilian

crises. Not long ago, for example, an

ARS squadron based in the Philippines

rescued nine survivors of a British air-

liner shot down by the Communists in

the South China Sea. ARS help was also

made available during last year's floods

in Texas, Germany, Austria, Italy, Great

Britain and other stricken areas.

One of the most decorated and honored

units of the Korean conflict was a de-

tachment of the 3rd Air Rescue Group
which completed a total of 9,690 rescues

within the combat area during the course

of hostilities. Of this total, 996 United

Nations personnel were rescued from be-

hind the enemy lines— often plucked

from beneath the very noses of their

would-be captors.

Flight Service, with headquarters at Or-

lando Air Force Base, Florida, monitors

all military flights, provides flight ad-

visory service upon request, and acts as

clearing authority for military flights

leaving from locations where other au-

thority is not available. The transmis-

sion of flight movement messages is ac-

complished by Flight Service through a

network of interphone and teletype lines

connecting all military and naval air bases,

direction finding stations, CAA air route

traific control centers, and Air Defense

control centers. Flight Service also plans

and supervises the evacuation of military

aircraft which otherwise might be dam-

aged or destroyed during periods of hur-

ricane weather.

Youngest member of the MATS team

is the Air Photographic and Charting Ser-

vice. Operating various photographic and

aerial mapping units throughout the

world, this organization is charged with

fulfilling the overall photographic re-

quirements of the U. S. Air Force. More
than 5,000,000 aeronautical charts are dis-

tributed monthly by APCS, which main-

tains an up-to-date stock of charts rang-

ing the entire globe.

A sixth MATS service. Air Resupply

and Communications, whose peacetime

responsibility was to augment the resup-

ply capabilities of theater commanders

and, during war, to conduct psychological

warfare and related activities, was recent-

ly inactivated and its units deployed to

overseas theaters of operations.

This is the role of the Military Air

Transport Service as it enters its eighth

year of operation. Joined by a common
bond—global air route support—its trans-

port divisions and diversified support ser-

vices are potent factors in the maintenance

of world peace.
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FLOATING FLUID

MANOMETER
(Continued from Page 24)

water column had to be ten feet tall and

this was an extremely unwieldy instru-

ment to use. Employees had to climb a

stepladder to check readings. The equip-

ment was difficult to move and the evapo-

ration of the water was a constant factor

to be contended with.

On the other hand, a mercury manom-
eter would not show the very small pres-

sure changes which might occur. Weigh-
ing 14 times as much as water, a column

of mercury of less than two inches is

supported by a pressure of one pound per

square inch.

Production necessity is often the mother

of laboratory invention. This was no ex-

ception. Win Alderson, and other tech-

nicians in the Ryan instrument laboratory,

solved the problem by using both mercury

and a light oil in an ingenious combina-

tion.

The Ryan sensitive manometer consists

of a glass capillary tube blown with a

larger diameter open reservoir at one end.

This reservoir is inverted and placed with-

in a closed glass container, which is at-

tached to the pressurized tanks by a rub-

ber tube.

Two liquids are poured into the glass

container: mercury and manometer oil,

which is dyed red for better visibility.

The oil has the same specific gravity as

water and has practically zero coefficient

of evaporation. The oil floats on top of

the mercury, which is 14 times heavier.

The amount of mercury used is care-

fully measured so that when a pressure

of three p.s.i. is impressed on the system,

the oil, floating on top, will be raised

to the opening of the small capillary tube.

As the pressure rises above three p.s.i.,

the red oil shoots up the tube at an

accelerated rate of 27 inches per pound
p.s.i. This presents the viewer with a

readily observed indication, even for pres-

sure changes of as little as l/500th of a

pound per square inch.

Another advantage of the manometer
oil is its sharply defined meniscus which
is much easier to read than the wider

formation at the top of a water column.

Ryan has calibrated the sensitive manom-
eters with master instruments, so that very

small pressures can be determined, al-

though in the tank applications, only

pressure changes are important. By vary-

ing the design of the glassware, this

manometer could be especially tailored to

meet a wide variety of instrument re-

quirements.

Manometers were fabricated by John Adams, Ryan research analyst, who is also an

accomplished glass blower. Adams uses oxygen-fed flame to heat Pyrex-type lab glass.

GLASS BLOWIV TO ORDER
IN RYAN LABORATORY

An ancient skill has become a valu-

able aid to modern science at Ryan.

When John Adams learned to blow

glass in college chemistry, he little

realized how nseful this knowledge

might become. At Ryan, where he

works as a research lab analyst, Adams
has created an array of complex ma-

nometers, condensers, ganges and other

instruments from glass. These struc-

tures are tailored to Ryan's specific

lab needs and often cannot be ob-

tained through commercial channels.

On many occasions, Adams has re-

paired broken parts of expensive glass-

ware whidi might require weeks to re-

place from distant factories. When
Ryan's rocket engine furnace was put

out of operation because an essential

glass flow gauge cracked, Adams had

another in place within a few hours.

He made it from several test tubes,

welded together. When an intricate gas

analyzer, used to test furnace atmos-

pheres was broken, Adams made and
installed new glass parts, which would
have had to come from St. Lonis, with-

in three hours.
Adams has developed his own tech-

nique for bringing the glass up to a

plastic state, then blowing it into shape
or welding it to other elements. He
uses a burner which is fed illuminating

gas and oxygen in order to bring the
heat-resistant lab glass up to 1652°F.
where it can be worked with ease.

Glass has no specific melting point.

Impressive example of Adams' work
is triple-tubed mercury cathode unit

for electrolysis of metallic solutions.
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Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Experts Tour Ryan
Key personnel of Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, Hartford, Conn., recently inspected

Ryan's facilities, a large portion of which is engaged in producing P&WA J-57

jet engine components. The visitors were particularly interested in Ryan's prog-

ress in adopting titanium to jet engine work. Left to right: Robert Wright, in

charge of process planning, P&WA; Tom Crowley, of tool design. P&WA; John

Peters, supervisor, process planning, P&WA; Clark Hickerson, Ryan customer

service manager; Alec Eigner, assistant shop superintendent, P&WA; Jack Zipp-

wald, Ryan assistant manager customer service; Earl Champion, purchasing agent,

P&WA; and Sam Breder, Ryan customer service director. Not present for photo

was Jack French, chief of quality review, P&WA.

FIREBEE DRONE SQUADRONS
(Continued from Page 9)

probable retrofit program for Firebees

now on procurement. Passive radar reflec-

tivity characteristics also will be improved.

A schedule for 130 Q-2A drones now
in production at Ryan was included in the

information submitted to Congress. Be-

tween June and December this year, the

Air Force is scheduling for delivery the

eighty-nine target planes purchased from

1954 fiscal year funds.

Forty-one additional Firebees will be

purchased from 1955 fiscal year funds,

Gen. Gerrity's report indicated, and this

contract is presently in negotiation. De-

liveries of these forty-one planes are

scheduled to follow immediately behind

those now in production.

The Continental J69-T-19 jet engine,

an American version of the French Mar-

bore, is now being phased in at the Ryan

plant. This engine, for the Air Force

model of the Firebee, replaces the Fair-

child J-44 and is, according to Gen.

Gerrity, expected to give the performance

required by the military characteristics.

"We are not fully satisfied," the Air

Force report to the Congress states, "with

the present equipment. However, the

prospects for overcoming all difficulties

appear good. Recent flights at full alti-

tude with the J-69 engine had good per-

formance and good recovery, but the en-

gine had a flame-out with fifteen minutes

fuel remaining."

Up to the present time the Air Force

has received sixty-two XQ-2 targets, and

approximately 120 flights have been

made. Many of these targets have now
been expended in the research and de-

velopment program.

In addition to the sixty-two Firebees

delivered to the Air Force, Ryan has also

delivered quantities to Army Ordnance
(XM21) and the Navy (KDA-1). The
Navy's KDA-1 testing program has been

conducted at the Naval Air Missile Test

Center, Pt. Mugu, California.

Because jet-age defense must be proved

against jet-fast "enemy" targets, Ryan

and the three military services joined to-

gether to develop the Firebee drone

missile as America's fastest, most-realistic

target plane. The pilotless Firebee is

powered by a 1000-pound thrust jet en-

gine.

The swept-wing Q-2, which flies and

maneuvers by remote control at 600 mph
up to 40,000 feet, meets the need for a

"flying buUseye" to sharpen the aim of

pilots, gunners and anti-aircraft and

guided missile crews. Its high perform-

ance also permits the evaluation of new
weapons systems in action against targets

which properly simulate attacking jet air-

craft.

The Firebee's military missions could

also include use as a guided missile or

pilotless reconnaissance plane operating

behind enemy lines. Air or ground

launched, the Firebee is recovered by a

unique two-stage parachute system. Low
initial cost and recovery for repeated use

makes the pilotless Firebee far more eco-

nomical than piloted aircraft converted to

drone operation.

TAILORED TOOLS

(Continued from Page 17)

sized, and trimmed in the turret lathes of

the machine shop within tolerances of

.002". After circumferential welding of

the flanges, the part goes to a giant

Warco press for hole piercing. It is then

returned to the weld shop for the most

critical stage of the operation, in which

the skill of the operator is all-important.

It is here that the desire to do a good

job has been dramatically shown, accord-

ing to O. "W. "Bill" Kupilik, welding

general foreman.

"The welders—and most of them on

this job happen to be women—have vied

with each other to turn out a better prod-

uct in this manual operation," he said.

"The welding technique had to be de-

veloped on the floor, particularly with the

use of the Timken alloy, a material never

before used in production in our plant.

"With each step— holding, jigging,

tacking and basic welding, there were

ever-present problems of avoiding crack-

ing, distortion, and warping. Supervisors

and welders met and solved each prob-

lem through experience and experimenta-

tion."

In this stage of the work, the pre-

cision castings are installed and welded

in place in jigs of Ryan's own design.

These castings include 18 small round

bosses and 9 oval bosses, through which

the holes for the fuel injection system are

later drilled on the special-purpose ma-

chines described earlier.

All welds are subjected to both mag-

netic and x-ray inspection.

Drilling, milling and scalloping is fol-

lowed by de-burring in Ryan's "metal

laundry," a battery of whirling Rotofinish

de-burring machines. Then the assemblies

are inspected dimensionally, painted,

cleaned and packed for shipment.

The "new look" at Ryan, occasioned

by its J-65 work, extends into the heat

treating department, where a special con-

trolled-atmosphere General Electric fur-

nace is used for the new Timken alloy.

Timken is a low alloy carbon steel that

requires hardening and tempering by

heating to 1750° F and air-quenching at

room temperature. In the heat treated con-

dition, it is considered stronger for the

temperature to which it is exposed in jet

engine components, than stainless steel.

It is also less expensive and incorporates

less nickel and chromium than other high

temperature alloys. Under certain applica-

tions, Timken has higher strength than

other alloys. To give it the required char-

acteristics in the exacting requirements of

(Continued Next Column)
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the J-65 engine, its heat treatment is more

involved than stainless steel.

The controlled atmosphere type furnace

is necessary to protect Timken alloy from

scaling, decarbonizing or carbonizing. The

carbon content must remain unchanged

during heat treatment. The furnace is

electrically heated, but a gas generator

manufactures a "protective" atmosphere

by "cracking" natural gas, piped into the

furnace during heat treating. The amount

of carbon in the alloy can be controlled

through the generation of this gas.

After air quenching, the Timken alloy

is tempered in a Knapp electric furnace

to bring hardness down to the required

level. Later, stress relief may be applied

if needed.

Timken is similar to "4130" steel alloy

in composition and properties, with a

major difference in the addition of a small

quantity of vanadium to improve its high

temperature properties.

Aluminized paint, applied to the fin-

ished product, diffuses into the surface of

the material, forming good protection

against oxidation.

The J-65 engine has, since its inception,

progressively advanced in static thrust

until today Curtiss-Wright rates it at

8400 pounds. Last year, when the engine

had a lesser thrust rating. Republic F-84F

Thunderstreaks, powered by J-65's, swept

first, second and third places in the

1900-mile Bendix Trophy race, from
Edwards Air Force Base, California, to

Dayton, Ohio. The winning plane estab-

lished an average speed of 616.208 miles

an hour, breaking the previous high mark
by more than 12 miles an hour.

The ability of this engine to meet per-

formance requirements of today's Air

Force and Navy supersonic fighters, at-

tack bombers and photo reconnaissance

planes is the cumulative result of the

efforts of such suppliers as Ryan to create

the special tools that can conquer pro-

duction difficulties.

NEL LAB

(Continued from Page 13)

In simplified terms, the laboratory is

concerned with research in three areas:

(1) in the air, (2) under the sea and (3)
the human factor. Wave propagation

studies may take the scientist from the

troposphere to the ocean bottom, depend-

ing upon whether his problem is con-

cerned with radar, radio or sonar. To un-

cover more knowledge of the basic phe-

nomena of wave propagation, attention

must be given to environmental factors,

which involves oceanography and meteor-

ology.

NEL manufactures all types of propa-

gated waves, projects them through dif-

ferent types of media and analyzes their

behavior. This research leads to the de-

velopment of improved computers, de-

tection devices and fire control mechan-

isms.

In this "black box" era, there is a

tendency to overemphasize the equipment

and overlook the human begin's impor-

tance as a link in the man-machine system.

Men still surpass machines in many
functions and a simple manipulation by

hand can often perform a better job than

a complicated automatic device. There is

a combination of man and machine for

each application for which the over-all

reliability is greatest.

dipt. Glenn Kaufman, in charge of

operational suitability testing of Ryan
Firehee at Hotloman Air Development
Center, N. M., is shown as he prepares

to return to his base in bright red

Lockheed F-80 after conferences with

Ryan officials.

Testing Program of

Firebees Discussed

Two bright red Lockheed F-80"s

nestled one day recently near the

Ryan "flight shack" as their pilots

conducted important conferences
with company officials.

The planes were flown here by
Capt. Glenn Kaufman and Capt.
Herbert Covell from Hollonian Air
Development Center, Alamogordo,
N.M. Kaufman is in charge of the

operational suitability testing of the
Ryan Firebee target drone, and Co-
veil is his assistant.

Delivery of the first production
models of the Firebee will start

soon, and Kaufman and Covell dis-

cussed with Ryan officials the train-

ing of maintenance and service

crews at Hollonian.
The F-80"s were painted the tra-

ditional red applied to drone type
planes. Used at Hollonian as re-

mote controlled drones, as well as

pilot-operated, they presented a

startling appearance at Lindbergh
Field.

At NEL, the human factor is evaluated

because the equipment of the fleet is

operated by human beings. Just as the

components of a system will accept only

certain inputs and emit certain outputs

and will operate satisfactorily only when
used within given tolerances, the human
component is also subject to these limi-

tations. The man must work within his

characteristic tolerances and the equip-

ment he operates must match his imped-

ence at both input and output stage. By
studying the human engineering design

problems involved in man-operated

equipment, more reliable performance

from both the human operator and the

equipment can be attained.

Although research is an important

function of the laboratory, it is not the

only one. NEL is vitally interested in

translating theory into hardware through

applied engineering. To accomplish this

the facility is staffed with engineers and

equipped with a complete machine shop

manned by 60 skilled machinists.

NEL is vigorously carrying out its proj-

ect SER which is based on a philosophy

of simplicity, economy and reliability.

All hands at NEL consider themselves a

committee of one to accomplish these ob-

jectives relative to every piece of equip-

ment.

Each new device must somehow be

made easier to maintain, require fewer

adjustments, be more reliable, and if

possible, without sacrificing these fea-

tures, should be lighter and take up less

space.

Back of the SER philosophy is the reali-

zation that unnecessary complications in

design lead to higher cost, less reliability.

Although the simplest design may not

always be desirable, uncluttered thinking

is vital. NEL believes that the designer

of electronics equipment should be en-

couraged to use preferred reliable parts

and circuits where possible, but not be

restricted to them, in his initial work. To
aid in this objective, NEL designs and

fabricates standard modular units and

makes them readily available to all design

personnel. This is important because from

a standpoint of economy and eventual re-

liability, there is always a great reluctance

to change a circuit once it has been de-

signed.

The fleet demands, and the country's

safety requires, that performance of each

new piece of equipment equal or excel

that of its more complicated predecessor.

It's asking a lot to call for superior per-

formance from simpler devices but the

survival of the nation is involved and

there is no margin for error. NEL be-

lieves that the best way to achieve success

is to pool resources cooperatively as well

as match wits competitively.
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ROCKET ENGINES

(Continued from Page 5)

jet fighter as obsolete as muzzle-loading

muskets. If enemy atom bombs are

stopped short in mid-air, it will be done

with rockets—powering guided and bal-

listic missiles.

Lt. General D. L. Putt, the USAF's
Deputy Chief of Staff for Development,

is not equivocal about rocket power. He
says, "The question is not whether rocket

engines will take the places of recipro-

cating engines but ivhen"

.

Rockets are the "push" behind push-

button warfare. Intercontinental missiles

will have to fly outside the earth's atmos-

phere, where aerodynamic drag and lift

vanish, to attain speed and range. Rocket

engines are the only power plants which

can streak into space because they don't

"breathe" air.

Rockets pack other potent, unique ad-

vantages. All other aircraft engines lose

thrust as they gain altitude. Rocket en-

gine power increases with altitude, with

maximum thrust occurring when outside

pressure is zero—in space. Rockets take

off at low speeds and thrusts in dense air,

close to the earth. Because they consume

fuel at a terrific rate, they lose weight fast

in flight. As weight drops and thrust

soars, rockets pick up speed like runaway

locomotives. They attain maximum per-

formance in the thin upper regions where

it pays off most.

Rockets appear deceptively simple in

design. They are not simple. Every facet

of rocket design is critical. Because design

is critical, the demands placed upon the

manufacturer are extreme. All surfaces

must be reproduced in homogeneous

metal with machined and polished pre-

cision. Tiny imperfections can alter fuel

flow, cause violent, unstable combustion

to make a rocket run amok.

Rockets are the only pedigreed power

plants. Each is accompanied by a log

containing a complete history of the par-

ticular engine's production and its be-

havior under flow tests. Most jet engines

must be built to fine precision within

close tolerances. Rocket engines must

not only be built to exacting dimensions.

Each engine must also be calibrated, like

a delicate instrument, to avoid the vari-

ation in performance which even the

smallest tolerance permits. This is a strik-

ing illustration of the effect which exe-

cution of design has upon rocket perfor-

mance.

Unlike other engines, which can be

test run to determine their behavior, rock-

et engines are one-shot affairs. Once
fired, they are consumed. To learn exactly

Frank W. Fink Named

Ryan Vice President

Frank W. Fink recently joined
Ryan .4eronautieal Company as Vice
President and Chief Engineer.

Appointment of the long-time
Chief Engineer of the San Diego
Division of Convair to the new posi-

tion at Ryan is indicative of the in-

creased attention which military en-
gineering projects are being given

by Ryan.

Under the direction of Bruce
Smith, Ryan's Vice President of En-
gineering and Military Relations,

the company's engineering division

has been expanding rapidly in tlie

past two years.

"In his new capacity as Vice
President of Ryan, the aircraft in-

dustry and the country's defense
program will continue to benefit
from Frank Fink's wide experi-
ence," T. Claude Ryan, president,

said in announcing the appoint-
ment. "We are very pleased that in

severing his long and distinguished
association with Convair he chose
to join the Ryan organization."

Fink had been with Convair for
20 years, since the company moved
to San Diego in 1935 from Buf-
falo, N.Y., and was prominently as-

sociated with the development of
such famed Convair planes as the
F-102 jet fighter, Pogo Stick and
Sea Dart. He directed design of the
commerial Convair-Liner, America's
most successful post war twin-en-
gine transport plane and was proj-
ect engineer on the World War II

B-24 bomber until the four-engine
plane was in production.

Before joining Convair, Fink was
for seven years on the engineering
staff of Curtiss Aeroplane and Mo-
tor Company. An engineering grad-
uate from the University of Colo-
rado, he has been very active in

scientific and technical organiza-
tions. Fink is a Fellow of the Insti-

tute of the Aeronautical Sciences
and has held many key posts in the
Society of Automotive Engineers.

how each engine will behave, in advance,

Ryan tests them with water. Several tons

of water per minute are gushed through

the engine. The water is filtered so

that it contains no particles larger than

.00025". Pressures, volumes and rates

of flow are carefully measured.

These data are translated into actual

fuel values by conversion factors which
adjust for the differences in viscosities,

temperatures and other variables between

the water and fuels used. Ryan engi-

neers then develop hydraulic characteristic

curves which precisely chart the future

performance of each rocket engine.

Rocket engines fall into three basic

types: solid fuel, monopropellent-liquid

and bipropellent-liquid. All types carry

their own oxygen supply for combustion

purposes, either in intimate mixture with

the fuel or as a separate component.

Solid fuel rocket engines are widely

used as boosters to assist planes and

missiles into full flight, taking advantage

of the fact that aircraft will fly with

heavier loads and less thrust than they

require for take off. In these applications,

rockets are secondary power plants, serv-

ing until ramjets, piston engines or turbo-

jets can take over.

Rato bottles are typical solid fuel rock-

et engines. To launch the Ryan Firebee

from the ground, a 10,000-pound thrust

Rato bottle boosts the target missile into

the air. At sea level and 60 mph veloci-

ty, each 1000 pounds of rocket thrust is

equivalent to 300 brake horsepower.

Solid fuel rockets are also taking a

leading role in supplanting artillery and

serving as the lethal punch for interceptor

type aircraft. They have two priceless

advantages: (1) no recoil, (2) they can

be guided after launching. A 4.5" rock-

et packs the same destructive power as a

105 mm howitzer. One man can handle

the rocket launcher in contrast to the

crew and heaxy equipment required for

the howitzer.

It is interesting to note that rockets

originated as ballistic devices. They were

first used by the Chinese in 1232 A.D.

and propelled by burning gunpowder.

In the ensuing 700 years, rocket develop-

ment lagged because it depended upon

aerodynamic knowledge which could not

be gathered until the advent of powered

flight. Meanwhile, ballistic science made

steady progress to push artillery ahead.

Now, the trend is being somewhat re-

versed.

Liquid fuel rockets are much more

complex, but more efficient and powerful

than solid fuel types. Some authorities

estimate the practical limit for solid fuel

rockets to be 15 seconds duration. Above

this, liquid fuel is indicated.

A complex array of automatic controls

(Continued Next Column)
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and valves are needed in liquid rockets.

Huge volumes of liquid fuels and oxidiz-

ers must be injected into the combustion

chamber at high pressures and under pre-

cise control. For example, in one rocket

engine fuel injection pressure must be

raised to 700 p.s.i. to force the fuel into

the chamber, at required rates of flow,

where combustion pressure reaches 400

p.s.i. This power plant consumes 152.5

pounds of liquid oxygen and 123.5

pounds of alcohol per second.

Delivering large quantities of liquid at

high rates of flow requires substantial

power. This can be obtained from the

energy of a compressed gas, stored in

tanks in the rocket, or from powered

pumps. For short durations, compressed

gas systems are suitable and lighter in

weight. When extended duration is re-

quired, or high power is demanded, a

pumping system is indicated. A rough es-

timate of the transition point where the

weight of the pumping system will fall

below the weight of heavy tanks, is an

impulse of 200,000 pounds per second.

Separate pumps are used for fuel and

oxidizer. These are specialized, turbine-

driven pumps which deliver extremely

high flows at very low weight. In eflfect,

small rocket engine chambers are used to

expand gases through a turbine which

drives the pumps. The rocket propellents

are not used to generate the gases because

the temperature of their combustion is so

high that the turbine would have to be

fabricated from heavier, high temperature

creep-resistant alloys.

One ingenious source of turbopump

power is hydrogen peroxide. When
mixed with a catalyst, calcium permanga-

riate, it decomposes to liberate large quan-

tities of steam. The steam delivers ade-

quate energy to the turbine at moderate

temperatures. A major problem is to at-

tain precision-controlled rates of flow

from the pumps. This is influenced by the

thrust developed by the rocket—which

varies during flight. Yet, fuel and oxi-

dizer must be injected in exact ratios and

volumes to achieve smooth combustion at

all times during flight. Unstable com-

bustion can cause severe pressure fluctu-

ations which will shake a rocket to pieces

in split seconds.

The heart of the rocket engine is the

combustion chamber. Here, the fuel and

oxidant are mixed and exploded. This

is where the designer and manufacturer

meet their first headaches. Combustion
chambers are usually cylindrical with an

"hour-glass" shape. This is a compro-

mise in which the ideal spherical chamber
and converging-diverging exhaust nozzle

are blended to fit space and fabrication

limitations.

The geometry and volume of the com-

bustion chamber is vitally important. The
length of time that the fuel remains in

the chamber is determined by chamber

design and the ratio of its volume to the

cross-sectional area of the nozzle throat.

These factors must be balanced against

the rate of burning of the fuel and the

combustion pressure. Chamber volume,

exhaust nozzle length and exhaust cone

angle must be delicately coordinated in

design to attain specific thrust at a se-

lected altitude.

All of these considerations have to be

made within the basic requirements that

flame temperatures of more than 4000°F
cannot be tolerated within the engine and

that exhaust gas velocity should be sub-

sonic up to the nozzle throat, sonic at the

throat and supersonic in the diverging

exit area.

Rocket engines are literally flying blast

furnaces. The combination of high tem-

perature, high pressure and high gas ve-

locity demands that huge quantities of

heat be transferred or they would fuse

into a blob of metal within a few seconds

after take-off^. This problem is magnified

by the lack of air which exists in the

upper regions where rockets prefer to fly.

Rocket design may require that as

much as 12 BTU's per square inch per

second be transferred from the combus-

tion chamber. This is ten times as great

as the heat flows encountered in the de-

sign of boilers and heat exchangers.

To meet this torturing requirement, a

number of ingenious strategems are used.

Rocket engine walls may be designed to

be very thick in order that more heat can

be absorbed before the melting point of

the metal is reached. This confronts the

manufacturer with the task of forming,

welding and heat treating extremely

heavy gauge materials. Thick walls, alone,

will prolong rocket engine life for only

a few seconds. Other methods must also

be employed.

Regenerative cooling, in which the fuel

or oxidizer is circulated around the com-

bustion chamber prior to burning, is one

of the most successful of these methods.

This technique also pre-heats the fuel to

permit more efficient combustion.

To achieve best regenerative cooling,

rocket engine walls should be made from

metals of high thermal conductivity. Un-

fortunately, the metals with the best high

temperature properties all possess low

coefficients of thermal conductivity.

Consequently, mild steel, or metals

with rather low melting points, may be

used in rocket engine fabrication.

In some engines, regenerative cooling

alone is not enough. Then, temperature

is reduced by "film cooling" effect. This

is achieved by injecting coolant directly

into the combustion chamber through

small holes ringing the periphery.

In most engines, the oxidant must be
used for cooling purposes because in-

sufficient quantities of fuel are available.

The three principal oxidents are liquid

oxygen, hydrogen peroxide and nitric

acid. Practical mixtures of these with

rocket fuels means that only when kero-

sene is employed as a fuel is there suf-

ficient fuel to use for cooling. Otherwise,

the coolant must be the oxidizer.

This adds headaches. Nitric acid readi-

ly attacks most metals with the exception

of the stainless steel alloys. Hydrogen
peroxide decomposes into steam and oxy-

gen in the presence of a catalyst and

many metals, including mild steel, act as

catalysts in this reaction. Liquid oxygen

is readily available but hard to store and

handle. It reduces metal temperatures to

298° below zero F which is a mighty

contrast to the temperature in the com-

bustion chamber. This extreme subjects

the chamber to terrific thermal expansion

and contraction, complicating the design

of all joints, fittings and fuel lines.

These are some of the basic reasons

why the apparent simplicity of rocket en-

gine design is misleading. Rockets are

complex and destined to become more so.

If we continue in our relentless quest

for more speed, the future of this power

plant is assured. These are the only en-

gines which can hurl us out of the earth's

atmosphere, where unlimited speed is

possible. This is not as far in the future as

we might imagine. Even now, scientists

assigned to specific rocket propelled ve-

hicles are working with celestial mechan-

ics to solve the problem of bringing

supersonic rockets back to earth without

having them explode from air friction

like falling meteors.

Rocket engine design demands the best

in execution that manufacturing can

attain. With a unique backlog of more

than four years of production experience,

Ryan has earned a position of leadership

in this specialized field. Ryan is well

qualified to perform the more exacting

jobs of rocket engine fabrication which

the future will bring.

RYAN COOLS COPTERS

(Continued from Page 7)

Reason for titanium: One of the lim-

iting factors in the rotary wing field

through the years has been the unfavor-

able power-weight ratio inherent in heli-

copter design. Because weight is critical,

every avenue leading toward possible

weight savings is explored. Use of titani-

um in certain applications can result in

weight savings of as much as 50 percent

(Continued on Next Page)
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RYAN COOLS COPTERS

(Continued from Page 33)

over stainless steel.

Ryan is uniquely equipped to perform

this work. The company recently com-

pleted a comprehensive study of titanium

under prime contract to the U. S. Air

Force. In what may be the most extensive

report of its type, every process involved

in sheet metal fabrication, such as form-

ing, welding, riveting, grinding, sawing,

drilling, cleaning, annealing and dim-

pling was analyzed. In addition, Ryan has

accumulated a vast store of experience in

fabricating sheet metal, heat-resistant al-

loys over the past 20 years.

Three major problems involved in the

production of the titanium plenum cham-

ber and its allied components are 1

)

fusion welding, 2) spot welding, 3)

forming.

For fusion welding, experience has

shown that inert gas shielded welding is

the only type of fusion weldmg that can

be accomplished with titanium if ade-

quate physical properties are to be main-

tained. Extremely affinitive, molten titani-

um will react with, and be embrittled by,

all known welding fluxes as well as air.

Proper cleaning of titanium is of para-

mount importance in spot welding. Ryan

has found that good spot welding of

titanium may be achieved with proper

precleaning, relatively high electrode pres-

sures and a short weld time. In forming,

all bending radii must be made more

generous with titanium. In some cases,

Ryan has used preheated sheets.

The completed plenum chambers, mix-

ing tubes, diffusers and exhaust manifolds

have withstood all tests satisfactorily. In

the meantime, Sikorsky officials have an-

nounced that a commercial version of

the helicopter, the S-56, will be available

for delivery late in 1956. The U. S. Army
also is interested in the 'copter as both an

assault and transport helicopter. Their

version will be designated the H-37.

BETTER TO SERVE

(Continued from Page IS)

with the expansion of its customer service

activities.

Field service is literally a globe-girdling

effort. For several years, two men, C. L.

Foushee, Jr., service department manager,

and Gilbert M. Hansen, field service rep-

resentative, have been almost constantly

on the go, traveling to maintenance and

overhaul bases—military and commercial

—throughout the world, advising and as-

sisting with maintenance of Ryan-made
oHiaust systems. Since most types of trans-

pen and cargo planes in both military

and airline use are equipped with Ryan
exhausts, the demands on these men have

been great.

The field service department has been

reinforced by addition of Clarence E.

Haas, former European operations man-
ager for Philippine Airlines, who will

apply his long experience in airline work
to servicing commercial planes, while

Hansen will be able to specialize in the

military field and Foushee will devote

more time to administrative and coordi-

nating functions.

"We want our customers to know that

a Ryan man is at their beck and call at

any time—and at immediate notice,"

Breder explained.

To effect this, a "little bit of Ryan"
has been established in virtually every

major section of the United States.

THE BIG PICTURE

(Continued from Page 27)

graphic short-cut requires a special Ryan-
developed sub-stratum solution which
permits the adhesion of sensitized emul-
sion to all kinds of materials—aluminum,
steel, wood masonite, plastic, micarta and
even difficult-to-handle Vinylite. Ryan's

sub-stratum solution overcomes the dif-

ficulty, previously encountered when parts

were stretched or bent in forming, of

maintaining an undistorted photographic

pattern. "With this technique, several

steps formerly required in fabricating

prototype parts are completely eliminated.

Scribing of layouts on metal, reproduction

of these layouts on steel sheets which had
to be cut, filed and drilled into templates,

and the application of the templates to

the material from which parts were to be

made, are replaced by the simple process

of photographically reproducing the lay-

outs on the final material needed.

Engineering reproduction cameras per-

form yeoman service in many other ways,

as well. Scale projections for use in mak-
ing dies are enlarged to just the proper

amount of oversize to compensate for

cast metal shrinkage; scale reproductions

of drawings for wind tunnel test models

are easily made; large quantities of blue-

print paper are saved by reducing en-

gineering drawings to any desired scale;

and corrections on later drafts of draw-

ings are a simple matter when applied to

"vellum second originals, " turned out by

the engineering division's "shutter-bugs."

In fact, this is the way Al Crooks, tech-

nical supervisor, sums up the depart-

ment's activities:

"If you want copies of anything—any

size—we'll get them for you!" "With a

camera, of course.

Technical application of camera work

to aeronautical manufacturing is almost
without limit. At Ryan, photographic

"progress reports" are made monthly on
all development work and "first articles"

on new orders are pictured from every

angle for the benefit of both the customer
and Ryan's production staff. Photography
is also an important part of the produc-

tion of "printed" electric circuits, a tech-

nique used by Ryan in the creation of

miniature sub-assemblies for electronic

equipment.

Perhaps one of the most interesting

technical jobs is performed by Ruth
Adams, laboratory analyst, who focuses

the "metallograph" on specimens of met-

als to illuminate and photograph their

grannular structure to determine their

properties.

Magnified 25 to 1,000 times, even the

most minute flaw or unusual structure in

a metal sample easily catches Ruth's prac-

ticed eye. She then makes a permanent

record of her findings for future re-

ference and study by means of an at-

tached camera.

Used by the F.B.I, in solving federal

crimes, the metallograph serves Ryan in

much the same way—and to Ryan's

metallurgists, at least, the "cases" and

"clues" are fully as exciting as any claim-

ing the attention of J.
Edgar Hoover.

One of the metallograph's recent jobs

involved a new alloy which was disap-

pointing in its first production tests at

Ryan. The new metal simply did not re-

spond as the manufacturer said it would.

Photographs of the inner structure of the

metal indicated it had been subjected to

excessive temperature during the heat

treatment. Back to the manufacturer went

an amply illustrated report, and a subse-

quent check of the heat treating operation

uncovered the error. Ruth's pictures had

"broken" the case.

Personnel offices have been making use

of photographs on employee records

possibly since the time of daguerreotypes.

But "William Rossi, Ryan employment

interviewer, hit upon an ingenious meth-

od of utilizing pictures to screen appli-

cants. It is highly successful from the

standpoint of both company and pro-

spective employee.

Processing 100 applicants a day for

605 job classifications requires a lot of

talk. And sometimes what an interviewer

means by the technical terms he uses and

the applicant's interpretation of them are

miles apart. For the sake of both brevity

and clarity, Rossi started using photo-

graphs to illustrate job descriptions.

"A good percentage of the people who
come to us have worked in other parts of

the country where jobs, machines and

skills often have different names," Rossi

explains. ""When you're looking for an

arc welder, for example, you waste time
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testing a man for the job if his experi-

ence has actually been in gas welding.

Since most misunderstandings are unin-

tentional, I've found that pictures elimi-

nate trouble from the start."

Now Rossi uses an indexed loose-leaf

folder filled with selected 8 X 10 photo-

graphs which point out, instantly and
graphically, job requirements that used to

take half an hour to describe.

Still photos account for the greater

part of Ryan's every-day picture taking.

But the more glamorous aspects of the

field—movies, 3-D and television—are

also put to practical use.

Ryan's field representatives, far from
headquarters, want to give prospective

customers a realistic concept of Ryan's

extensive factory facilities and products.

They tell their story with color stereopti-

con (3-D) slides and viewers. "What

might otherwise be a prosaic recital of

plant capacity; production potential of

lathes, mills, drills and presses; and
manufacturing techniques, is brought to

life by the depth and color of 3-D.

Visualize, say, the orange maw of a heat

treating furnace in operation; the shining

array of a block-long production line

of KC-97 fuselages; or the bright red and
white of Ryan's jet target/missile, the

Firebee. A picture .... plus color ....

plus depth .... is almost as good as a

personal visit, ten thousand times better

than words.

Motion pictures are primarily the pro-

vince of the public relations and engineer-

ing departments which write, produce

and edit both silent and sound films for

audiences of military service specialists

and for the general public.

Currently, a quarter hour, 16 mm pic-

ture in sound and color showing the his-

tory and performance of Ryan's Firebee,

the world's first jet target plane, is mak-
ing the rounds of clubs and schools.

Last month, a 4-minute news-clip on the

Firebee also was shown nation-wide on
TV screens and in newsreel theatres,

distributed by Fox Movietone News,
Warner-Pathe and Paramount News.
Much of this film was shot by Ryan
photographers at government facilities

under official Air Force and Navy super-

vision.

Movie making at Ryan dates back to

1941, when a 10 minute color film of

the Ryan STM-S2 seaplane was made un-

der unusual circumstances. The STM-S2
was basically the PT-20 military trainer,

equipped with floats for water landings

and take-offs. Since many small foreign

nations needed sea and land planes but

were unable to afford both, Ryan devised

this combination—a land plane sold with

separate sea plane accessories ! Ryan pro-

duction lines were not turning out sea-

planes as such, so William Wagner,

public relations director, came up with

the idea of making a movie of the STM
operating as a water-baby, to be used as

a demonstration film for prospective

customers. This production proved so

useful that the following year Wagner
also directed the filming of the military

pilot training program at the newly es-

tablished Ryan School of Aeronautics,

Hemet, Calif. Ryan's movie career was
underway.

In the next 14 years, the company's

film library continued to grow and now
holds thousands of feet of irreplacable

film, showing the development of some
of the most significant projects in aviation

history. The world's first jet-plus-pro-

peller airplane, Ryan's FR-1 Fireball; the

first air-to-air guided missile announced
by the Air Force, the Ryan XAAM-A-1
Firebird; and the more recent "flying

bull's-eye," the Firebee, are preserved in

action in Ryan's film files.

Classified films on Ryan projects still in

the "secret" stage are made under strict

security conditions and are shown only on
a "need-to-know" basis. The photo-

graphic laboratory, directed by Donald
Doerr, operates as a small island of se-

curity at all times, with its own doorbell

and locked door which opens only to

visitors on official business.

Who makes up the exclusive audiences

for classified showings.' U.S. Congress-

men, sometimes, when they want a quick

briefing on a particular phase of our

mt*%

Safety Pennant Hoisted

Carrita Ikeler, safety and welfare
department clerk, displays the
green-and-white National Safety
Council Green Cross pennant given
Ryan as an "Award of Honor" for
its outstanding safety record in

1954. Ryan was the only San Diego
industry to receive this award. Pen-
nant was hoisted recently on flag-

pole over administration building.

national defense. More often, technicians

and engineers from the armed forces or

other companies who are working with
Ryan on a special project, take up the

front rows. Command performances for

various offices of the Secretary of the De-
fense and military leaders are also part of

the schedule. As Don Doerr points out,

"A 10-minute filmed progress report can

cover as much ground as 500 pages of

type. It's a godsend for a busy man."
A more informal, but still important

phase of Ryan's motion picture operations

are the safety movies made for the Safety

and Welfare Department. Chief Safety

Engineer Herb Rawlings sets up the

shooting schedule and Jim Newman,
motion picture photographer, does the

rest. This 2-man team turns out 5-minute

dramas in color that faithfully reproduce

the circumstances of accidents in the

plant, usually starring the actual victim in

"as it happened" and "how it could have

been prevented" sequences. Workers and
supervisors are enthusiastic about the

memorable wallop these "home" movies

pack. Ryan's exceptional safety record

of 234 days and over five million man-
hours without a disabling injury (as of

May 31), testifies to the effectiveness of

this and other features of the safety

program.

So far, television at Ryan hasn't pro-

duced a Lucy Ricardo or an Ed Sullivan.

But the stories that unfold on Ryan's TV
screens hold their audiences enthralled,

nevertheless. Ryan uses TV as part of the

test equipment for evaluating each phase

of its development work on experimental

aircraft. For one example, TV is used in

connection with Ryan's new jet engine

test cell. In order to see the performance

of the engine from every angle without

sending a man into the noisy and hazard-

ous concrete vault in which the engine is

tested, TV cameras are set up at strategic

points and their pictures transmitted over

a closed circuit to the nearby control

room. In other ways, also, TV is

scheduled to work for Ryan as a remote,

unblinking "eye" capable of probing

areas inaccessable to human observers.

Even this "big picture" of the uses of

photography at Ryan does not show all

the details. Decals and identification

plaques, oscillograph charts, photostats,

X-ray in jet engine inspection—each uses

the photographic process at some stage,

although none is strictly "picture taking."

In fact, no one has summed up so satis-

factorily the emphasis Ryan places on

photography as did a recently employed

picture file clerk, as she surveyed Ryan's

extensive system of film files:

"To accentuate the positive," she ex-

claimed, "Ryan sure makes good use of

the negative!"

And so it does.
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RYAN'S ROLE IN

AIRPOWER
(Continued from Page 23)

nished direct to this engine manufacturer

for use in Douglas DC-7 commercial

transports and Fairchild military cargo

planes. Turbine hoods for one version

of the C-119 are also supplied direct to

Fairchild.

A new development of the past year is

Ryan manufacture of exhaust silencers

which become an integral part of the ex-

haust equipment for one of the leading

transport planes.

Production also continues for exhaust

equipment for Bell, Sikorsky and Piasecki

helicopters and for the Continental

Motors' engines which power combat

tanks and other military ground vehicles.

ROCKET MOTORS AND RAM JETS

For very high speed vehicles the most

adaptable power plants are rocket motors

and ram jets, both of which are current-

ly being manufactured by Ryan.

A Ryan-built rocket motor which pro-

duces tremendous thrust for a short

period is used to power the "Corporal"

surface-to-surface missile, one of the most

successful vehicles thus far developed.

Army Ordnance recently announced that

"Corporal" missiles are being sent to

Europe for operational use.

Production of rocket motors involves

great precision in forming, welding and
machining high-temperature alloys of un-

usually heavy gauge, so that they may
function perfectly during the very short

rocket service life.

These engines consume vast quantities

of fuel and oxidizer, creating terrific in-

ternal pressures. Details of thrust and
construction of the Ryan-built "Corporal"

rocket motors are still restricted.

The rocket motor for the Corporal was

designed by the Jet Propulsion Labora-

tory of the California Institute of Tech-

nology, but Ryan has been the production

source for these power plants. Current

production is for Firestone Tire and Rub-

ber Company, which holds the prime con-

tract for volume production of the mis-

siles.

Since starting on this project several

years ago Ryan has received continuing

increases in the production rates sched-

uled for this power plant.

The ram jet is a jet engine of relative-

ly simple design well adaptable to high

speed operation. Its principal operating

requirement is that it must be propelled

to a speed of approximately 300 m.p.h.

by some other power source before the

pressure of entering air is sufficient to

make the ram jet work.

Ram jet engines for installation on the

rotor blade tips of Hiller Hornet Heli-

copters are one of the current Ryan pro-

duction items. Weighing only 11 pounds,

and having no moving parts, the tiny ram
jets produce about 45 horsepower. This

Hiller ram jet is the first such engine to

receive Civil Aeronautics Administration

certification.

Though details are not releasable due

to security regulations, Ryan also builds

major components of a large ram jet en-

gine which is reported to be the power
plant for an advanced-type pilotless

bomber.

METALLURGICAL RESEARCH
Because of the wide diversity of parts

and assemblies Ryan builds for all types

of heat engines for aircraft and missiles,

the company conducts one of the most ex-

tensive and continuing metallurgical re-

search programs of any manufacturer in

this country.

Ryan is required to have intimate tech-

nical knowledge of the characteristics of
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ON THE COVER
This is the first picture to be re-
leased of Ryan's rocket engine pro-
duction, now in its 4th year. Hottest,
fastest power plant in the jet fam-
• iy, rocket engines may have biggest
future of all.

all the high-temperature alloys used in

the production of aviation's most ad-

vanced engines. Few if any other fac-

tories in the world fabricate aircraft parts

of so many different super alloys. At
present some 69 alloys are being used in

Ryan production. This requires that

Ryan's production departments be virtu-

ally laboratory-controlled in their proces-

sing of the newest alloys.

Advanced metallurgical research pro-

vides Ryan with intimate knowledge of

the qualities and behavior of even the

newest, least understood super alloys. In

this way Ryan is constantly pioneering

new frontiers in the use of new metals

and processes for aircraft applications.

Some concept of the problems of high-

temperature metallurgy is gained when it

is realized that parts of some of the new
jet engines are required to operate in the

searing temperatures of 1800 degrees

which result from burning as much as

2000 gallons of fuel an hour. And, Ryan-

built afterburners actually use more fuel

than their "parent" jet engines. The heat

output of a typical jet engine is sufficient

to heat a 4000 room office building!

From early experience with the jet en-

gine of some 1600 pounds thrust which
powered Ryan's first combat-type air-

plane, the Fireball jet fighter, Ryan is

now working on components for engines

with 10 times that power, which is indica-

tive of the great strides made in this field

in the past decade.

Closely associated with the heat prob-

lems encountered in jet engines is the

pioneering development Ryan has done in

the use of ceramic coatings to extend the

service life of aircraft engine components.

Ryan production schedules include the

ceramic coating of combustion chambers

and afterburner liners for jet engines and
exhaust system parts for aircraft and com-
bat tank engines.

Another field of current metallurgical

development is Ryan research in the use

of the new light-weight wonder metal,

titanium, in aircraft structures and engine

parts. Because it is lighter than stainless

steel, though nearly as strong, and able to

stand temperatures far higher than alumi-

num, titanium has many potential uses in

modern aircraft where high temperature

and reduced weight are factors.

Closely associated with exhaust system

applications is the new field of thin wall

ducting in which Ryan is also working.

Made from stainless steel, thin wall duct-

ing is used to pipe heat and compressed

air from the engines of jet airplanes. An
expanding field of future production for

Ryan, thin wall ducting makes possible

the substitution of exhaust air under pres-

sure to replace small electric motors, hy-

draulic actuating devices, auxiliary gas

turbines and other types of power sources.
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ECONOMIC

GLOSSARY

Leaping from lieadlines these clays

are some perplexing economic terms.

Words commonly used by economists,
commentators and reporters have def-

inite meanings to those who use them,
but frequently the average reader gets

a distorted, inaccurate picture of busi-

ness from the descriptive language.

Misunderstandings like this stem
sometimes from the casual turn of a

phrase by industry's critics. The ne-

cessity for brevity in a headline may
lead to erroneous impressions. What-
ever the reason, newspapers and tnag-

azine readers, television viewers and
radio listeners are likely to develop
false ideas. To translate fantasy into

reality, definitions of some of modern
society's economic facts of life are
given below.

FANTASY FACT

ABSENTEE OWNERSHIP
suggests a few disinterested indi-

viduals leading the life of Riley.

Factually, most business owners today are absentee owners—people across

the nation, in all walks of life, who invest savings in shares of a company.

FANTASY FACT

PRICE SETTING
might bring up an image of competitors ex-

changing price information. The fact is the

customer, when choosing among goods of comparable quality, will seek the

lowest price—and that tends to set the price for all producers of that Item.

FANTASY FACT

TAX COLLECTOR

FAST TAX WRITE-OFF
implies tax savings for Industry. Actu-

ally, cost of property may be de-

ducted only once from profits. Depreciation features of new tax law merely

time such deductions more nearly In line with real loss in value of the property.

FANTASY FACT

POMRIMF^ imply that large producers scheme to divide a market.

Actually, where there are a few large sellers—as In

gasoline distribution—the customer ultimately decides what portion of busi-

ness producers shall have. He bases decision on price, quality and service.

FANTASY

^^^

kjICDi^CD gives the Impression of businessmen joining only to Increase

ricnutn ,, . M . k * J J J itheir power. Most business mergers today are designed to

make possible efficiencies In production or to broaden product lines or

markets. Recent mergers In the automobile industry were designed to do that.

FANTASY

UNDISTRIBUTED PROFI
to many imply earnings held

back to line the pockets of a

few privileged owners. Actually, this Is "seed money"—that part of a com-

pany's earnings kept to build new plants and provide for security and growth.

With appreciation to Du Pot/t for permission to reprint in part from "Better Living."
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SUPER ALLOYS DEMAND SUPER-VISION

RYAN BUILDS BETTER
Ryan's unique abilities for meeting difficult

production problems are exemplified in the

field of high temperature metallurgy. Here,

Ryan's specialized knowledge creates parts

which "live longer" in the seething infernos of

jet engines, rocket motors, afterburners and
exhaust systems. Advanced metallurgical

research provides Ryan with intimate know-
ledge of the nature and behavior of even the

newest, least understood super alloys. Through
close integration between laboratory and fac-

tory, this knowledge becomes a basic part of

aircraft production know-how.
For 32 years Ryan has been a leader in air-

craft and component manufacture and design

. . . and by doing more, because it understands

more, Ryan continues to contribute materially

to America's air superiority.
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RAMJET!^
The "Firing Stovepipe" is siiuple in strneture - - eontplex in design

THE desert shivered from the thunder

of the projectile roaring overhead. It

flashed by at twice the speed of sound,

trailing white tongues of comet-like

flames.

The date was June 13, 1945. Naval

officers and scientists were witnessing the

first flight of an American ramjet engine.

They were impressed. Few knew where
this new power plant would go but they

were sure of one thing. It was the light-

est, simplest air-breathing engine ever re-

vealed.

The first flight model weighed only 70

pounds. It had no moving parts. Yet it

developed nearly 3000 equivalent horse-

power at the amazing weight ratio of one

horsepower per half-ounce.

In the next ten years, the ramjet found

its place in the speed spectrum. It slipped

into the slot between the turbojets and

rockets just as surely as newly discovered

elements have popped into place in Men-
delejeff's periodic table. This is the

speed range of from twice (Mach 2) to

four times the speed of sound (Mach 4).

Ryan builds ramjets which range in

size from small rotor-tip engines, which

are only a few inches in diameter, for

Hiller helicopters, to huge combustion

chambers, for Marquardt Aircraft Com-
pany, which are more than two feet in

diameter and nearly seven feet long.

Coincidentally, both Ryan and Mar-

quardt date their early interests in ramjets

to the same year—1944. In November
of that year, a young aeronautical engi-

neer, Roy Marquardt, launched a new
company to design and build ramjets.

Starting with a handful of engineers, this

company has become the most important

developer of this dramatic power plant,

with 1100 skilled personnel and an an-

nual sales volume of about $10 million.

Marquardt is credited with developing

the ramjet engine to its present state and

amassing much technical knowledge on

the design of pulse-jets, afterburners and

air turbines.

In 1944, Ryan launched a confidential

research project to develop a successful

Built by Ryan for Marquardl' ramjets, these combustion cKambers resemble mammoth bazookas as Richard Reese gives them final check.



Man's first flight under ramiet power was made in Locklieed F-80 "Shooting Star" carrying Marquardt ramjet engines at wing-tips.

ramjet combustion chamber for use with

helicopter rotor blades. Ryan engineers

designed experimental combustion cham-

bers and burned fuel in them in high

velocity air streams. They were fired on

a test stand which measured the reactive

thrust generated.

In this work, Ryan discovered solutions

to problems of igniting fuel in high speed

air, maintaining combustion and develop-

ing maximum thrust which are also found

in afterburner design.

When the project was completed, Ryan

submitted a report of the work accom-

plished to the Navy's Bureau of Aeronau-

tics, pointing out the advantages which

might be gained from using thrust aug-

mentation with the jet engines which

Ryan was then installing in the FR-1

"Fireball" Navy fighter. In response,

the Navy awarded Ryan a contract to de-

velop what was to become the first com-

mercially-built afterburner in the United

States. This was demonstrated in April

of 1946.

Ryan's long experience in fabricating

high temperature components has proved

invaluable in building combustion cham-

bers for Marquardt ramjets. These struc-

tures appear deceptively simple. They

consist of four circular sections, made of

N-155 alloy which is rolled and welded,

longitudinally, on automatic heliarc ma-

chines. All sections, except one, must be

tapered to different angles and each is of

different thickness, running .051", .063"

and .078".

Nearly seven feet long, the entire as-

sembly must be accurate in length to

within .030". This is a difficult require-

ment because the sections are welded to-

gether, circumferentially, and a special

doubler is welded over one joint. This

requires substantial amounts of fusion

and resistance welding which causes siz-

able weld shrinkage, lengthwise. The
shrinkage cannot be accurately predicted

because of the variations in gauge thick-

ness and taper involved.

The sections must be perfectly sized

and mated in diameter before they are

Marquardt cutaway shows ramjet simplicity: Over 100,000 thrust horsepower could be obtained with six moving parts in ramjets.
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NACA engineers test ramjet-powered missile in supersonic wind tunnel to determine effects of flight maneuvers on air inlet flow.

welded together, circumferentially. This

poses a problem because N-155 exhibits

a pronounced "spring-back" when formed,

which varies with gauge thicknesses and

tapers.

To provide a perfectly smooth internal

surface for the converging-diverging com-

bustion chamber, so that gas flows will

not be disturbed, Ryan welds must be

controlled to within .010" thickness. All

welds are rolled in Ryan seam rolling ma-
chines to produce a flush, stress-relieved,

cold-worked joint.

The ramjet cycle is based upon a prin-

ciple which was first stated by the French

scientist, Rene Lorin, in 1913. Air is ad-

mitted to the engine at high velocity,

compressed by ram pressure, diffused,

mixed with fuel, burned and exhausted

from a nozzle. The engine is an ortho-

dox member of the jet family, propelled

by the reaction created through changing

the momentum of the air passing through

it.

The ramjet is the closest approach to

a pure aerodynamic power plant yet con-

ceived, dispensing with compressors, tur-

bines and most of the components which

other jet engines find necessary. As a

result it is not burdened with problems of

creep, stress and oxidation of high speed

rotational members.
However, because its static thrust is

zero, it is plagued with one disadvantage.

It can't take off under its own power but

must be launched to flight speed by an-

other power plant. Usually a rocket en-

gine is used for this purpose.

The thermal efficiency of internal com-

bustion engines is primarily determined

by operating pressure. Ramjet efficiency

increases with flight speed because com-

pression ratios also increase. At a speed

of Mach 2 (1500 m.p.h) ramjets attain

(Continued on Page 28)

Success of Ryan-designed ramjet combustion chambers in 1944
attracted Navy attention and led to afterburner research.

Ramjet combustion chamber is automatically welded at Ryan
with heliarc on special rotating fixture by Emuel Martinez.
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RYAN Aeronautical Company's new
dual-purpose jet engine test cell is the

nation's first facility to be designed and
built for testing turbojets and afterburn-

ers in vertical position. Unique in con-

cept, the new cell can handle jet engines

in both horizontal and vertical attitudes,

as they will operate in vertical take-off

airplanes like the jet-powered VTO air-

craft that Ryan is developing under con-

tract for the U. S. Air Force.

In addition to the new test cell's use

as a "proving ground" for jet VTO, it

also has important applications to metal-

lurgical research in connection with Ryan
development of high-temperature com-
ponents of all types of power plants for

aircraft and missiles.

Many other specialized facilities are be-

mg used in developing the new Ryan jet-

powered vertical take-off airplane. This

challenging new concept in military air-

craft is considered to be one of the most
exciting and unusual aeronautical projects

ever conceived.



IVeiiv bail-out technique can

save VTO pilots

at 200 feet

ESCAPE MECHANISM
IN this high-speed Jet Age, pilot safety

at . extremely low speeds has become
a matter of vital consideration.

Paradoxical? Not at all. The situa-

tion springs from the revolutionary con-

cept of vertical take-off planes—aircraft

that stand, rocket-like, on their tails for

take-off.

These planes push over into horizontal

flight after attaining sufficient speed.

When they return to their "pinpoint"
runway for landing, they again nose up
into vertical position and back down.

Such maneuvers, which have their fas-

cination even to veteran pilots, present

an escape problem never before encoun-
tered in fixed-wing aircraft.

The physics of motion simplifies sep-

aration of the pilot from his seat and in-

flation of his parachute after ejection

from conventional planes at compara-

tively high speed. Separation of the pilot

from his ejection seat under these cir-

cumstances is caused by the difference

between the air drag of the man and the

seat. High speed airflow helps the sep-

aration.

But when a VTO plane is taking off

or landing, the pilot is in a particularly

hazardous position if a sudden emergency

requires his escape. Airspeed is so low

that after the ejection seat is catapulted

from the plane, there is no natural force

to separate the pilot from the seat.

It is the low airspeed rather than the

low altitude which provides the critical

factor. Ejection seat escapes have been
made successfully with conventional

equipment at altitudes as low as 100 feet,

but these were at airspeeds of at least 100
knots. At such low altitude escapes,

there have been reports of inability or fail-

ure to release safety belts after ejection.

Taking cognizance of the special re-

quirements arising from the VTO concept

as developed by Ryan, Convair (XFY-1
Pogo Stick) and Lockheed (XFV-1), the

U.S. Naval Parachute Unit at the Naval
Auxiliary Air Station, El Centro, Cal.,

has developed and tested an escape device

designed for low altitude, low speed use.

And Stanley Aviation Corp., Denver, has

created an upward ejection seat specif-

ically for the all-jet Ryan VTO.

Comdr. Roland A. Bosee, (Medical

Service Corps), test director of the VTO
ejection project at El Centro, points out

that it became necessary to devise a com-

pletely automatic escape sequence. The
mechanism, incidentally, already has been

installed in both the Convair and Lock-

heed VTO planes.

In five rapid-fire steps the pilot can



be brought safely to earth after ejection

from the vertical attitude of the aircraft

from altitudes of only 200 feet and less.

The sequence is:

1. The ejection seat is fired.

2. The safety belt opens automatically

as the seat rises on the rails.

3. The seat is snubbed for a fraction

of a second after it has moved out of the

cockpit.

4. The parachute pack is opened by

static line.

5. The parachute inflates.

A mechanical lap belt buckle opens in-

stantaneously when tension is applied

to its actuating cable, just as the ejection

seat emerges from the cockpit, making
sure that the pilot is not trapped by fail-

ure to release the safety belt.

One of the unique features of the es-

cape system is the seat-snubbing.

"In order to assure that the pilot will

be separated from his seat after being

released under the zero drag condition,"

Comdr. Bosee relates, "the two lower

rear corners of the seat have been con-

nected to the structure of the aircraft with

lengths of nylon cord. After the seat has

been ejected from the aircraft, the nylon

snubbing lines tighten and stretch, de-

celerating the seat."

Under dynamic load conditions, tests

by the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology showed that the nylon cord would

elongate about 23 percent at the break,

thus absorbing 95 percent of the seat's

energy before the lines break and in

doing so, pull the seat away from the

pilot as his momentum carries him for-

ward.

OFFICIAL UNITED STATES NAVY PHOTOGRAPH

Low-altitude parachute ejection was tested by Navy at Torrey Pines cliffs, near San

Diego. Dummy was ejected at elevation of 260 feet, and chute opened in 100-150 feet.

A special fast-opening parachute sys-

tem was developed by the Navy. A static

line is connected between the ripcord and

the ejection seat. This automatically opens

the chute as the pilot is separated from

the seat. Opening of the chute is accel-

erated by strips of fabric "pocket-bands"

attached around the edge of the canopy

on the outside. The canopy is pulled

open by air rushing into these open-

pockets.

The same parachute system can be used

at higher speeds in a horizontal position,

but the maximum speed at which the

chute can be used with the static line

connected to the ejection seat is about

250 knots. The static line can be dis-

(Continued on Next Page)

Parachute deploys after being actuated
by static lines, shown an instant after
it has broken away. The seat falls free.



connected, allowing some deceleration of

the pilot before he manually releases the

chute. The pilot of the VTO can connect

or disconnect the static line, depending on

whether he is in vertical or horizontal

flight.

Spectacular tests of the ejection and

parachute system were made from cliffs

at Torrey Pines, near San Diego. An ar-

ticulated anthropomorphic dummy was

ejected out over the cliffs at an elevation

of 260 feet. In all tests, there was suc-

cessful recovery of both the dummy and

the seat, and the tests showed a loss of

altitude of only 100 to 150 feet before

full opening of the chute.

To demonstrate the practicability of

the system at high speeds, nine dummy
ejections were made from a rocket sled

on the highspeed track at Edwards Air

Force Base, Cal. The tests were run at

speeds of 200 to 400 knots. Complete
inflation of the parachute occurred on six

of the tests after the dummy was cata-

pulted to heights of only 50 to 60 feet.

Comdr. Bosee believes that if the new
automatic system of seat and pilot separa-

tion is adapted to all single-place planes

equipped with ejection seats, there will

be a considerable decrease in aircraft

ejection seat fatalities. He cited the fact

that in a total of 78 ejection seat fatalities

resulting from difficulty in releasing the

safety belt, 41 were still in the seat on
contact with the ground.

Stanley Aviation Corp. has designed

ejection seats with a view to light weight

and simplicity, coupled with reliability.

Total ejected weight is only 50 pounds.

OFFICIAL U, S. AIR FORCE PHOTO

In high speed test ejections with dummy
from roclcet sled at Edwards AFB, chute
inflated at heights of only 50-60 feet.

The seat is capable of 45 degrees rota-

tion about its lateral axis, with controlla-

ble positioning required during extreme

changes in the plane's attitude during

take-off and landing.

The ejection is accomplished with only

two movements, making possible release

from the plane in less than one second.

All pre-ejection functions, such as canopy
jettisoning, bottoming the seat, and lock-

ing the inertia reel, are accomplished

merely by raising the hand grips. The
catapult is fired by squeezing the trigger

in the right hand grip.

A parallel problem to that of ejection

at low altitude from VTO's is that of es-

caping from a plane which develops

trouble while taking off in conventional

manner. Such might occur in an aircraft

which had an engine failure immediately

after take-off from the deck of a carrier,

or from an airfield where the pilot was
already committed to take-off and re-

maining in the plane would be hazardous.

The Martin-Baker Aircraft Co., Ltd.,

of England, has perfected an ejection

apparatus which can save a pilot's life

at phenomenally low altitudes, from vir-

tually the end of the runway on take-

offs. From the moment of ejection, the

seat is under precise and timed automatic

control. A special "drogue gun" deploys

a small controller chute, which brings the

seat into a horizontal attitude and pulls

a larger chute out of its container. This

larger chute then streams the main can-

opy which lifts the pilot out of the seat.

A release mechanism unfastens the seat

harness to free the occupant and, at the

same time, uncouples the two smaller par-

achutes from the seat.

Pilot protection, at high speed or at low

speed, at horizontal or vertical attitude,

has been immeasurably advanced through

development of these new automatic ejec-

tion devices.

Photograph shows actual ejection while plane is taking off at 120 knots, a remarkable achievement by Martin-Baker Aircraft, Ltd.
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Ryan's Role In Airpoi^i^er
Part III. Avionics

PLANES are noiv traveling faster than

human reactions and the ability to

think. Missiles flying at speeds of more

than 3000 miles an hour must have built-in

electronic brains to do their thinking.

Two planes approaching each other on a

collision course at supersonic speed are

flying so fast that at a mile apart they

can no longer avoid a collison, for there

is not enough time for the pilots to

think and act that quickly.

More and more electronic devices are

taking over the decisions of the human
crews. A modern bomber needs 36 miles

of wiring and 1500 electronic tubes to

supplement the brains of creiv members.

A bomb-sight may have as many as 50,-

000 jewel-like parts. Electronics gear may
cost as much per airplane as the airplane

itself.

Modern electronic devices can sense

the location of the enemy, compute hoxv

to shoot and bomb ivithout ever seeing

the target, and tell how to navigate at

10 miles a minute (where a celestial fi.x

would only tell tvhere the plane was

100 miles back).

To reach and maintain a key position

in the challenging, expanding field of
avionics—electronics as applied to avi-

ation—Ryan is undertaking a major effort

in research, development and production.

Ryan has pioneered and specialized in the

development of continuous wave radar

techniques and occupies a position of

leadership because of certain unique

principles used.

This is tlie final article of a three-

part series on Ryan's diversified

operations in aircraft, engines and
electronics. Reprints of the com-
plete series will be available.

GUIDANCE SYSTEMS

How to seek out and locate an unseen

target, then lock the controls of a plane

or missile onto the enemy is the major

role of guidance systems. Ryan has been

working on this type of problem for the

past eight years when its first contribu-

tion was the development of the radar

guidance system for the Ryan Firebird

air-to-air research missile. Further de-

velopment of Ryan's approach to guid-

ance problems has been carried on almost

continuously since that time.

Present contracts are mainly from the

Air Force for research and development

work which makes Ryan guidance equip-

ment adaptable to a wide range of ve-

hicles from small air-to-air missiles to

large surface-to-surface weapons.

In developing guidance equipment,

Ryan engineers have worked in connec-

(Continued on Next Fdge)



tion with flight tests of F-86 Sabre fight-

ers, B-47 Stratojet bombers and other

late-type combat aircraft at the Edwards
Air Force Base, California. An Air Force

T-33A two-seat jet trainer is currently

assigned to Ryan for operation by Ryan
flight test personnel in evaluation of new
guidance equipment. This plane has been

equipped with special wing-tip pods to

house the Ryan electronic gear.

NAVIGATIONAL SYSTEMS

Ryan electronics equipment is so versa-

tile in basic concept that it is readily

adaptable to a variety of intelligence jobs.

One of these is airborne navigation. De-
tails remain classified but in essence what

Ryan navigation systems can do is pro-

vide long-range navigational information

in a self-contained unit which has no

dependence on ground stations for infor-

mation used in position determination.

New contracts are now being formalized

(Continued on Page 10)

Field trip data obtained in testing guidance systems is analyzed in Ryan's

electronics laboratory by Fielding Hedges and Robert G. Peasley, engineers.

Ryan research on a helicopter hovering detector device has led to award of a contract from the Navy for its further development.
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To test electronic guidance systems being developed by Ryan, the Air Force has assigned this T-33 jet plane for airborne studies.

Final laboratory checkout of guidance system is made by John J. Munchus in "penthouse" atop Ryan administration building.



Gun turret is modified by Norman A. Seely, Ryan elec-
tronics engineer, to record data in special field tests.

m

An F-86 Sabrejet is used over Rosamond Dry Lake, Edwards Air Force Base, to assist
mobile laboratory test guidance equipment on field trip. Engineer is David J. Murphy.

as follow-on orders to the units now
being built.

Extensive test work has been carried

out by Ryan in a P2V long-range Navy
bomber and by the Navy at its Air

Development Centers at Johnsville, Pa.,

and other bases. On the basis of results to

date, there is every indication of a con-

siderable expansion of work in the future

tor Ryan's navigational equipment.

OTHER AVIONICS DEVICES

As an outgrowth of its successful navi-

gation system, Ryan last year conducted

research at company expense on a heli-

copter hovering device and was subse-

quently awarded a contract for its further

development by the Airborne Equipment
Division of the Navy Bureau of Aero-

nautics.

Flight testing of the helicopter hover-

ing detector has been conducted at the

Navy test facilities at Patuxent River,

Md., and Ream Field, California.

Ryan's versatile electronic devices pro-

vide not only a means for performing

navigation and helicopter hovering, but

also aid in the accomplishment of other

special tasks such as bombing and photog-

raphy. Control systems for out-of-sight

control of pilotless planes are also being

developed.

10



Fairchild packages a new J-44 turbojet, capable of delivering 1600 thrust h.p. at Firebee flight speeds, for shipment to Ryan.

Small Turbojets - - Big Future
R;^aii builds jet parts for Fairchild who hiiild turbojets for Rjan

OMALL turbojet engines are bound to

become a big factor in aviation. They
have a high thrust/weight ratio and a

high thrust/frontal area ratio. They are

simple and economical to develop and

build, and they are rugged and reliable.

For these reasons, small turbojets, espe-

cially those in the thrust range from 1000

to 3000 lbs., can be expected to fill a need

for a wide variety of applications in both

missiles and manned aircraft.

Originally, these engines were created

as expendable power plants for the pro-

by A, T. Gregory
Chief Engineer

Fairchild Engine Division

pulsion of small missiles and target

drones. The engines had to be not only

small and light, they also had to have

a high thrust/frontal area ratio in order

to hold down the drag. For many years

target drones have used piston type en-

gines. With the advent of jet aircraft for

both fighters and bombers, it was neces-

sary to have correspondingly high-speed

target drones requiring high performance

turbojet-type engines.

Experience has now shown that small

turbojet engines also possess advantages

for manned aircraft. They offer consid-

erable advantage not only for assisted

take-off purposes, but also for light-

weight, high performance aircraft such

as small fighters or vertical take-off air-

craft.

When we first faced the requirement

(Continued on Page 12)
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Ryan-built exhaust cowl assemblies are fitted to J-44 turbojet engines in Fairchild

plant. Fairchild builds several versions of the J-44 to meet varied applications.

to design and develop an expendable en-

gine, we made the assumption that such

an engine was a one-shot proposition. In

other words, after the engine had per-

formed its mission, which might be only

a matter of minutes of operation, relia-

bility and durability cease to be a factor.

Since it might run only once, the engine

might be put together in as simple a

manner as possible with no thought of

being able to disassemble it. Figuratively

speaking, the engine might be welded to-

gether and require a can-opener to take

it apart.

By the time our first Model J44 en-

gine was built and running, we had de-

parted considerably from the one-run,

can-opener concept. During the course of

development the engine had to be dis-

assembled, rebuilt and re-run several

times. In the course of production, the

engine had to be given a green test, dis-

assembled and inspected and given a final

test. Because of the experimental nature

of missiles and drones, the engine had

to be run many times before the missile

or drone was ready for its mission. With
all these requirements, it was not possible

to stay with either the one-run or the

can-opener concept. In fact, in the end

the engine had to pass a 10-hour qualifi-

cation test to demonstrate sufficient reli-

ability to meet its operational require-

ments.

There is a difference between reliability

and durability which is not always appre-

ciated. The missile engine must always

be ready to start instantly and function

satisfactorily every time the starter but-

ton is pushed. A failure to do so in

military operations could be disastrous out

of all proportion to the size of the mis-

sile itself. In this respect the missile en-

gine must be more reliable than the man-
carrying engine even though its durability

need not be as great. Actually, the J44
engine has shown sufficient reliability

and durability for use in man-carrying

aircraft as well, so that we at Fairchild

today do not know how to design a strict-

ly expendable engine.

One of the problems in developing a

missile or drone engine is the slowness in

building up test time due to the short

test runs. As a result, many problems did

not show up until a quantity of engines

had been produced. Flight time in mis-

siles and drones was also very short, and
engines often were not recovered so that

the life of engine components under serv-

ice conditions was difficult to determine.

Fairchild C-82 Packet gets a 1000-pound boost, for shorter take-off and faster climb, from tiny but powerful J-44 poised on top.
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These factors contributed to slowing

down the rate of engine development.

They also made it necessary to use many
more test engines in the development

phase than are normally required for man-

carrying engine development.

The research and development phase

of missiles and drones extends over a

greater period than that for manned air-

craft, primarily because of the additional

time required to develop guidance and

control systems. During this time engine

orders are likely to be limited and inter-

mittent, depending on the experimental

flight test program. Accordingly, it ap-

pears desirable to provide a design that

can be produced in either small or large

quantities with a minimum of lead time.

A number of design changes have been

made in the original J44 engine to im-

prove its reliability and performance and

to permit it to operate at high altitudes.

This engine still develops 1000 lbs. of

thrust but with an improvement in fuel

economy of approximately 10% over the

original engine. Cycle temperatures have

been reduced from 1500 F to 1400 F.

The outer housing has been shortened to

improve accessibility to controls and mis-

cellaneous components. This engine is

cantilever-mounted from the front flange

by means of a clamp ring although it can

still be mounted on trunions when de-

sired.

Advantage might have been taken of

the improved engine performance to raise

the thrust rating. The missiles and target

drones in which the engine was being

used, however, did not need more thrust.

Rather, they needed improved fuel con-

sumption for the same thrust.

In the missile engine, it was desired

to have no more accessories than abso-

lutely necessary. It was necessary, how-

ever, to provide for a starter-generator,

fuel pump, governor, tachometer-alterna-

tor, ignition system, fuel valves, accelera-

tion limiter, fuel filter and a control

actuator. To stay within the 22 inch diam-

eter specified, the accessories had to be

housed in a bullet on the nose of the

engine or around the waist of the com-

pressor housing. This bullet obviously

does not produce ideal flow conditions

into the impeller inlet.

Some of the accessory items like the

ignition coil, fuel shut-off and recirculat-

ing valve, fuel metering valve, fuel filter

and acceleration limiter are mounted on a

wrap-around band that is clamped around

the waist of the compressor housing. The
items of equipment mounted on this band

can be changed or relocated without dif-

ficulty and without affecting the intake

housing since no cast bosses are needed

for their support.

While the initial specification called

(Continued on Page 30)

Gleaming exhaust nozzle cowls for Fairchild J-44 engines are spotwelded at

Ryan by Bonnie Fetterhoff. Spotwelding adds no weight to the aluminum parts.

Ryan machines Fairchild exhaust nozzle cowls to exact length in vertical turret

lathes. Cowls are made from sheet metal, rolled and welded with automatic heliarc.
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AIR PROVING GROUND
N.IEAR the shores of Florida's Chocta-

whatchee Bay, some 50-odd miles east of

Pensacola, Florida, lies 465,000 acres of

wooded and bomb-scarred coastal wilder-

ness known as Eglin Air Force Base—the

largest Air Force Base in the United

States. Here, the Air Proving Ground
Command sits in judgment on all new
USAF aircraft, weapons and equipment

designed for modern air warfare.

The mission of APGC, commanded by

Maj. General Robert W. Burns, is to test

complete weapons systems for operational

suitability under all operating conditions

and in all types of climate. Nothing used

by the Air Force in combat escapes

APGC's exhaustive analysis—from boots

to bombers.

A fresf*/ ;-L.^ ^^iper Sabre, fully instrumented to record test results, undergoes cold

weather tesfir^g In fhe man-made winter of the massive climatic hangar at Eglin Field.

14

Major Lonnie Moore tested new M-39 cannon in

Korea, stayed on to become a double jet ace.



Fiery napalms, well placed by flight of

North American F-86H's, make short work
of an "enemy factory" during fire power
demonstration staged by APGC at Eglin,

equipment to determine their capability

of performing the designated mission

under the most gruehng conditions of

use, and (2) evaluation testing of com-

bat techniques and operational procedures.

As a result of these tests, the combat

forces receive equipment that will func-

tion properly and, most important, win

wars.

The huge base provides an ideal out-

^ door laboratory for the APGC mission.

Dotted with ten auxiliary airfields and

forty bombing and gunnery ranges, this

vast area permits the setting-up of simu-

lated combat problems under differing

conditions. The latest aircraft in the Air

Force inventory are put through their

paces on the Eglin land and water ranges.

Tests cover precision bombing, dive

bombing, air-to-air and air-to-ground

COMMAND Everything the Air Force uses in combat - -

from boots to bombers - - is tested at APGC

Soon to receive its fair share of APGC's
scrutiny is Ryan's Q-2A Firebee jet drone

missile, which is now in production for

the Air Force. Present plans call for the

initial phase of an operational suitability

test program to get underway this Fall

at Holloman Air Force Base, Alamogor-

do. New Mexico. Subsequent testing will

be accomplished at Eglin.

Eglin, as APGC is more commonly
known, conducts two kinds of testing;

(1) physical testing of aircraft and new

Rescue capabilities of the huge Piasecki YH-21 "Work Horse" helicopter, used for rescue

and cargo missions, are checked during operational suitability tests recently completed.

rocketry and gunnery, and all the varia-

tions.

Sharing Eglin's excellent range facili-

ties, which include both highly instru-

mented land ranges and a string of water

ranges bordering the Gulf coast for 70

miles, is the Air Force Armament Center,

one of the ten research, development and

testing centers of the Air Research and

Development Command with headquar-

ters in Baltimore, Md. The Armament
Center tests materiel in the armament field

and provides facilities for contractors and

other agencies undertaking government

armament projects.

The land nucleus of this gigantic prov-

ing ground was donated by an air-minded

Floridan, the late James E. Plew of Val-

paraiso, Florida. Actual testing of air-

craft began in 1939. In the following

year, acquisition of nearby Choctawhat-

chee National Forest provided APGC
with the physical capacity for greatly in-

creased operations.

During World War II, Eglin was the

"Shangri-La" where Lt. Col. James H.

Doolittle brought his hand-picked crews

to train them for their famous raid on

Tokyo. Toward the end of the war,

APGC, in "Operation CROSSBOW," un-

dertook a rush assignment to find the best

means of destroying German V-1 launch-

(Continued on N(^t Page)
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Jato bottles attached to either side of its fuselage boost heavily loaded B-47 Stratojet into tlie air during OST program at Eglin

ing sites on the European coast and main-

land. The solution (low level attack by

fighter bombers), while little used against

V-1 sites, was remarkably successful

against similar targets.

In order to test its weapons under the

same general climatic conditions that might

be encountered in combat, Eglin manufac-

tures its own weather in a unique cli-

matic hangar. Completed in 1946, this

gigantic refrigerator-oven combination

tests aircraft and equipment in simulated

arctic and tropic conditions.

The main chamber of the hangar is 75

feet high and 200 by 250 feet, large

enough to accommodate a B-36 bomber
and several smaller aircraft. Temperatures

can be lowered to 6 5 -degrees below zero

in less than 48 hours, then raised to 165

degrees above zero.

Short of actual flight, there is little

about an aircraft's performance that can-

not be tested in the climatic hangar. It

contains pits for releasing practice bombs,
stands for raising and lowering landing

gear and ports for running jet engines

and firing guns. Smaller test chambers
include a cold room, a hot room, a desert

room, a jungle room, a tropic-marine

room, an all-weather room and even a

refrigerated strato-chamber which creates

snow, hail, hurricanes and sandstorms.

In the end, however, APGC teams

roam to the far corners of the world to

conduct tests under the exact climatic and
terrain conditions the weapons will en-

counter in battle. Most dramatic of such

tests came during the Korean conflict

when APGC test teams were sent into

combat to determine whether or not new
equipment would do the jobs designated.

Also, each winter an Arctic Test Detach-

ment operates in Alaska and sometimes

in Greenland as well to validate findings

from the climatic hangar and gather data

not possible to obtain under simulated

conditions.

Actual combat operations are, of course,

the most valid of all test situations and

Eglin test teams took full advantage of

(Continued on Page 29)

During simulated rescue mission, a "downed" airman climbs aboard
a drop ramp on the stern of a 63-foot air rescue boat now being
tested at Eglin. A new feature, drop ramp affords faster pickup.

Operational suitability testing of Ryan Firebee jet drone
missile is scheduled to begin at Holloman Air Force Base
early this Fall. Drones will be launched from B-26 wing.
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THEY SEEK
ANSWERS in

nyan's test pilots probe VTO,

Navigation and Guidance

mysteries

the SKY
WHEN a test pilot at Ryan Aeronaut-

ical Company climbs into the cock-

pit of a plane, he may be (a) primarily

interested in the characteristics of the

plane itself or (b) concerned only in

operating it as a vehicle carrying apparatus

which is being tested.

Nestled in Ryan's flight servicing area

are two "flying platforms" adapted for

testing of automatic navigational and elec-

tronics guidance systems—a big, dark blue

Navy P2V Neptune twin-engined patrol

bomber, and a sleek silver Air Force T-33

jet. In these airborne platforms, Ryan

pilots fly equipment and engineers into

the environment required for system de-

velopment and testing.

Other Ryan pilots work in secrecy with

such advanced new projects as the com-

pany's all-jet vertical take-off plane. They

are the fliers who explore the unknown,

who obtain data on a revolutionary new
principle of aeronautics. They are inter-

ested in the plane itself.

Ryan has iive test pilots—three who de-

vote full time to this activity, two who are

(Continued on Next Page)

Peter F. Girard, Ryons chief test pilot, and W. L. Everett, compare notes with R. W. Henson. right, flight test chief, after T-33 flight.
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As commander of a Navy helicopter squadron, R. W. Henson,
Ryan chief of flight test, helped develop anti-submarine warfare
techniques. He also piloted Neptune bombers in World War 11.

Al Coha, research chemist, can be called upon at a moment's
notice to take controls of Neptune P2V as one of Ryan's five

test pilots. He is former Navy and commercial airline pilot.

on stand-by status while serving in other

departments.

Dean of the Ryan fliers, and chief en-

gineering test pilot, is Peter Girard,

whose experience covers a wide variety of

aircraft, from B-24's and flying boats to

jet fighters and helicopters. Two years

ago, Girard placed second in a class of 36

Newest addition to Ryan's group of test

pilots is W. L. "Lou" Everett, former Air
Force pilot with engineering background.

at the Navy's toughest and most exclusive

aviation school, for civilians as well as

military personnel, the Naval Air Test

Center at Patuxent, Maryland.

Girard learned to fly as a civilian 13

years ago in St. Louis. During World
War II, he trained radar bombardiers and

flew B-24 bombers. With an ideal combi-

nation of engineering and piloting know-

ledge (Girard holds a Bachelor of Science

degree in mechanical engineering from the

University of California), he joined Ryan

after the war as a research engineer, and

later did experimental test flying of the

Ryan Navion four-place executive and

military liaison plane. As chief aerody-

namicist and chief of preliminary design,

Girard worked on supersonic missile proj-

ects, a jet trainer proposal, and various

versions of Ryan's famed Firebee jet drone

missile.

Today, he concentrates on Ryan's jet

VTO project, easily the most exciting job

of his career.

Willis L. "Lou" Everett, also assigned

to the VTO program, entered the Air

Force as an aviation cadet in 1943, and

rose to the rank of captain on his dis-

charge and transfer to the Air National

Guard of his home state, Mississippi. He
continues his proficiency .flying with a

California National Guard unit based at

Ontario, California. A jet fighter pilot,

he also has an engineering background,

having received a Bachelor -of Science

degree in aeronautical engineering from

Mississippi State College. Before his

affiliation with Ryan, he was flight test

engineer with Chance Vought on its

Regulus project for the Navy at Pt. Mugu,
California.

Administrator of the flight test program
under William T. Immenschuh, chief of

test operations, is R. W. "Pete" Henson,

a former Navy commander who skippered

an anti-submarine warfare helicopter

squadron during his last two years of

service.

Henson entered the Navy as an aviation

cadet from Birmingham Southern College.

He flew patrol missions in Neptunes dur-

ing World War II out of various Pacific

islands, and later performed staff duty for

the Chief of the Naval Air Training Com-
mand at Pensacola. In the Korean War,
he was in a utility squadron at Miramar
Naval Air Station, San Diego, and for a

time was representative of the Military

Sea Transport Service at Houston, Texas,

commissioning ships out of the New Or-

leans and Beaumont, Texas mudflats, and

dispatching critical supplies to all parts of

the world. After the Korean 'W^ar, he

requested and obtained helicopter duty,

and was credited with helping to develop

operational techniques in the new field of

anti-submarine warfare.

Ready to scoot out to the flight line at

a moment's notice are a research chemist,

Al Coha, and a departmental assistant in

the materials and standards section of the

engineering division, George "V. Perisho.

Both are Navy flying veterans with

post-war experience as airline pilots.

Coha learned to fly while a student at

Syracuse University under the pre-World

18



Peter Girard, left, dean of Ryan test pilots, got "feel" of

vertical take-off operation by Navy helicopter training as he
prepared for flights in Ryan's revolutionary nevir VTO plane.

One of Ryan's "stand-by" test pilots is George V. Perisho, a
Navy flying veteran whose regular job at Ryan is in materials
and standards section of the company's engineering division.

War II civilian pilot training program,

sponsored by the C. A. A, In the Navy,

he flew four-engined Convair PB2Y's and

Martin PBM Mariner cargo planes across

the Pacific for the Naval Air Transport

Service. At war's end, he went with

American Overseas Airlines as co-pilot on

the New York to northern Europe run,

and later served with a small non-sched-

uled airline operating between New York
and Puerto Rico. He returned to Syracuse

to complete his education, and holds a

B. S. and M. S. in chemistry.

A lieutenant in the Naval Reserve,

Coha is a "weekend warrior" who keeps

up his flying time at Los Alamitos Naval
Air Station, Long Beach, California.

Perisho entered the Navy in 1941 as a

cadet, flew Douglas dive bombers in the

Marshall Islands, and served as an instru-

ment instructor. For a year after World
War II, he was a co-pilot for T. W. A.

Recalled to the Navy in the Korean War,
Perisho v/as a patrol plane commander in

P2V's operating out of Hawaii, Okinawa
and Formosa, and has more than 1800

hours in this type aircraft.

Both Coha and Perisho are checked out

in the P2V loaned to Ryan by the Navy.

Girard, Henson and Everett are qualified

to fly the T-33.

A typical busy day for the flight crew at

Ryan will find the fliers in a variety of

activities ranging from power plant tests

on the ground to target runs in the air.

With Girard in the cockpit of a new

(Continued on Page 32)

Ryan crev/ confers before flight in Neptune. Left to right are Curtis Franklin, crevir

chief; Al Coha, pilot; and Dick Yoder, co-pilot, now Ryan representative at Boeing.
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RYAN PLAYS BEHIND-

Original "Spirit of St. Louis," built by Ryan Airlines, is now pre-
served in the Smithsonian Institution. Authentic, airworthy duplicates
will be flown in motion picture named after the famous aircraft.

"Lindy" posed for picture with his specially built Ryan monoplane
just before leaving San Diego on first lap of New York-Paris solo i

flight in 1927. James Stewart portrays Lindbergh in new film.

Two Ryan B-ls, built in 1920s and similar in design to Lindbergh
plane, are being converted into exact replicas of the original "Spirit

of St. Louis" in shops of Paul Mantz, left. William Wagner, Ryan
siirestor of public and employee relations, center, and mechanic
CaH- JohRsen examine famous license number on duplicate's rudder.
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HISTORY has no trouble repeating itself when
Hollywood lends a hand.

Two current motion picture productions—one now
on theatre screens across the nation and the other

in the process of being "shot"—turn back the pages

on certain dramatic aspects of the development of

U. S. air power.

One picture is Strategic Air Command, released

for showing last month. The other is The Spirit of

St. Louis, now before the cameras. In both films,

Jimmy Stewart has the lead. And in both scripts a

substantial, though inconspicuous, supporting role is

played by Ryan.

Jimmy Stewart describes Strategic Air Command as

a "different" Air Force movie ... a picture about

"B-36's, B-47's, KC-97's . . . and the men who fly and

maintain them." To the men and women who had a

part in manufacturing them, as did Ryan workers.

Strategic Air Command is their story, as well.

Critical reviews of Command have singled out the

aerial refueling scenes as the most exciting and dra-

matic in the picture. Breath-taking, in-flight shots of

the B-47 jet bomber gulping down thousands of gal-

lons of gasoline from the ingenious refueling apparat-

us of the KC-97 tanker, are thrilling to watch

—

especially so to the Ryan people who had a hand in

building the KC-97 aft fuselage sections, refueling

pods, wing tanks and exhaust systems, as well as the

(Continued on Page 28)



SCENES ROLE IN FILMS
-''^?**-

Fine aerial photography showing KC-97s refueling B-47 Stratojets

near Mt. Rainier, provide added thrills in "Strategic Air Command"
for Ryan workers, who built many components for both Boeing planes.

Jimmy Stewart is star of "Strategic Air Command," also plays lead

I in "The Spirit of St. Louis." Stewart, co-star June Allyson and Air

Force officer watch B-47 Stratojets streak overhead at McDill AFB.

Sharing honors with the stars in "Strategic Air Command" were huge KC-97 transport-tankers, here being filmed at McDill AFB, Tampa.
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CHROMIUM PLA
Installation of new equipment enables Rran to do better ehrominni

plating 4»f roeket motors at a lower cost

ifit^ffll rack holding rocket motor and conforming anode witliin is lowered in chromium
'W- f.'-i 5t<fh by Leonard M. Lange of the Ryan processing department. The motors are

pJaTtss :'?r <?ight hours in new high speed chromic acid solution at 120 deg. F. After

plotiiis, Ki9'tDT% ore rinsed in cold water, then hot de-ionized water to remove stains.
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WITH its own recently acquired fa-

cilities, Ryan is chromium plating

the interiors of rocket engines in less time

and is achieving higher quality at a lower

cost.

Chromium plating, with its high melt-

ing point (3300 deg. F.), is used to pro-

tect the base material of the rocket motor

from the tremendous heat generated dur-

ing its short-lived period of thrust.

Chromium plating also guards against

corrosion by the chemicals used in the

rocket's fuel system.

In the past, the company was depen-

dent upon outside processors for this

type of work. This arrangement, while

satisfactory during the initial phase of

limited production, became unwieldly be-

cause of the problems and expense in-

volved in shipment and inspection. In-

creased volume of production made it

necessary for Ryan to establish its own fa-

cilities, since it would not be practical for

the processor to enlarge his facilities for

this one item alone.

Ryan chromium plating facilities and

the plating processes used were engi-

neered by the company's chemical engi-

neering laboratory under the direction of

Chief Chemist, Bernard Floersch.

The plating operation itself is com-

paratively simple. The motors are first

dustblasted, then placed in special racks,

lifted on a monorail hoist and immersed

in a chromium plating bath. They are

plated for eight hours in a new high

speed chromic acid solution at a tempera-

ture of 120 deg. F.

After the plating operation, the motors

are rinsed in cold water and again in hot

de-ionized water to remove all stains. In

the event that one does not pass inspec-

tion, the plating is removed in a strip-

ping tank containing hot caustic soda,

followed by a hot water rinse. It is then

prepared for plating again.

One of the major problems involved in

the process is maintaining a constant

thickness of chromium throughout the

full length of the hour glass-shaped mo-

tor. The motor's interior must be plated

to a thickness of .007 in., plus or minus

.001 in. This must be done without re-



TING

moving the motors from the bath until

the required thickness is reached.

To obtain this uniformity of thickness,

in spite of intricately formed inner cool-

ing passages, Ryan engineers had to de-

sign a conforming anode— one which

would parallel the curvature of the inner

walls of the motor. Only by maintaining

a constant distance between anode and

wall can a constant thickness of plating

be achieved. Close watch over the plat-

ing operation is also necessary to assure

proper thickness.

Another problem was that of dustblast-

ing the motors in preparation for the

chromium plating bath. In order to

achieve the best plating, the motors must

have a smooth surface, free of pits and

nodules, metal oxides and organic con-

taminates. This is accomplished by first

dustblasting, then hand-sanding the

motors.

The sand most commonly used for

sandblasting at Ryan is the 36 mesh sand

used on Ryan-built exhaust manifolds.

This was far too heavy to use on the

rocket motors since it produced a very

rough surface and often caused warpage.

Instead, it was decided to use the sand

from the dust collectors in the blasting

booths, after it had been broken down in

the manifold blasting process.

While the dust proved satisfactory in

many respects, it still caused some pitting

on the rocket motors. These small blem-

ishes had to be removed by a rather

lengthy hand-sanding operation before

the motors could be plated, since plating

magnifies pits, pock marks, etc. A screen

analysis showed that the dust still con-

tained three to five per cent of the large

mesh sand.

As a result of the screen analysis, Ryan

switched from the dust to 100-800 fine

garnet sand and thereby cut the man
hours required for the hand-sanding oper-

ation by more than 30 per cent. The
problem of using this extremely fine sand

in the blasting booths, along with the

more frequently used heavy 36 mesh sand,

was readily solved by an especially de-

signed portable hopper. Equipped with

(Continued on Page 32)

Before the rocket motors can be plated,
they must have a smooth surface free of
pits, nodules and metal oxides. This is

achieved by dustblasting, then sanding.

Ryan sandblasters, A. Coleman and John
Cubit, fill specially designed portable
hopper writh the fine sand that is used
on motors prior to chromium plating.

Ryan chromium plates the interiors of
rocket motors to thickness of .007 in.,

plus or minus .001 in. Here, inspector ^^'
"Al" Ryder checks thickness of plating. -^
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Information cards are fed Ryan's "&50'

electronic brain by J. D. Roberson, right

as Frank Russell checks the console
"Grey matter" of brain is shown in inset

PUSH-BUTTON
BRAINPOWER

R^^an nevr^comers perform iniraelcs as

''armchair test pilots,"' and

tabulating masterminds

I "Memory" of new machine is centered in §

f,
magnetic drum, viewed here by B. R. »

I Ssrsey, which stores 20,000 numerals |

^ fsr split second, ten-digit computations. 1
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An outstanding array of new brain

/\ power has recently joined Ryan in

the engineering and tabulating depart-

ments. And as so often happens in the

case of "genius at work," the newcomers

exhibit a number of interesting eccen-

tricities !

For example, although the results of

their work profoundly influence important

company operations all through the plant

—from aerodynamic aspects of Ryan's

new jet VTO airplane to the issuance of

employee paychecks— they themselves

never collect a cent for their services.

Another oddity is the fact that except

to the people who work most closely with

these "brains," even their full names are

a mystery. To be fair, however, this situ-

ation is due less to a desire for anonymity

than to the more practical reason that the

names in question are General Purpose

Magnetic Drum Stored Program Computer

and Stored Program Electronic Data Pro-

cessing Equipment. In this case, you can't

blame the introduction mumblers

!

The newcomers, of course, are elec-

tronic computers, more popularly known
as "electronic brains."

Ryan has had electronic equipment for

a number of years, but this month the

latest mutations of these machines (which

appear to evolve from earlier ancestors

with the same speed and regularity ol

new varieties of mink), arrived on the

scene. Leased on yearly contracts from the

International Business Machines Corpora-

tion, the new models have performance

capabilities that are nothing short of mi-

raculous and help substantially to keep

Ryan a leader in modern industrial ef-

ficiency.

First in the San Diego area and one of

the first dozen in the United States, is

Ryan's new Type "650"—a computer with

a memory. One machine is already at

work in engineering; another is ordered

for tabulating.

With a monthly rental rate close to

14,000, the "650" can locate any one of

2,000 ten-digit numbers in less than three-

thousandths of a second. It actually finds

solutions to complicated scientific prob-

lems at the rate of 200 ten-digit operations

per second.

(Continued on Next Page)

Jim Cox, in charge of Ryan's computing
facilities, watches John Atkins install

"platter of spaghetti" which actually is

highly complex nerve system of computer.

Under L. E. Hill, Ryan's tabulating department was first to consolidate payroll data on same IBM cord issued as paycheck to employee.
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Flight performance of new designs still on the drafting board are checked by John Roth with help of GEDA, electronic analog computer.

A technical example of the kind of work
the machine can do is to find all the real

and complex roots of a tenth degree poly-

nomial within two minutes. A layman
will be more impressed by the fact that

in half an hour the "650" can predict the

performance of a new plane design,

whereas a skilled operator of a desk

calculator would take a week to arrive at

the same predictions and would, more-

Wi'i
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ii f.fsn's new "Oscars" (Oscillograph Analyzers and Readers) is put through
Qsve Lane, left, while Malcolm MacKenzie operates an Electroplotter.

over, be subject to the errors brought on

by hunger or mid-afternoon slump.

The "650" is truly a "super brain."

Besides doing mathematical calculations

at a fantastic speed, it also has the ability

to follow a set of instructions placed on

a magnetic drum, and to make logical de-

cisions as to which of several possible

courses it should take in subsequent op-

erations. If (horrors!) the "650" should

make a mistake, it calmly retraces its

calculations until the error is found and

corrected.

The "650" is a digital computer. That

is, you put numbers in and you get nu-

merical answers back. Ryan's engineering

division also has an analog computer

—

which figures values in terms of voltages.

Unlike the IBM machine, the "GEDA"
(Goodyear Electronic Differential Ana-

lyzer) was bought by Ryan for about

$60,000—a real bargain when you con-

sider the GEDA's specialty. With its

broad base planted firmly on terra firma,

the GEDA can tell Ryan engineers within

a matter of minutes exactly what experi-

mental aircraft will do in the air months

before the completed prototypes are ready

to fly.

(Continued on Next Page)



PUSH-BUTTON

BRAIN POWER
(Continued from Page 26)

In other words (as explained by an

expert, James Cox, assistant group en-

gineer in Ryan's computing section), "the

GEDA simulates a physical system direct-

ly and reacts exactly as a particular physi-

cal system would react under a given set

of circumstances.

"Suppose you want to know what a

new plane will do when hit by a particu-

larly severe gust of wind. Or you wonder
how a new wing design will withstand a

deep dive. Obviously, if the plane is still

on the drawing board, you can't send it

up in the air to experience the conditions

you have in mind. Besides, it would be a

little rough on the test pilot if your de-

signs aren't right! The GEDA gets

the facts for you—safely, promptly, ac-

curately."

Newest members of the engineering

division's electronic family are the "Os-

cars." With no resemblance, coincidental

or otherwise, to the Hollywood variety,

Ryan's Oscars are Oscillograph Analyzers

and Readers. They digest raw engineering

data and reduce it to an easily read "pic-

ture" of engine and flight performance.

This picture is produced in two ways

—on an IBM typewriter in the form of

numbers; or as curves on a graph, auto-

matically plotted by a companion ma-

chine, the Electroplotter.

Electronics in the engineering depart-

ment seems as natural as pickles in a

barrel. It's more of a surprise to learn

that Ryan's tabulating department also

makes wide and original use of the

"brains."

'"When we set up our first electronic

calculating punch machine in 1953, Ryan
initiated a new payroll system that was
the first of its kind in the world," says

Lester E. Hill, Ryan tabulating chief.

The Wall Street Journal, noting the

significance of Ryan's innovations in this

field, described the process as a time and

money saving "new wrinkle" which "re-

places paper payroll checks with card-

board ones . . . the exact size and shape

of postal money orders. . . . Formerly,

paper checks had to be sorted by hand
. . . and then converted into tabulating

cards. Now the cancelled card-check it-

self can be used.
"

But of greater importance than the

elimination of sorting and filing chores is

the enormously more efficient and speedy

data-processing which the electronic ma-
chine accomplishes. Performing 5,000 cal-

culations per minute, the "brain" multi-

plies the number of hours worked by the

hourly rate of each worker to compute
the gross pay, and then subtracts social

security, state disability and federal with-

holding taxes in a fraction of the time it

formerly took human accountants to do

the job. With the new "650" on its way,

Les Hill is already anticipating a further

one-third cut in operating time for the

weekly pay-roll routine. "Furthermore,

the "650" will be able to pinpoint labor

charges on each specific job, to make cost

accounting more accurate," Hill reports.

Beyond the added efficiency which a

new machine always provides, does the

use of electronics in tabulating have any

other future at Ryan?
"It certainly has!" Hill declares. "We'll

be doing twice as much with electronics

within the year. Right now we're setting

up a master standards file. With this file

we'll be able to maintain a current picture

of the load of each factory machine. We

can tell at a glance which machines are

overloaded and which need new work
assignments.

"With this information, we can 'ex-

plode' an order backlog. We can also

keep close tabs on manpower, material

and tool requirements and make addition-

al use of our unit parts cost system which
saves money for our customers and insures

prompt deliveries even on short notice.

"Every day we learn more about inte-

grating cost and production systems," Hill

continued. "And the information we get

from one data-processing job invariably

proves useful when interwoven with in-

formation from another. Every time we
eliminate 'horse and buggy' methods for

a more efficient operation, we put Ryan
another lap ahead in the competitive race

for new business. In my opinion, elec-

tronics are both directly and indirectly

responsible for the fact that pay-days are

never late at Ryan."

Unprecedented "jlyaway" delii'ery of Ryan Firebee occurred recently, uhen drone
missile was attached to wing of Navy JD-1 twin-engine "mother" plane at Lindbergh
Field. Plane flew Firebee to Naval Air Missile Test Center, Point Mugu.

FIREBEE ^FLYAWAY'

Now "self-service" has extended from the super market to the aircraft
industry.

Recently, a pilot from the Naval Air Missile Test Center, Point Mngu,
California, brought his Navy- JD-1 twin-engine plane down on Lindbergh Field
in San Diego, watched as a Ryan "Firebee" drone missile was quickly attached
to the underside of his right wing, then took ofl' again for the first in a new
series of "fly-away" deliveries.

Cradled under the wing in the same manner in which the "mother" plane
carries the Firebee before launching it in pilotless flight, the red and while
drone was on its way to a flight evaluation program at the Pt. Mugu overwater
test range. To save the Navy valuable time at the Missile Test Center, Ryan
engineers had already given the Firebee extensive tests and a thorough checking
before the JD-1 arrived for the unique pick-up.

To date, five additional "fly-away" deliveries have been made to Pt. Mugu,
with others scheduled for the future.
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GREATER POWER WITH LESS WEIGHT
Seventy-one percent more power, 5,000 pounds less weight. Tliose are the

startling advantages Boeing achieved by installing Pratt & Whitney Aircraft T-34
propeller-turbine engines in its big Stratofreighter, the YC-97J. Four T-34s
powered the new tanker-transport, shown above, in its maiden flight in Seattle,
Washington recently.

Ed Hartz, Boeing project pilot, and H. S. McMurray, co-pilot, put the
175,000 pound YC-97J through its paces for an "entirely successful flight."
Rated at 6,000 equivalent shaft horsepower each, the four T-34s were among
the first production models of the engines to be airborne.

Ryan builds aft-fuselage sections, in-flight refueling pods, floor beams and
fuel tanks for KC-97 Stratofreighters.

RAM JETS
(Continued

compression ratios of 6 or 7 to one, which
is the range where most turbojets are

operating.

It is obvious that the ramjet cannot

compete with present turbojets until Mach
2 flight is reached. But, at Mach 2, the

ramjet is just beginning to perform. It

meets no particular problems until Mach
4 is attained. Marquardt engineers state

that ramjets can be expected to fly to

Mach 6 and beyond.

On the other hand, turbojet power
plants have reached their limits at about

Mach 1.5. By coupling an afterburner

to the turbojet, thrust can be doubled

without imposing added stress or tem-

perature on the rotational parts of the en-

gine. Actually, the afterburner is a ram-

jet which consumes the unburned oxygen
in the turbojet exhaust stream.

The turbojet-afterburner combination

(turboramjet) may be developed to

achieve speeds of Mach 3. At this point,

it is hard to see how suificient heat could

be added to the supersonic air stream

without burning up the turbine blades.

The ramjet has few basic parts: a dif-

fuser, combustion chamber, exhaust noz-

zle. In a typical flight, at 1500 m.p.h.

(Mach 2) speeds, it would operate in this

way. The air ahead of the ramjet would
get no warning of its approach because

pressure waves in air travel at the speed
of iound (Mach 1). Therefore, a cone-

.i;i.-ipc::i shock wave would stand out from
the [:G;nt£d nose of the engine like a

from Page 2)

bow wave poised in front of a fast-

moving motor boat.

This wave consists of a very thin sheet

of air only one ten thousandth of an inch

thick. Yet as the incoming air passes

through the shock wave it slows down in

velocity from 2200 to 800 feet per sec-

ond. The deceleration is accompanied
by an instantaneous rise in pressure of

about four times and an increase in tem-

perature to about 300°F. All of this

happens before the air enters the engine.

Inside, the air is compressed and de-

celerated further by the diffuser section.

At the point where the fuel is sprayed

into it and burned, it has been compressed

to about 6 or 7 times its former pressure

and its temperature has reached 390°F.
through the ram effect created by its for-

ward motion. Burning starts at a grid,

called a "flameholder" which is located

immediately downstream. The grid cre-

ates turbulence in the gas stream to pre-

vent the flames from being blown out of

the tube and extinguished.

Finally, the exhaust gases are ejected

through a carefully designed exhaust noz-

zle section which accelerates them to sev-

eral times the flight velocity.

Ramjets are destined to power inhabi-

ted aircraft when man flies faster than

Mach 2—until Mach 4 is reached. Then,
the rocket engine will undoubtedly take

over in order to launch flight outside of

the atmosphere to avoid the formidable

eflfects of heating through skin friction.

In the meantime, ramjets are an ideal

power source for medium and long range
guided missiles and pilotless aircraft.

Marquardt has accomplished outstand-

ing results in developing ramjets for these

applications.

Marquardt has designed and built sub-

sonic ramjets of 48-inch diameter which
develop 15,000 equivalent horsepower.
In the supersonic class, the power poten-
tial of their ramjets has not been revealed

but it can be estimated to be far in excess

of any other air breathing power plant.

Marquardt engmeers are enthusiastic

about the phenomenal simplicity and re-

liability of the ramjet engine. They state

that a ramjet capable of producing well

over 100,000 horsepower can be built

with only half a dozen moving parts,

none of which is in contact with hot com-
bustion gases. This is in sharp contrast

to the hundreds of moving parts in a

modern turbojet.

This simplicity is extremely important

to the functioning of a missile because

it greatly enhances reliability. Marquardt
points out that in a missile with 1000
parts, each of which is subject to one out

of a hundred chances of failure, the mis-

sile would have only one tenth of one per-

cent probability of working. Even if the

components are perfected to a one-chance-

out-of-a-thousand ratio of failure, the

missile would still be only 37 percent

likely to succeed. But, if the number of

critical components can be cut in half, the

probabilities of success become 61 per-

cent, which approaches a practical figure.

RYAN PLAYS BEHIND-

SCENES ROLE IN FILM
(Continued from Page 20)

external fuel tanks, tail pipes and jet en-

gine components for the B-47. Yes, Ryan
is definitely in the picture.

In The Spirit of St. Louis. Ryan is even

more directly involved in the history-mak-

ing events depicted in this filming of

Charles A. Lindbergh's memorable flight.

The original monoplane built by Ryan

Airlines, Inc., and flown by Lindbergh

across the Atlantic in 1927 is now in a

place of honor in the Smithsonian Insti-

tution, but three sister ships of the "Spirit

of St. Louis" have been found and have

undergone restoration for use in the mo-

tion picture. Several of the original em-

ployees who built the historic craft are

still a part of the Ryan organization in-

cluding the man who in 1922 founded the

company which designed the sturdy mail-

plane, the M-1, that attracted Lindbergh's

attention in the first place. He is T.

Claude Ryan, president of Ryan Aero-

nautical Company, and a real pioneer in

U. S. aviation history.
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AIR PROVING

GROUND COMMAND
(Continued from Page 16)

the Korean war to complete a number of

vital test projects. A 25-man team from
APGC shot down six Migs, probably

destroyed three more and damaged 12

others, while they were making a battle-

field test of the Air Force's new elec-

trically-fired, gas-operated cannon, the

M-39.
While testing the M-39 on the ¥-86

jet fighter, Lieutenant Lonnie Moore
(now a Major) shot down two Migs.

After the test was completed, he re-

mained in Korea to become a double jet

ace with ten kills. Major Moore is now
assigned to Eglin testing the F-lOO Super

Sabre.

In a daring feat still talked about when
'chopper' pilots get together, APGC's Ma-
jor Brad Brown, project officer on the

Sikorsky H-19, and Captain Joe Cooper

took their test helicopter far behind ene-

my lines under fire and brought out the

first vital parts of a Mig-15 downed in

combat. A C-124 Globemaster from Eg-

lin distinguished itself by evacuating 165

wounded men to Tokyo from Korea in

one trip, then carrying 35,000 pounds of

hand grenades to a front-line strip on the

same day.

Another important function of APGC
is staging the Air Force portion of the

Joint Civilian Orientation Conferences.

These all-service missions are sponsored

by the Department of Defense to ac-

quaint leaders in business, education, la-

bor, church and medicine with the pres-

ent and future capabilities of the armed
services to defend the United States in

time of war.

Highlight of the Eglin programs are

the world-famed aerial firepower demon-
strations conducted over the vast expanse

of Range No. 52. In a concentrated one-

hour demonstration, the firepower of the

Air Defense, Tactical and Strategic Air

Commands is brought to the ground ob-

server level. Cannons, machine guns,

rockets, napalm, para-frag, high explosive

bombs— everything except atomic muni-

tions—are demonstrated by the fastest and

newest fighters and bombers to show the

nation's leaders the full implication of

present day aerial warfare.

Primary mission of APGC is, of course,

operational suitability testing, which is

conducted by the Air Force Operational

Test Center. AFOTC project officers im-

plement the test programs and prepare

the all-important final report which fur-

nishes Headquarters, USAF, with sound

guidance in the procurement and utiliza-

tion of new weapons systems as they are

introduced into the inventory.

If the equipment has "bugs" in it,

APGC wants to know about them before

mass production begins. For this reason,

the command tests equipment prior to the

time it is issued for operational use, over-

lapping the point at which the Air Ma-
teriel Command (production) takes over

from the Air Research and Development
Command.

Flash reports of major findings during

the test program are dispatched immedi-

ately to the manufacturers so that weak
spots discovered in the tests can be cor-

rected and necessary changes engineered

into the production line. By instituting

such changes before the weapon gets into

mass production, the test center saves the

government millions of dollars in expen-

sive modification programs.

When operational suitability testing of

an item, such as the Ryan Firebee, has

been completed successfully, then it is

ready for operation in the field. Before

this occurs, however, APGC will have

compiled the comprehensive data that will

be required to properly staff, equip and

supply an operational squadron of, again

as an example, Firebee drone missiles.

This information will cover every facet

of Firebee operation, including: person-

nel and equipment requirements; main-

tenance requirements; range requirements;

spare parts needed for sustained flights;

mobility of support equipment; endurance

of the target drone at all altitudes; maxi-

mum altitude attainable and attrition of

drones. Obviously, flight testing is just

one part of the AFOTC job.

Actually, an operational suitability test

program was conducted once before on

the Firebee. Because of a change in power-

plants, however, the program was de-

ferred until the present production models

became available. Capt. Glenn Kaufman
will once again be in charge of the tests,

assisted by Capt. Herbert Covell. Both

are members of the 3225th Drone Squad-

ron, 3205th Drone Group, a unit of the

Air Proving Ground Command.
Considering the race for technical su-

periority that is currently taking place

between this country and its potential

enemy, the Air Proving Ground Com-
mand is under constant pressure. It must

work swiftly and its conclusions must be

right. Turning thumbs down on what

might turn out to be an excellent weapon
could be catastrophic, but giving the

green light to a foul ball could be almost

as bad in wasted money, production re-

sources and materiel.

To assure its objectivity, APGC is a

top command — one of 17 in the Air

Force—and as such, is responsible to no

one but the USAF Chief of Staff, This

state of independence enables the com-

mand to call the results as it sees them.

"Nobody," as its former commander, Lt.

General Patrick W. Timberlake has said,

"marks his own paper.
"

BOEIXG 'STEERING' GROUP AT RYAN

Historic first meeting at Ryan plant of Boeing "steering committee" coordinating

KC-135 tanlier-transport production, brought these officials together in confer-

ence with L. M. Limbach, vice president-manufacturing, Ryan, and James B.

Stalnaker, Jr., Ryan customer service representative at Boeing. Left to right,

seated: Gene Larson, Limbach, Dick Rouzie, and Cal Easton; standing. Stalnaker,

Carl Mahnken, Richard Tilson, Harvey Kent, Boeing committee chairman; Joe
Miles, and Max Wilson.
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SMALL TURBOJETS

BIG FUTURE
(Continued fro?n Page 13)

for an engine with a maximum altitude

of 15,000 ft., the later requirement to

install the engine in the Ryan Firebee

target drone and fly in excess of 40,000
ft. necessitated conducting development
tests both on the compressor and the

burner. Pressure ratio was raised from
2.5 to 2.7/1 by inducer and diffuser

changes. The altitude characteristics of

the burner basket were greatly improved

by modifying the hole pattern and in-

creasing the volume of the burner. No
increase in weight or cost of manufacture

was involved in the changes that were

incorporated in the new burner basket.

With these changes the engine is capable

of satisfactory operation at altitudes in

excess of 40,000 ft.

Man-carrying aircraft engines require

more accessories than those designed for

missiles. They also need emergency fuel

systems and electric starter drives, neither

of which may be required for the missile

engine. The latter can use impingement

air starting and thus save starter weight

and cost. In some cases windmilling

starts can be made. The J44 has been

started by windmilling at simulated alti-

tudes of over 20,000 ft. and at true air

speeds of slightly over 200 knots.

The missile engine can use a lower

alloy or thinner material in the burner

basket. Similarly, some of the tailcone

parts might be made of lower alloy ma-

terials to obtain shorter life. There does

not appear to be much advantage to be

gained from doing so, however, except

some saving in critical materials. Cost of

manufacture will be substantially the

same.

In general, when it is practical to use

lighter weight materials, such as alumi-

num, titanium, magnesium and plastics,

in engines for man-carrying aircraft, it

will be practical to use them in missile

engines. With few exceptions it is un-

likely that a material unsuitable for use

in a man-carrying engine could be used

in a missile engine.

The small turbojet will probably not

achieve as low specific fuel consumption
as the larger and more complicated en-

gines, at least at low air speeds. This is

because they generally use lower pressure

ratios. Specific fuel consumptions at sea

level static conditions, however, are still

expected to be well under one lb. /lb.

thrust/hr. At high Mach numbers, the

fuel consumption of the small engine may
be as good as that of the large compli-

cated engine since the optimum pressure

ratio falls with increasing Mach number.
Therefore, the small turbojet may be

ideally suited for use at supersonic flight

speeds.

Reynolds number may become a prob-

lem for the small turbojet engine but it

does not appear to be too serious for

present maximum operating altitudes. In-

sofar as the 3/2 law holds, wherein

weight varies as the cube of engine diam-

eter and power as the square, the smaller

size engine will always be lighter per

pound of thrust. However, the smaller

diameter engine cannot be proportion-

ately shorter, since combustion chamber

length has to remain substantially con-

stant. Accessories also are not propor-

tionately smaller so that the 3/2 law is

probably more accurately a 5/4 law.

There are undoubtedly limits beyond

which this law does not hold. In general,

the smaller engines become, the simpler

they will have to be. How far simplicity

of design can be carried to maintain a

thrust/weight advantage for small turbo-

Ryan craftsman forms nose dome for the
Foirchild J-44 turbojet engine by mold-
ing its contours on a spinning lathe.

jet engines will depend upon the ingen-

uity of engineers. Thrust/weight ratios

of over 10/1 are believed to be attain-

able in the future in engines meeting the

specification requirements for manned
aircraft.

Blade clearances for both turbine and

compressor blading will have to be a

larger percentage of blade height than

in larger engines. This fact may make it

more difficult to obtain the optimum ef-

ficiency of these components in the

smaller engines. Rotating shrouds might

help this situation, although they pose

a severe structural problem and they add

undesirable weight.

Minimum material thickness practical

to use is a serious problem for the de-

signer of small turbojets who is trying to

get the weight down. No general an-

swer can be given to this question. Fab-

ricating techniques and new materials will

have to be thoroughly exploited to achieve

the lightest weight possible in engine

parts.

Small turbojet engines operate at higher
rpm than larger engines in order to keep
tip speeds on compressor and turbine

blading high. Critical shaft speeds are,

therefore, likely to be a greater problem
than on larger engines. Closer control

may have to be maintained on balancing

of rotating parts.

Location of accessories is a big problem
facing the designer of small turbojet en-

gines. Mounting them in front of the

compressor, as in the J44, would be un-

acceptable on an engine intended to fly

at supersonic speeds. Arranging them
around the compressor casing in conven-

tional manner might increase the frontal

area on the engine to twice what it could

be without accessories. It is clear that

we need smaller accessories and that ex-

treme care will have to be taken in lo-

cating them. Some will have to be located

remote from the engine and driven by a

long shaft drive or separate power source

such as a hydraulic drive or small air

turbine.

The air turbine arrangement appears

to be attractive for multi-engine or cluster

installations. Air might be bled from
each engine into a header pipe to the

air turbine. The higher the temperature

of the air, the greater the efficiency of

the system. If one engine is provided

with an electric starter, the rest could be

started by impingement of the air from
the header.

Thrust required for a given size air-

plane might be produced at lower cost

with small turbojets for several reasons.

First, the engines will probably be simpler

than large engines for reasons stated ear-

lier. The size and cost of experimental

test and research facilities for small turbo-

jet engines is vastly less than those re-

quired for large engines. Similarly, the

size and cost of production facilities re-

quired to build small turbojets is less.

The use of multiple engines would
permit efficient operation of the aircraft

over a wide range of Mach numbers be-

cause the number of engines operating

could be varied. With this method of

operation, off-design point performance

of the engine would not become as seri-

ous a problem as with a single large

engine. Improved fuel economy and

greater airplane range might be expected

to result.

Considerable service experience has

been gained from the more than 350 J44
engines that have been built to date. Two
men can completely disassemble the en-

gine in two hours and rebuild it again

in four hours. The tools required for

assembling the engine are available in any

hardware store, with one exception.

The J44 engine has been flying in mis-

siles for the past five years and in the

(Continued on next page)
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Ryan Firebee target drone for four years.

The Firebee is used by all three Military

Services for high altitude air and ground
gunnery practice and evaluation of guided

missiles. At the end of each flight a para-

chute system safely recovers the Firebee.

Sometimes on landing, the engine cas-

ing, which is located on the bottom, has

been dented by impact vi^ith the ground.

It has been possible to remove the dent

in the casing and, after minor checking,

reinstall the engine in the drone for an-

other run, without disassembly. In fact,

some engines have had as many as six

successive runs in this manner without

overhaul.

The Firebee is also flown out over the

ocean, for Navy practice, and parachuted

into the sea. Flotation gear keeps the

target afloat, but the engine, being on the

bottom, is completely submerged. No
harm has been experienced by the engine

as a result of water impact. After being

hauled out of the water the drone is car-

ried back to its operating base. Some 8

hours later the engine is finally immersed
in a tank of fresh water with an inhibitor.

The only servicing necessary before

sending the engine off on its next flight

has been the replacement of generator

brushes. Engines have made as many as

five such flights in succession without

disassembly and with no other servicing

than the replacement of generator brushes.

The engine components chiefly affected

by salt water have been protected with a

phenolic coating. As a result, no serious

corrosion problems have been encountered

to date in spite of the fact that the ma-

terials used in the construction of the en-

gine include magnesium, aluminum and

bronze.

The use of small turbojets for assisted

take-off appears to offer many advan-

tages in man-carrying aircraft, especially

twin engine aircraft. The principal ad-

vantage is added safety under take-off

and emergency conditions as in the case

of failure of one of the main engines.

A C-82 airplane with one J44 engine

mounted on top of the fuselage has been

tested. The engine runs on aviation gaso-

line so that the regular fuel system can

be utilized. The engine is started just be-

fore take-off and is used throughout the

take-off and initial climb period. Doors
in front of the engine nacelle close when
the engine is not operating so as to reduce

drag during cruising. The engine can be

restarted again in the air when about to

make a landing, or for emergency oper-

ation.

Two J44 engines have been installed

on the wing tips of a C-123 airplane.

Numerous flights have been conducted by

the Fairchild Aircraft Division at Hagers-

town and by the Air Force at Muroc to

establish the performance characteristics

of this installation. Take-offs have been
performed at both places at normal gross

weight and at overload with one propeller

feathered immediately after breaking

ground and with the other main engine
and both jet engines running. While the

added thrust of the small turbojet makes
possible substantial increases in gross

weight, it is probable that the greatest

advantage to be gained from installing

them in twin engine aircraft is increased

safety and reliability with a nominal in-

crease in gross weight.

Small turbojets have made possible a

new type of vertical take-off airplane as

illustrated by the Bell VTO airplane. In

this installation, the engines are mounted
vertically so that their combined thrust,

which exceeds the gross weight of the

airplane, lifts it off the ground. The en-

gines can be rotated about their C.G. to

the horizontal position for normal flight.

The oil tank has been removed from the

engine in this installation and mounted
in the airframe. A clearance of approxi-

mately three feet was found to be suffi-

cient from the ground to the exhaust noz-

zle in order to prevent excessive recircula-

tion of exhaust into the engine inlet. No
exhaust deflectors were necessary.

This type of installation appears to be

particularly feasible for small turbojet en-

gines. New and improved models which
can be expected in the future with much
higher thrust/weight ratios should make
large high performance aircraft of this

type possible. Such aircraft might in-

clude widely divergent types such as

supersonic fighters and subsonic transport

aircraft.

A new and promising field of appli-

cation for small turbojets is in boundary
layer control. The small turbojet engine

might even be mounted within the wing
itself. It could be used for sucking or

blowing or both to increase lift. Alter-

natively, a modification of the small

turbojet might be developed to provide a

shaft drive for a separate compressor to

do the sucking or blowing.

(Condensed from a paper presented to the

SAE Aeronautic Meeting in New York
City, April 18. 1955)

NAVY IJXVEILS ANOTHER 'WINNER'

It doesn't have a name and no one
knows for sure its top speed or peak
altitude—but the Navy and Chance
Vought .Aircraft Company are wager-
ing they have a winner in the new
XF8U-1 jet fighter, now undergoing
flight tests.

It's an interesting plane any way you
look at it—from its short pointed nose,
designed to reduce drag and improve
forward visibility, to the wide-open
afterburner giving added thrust to its

J-57 turbojet engine. Slender, light-

weight (titanium in the aft section and
a portion of the mid section cuts
poundage) and highly maneuverable,
the XF8U-1 is just what the Navy car-

rier pilot ordered. Combining a power-
ful engine with a clean, uncluttered air-

frame—the result of a design competi-

tion which Chance Vought won over
8 other manufacturers—the XF8U-1
promises a high rate of climb, an ex-
ceptional combat ceiling and level-

flight speed that should crack the sound
barrier as easily as a small boy opens
a ripe watermelon.

Navy officials say the XF8U-l's pow-
erplant, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's

J-57, is ideally suited for their new-

supersonic fighter. Not only does it

have the power and performance quali-

ties necessary for a jet-in-a-hurry, it

has demonstrated a fuel economy which
is extremely valuable for the long en-
durance required in carrier operations.

Ryan builds a variety of J-57 hot
parts, including afterburners, for both
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft and Ford
Motor Company.
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Discuss Symposium of Famous Scientists

Discussing the recent symposium at Navy Electronics Laboratory of some of tlie

world's leading mathematicians and physicists, are left to right, T. Claude Ryan,

company president; Capt. H. E. Bernstein, commanding officer of N.E.L.; Frank W.

Fink, Ryan vice president and chief engineer; Owen Olds, Ryan chief electronics

engineer; and James W. Browder, electronics engineer. Ryan was co-sponsor of

the event, at which controversial mathematical theories were discussed by more

than 100 scientists. Browder, formerly on the N.E.L. staff, helped with arrange-

ments for the symposium.

THEY SEEK ANSWERS

IN THE SKY
(Continued from Page 19)

plane, the engine is tested for accelera-

tion, temperatures, controls, etc., while

engineers, instrumentation experts, and

mechanics make close observations in the

ground test area.

At the same time, Everett is piloting the

T-33 testing Ryan electronics guidance

systems for the Air Force. In these tests,

a company Navion, piloted by Coha, is

used as the air-to-air "target" on which

the T-33 makes high-speed runs in check-

ing the accuracy of the guidance equip-

ment.

In the P2V Neptune, Henson and Peri-

sho are making a flight of several hours to

test Ryan automatic navigation equipment

for the Navy.

Backing up the pilots are two crews of

"ground support" experts. One group of

electricians, radiomen, power plant tech-

nicians, metalsmiths and general mechan-

ics under Rex Howard is assigned to the

VTO project, while the other crew, versa-

tile jacks-of-all-trades, headed by Jim
Bvixiiey, work on the P2V and T-33. Be-

sides routine upkeep of the planes, special

installations are made and fittings often

must be fabricated for installation of gear,

and sometimes a major change involving

the plane's fundamental characteristics is

required. Such was needed in the instal-

lation of a flush radar dome on the P2V,

a project in which the aft fuselage had to

be substantially strengthened.

Today's test pilot is unlike the early

devil-may-care, fly-by-the-seat-of-the-pants

type. He is a businesslike individual with

a good engineering background.

"The test pilot today has knowledge of

the aerodynamics involved in whatever he

encounters when flying," Henson says.

"The work on the ground is as important

as the skill he demonstrates in the air. He
must be able to make highly knowledge-

able reports, so that his information and

findings can be used to improve the plane

or the equipment being tested.

"He is essentially a high-level consult-

ant, whose judgment in many cases is

vital regarding aircraft design. He must

be consulted before any change or modifi-

cation, afl^ecting flight characteristics, is

made."

At Ryan, the test pilot is gaining in-

creased stature and importance as the com-

pany explores new means of flying, navi-

gating and seeking out enemy targets.

CHROMIUM

PLATING

(Continued from Page 23)

hose attachments, the hopper can be

wheeled into any of the booths, hooked

up to the air supply and placed in use in

a matter of moments. It can hold 300

pounds of the 100-800 sand.

Since the time Ryan began its own
chromium plating operation, the quality

of the plating has shown a marked im-

provement while the cost of the plating

operation itself has been lowered. Time
of plating was cut from 14 to 8 hours.

In addition, damages to the expensive

motors, which occurred during shipment

from plant to processor and back again,

have been eliminated.
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AUTOMATION-

FRIEND OR FOE?

Automation is a new word used to describe an old

principle: the mechanization of tools.

Automation started about 200 years ago with the in-

vention of the steam engine which furnished fuel power

to replace muscle power.

There are two reasons why business management is

receptive to automation: the first being the natural desire

to out-produce competition, and the second being the de-

sire to be able to grant demands for increased wages with-

out sacrificing proper corporate earnings.

These two reasons have been effective for the last 200

years, and they certainly will remain effective as long as we
have a free competitive economy.

Any marked improvement of power tools has always

been cause of a concern to organized labor on account of

the labor saving potentials of the new tools.

When steam power was first introduced, the opponents

of power tools signed petitions, called strikes, and in some
cases even smashed the machinery.

But that which is beneficial to man has a way of march-

ing on regardless of what men try to do about it, and the

use of power driven machinery has spread continuously

and progressively for the last 200 years.

In America today mechanical power supplies more
than 90% of the energy used up in production, yet the em-
ployees receive in wages and benefits more than 90% of

what is produced.

Moreover, there is just as much employment with the

better tools; the number of hours in the work week have

dropped from 72 to 40; and the material welfare and living

standards of the worker have advanced in direct proportion

to the productivity of the tools.

Despite widespread installation of automatic dial tele-

phones, between 1940 and 1950, the number of telephone

operators increased 79% . In the same period, accountants

rose 71% in the face of the development of many auto-

matic office machines. In 14 years, auto workers doubled

while automatic machines were installed. In fact, if all

technological progress in the auto industry had stopped in

1908, it would now cost $65,000 to build today's car at

present wage scales.

It now seems probable that within the next fifty years

automation will bring on another revolution in the produc-

tivity of tools.

Personally, we see nothing ahead under automation

but an extension of the human and social benefits of

mechanical tool power.

Of one thing we are certain: nothing radical is going

to happen in a hurry.

When something new and better comes out, we are apt

to conclude that the old product or the old job is doomed
overnight, whereas many, many years are required for a

substantial change-over from the old to the new.

And even when the change-over is complete, the people

whose livelihood seems to be in danger have usually adapt-

ed themselves to the change or found other solutions.

Let's assume for the sake of argument that by the year

2000 America's tools of production will be twice as pro-

ductive as they are today.

This could either mean that the same percentage of

people would be working rwenry hours per week instead of

forty, or it could mean that the same percentage of people

would be working forty hours and producing (and receiv-

ing) twice as much.
It is our guess that the actual situation would be a

compromise between the two, that is, the work week would

be shortened and the production of goods and services

would be increased.

But whatever comes to pass under automation, it

should be for the better.
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Ryan Electronics "Guides" U.S. Airpower

Using unique continuous wave radar techniques, Ryan has

created new flight-tested sources of basic intelligence for

planes, missiles, helicopters and lighter-than-air craft. This

electronic intelligence controls Ryan's new automatic navi-

gator-a completely self-contained system which can navi-

gate aircraft to any point on earth. This same intelligence

can make split-second decisions in hypersonic missiles-

sending them to search out and hit elusive and unseen tar-

gets. It can be used to design superior systems for bombing,

aerial photography, helicopter hovering and anti-submarine

warfare. Ryan electronic systems — simple to operate, need

less maintenance, fewer adjustments.

Another Example of Hov/

RYAN BUILDS BETTER

I

Recognized as a leader in electronics, Ryan has
the skilled personnel and experience to meet
the most complex navigation and guidance
requirements. Beginning with the miniaturized

radar equipment for the first air-to-air missile

—the Ryan Firebird of 1946—Ryan has con-

sistently solved the "can't be done" problems.

Ryan is also pioneering in the development
and manufacture of power plant equipment and
airframes, including afterburners and other

components for jet engines, complete rocket

motors for missiles, and vehicles of advanced
aerodynamic design. Among the achievements

resulting from this engineering effort are

Ryan's new jet-powered VTO aircraft, now
building, and the Firebee drone missile.

Because Ryan blankets all three elements of

flight research and development—power plants,

aircraft and electronics—it is uniquely equipped

to solve the toughest problems ofmodern flight.
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EUMATIC DUCTING

COMBINATION BALL AND SLIP JOINT

RYAN FLEXIBLE JOINTS FOR THERMAL EXPANSION
AND DIFFERENTIAL MOTION



A new source of air

power is tapped witii

arteries of stainless

steel

\J RYAN

%:#

Flexible ball joint, designed by Ryan, Slip joint accommodates linear movement
is leak-resistant means of providing due to thermal expansion needs. Joint
universal duct movement and rotation. is all metal with replaceable seals.

IN THE last two years, Ryan has

expanded its extensive knowledge of

high-temperature, high-pressure duct-

ing systems with a concentrated re-

search program devoted to pneumatic

ducting.

Pneumatic systems to transmit heat

and power are the newest, most promis-

ing solution to the growing demands of

accessories in aircraft. The high speeds,

high altitudes and extended ranges of

today's planes necessitate minimum
structural weight and increased propul-

sive power. At the same time, re-

quirements for auxiliary power are

rising because of increased pressuriza-

tion, air conditioning, flight controls

(Continued on Next Page)

Short radii bends in .010" stainless

are easily formed at Ryan. Note heavy
flange seamwelded to the thin tubing.

Two methods for branch line take-offs
are shown in .010" stainless steel by
using arc welding and spotweld-brazing.

Ryan facilities for producing pneumatic ducting include the finest equipment such as this $30,000 Pines tube bending machine.



Physical test section of Ryan laboratory where pneumatic ducting, joints and fittings are evaluated under conditions simulating

actual flight. Laboratory has just completed a two-year study of metallurgy, design and production needs of pneumatic ducting.

More than 1000 tubes per day can be cut to precise length with this abrasive
wheel cutting machine which is accurate to within .002". Ryan is equipped to
accomplish complex forming, difficult welding and precise machining of all

pneumatic ducting components in a wide range of alloys and gauge thicknesses.

boost and automatic operation.

Pneumatic power offers many ad-

vantages over electrical, liydraulic and
mechanical methods. By means of air

turbines, piston and cylinder actuators

and jet pumps, bleed air can be used

to accomplish practically every auxil-

iary function.

Air is light in weight, available

everywhere and simple to use. It re-

quires no return system. It is safe be-

cause it will not burn and it eliminates

the possibility that the wrong fluid may
be fed into a system. Air lends itself

to system integration, which enhances

reliability. A single pneumatic system

can take energy-laden air from main

power plants, air-borne auxiliary gas

turbines or ground facilities. Pneu-

matic ducts in multi-engined planes

can be manifolded together so that

loss of an engine will not seriously im-

pair the system.

But the selection of power com-
ponents and the design and fabrication

of ducting require extreme care and

advanced knowledge if benefits are to

be realized. Every task, from pro-



Rectangular openings for round
ducting are aciiieved with Ryan-

designed transitional sections.

Afterburner cooling system uses

series of circular ducts to pipe

ram air to seething engine parts.

Stages showing forming of high

temperature duet with multiple

bends of one diameter el radii.

Insulation of pneumatic ducting

with silicone glass cloth, which
stands 450°C, proves effective.

peOing the plane to performing the

auxiliary functions, is accomplished by
the energy in the fuel carried.

Normally, it is more efficient to

transmit power through shafted sys-

tems than through pneumatic. There-

fore, a pneumatic system must have

high over-all efficiency if the fuel con-

sumption charged to it is to be justified.

This is attained only when the ducting

system is carefully matched and bal-

anced with the temperature, pressure

and velocity of the air flow and the

power drive components used.

As an aircraft company, specializing

in high-temperature components, Ryan
has designed and built thousands of

(Continued on Page 54)



RYAN VTO AT EDlil

Six c. .3 U. S. Air Force's top test pilots and tlie planes they have tested stand in review at the Air Force Flight Test Center.

4



%RDS
A SONIC boom rips through cloud-

less skies and reverberates across
an ancient dry lake, shattering the des-

ert stillness; a rocket

engine roars to life,

straining futilely to

break its ties with
granite cliffs; a dum-
my cockpit with a new
ejection seat shrieks

down a railway at su-

personic speed.

This is the sound
and the fury of battle

joined with the un-
known. It is being

fought in the air and
on the ground by the

world's top test pilots, scientists and
engineers to push back the frontiers of

aviation. The field of combat, cover-

ing 300,000 desert acres and the sky

above, is the Air Force Flight Test

Center (AFFTC) at Edwards Air
Force Base, California.

This is where the Ryan jet-powered
vertical takeoff airplane is being put

through its paces for the U. S. Air
Force. The VTO plane and a Ryan

(Continued on Next Page)

BRIG. GEN.

J. S. HOLTONER

Commander, AFFTC

Edwards AFB

Arriving at Edwards to observe tlie VTO project, W. T. "Bill" Immenschuh, Ryan's
chief of test operations, is greeted by Pete Henson, chief of flight test. The
building, located on North Base, houses the Ryan test unit's offices at Edwards.

An exciting neivconier joins the

Edwards stable of T%orld's

top aircraft

BVRn

Shrouded in canvas, Ryan's revolutionary jet VTO aircraft is shown leaving the San Diego plant on flatbed truck for Edwards AFB.

5



Newcomers to Edwards, Ryan flight test personnel take time out to watch fascinating new research and production aircraft perform.

flight test unit arrived at the desert

test base in August to begin flight tests.

As is the case with many other new
aircraft at Edwards, afl details of the

plane's design and construction are

classified.

Edwards is also the site utilized by
the Ryan Electronics Division to test

guidance equipment developed under
Air Force contract. F-86 Sabre fight-

ers, B-47 Stratojet bombers and other

late-type aircraft undergoing flight tests

at AFFTC are employed to assist Ryan
electronics engineers in tests conducted
from a mobile laboratory on Rosa-
mond Dry Lake.
Commanded by Brigadier General

J. Stanley Holtoner, a top test pilot in

his own right, the AFFTC is unique to

the Air Force. Here, on the second
largest Air Force base in the country,

military and civilian personnel flight

test the latest research and production
aircraft and their components, and
conduct research and development re-

lated to these tests. The goal: to

maintain the qualitative superiority of

USAF aircraft over any potential ene-

my of the United States. The motto:

ad inexplorata, "toward the unknown."
The test base is located in the wes-

tern part of the Mojave Desert, less

than a hundred miles northeast of Los
Angeles. Within its limits is Rogers
Dry Lake—one of the main reasons

this site was selected for the location

of the Flight Test Center.

The lake is 65 square miles of dead-
level, rock-hard landing surface that

can accommodate the largest transport,

bomber and cargo aircraft in service.

Without it, the type of experimental

flight testing AFFTC does would be
virtually impossible. During the past

five years more than 360 test missions,

interrupted by emergencies, have ter-

minated by landings on the lake—all

without mishap.
A running total maintained by the

Flight Test Center shows an estimated

quarter of a billion doflars worth of

aircraft and equipment saved since

1946 by being able to land on the lake.

This figure is not the total value of the

aircraft involved, but rather an esti-

mate of the damage that would have

been done had the dry lake not been
available for emergency landings. Of
course, the value of the lives saved

cannot be computed.
There were other important con-

siderations in locating AFFTC in this

particular area. It is ideal from a cli-

C. A, AcSserman, VTO project engineer, talks
over tse VTO flight test program with Frank
W. Finfe, vice gsresident and chief engineer.

Telemetering plays a vital role in flight test operations, providing necessary

data on plane's performance and flight characteristics for analysis. Shown in

the Ryan telemetering shop are R. E. Jester, R. L. Miller and R. L. Halstead.



matic standpoint, with an average 360
flying days annually—the best flying

conditions of any known base. Its re-

mote location affords adequate security

and safety, yet the base is easily acces-

sible to the Southern California air-

craft manufacturers, such as Ryan in

San Diego.

Present military use of the dry lake

began in 1943 when Edwards (then

Muroc Army Air Base) was selected

as a secret test site for the first U. S.

jet airplane—Bell's P-59A. Today,
an extensive master plan for modern-
ization of the base is nearing comple-
tion. Once barren, the hills surround-

ing the lake have sprouted permanent
barracks, shops, and offices. The larg-

est Air Force hangar is now in the

final stages of construction on the edge
of the lake, and a short distance away
is what is beUeved to be the tallest con-
trol tower in the world. It must be
tall for it is soon to take over control

of a 15,000-foot concrete runway (al-

so the biggest in the world ) , 65 square
miles of lake surface, and a 22-mile
clearway that runs across the lake,

down the runway and through the

desert to Rosamond Dry Lake.
One of the ten research, develop-

ment and test centers of the Air Re-
search and Development Command,
the Flight Test Center is where the

complete "weapon system" (the air-

craft, its guns, ejection seat, radar, in-

struments, handling equipment, etc.)

is evaluated for the first time.

Among the new aircraft that are

now being tested or have just recently

completed the test program are the

North American F-1()0 "Super Sabre,"
the first production fighter to break the

speed of sound in level flight; Con-
vair's futuristic-looking delta-wing in-

terceptor, the F-102; Lockheed's new
experimental fighter, the F-104; the

McDonnell penetration fighter, the

F-101 "Voodoo"; and, of course, the

Ryan jet VTO. In the field of bomber-
type aircraft, the giant Boeing B-52
"Stratofortress" is now being tested, as

are the Douglas RB-66 and Martin
B-57.

Flight testing at Edwards breaks
down into three phases: Brief Phase
II, Phase IV and Phase VI. Other
phases are conducted elsewhere, either

by the contractor or the USAF. Brief

Phase II testing is the first Air Force

test on a new aircraft. This is a short

test to check performance guarantees

and to determine the potential value of

the aircraft to the Air Force following

20 to 50 hours of flight testing by the

manufacturer.

Phase IV testing involves checking
(Continued on Page 28)

Technique of flying the Ryan VTO is the topic as Pete Girard (second from left)

describes a recent test mission to W. T. Immenschuh, chief of test operations,

Ryan test pilot Lou Everett and Major B. J. McCarroll, AFFTC project officer.

In specially constructed

telemetering trailer used

during flight testing at

AFFTC. H. W. Bianchi

and E. M. Baca check

performance of test in-

struments. The trailer

is insulated to protect

it from desert heat.

Holds a crew of five.

Ryan technicians secure the Ryan airplane to the ramp prior to running up its

powerful turbojet engine during ground tests. No details of the revolutionary

new plane's design and construction have been released by the U. S. Air Force.



HELP

IF YOU were a jig and fixture builder

and you had a chance to spend a few
weeks in Southern Cahfornia in

the summertime, would
you grab it? You bet

you would—espe-

cially if the op-

portunity

came

"Shock troops" loaned to Ryan by Boeing Wichita plant during critical tooling period examine giant KC-135 aft fuselage section jig.

These jig and fixture builders from Jonco Aircraft Company,
Shawnee, Ok!o„ were among 120 highly skilled workmen sent to
Ryan from several parts of country to help in tooling program.

8

Relaxing beside the swimming pool which is part of the housing
facilities enjoyed by visiting toolmakers during summer "inter-

lude" at Ryan are Ray Wasser and David Purdy of Boeing Wichita.



IN JIG TIME
at the moment you were gasping in the

grip of a heat wave or reeUng under
the blows of a furious storm.

Such a heaven-sent chance to experi-

ence "heaven on earth" (local termin-

ology for San Diego, California) this

summer was afforded 1 20 highly skilled

workmen from four aircraft plants in

various parts of the country. It was
much needed help dispatched in "jig"

time.

Participating in the unique "labor-

sharing" program were the Boeing Air-

plane Company plants in Seattle, Wash-
ington, and Wichita, Kansas; the Lock-

heed Aircraft Corp., Marietta,
Georgia; and the Jonco Aircraft

Company, Shawnee, Okla-

homa.
They sent a total of

120 jig and fix-

ture builders.

For 120 "^^w^ toolde-
^^^ sign-

skilled workmen

it was "Heaven on

Earth" this summer

ers and tool engineers to Ryan Aero-
nautical Company, San Diego, to assist

in a critical phase of the most intensive

tooling program in Ryan's history.

For the Boeing personnel, the proj-

ect was particularly famUiar. They and
the others were assigned to the tooling

on the largest jigs ever constructed at

Ryan—for the mid and aft fuselage

sections of the Boeing KC-135 jet

tanker-transport, America's first plane

of its kind.

With the emphasis on speed in pro-

ducing the first units, San Diego's own
labor pool was short of the workers

with the specialized skills required.

This was a "hurry-up" job, with a

strict delivery deadline. An inadequate

local supply of jig and fixture builders,

tool engineers and designers confront-

ed Ryan planners.

In this moment of emergency, Ryan
found willing "partners" in the Boeing,

Lockheed and Jonco plants. This was
a time when they found it possible to

"loan" some of their most skilled em-
ployees to assist another defense plant

"over the hump."
Agreements were quickly completed

whereby the employees would remain

on the payrolls of their own plants,

which would be reimbursed by Ryan
for the services performed in San
Diego.

Some of the volunteers for this duty

had never been to California. Others
had enjoyed a taste of life in the na-

tion's fastest growing state and were
delighted at the prospect of a second
helping.

The "first timers" were amazed.
Said D. E. Godsey, assistant general

foreman of jigs and fixtures, Boeing
Wichita, in charge of the largest con-
tingent sent to Ryan:

"Some of us can't believe it can be
this pleasant in the summertime. At
Wichita this summer we have worked
in temperatures that rose to 106 de-

grees inside the factory buildings. Oh,
we get used to it, all right. We roll up
our sleeves, take some salt tablets,

drink some water and go to work."
(Editor's Note: It did get a little

warm even in San Diego this summer.
The local gentry were somewhat em-
barrassed to admit to a high of 104
degrees along the waterfront— higher

inland— during a brief heat wave. But
this was VERY unusual, setting a 16-

year record, and we apologize to the

visitors).

"I consider myself real lucky," re-

marked Otis Livingston, Boeing Wichi-

ta jig and fixture builder since 1942.

"Not only can we enjoy this climate

but we've been able to take in some
(Continued on Next Page)

Among firsf "reinforcements" dispatched to lielp Ryan "over tlie

liump" in KC-135 tooling program were tliese Boeing Seattle tool

engineers, shown at entrance to Ryan administration building.

Mr. and Mrs. Otis Livingston, who drove to San Diego from
Wichita, arrive at temporary home obtained for them by Ryan
Employee Services. "I'm lucky," Livingston said of assignment.



Checking on Boeing KC-135 aft fuselage section jig are tliese employees loaned
by Boeing Wichita. Visiting toolmen worked 60-68 hours per week in emergency.

of the world-famous attractions we'd
probably otherwise never have seen."

Many of the men took advantage of

this opportunity to spend several weeks
in Southern California by bringing out
their wives and children. Ryan's em-
ployee services department had its

biggest short-term housing problem on
its hands as the families swarmed into

San Diego.

Many new housing developments
made it possible immediately to pro-

vide comfortable furnished apartments
within a reasonable distance from the

plant. At one such subdivision on a

mesa overlooking Mission Bay and the

cool Pacific Ocean, the families were
surprised to learn that swimming pool

and playground privileges went with

their tenancy.

New experiences abounded. The in-

land group revelled at beaches along

salt water and surf. The children were
overwhelmed at the wonders of the

San Diego Zoo in Balboa Park, one of

the world's leading zoos. On some
weekends, the families were able to take

trips to such fabulous centers of enter-

tainment as Disneyland at Anaheim,
100 miles away, or Hollywood, 125
miles distant.

And less than 20 miles away was the

excitement of a foreign land—Old
Mexico, where many saw their first

bullfight in Tijuana.

Southern California's diversions had
to be enjoyed, however, in quick

"takes." As target dates approached,

the tooling job at Ryan became in-

creasingly strenuous. Almost coinci-

(Continued on Page 29)

Housing area where many visiting toolmakers' families lived

in San Diego has playgrounds. Mrs. David Purdy and Mrs. Ray
Wasser guide infant daughters, Marilyn and Susan, on see-saw.

From Lockheed's Marietta, Go. plant came these jig and fix-

ture builders, shown at orientation session. Despite long work-
ing hours, Ryan experience was pleasant summer Interlude.
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/\ $5 million contract for the production of an advanc-

ed type automatic navigation system has been awarded to

the Ryan Aeronautical Company by the U. S. Navy.

The new contract marks the successful culmination of a

four-year development program by Ryan, under the spon-

sorship of the Airborne Equipment Division of the Navy's

Bureau of Aeronautics, to meet the navigational needs of

global military flight.

With the new equipment, known as AN/APN-67,
Navy planes can fly to any point on the earth's surface

without relying on ground facilities, favorable weather con-

ditions, or the availability of aerological data.

The Ryan automatic navigator is unique in that it em-
ploys continuous wave radar techniques, in which Ryan is

a recognized leader, as a basic source of electronics intefli-

gence. Its operation is well suited to high speed flight be-

cause it is automatic, fast-acting and continuous. It is

completely contained within the aircraft.

For the human navigator, the Ryan equipment pro-

vides continuous information on position, ground speed,

ground mileage, drift angle, course error and ground track

of the airplane. For the pilot, this data is automatically

integrated and presented on a single instrument which per-

mits him to fly to his destination with simplicity and pre-

cision.

Although developed primarily for military use, the

Ryan automatic navigator offers immediate benefits for

transocean commercial flight, and has long range potential

for every type of aircraft.

The equipment has been extensively flight tested for the

last three years by both Ryan and the Navy. Ryan flight

evaluations have been made in a Lockheed P2V Patrol

Bomber, loaned by the Navy for this work.

Unhke TACAN or VOR/DME, the new Ryan auto-

matic navigator requires no ground facilities. This inde-

pendence is a requisite for a global military system because

such facilities are either not established over most of the

world's surface or would not be available in case of war.

With its automatic feature, the new Ryan system re-

lieves the pilot and navigator of tedious calculations. After

a "fix" is set-in at the beginning of a flight, the pilot can

fly to his destination by simply watching a single instru-

ment (course error indicator) which tells him that he is

making good the desired course.

The Ryan automatic navigator will bring greater safety

to aircraft operations because continuous knowledge of

position and desired track can mean the difference between

a routine flight and a disaster. It should also provide

greater profits to aircraft operations because it permits the

(Continued on Page 29)
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Crew of Navy's "Project Magnet" recently met Ryan engineers during calibration

of automatic navigator in San Diego. In center of photo, Jack B. Ramsey, Ryan
project administrator, confers with Lt, Comdr. Fred S. Card, officer in charge.

Rran Automatic
Navigator guides

IVavy on two
expeditions

RANGING over vast Polar regions and
broad trackless ocean spans, two

Navy expeditions will unlock mysteries

of land and water that have perplexed
man for centuries.

On both expeditions, Ryan equip-

ment will serve as electronic "eyes" to

guide planes unerringly to their des-

tinations.

"Expedition Deepfreeze," with Rear
Adm. Richard E. Byrd, USN Ret., the

noted polar explorer, as officer-in-

charge, will get under way in Novem-
ber, when a task force heads for the

South Polar regions.

"Project Magnet," now in the third

year of a five-year study, is criss-cross-

ing the oceans and polar ice fields

measuring the direction and intensity of

the earth's constantly changing mag-
netic field in areas where inadequate

(Continued on Page 30)

OVER OCEAN AND
POLAR REGIONS

Coast Guard icebreaker East Wind, shown on previous polar expedition, will be one of seven surface ships in "Expedition Deepfreeze.'

12
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Last thing to be done before the Firebee is attached to launch aircraft is fueling. Here, H. C. Clausen fills tank with jet fuel.

G. O. Emison, Flight Test Supervisor, briefs Lt. G. V. Askew,
pilot of the Douglas JD-1 launch plane, on test procedures to

follow on mission. P. E. Cowdrey, Project officer, looks on.

Like its Air Force cousin, designated 9-2, the Navy KDA-1 is

launched from a twin-engine Douglas JD-1 (B-26) mother plane
at a speed of 200 knots. Pilot's bomb switch releases drone.
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NOT FAR off the California coast,

just south of the Channel Island

of Santa Cruz, a modified air/sea

rescue boat speeds through a calm sea.

As it approaches an unmarked point on
the water, the craft's two engines slow
to an idle, then die.

The silence is broken only by the

murmur of conversation among the

ten men on board and the gentle lap-

ping of water against the hull of the

boat as it rolls with the ocean swells.

The captain glances at his watch,

nodding his head as he notes the time.

He picks up his transmitter. "Black-
burn Charlie, Redleg 15 here . . . over."

"Redleg 15, Blackburn Charlie,"

crackles the voice in the receiver.

"Blackburn Charlie, Redleg 15 re-

porting on station at four eight past

the hour."

"Roger Redleg 15," the receiver

answers. "Have you on station. Time
is X minus 10. Blackburn Charlie out."

The captain puts the transmitter

down and settles back in his seat.

Nothing to do now but wait. He listens

as the other two Redleg boats, to the

north and to the south, check in with

"Blackburn Charlie." They'll be wait-

ing, too.

Back on the California shoreline it's

a different story. While the Redleg
boats are waiting, "Blackburn Charlie"

is hard at work.

In a small building bordering the

beach at the Naval Air Missile Test

Center, half a dozen men wearing

headphones are clustered around a

two-pen radar plotting board. All ap-

pear to be talking at once, to each

other or through their mouthpieces to

unseen colleagues in the air, at sea and

on the ground. With the exception of

sporadic glances at a large clock at

one end of the room, all eyes are cen-

tered on the red line traced on a map
by one of the two plotting board pens.

The line represents the course flown
by "Nightcap 22," the twin-engine

Navy launch plane now winging its

way over the sea test range with a

Ryan KDA-1 Firebee drone missile

tucked under its right wing. As the

plane turns to a new heading in re-

sponse to the Flight Test Conductor's
radio call, so turns the faithful red ink

line on the map. It's as if the men in

this busy room are deities, looking

down upon the scene from the

heavens.

The time is X minus five minutes.

The JD-1 launch plane, piloted by Lt.

G. V. Askew, is nearing the launch
point over the sea test range. By now
it has been joined by two jets—

a

chase plane and an observation plane

—which are flying slightly behind and
to one side of Askew's plane.

Once the Firebee has been launched.

Major Phillip DeLong (USMC) in the

(Continued on Next Page)

SEA LEGS FOR
THE FIREBEE

Rjan Firebees demonstrate high

performauce in rigorous flight

tests conducted at Point Mugu

Ryan personnel hoist Firebee into position in wing rack of twin engine Navy JD-1 launch plane outside Ryan hangar at Point Mugu.
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Sketch of Naval Air Missile Test Center's sea test range shows flight path of Firebee

during mission described on these pages. Target was launched from JD-1 at the 10-mile

arc and recovered from sea by retrieving boat near 20-mile arc after completing flight.

Watching plotting board pen, Bert Hale
guides KDA-1 with the "stick" of remote
control box as Larry Emison notes time.

Lt. Cdr. DiNapoli listens to comments
of chase plane pilot through earphones
as he watches flight on plotting board.

chase plane will radio a running com-
mentary on the drone's every move to

the acting Flight Test Conductor, Lt.

Cdr. L. B. DiNapoli. The regular Con-

ductor, Lt. Vern Dunning, is observ-

ing today's mission from the observa-

tion plane, piloted by Lt. Chet Kings-

bury.

From his perch in the aft section of

the launch aircraft, Ryan's Ron Windh
starts the Firebee's engine at X minus

four minutes, using the switch on his

direct control box. For the second time

since take off he runs through his di-

rect control checks with the drone.

Now it's Bert Hale's turn.

Back at Flight Test Control ( Black-

burn Charlie), Hale makes the final

systems checks with his remote control

box. He moves the stick to the left.

"Left turn," calls Windh from the JD-1,

who is watching both the Firebee and

his own instruments. Hale pushes a

button labeled "High Thrust." "High

thrust," confirms Windh.

Completing his checks by X minus

one minute, Hale removes his head-

phones and nods to Larry Emison,

Ryan Fhght Test Supervisor, and Paul

CowdreyrNavy Project Officer, to in-

dicate that the bird has checked out

satisfactorily. Since this is a demon-

stration flight. Hale won't have the

benefit of the chase plane com-

mentary.

There is an air of tenseness in the

room as DiNapoli begins the final

countdown. All eyes are riveted to the

plotting board.

"Minus ten seconds . . . nine . . .

eight . . . seven . . . six . . . five . . .

four . . . three . . . two . . . one . . .

DROP."
As the call comes back from

Windh, "TARGET CLEAR," the

second pen jumps to life. A new red

line soon makes its appearance and

begins to inch its way across the map
toward the parallel blue lines that

mark the intricate flight path the

KDA-1 is to fly.

Hale, as the Ryan beeper pilot, gets

busy. First, he pushes the "Altitude

Engage" button in preparation for a

climb out on course to 30,000 feet. A
second later he commands "High

Thrust" and climb from the Firebee's

Fairchild J-44 engine. G. L. Peters,

Fairchild Engine representative, is an

interested observer at this point. He
notes with satisfaction the quick re-

sponse of the engine to full thrust.

With only altitude and direction in-

formation from the radar plotting

board to go by, Hale jockeys the Fire-

bee toward the prescribed flight path

he had drawn on the plot prior to the

(Continued on Page 32)
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Ryan receives $2.5 million order

for supersonic missile guidance

Half plane, half bomb, fitted with an
electronic brain, a guided missile is

unleashed to seek and destroy its target.

Ryan has received a $2.5 million

contract from the U. S. Air Force for

the advanced development of electron-

ics guidance systems for supersonic mis-

siles. The contract covers a new phase
of Ryan's previous work in missile

guidance and gives the company re-

sponsibility for the development of the

electronics "intelligence" for important

new weapons.
In addition to missile guidance, Ryan

is working in the fields of automatic

navigation and helicopter hovering un-

der Navy contracts. Electronics sys-

tems for accomphshing these functions

are based upon unique continuous-

wave radar techniques in which Ryan
has specialized for 9 years. This con-

centration of electronics engineering

effort, which began with the design of

the guidance system for the Ryan Fire-

bird air-to-air missile, has earned Ryan
a top position among the nation's avi-

onics facilities.

Ryan electronics systems are devel-

oped in the laboratory and flight tested

by Ryan personnel. Currently, the com-
pany uses a Navy P2V Lockheed bomb-
er and an Air Force T-33A jet plane

for this purpose. The electronics equip-
ment is evaluated with Air Force F-86
Sabrejets and B-47 Stratojet bombers
and other late type mihtary aircraft at

Edwards Air Force Base and the Naval
Air Test Center at Patuxent, Mary-
land.

The new contract just awarded Ryan
highlights the company's immediate
need for additional electronics tech-

nicians in its rapidly expanding activi-

ties, Owen S. Olds, chief electronics

engineer, reported.

To accommodate the wide variety

of electronics facilities and growing
payroll, Ryan has launched an enlarge-

ment of its electronics section space

with a new building for research and
development, product design and "pilot

line" production of new projects.

Urgently needed to help meet im-

portant military commitments, Olds
said, are men with experience in sys-

tems engineering, systems analysis,

microwave engineering, servo-mecha-

nisms, design and packaging, checkout,

testing and servicing electronics com-
ponents.

Missile Guidance Contract
Ryan electronics engineers prepare to evaluate missile guidance systems with T-33A jet plane and mobile field laboratory truck.
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Target drones meist be fast and
evasive to "stand-in** for

the enem^

THE ultimate target for any weapon
is the enemy. The development, pro-

'(Juction and employ-
ment of a particular

weapon system is di-

rected at one or a va-

riety of forms in which
the enemy could be
expected to present

himself. Not knowing
the enemy nor having
access to his form, the

ultimate in targets is not available for

Erickson

weapon system development, evaluat-

ing and training.

A target, short of the ultimate, must
then be employed to instrument the

firing range. It must simulate and pre-

sent the characteristics expected of the

enemy which the weapon system is de-

signed to attack, immobilize or destroy.

The aerial target drone is a dynamic
piece of firing range instrumentation

for surface-to-air and air-to-air arma-
ment weapon systems which is assum-
ing increasing importance in this role.

TARGE
hy Commander Whiti

Pf. Mugu Missile Test Center crew prepare to picic up Ryan KDA-1 Firebee after air launcli

flight and parachute recovery. Firebee (top) is 600 mph, jet-powered "flying bull's-eye."

Uninhabited Boeing B-17, taking off (

drone converted from man-carrying i
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DRONE
A. Erickson, USN'

In its most artificial form a target

may be a ground simulator by which
the presentation of the enemy to the

weapon, the attack, and the results of

the encounter are mechanically and
electronically determined. In its most
realistic form the target can be an aeri-

al drone, remotely controlled to operate

as an enemy would be expected to

operate and against which a complete
weapon system can be employed.

For convenience, aerial target drones
may be classified as : ( 1 ) those which
are designed and built as remote con-
trol targets, designated in the Navy as

the "KD" type; and (2) those which
were designed and built as man-carry-
ing service aircraft and subsequently
converted for pilotless operation, desig-

nated in the Navy as Converted Service

Aircraft. Further, it is desirable to

classify target drone employment for:

( 1 ) Weapon System Research and De-
velopment, (2) Weapon System Test
and Evaluation, (3) Weapon System
Proof Firing, and (4) Weapon System
training.

The objective of each target drone
employment must be clearly established— what is sought — what constitutes

sufficiency of data—and finally, what
are the characteristics of the target

(Continued on Page 26)

''Former head of the Target Drone Branch,
Guided Missiles Division, Bureau of
Aeronautics, Department of the Navy.

A supersonic guided missile is decl(-
launched from the USS Mississippi. An
anti-aircraft weapon, this plane killer
requires a fast, maneuverable target.

Official U. S. Navy Photo.

remote Pacific island, is example of
oft, declared surplus to other needs.

Propeller driven drone is readied for rail launch at sea. In early stages of weapon system
development, limited performance drones are used until more realistic targets must be used.
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An entire wall was picked up by cranes and moved 50 feet to add 5,000 square feet of floor space to Ryan's bustling machine shop.

WALLS are literally being moved as

Ryan Aeronautical Company's
production demands push facilities into

greatly expanded space.

Huge machine tools, processing

tanks, drying oven, and electronics re-

quirements are causing the biggest

building "boom" at Ryan since the last

major plant addition four years ago

—

construction of the $300,000, 75,000-
square foot jet engine parts building.

Machinery has been pouring into the

factory so rapidly that the machine
shop has been bursting at the seams.
Expansion was accomplished in the

simplest manner. Giant cranes lifted

intact one entire side of the shop, a one-

hundred foot wall containing four saw-
tooth roof sections, each 25 feet long

and rising 28 feet to the peak of each

sawtooth.

The cranes trundled the wall 50 feet

west and set it in its new location,

where it was bolted down. The end
trusses, columns and framing were all

moved in one piece. Presto! More
breathing space for men and machines,

as 5,000 square feet were added virtu-

ally overnight. Canvas tarpaulins were
hung as temporary shelter until the new

area could be enclosed by steel frame-

work and sheeting.

More conventional has been other

enlargement of factory facilities into

the open areas remaining between
buildings. Impressive is the 7,000-

square foot, steel framework structure

just west of the final assembly building.

It is open at its sides, showing a gargan-

tuan array of 9 processing tanks and a

drying oven. Dual purpose of this

equipment is to clean away impurities

from aluminum skins before spotweld-

ing and to provide corrosion resistance

before painting. Handling of the parts
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This impressive new steel framework structure at Ryan shelters facilities for one of

the important links in the production line on the Boeing KC-135 jet tanker-transport

project. Nine huge processing tanks and a drying oven are housed in this building.

BUILDING
BOOM!

Ryan is pushing out walls to make
room for new equipment

Rapidly expanding activities of Ryan electronics department requires construction of

two-story extension, framework of which is shown rising here. Ten thousand square

feet of added space will be used for research, development and "pilot" production.

in and out of the tanks is performed by

an overhead crane with capacity of

3,000 pounds. Ventilation equipment

has been installed to draw off fumes.

This facility was speedily installed to

meet the critical processing require-

ments of the aluminum skins for the

Boeing KC-135 jet tanker-transport.

Ryan is producing aft and mid fuselage

sections, torque boxes and other huge

components for this plane, and much
of the rapid expansion this summer
and fall is attributed to the urgency

with which deliveries must be made on
(Continued on Page 32)
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Firebees are readied for delivery via Globemaster fo Holloman Air Force Base, where final half of special training course was held.

FIREBEE SCHOOL
r^
^ B

^f^ ^'
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i;^'. hsUoiid, Ryan research engineer,
cheska Firefcee with Air Force students
attendisf iirsi faniiiiarization classes.
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Airmen **Iearii by doing'' in Rjan Firebee

familiarization classes

W'HEN a new product is intro-

duced to the market, one of the

problems of the manufacturer is to

make sure his consumers know how to

use it properly. Printed instructions

on the carton work fine for most com-
panies, but when the item for distribu-

tion is a new pilotless aircraft, boxtops

just don't seem to be the answer!

Ryan Aeronautical Company is sup-

plying the U. S. Air Force with quan-

tity orders of the Ryan Firebee, the

world's first jet-powered drone missile.

Especially designed for simplicity of

operation, overhaul and maintenance,

the Firebee performs at its best when
ground and flight crews thoroughly un-

derstand its functions. The problem
was how to orient large numbers of

Air Force personnel with the capabili-

ties, versatility and ruggedness of the

target drone, in the shortest tims pos-

sible.

An adaptation of the old missionary

method of "each one teach one"

seemed to promise most success. For
the past two months ten hand-picked

officers and men from Holloman Air



Ryan personnel monitor the performance of airmen at Holloman AF base as tiiey test-run tlie Firebee's jet engine prior to flight.

Force Base, Alamogordo, New Mex-
ico, have been taking an intensive

training course in the operation and
field maintenance of the Q-2A, the Air
Force version of the Ryan Firebee.

Eight weeks and 1,320 instruction

hours later, each of these "students"

became instructors, passing on his

knowledge to personnel on the job.

Eventually a large network of trained

men will be spread throughout the Air
Force wherever the speedy red and
white drone is engaged in target prac-

tice or tactical maneuvers.
In charge of the training program

for Ryan was Bert Holland, research

engineer. Holland developed the cur-

riculum and, with the help of many
members of the design, powerplant,

missile and handbook sections of the

engineering division, set up the frame-
work for one of the most comprehen-
sive short-term training courses ever

attempted by the company.
Commanding officer of the group of

Air Force trainees was Capt. Glenn
Kaufman, in charge of the operational

suitability testing of the Firebee for the

3225th Drone Squadron, 3205th
Drone Group, a unit of the Air Prov-
ing Ground Command at Eglin Air
Force Base in Florida.

Capt. Herbert B. Covell, assistant

test officer; 2nd Lt. Louis J. DiDo-

menico, Tech. Sgt. James C. Maender,
Master Sgt. George E. Johnson, Staff

Sgt. Richard Brimble, Airman Ic Ro-
bert Mikulsky, Airman 2c Lysle Smith,

Airman 2c Patrick Reine and Airman
3c Allen Lanier were the other air-

men attending the Firebee classes.

"We were really starting from
scratch on this one," Capt. Kaufman
said. "Some but not all of us had
worked a little with the Firebee in pre-

vious tests at Holloman, but as far as

anyone being an expert on the craft, it

just wasn't possible—the whole project

was too new!"
Since there were no textbooks or

(Continued on Page 31)

Firebee production line provides first-

class visual aids to round out lectures of Howard Bruns-
wick, Ryan engineer, and other instructors of training program.
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Civil Defense radiation monitors climb aboard Civil Air Patrol Navion for flight into area contaminated by radioactive fall-out.

OPERATION CUE
Ryan Navions Take Part In 1955 Atomic Maneuvers

ATOMIC observers have grown ac-

customed to aircraft at the Ne-
vada Test Site. Air Force Stratojets,

Canberras, Thunderjets, Army Twin-
Bonanzas and DeHaviland Beavers;

Navy Sky Raiders; and doughty old

Gooney Birds all had a part in the atomic maneuvers. This
year, however, the dusty airfield known as Yucca Strip

in the heart of the test area resounded to another aircraft

sound—that of civilian lightplanes.

Headed by a pair of Navions the small group of light-

planes included a Stinson Stationwagon, a Cessna 195, a

Cessna 140, a Bonanza, a Howard, a Convair L-5 Senti-

nel, a civilian North American T-6, and a pair of Aeronca
L-16s. Making history with their single-engine private

planes were a score of civilian volunteers—all members
of the Nevada Wing of the Civil Air Patrol.

Their job was to prove the capability of lightplanes in

atomic defense. From all reports they were entirely suc-
cessful, demonstrating dramatically that America's light-

plane pilots have an important role to play in the event
of an atomic attack.

Typical of the men and planes taking part in Operation
Cue was Navion-owner 1st Lt. Albert Supp of Wells,
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by Frank A. Burnham
Press Officer, Headquarters

Civil Air Patrol

Nevada. For more than a week pre-

ceding the "shot" Lieutenant Supp's

Navion could be seen daily making

patterns over the floor of Yucca Flat.

He became expert at holding the plane

on a constant heading plus or minus

one or two degrees, maintaining his speed within two

miles per hour and gently tooling his plane across the

desert at an absolute constant altitude above the terrain,

allowing it to sink into the low spots and rise gently over

the high ones.

His Civil Defense radiation monitors reported the Navi-

on made a "perfect" platform for their test instruments.

Supp operated from speeds of 70 miles per hour indicated,

with both gear and flaps down, to 140 miles per hour, the

throttle firewaOed.

The 35 kiloton blast on May 5 punctuated months of

preparation with a huge nuclear question mark. Almost
before the glare of 20 suns had subsided the small band
of civihan fliers went into action.

Just 43 minutes after the huge blast sent its shock wave,

deadly radiation and thermal wave across the desert

smashing the homes of "survival city," a civilian aircraft

took off from Yucca airstrip just seven miles from ground



zero on the first radiation measuring mission ever to be

flown in a civilian plane by a civilian pilot.

At the controls of the plane was Major Bill Stead,

director of operations for the Nevada Wing of the Civil

Air Patrol and atomic test project office for CAP and
Operation Cue. His passengers manning a battery of deU-

cate electronic instruments for measuring the strength of

radiation were Ben E. Clouser, a Civil Defense volunteer

radiation monitor from Wilmington, Delaware, and La-
verne Penn, director of radiological monitoring for the

Civil Defense of Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

For more than an hour the plane flew over certain ear-

marked spots on the desert floor at different altitudes and
in different directions while the monitors aboard took

readings and recorded them. Periodically each member of

the crew as well as the pilot would look through a small

pencil-like tube each carried.

The tubes were dosimeters—instruments to indicate the

number of roentgens (a unit for measuring radiation) each

of them had been exposed to. The accepted limit for in-

dividuals who are not constantly working with radioactivity

and who are not under constant medical surveillance is 3.9

roentgens per year. For those who are being constantly

checked by medical experts an exposure of 3.9 roentgens

per quarter is acceptable.

Just what level of radioactivity deposited by fallout

from the atomic cloud was located and measured by the

little plane was made part of a report which probably will

be classified for some time. But the fact that the use of

civilian type planes with non-professional civilian pilots

for this radiation measuring work is practical was ac-

knowledged by the monitors themselves.

In addition, Roscoe H. Goeke, Federal Civil Defense
Administration program director, said that the light plane

was proving to be a reliable aerial platform for the moni-
toring personnel and their electronic equipment.

To Maj. Gen. Lucas V. Beau, USAF, National Com-
mander of the Civil Air Patrol, this mission and other

similar ones flown as part of the atomic test were signifi-

cant because they pointed the way for a new, dramatic way
in which the CAP and its light planes can serve the people

of the United States.

The missions flown in Operation Cue were part of Civil

Effects Test Project 38.1 and were designed, first, to evalu-

ate the use of light planes flown by civflian pilots in this

work, and secondly, to develop techniques whereby the
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Map shows the 85-mile aerial pony express operated by Nevada
Wing, CAP, enabling the news, radio, television and newsreel
representatives to get their copy out on a regular schedule.

Civfl Air Patrol and state Civil Defense agencies can co-

operate in the event of an actual atomic attack to plot fall-

out areas and transmit evacuation instructions to the popu-

lation of those areas.

In actual practice the findings of the airborne monitors
(Continued on Page 29)

In a graphic demonstration of their capabilities. Civil Air
Patrol light planes were flown into a tiny stretch of road
less than a mile from Ground Zero for purpose of evacuating
simulated casualties. The house is located in Survival City.

What can happen to a two story brick house located nearly a

mile from Ground Zero during an atomic blast is illustrated

in this Federal Civil Defense Administration picture. Civil

Defense teams are shown "rescuing" manikins from the house.
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TARGET DRONES

(Continued jrovi Page 19)

drone which will accomplish the ob-
jective.

Target drones may be effectively

used in the research and development
of a new weapon system. Here, the

characteristics of the enemy target have

been determined and it is desired to

develop a means of combating these

characteristics. As the whole system

will probably take much time, effort

and money to develop, it is the usual

practice to design, develop, test and
evaluate each part which makes up
the whole and to gradually build up to

the complete weapon system.

It is thus found during the early

R&D phase of a weapon system, per-

haps designed to ultimately "kill" a

high altitude, supersonic bomber, that

a small, slow target can be effectively

employed at low altitude. On the other

hand, it may be found that a very high

altitude, relatively stationary target can
also be employed to obtain useful data.

As the R&D phase progresses toward
the more complete weapon system,

more realistic targets come into play.

Eventually, a target must be employed
which has all possible characteristics

of the enemy against which the weapon
is designed to operate as stated in its

Operational Requirement. In addition,

the target must provide sufficient means
whereby the degree of achievement of

the weapon development can be de-

termined.

The Weapon System Test and Evalu-
ation follows closely on the Research
and Development phase. Its require-

ments for a target are somewhat simi-

lar to that of the latter stages of the

R&D. Targets are employed which
most effectively evaluate system capa-
bilities, possible tactical use and war-
head lethality. Through the use of

target drones, suitably instrumented
with firing error or miss distance indi-

cators, the results of the test and evalu-

ation phase provide bases for estab-

lishing capabilities and limitations of

the developed system.

Proof firing of a weapon is conduct-
ed in the pre-production and produc-
tion periods on selected or random
sample lots of the weapon to prove the

quality of the production and to indi-

cate readiness status of the weapon for

that period. Through proof firing, the

effect of certain production methods,
now techniques, and engineering chang-
es on maintaining or exceeding the

demonstrated capabilities of the weapon
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is determined. Similarly, through proof

firing, a measure of weapon quality

from an established production line and

a gauge of the effect of various condi-

tions of storage, handling, environment,

etc., on the weapon stockpile are de-

termined.

For any weapon system to accom-
plish its objective or "kill" requires that

many variables be brought into one of

many possible coincidences. These vari-

ables include those which are embodied
in the intelligence and proficiency of

the human operator or pilot who directs

the attack. It is during the Weapon
System Training Phase that these vari-

ables are reduced to recognizable con-

stants or at least are reduced to limiting

tolerances which are acceptable to the

rest of the weapon system.

The role which the target plays dur-

ing the training phase has a uniqueness

not found in the other phases. It is first

necessary to define the human variables

in the attack problem equation, de-

termine their significance—the order of

magnitude of their effect—the limiting

range of tolerance which is acceptable,

and the degree to which it is desired to

limit or reduce them to a constant.

Then it is possible to determine the

capability for using the weapon system

and maintaining proficiency of this

capability in the human operator.

A distinction must be made between

targets for training and targets for

proof firing. The differences are funda-

mental in that proof firing determines

the material condition of the weapon
and training develops and maintains the

human capability of the weapon system.

A good training program is conduct-

ed in accordance with a well conceived

syllabus, based upon the known capa-

bilities of the weapon and the environ-

mental conditions which limit its use.

It is the objective of the training phase

to bring the human capabilities within

the range of tolerance which is accept-

able to the overall weapon system.

The outstanding characteristic of an

aerial target drone is its independence;

its freedom of movement; its aloneness.

Even though it possesses this unique

capability, it is usually employed in a

passive mode—in the role of a target

for offensive weapons. This is especial-

ly true in the case of air-to-air weapons

and almost equally true in the case of

surface-to-air weapons. In such a role,

it is competing in an area where cable-

tethered or aerial tow targets find the

bulk of their use. However, the target

drone having freedom of movement of

its own has an almost exclusive role as

an active target for defensive arma-

ment. A specific instance of this use

is as an "attacking" target against the

tail defensive armament of a large

bomber aircraft. In either role, the

target drone can be employed freely so

that there is small possibility of mistak-
ing another aircraft for it.

Coupled with a target drone's free-

dom of movement is its maneuverabili-

ty. Whether the target operates on the

tether of remote radio control or has
its flight path programmed in advance,

it can have incorporated stabilized

flight characteristics, so called out-of-

sight control capability, high structural

"G" tolerance, fineness of control, and
other considerations to broaden or re-

strict its maneuverability as desired.

As required by the objective of the

target's employment, it can perform
maneuvers characteristic of large pas-

sive bombers, patrol aircraft, fighters,

or interceptors. With both flight path
and engine power controllability, a

target drone can simulate the enemy in

all modes of offensive and defensive

behavior. Special note may be made in

passing of glide type targets which are

powered by both the kinetic energy im-

parted by the launching aircraft and the

potential energy of launch altitude.

These targets are controUable remotely

or are program controlled during their

flight and have limited maneuvering
capabilities and a fundamental weak-
ness of short flight duration.

Speed and altitude capabilities are

important considerations in target

drones. Both are extremely sensitive

to the objective of the target use. High
performance costs money and speci-

fication of speed-at-altitude must be

realistically based on need. In some
target applications, speed can be com-
pletely ignored in favor of high altitude

presentation and in others, speed is of

first consideration. In the ultimate, of

course, a target capable of up-to-date

speed-at-altitude performance is de-

sired for high altitudes and for very low
altitudes where ground clutter inter-

ference to the weapon system is a

major consideration.

Time of the target on station comes
to mind with speed and altitude capa-

bilities because of the interdependence

of speed, altitude and endurance. A sig-

nificant measure of endurance is one of

dollars-per-minute of useful target time.

It should include the various costs of

the hardware, support, and aO factors

involved in mounting the target to meet

the objective. What might be an at-

tractive target at first look, may turn

out to be completely unworthwhile

when the whole cost for prospective re-

sults is examined. Because of this time-

on-station factor, air launching of tar-

(Cotitimied on Next Page)



gets is most attractive. The time to

climb is not cliarged to tiie target en-

durance, and the target can be kept in

a ready condition at altitude until de-

sired.

When endurance of the target is con-

sidered unpowered, glide type targets

suffer a major disadvantage. The con-

stantly changing—usually deteriorating

—performance of an unpowered target

over a limited flight period with no
steady state condition, has repeatedly

acted to wipe out any cost advantage

such a target might offer over another

which has an integral power unit. To
overcome this disadvantage, an unpow-
ered target could conceivably be car-

ried by a manned aircraft through all

phases of the attack up to firing of the

weapon. The target could then be

launched—separated from the carrier

—and the weapon fired at the target.

The fallacy in this concept lies in the

very short time interval—a matter of a

few seconds—between initiation of an

attack and the actual weapon firing,

which would not allow time for separ-

ation of carrier and target. Therefore,

an unpowered target—or one of very

short powered flight time—is seen to

be inadequate.

The selection of a target drone for

the simulation of various prospective

enemy aircraft types such as bomber,

patrol, fighter, or interceptor raises the

consideration of simulation of size as

well as performance. Obviously, size

is best obtained in service aircraft con-

verted for remote controlled target use.

This is not always possible in "practi-

cal" sense due to cost, operational fac-

tors and availability. In the majority

of instances, the use of actual service

aircraft is not necessary to satisfy the

objective. Active or passive radar sig-

nal reflectivity, infra-red heating, turbo-

jet radar reflective scintillation, realistic

fuse triggering, etc., can be incorporat-

ed in the target for presentation of

"size" other than visual.

In the proof firing type of exercise,

where target vulnerability is the pri-

mary factor, only full size targets of the

appropriate type can be profitably em-

ployed. Thus, questions of jet engine

vulnerability of multi-engine bombers,

effectiveness of armor plating size and

placement, pilot and equipment loca-

tion and protection, are resolved during

proof firing both in the ground and in

the air only by tests against appropri-

ate service aircraft targets.

The physical size of the target also

affects other considerations. In the case

of service aircraft converted to target

drones, the target size is fixed with only

total gross weight a controllable factor

within limits determined by the removal

of excess equipment, the addition of

desired instrumentation, and adjust-

ment of fuel load to meet flight objec-

tive. Size of other target drones is de-

Ryaii Titanium
Research Recognized

Ryan's "know-how" in titaniiun

manufacturing techniques is being

relied upon by the Battelle Memo-
rial Institute, Columbus, Ohio,

which has just been awarded a con-

tract by the Department of Defense

to establish a titanium metallurgical

laboratory.

Paul D. Frost, center in the pic-

ture above, chief of the Institute's

light metals division, recently in-

spected Ryan's work with titanium.

He is shown with Lee Cole, Ryan
metallurgist, left, and E. F. Mel-

linger, assistant to the vice-presi-

dent-manufacturing, as they exam-

ine a Ryan-built Sikorsky plenum
chamber of titanium. Frost is di-

recting the Institute's work of ac-

cumulating all available informa-

tion on the promising new metal

and will recommend further ave-

nues of research and development.

For several years Ryan has been

a leader in the comparatively new
applications of titanium, which has

weight and strength advantages in

moderate temperature ranges. De-

velopment of techniques for fabri-

cating and welding titanium has

been carried on by Ryan under Air

Force contract. Work is continu-

ing for the Navy on fabrication of

typical aircraft sections of titanium

alloy to evaluate strength, tempera-

ture, weight and corrosion resist-

ance qualities as compared with

magnesium, stainless steel and alu-

minum alloys.

termined by a variety of factors. Low
gross weight and small size are desira-

ble to allow for air launching from a
carrier aircraft with minimum penalty
to the latter's performance. Ground
launching and handling also favor small
size and low gross weight. Flight en-
durance requirements dictate sufficient

fuel load and provisions for target in-

strumentation capabilities—payload

—

which require space and weight allow-

ance. In addition to ground handling
preparatory to flight, minimum gross

weight empty and small size are impor-
tant to ease of retrieving the target

from the sea in the instance of target

sea recovery.

As a piece of firing range instru-

mentation, a target drone must embody
simplicity of design and operation.

A target drone must not require

highly trained, specialized crews for

its employment which would detract

from the primary functions of the using

activity. Its versatility should be such
that it can be adaptable to a variety of

tests by the addition or subtraction of

necessary features and functions. Pe-
culiarity of control should not be neces-

sary which would interfere with other
vital range functions involving commu-
nication and control radio frequencies.

Similarly, the target drone operation
must be independent but compatible

with other operations in a local area.

The use of tracking radars, radio

frequencies, telemetry channels, etc.,

should not be dependent upon dual use

of activity equipment, but rather, should

be within the entity of the drone con-

trol and operating unit.

Initial production, maintenance, lo-

gistic, and operational costs can be ef-

fectively amortized over more flight

hours by making the target reusable

after recovery on the land and from the

sea. Such features include suitable flo-

tation material in the target instead of

depending upon maintenance of water-

tight structure integrity, belly landing

keel or skid, drogue and recovery para-

chute with suitable fail safe automatic

or commanded deployment, and capa-

bilities for overhaul of simple and rug-

ged airframe, power plant, and compo-
nent equipments. The incorporation of

an efficient power plant with a low
specific fuel consumption and ample

fuel capacity is a must for obtaining

adequate endurance for a flight exer-

cise or test. Perhaps the most important

contributory factor to the efficient usage

of target drones is their reliability.

While apparently an additive cost, the

development of high reliability in com-

ponents and systems results in an actu-

al reduction in usage cost.
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RYAN YTO AT

EDWARDS
(Continued from Page 7)

performance and stability characteris-

tics in detail, and relaying this data to

the Flight Data Branch at Wright Air

Development Center for use in check-

ing the contractor's figures. Informa-

tion on control forces and deflections

is passed along to aeronautical design

groups. Up to 150 hours of flight time

may be required for this phase.

Phase VI tests use three or more of

the first production models of a new
aircraft. Commands which wiU use

the airplane, such as the Tactical Air

Command or the Strategic Air Com-
mand as well as the Air Proving

Ground Command, are invited to send

pilots and maintenance personnel to

take part in these tests. Phase VI tests

simulate operational conditions on
night, weather, maximum range, gun-

nery and other missions. The phase

usually requires approximately 150

hours per aircraft, continuing until ma-
jor discrepancies have been corrected.

The AFFTC project engineer pre-

pares a report at the end of the test in

which he sets up maintenance require-

ments, parts consumption and inspec-

tion times. Field commands use this

report in drawing up operating require-

ments. If AFFTC reports that the air-

craft is a weapons system capable of

doing the job, the Air Proving Ground
Command at Eglin AFB, Florida,

works out how this weapons system

can be used by a tactical unit. In

other words, AFFTC determines an

aircraft's flying characteristics; the Air
Proving Ground Command determines

its combat capabilities.

The Flight Test Center is a com-
posite installation, sharing its facilities

with four government agencies and
more than 20 contractor organizations.

With an engineering flight test unit as-

signed to the base, Ryan Aeronautical
Company is among the latter.

Headed by R. W. "Pete" Henson,
Ryan's chief of flight test, the Ryan
unit numbers 30 men. Center of opera-
tions is a hangar and office building at

North Base, located on the northwest
shore of Rogers Dry Lake approxi-
mately eight miles from the main base.

Living quarters for the men and their

families are in the Wherry Housing
unit adjoining the base and in the near-
by town of Lancaster, California.

Culminating more than six years'

engineering development work, the
plane these men are testing represents

a challenging new concept in vertical

takeoff aircraft. While no details of

its design and construction have been
released by the Air Force, it is be-

lieved that Ryan has conceived and
pioneered a basic design so ingenious

and promising that the results may be

as significant as the change from pro-

peller-driven aircraft to jet power.
The Ryan VTO is the first military

plane of its type depending entirely

upon jet propulsion. Previous military

VTO aircraft have been powered by
gas turbine engines driving propellers.

Actual testing began the same day
the plane arrived at Edwards from
Ryan's San Diego plant. Shrouded in

canvas, it was towed to the Flight Test

Center on a flatbed truck trailer, arriv-

ing there near the middle of August.

Incoming teletype message from the Ryan
plant is read by Pete Henson and George
E. Atkinson, his departmental assistant.

Piloting chores on the VTO project are

shared by P. F. "Pete" Girard, Ryan's

chief engineering test pilot, and W. L.

"Lou" Everett, another Ryan test pilot.

Flight Test Center project officers on
the VTO are Major B. J. McCarroU
and his assistant, First Lieutenant

Richard Gough.
Edwards is one of the most versatile

instaflations in the Air Force. In ad-

dition to running flight tests on aU

USAF aircraft, engines and compo-
nents as well as Army aircraft, Ed-
wards also operates five unusual and

specialized facilities. These include

the Experimental Rocket Engine Test

Laboratory; High Speed Track; Pre-

cision Bombing Range; All-Altitude

Speed Course; and Deceleration Track.

The Rocket Engine Test Labora-

tory, an outlying facility of the

AFFTC, provides for the static test-

ing of high thrust rocket engines. This

plant was built for use by civilian com-
panies engaged in researching rockets

and missiles for the defense effort. The
heart of the station is the two test

stands built on each side of a cliff' to

permit vertical firing from either deck.

Sandwiched between the stands is the

control room used for observation of

the tests and instrumentation for the

rocket firing.

The High Speed Track, the world's

fastest and straightest railway, is an-

other facility at Edwards AFB. Here,
specially designed sleds utilizing rockets

with thrusts up to 1 10,000 lbs., are shot

down 10,000 feet of track at tremen-
dous speeds—occasionally up to 1500
mph. Seat ejection, parachute deploy-

ment and tail ffutter tests are projects

run on this track. Carefully instru-

mented to record data, the test sleds

are recovered by means of a water

brake built into the last 2,000 feet of

track.

The Precision Bombing Range,
operated by the Aberdeen Bombing
Mission, researches and develops ex-

perimental and standard aerial bombs
and components. Optical and elec-

tronic instruments designed and manu-
factured for the range obtain accurate

data of bomb trajectory. Space meas-
urements are accurate to .01 of one

percent, and time measurements to

.001 seconds. Data gathered from the

test bombing runs is used for the Air

Force bombing tables.

The All-Altitude Speed Course pro-

vides accurate determination of speed

at any altitude. The course consists of

three radio beams forming planes per-

pendicular to the line of flight—a beam
at each end and one in the middle.

When an airplane enters the speed

course, the first beam stimulates a

transmitter which activates an electron-

ic timing device. Simflarly, indications

are recorded when the other two beams
are penetrated. Wind effects are com-
pensated for by flying the plane over

the course on a reciprocal heading at

the same indicated air speed, and using

the time per each flight to compute the

true air speed.

The Deceleration Track, on the

northwest shore of the lake bed is a

2,000 foot standard gauge railroad

track with a special friction brake lo-

cated 1 ,250 feet down the tracks. This

brake clasps two keels on the chassis

of a rocket-propelled test sled, and de-

celerates the sled to simulate forces re-

ceived in airplane crashes and ditch-

ings. Deceleration tests have resulted

in the re-design of aircraft seats and

harnesses, besides providing informa-

tion on the "stress analysis" of the

human body.

Edwards is also the home of the Air

(Continued on Next Page)
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Force's Experimental Flight Test Pilot

School, the sole responsibility of which

is to supply the U. S. Air Force with

qualified test pilots. The school turns

out test pilots who are a match for the

complex aircraft they fly, and who are

adept at engineering evaluation as well

as flight test techniques.

OPERATION CUE
(Continued froiu Page 25)

would be radioed to the ground where

experts would plot them and draw con-

tour maps of the radiation intensities.

Civil Air Patrol participation in Op-
eration Cue, however, was not limited

to flying radiation survey flights. The
day following the explosion two liaison

planes were flown into the forward

area, landing on a small stretch of road

located near a blasted house 5,500

feet from ground zero. In the shadow

of nuclear destruction simulated casu-

alties delivered to the planes by Civil

Defense volunteer rescue workers were

airlifted to medical attention.

When Operation Cue was over the

entire CAP crew was commended by

both Val Peterson, Federal Civil De-

fense Administrator, and their national

commander, General Beau, for a job

"well done."

NAVIGATOR
(Conthiued from Page 11)

savings of time and fuel en route, per-

mits more accurate ETA's, and reduces

stack time at airports.

Ryan is also using its advanced

knowledge of continuous wave radar

to develop new electronic systems for

missile guidance, helicopter hovering,

and helicopter navigation.

HELP IN JIG TIME
(Continued from Page 10)

dental with the arrival of the "loan"

employees, virtually all tooling activi-

ties went to a 10-hour day, six-day

week, with 8 hours of Sunday work
for selected groups as required. So it

was mostly work, with precious litde

time to enjoy the wonders of the new
environment.

What effect did this labor-sharing

program have on Ryan's stepped-up
tooling effort?

"They were life-savers," Paul Sauter,

general foreman of tool manufacturing,
said.

"They were right at home in the jigs,

and became integrated rapidly with our
own crews. It was like getting a shot

It's a "Triple-Threat" Machine

A "triple-threat" machine, the largest of its kind in the Ryan plant, has
recently been installed in a special enclosed area adjoining the experimental
department.

_
It's a $58,500 Lvicas boring mill, which can perform boring, drilling and

milling operations with the extreme accuracy required in the experimental
machine shop.

Not only will the machine help experimental create new tooling, but
because of its accuracy, it will actually eliminate the need for some special
tooling fixtures on jobs where a limited number of parts is required. Bypassing
of a tooling program for experimental parts will enable speedier service to
customers. Operated by automatic controls, the Lucas is protected by con-
trolled temperature and dust-free atmosphere in the special enclosure. To
insure greater accuracy, the machine has a 5-inch nitrided spindle, instead of
the regular 4-inch spindle, and has a 72-inch column, contrasted with the usual
48-inch column, to provide additional capacity.

in the arm for the whole tooling de-

partment as we raced to meet our
schedules."

For some of the men, the temporary
transfer to San Diego meant working
as much as 68 hours a week. But where
else could working be more enjoyable?

For Ryan, the arrival of these men
was a godsend. The dispatch of 120

experienced workmen from Washing-
ton, Kansas, Oklahoma and Georgia
reinforced Ryan's own team during an
unprecedented tooling peak. The ar-

rangement was mutually advantageous
—Ryan got skilled labor when it need-
ed it most, and the visitors enjoyed a

bright—and comparatively cool—in-

terlude in their workaday lives.
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Perfect Pattern in Landings
Whirling in for a landing in perfect formation, these Piasecki H-21Bs

represent the U. S. Air Force's first helicopter assault group. They are six of
the 30 H-21Bs in the 516th Troop Carrier Group, stationed at Sewart Air Force
Base, Smyrna, Tennessee.

Assigned to the Tactical Air Command of the 18th Air Force, the 516th
is composed of three squadrons, 30 percent of whose personnel are Korean
veterans. With plenty of combat air rescue work behind them, group pilots find
the practice missions of the TAC's helicopter squadrons "old hat." They are pre-
pared to deliver personnel and equipment into or from unprepared landing
areas, to resupply ground units and to evacuate casualties from forward medical
stations. Versatility of its crew is matched by the usefulness of the H-21 itself.

Not only does it operate as an emergency rescue craft, it also serves as a troop
transport capable of hauling 27 men. When fitted with special landing gear
which combines wheels, floats and skis, the H-21 can take off and land on snow,
ice, water, tundra, marsh or terra firma with equal efficiency.

Power for the hefty 'copters comes from 1425 h.p. Wright R-1820 engines.
Buried in the central part of the H-21 close to the center of gravity, the R-1820
is a radial, air-cooled engine whose exhaust system and lightweight stainless
steel shroud have been supplied by Ryan from the time the first H-21 took to
the air. Ryan has also been pioneering in the application of titanium to the
construction of helicopter parts, notably for Piasecki's HUP-1 and the Sikorsky
XHR2S.

OYER OCEAN AND

POLAR REGIONS
(Continued jrom Page 12)

navigational information has been
available.

Ryan's revolutionary new automatic
navigator, AN/APN-67, (see page 11,

this issue) has been installed in a

Douglas R5D transport roaming the

globe in "Project Magnet." Similar sys-

tems will be placed in two R5D photo-
mapping planes, part of the aerial ar-

mada in the elaborate "Expedition
Deepfreeze."

The air unit of "Expedition Deep-
freeze," in which Ryan's automatic
navigation system will play a vital role,

will supply logistics support on a hard-
packed main base runway, from which
supplies and equipment will be flown
to the satellite bases. The planes also

wiii conduct air mapping missions as

required, and will perform ice recon-
naissance missions and other special

duties.

Besides the two R5D's to be
equipped with Ryan automatic navi-

gators, the expedition's air unit will in-

clude two ski-equipped R4D's; three

helicopters, four DeHavilland Otters,

two ski-equipped P2V's, and two UP
triphibians.

Work on establishment of three ob-

servation sites in the Antarctic will be
started this winter in connection with

participation by the United States in

the International Geophysical Year,

1957-58. More than 20 such scientific

stations will be set up by various coun-
tries on or near the Antarctic continent

for the Geophysical Year. The United
States plans to study meteorology, gla-

ciology, ionospheric physics, geomag-
netism, aurora and air glow, cosmic

rays, seismology and gravity measure-

ments.

Commander of Task Force 43,

which will provide logistic support, is

Rear Adm. George Dufek, USN Ret.,

the only retired officer ever to com-

mand a peacetime task force. Although
a 1917 statute forbids a retired officer

to exercise such peacetime command,
Congress made an exception in Dufek's
case, by passing a special Bill, because
of his exceptional experience and quali-

fications. Dufek is a veteran of four
polar expeditions—two in the Antarc-
tic and two in the Arctic. In 1946, he
also was associated with Admiral
Byrd, as commander of three ships of
the task force directed by Byrd in

"Operation Highjump." His rescue of

six survivors of a crashed plane ten

days after the disaster was described by
Byrd as "in many ways unequalled in

all the history of polar rescues." He
later distinguished himself as com-
mander of the aircraft carrier Antietam
in combat operations against the Com-
munists in North Korea.

The distinguished team of Admirals
Byrd and Dufek will direct the activity

of more than 1,600 officers and men,
seven ships and 15 aircraft in "Expedi-
tion Deepfreeze."

As America's foremost polar ex-

plorer, who has devoted his life to serv-

ing United States interests in the polar

regions, Admiral Byrd also was re-

called to active duty for the new assign-

ment. He will direct the over all opera-

tions in establishing a main base near

the former site of Little America, and
constructing scientific observation posts

inland, in Marie Byrd Land, and at the

South Pole. Personnel will be trained

in cold weather supply, construction

and flight operations, and an extensive

program of exploration, mapping and
scientific investigation has been out-

lined. Scientific observers wiU man the

bases at Marie Byrd Land and at the

South Pole during the International

Geophysical Year 1957-58.

"Expedition Deepfreeze" wfll be con-

ducted in three phases, with a view to

the comparatively milder weather dur-

ing the middle of our winter, when it

is warmest in the Antarctic. The task

force leaving this November must work
against time establishing its main base

by early February. A "wintering over"

party of seven officers and 114 men
wiU be left behind to complete the run-

way and operate the base until the

weather begins to warm up again in

October, 1956.

Then, construction parties will move
inland to establish the satellite bases.

In November, 1956, the task force will

proceed again to Antarctica, this time

with the scientists who wiU operate the

main base and the two satellite bases.

They'll carry supplies for two years, to

guard against the possibility of severe

weather conditions blocking re-supply

(Continued on Next Page)
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after the first year of their research.

Such re-supply is slated for the winter

of 1957-58.

The third and final phase of "Ex-
pedition Deepfreeze" will be started in

November, 1958, when the task force

leaves the United States to evacuate

the scientists and equipment during

January, 1959.

The United States and the Soviet

Union may be neighbors at the South

Pole during the International Geo-
physical Year research. Russian sci-

entists have disclosed plans to estab-

hsh three bases in the heart of Antarc-

tica. Norway, Belgium, England, Ger-

many, Australia, France, Japan and
Argentina also have indicated interest

in scientific rsearch originating in the

Antarctic. Allocation of base sites was
settled at an amicable conference re-

cently in Paris.

Imperialistic designs on the Antarc-

tic continent are being subordinated in

these expeditions to the desire to gain

new knowledge about this mysterious

region. The U. S. Navy has officially

attached little strategic importance to

the expedition militarily, but obviously

the training of personnel in cold weath-

er operations will have military value,

Admiral Byrd has pointed out.

Ryan automatic navigators will be

given severe field testing in both "Ex-
pedition Deepfreeze" and "Project

Magnet."
Since 1952, "Project Magnet" has

been concerned with the variations be-

tween magnetic compass headings and
true north.

These variations exist because com-
passes point to the north magnetic

pole and not the north geographic

pole.

Over well-populated areas it is rela-

tively simple to plot this correction on
maps, but over ocean areas and polar

wastes, it is difficult to ascertain exact

positions when measuring these mag-
netic influences. Here is where the

Ryan automatic navigator performs its

unique function.

In the R5D there are two periscopic

sextant installations which take ce-

lestial sights through periscopes rather

than plastic domes. "Fixes" made in

this manner every 30 minutes tell the

navigator where the aircraft is at cer-

tain intervals. Between each 30-minute

"fix," the navigator must be sure the

plane is flying on a specific course.

With the use of the Ryan automatic

navigator, the pilot can observe a

single instrument, a course error indi-

cator, to maintain an accurate course.

The entire tail section of the "Pro-

ject Magnet" plane is made of non-

magnetic material, and contains a

magnetometer installation which auto-

matically measures the direction and
intensity of the earth's magnetic field,

recording it on computers.

Mapping is being performed from 10

deg. South latitude to the northern

polar regions. The corrective data is

being transferred to navigational maps
for use of ships and planes to correct

compass headings.

"We're putting those dotted purple

lines on maps," explains Lt. Cmdr.
Fred S. Card, officer in charge of

"Project Magnet," to which is at-

tached a crew of four officers, four

enlisted men, and eight civilians from
the Hydrographic Office, Washington,

D. C.

Although the project is due for com-
pletion in 1957, it will most likely be

repeated after that date because

changes in the earth's magnetic field

are continual.

FIREBEE SCHOOL
(Continued jrom Page 23)

previous courses of study to follow,

Ryan engineers who acted as instruc-

tors were also "starting from scratch."

T. R. Kochis, weapons systems engi-

neer in the missile section, drew up a

brief training program and outline of

material to be covered, working with

experts in each of the main subdivi-

sions of the course: electronic equip-

ment, powerplant and airframe. For-

tunately, previously prepared manuals

on structural repair, maintenance and
flight operations came off the presses

just in time for the first class. Further

divided into two phases of four weeks

at Ryan and four weeks at the opera-

tional base, HoUoman, the course was
planned to give equal emphasis on
theory and practice. Each student had
ample opportunity to make a thorough

study of the Firebee's innards to learn

how and why it performs as it does.

"And they learned a lot," says Er-

nest Griffin, instructor on airframe and
structural components of the Firebee.

"Only three of the men—Capt. Kauf-

man, Capt. Covell and Sgt. Johnson

—

had previous experience with the Fire-

bee. For the others, the classes at

Ryan offered their first chance to get

their hands on one of the 'birds'—and

they plucked it as clean as a Thanks-

giving turkey!"

William R. White and H. D. Bruns-

wick, electronics engineers who in-

structed on the operation of the auto-

matic pilot in the drone, agreed that

the airmen digested the two months'

concentrated instruction very well.

"They were a good bunch for asking

questions," White said. "They made

sure they understood."

Lectures and question and answer
periods were the backbone of the first,

or "theoretical," portion of the course,

but field trips, movies and do-it-your-

self activities also made up a large part

of the training.

Forrest Warren, who demonstrated
the parachute recovery system of the

Firebee, took the group to the Prevost

Smith Parachute Co. at Gillespie Field

to watch parachutes being manufac-
tured and packed.

"The size of the parachute surprised

most of the men," Warren recalls. "Al-
though the Firebee is small compared
to the jet fighter it simulates in target

practice, it's a solid, rugged craft that

requires a parachute twice the regula-

tion size. The airmen were interested

in the unique two 'chute brake and
recovery system of the Firebee, also."

Remote control of the Firebee drone,
which is operated by a ground crew
with a fascinating Pandora's box of

electronic mysteries, was explained to

the students by Herbert Shear, Jr.

Powerplant of the Firebee, a Continen-
tal J-69 engine, was covered by four
engineers from Ryan's powerplant sec-

tion: Richard Preece, J. W. Baxter,

Burton Winslow and Russell Mann.
Drawings, charts and schematics —
simple illustrations of the relationship

of various components—as well as the

engine itself, provided visual aids to

round out the instructors' explanations

of air induction, exhaust systems, cool-

ing provisions, engine performance, lu-

brication and fuel systems and instal-

lation of the compact bundle of horse-

power that takes the Firebee above
40,000 feet at speeds exceeding 600
miles per hour.

The final four weeks at Holloman
were devoted to actual launching (from
a B-26 "mother" plane) and ffight of

the Firebee, including plotting, track-

ing and radar control procedures for

guiding the highly maneuverable bird.

On hand to monitor the now "senior"

students in applying the principles

learned at the factory were several of

their original instructors, plus other

Ryan personnel already stationed at

Holloman.

"We did our best to simphfy our in-

structions," Russ Mann said in sum-
ming up Ryan's role in the training

program, "but at the same time we
tried to point out the care and thought

that went into the design and manu-
facture of the Firebee. We wanted
these key men to understand the reason

for everything, so that when they

handle a Firebee in the field they'll

get the high degree of performance it

is engineered to give."
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BUILDING

BOOM!

(Continued jrovi Page 21)

this project.

Ryan's growing stake in the field of
avionics—electronics as applied to avi-

ation—is visibly demonstrated by a

$50,000, 10,000-square foot, two-story
extension of the present electronics

laboratory and related facilities. In
floor space, this is the largest plant

addition since construction of the jet

engine parts building in 1951.
The new space will make possible

an even closer integration of practical

research, development and "pilot line"

production of electronics components,
Owen Olds, chief electronics engineer,

explained. In this area will be per-

formed considerable product design

and early production of new projects.

Two new contracts—$5 million for

an automatic navigator system to be
used by the Navy, and a $2.5 million

contract from the Air Force for ad-

vanced development of electronics

guidance systems for supersonic mis-

siles—give hints of the need for greater

working space. In addition to missile

guidance and automatic navigation,

Ryan is working in such other elec-

tronics fields as helicopter hovering.

Ryan's concentration on electronics

engineering began with the design of
the guidance system for the Ryan Fire-

bird air-to-air missile 9 years ago.

Ryan electronics systems are developed
in the laboratory and flight-tested by
the company's own personnel.

Wide open areas, as well as build-
ings, are being added at Ryan. Recent-
ly, the company obtained 3V2 more
acres of lands immediately west of the
plant's old boundary. This land has
been graded and blacktopped as an ex-
tension of a large parking lot to provide
space for 400 more employees' cars.

Ryan now has almost 2,200 parking
spaces in and around the plant grounds,
approximately one space for every two
employees.

A sense of urgency pervades the
plant these days—unmatched since the
World War II period—as Ryan work-
ers maintain a sizzling pace to meet
production schedules on new projects,
such as the Boeing KC-135, the North
American F-86F Sabrejet aft fuselage
section, and several jet engine and
electronics assignments.

Concurrently with the expansion of
factory space, extensive overtime is

normal, rather than the exception in
such departments as tooling, which has
been on a universal 60-hour week for
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both shifts—six 10-hour days—plus 8
hours of Sunday work for some em-
ployees. Now, fabrication and assembly
departments are getting into the act as

production tempo is stepped up.

Growing pains are by no means over.

More expansion lies ahead in one of

America's most dynamic aviation en-

terprises.

SEA LEGS FOR

THE FIREBEE

(Continued from Page 16)

mission. In a few moments, the new
red line moves into and up the "slot"

formed by the parallel blue course
lines. Each time it begins to edge away.
Hale commands a corrective turn, or
trim, that brings the line back on
course.

For what seems like hours. Hale
guides the movements of the red line

with the controls in front of him. From
his position at the board it is difficuU

for him to read the altitude plot, so
Bob Giantvafley, assistant KDA-1 pro-
ject engineer, relays the information to

him. Hale voices his control move-
ments prior to execution in order that

DiNapoli can keep the chase pilot in-

formed of any abrupt movements of
the Firebee flying ahead of him.
Now the red line emerges from the

maze, having foUowed the blue lines

completely around the complex course
of racetrack and figure eight patterns.

R^an Receives

Contract For
B-58 Components
The Ryan Aeronautical Company

has received a contract from the

Convair Division of General Dy-
namics Corporation for more than
a half million dollars worth of

structural components for Convair's

B-58 supersonic bomber.
The Ryan-built parts will be de-

livered to Convair's Fort Worth,
Texas plant where the B-58 was
ordered into initial production last

year.

Convair's Fort Worth Division

built all of the Air Force's long-

range B-36 intercontinental bomb-
ers and for several years has been
performing research and develop-

ment work on nuclear aircraft.

As it nears the circled area marking
the position of Redleg 15, Hale cafls

to DiNapoli, "We're ready for re-

covery."

Planes and boats are standing by as
Hale pushes the button that releases

the drag chute in the Firebee's tail

cone. A moment later a call comes
from one of the planes, "Main chute
is open." Suspended in a flight atti-

tude from the huge parachute, the
Firebee is now floating gently down to

sea.

After a twitch or two during the re-

covery sequence, the pen on the plot-

ting board continues at a much slower
pace. As Hale disconnects his remote
control box and places it aside, Di-
Napoli speaks into his mouthpiece,
"Redleg 15, this is Blackburn Charlie.

The chute is coming down just south
of your position. Do you have it in

sight yet? Over."
"Negative, Blackburn Charlie," re-

plies Redleg 15. "It's evidently too hi.

. . . Wait a minute! Roger, we just

picked it up in our glasses. It's appar-
endy going to 'splash' just south of us.

Should have no trouble maintaining
visual contact with it until pickup.

Redleg 15 out."

"Thank you, Redleg 15. Please give

us a 'splash' time. Will notify aircraft

to return to 'Homeplate.' Blackburn
Charlie out."

The waiting is over for the Redleg
boats. Now that "Blackburn Charlies'

"

work is finished, they are going to play

their part in the operation—retrieving

the Firebee from the sea.

Plucking a small airplane out of the

water without damaging its many com-
ponents can be a ticklish problem even
in a calm sea. This is a Navy responsi-

bility. Ryan's Ed Sorensen is aboard
Redleg 15 to assist in the operation,

which is accomplished with an "A"
frame and winch mounted on the stem.

Once aboard, the KDA-1 will be taken

to nearby Port Hueneme, placed on a

Navy truck and returned to the Ryan
hangar at the Naval Air Missile Test

Center, Point Mugu, Calif.

At Point Mugu, the Firebee wih
undergo immediate decontamination

with fresh water to free it of the cor-

rosive effects of salt water immersion.

The interval between "splash" and the

start of reassembly following the de-

contamination process is only five

hours. The KDA-I can be ready to fly

again in less than three days.

The flight has been very successful.

Leaving the control center, Emison,
Giantvalley, Hale and Peters climb into

the Ryan station wagon, where they

(Continued on Next Page)



are joined by Paul Bunner. The latter

has been in the radar tracking station

during the mission. The five drive to

the telemetering ground station to pick

up Herb Barnes and Lyle Penny, then

return to the Ryan offices. All that is

left to do is study the flight test data

gathered during the mission and inspect

the KDA-1 for possible damage when
it arrives from Port Hueneme.

This has been the story of a typical

demonstration flight; one of ten re-

cently completed during the demonstra-

tion phase of a Ryan-operated flight

test program (Phase A) conducted on

the KDA-1 at the Naval Air Missile

Test Center. Project engineer, M. M.
McDaniel, reports the Navy is pleased

with the results of the tests. A final

report is now in preparation.

Ryan personnel handled all facets of

the flight test operation, assisted by

the Navy. In five years of Firebee test-

ing, this was the first time Ryan has

flown its own drone. Previously, gov-

ernment personnel handled the remote

control operation on the ground and

the direct control operation in the

launch plane. Ryan personnel in these

positions (Hale, Windh, and Bill Trum-
ble) were able to avoid several aborted

Firebee flights because of their long

familiarity with the project. Ryan made
use of this experience to improve the

operation itself and to provide proper

guidance to future crews.

Purpose of the ten flights was to

demonstrate to the Navy that the

KDA-1 would perform in accordance

with Ryan specifications. Specific ob-

jectives to be demonstrated were speed,

altitude control, maneuverabflity, con-

trol range, tracking range, service ceil-

ing, engine operation, endurance, re-

covery, flotation, etc. Prior to this par-

ticular phase, a group of eleven study

and evaluation flights were flown to de-

velop remote control piloting tech-

niques, and to determine and verify

the proper adjustments of the various

drone systems.

Ryan personnel planned the first six

demonstration flights and the Navy
planned the last four. Like a "final

exam," the latter flights consisted of

extremely difficult maneuvers, some of

which imposed more than normal
structural loads on the drone. The
KDA-1 proved itself during these tests.

Having completed the Phase A pro-

gram successfufly, the next logical step

in the Navy's evaluation of the Firebee

would be Phase B. This wifl consist of

employing the KDA-1 for the use for

which it is designed—as a target for

surface-to-air and air-to-air missiles

and for gunnery.

KC-97 WEATHER TEST BOX

"Let it snow, let it snow, let it snow," might be the new theme song of
engineers at the Air Researcli and Development Command, Wright Field, Day-
ton, Ohio.

Using a Boeing KC-97 tanker with its modified refneling boom as a weather-
maker, ARDC is now able to simulate rain, snow and ice conditions for test ob-
servations under niade-to-order circumstances.

For many years, the Air Force and llie National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics have searched for a successful means of reproducing weatlier haz-
ards for test operations. Wind tunnel testing presented no problems, but
actual flight testing was anotlier matter. During summer months bad weather
was almost impossible to find. Often planes had to roam for many miles seek-
ing good test conditions.

Then one day three engineers in the Test Section of Wright Air Develop-
ment Center hit on the idea of using the KC-97's refueling boom to spray water
instead of deJivering fuel to a plane following close behind. They consulted
with Boeing Aircraft Co., which had developed a quick method of purging the
tanker's refueling system. This made it possible for the Stratofreighter to fly
a weather mission without interfering with its regular duties as a tanker.

Working together, the Air Force and Boeing developed a special nozzle to
release the proper amount of water into the path of a test aircraft, 300 feet
behind and below the KC-97. Presto! At one altitude the observers had rain,
at a higher altitude they had snow and ice.

In the picture above, the tanker's boom is deluging the windshield of a
B-47 with a man-made rainstorm to test the world's biggest windshield wiper.
Better pilot visibility is only one of the many results of the new testing program,
however. Researchers are also studying the effects of heavy loads of ice and
snow on a plane's flight characteristics. Currently, tests are being conducted
on the Air Force's newest jets.

For more than six years Ryan has been building the aft fuselages, used in
these tests, as well as the floor beams, under-wing fuel tanks and exhaust sys-
tems for all KC-97 aircraft. Ryan is presently tooling up to build the huge mid
and aft fuselage sections for the all-jet successor to the KC-97, the KC-135
Tanker-Transport.
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Pratt & Whitney Officials Confer On New Engine

Top echelon Prati & Whitney Aircraft Division engineering, experimental and
purchasing officials recently held important conferences at Ryan to discuss engi-
neering and fabrication problems on a major new engine.

Shown with Ryan representatives at the plant entrance are, left to right. Rod
McDonough, Ryan's eastern field representative; Carl L. Schluntz, P & WA test

engineer; Kenneth Hawkins, Ryan engineering;Thomas A. Bragdon, P & WA assist-

ant project engineer; Henry Berlinghof, Jr., Ryan assistant to the vice president;
Wesley E. Gwatin, P & WA supervisor, project engineering; Sam C. Breder, custo-
mer service director; Donald W. !Sussell, P & WA project engineer; Don Brown, Jr.,

P & WA purchasing agent, experimental department; Byron Geer, Ryan customer
coordinator; Clark Hickerson, Ryan customer service manager; and Eric Smith,
P & WA purchasing department.

PNEUMATIC DUCTING AT RYAN
(Continued from Page 3)

sheet metal, machined structures.
These include most of the "hot parts"

for leading turbojet engines, from com-
bustion chambers to afterburners, and
complete rocket and ramjet power
plants.

For two decades, Ryan has fabricat-

ed high-temperature exhaust systems
for large aircraft piston engines and is,

today, the largest producer of this

equipment. These systems encompass
every application where exhaust gas

energy is harnessed to perform auxil-

iary functions such as turbo-compound-
ing, turbosupercharging, anti-icing,

augmented engine cooling through jet

pump action and cabin heating. From
this experience, the company has ac-

quired a comprehensive understanding
of high speed flows of high tempera-
ture, high pressure gases. This knowl-
edge has been integrated with intimate

metallurgical know-how, at both de-
sign and production levels.

This is precisely the experience
needed to meet the challenge of de-
signing and building efficient pneu-
matic ducting systems. These structures
are not simply air pipes, plumbed to-

gether with standard fittings, which can
be fabricated by any sheel metal shop.
Like exhaust equipment for jet and
piston engines, these systems must
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handle large volumes of high-tempera-
ture, high-pressure gases (air). But
because pneumatic ducting must trans-

mit power throughout an airplane and
is, therefore, required in substantial

quantities, it must be built from ex-

tremely light gauge alloys to keep
weight within tolerable limits. This im-
poses completely new design and
manufacturing problems, many of

which have not previously been ex-

plored by industry.

Pneumatic ducting requires high
temperature-resistant alloys, such as

stainless steel, because temperatures

range from 500 to 900°F. These aOoys
also possess yield strengths at elevated

temperatures such that gauge thick-

nesses can be reduced to a range of

.008" to .020", to keep weight down.
Within these thin-walled systems, pres-

sures from 50 to 250 psi and veloci-

ties ranging to the speed of sound at

sea level (764 mph) must be handled.

The problems are magnified by the

need for flexible, leak-resistant joints

to accommodate the extreme differen-

tial in thermal expansion between the

ducting system and the airframe. Flexi-

ble joints are also required for trans-

mitting power to movable aircraft sur-

faces. At the same time, the number of

joints, fittings, turns and discontinuities

must be kept to an absolute minimum
to avoid all losses due to induced drag
and turbulence.

It can be seen that the success of

any pneumatic ducting system depends
upon its design and the execution of

that design. At Ryan, these two ele-

ments are intimately related through
close coordination between experienced
engineering staffs and skilled produc-
tion teams. By means of the pneumatic
ducting development program, Ryan
has oriented its design and manufac-
turing facilities to this specialized field.

Ryan is fully equipped to design and
build the complete pneumatic ducting

systems, required by modern aircraft

design.

ADVANTAGES
Air bled from the compressor stages

of turbojet or turboprop engines can
provide the major source of pneu-
matic power because this air is already

energized to do the job. With a proper-
ly designed ducting system, compres-
sor-bled air can be integrated with ex-

ternal engine starting auxiliary power
sources, internal gas turbine drives

and ram air systems. This versatility

lends itself to the ultimate objective of

making the airplane self-contained,

which increases mobility and reduces

turn-around time at airports.

Pneumatic ducting systems, fed with

compressor-bled air, provide decided

advantages over other methods of pow-
er transmission in simpUcity, reliability,

ease of maintenance, safety and weight

saving.

Weight can be saved in several ways.

Power is transmitted through light-

weight, air-filled tubes instead of heavy

cables and oil-filled conduit. No fluid

reservoir is required because the sys-

tem is not a closed type but the air

is dumped overboard after use. Motors
and actuators can be placed in the

fuselage, close to the points of power
application, thus shortening cable and
conduit runs and simplifying mainte-

nance, through increased accessibility.

Another weight-saving feature is the

adaptability of pneumatic ducting to

multiple applications. In one design, a

2-inch diameter system was adequate

for powering an air conditioning unit.

By enlarging the ducting to 4-inch

diameter, the same system could also

handle an air turbine drive for acces-

sory use. Only 65 percent of the weight

of the system was charged to the air

turbine drive because 35 percent was
already assigned to the air conditioning

requirement.

Because pneumatic systems use few-

er sources of power and shorter cables

and hydraulic lines, they are inherently

(Continued on Next Page)



simpler, making them more reliable

and easier to maintain.

One of the important advantages

gained is the improved simplicity of an

aircraft's main engine structure. In-

creased numbers of accessories are

being placed on the engines to serve

multiplied requirements of the latest

aircraft. These accessories have ex-

panded the diameter and length of en-

gine nacelles, adding frontal drag and
adversely affecting performance.

With pneumatic systems, the engines

can be kept clean of shaft-driven acces-

sories. This permits slimmer, shorter

engine nacelles which lend themselves

to the requirements of wing and pod-

mounted power plants. Because the

engines are relieved of the accessories,

they are Lighter and the wing and pod
structures can also be made lighter.

Welcome savings in time and money
are realized when engines are to be

replaced or repaired. Power plants can

be quickly removed without bothering

with disconnecting a host of engine

accessories. A salient maintenance fea-

ture is that the entire pneumatic sys-

tem can be checked out with ground
sources of air without using the main
engines.

Safety is enhanced by use of pneu-

matic systems because air-filled tubes

are substituted for hydraulic lines,

which can burst into flames when rup-

tured due to accident or combat-caused
damage.

AUXILIARY POWER
Pneumatic ducting systems can pro-

vide power for all aircraft needs now
supplied by electrical, hydraulic and

mechanical means. Compressed air

from main engine compressors or gas

turbine-driven pumps can be used to

drive air turbines, electrical alternators,

hydraulic pumps and direct mechanical

actuators. Through these devices, air-

craft can be pressurized, heated, cooled

and ventilated for the comfort of per-

sonnel and to insure satisfactory opera-

tion of equipment.

The simplest method of air condi-

tioning is to take compressor-bled air

directly to the cabin through refriger-

ating and flow control devices. Care
must be exercised to avoid, or screen

out, all engine contaminants which

might cause irritation.

Another technique involves the use

of compressor-bled air to drive sepa-

rate cabin superchargers. This sys-

tem is fighter than shaft-driven super-

chargers because no gear box is need-

ed. It is more compficated than using

compressor-bled air directly because
a heat source must be provided and

New Drone Miission for L-17's

Six Ryan L-17 aircraft are being modified for use as aerial drones by
the U. S. Army at Fort Huachuca, Arizona. Tliree of the planes will be equipped
with television facilities, two of them with still photo cameras and one will be
fitted for use as a general utility drone.

The Army will subject the L-17's to a series of tests to evaluate the use
of drones in photographic and picture assignments. Out of these tests may
come vital information which will determine the design of future aircraft

built to carry both TV and photographic equipment in the Army's communica-
tions and photo reconnaissance missions.

The Navions designated for the tests have been declared surplus to other
Army needs and are part of a quantity of 158 L-17's which Ryan delivered to

the Army several years ago. The aircraft are all-metal, low-wing monoplanes of
four-passenger capacity equipped with complete dual controls and retractable

tricycle landing gear. They have a cruising speed of 150 m.p.h. and a range
of 750 miles.

compressors must be regulated for

varying altitudes.

For ventilating and moderately cool-

ing certain types of airborne equip-

ment, ram air picked up in flight may
serve. This air can be picked up with

air scoops and ducted to equipment

and cargo areas.

For operating landing gear, flaps

and control surfaces and pumping fuel

and actuating jet engine nozzle con-

trols, the designer must select the com-
bination of power transmission sys-

tems which best fits the overall require-

ments. Substantial amounts of electric

power can be generated by operating

alternators from compressor-bled air.

To meet constant frequency needs, it is

necessary to provide means of compen-
sating for the variation in air tempera-

ture and pressure during flight. This

can be achieved by using a variable

nozzle with the air turbine drive for

the alternator.

For hydraulic power, compressor-

bled air may be employed with simpler

regulation because hydraulic pumps
will produce adequate pressure and
flow over a wide range of engine

speeds. Emergency power for both

electrical and hydraulic systems can be

made available by installing small air

turbines which will operate on com-
pressor-bled air in flight and com-

pressed air from auxiliary gas turbines

on the ground.

ENGINE STARTING
As turbojet engines have increased

in thrust, the torque required to start

them has also risen to the point where
pneumatic starting systems are now
preferred. They are simple and light-

weight. They usually consist of an air

turbine, geared to the main engine,

which may be energized by a com-
pressed air source that is either air-

borne or ground-located.

On multi-engine aircraft, the first

engine may be started in this way and
the others activated by air bled from its

compressor. Where the airplane must
carry a self-contained starting system,

a hot gas turbine can feed gas to the

same type of turbine starter, which is

modified to accept high temperature

gas.

BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL
Boundary layer control may soon

become an aircraft requirement be-

cause of the advantages in increased

payload and reduced landing speeds

which it has demonstrated. Insulated

ducts can be used to carry large air

flows from engine compressors to wing
sections.

In some cases, turbocompressors
(Coniimted on Page 36)
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may be employed to provide efficient

delivery during periods when air

speeds are low and boundary layer

control is most useful.

ANTI-ICING
Like boundary layer control, anti-

icing of aircraft surfaces requires large

volumes of air. From a standpoint of

installed weight and simplicity, this

heated air can best be obtained from
the main engine compressor and inject-

ed directly into the structures to be

protected. If the air temperature is too

high for the aluminum surfaces, added
quantities of cooler air may be picked

up and mixed with it. This will also

reduce the drain of air taken from the

propulsion power plants.

DYNAMIC CONTROL
The dynamic control of aircraft in

flight with compressed air is another

new development which is receiving at-

tention. This technique, which has been
demonstrated in the British "Flying

Bedstead" test vehicle, may be particu-

larly valuable in stabilizing the flight

of VTO and helicopter aircraft because
they operate at such low air speeds
that conventional controls may be in-

adequate. In these applications, yaw,
pitch and roll control may be achieved

in hovering aircraft by exhausting com-
pressor-bled air from special ducts at

airframe extremities. Reverse thrust

efi'ects may also be augmented by using

compressed air to deflect the main jet

stream or to actuate and cool reverse

thrust deflector mechanisms.

RYAN FACILITIES
The functional aspects of pneumatic

ducting systems involve complex aero-

dynamic and fluid mechanics problems
which the designer must resolve.

Compressor-bled air from main en-

gines is a tempting source to tap, but

this air is not free. A great deal of

work has been done by the engine's

compressor to give it the energy it

possesses. If full advantage is not taken
of each pound of energy-laden air, an
undue penalty in fuel consumption is

paid.

When air is taken from the engine,

the turbine wheel and tail-pipe are

deprived of mass flow. This tends to

slow engine speed and reduce thrust.

Most turbojets are automatically speed-
governed so that additional fuel is

brought to the engine to restore the

speed and thrust. This extra fuel con-
sumption must be balanced against the
advantages gained in using pneumatic

power.
The designer must carefuUy weigh

every factor, such as the reduced front-

al drag of the engines due to the re-

moval of the accessories and the lighter

installed weight of the pneumatic sys-

tem in developing the system.

Ryan can do a better job of design-

ing and building because Ryan engi-

neers can see the total picture—from
the aerodynamic requirements of the

airplane to the metallurgical limitations

of the ducting alloys—not just one
facet of it. To sharpen this insight even
more, the Ryan laboratory has com-
pleted extensive tests and studies to

correlate the metaUurgical properties

of high temperature and titanium aUoys
with pneumatic ducting demands.

In this work, Ryan has developed
new leak-resistant baU-and-socket and
shp-type flexible joints for handling aU
types of movement associated with

thermal expansion and dynamic needs.

WaU thicknesses of tubing, fittings and
joints were correlated and these com-
ponents were burst-tested to confirm

strength data and evaluate weld tech-

niques.

New methods for forming ducting

and fittings, to sharp radii and from
extremely thin gauge materials, were
worked out. High temperature alloys

of .010" were formed to one diameter
centerline radii without wrinkling or

adverse thinning.

Advanced techniques for resistance

welding, brazing and fusion welding of

these alloys were devised and evalu-

ated. Sheet stock of only .001" was
successfuUy resistance-welded. Fusion
welding was accomplished on materials

of only .006" and adapted to produc-
tion requirements.

Precision methods for cutting, trim-

ming and bending pneumatic ducting
components were developed. Tubing
that ranged from one to six inches in

diameter and from .008" to .020"

thicknesses was smoothly formed to

centerhne radii of two diameters.

Tests were run on a variety of in-

sulating materials to determine the best

types and thicknesses for insulating var-

ious types of pneumatic ducting. Other
tests subjected ducting and fittings to

pressure cycling loads in which pres-

sures of from 5 psi to 410 psi were al-

ternately imposed to test components
for their resistance to pulsating stresses.

These data are of prime importance
to the designer because they provide
the limitations within which the design

must be created. This knowledge is at

the finger tips of Ryan engineers and
production personnel who are special-

ists in putting exacting jobs into pro-

duction. The company regularly works
with 69 different aUoys, 27 of which
are high temperature metals and many
of which are extremely new to indus-

try. Thus, Ryan has the know-how and
versatility required to take on new
projects and smoothly adapt them to

each manufacturing process.

Aircraft requirements are so varied

that there are no universal design pat-

terns. Each airplane and engine com-
bination must be analyzed in the light

of the specific equipment to be served,

the temperature, pressure and flows of

the air available and the mission of the

airplane. Ryan is qualified to do this

complete task and welcomes the oppor-
tunity to consult with aircraft designers

concerning the entire pneumatic duct-

ing system. Ryan facilities are also

available for handling the design and
fabrication of specific parts of the

ducting system.
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Towering robots seem to peer down
on John Keady as he adjusts the
drills on a Ryan-designed machine
used to build jet components for

the Curtiss-Wright J-65 engine.
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THE MOST POWERFUL
MACHINE IN THE WORLD

COMPACT: It weighs about three pounds,

and has more than ten billion parts.

PORTABLE: It is easy to carry around and

everybody has one for his own use.

MULTI-PURPOSE: It can be used on any

job at hand. Without it, the atom bomb would
not have been produced; yet it Is the only

thing that can prevent the world from being

blown to bits.

LOW COST: This machine is given free to

every entrant in the contest of life to be used

at the discretion of the recipient.

EASE OF MAINTENANCE: It requires
very little care, but should not be used for

pounding solid objects. It needs only regular

use and a few kind thoughts daily to keep it

running smoothly.

PROFITABLE: It can keep everyone on his

job. And it has the power to bring each a

promotion to a better job, extra money and
better living for himself and his family.

SAFE: Used properly, it is guaranteed not

to harm operator. Unless necessary safety

precautions are observed, however, it can
inflict fatal injuries.

THE HUMAN BRAIN IS THE MOST POWERFUL MACHINE IN THE WORLD

... all we need to do is to use it

With thanks to Arnico Steel Corporation for the drawing and idea
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Another Example off How

RYAN BUILDS BETTER
This new jet engine test cell is one of many-

specialized research facilities used in

developing the Ryan-designed jet-

powered vertical take-off airplane now
being built for the U.S. Air Force.

One of the most exciting and unusual

aeronautical projects ever conceived,

Ryan's jet VTO is a challenging new con-

cept in military aircraft. It is typical of

Ryan's forward-looking research, devel-

opment and production program in air-

craft—in power plants—and in electronics.

For thirty-two years Ryan has been in

the forefront of aeronautical progress.

Specialized, ingenious and versatile, Ryan

excels in the ability to create and produce

complex, high quality products, at low

cost—and deliver them on time.



REPORTER
KC-135 at Ryan

Rocket School . .
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GARGANTUAN size and minute
precision . . . massiveness and ac-

curacy . . .

Around these requirements Ryan
Aeronautical Company has created the

tools for what is probably the largest

structure ever subcontracted for quan-
tity production in the aircraft industry

—the mid and aft-fuselage sections of

Boeing's mighty new jet tanker-trans-

port, the KC-135.
Here is a huge plane with almost

fighter-like performance, the biggest

fast plane ever built, a plane which in

one bold stroke of design doubles the

attainable speed of its immediate pred-

ecessor, the famed, durable propeller-

driven Boeing KC-97, an aerial work-

horse that proved the feasibility of in-

flight refueling to extend the range of

combat aircraft.

And as the towering jigs rise in the

Ryan assembly building to accommo-
date KC-135 fuselage production, the

clatter of work continues in smaller

fixtures nearby as a reminder that for

more than six years, Ryan has been

—

and still is—turning out fuselage sec-

tions and other components of the KC-
97 to establish an unprecedented "on-

time" record in contracts exceeding

$60 million.

From the moment Ryan was award-

ed one of the first subcontracts by

Boeina on the KC-135, a sense of ur-

gency has pervaded the plant. Not only

had nothing this big ever been sub-

contracted, but the demand for the

finished product was geared to an
almost breathtaking schedule. Not since

the tense days of World War II had
anything hke it been experienced.

Highly skilled workers in several

departments plunged into a seven-day,

68-hour work week for several con-

secutive weeks during the peak of the

tooling program. One hundred and
twenty topnotch tool designers, tool

engineers and jig and fixture builders

were dispatched to Ryan from four air-

craft plants in various parts of the

country to overcome a scarcity of lo-

cally available workers with the special

HIOH AND
MIGHTY

R^an tools up for a giant Boeing jet

As though symbolic of Ryan-Boeing "partnership" in the KC-135
projects, M. Carpenter, "loan" employee from Boeing Wichita,

works side by side with Ryan's B. H. Underwood on fuselage jig.

This huge positioning table, 22 feet long, handles large alu-

minum skins in spotwelding operations of KC-135 project. Some
70,000 spotwelds are required in mid-fuselage section alone.



skill required. These "shock troops"

from Boeing's Seattle and Wichita,

Kan. plants, Lockheed's Marietta, Ga.
factory, and the Jonco Aircraft Co.,

Shawnee, Okla., provided invaluable

assistance in putting Ryan "over the

hump" by a unique labor-sharing plan.

Today, more than 300 jigs, including

the largest ever built at Ryan, and ap-

proximately 60 master gauges are in

place, as assemblies and sub assemblies

rapidly take shape to meet target de-

livery dates. Almost 11,000 parts are

involved in the project.

From the start, Ryan was caught up
in the dynamic activity incident to the

development of a new plane needed by
the military without delay. Boeing had
created, as a daring $16 million "gam-
ble," the "707" commercial transport,

trailblazer of jet airliners—a prototype

that recently flew from Seattle to Wash-
ington, D. C, 2,340 miles in 3 hours,

58 minutes at an average speed of 592
miles an hour.

This plane, which makes today's

propeller-driven transports appear tor-

toise-like, captured the attention of the

Air Force. Here was the vehicle to

achieve high-speed in-flight refueling

of the bombers and fighters which will

be assaulting sonic barriers with regu-
larity in the not too distant future.

Ryan's long partnership with Boeing
in the KC-97 project made the San
Diego concern a "natural" for the KC-
135 fuselage work. The two companies
were famihar with each other's tech-
niques, shop facilities and personnel.
When the subcontract was awarded
Ryan, it was in effect an extension of

(Continued on Next Page)

Finishing touches are put on giant upper lobe of KC-1 35 mid-fuselage by toolmakers Jack Mosier of Ryan and Lonnie Robinson of Boeing.



Spotweld panel "skins" are assembled on upper lobe of Boeing KC-135 jet tanker-trans-
port as work gets under way on 40-foot long fuselage sections. "Skins" are spliced to-
gether by spotwelding prior to assembly of stringers to "skins." This is believed the
first time "skins," of such large dimensions have been spotwelded on production basis.

Mammoth jigs presented stability problems. To obtain complete rigidity, Ryan tool
manufacturers used for the jig bases, shown below, two 12-inch iron pipes, one above
the other, strutted together by welded quarter-inch steel webs. Units thus produced
are extremely sturdy and ore capable of maintaining the required close tolerances.

the close relationship that had existed

for many years.

From the earliest stages, Ryan in-

genuity in visualizing the work ahead
was put to the severest test. In bidding

on the job, the quotations had to be
based on the prototype "707," rather

than on actual engineering drawings of

the military version. Well-educated
"guesses" had to be projected toward
the specific engineering details. Ryan's
successful bid earned contracts to build

five major units—the mid-fuselage, the

aft-fuselage, the wing fairing, the dorsal

fin and a torque box inside the fuse-

lage, to which the stabilizers are at-

tached as an integral unit in the flight

controls system.

Ryan production engineering ex-

perts, James Home and Walter Thorpe,
were immediately sent to Boeing's Se-

attle plant to work alongside Boeing en-

gineers and keep Ryan departments in

day-to-day touch with designing prog-

ress. They lived in Seattle for three

months, not only receiving and con-

veying information, but providing tech-

nical advice to Boeing on how Ryan
facilities could best handle the required

tasks.

As advanced data became avail-

able in sufficient volume, prints were

hurried to Ryan, where tool planning

and designing were started. There was
no time to wait for complete engineer-

ing information before tooling began at

Ryan. Tools were taking form actually

ahead of final engineering. Tool manu-
facturers were almost literally looking

over the shoulders of tool designers for

the information they needed to build

jigs on the floors. And when a tool

design print was finished, the designer

himself took it direcdy to tool manu-
facturing, making himself available for

a conference with the toolmaker to get

the work started immediately. Every
minute counted.

The basic tubular structures for the

largest jigs were welded and set out-

doors to sun-cure and achieve dimen-

sional stability while drawings were

prepared to permit the setting of pre-

cision points in the tools. And despite

the hectic pace, only one basic design

change had to be made, resulting in

scrapping of a smafl fixture which did

not involve the loss of any time, C. B.

Frasier, Ryan tool planning super-

visor, recalls.

The mammoth jigs presented stabil-

ity problems. To obtain complete rigid-

ity, Ryan tool manufacturers used for

the jig bases two 12-inch iron pipes,

one on top of the other, strutted to-

gether by welded quarter-inch steel

webs. This has produced a sturdy unit



L. Mason, one of Boeing Wichita jig and fixture builders "loaned" Ryan in tooling emergency, works on fuselage pressure dome area.

capable of maintaining required toler-

ances.

Boeing specified that no single jig

structure be longer than 25 feet— al-

though in one case an allowance was
made for a 30-foot length—in order to

permit freight car shipment of the jigs

to Boeing, if such were ever desired.

Thus, the problem of rigidity was
compounded in jigs which had to be
built in two sections. Extremely sound
joints were achieved through bolted

and doweled jointing.

Optical tooling was introduced at

Ryan as the most certain means of

guaranteeing accuracy. In this compar-
atively new tooling technique, align-

ment telescopes are used to establish

lines of sight to serve as reference

points. Line of sight is as perfect a

reference line as can be obtained. Two
or more auxiliary lines of sight may
then be established through the jig to

be used as references in placing form-

ers or locators. Distance down the line

of sight is determined with a 20-foot

micrometer. Associated with the tele-

scope is an optical micrometer which
allows extremely accurate measure-
ments to be made.
When it became apparent that Ryan

would share in the production of the

KC-135, H. F. Wallen, tool design

supervisor who had studied optical

tooling as a member of the Aircraft

Industries Association tooling panel,

launched an intensive six-week course

of instruction for key employees in the

tool planning, tool design, tool room
and tooling inspection departments.

Later, a four-ton, reinforced concrete

instrument check stand, eight feet long,

four feet high and three feet wide, was
built to examine periodically all instru-

ments used in the KC-135 tooling pro-

gram to assure their constant precision.

The bulky check stand was necessary

to dampen sound vibration from sur-

rounding plant areas and to provide a

firm, inflexible base on which instru-

ments can be calibrated with assurance

there will be no "ripple" in the line of

sight, according to its designer, Robert

J. Basso.

A unique tooling feature is the dum-
my bolting ring installed at the forward

base of the 40-foot long mid-fuselage

section. This ring performs more than

one function.

(Continued on Page 32)



Curtiss-Wright can "fly" huge ramjet engines in this enormous new test chamber which is water-jacketed over its 98-foot length.

POWER FOR FLIGHT
Ciirtiss-Wright charts the jet future

by Wilton G. Lundquist, Vice President, Curtiss-Wright Corporation

Eight of the newest Air Force and Navy fighters and bombers get their high performance from Curtiss-Wright J-65 turbojet power.



/\VIATION became a reality when a sufficiently

light yet powerful engine was created. Since that day over

fifty years ago, every forward step in aerodynamics has

been made possible by successive steps in powerplant de-

velopment. By an intricate play of cross stimulation,

powerplants and aerodynamics grew up together, each
moving as rapidly as possible and keeping pace with the

other.

This relationship continued to the latter part of World
War II. Then, a profoundly significant change in engine

development occurred; namely, the advent of the turbine

and ramjet engines. We were in reality approaching the

end of the road as regards aircraft speed with the piston

engine. The turbine and ramjet engines were not only

desirable improvements—they had become a necessity.

With the turbine and ramjet engines, the engine

industry was suddenly endowed with the potential to pro-

vide unlimited power at efficiency and drag factors suit-

able for flight anywhere in the practical speed spectrum.

Literally, the horsepower lid came off. In the airframe

industry this situation produced a tremendous release of

creative energy which has persisted up to the present. The
aircraft designer was like a small boy turned loose in a

candy store. He had so much to choose from that he had
a hard time making up his mind what to do.

In the same way, the military found themselves unable

to predict what kind of a war they might be called on to

fight, or what kind of aircraft they might need. To
further add to the confusion, the evolution of engine and
airframe capability has been so rapid since the war, that

no really stable "state of the art" line could be established

from which to plan long-range specific programs. In

other words, the entire aircraft field exploded in our face,

and the dust hasn't settled yet.

But, we have come a long way in the last 10 years,

both in aircraft and engine development. In the turbine

field, we have progressed into the area of diminishing

returns in component efficiency. We now have in use or

development high output single-spool and two-spool turbo-

jets, afterburning turbojets, small and large turboprops,

turbofans, large and small ramjets, and highly developed
piston engines including the turbo compound engine. We
have the ability to produce useful aircraft and engines to

fly anywhere in the speed spectrum up to the so-called

"thermal barrier."

What lies ahead? In trying to predict the future, we
must ask two basic questions

—

(1) What engine performance can we attain?

(2) What factors other than engine performance
must we consider?

In analyzing engine performance, I have found it use-

ful to examine what an engine does with each pound of

fuel it consumes.
We have to remember that an aircraft engine, or any

other engine, does not create power. It only converts the

chemical energy in the fuel to mechanical energy. In

making this conversion, some of this energy is lost as far

as the end result is concerned, and only a certain residual

amount of energy is left over to propel the aircraft.

The fuel energy is distributed in six ways by an aircraft

engine. Five of these are losses. The sixth segment rep-

resents the net useful energy for propulsion of the aircraft.

They are:

1. Basic cycle loss which represents the inherently

unavailable energy in the thermodynamic cycle as-

suming all engine components operate at 100%
efficiency. (Continued on Page 6)

Mammoth air compressor, driven by 17,000 horsepower, is

key unit for forcing huge volumes of supersonic air through
ramjets in Curtiss-Wright's new $7.7 million laborolory.

Under the fierce urging of its powerful Curtiss-Wright J-65
jet engine, a sleek North American FJ-3 Navy fighter is ac-
celerated to flight speed as it leaves the carrier deck.
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2. Internal engine losses which are losses that occur

because the engine components do not operate

at 100% efficiency.

3. Propulsive losses which are losses attributable to

the inefficiency of the propulsive element be it

propeller or jet nozzle.

4. Parasite drag losses or drag losses due to the

physical dimensions of the engine.

5. Induced drag losses or losses due to the weight of

the engine.

6. Useful propulsive energy which is the energy left

to propel the aircraft, the fuel load, and the pay-

load after subtracting all losses from the total

energy of the fuel.

A seething ramjet combustion chamber glows with white-hot
incandescence in a Curtiss-Wright test cell. Used for de-

velopment, this mode! is smaller than full scale engine.

The object in aircraft engine development is to reduce
the five losses so as to have as much useful energy left

as possible.

One of the major problems is that these losses all vary

with aircraft speed. Figs. 1 and 2 show the results of this

analysis for a piston engine and a hypothetical turbojet

engine. Note how the segments of energy change in mag-
nitude with speed. Note on Fig. 1 that the useful energy
of the piston engine is zero at 630 m.p.h. This illustrates

why the piston engine has a top limit to speed. On the

other hand, because of its low drag and propulsive losses,

and its decrease in basic cycle loss, the jet engine has a

substantial amount of residual useful energy right across

the speed spectrum.

In Fig. 3, a progressive heat balance study for several

engine types is shown. The resulting net residual energy

available for propulsion of the aircraft after deducting

all losses is obtained and this gives a good comparison of

the inherent capabilities of the various engine types. This

analysis assumes optimum engine operation and optimum
aircraft for each speed. It represents the instantaneous

utilization of fuel energy for each engine type. This analy-

sis applies to one altitude only—35,000 feet, a good alti-

tude for a basic comparison of types.

This chart illustrates the speeds where the various

engines are most efficient. It also shows that we now have

the ability to produce aircraft which can fly usefully any-

where in the speed spectrum up to the so-called "thermal

barrier" or up to the speed where the stagnation temper-

atures exceed values which can be tolerated by the air-

craft or its inhabitants. The chart describes the basic

ability of the various engine types to convert fuel energy

to useful propulsive energy and provides a means for

selecting the powerplant best suited for any particular

mission. For instance. Fig. 3 would be useful in selecting

powerplants for maximum range or maximum payload

since it indicates net overall propulsive efficiency. For

aircraft where maximum range is not the sole considera-

tion (e.g., maximum speed, short range aircraft), we
would not necessarily select the optimum engine indicated

but might rather select an engine having low drag losses

rather than the one having the best overall propulsive

efficiency. Whatever the situation, a detailed "heat bal-
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ance" analysis would guide us in making the best selection.

Fig. 4 shows the approximate relative drag losses of

several powerplants at 1000 miles per hour. This figure

provides a good concept of the relative magnitude of these

losses and why the afterburning turbojets are so attractive

for high speed flight.

To forecast where the optimum performance line is

going to run in the future, we might determine the net

effect of all losses for each increment of each variable for

the four major engine types (turboprop, turbojet, turbofan

and ramjet). At first glance, this might look like a rela-

tively simple way to determine what kind of engine to

develop. Actually, a staggering number of combinations

would have to be evaluated. For example, if each of the 6

variables was assigned five increments, we would have

over 15,000 combinations for just one engine type at one

altitude. If five altitude increments were included, the

number of combinations per engine type would be over

75,000. This would add up to over 300,000 combinations

for all four engine types. This would represent design

point evaluation only. If we add off-design point incre-

ments, the number of combinations can easily reach

1,000,000. And this would consider principally engine

factors. If we add aircraft and mission variables, the num-
ber of combinations can be over 5,000,000. Even if we
eliminate 90% of these combinations by inspection, we
still have 500,000 combinations to evaluate. You might

short-cut this analysis by arbitrarily reducing the number
(Continued on Page 36)

Ryan is in production on J-65 afterburners, clieclced by Charles Jones, as well as 5 major liousing assemblies for the engine.



SCHOOL FOR SUPERS^
Rocket-firing, all ^veather interceptor

teams of the Air Defense Command learn

their deadlr art ai Ynma, ijvhere Firebee

sqnadron i^vill be organized in January

Air Foree armoment men load launching pod of Lockheed F-94C fighter-interceptor with 2.75-inch "Mighty Mouse" folding fin rockets.
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\I€ SHARPSHOOTERS
HIGH above the sun-seared sand and cactus of the

desert wastelands sprawled across Arizona's south-

west corner, a revolutionary new concept in air combat is

being put into practice by men who have been trained to

fly and fight at speeds faster than a pistol shot.

Firing at targets they see only as light blips on their

radar scopes, these men are all-

weather jet interceptor pilots and

radar observers of the U. S. Air

Force's Air Defense Command. To-
gether with ground radar controllers

and maintenance specialists, they

form a team upon which our na-

tional security depends.

The weapon itself is unlike any-

thing this country has used previ-

ously for air-to-air combat. It is the

2.75-inch "Mighty Mouse" rocket

with a warhead that delivers the im-

pact of a 75 mm cannon projectile.

A single hit is enough to destroy the

largest plane yet produced.

The jet fighters armed with this weapon are designed to

intercept and destroy attacking enemy bombers in total

darkness and under the worst conceivable weather condi-

tions. This is possible through an electronic fire control

system and air-ground teamwork that is the closest ap-

proach to push-button warfare now in operation anywhere
in the world.

Our interceptor teams are learning to use air-to-air

rockets by the best and only method—actually firing them.

At Yuma Air Base, weapons training center of the Air

Defense Command, the primary consideration is always

one of realism. To achieve this, flying and firing are done
under simulated combat conditions. All three components
of the interceptor team—aircrews, ground radar con-

trollers and maintenance personnel—are trained simul-

Colonel Robert F. Worley

Commander, ADC Weapons

Training Center, Yuma

Air Force Base, Ariz.

Key to precision firing of air-to-air rocltets is electronics.
Ground controllers at radar site locate target, then vector
interceptors into a position where their radar can take over.
Plane is North American Aviation's F-8iD one-man interceptor.

taneously using exactly the same procedure that would be
utilized in case of an air attack on this country.

When the air-to-air rocket was conceived by the Air
Force, one of the first things apparent was the need for a

(Continued on Next Page)

(All Official U. S. Air Force Photos)

These men form the typical air defense rocket firing team.
Team is composed of the aircrew (pilot), the ground radar
controller and the maintenance men. All are indispensable.
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Major James Jabara, USAF's top living jet ace, examines a
Ryan Hrebee at Yuma with Capt. John G. Pabst of the R&D
group. Yuma will activate a Firebee squadron this January.



Flame sears from Lockheed Starfire's wing pods as 24 air-to-air roclcets streak toward their target at speeds exceeding 2,000 mph.

training program and a place to train under simulated

combat conditions. Yuma Air Base, which had been de-

activated since the end of World War II, was selected as

the best possible site because it was adjacent to one of

the largest inland firing ranges in the United States and
offered the finest flying weather. Its role as a weapons
training center began in the summer of 1952, under the

direction of Colonel Robert F. Worley who still is in

command of the base.

To help accomplish its mission, the weapons center

was assigned some of the most highly qualified pilots and
technicians in the Air Force. As an example, the nucleus

of pilots first assigned to Yuma accounted for a total of

104 enemy aircraft destroyed, 24 damaged and eight

probables in World War II and Korea. Included were
four combat aces: Col. Glenn T. Eagleston, Major James
Jabara, Major Vermont Garrison and Capt. Ralph S.

Parr, Jr. This group has now been joined by Col. Robert

P. Baldwin, who was credited with five MIG's destroyed

and three damaged while flying as commander of the 51st

Fighter-Interceptor Group in Korea.

These men had to perform a research function of de-

veloping the tactics and techniques to be used with the

new weapons, in addition to formulating the best method
of teaching their findings to Air Defense units. As Major

(Continued on Page 28)

Following both target and interceptor on his radar, the ground
radar controller vectors attacking plane into position on lead
collision firing course with quiet, unhurried radio directions.

Stressed at the Yuma Rocketry Meet was need for faster, higher
flying, free-flying targets, such as the Ryan Firebee. Latter

would allow freedom of attack required for realistic training.

10



AIR REFUELING
KEEPS#PACE

Boeing brings air refueling

into the jet age br adding

jet wings to the Flying Boom

AERIAL refueling is not a new idea. It first

saw operational use many thousands of

years ago with the prototype hummingbird. Na-
ture provided this tiny creature with special in-

flight nectar syphoning equipment to solve range
and endurance problems. Only recently has man,
faced with similar problems, thought of it too.

Man's emulation of the humming
bird has come a long, long way since

the day in 1923 when a pair of U. S.

Army pilots transferred 25 gallons of

fuel from one plane to another through
a 50-foot hose over San Diego.

It was considered a neat trick if they could do
it in those days, but it's an integral part of the

Strategic Air Command's far-reaching global mo-
biUty concept now, with Boeing-built tankers able

to provide bombers and fighters alike with vir-

tually unlimited range.

Where the hose was first used, now it is the

Boeing-developed Flying Boom, a long telescopic

(Continued on Next Page)

Viewed from beneath Ryan-built aft fuselage and refueling pod, Boeing KC-97's stretch into the distance at base in French Morocco.
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WHAT AIR REFUELING MEANS

Longer
Striking

Ranges
'::)

^^ Single tanker gives 6 fighters each 45 minutes fuel

I
By refueling, outbound and
inbound, fighter radius is tripled

Unrefueled radius

Larger
Bomb
Loads

Single bomber refueled in air can carry full load — in this case the same as three unrefueled bombers

.v^> I

Three unrefueled bombers at ultimate range sacrifice bomb load for maximum fuel '
| _

'

\ \ \ L I

»
1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 Miles

^ s> .^neers run a refueling test on an F-86 from aerial refueling test rig during early stages of development of Flying Boom.



Boeing B-52 Sfratofortress of the Strategic Air Command dwarfs a KC-97 tanker as it slides into position for refueling exercise.

refueling pipe extending from under the

tail of SAC'S KC-97 tanker aircraft.

Using this system, SAC's current oper-

ations involve an average of 2,880 con-

tacts per week, equivalent to an aerial

refueling every three and one-half min-
utes, day and night in all weather con-

ditions, for every day of the year.

According to SAC Headquarters,

aerial refueling operations are as im-

portant as takeoffs and landings—and
just as routine. Single and mass over-

ocean movements of bomber and
fighter aircraft have become so com-
monplace that they no longer seem
newsworthy. One SAC refueling

squadron alone has transferred more
than 6,000,000 gallons of fuel in it's

operations.

Just a little more than a year ago a

B-47 crew remained aloft for 35 hours

on a single training mission which
covered 17,000 miles. This exploit has

since been eclipsed by a 47-hour mis-

sion covering 21,000 miles.

Aerial refueling of jet bombers with

compatible jet tanker aircraft will

vastly increase the already great range,

flexibility and capabiUty of the United

States Air Force. Towards that end the

USAF has ordered into production an

advanced tanker-transport version of

the new Boeing 707 jet prototype, to

be known as the KC-135.
As has been the case with the more

than 700 Boeing C-97 Stratofreighters

and KC-97 tankers built in the past

six years, Ryan Aeronautical Company
will participate in the construction of

this, America's first jet tanker-trans-

port. Tooling is well underway for the

mid section of the KC-135 fuselage,

the biggest unit Boeing has ever sub-

contracted. In addition, Ryan is tool-

ing for the aft fuselage section and a

large "torque box" structure for the

KC-135.
According to Robert P. Person, a

Boeing Airplane Company in-flight re-

fueling group engineer, the value and

justification of an aerial refueUng sys-

tem can be condensed into one all-

important word . . . RANGE. There

are a great many ways in which this

asset can be exploited to increase the

military effectiveness of an airplane

performing a primary mission. Take
the case of a given receiver aircraft,

such as the B-47:
The distance obstacle can be re-

duced, making deeper penetration of

enemy territory possible, or operations

can be conducted from remote bases

less susceptible to enemy attack.

Endurance can be increased tre-

mendously — to the point, in fact,

where crew endurance becomes the

critical factor.

Attrition due to combat action or

occupational hazards can be reduced,

since enemy territory can be pene-

trated under more advantageous con-

ditions of speed, altitude, approach

path and airplane vulnerability. The
(Continued on Page 14)
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Using early hose system, "Lucky Lady II" refuels from Boeing KB-29K4 above it during first non-stop "round the world flight in 1949.

Aerial refueling of jet bombers with compatible jet tankers will vastly increase the

range, flexibility and capability of the USAF. Highly streamlined boom for the KC-135

jet tanker-transport has been installed on its prototype, the Boeing 707, for tests.

"straggler pickup" technique can be

employed to rescue aircraft whose
range has been compromised by

weather, navigational error, combat

damage or operational failure.

Payload can be increased, or the

aircraft can operate from smaller and

less well-developed airfields than

would be possible without refueling.

Mobility can be substantially aug-

mented.
Where a given mission is to be per-

formed, aerial refueling enables air-

craft of reduced size to accomplish the

objective. This reduction in size, in

turn, results in economic savings, even

when the cost of the supporting tanker

fleet is taken into account. This is par-

ticularly true where the tanker serves

in a dual role, as in the tanker-trans-

port concept.

While certain of these factors were

recognized as far back as World War
I, and the practice of aerial refueling

dates back some 30 years, it has been

only during the last seven years that

the potential advantages of aerial re-

fueling have been realized and ex-

ploited on a significant scale.

Development of the Flying Boom
came about following investigation in

1948 of the British refueling system,

which called for the receiver airplane

to trail a 300-foot line with a grapnel

at the end while the tanker trailed a

shorter, weighted line. The two hues

were brought into contact through air-

plane maneuvering and the hose was

hauled aboard by the receiver by

means of the connected lines.

It was this system that was used by

the Boeing B-50 Lucky Lady IL which

on February 26, 1949, took off from

(Continued on Vage 31)
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SURVIVAL INSURANCE

WHAT is our chance for sur- h Col. Paul H. Kemmer, USAF (Ret.)^ split-second action with slow,

vival if an enemy attacks us Executive Advisor to Vice President "sitting duck" types of targets

from the air? When this question „ . . .,,./• n i
that became obsolete the day the

is discussed by government offi-
Engineering and Mtlttary Relations

first jet plane flew. Towed target

cials and military planners in Ryan Aeronautical Company sleeves and propeller-type aircraft

Washington, it has a distinctly

academic aspect. But the answer is of immediate concern to

every man, woman and child who scurries for cover or clam-

bers under a school desk when the air raid sirens begin to

moan. Then it becomes, "What is my chance for survival?"

Experts have filled our heads with much technical in-

formation about the lethal ranges of the atomic and hydro-

gen bombs. We've been shocked often with facts about

the horrifying heat, blast and radiation effects of fission and
fusion. Naturally, we are becoming quite concerned about

what can be done to protect us in case such weapons are

launched against us.

The answer to our survival is simple—just as simple as

it was in the days of the old "harmless" explosive bombs of

World War II. Our survival still depends upon whether or

not the enemy gets through our air defense system to dump
his lethal charge and, if so, how close we are to the monu-
mental blast that occurs.

To see that we do survive, our government possesses

the farthest-seeing radar "eyes," fastest-scrambling inter-

ceptors and deadliest batteries of bomber-destroying mis-

siles in the world.

If this country is attacked by air, the first shots fired in

its defense may well be a salvo of rockets unleashed by a

young man flying many miles above the earth in a modern
jet fighter. Enemy bombers that get by him wiU be con-

fronted with the most fearsome robots that piloted planes

ever faced. These are the rocket-propelled missiles that

have been bred to hunt and destroy enemy bombers. Roar-
ing skyward from their launching bases, they accelerate to

supersonic speed in seconds, then search out and blast

enemy planes. If they are fully capable of doing the job

expected of them, no enemy aircraft can elude, out-speed

or out-maneuver them once they have picked up the target.

How effective is this pattern of air defense? What kind

of target practice are the men and weapons of this system
getting to sharpen their sights for the "big show" if it

comes off?

Radar detection technicians, inter-

ceptor pilots and guided missile and
gunnery crews cannot be trained for

'^Formerly Chief of the Aircraft Labo-

ratory. Wright Air Development Cen-

ter, USAF.

converted to drones simply do not

have the speed, altitude and maneuverability to determine

the effectiveness of our air defenses against many modern
weapons.

An enemy, intent on our destruction, will wing towards

our shores at jet plane speeds and altitudes. Therefore,

America's air defense system must be evahiated by targets

which will simulate actual enemy aircraft performance

.

American ingenuity has found the answer to this need.

It is the world's fastest-flying "bull's-eye"—the Ryan Fire-

bee recently delivered to the three armed services. This jet

target drone flies at high speeds and altitudes of modern,

jet combat airplanes and stays aloft for an hour or more.

It is the first high-performance target plane that gives

radarmen, pilots and gunners, and missile crews in training

and exercises a run for their money.
Proper training of our defense crews with modern tar-

gets is not enough. It is equally important to our security

to know whether or not our missiles, aircraft, guns and

their complex seeking, aiming and firing systems will actu-

ally do what they are designed to do against targets that

simulate jet age attackers, and to determine what should be

done to correct defects before it is too late. Here the

Firebee also makes a wonderful target for evaluating our

own aircraft, guided missiles and other weapons. The
Army, for instance, has a complicated new 75 mm artil-

lery machine gun designed to discover, track down and

destroy targets traveling at high speeds.

To determine the effectiveness of this giant "Skysweep-

er", gunnery crews need a fast target to test its accuracy

and combat efficiency. The Ryan jet drone has the speed,

agility and endurance for just such testing.

The Ryan Firebee was developed under the joint spon-

sorship of the three military services and has varying fea-

tures to meet the particular requirements of each one.

The Air Force version, Q-2A and the Navy's KDA-1
can be launched from the wing or belly of a mother plane.

The KDA-1 also has the potential of

rocket-launching from the deck of a

warship. In addition, it is highly buoy-

(Continiied on Page 34)
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Brute pov«er and iiiique design of J-57 challenge Ryan ingenuity

FOR six years, Ryan has been an im-

portant producer of major compo-
nents for Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's

J-57 engine. In 1949, Ryan began to

build large combustion chamber case-

ments and other vital structures for ex-

perimental J-57 models. In 1953, Ryan
launched production of a variety of

J-57 components for both Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft and the Ford Motor
Company—J-57 licensee. Today, Ryan
builds 36 different assemblies for this

famous power plant including com-
pressor and turbine cases, flameholder

and combustion chamber weldments,
afterburner ducts, engine mounting
cases and many other components.

First aircraft engine to achieve a

five-figure rating, the J-57 was an-

nounced at a time when national secur-

ity depended upon our ability to pro-

duce jet engines of superior perform-
ance. The J-57 is such an engine. De-
veloping 10,000 pounds of thrust, it is

probably the most powerful turbojet in

production in the world.

Now and then a new product emer-
ges which substantially advances the

state of the art. The Boeing B-47
swept-wing jet bomber was a good
example. This sensational aerial dread-

nought boosted bomber speeds a full

fifty percent by its revolutionary design.

In similar fashion, the J-57 pushed

thrust ratings to a new high—marking

Bill Hogue positions 253,000-volt X-ray

tube, which can penetrate 4V2 inches of

steel, to check Ryan-built J-57 part.

a decided step-up from the 5000-6000
pounds of thrust of engines then in pro-

duction.

Ten thousand pounds of thrust is a

terrific power to package. Flying at the

speed of sound (764 mph) this thrust

produces an equivalent 20,000 horse-

power. With afterburner on, the thrust

would produce 30,000 horsepower

—

more tlian enough to drive a 10,000-

ton warship.

To create the J-57 power plant, Pratt

& Whitney Aircraft engineers devoted

more than a million manhours to its de-

sign. To execute many of the compo-
nents of this new design in metal, Ryan
engineers and production experts have

met and solved a vast number of chal-

lenging problems in tooling, forming,

welding and machining.

These problems are associated with

the brute power and unique design of

the J-57. It employs a larger proportion

of heavy wrought, cast and forged sec-

tions than any comparable power plant.

These require more precision machin-

ing operations than other jet engine de-

signs. Approximately 75 percent of

Ryan's work in building J-57 compo-
nents is machining.

A dramatic example of this is the
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huge forged H-ring that Ryan builds.

Nearly three feet in diameter, this ring

weighs 487 pounds when received in

the rough condition. Ryan machines
397 pounds of metal from this forging

in 10 operations requiring 9 hours. The
result is an assembly weighing 90
pounds, precision machined to intricate

design within plus or minus .002". To
achieve this, Ryan has stepped up high

temperature alloy machining techniques

to take %"-wide cuts of metal at 50
rpm and .008" feed.

Ryan installed many short-cuts to

speed machining operations. Instead of

cutting a number of different angles and
grooves on the inside diameter of the

H-ring, in separate operations, Ryan
designed special form tools which did

the work in one set-up. These tools

were shaped to exact contour, ground
on diamond wheels and checked with

comparators. They incorporate carbide

cutters for all contiguous machining.

They can be inserted into inaccessible

components to cut angular faces which
cannot be reached by conventional ma-
chining techniques. As they contact

the assembly, they machine all faces

within the area at one operation.

Because of the extreme hardness of

many J-57 parts, Ryan encountered
difficulty in grinding them at high

speeds. Accelerated operation of the

grinding machine generated excessive

heat which distorted the fine dimen-
sions of the components. Ryan solved

this by substituting Excello boring ma-
chines for grinders. Using specially

made carbide-tipped tools, attached to

a boring bar, Ryan machines the parts

instead of grinding them. This saves

40 percent of the time and produces a

better quality surface.

Even the sheet metal "skins" of J-57
assemblies have to be precision formed
and machined because all major sec-

tions must be butt welded together.

This requires perfect mating of surfaces

at joints. Lap welding is prohibited to

conserve weight and achieve other ad-
vantages.

Several alloys are used in the design
of the J-57. Primarily it is made of a

heat-treatable alloy which can be hard-
ened to high strength and hardness by
proper treatment. Ryan had to develop
special forming, welding, machining,
heating and pickling procedures to

build turbojet parts from this alloy be-

cause of its relatively new use in these

applications.

To prevent cracking, the Ryan labo-

ratory specifies that all welded J-57
components must be heat treated with-

(Continued fro?n Page 19)

Huge J-S7 H-rings await finish machining in vertical turret lathes in Ryan jet building. Rings receive 9 hours of machining.
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J-57 components are heated to 1800° F in G-E atmosphere-controlled hardening furnace to bring them to high strength and hardness.

Universal type milling machine is used by Robert Ball to
mill bosses on J-S7 afterburner section to exact height.

Ingenious Ryan fixtures are used to achieve automatic butt

welding of J-57 parts. Manuel Carrillo adjusts heliarc arm.



in two hours after welding. Because of

its high strength properties, the alloy

develops high residual stresses from
localized applications of welding heat.

These are relieved by the heat treat-

ment.

In addition to stress relief, the J-57

components are heated in a controlled

atmosphere hardening furnace to

1800F, tempered and quenched to

bring them up to specified strength and
hardness. Although the controlled at-

mosphere used does not form scale on

the parts, Ryan had to devise a new
acid pickling bath to remove the slight

furnace blackening which does occur.

Sandblasting was ruled out because of

the danger of entrapping sand particles

in inaccessible areas.

Ryan's long experience in handling

high temperature alloys was invaluable

in meeting the welding problems pre-

sented by J-57 production. To get pre-

cise mating of joints and hold exacting

dimensions, Ryan designed and built

ingenious, new welding fixtures for

automatic welding operation. These ro-

tating fixtures incorporate expanding
mandrels which have removable shoes.

All J-57 skins and weldments are

placed on these fixtures and rigidly held

in position by the expanded shoes. To
get extra power, Ryan uses hydraulic

power instead of pneumatic, to expand
the mandrels.

Electric motors rotate the compo-
nents under heliarc electrodes which
neatly weld the butted sections together.

By removing and replacing the shoes, a

variety of parts can be handled on each

fixture. All shoes are made of steel and
faced with copper which uniformly

dissipates the welding heat to minimize

distortion and shrinkage.

For the first time, Ryan installed a

program of 100 percent X-ray inspec-

tion of fusion welding, in the early

stages of J-57 production. This pro-

vided an evaluation of welding tech-

niques by revealing internal structure.

As techniques were perfected, Ryan
cut the frequency of X-ray inspection

to a samphng sequence.

Ryan tooling engineers have also

made excellent use of expanding man-
drels in designing special fixtures for

holding large J-57 structures for ma-
chining. These universal-type fixtures

consist of two tapered plugs which
move in and out of the part on a central

shaft. They are expanded to hold the

part in position. Then, the assembly is

placed in a vertical turret lathe or

multiple drilling machine to machine or

drill it. By exchanging the tapered

plugs, a number of different compo-

(Continued on Page 34)

Flanges of large J-57 afterburner weldment are given final machining on a vertical

turret lathe by William Stengel. Ryan welds semi-machined flanges to structure and

then finish-machines them after application of welding heat to attain the required

precision. With special Ryan fixture, both flanges are machined in single set-up.
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Plant Policeman Mearl Wagner watches traffic as he operates lights during shift change, allowing employees to cross highway safely.

RYA^ITES in UNIFORM
iSecret defense projects and peak employment make

Rj^an Plant Security a t«%'enty-£our hour job

MEN who have been shot at by
maniacs and murderers, Hved

through wars in the Moroccan desert,

South Pacific and the PhiUppines, sur-

vived four-alarm fires, floods, earth-

quakes and other natural disasters, and
evaded pot-shots and knifings by moon-
shiners and drug addicts, must find

life as plant policemen for an aircraft

factory pretty dull.

"We miss the excitement of outside

police work," says Lester H. Moss,
chief of Ryan Aeronautical Company's
Plant Security force, "but we certainly

don't mind missing it!

"In fact," Chief Moss goes on, "the
smoother things go here at Ryan, the

better we like it. We look upon our
job as mainly preventive and helpful,

rather than punitive. We're not out to

cause trouble but to make working
conditions and regulations as easy and
pleasant as possible for 4,700 darned
nice people."

.
.
Even "darned nice" people, how-
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L. H. Moss, left. Chief of Ryan's Plant

Police, checks the department's person-
nel board with L. E. Gehres, manager of

employee services and plant security.

ever, on their best cooperative be-

havior, keep Chief Moss and his 27

plant policemen on their toes with a

strange variety of daily crises. Ryan
employment is at its highest peak since

World War II. With two shifts running

at full strength, plus a skeleton (no pun
intended) "graveyard" crew, there is

round-the-clock activity at the plant.

Notations on plant security's daily log

at 1:00 or 2:00 in the morning are

likely to read pretty much the same as

entries for 1 : 00 or 2 : 00 in the after-

noon.

"Keys to bicycle lost by employee,
duplicate key found and bike un-

locked;" "Opened Gate 16 for exit of

switch engine with loaded freight car;"

"California Cartage truck arrived with

two loaded trailers;" "Lift truck backed
into overhead pipe, maintenance noti-

fied," are commonplace entries for day
or night. And traffic lights in front of

the administration building on Harbor
Drive blink on and off, at the bidding



of the guards, in a 24-hour pattern

of changing shifts and accompanying
rush-liours.

A plant the size of Ryan, with its

4,700 citizens, is comparable to a small

village that would conceivably consider

itself lucky to have one peace officer

and wouldn't know what to do with

the more than two dozen that Ryan
keeps busy. The important difTerence,

of course, is the highly classified de-

fense projects which Ryan workers are

developing and testing at various loca-

tions around the grounds. It is in the

matter of security, therefore, that Chief

Moss and his men put the policy of

"prevention instead of cure" into most
effective use.

Security starts with the arrival of the

job applicant at the gate. Currently 150

to 200 job-seekers stream through the

gates daily on their way to the em-
ployment office. Their first contact with

Ryan is through the plant policeman

stationed in the front parking strip, as

he helps them park their cars in the

applicants' reserved area, and directs

them to another policeman for check-

ing in. When the employment office in-

dicates a worker is to be hired, plant

security starts an immediate check of

character references and other informa-

tion sources, not to determine his capa-

bility—that's personnel's job—but to

make sure that in both morals and
loyalty he comes up to the Ryan
standard. (Continued on Next Page)

Receptionist Angie Egan wears badge but no uniform as she checks business visi-

tors in and out of the plant through the main lobby. Ralph LeMaster, Sr., G. F.

Stephenson and Don Wolin, left to right, sign in for escort to Ryan offices.

Marksmanship is maintained by plant security officers with regular target practice. Here, Al Paradise, in helmet ai place No. 32,
coaches, left to right, Robert Colsky, John Snider, Ken Pierson, Van Wilkerson and Stanley Hibbord at San Diego Police range.
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Outdated classified material is burned under supervision of

Ryan Plant Security force. Left to right are Gordon Charles-

ton, janitor service. Policemen Paul Watts and Arthur Borg.

Automatic gas engine is ready to provide instant power for
water pumps in case of electrical failure. Lt. M. J. Peter, Ryan
fire chief, regularly inspects all firefighting equipment.

Plant policeman Ernest King checks Ryan
employees out of plant as they stream
through Gate 7 at end of first shift.

This first check, careful as it is, is

only the beginning for employees who
will be assigned to work on a classified

project, such as Ryan's jet vertical

takeofl" plane, or one of its revolu-

tionary electronic navigation devices.

Then the U. S. Air Force, Ryan's "cog-

nizant agency" for the Department of

Defense, takes over to estabUsh "se-

cret" clearances. When a Ryanite
sports a badge with a bright gold band
across its face, you can be sure that

U. S. security officers know everything

about him, from his favorite breakfast

cereal to his social drinking habits and
loquaciousness—or lack of it—with in-

quisitive strangers!

That these clearances really mean
something is shown by the fact that

never has a leak of information, even
after years of development work on a

secret project, ever been attributable

to a Ryan employee. A good example
is the jet VTO—until recently so high-

ly classified that a Ryanite could only

look blank at the mere suggestion it

might exist. A few months ago, the

story "broke"—in an English news-
paper. Since then aviation writers here

and abroad have conjectured as to the

plane's appearance and performance
characteristics, but as far as Ryanites

are concerned, their mouths still don't

know what their hands are doing.

"Cloak and dagger" work, however,

is only a part of the total work routine

of the Ryan security force. A thick

black training manual describes assign-

ments ranging from lost and found
service through traffic direction, fire

protection, first aid assistance, civil de-

fense coordination and, of course,

checking of identification badges of

(Continued on Page 26)

Unconventional but convenient route into Ryan plant, used by many visitors with private planes, is through Gate 13 which opens onto
Lindbergh Field. Here plant patrolman A. L. Radtke checks in Duke Withrow, left, and Bryan Steele of Coast Pro-Seal & Mfg. Co.
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TRIAL BY AIR
R^^aii uses flight test as an avionics design tool

f?j
Jt^LECTROISICS 'intelligence' for

important new weapons for the V, S. Air
Force is being developed by the Ryan
Aeronautical Company, it was announced
today. Electronic guidance systems for
supersonic missiles are now undergoing
intensive field testing . .

."

"An advanced type of automatic navigation

system wholly contained within the airplane, has

been developed by Ryan Aeronautical Company
for the U. S. Navy and today completed highly

successful flight tests
"

"A self-contained airborne helicopter
hovering detector, a revolutionary devel-
opment in the electronics field, is notv
being given comprehensive testing by the
Ryan Aeronautical Company for the
Navy's Airborne Equipment Division . .

."

When a Ryan news release, such as

the recent ones quoted above, hits the

desks of hundreds of editors across the

nation, it means another major elec-

tronics project has left the pioneering

"we think we can do it" stage. It has
blossomed into an advanced, news-
worthy achievement of real interest to

the U. S. public.

For most readers, that interest is

centered in the announcement of still

further dramatic progress in the fas-

cinating field of automation. In true

journalistic tradition, however, there is

always more to a release than appears
in print. There is a "story behind the

story" and in this case a clue to its

existence lies in the words: ".
. .in-

tensive field testing;" and "... compre-
hensive flight tests."

At Ryan Aeronautical Company, the

"testing" side of the story is considered

of as much importance to the final

achievement as development—or even
the original design. This philosophy is

based on the understanding that a truly

successful piece of electronic equip-

ment is one that maintains its labora-
( Continued on Next Page)

AIR FORCE I 1\' Wl^

Preparing for test of missile guidance systems in T-33 jet trainer, Observer W. R. Scott, left, ciiecks test data with Robert Peasley,
engineer in charge of the projects' field tests, as Fielding Hedg es, N. A. Seely and George Goddard install equipment in wing tip.
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"Breadboard" model of Ryan's new helicopter hovering detector is checked by Horry Photinos, left, and Frank Willard, electronics

engineers, after thorough bench testing in laboratory in background. Components of each project are tested separately and as a team.

tory-demonstrated performance in the

air, even when operated under the

most trying conditions and in the hands
of inexperienced persormel who haven't

the time or specialized knowledge to

perform complicated "adjustments."

In achieving this goal, Ryan main-
tains a flexible roster of flight and field

test engineers whose main job is to

demonstrate that the design and com-
ponents to be used in the finished

equipment will satisfy the specified re-

quirements. These testers are hard-to-

please perfectionists. They put the

theories into practice and emerge with

documented evidence that what looks

good on paper and at the laboratory

bench, also works well in the air.

Experience has shown that the hard

knocks of field work enhance an en-

gineer's usefulness in the laboratory.

Also, significant value is found in tlie

practice of sending an engineer into

the field with equipment he has helped

to design. For these reasons, many of

the current field testers also had a hand
in the development of the project

they're testing. And some of the men
now working on new designs or devel-

opment in laboratory groups, previous-

ly field tested earlier models.

But no matter who does it, the test-

ing of new or improved designs goes

Intensive testing of Ryan helicopter hovering detector under
actual flight conditions has been conducted at nearby Ream
Field and at Navy service test facilities, Patuxent, Maryland.

Anxious to see results of latest flight test of automatic navi-

gator, Fred Schoeikopf, left, Jerry Simpson and Rudy Baumann
run test data through wave analyzer in Ryan electronics lob.

(aK.!«:S*;
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on, step by step, day by day, month by
month — continuously, exhaustively,

thoroughly.

"Many people think of testing as

something you do last of all—like

sticking a broomstraw in a cake to see

if it's done," says Bruce Clapp, group
engineer in charge of flight tests for

Ryan's amazing new automatic navi-

gator.

"Nothing could be farther from the

truth at Ryan. Take the navigator as

an example," Bruce goes on. "Four
years ago it was an idea. Today it's one

of the wonders of modern aviation. It's

a completely self-contained navigator

that can guide a plane to any point on
the surface of the earth without relying

on ground facilities, good weather or

even aerological data.

"Right now the Navy is using the

navigator in two important expedi-

tions: 'Deepfreeze,' Admiral Byrd's

latest polar exploration, and 'Project

Magnet,' the Navy's 5-year study of the

variations between magnetic compass
headings and true north.

"For three years prior to its installa-

tion in these two projects, the naviga-

tor was thoroughly tested by both Ryan
and the Navy. Individual components
underwent laboratory and flight tests

before they were packaged and tested

again as a team. Then we tested the

finished equipment in the laboratory.

When it worked perfectly there, we in-

stalled it in a P2V loaned to us by the

Navy for that purpose."

Three or four flight tests a week in

the P2V, ranging from San Clemente
Island off the California coast to Yuma,
Arizona, gave Warren Norris and Rudy
Baumann, research engineers, and Jerry

Simpson, radio-radar mechanic, ample
opportunity to "baby sit" with the new
equipment.

"We know the Salton Sea like Byrd
knows the South Pole," Baumann says.

"There's a railroad running through

that area that has a good 50 miles of

straight track—perfect for making ac-

curacy tests. Southern Pacific gave us

latitude and longitude of six or seven

checkpoints such as three culverts close

together, a water tower, canal, and so

on. All we had to do was feed the

navigator information about where we
wanted to go, push a button and follow

the tracks. That one button not only

puts the equipment into operation, it

automatically takes pictures of our

checkpoints, which show in an instant

that the navigator is on the nose."

Often system improvements are

made during flight. Others are made
later in the laboratory after evaluation

of flight test data by the analytical

(Continued on Page 35)

P2V is utilized as "flying laboratory"
by test crews of automatic navigator.
Here Bruce Clapp, left, and Warren Nor-
ris check instruments prior to takeoff.

Mobile laboratory built into panel truck is

used in desert field tests of missile guid-
ance systems. Norman Seely, John Bow-
den and Fred Schoelkopf inspect interior.

Specially equipped electronics "penthouse"
atop engineering division building serves
as microwave laboratory for development
and testing of Ryan's avionics projects.
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RYANITES IN UNIFORM
(Continued from Page 22)

employees arriving and leaving work.

In addition, they are charged with

raising and lowering the colors daily,

testing locked doors and classified

cabinets after hours, maintaining order

and safety in the parking lot and, in

general, being the conscience and mem-
ory of any employee who might on
occasion fail to lock up, clean up or

turn off the lights!

Background of the individual plant

policemen at Ryan is as varied as a

piece-work quilt, but at least two ave-

nues of experience stand out as the

most likely to lead to a plant security

post. One is military service. Four out

of five Ryan policemen at one time

served with the U. S. Army, Navy or

Marine Corps, many in full-time ca-

reers. Leslie E. Gehres, manager of

employee services and plant security,

is himself a retired rear admiral, widely

known throughout the Navy for his ex-

ploits as a pioneer Naval aviator, and
as the never-say-die captain of the

U.S.S. FRANKLIN at the time the

huge aircraft carrier was hit by a

Japanese bomb. Despite the fact that

the entire deck of the ship was blown
and burned away and all power lost

for 24 hours, Capt. Gehres and his crew
held the ship together in sheer determi-

nation not to be done in by the Japa-

nese, and guided her into Ulithi for

repairs.

Major Robert Colsky, U. S. Marine
Corps, retired, is another example of

the high caliber of men who traded

Uncle Sam's uniform for one of Ryan's.

Major Colsky survived World War II

reconnaissance scout patrols on Guad-
alcanal and in the Marshall and Elice

Islands because, he says, "I learned to

see everything I looked at!" It is their

sharpened powers of observation, Col-

sky believes, that makes ex-servicemen

good plant policemen.

"Plus the fact they're trained to meet
emergencies," adds Richard Simmons
who joined Ryan after 20 years in the

Navy. Simmons fought part of WW II

on an ammunition ship in the South

Pacific as a member of the ship's dam-
age control party, a post calculated to

teach a man the importance of constant

vigilance.

A steady hand with a gun and a

Davy Crockett bead on a target is also

a carry-over from military service for

many of Ryan's plant policemen. To
encourage the men to maintain their

proficiency with firearms, Ryan spon-

sors quarterly marksmanship competi-
tions among the security force. Al

Paradise, who recently scored 199 out

of a possible 200 in one of these con-

tests, put on his first military uniform
at the age of 17 for the French Foreign

Legion. After skirmishes through the

desert and jungles of Morocco, Indo
China and Madagascar, he had tours of

duty with the U. S. Navy and U. S.

merchant marine which took him
around the world three times and into

every country on the globe.

Even at sea. Paradise managed to

keep his shootin' eye keen and has won
enough sharpshooting medals to fill

several cigar boxes, in which he keeps
such mementoes.

"I'd rather spend time keeping my
guns clean than shining medals," he
declares.

Dan McDiarmid, another champion
on the pistol range, got his early marks-
manship training in the Marine Corps,
although he later kept in practice as

Chief of Police of the Winslow, Arizona
force. While in the Corps, Dan captain-

ed several prize-winning rifle teams, in-

cluding the 1941 champions of the Ha-
waiian Sea Frontier.

James Kellar and Arthur Radtke,
Joseph Zaucha, John Snider, Leo Jen-

nings and George Karchner, U. S. Ma-
rine Corps; Rufus Anderson, Arthur
Borg, Ernest King, Paul Watts and
Frank Webb, U. S. Navy; and Stanley

Hibbard, Air Corps, are other veterans

whose combined service records total

222 years in some of the worst trouble

spots of the world.

The second most common factor

among the plant policemen is previous

police experience. Chief Moss, for

instance, was sheriff of Okanogan
County, Washington, for eight years

before coming to Ryan in 1953. He
attended the F. B. I. National Acad-
emy in 1947 and before that studied

law enforcement at the University of

Washington in Seattle.

Jess Ellis was deputy sheriff at

Yuma, Arizona, Fredrick Pierson a

Long Beach, Calif, patrolman, and
John Dunn a member of the Illinois

State Police. Daniel Bagley and Mearl
Wagner have federal government em-
ployment in their backgrounds. Bagley

was with the Bureau of Narcotics, U. S.

Treasury, and Wagner with the Depart-

ment of Agriculture at the Port of

Entry between Mexico and the United

States at San Ysidro, Calif.

John Roach is one of several Ryan
policemen who have both military ser-

vice and municipal police work in their

past careers. Attached to the 261st

Field Artillery during the last war,

Roach made the grand tour of the

Philippines, New Guinea and the Solo-

mons as an agent for the Criminal In-

vestigation Division. Black marketeers,
Filipino war criminals and Japanese
snipers were his quarry in those days.

Even the top man in the Japanese army,
General Yamashita, came under Jack's

investigative eye when he was assigned
to pile up documentary evidence of war
atrocities committed by the wily old

general.

Jack's civilian police work started

back in 1930 with the Terre Haute,
Indiana force. When he retired after

21 years' service, he was chief of de-

tectives and somewhat of a celebrity

among mystery story fans. For his

outstanding detection work in several

notorious cases. Jack was awarded a

gold watch and three citations, was
featured in the lead story of a national

detective magazine and was cited on the

National Broadcasting Company's ra-

dio program, "Gangbusters."

Van Wilkerson, who came to Ryan
after 16 years in the Navy, got a large

part of his police experience in one of

the toughest areas in the world at the

time—the island of Guam right after

the end of the war.

"That steaming litde island boiled

with violence all the time—like a kettle

of soup on the stove," Van recalls with

some wonder. "Not a Saturday went
by without three or four murders or

accidental deaths. The population of

70 thousand was divided about equally

between Guamanians and military men
and construction workers from the

States —• with everyone earning more
money than he ever had in his life be-

fore, and no place to spend it."

After Guam, Van spent a couple of

years as "private eye" for the Pinkerton

firm in Los Angeles, then moved south

to San Diego and Ryan. "It's sure good
to be working around law-abiding folks

again," he says, hitching up the gun he
wears on his hip but has never had to

use. "About the biggest problem we
have here is parking— and that's no
worse than any city traffic sqtmd has to

face. The same people who would
double park downtown try to squeeze

into a non-parking area at the plant

just to get closer to the gate!"

Actually, Ryan employees have one
of the best parking set-ups in the coun-
try. Free, paved, fenced parking lots

cover IV2 acres of company property.

Plant policemen regularly patrol the

area, turning off lights and radios for-

gotten by workers in a hurry, direc-

ting cars carrying three or more pas-

sengers into the preferred "pool park-

ing" section, and flagging down
thoughtless drivers who exceed the 8

(Continued on Next Page)
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mile per hour limit inside the lots.

One policeman who remembers the

"good old days" when employees had
to park in the mud flats that were later

to be part of Lindbergh Field, is James
R. Nichols.

"Back in the early '40s when it

rained, the girls used to take off their

shoes and stockings and wade up to

Gate 13," Nick recalls. "If the water

was too deep, one of the plant police-

men would carry 'em across the pud-

dles! You know, I've always thought

paving the parking lot was one bit of

progress I could do without!"

Another senior member of the force,

the oldest in point of service, is Charles

Bennett, who joined Ryan in 1937.

Charlie has seen the company through

most of its major crises, including the

rigors of sudden changes in defense

plans and contracts brought on by the

second World War and the Korean
conflict.

Paul A. Houston, a Ryan policeman
since 1951, also shared part of Ryan's
early history, although indirectly.
Houston was a motorcycle patrolman
in Cleveland, Ohio in 1927 when
Charles Lindbergh and his famous
Ryan-built "Spirit of St. Louis" visited

that city. Houston personally escorted

the young flier then and on several

later tours of Cleveland. Recently
General Lindbergh visited Ryan to sur-

vey the company's experimental work
for the U. S. Air Force.

"He remembered me!" Houston re-

ports with pleasure. "He walked right

over, shook my hand and said, 'It's

been a long time!'
"

Houston's 21 years with the Cleve-
land force included the disastrous East
Ohio Gas Co. fire in 1944. "My part-

ner and I were the first to arrive on the

scene," he recalls, "and we didn't go
home again for 24 hours. The fire

burned out of control for 3 days and 3

nights, covering fifty square blocks with

flames up to 3,800 feet high. I guess

that experience is the reason I think

fire prevention is one of the biggest

jobs plant security has."

Ryan fire brigades, under the super-

vision of Lieut. M. J. Peter, have one
of the best records of any volunteer

industrial fire fighters in the country.

Although they have answered numer-
ous alarms, including a gasoline fire

when a fuel truck burst into flames,

they have responded so quickly and
had such adequate equipment at hand
that on every occasion the fire was ex-

tinguished by the time the city trucks

arrived.

"We have a permanent fire brigade

system," Lt. Peter explains, "establish-

ed along the lines of the San Diego fire

Xaval Aviation Admirals View

Ryan Confidential Projects

Two of the Navy's top-ranking aviation officers recently conferred with

Ryan executives and viewed confidential projects as well as the tooling and

production on the Boeing KC-135 jet tanker-transport project.

They are Rear Adms. James S. Russell, Chief of the Navy Bureau of Aero-

nautics, left, and John B. Pearson, commander of the Bureau's Western Dis-

trict at Los Angeles, right.

They met with President T. Claude Ryan, center, Bruce Smith, vice presi-

dent-engineering and military relations ; Col. Paul H. Kemmer, executive advisor

to Smith; and Owen S. Olds, chief electronic engineer, who brought them up to

date on Ryan's advanced work for the Navy.

While in San Diego, Admiral Russell renewed his friendship with Leslie E.

Gehres, manager of employee services and plant security at Ryan and a retired

rear admiral. Gehres recalled that Russell was aboard the carrier Franklin,

commanded by Gehres, when it was hit by a Japanese dive bomber March 18,

1945. At the time, Russell was chief of staff to the task force commander whose

flagship was the Franklin.
This visit to Ryan was the first for both admirals since assuming their new

duties.

department. Each shift has volunteer

captains in charge of brigades which

are assigned to one of our seven zones.

We hold regular fire drills and police-

man Borg and I check out all the equip-

ment thoroughly."

Ryan's fire fighting equipment in-

cludes mobile carts, each with 450 feet

of hose, stationed at strategic points

throughout the plant; underground pipe

lines; an automatic sprinkler system; a

gas engine to operate the water pump
in case electric power fails; a 240,000

gallon water tank, holding enough

water for 6 hours of fire fighting, and

emergency extinguishers at every turn.

Last month Ryan's insurance agent

gave the plant a rating of "Excellent"

for orderliness of layout and ma-
chinery, good housekeeping and clear

aisles — all major factors in fire pre-

vention.

With the exception of Chief Moss,

who at 39 is right in the middle of his

police career, most of the plant security

force have already completed twenty

years or more in military or other pub-

lic service. Those of us who think we'd

like nothing better than a permanent

vacation on a pension might ask why
men who have earned their right to the

peace and relaxation of retirement

should come back for another helping

of responsibility.

"I think I understand," Moss says

thoughtfully. "All of us have led active

lives; it's not easy to let go of the reins.

Besides, the job of plant policeman has

many satisfactions. It's outside, it gives

the men a chance to move around, it

provides variety and interest in every

day. But more than that, I guess we

share a feeling with other defense work-

ers that we're helping a little to keep

the deep freeze lid on the Cold War.

It's not only plant security we serve,

but national security as well—and no

American can 'retire' from that!"
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SENATOR POINTS TO NEED FOH
BETTER TARGETS

40.000 ft.

30,000 ft.

305 MPH

-18.000 ft.

TARGET

10.000 ft.

RYAM FIREBEE

370 MPH
600 MPH

B-45 TOWED
TARGET

A United Slates Senator, who is also
a supersonic jet pilot, pinpointed one of
the major drawbacks in aerial and anti-
aircraft ffunneri maneuvers. He is Sen-
ator Barry Goldwater (Rep. Arizona)
who has broken the speed of sound fly-
ing an F-86 Sabrejet and who helped
finalize the plans for the Yuma rocket-
ry meet while in uniform as an Air
Force Reserve Colonel.

After observing the Yuma rocketry
competition. Senator Goldwater said,
"We have not developed adequate tar-

gets for our kind of shooting. We need
faster and higher flying equipment to

match our fighters—Mach-for-Mach of
speed and foot-per-foot of altitude."

"As men once depended on the speed
of .1 bullet in Arizona, our national sur-
vival now depends on men who are
trained to fly and fight faster than a

pistol shot."

Targets used at Yuma were 9 foot by
45 foot nylon banners towed by World
War II B-29 bombers at 18.000 feet and
B-45 jet bombers at 30,000 feel. Maxi-
mum target speed was 200 knots indi-

cated, or 380 miles per hour true
ground speed. Senator Goldwater point-

ed out that this required the 600-pliis

mph jet fighters to operate well below
their normal speed range and did not
permit realistic evaluation of the jet-

pilot team.

These are deficiencies which the Ry-
an Firebee high-speed target drone is

designed to overcome. Air Force plans,

revealed in Washington recently, state

that two squadrons of Ryan Q-2A Fire-

bee drone missiles will be operated at

Yuma, Arizona as pari of the Air De-
fense Command training program, next

vear.

SCHOOL FOR

SHARPSHOOTERS
(Continued from Page 10)

Jabara, the world's top living jet ace,

states, "Yuma 'wrote the book' for the

rocket firing program."
From their early experimental mis-

sions evolved the training methods used
in teaching the new air-to-air com-
bat technique called "lead collision

course firing." Similar in principle to

skeet shooting, this is a right-angled

approach on the target by the attack-

ing plane with just enough lead for a

hit. The tactic enables an interceptor

to attack a bomber from its most vul-

nerable broadside position, while re-

maining outside the bomber's cone of

devastating tail turret fire.

Yuma launched its pioneering air-

to-air rocket firing program for Air
Defense Command squadrons in Feb-
ruary 1954. Today it operates train-

ing facilities for more than 60 all-

weather interceptor units, which spend
a month each year either at Yuma or

at the 4756th Air Defense Group at

Moody Air Force Base, Georgia. The
Moody AFB group is under the com-
mand of Yuma's 4750th Air Defense
Wing.

Three interceptor types are flown
by the ADC units training at Yuma

—

Lockheed's F-94 Starfire, North Amer-
ican Aviation's F-86D Sabre Jet and
Northrop's F-89D Scorpion. The Scor-

pion and Starfire both are two-man
aircraft, carrying a radar-observer in

the rear cockpit, while the Sabre Jet

is a single place interceptor with the

pilot handling his own radar. The lat-

ter carries 24 of the 2.75-inch rockets,

the Starfire 48 and the Scorpion 104.

The interceptors unleash their dead-

ly darts over the Luke Bombing and
Gunnery Range which stretches ap-

proximately 170 miles eastward from
Yuma along the Mexican border. High
above this vast uninhabited area, ra-

dar-reflective banner targets are towed
by North American B-45's and Boe-
ing TB-29's.

Once these targets are located on
their radar scopes, ground controllers

in training at the Yuma Control Flight

Radar Site scramble their interceptors

aloft and vector them into position for

a lead collision attack. Arriving in the

designated area, the interceptor pilot

should sight the target and tow plane

as blips on his own radar scope. When
he does, he lets the controller know
with the word, "Judy."

After this radar contact, or "lock-

on," is established, the rest of the work
(Continued on Next Page)
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is done by the interceptor's automatic

fire control system. All that is required

of the pilot is that he follow the di-

rections given him by his instruments

and keep the target blip centered in a

contracting sight ring. The Hughes fire

control system computes the right

heading and speed, and fires the rock-

ets at the proper time.

Key to the precision firing of air-

-to-air rockets is the radar fire con-

trol system developed by Hughes Air-

craft and installed in all air defense

aircraft. In this type of training, the

aircrew may never see the target. As
a matter of fact, in combat being con-

ducted at night or in inclement

weather, it is very unlikely. By using

this system and the radar equipment,

visual contact is not necessary.

The initial training period for a

tactical unit consists of simulated flying

missions against actual or simulated

targets to get the feel of the lead col-

lision course intercept technique and

to learn to distinguish between the tow

ship and the target, which is towed ap-

proximately 5,000 feet behind the tow

ship. This training is designed as a

safety factor to prevent tragic and

costly training accidents which might

result from mistaking the tow ship

for the target. When the pilots and

radar controllers are proficient in dis-

tinguishing the target, the actual firing

begins.

Under the current operational plan,

each aircrew must run 24 firing inter-

cepts per year, a firing intercept con-

sisting of a pass on a target on which

a minimum of six rockets are fired.

The armament system on the planes

is designed so that the rockets may be

fired in bursts of six or in a complete

salvo of the rocket load. The rockets

are equipped with four fins which

guide them into a shotgun burst pat-

tern at the point of impact.

In conjunction with the training of

the interceptor squadron, Yuma also

operates a controllers proficiency

course. Ground radar controllers from
the various Aircraft Control and Warn-
ing Sites, which make up the radar de-

fense network around the United

States, come to Yuma for Ground Con-
trol Intercept (GCI) training. The
controllers are from the same general

areas in ADC's three geographical Air

Defense Forces as the interceptor

squadrons.

Each controller goes through 120
intercepts during his four weeks of

training, actually directing the missions

flown by the fighter squadrons in train-

ing. Instructors monitor the controDers

on each intercept during the proficiency

Major Plant Expansion Under WaT
Ryan's building boom will continue with construction of the largest addition

to plant facilities since completion four years ago of the $300,000, 75,000-
square foot jet engine parts building.

The new structure will be a 150x300 foot extension to this building shown
above by artist's sketch. This new building will give Ryan another 45,000 square
feet of floor space. Ground breaking took place in November.

training program.
With the Yuma training system, the

fighter squadrons, their maintenance

personnel (who come to Yuma with

the aircrews to service and maintain

their aircraft during the training pro-

gram) and the controllers are turned

into an integrated air defense rocket

firing team. All are indispensable. To-
gether they form the backbone of this

country's air defense system.

In the conviction that the stimulus

of competition often reveals new or

improved methods of solving problems,

the Air Defense Command stages an-

nual rocketry meets at Yuma. Purpose

of these meets is to evaluate combat
techniques and training methods now
employed and to accelerate the devel-

opment of new ones.

The first USAF-wide air-to-air rock-

etry competition, won by a team from
Moody Air Force Base, Georgia, rep-

resenting Headquarters, Air Training

Command, was staged at Yuma in

June, 1954. Competing in the second

meet in October—world-wide for the

first time this year—were three teams

from the Air Defense Command, one

each from the Western, Central and
Eastern Air Defense Forces and crack

teams from the Alaskan Air Com-

mand, Northeast Air Command, Far
East Air Forces, USAF Europe and
the Air Training Command. All were
the rocketry champions of their spon-

soring headquarters as determined by
preliminary shoot-offs.

More than any other Air Force com-
petition, the rocket meet emphasizes
teamwork and skilled coordination

among the air and ground members of

the individual teams. The aircrews,

ground controller and maintenance
people all have an equal share of the

responsibility and each must perform
his job efficiently if the mission is to

be successful.

In this competition the aircrews fly

and fire "blind," completely shrouded

by hooded cockpits from the time they

leave the 10,000-foot level until they

return, after firing their rockets at

18,000 and 30,000 feet. They are vec-

tored into radar contact with the target

by radar controllers from their own
units. A chase plane is assigned to

each mission to assure that the fighter

does not line up for a firing pass on the

tow plane instead of the target.

Each of the four aircrews in the

various competing teams flies three

firing missions at 18,000 feet and three

(Continued on Page 30)
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Bran Produces 1000th Fuel Tank
for Boeing KC-97 Stratofreighters

Ryan has built more than 1000 mammoth torpedo-like fuel containers

which stretch the range and fuel capacity of Boeing KC-97 aerial tankers.

With these planes, the U.S. Air Force is making an in-flight refueling on an

average of once every 15 minutes around the clock. When the 1000th big tank

rolled from production recently, those employees who have worked on the

project since its inception in 1953 gathered around the big cell for a picture.

(See above)

The glistening tanks are a striking example of Ryan engineering and
production teamwork. They incorporate an extremely light-weight, simple design

which dispenses with all longitudinal members and stringers as well as all

exterior rivets. To keep weight down to an absolute minimum, Ryan designers

elected to make the tank a skin-stressed unit consisting of precision-formed

sections spotwelded together. To do this, Ryan drew heavily upon previous

experience in building huge wing tanks for Boeing B-47 bombers. These were

the largest external fuel tanks ever built.

In both tank designs, Ryan employed powerful sizing mandrels, which

were designed by Ryan, to stretch tank sections to exact diameter. Then giant

spotwelding machines and ingenious spotwelding techniques are used to "stitch"

the circular sections into a smooth, tapered envelope which will meet the aero-

dynamic requirements imposed by Boeing airplane perforniance. More than

1000 of these tanks have been delivered to Boeing where they are fitted (See

below) to the wings of KC-97 Stratofreighters. Their fine service record attests

to the integrity of their unique design.

SCHOOL FOR

SHARPSHOOTERS
(Continued from Page 29)

at 30,000 feet. On each mission they

fire 24 rockets at the tow target, scoring

1000 points for any one hit on the first

of the three passes allowed. If they

hold their fire, a hit on the second pass

counts 800 points and on the third,

only 600.

October's competition ended with

the Eastern Air Defense Force taking

top honors and the Richard I. Bong
trophy with 11,600 points. The Air

Training Command team finished sec-

ond with 10,600 points. Col. Benjamin
H. King and his radar observer, Lt.

Robert S. Goad, of Eastern Air De-
fense Force tied with Lt. Arthur F.

Dermis of Air Training Command
for top individual scoring with 4600
points.

During the meet, the primary topic

of discussion among pilots and plaimers

was the need for faster, high-flying,

free-flying targets. They claimed that

present slow speed inhabited tow
planes cannot allow the freedom of

attack that is necessary for full appli-

cation of the weapons team. Many
took time to inspect the Ryan Firebee

jet drone missile which was on display

at the base while the meet was in

progress.

Yuma looks forward to organizing a

drone squadron equipped with the

Ryan Firebee in the near future. Desig-

nated 0-2A's, they are capable of alti-

tudes and speeds which will test per-

formance of the Falcon - equipped
weapons systems the Air Defense (Com-

mand will soon be flying. The Falcon
GAR-1 air-to-air missile is a Hughes
Aircraft Company development now in

quantity production.

Summing up the Yuma rocketry

meet, General Earle E. Partridge, com-
mander-in-chief of the Continental Air

Command, describes its importance

this way: "The best air-to-air rocketry

teams in the world have just completed
1955 competition for the air-to-air

rocketry championship of the United
States Air Force.

"Every man on these teams—pilots,

radar observers, and the specialists of

the ground crews—is of vital impor-

tance in putting these rockets on tar-

gets, and in protecting the lives and
property of our people as well as the

future life of this country."

Yuma's responsibility is obvious

—

that's where they learn how!
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AIR REFUELING
(Continued from Page 14)

Fort Worth, Texas, for the first non-

stop flight around the world. Refueled

in flight four times by KB-29M hose-

type tankers, the Lucky Lady II com-
pleted her 23,452-mile flight in 94
hours and one minute.

Following the study of the British

system by Air Force and Boeing rep-

resentatives, it was agreed that the

British equipment could be installed

in existing U. S. bombers, and it was
discovered that some of the equipment
the British had built during the war
was available for immediate installa-

tion. The British refueling project, in-

cidentally, had been halted when the

arrival of longer-range bombers made
such installations seem unnecessary.

In a matter of 45 days the first

U. S. tanker and receiver—both Boe-
ing B-29 Superforts — were made
ready by the Boeing Wichita Division,

and later a number of B-29's were
modified as hose tankers and B-50's
were equipped as receivers.

It became evident, however, that

the original British equipment, while

capable of doing a satisfactory job as

an interim measure, left considerable

to be desired for the U. S. bombers.
The Air Force then requested Boeing
to develop a new American system to

meet higher requirements, and the Fly-

ing Boom resulted.

Development of the boom called for

much more than simply fitting a pair

of telescoping pipes together and
pumping fuel through them. Minimum
space and weight requirements had to

be considered, as did the largest pos-
sible passage for fuel flow. Fire pre-

vention was another problem. It was
also felt the system should be adapt-
able to the transfer of other liquids

than gasoline, adaptable to different

types of aircraft, and adaptable to low
temperature and high speed operation.

There were, in fact, a number of
problems that had to be carefully con-
sidered and licked. The result is to-

day's boom which, installed on KC-97
Stratofreighters, is serving to "fill 'em
up" for bomber and jet fighter pilots

alike. The same basic system probably
will be installed in the KC-135 tanker.

First announcement of the KB-29
tanker was made by the Air Force in

October, 1949, and the first produc-
tion-type tankers were delivered in

September of 1950. The prototype of
the KC-97 was revealed in December
of 1950, and the first production model
was delivered to SAC in July of the
following year. They have been roll-

ing steadily from the final assembly

area of the Boeing plant at Renton,

Washington, ever since.

Ryan has been building KC-97 aft

fuselage sections, cargo doors, the pod
in which the operator controls the re-

fueling boom, the floor beams, the ex-

ternal wing tanks which provide the

KC-97 itself with added range, and
the exhaust systems which Boeing in-

stalls to handle the hot engine gases

from the four Pratt & Whitney Air-

craft piston engines.

The Strategic Air Command's table

of organization calls for each 45-plane

wing of Boeing B-47 Stratojets to be

complemented with a 20-plane tanker

('.'.'liiU'sy Boei/ig "PLirn' Talk"

"MAN. THAT'S SERVICE!"

squadron of KC-97 Stratofreighters.

The current production models of the

Stratofreighter, designated KC-97G,
serve not only as tankers, but also as

personnel and cargo transports.

As a tanker the KC-97G carries its

transferrable fuel in 15 tanks located

on the upper and lower decks of the

double-lobe fuselage and in two drop-

pable Ryan-built wing tanks. The seven

tanks on the main deck are stacked

two high along the port side of the

airplane. This arrangement of the

tanks marks an improvement over the

KC-97E and "F" models which car-

ried their transferrable fuel in four

large tanks installed in the upper deck

only.

With the new configuration, ample

room remains in the upper deck for

transporting cargo or personnel with-

out necessitating removal of the tanks.

Should the need arise to convert the

airplane wholly to a transport, the

tanks are unbolted and moved up the

cabin and out the forward cargo hatch

by the airplane's self-contained mono-
rail crane.

By this means the Flying Boom and
operator's pod may be left on, result-

ing in a tanker-to-transport conversion

time of approximately two hours. For
transport conversions of a more per-

manent nature, the upper deck fuel

tanks, boom and pod are removed and
the boom operator's pod is replaced

with clamshell cargo doors as is done
in the earlier tanker models.

Both the forward and aft lower

deck compartments in the Strato-

freighter contain four transferrable

fuel tanks spaced around a pump
chamber housing a hydraulic-driven

pump. The upper deck tanks drain

into those on the lower deck and the

fuel is pumped from them into the

single fuel line running down the star-

board side and into the boom. A pres-

sure of approximately 50 psi. exerted

by the pumps forces the fuel through

the boom at the rate of more than 600

gallons per minute. Both the transfer-

able fuel tanks and the airplane's tanks

are serviced through two central points

on the underside of the airplane.

The boom itself consists of four

concentric aluminum tubes, one of

which telescopes giving the boom an

extended length of 48 feet. The boom
is flown into place in the receiver air-

plane by the operator from his sta-

tion in the pod. Lying on his stomach,

he watches the receiver's approach,

talking him into a position where he

can direct the boom into the receiving

receptacle.

When contact is made the operator

signals the flight engineer, who con-

trols the pumping operation, and the

fuel transfer commences. Should either

airplane get out of normal formation

during refueling, a spring-loaded steel

poppet inside the nozzle closes off the

fuel supply and the boom automatically

disconnects and retracts. The boom is

activated by a hydrauhc motor and

also can be extended and retracted

manually if necessary. Contact may be

broken by either the boom operator or

the receiver pilot at any time during

the operation.

When the receiver airplane's tanks

are full, the boom operator starts a

count for the disconnect. On the count

of three those aboard the flying gas

station experience a slight bump as

the contact is broken and the receiver

plane drops away.

"What lousy service," the receiver

pilot is apt to exclaim as he picks up

speed and moves away. "You forgot to

clean my windshield!"
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Navy and Marine officers confer with Jack Ramsey, Ryan electronics engineer,
center, over Ryan automatic navigational equipment delivered to their R5D trans-

port to be used in Byrd "Expedition Deepfreeze" to the South Pole. Left to right, Lt.

Richard Mackell, USN, second pilot and navigator; Lt. Col. Hal R. Kolp, USMC, plane
commander; Ramsey; Comdr. Rudolf Weigand, USN, maintenance officer of Air De-

velopment Squadron VX-6; and Lt. Comdr. Harold G. Hanson, USN, communications
officer and first pilot.

R^an Automatic Navigators for Polar Planes
Two complete sets of Ryan's new automatic navigational equipment were de-

livered recently to a Navy R5D four-engined transport, one of two such planes to

participate in "Expedition Deep Freeze," Admiral Richard E. Byrd's new expedi-
tion to the South Pole.

One of the sets is being installed in the plane that came to San Diego to re-

ceive the equipment, and the other set will be installed in a similar R5D in Wash-
ington, D. C.

Both planes will operate from New Zealand to the Antarctic in photomapping
missions starting in mid-December, 1955.

Another Navy plane is using the Ryan automatic navigator in "Project Mag-
net," to measure the direction and intensity of the earth's magnetic field over

oceans and trackless polar wastes where adequate information for navigation pur-

poses has not been available.

Ryan recently announced a $5 million contract from the Navy for produc-

tion of the revolutionary device, which requires no ground facilities or aerological

data to guide a plane unerringly to its destination, regardless of distance.

HIGH AND MIGHTY
(Continued from Page 3)

The finished part has a "step" in it

and loose "skin," subject to injury in

shipping. The dummy bolting ring was
devised by Ryan, and approved by
Boeing, to maintain the shape of the

section and hold it in both pressure

testing and in shipping.

The excess "skin" can now be bolted

to the ring, which in turn bolts to a

huge face plate, sealing ofl[ the end of

the section for the pressure test and
making a safe joint. Clamping of the

skin by friction or any other method
might result in a slip-out or distortion

during pressure testing.

On arrival at Boeing, workmen there

will be able to use the face of the dum-
my bolting ring to rout out the excess

"skin," and the ring can be shipped

back for another assembly.

Spotwelding has forged into the

spotlight at Ryan in the KC-135 pro-

gram. An almost fantastic amount of

spotwelds—some 70,000—are neces-

sary in the mid-fuselage section for

splicing of skins, attachment of doub-
lers to skins, and attachment of stiflen-

ers to skins.

This is believed to be the first time in

the aircraft industry's history that skins

of such large dimensions have been
spotwelded on a production basis. The
problems arose from the necessity of

maintaining the skins' contours while

accurately positioning the skins to the

spotweld machines.

Skins must be spliced together by
spotwelding prior to the assembly of

stringers to skins—this means that dur-

ing the latter process, the largest as-

sembly is almost 25 feet long. It must
be maintained at the proper contour
during the spotweld process and must
always be normal to the spotweld tip at

the instant of making the spot. Other-
wise, pressure and heat would distort

the skin locally, and ruin the entire

assembly.

For the single contour skins, which
are flat and wrapped on the fuselage

assembly, Ryan tooling and plant en-

gineering experts devised a spotweld
positioning table, 22 feet long. This is

an indexing table on which the panel is

moved beneath the electrode into accu-

rate position.

For the double contour skins, the

handling problem is more complex. An
overhead handling rig, consisting of

crane ways and permitting four-direc-

tional movement, was built. Three
hoist units are mounted on the crane

ways, and are attached to the welding

fixture frames in which are mounted
the skins.

The spotwelding machine has a lev-

eling mechanism, and leveling is ac-

complished by electronic control units

connected to the hoist. As if this deli-

cate positioning did not create enough
difficulty, the spotwelding department

is confronted with the requirement that

the work must be accomplished within

a certain time cycle after the skins are

cleaned in huge processing tanks ad-

joining the spotwelding area.

Considerable research and develop-

ment were performed by production

engineering and tool design depart-

ments in the use of 7075 aluminum
alloy, being used in quantity at Ryan
for the first time in this project. This

alloy requires heated dies for severe

forming of stringers and other parts.

Ryan went into an extensive program

of heated joggle dies used in punch

press operations. Electrical cartridges

are used, and temperature is controlled

through thermocouples. The problem

was magnified by the varieties of in-

serts for joggling.

In the torque box, Ryan was con-

fronted with the problem of drilling

and reaming sandwiches of hardened

steel and aluminum to close tolerances,

because all high shear rivets must be

practically press-fit into assemblies.

The torque box is a highly stressed

part, and every operation must be care-

fully controlled to avoid weakening by

poor rivets.

When drilling and reaming is per-

formed through the aluminum-steel,

sandwich, great care must be taken to

prevent the steel chips from damaging

the aluminum holes.

To achieve the required interchange-

ability between this assembly and the

stabilizer, Ryan built a special boring

fixture used in final assembly. In this

boring fixture was placed a thermal

compensating aluminum bar to assure

the minimum of movement between

locators due to expansion and contrac-

tion, a minimum which is necessary in

drilling of the assembly within the pre-

cise tolerances required.

(Continued on Next Page)
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Temperature declines would cause
the aluminum to shrink more than the

steel in the basic boring tool. If an as-

sembly were bored without the com-
pensating bar, that part would be ex-

cessively long by the amount of the

aluminum shrinkage in excess of that

of the steel tool. To overcome this

differing rate of expansion and contrac-

tion of aluminum and steel, the thermal
compensating aluminum bar is in-

stalled.

One boring head is fastened solidly

to the boring fixture, and another bor-

ing head remains mobile on the fixture.

This movable head is actuated by the

bar, which shrinks and expands at the

same rate as the aluminum part, thus

maintaining accuracy.

Several other special tools had to be
devised to cope with special problems.

For instance, on the aft fuselage

section, the vertical fin attachment
points must be so precisely located that

they must be bored after assembly. A
special boring tool fastens the pressure

bulkhead in the section and precision

bores the fin attachment points, which
are located on the pressure bulkhead
and the aft fuselage section.

Unique jigs on the pressure bulk-

head are based on the pinwheel prin-

ciple, with the entire tool rotated on
ball bearings to allow production work-
ers to reach all areas conveniently, with

the assembly maintained in a vertical

position. The pressure bulkhead seals

off the pressure between the mid-fuse-

lage and aft-fuselage sections.

With the use of one specially de-

signed saw fixture, Ryan has eliminat-

ed the need for 47 mill fixtures to form
compound angles on 47 stringer ties in

the area where the mid and aft-fuse-

lage sections splice together. And to

overcome the problem of piercing with-

out separation or cracking of material,

Ryan has acquired one of the few
Kaiser router machine tools in exis-

tence in aircraft plants. This is used
for routing holes and flanges in 21 -foot

floor beams and smaller components.
Such a technique has been found pref-

erable to blanking the holes and flanges.

Another "first" at Ryan was the use

of plastic-covered stretch form blocks,

employed in the stretch press for the

stretching of double-contour skins into

exact position. Rough frames for the

blocks were built from boiler plate to

fit the plaster splashes of the mockups.
The frames were held within one
quarter inch of the contour, so that

when the plastic was applied in the

modeling shop, a minimum pour of

only one quarter inch and a maximum
of one-half inch was necessary.

Use of the plastic-covered form

blocks has saved tons of kirksite and
has facilitated handling due to the

much lighter weight.

The Ryan-Boeing relationship was
graphically shown through dispatch to

Ryan of partly completed master tools,

and the reliance placed by Boeing on
Ryan to finish these tools, which are

used to control precision interchange-

ability points on both mid and aft-fuse-

lage sections where they mate.

Boeing gave Ryan responsibility for

the production of approximately 60
master gauges, for such units as access

doors, windows, the tail cone—where-

ever the control is completely within

Ryan's facility.

Other master guages, completed at

Boeing, were sent to Ryan for use in

the torque box tooling and in the fin

attachment points of the aft fuselage

section. And master tooling templates

were provided by Boeing for each

bulkhead and frame station, for the

escape hatch and the door in the mid-

fuselage section. Such master tools are

necessary to assure that the side of the

assembly manufactured by Ryan will

fit perfectly with assemblies made else-

where.

In a project as large as the KC-135,
constant engineering changes are the

rule in early stages of production. To
expedite changes which may affect as

much as 70 percent of detail parts,

Ryan estabhshed a change board with-

in the production engineering depart-

ment, consisting of engineering and

production control, as well as produc-

tion engineering representatives. The
nucleus of the board consists of 10

persons, but at the peak of the engi-

neering changes, a staff of 40 worked

constantly analyzing changes and es-

tablishing their effectivity—that is, on

what production unit the changes could

become effective. For the most part,

changes received to date have been

made effective on the very first unit,

through prompt and expedited handling

to provide necessary planning and tools

to manufacture the parts required.

Manufacture or rework of parts cre-

ated or caused by these changes has

been handled by a special group on the

production floor, consisting of produc-

tion personnel, a manufacturing en-

gineer, and inspection and production

control representatives.

Unique handling devices were cre-

ated at Ryan to accommodate the

bulky structures. Two examples have

previously been mentioned—the posi-

tioning table and the overhead rig at

the spotweld machines.

Another ingenious apparatus was
devised by Ryan plant engineers to

(Continued on Next Page)

Admiral Coe
Joins Rjan

Vice Admiral Charles F. Coe,
USN (ret.), has joined Ryan as
Assistant to Bruce Smith, Vice
President, Engineering and Military
Relations.

After several weeks of indoctrina-
tion and orientation in the plant, he
will be assigned to Ryan's Washing-
ton, D.C. office, together with Gabri-
el C. Danch, who has previously
been Ryan's only resident represent-
ative in the capitol city.

Admiral Coe retired from the
Navy in May, 1954, after a distin-
guished career of 35 years' service,
during which he held many respons-
ible posts. For three years, from
1949 to 1952, he served in the Air
Warfare Division, Office of the
Chief of Naval Operations, one year
as assistant director, and two years as
director, during which time he also
was a member of the Military Li-

aison Committee to the Atomic Ener-
gy Commission.

In April, 1952, Admiral Coe be-
came Deputy Director of the Joint
American Military Advisory Group
in London, and later he became
Paris Representative, Joint Staff,

Commander in Chief, U. S. Euro-
pean Command, his last duty before
retirement.

.Admiral Coe was at Pearl Harbor
when the Japanese attacked. He was
operations officer on the staff of
Commander Patrol Wing Two, in

which capacity he earned a letter of
commendation and commendation
ribbon for "excellent service" dur-
ing and subsequent to the attack. He
also won the Legion of Merit Medal
for directing combat aircraft opera-
tions against enemy shore installa-

tions and shipping from 1942 to

1943 as Operations Officer on the
staff of Commander Aircraft South
Pacific Force.

Another Legion of Merit Medal
was awarded him by the Army, as

well as the Army Air Medal during
World War XL His commands in-

cluded the U. S. S. Puget Sound and
the U. S. S. Leyte.

Admiral Coe graduated from the

Naval Academy in 1923. He is one of
the early naval aviators, having won
his wings at Pensacola 29 years ago.
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handle the huge lower lobe assembly
of the mid-fuselage section. The lower

lobe is assembled in its jig in "upside

down" position for more convenient

approacii to work stations. Thus, it

must be lifted out of its jig, and turned

completely over in order to enter the

niatmg jig beneath the upper lobe.

Two tie beams, one forward and one

aft, running crosswise of the assembly,

tie to floor beams, fastened with plates

and bolts. The tie beams are attached

to three sUngs by means of four sets

of arms which reach under the out-

side edge of the skin and pick up the

beams. One sling is placed across each

end of the assembly, and another con-

nects between the two outside slings.

The third sling is lifted by two over-

head monorail cranes set 20 feet

apart.

As the lobe is lifted out of its jig,

it is set down on four pipe posts near-

by. One side is a support, while on the

other side, steel pins protruding from

two arms, fit into vertical stops at the

top of each pipe post.

The third sling is then transferred to

the two arms on the opposite side of

the assembly—where it is resting on
the posts. This end is picked up, ro-

tated over smoothly, and lowered into

a pair of padded saddles for assembly

"cleanup" operations. A crane then

picks up the completed assembly with

two slings and drops it into the mat-
ing jig-

The mating jig is a majestic symbol
of pinpoint accuracy exercised on a

towering structure. Looming over aO
other tooling in the assembly build-

ing, this jig, 57 feet long, 17 feet high

and 14 feet wide, is a spectacular

product of teamwork of tool planners,

tool designers and tool manufacturers
working against time to meet sched-
ules. In this fixture must be manipu-
lated extremely large sections—the

upper and lower lobes of the mid-
fuselage section—into correct relative

positions within close tolerances of plus

or minus .010 inch.

Both "headers" on this jig must be
retracted each time the huge sections

are lowered into the jig. They must
then return to their original position.

Despite this repeated movement, rigid

accuracy must be maintained.

Elsewhere in the Ryan plant are the

many other jigs where assemblies are

taking form in the early, exciting phase
of a project which requires more than

5,600 detail parts—for just one por-
tion of the great aerial tanker, the
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mid and aft-fuselage sections and the

torque box.

The "pioneering" is almost over and
the results will soon be seen as rail-

road flatcars carry the giant com-
ponents from San Diego to Seattle for

mating with remainder of the KC-135.
And before long, wherever the Air
Force needs them to keep jet bombers
and fighters flying on uninterrupted
missions, these new tankers will take
to the air and provide America with a
knockout punch of fabulous reach.

that the basic power plant has been
modified many times for the different

installations in which it is used. Ryan
has produced parts for eight versions of
the J-57. Ryan liaison engineers have
performed an efficient job of analyzing

hundreds of design changes on the J-57
and translating them into shop draw-
ings without disrupting production
flows.

HOT PARTS

FOR A JET
(Continued from Page 19)

nents can be held with the same ma-
chining fixtures.

At every opportunity, Ryan develop-
ed methods for saving time and costs in

placing J-57 components in production.
A good example are the J-57 struts.

These are closed contour parts with
sharp radii curvature which would re-

quire expensive steel dies if made in

conventional manner. Ryan forms
them with simple, standard dies in a
hydropress and punch press. First, they
are formed to a wide angle with an
open die and rubber pad in the hydro-
press. Then, they are forced into a clos-

ing die, in a punch press, which brings
their contours into a closed shape of
exact air foil configuration.

Time was saved on the spotwelding
of the struts, which require a large

number of precisely spaced spotwelds,
by using stencils instead of templates.

Templates would have required tedious
location of electrode tips in each lo-

cating hole. Ryan short-cut the opera-
tion by simply stenciling spotweld lo-

cations with non-contaminating ink.

In making the exhaust cone for the
J-57, Ryan was faced with the task of
installing a small machined part in the
tip of the sheet metal cone. This part
must be machined to plus or minus
.002", then welded into the cone. This
prevented the part from being finish

machined after the application of weld-
ing heat. Ryan met this obstacle by
machining the part to its net dimen-
sions and welding it into position with
a special holding fixture. The fixture

prevented the welding heat from caus-
ing distortion which would affect the
fine tolerances being held.

One of the factors complicating the
fabrication of the J-57 is its success.

Already designated for seven important
Air Force and Navy planes, the J-57 is

also slated for the Boeing and Douglas
jet airliners. This popularity means

SURVIVAL

INSURANCE
(Continued from Page 15)

ant, since recovery at sea is a major
feature of a target for Navy purposes.

The Army wants a ground launch-
ed target. The XM21 version of this

drone can zip off from a rail or zero-

length launcher, with the upward boost
of a 10,000 pound thrust rocket.

Once in the air, all versions of the

new Firebee perform as highly elusive

targets, attaining speeds above 600
miles an hour and topping altitudes of

40,000 feet, comparable to the flight

performance of jet fighters.

The agile drone is powered by a

Continental J-69 turbojet engine or by
a Fairchild J-44 with 1000 pounds
thrust. It is guided by remote-control

from a ground station whose crew is

aided by a radar-plotting board and a

small black control box. About half

the size of the average jet fighter, the

Ryan target drone costs only one-tenth

as much.
Another economy feature of interest

to taxpayers is the fact that this small

jet target has more lives than a tomcat.

It's equipped with a two-stage para-

chute recovery system which makes the

tough little "bird" retrievable either on
land or in the sea.

If it is not destroyed or damaged
critically by hits during the training

exercise, the ground crew, by radio

control, releases a small drag para-

chute, which reduces its speed sharply.

A larger parachute then opens auto-

matically and lowers the target safely

to the ground or water surface, where
it is picked up by a recovery crew.

Relatively undamaged, it requires only

minor servicing before it's ready for

use again.

Mastery of the skies comes in two
packages. Effective missiles and well-

trained pilots in modern, fast, jet planes

contribute substantially to a strong na-

tional defense. But the men whose
weapons must locate and destroy aerial

invaders, also deserve up-to-date train-

ing to sharpen their sights. Fortunately

for all of us, now they can have it.



TRAIL BY AIR

(Continued from Page 2y)

section, which tabulates and analyzes

resuhs of tape and camera recordings

and then recommends design improve-

ments.

"We are always looking for short

cuts to easier maintenance and opera-

tion," Fred Schoelkopf, research an-

alyst, explains. "Our goal is to provide

compact, lightweight equipment that

will work for anyone—whether he is

a trained technician or not. Today,
operating Ryan's automatic navigator

is as easy as turning on your living

room lights. Flick a switch, set it up
and it takes over by itself. And its

weight is down pretty close to a man's

weight and that's what it's replacing

—

a human navigator."

But nothing satisfies an engineer.

Testing and development of the navi-

gator continue to extend its usefulness.

And in other groups at Ryan, testing

of the company's helicopter hovering

detector and electronic guidance sys-

tems for supersonic missiles is going

through much the same processes—but

with different objectives.

Robert Peasley is the engineer in

charge of field testing the guidance

systems.

"Ryan was in this field of building

electronically guided missiles as far

back as 1949, when we built the

XAAM-A-1 'Firebird'," Peasley says.

"We've come a long way since then

—

but we're still testing at every step!"

Operational tests of the guidance

systems fall into two categories —
ground-to-air and air-to-air, to fit dif-

ferent applications of the equipment.

"Since we can't ride pickaback on
a missile to see how well the guidance

systems are tracking the target, we use

a T-33A jet trainer for the air-to-air

tests," explains Fielding Hedges, elec-

tronics engineer.

For convenience sake, the field test-

ers designed special measuring devices

to fit into one of the removable wingtip

fuel tanks. Wires connect the equipment
in the tank with a tape recorder and
other instruments inside the plane.

There W. R. Scott, electronics engineer

riding as an observer, makes visual

checks and collects test data for evalu-

ation after each flight.

The ground-to-air phase of Ryan's
guidance system is tested at Rosamond
Dry Lake, near Edwards Air Force
Base in southern California.

"We have a great variety of targets

when we work at Rosamond," Peasley
says. "At one time or another we've

conducted tests with F-86s, B-47s and
a B-51, depending on what the Air
Force had available. First we brief the

pilots about the course to be taken,

then we set up our test equipment on a

concrete platform at the top of a small

hill overlooking the dry lake. As the

target planes go roaring by, sometimes
only a few feet over our heads, the data

recording equipment automatically

notes performance characteristics,

range and effectiveness of the super-

sonic missiles that, in actual warfare,

would be tracking and destroying the

'enemy' planes."

Because the field tests are held so far

from the Ryan plant, the testers must
be largely self-sufficient, both as to

power, which they derive from port-

able generators and a 400-cycle in-

Rjan Reporter
Wias Top Award
Ryan's magazine, the RYAN RE-

PORTER, was declared the hest in
its class by the Photographic Society
of America in a national contest re-
cently concluded. RYAN REPORT-
ER was selected for its outstanding
use of photography from among the
nation's industrial magazines — a
list which in the words of PSA con-
test chairman Ralph Miller "reads
like a Who's Who of American busi-
ness and industry."

Norris Harkness, President of
PS.A, presented Ryan with a bronze
plaque at the Society's Honors Night
Banquet in Boston where the annual
convention was held. A panel of
eight judges, composed of editors of
outstanding newspapers and maga-
zines made the selections.

Now in its 15th year, the present
RYAN REPORTER is a far cry from
the original version which began in

1941. For the first two years of its

life, it was laboriously cut on stencils

and run on mimeograph machines.
Each year has brought improve-
ments. Today, RYAN REPORTER
goes to more than 12,000 recipients
in industry and government. It is

designed to tell "the Ryan story" in

a fast-moving world of aviation.

verter, and to test equipment, which

they designed and built themselves and

installed in a panel truck. Most re-

cently, the group modified a regulation

gun turret and equipped it with meas-

uring devices which rotate as the tar-

gets approach, transmitting test data

back to the truck. Usually N. A. Seely

occupies the turret during the tests,

but the testers are so versatile any one

of them—Peasley, Hedges or George

Goddard—could take over for each

other without difficulty.

While the guidance system field test-

ers are making good use of California's

unpopulated desert areas, another

Ryan group may be utilizing the Pa-

cific Ocean to test a third avionic

project—the helicopter hovering de-

tector. "HOD," an off-shoot of Ryan
research and development of the navi-

gator, makes it possible for a pilot to

bring his helicopter to a complete halt

close over the water.

"The biggest portion of the evalua-

tion testing of HOD has taken place at

the Navy's service test facilities in Pa-

tuxent, Maryland," explains Frank Wil-

lard, electronics engineer in charge of

these tests. "But we're fortunate also

to have a Navy auxiliary field nearby

where operational helicopter squadrons

are stationed. We've worked with

both Helicopter Squadron 4, an anti-

submarine warfare unit, and Utility

Squadron 1, which carries on rescue

missions."

HOD was originally conceived strict-

ly as a hovering device, but its tests

soon indicated it had even greater

possibilities.

"The idea for HOD grew out of a

big need," recalls Harry Photinos, elec-

tronics engineer who works with Wil-

lard on both development and testing

of the unique device. "Its first require-

ment was to let a pilot know when his

craft was stationary. After we accom-

plished that, theoretically our job was

finished—HOD was a success. But

laboratory and flight tests showed other

potentialities. We couldn't stop after

that!"

It's a never ending cycle, therefore

—development, design, testing—lead-

ing to further development, newer de-

signs, increased testing. Robert L. Price,

electronics engineer who has worked in

all three fields at Ryan, sums up the

company's concern with the important

third phase of the cycle with this apt

simile

:

"Testing is like moving into a new
house. No matter how beautiful the

plans are, you'U never know if it's a

good house until after you live in it a

while!"
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Curtiss-Wright Officials Visit Ryan

Officials of The Curtiss-Wrighf Corporation, here for recent conferences with
Ryan executives, examine one of the first components of the Wright J-65 after-

burner which Ryan builds. Left to right, Stan Kurzina, C-W vice president and
director of manufacturing; Douglas Pierce, administrative assistant to Kurzina;

Ray Ortiz, Ryan general superintendent of metal products; Robert Burton, admin-
istrative assistant to Kurzina; Clark Hickerson, manager of Ryan's customer
service department; W. Borgenson, C-W engineering analyst and Robert Clark,

Ryan works manager.

POWER FOR FLIGHT
(Continued from Page 7

)

of variables, but even with such simph-
fication, the analytical job would be

tremendous. When you consider that

the preceding would involve only rela-

tive energy utilization and would not

consider engine size, the problem be-

comes additionally difficult.

Fortunately, we do not need to know
all the answers to move forward. We
already know that most of the large

increments of improvement lie in the

area of reduced drag losses, including

the drag of the fuel load which was not

indicated in the previous analysis. This

means higher airflow per square foot

of frontal area, higher operating tem-
peratures, lower weight per pound of

airflow, and reduced fuel consumption.
More specifically, this means transonic

and supersonic compressors, larger en-

gines rather than multiple units, higher

temperature materials, auxiliary cool-

ing for turbine blades, lighter materials

and possibly higher compression ratios.

If we move forward in these areas as

rapidly as our technology will permit,

our developments will be inherently

sound.
Where are we going? In general, I

think we can safely say that the future

will see continued development of all

the engine types shown in Fig. 3. I

think we will see much larger engines

—at least twice the power or thrust we
now have. We will see fewer compres-
sor stages. We will see lighter engines.

In addition to performance, there

are several other factors which may
have even more immediate effect on
future engine developments.

These are:

1. The relations between military

and civil aviation objectives.

2. Financial support of research and
development.

3. Requirements stemming from air-

craft users' personal reactions.

4. Economics in the field of civil

airline operation.

As everyone is aware, there are two
basic fields of aviation; civil and mili-

tary. In the past, military aviation has

always been in the vanguard techno-

logically and will undoubtedly continue

to be in the future. However, the gap
seems to be widening. The military ap-

pear to be moving rapidly into speed
and altitude areas where civil aviation

may have no existence for a long time
to come. In view of the fact that power-
plant development basically follows

military requirements and is based on
military financial support, this trend

might in the future become very signifi-

cant. At present, the effect has not

been too apparent but it has exhibited

an influence in the turboprop field.

For all practical effects during the last

10 years, the turboprop engine devel-

opment has been on a secondary
priority basis compared to jet develop-

ment. As a result, turboprop develop-
ment lagged that of the turbojet. We
can only venture to guess that had not
this been the case, the civil airlines

would today be much more extensively

using the turboprop engine.

In the field of logistics transport, it

is probable that the mihtary and civil-

ian objectives will largely coincide and
this may provide the tie-in also for an
area of powerplant development. It is

the writer's opinion that the full poten-
tial in the field of military transport has
been overlooked and that presently we
may see a great deal more attention

given to this area of development.

Up to now, powerplant develop-

ments have to a major extent been
supported by the military. Engine de-

velopment is becoming increasingly

expensive because of size and com-
plexity. If mihtary and civil require-

ments continue to coincide reasonably

well, civil requirements wUl be largely

taken care of, and in this way the tax-

payer will continue to get added bene-
fits from his military tax dollar. If

the military requirements completely

diverge from civil requirements, some
other method of financing civil power-
plant developments will have to be
devised.

The third factor, which is the tech-

nical and semi-technical requirements

stemming from aircraft users' personal

reactions, is a complex area, mainly

confined to civil aviation. It involves

safety and economic considerations

affected by turbine type engine opera-

tion, traffic handling considerations

affected by aircraft speed and fuel re-

serves, public relations considerations

affected by passenger comfort, and
competitive advantages. Some of these

problems are technical, some are eco-

nomic and some are emotional. From
the standpoint of aircraft engine de-

velopment, we caimot predict which
of these influences will dominate.

Comparing military and civil avia-

tion, the degree of risk to passengers

of the aircraft which can be tolerated is

different. In the military, the success

of the mission must have top priority

and the competition is the enemy. The
performance of the mission is made as

safe as possible. In civil aviation, the

passenger must not be subjected to

risks greater than those which he may
otherwise encounter in daily life. Mili-

tary aviation requires maximum per-

formance available with advanced
technology. Maximum performance is

not always compatible with maximum
safety; in fact, part of the effort in

(Continued on Next Page)
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advanced operations consists of discov-

ering what risks are involved and

safety developments follow. Applica-

tion of military developments to civil

aviation can only occur when safety

developments have reached civil avia-

tion standards.

In the area of economics, we also

find a difference between military and
civil aviation. Civil aviation must show
a yearly operating profit to be success-

ful. Military aviation, while operating

under definite financial limits, does not

have to show an operating profit. It

must maintain the ability to win the

war in the air. The only thing we can-
not afford as a nation is to lose the

next war if there is one. This permits
the military to use aircraft (and power-
plants) which have not attained devel-

opment status relative to economic
factors which would be suitable for

civil aviation.

More specifically, in military avia-

tion, we develop the engine to produce
the required performance and have
the highest possible degree of dura-
bility. The emphasis is on making the

engine run reliably. Safety control de-

vices to protect the operator in emer-
gencies are planned with knowledge
that the crew can leave the aircraft. In
civil aviation, the aircraft occupants
cannot leave the aircraft in an emer-
gency and hence more emphasis must
be placed on the inherent "fail safe"

provisions of the engine, even to the
extent of considerable performance
sacrifice.

In the economic area, one of the

most prolific causes of premature tur-

bine engine removals in the military is

foreign object damage. Naturally ev-

erything possible is done to keep such
damage to a minimum but a certain

amount is tolerated rather than penal-

ize performance by the incorporation

of inlet devices to completely screen

out foreign objects. I don't think an
airline could operate with the amount
of such damage that the military can
tolerate. This problem must therefore

be solved before the airlines can go
into extensive jet engine operation.

In the area which I classify as emo-
tional, there are two large items which
might exert rather immediate influence

on engine developments. The first of

these is noise.

There are two kinds of noise—noise

inside and noise outside the aircraft.

The noise inside can be kept within

tolerable limits with any of the engine

types described, although this will

influence powerplant configuration.

Noise outside the aircraft presents a

more complex problem since it in-

volves not only people on the airport

but also people in communities adja-

cent to the flight paths. Reactions in

these areas are unpredictable, particu-

larly if unfortunate accidents happen,
such as happened at Elizabeth, New
Jersey, some time ago. In such cases,

noise changes from just an objection-

able sound to a threat. Noise is a

problem which could in the civil field

"call the shots" concerning the engines

we will use.

A second emotional factor which
might significantly affect future engine

development comes under the heading
which I call the "standard of living"

effect. This is a very potent influence

in our civilization. It is the reason why
we ride to work in automobiles instead

of using the more economical bicycle

or motorcycle. This factor may cause
the popular appeal of turbine type

powerplants to outweigh other tech-

nical, economic, and operational con-
siderations, and thus hasten the trend

in that direction.

In the field of operating economics,
great emphasis must be given to the

overall economic effect which new en-

gines will produce in civil use. Two
basic kinds of engine data are involved;

predictable effects, and estimated ef-

fects. In the predictable category, we
have basic engine performance data

such as power, weight, fuel consump-
tion and drag. In the estimated cate-

gory, we have engine reliability, engine

durability, engine safety and engine

operating peculiarities such as noise,

susceptibility to ice, etc. The predicta-

ble items can be cranked into our
considerations with mathematical ac-

curacy. The items in the estimated

category are therefore the ones that can
make or break the operation. We
should look for engine factors which
can take as much guesswork as possible

out of the estimated effects. I present

the following as a suggestion:

1

.

For safety and durability, the civil

engine should be substantially

"derated" temperature-wise com-
pared to its maximum developed

capability. This will entail some
penalty in weight and perform-

ance but these are predictable ef-

fects, whereas the effect of erratic

reliability is unpredictable and
can be catastrophic as far as an

airline is concerned.

2. For safety, the civil engine should

be as "fail safe" as possible. This

is different from durability and
can be very serious if overlooked.

3. The foreign object damage prob-

lem should be provided for even

though some performance or

weight penalty may occur.

4. Adequate anti - icing provisions

must be provided.

5. Power controls must be reliable.

AU these things wiU affect future

engine developments. Many of them
are outside the control of the engine

developer. In some areas, what the

customer thinks he wants, can be as

important as what he actually should

have.

Technologically, we have a good un-

derstanding of our future job. In gen-

eral, we can predict where we are

going, but in detail much development
work lies ahead. I am convinced that

we have only scratched the surface of

aviation. Our future is truly unlimited.

(The writer wishes to acknowledge the as-

sistance of Mr. George S. Kelley, Chief
Project Engineer of Wright Aeronautical
Division, in compiling the analytical data

for this article which was condensed from a

paper presented to the Society of Automo-
tive Engineers.)
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ON THE COVER
Looming over all other fixtures in

the Ryan plant is this gargantuan
jig for the mating of upper and
lower lobes of KC-135 mid-fuselage
section. This jig is 57 feet long.
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RECORD SIX YEAR PRODUCTION
PAVES WAY FOR NEW GIANTS

ij defei

Largest airframe assembly subcontracted. Ryan is

producing huge aft fuselage sections for the Boeing
KC-135 jet tanker-transport. This new project fol-

lows six years of continuous on-time production of

fuselage sections for Boeing's KC-97.

It's a tail of two cities. The huge structures built by
Ryan in San Diego must mate perfectly with sec-

tions produced at Boeing's Seattle -Renton plants.

This demands precision manufacturing, perfect

planning and flawless coordination.

Techniques, planning and skill save money. Ryan
reduced costs 40% during production of KC-97
assemblies. This saving was passed on to Boeing
and the Air Force — to provide more aircraft per

defense dollar. This is just one example of the out-

standing cost-performance at Ryan. The same
manufacturing efficiency and smooth integration is

found in the production of fuselage sections for

Sabre Jet fighters and other military and commer-
cial airframe components such as fuel tanks, control

surfaces, wing sections.

Established, financially stable. Ryan performs sub-

contracts without progress payments from custom-

ers. A veteran of 33 years exclusively in the aircraft

business, Ryan understands the industry's problems

as only an aircraft company can. It has the modern
facilities, most advanced manufacturing techniques,

and highly skilled engineering and technical per-

sonnel needed to produce the industry's most
difficult production assignments.
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The "Spirit" Flies Again
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N<\0 one who has read Charles Lind-

bergh's Pulitzer Prize winning book,

"The Spirit of St. Louis," can look on

the air age as a result of involuntary

evolution—as an era that came about

in spite of, rather than because of

man's efforts.

Lindbergh's account of his famous

solo flight across the Atlantic reveals

with such realism and suspense the

courage, determination and skill ex-

pended in the flight, that the reader is

left with a permanent feeling of awe

and admiration for him and all other

aviation pioneers.

It was inevitable that such a dra-

matic and inspiring book would one

day be made into a motion picture. It

took Lindbergh 12 months (with the

last 33'/2 hours spent alone over the

ocean in the tiny cockpit of his sturdy

monoplane), to achieve the flight. It

took him 14 years to write the book.

The movie has been two years in the

making, with utmost attention paid to

accuracy and detail. James Stewart,

who plays the lead, starts with a

marked resemblance to Lindbergh, in-

tensified by an almost eerie ability to

assume the great earnestness, sincerity

and devotion to an idea that character-

ized the unknown flier in 1927.

Having found a counterpart for the

"Lone Eagle," it was necessary for pro-

ducer Leland Hayward to find, also, a

duplicate of the "Spirit of St. Louis."

The original plane, a scaled up version

of the Ryan M-1 mail plane, is on exhi-

A success! storr

of 39 Tears ago

conies to life in

Hftllrwood film

James Stewart, who stars in the motion
picture based on Lindbergh's prize win-
ning account of his famous solo flight,

bears a marked physical resemblance to

the shy, slender airmail pilot of 1927.

bition in Washington's Smithsonian In-

stitution. Obviously it was not feasible

to consider flying this historic relic,

which has hung from the museum's
ceiling for more than two decades. But

sister craft of the "Spirit" were stiU in

action around the country. One such

plane was located and skiUfuUy recon-

structed by Stewart and his friend, Joe

de Bona. They converted it into an

exact replica of the 'Spirit" when
Stewart signed for the motion picture.

Two other Ryan Broughams, built in

1928 and similar in design to Lind-

bergh's plane, were also restored to

airworthiness and modified according

to the same plans used by Ryan em-
ployees on the "Spirit" 29 years ago.

Pilot and plane were only two of the

many production problems faced by
Hayward and Billy Wilder, director of

the film. Le Bourget. the Paris airport

where Lindbergh landed to the tumul-

tous cheers of 150,000 wildy excited

Frenchmen, was no longer the small

grassy plot it had been at that time.

Dutch Flats in San Diego, where the

original Ryan Airlines, Inc., turned

out the unique monoplane that first at-

tracted Lindbergh's attention and led

him to turn to Ryan for his custom-

built "Spirit," was now a heavily popu-

lated Naval Housing area. And Roose-

velt Field, Long Island, where Lucky
Lindy pulled his heavily-laden plane up

from the runway and into the grey

overcast on that long ago May 20th, is

(Continued on Page 2)
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Authentic reproduction of old Ryan Airlines, Inc. factory,

where original "Spirit of St. Louis" was built in 1927, was
achieved with help of photographs and recollections of vet-

eran employees of present day Ryan Aeronautical Company.

Arriving over LeBourget Airport in Paris, Lindbergh was com-
pletely surprised by tumultous welcome he received from tens

of thousands of cheering, excited Frenchmen who had followed

his progress since his plane was first reported over Ireland.

Magic of Hollywood turns back years to 1927, when Ryan employees who had worked on "Spirit" gathered to wish Lindbergh

good luck before he left San Diego on first lap of flight to Paris. James Stewart, as Lindbergh, stands behind woman in center, right.



A strange sight in these days of supersonic jets, an authentic replica of Lindbergh's Ryan-built plane stands on modern airport.

now surrounded by television aerials

and skyscrapers.

Photographs, records and old-timers"

recollections, many of them supplied

by the files and veteran employees of

the Ryan Aeronautical Company, suc-

cessor to the old Ryan Airlines, helped

Warner Brothers reconstruct scenes

from out of the past. Stewart, deter-

mined to be Lindbergh instead of mere-

ly acting the part, studied 50,000 feet of

1927 newsreel film, checking the man-
nerisms, walk and arm gestures of the

shy young pilot. The actor, an ex-Air

Force officer, spent hours flying his

own replica of the "Spirit," peering out

the side windows, as Lindbergh had to

do because his forward vision was ob-

structed by the necessary extra fuel

tanks.

"It was a strange experience to fly

that old plane," says Stewart, whose

last movie flying experiences were in

huge jet bombers in "Strategic Air

Command." "But having done it, I

felt I had a better knowledge of how
Lindbergh felt and moved and flew. I

wanted to know, too, exacdy how the

plane reacted so that closeups showing

my hands on the controls would reveal

the muscles working correctly. Maybe
this kind of aviation fussiness isn't im-

(Contimied on Page 24)

Principals in the mailing of the film were these four men,
photographed during the shooting in Paris. Left to right,

they are Leiand Hayward, producer; Billy Wilder, director;
Jack Warner of Warner Brothers, and actor James Stewart.

Stewart, who is a pilot, actually flew some of the old planes
used in flight sequences of picture. In this scene, represent-
ing an early period in Lindbergh's life, he prepares to give
"Father Hussman," played by Marc Connelly, a flying lesson.



Four and one-half hours out of Los Angeles, this sleek Douglas OC-8 jet liner will be flying over New York City in 1959 schedule.

Ryan Wins $S0 Million
D€-8 Jet Contract

Ryan-built jet pods and plyons will be fitted to P&WA engines
which will give the DC-8 a top speed of 600 mph. Podded
power plants provide basic advantages in economic service,
safety and permit use of aerodynamically efficient wings.

RYAN has been selected by the Douglas Aircraft Com-
pany to manufacture the jet power packages for its new

DC-8 four-engined commercial jet transports in an initial

contract valued at approximately $20 million.

In addition to the complete ready-to-install jet power
packages, Ryan will build the pylon structures which sup-
port the jet engines beneath the wings. The Ryan-built jet

packs and pylons will be manufactured for both the J-57
version and a later, more powerful jet engine version of

the DC-8. The J-57 is a Pratt & Whitney Aircraft engine,

currendy used to power America's most advanced military

jet bombers and fighters.

The Douglas order for manufacture of complete jet

engine power packages further broadens Ryan's aircraft

engine product line which encompasses jet engine com-
ponents and afterburners, rocket motors, ramjet engine

(Continued on Page 29)



Overnight, Convair "Pogo" tail
sitter, tripled performance of
VTOL aircraft — jumping to 500
mph from 150 mph of helicopter.

M
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AIRCRAFT
by

Ken S. Coward, Preliminary Design Engineer

and

Earl R. Hinz, Researcii Group Engineer

Ryan Aeronautical Company

Wingless flight, with amazing
"Flying Platform" is achieved by
Hiller VTOL craft developed for

ONR from NACA studies in 1947.

IAN-CARRYING aircraft are pushing the speed frontiers

to Hmits beyond twice the speed of sound. At the same time, the

low speed end of the flight regime, used for take-off and landing, is

steadily being pushed back to zero. These diverse trends have bred a

new type of air traveler: The VTOL airplane.

Why go to extremes to make an aircraft capable of rising vertically from
the ground? The most obvious answer is found in the increasing demand for

longer runways. Whereas the propeller-driven aircraft was able to take off and
land in less than 5,000 feet, its jet counterpart is requiring double that distance.

City planners have found no easy solution to provide adequate airport facilities for jet

operations near population centers.

Another problem we would like to eliminate is the necessity for making each aircraft

capable of operating at high speeds on the ground as well as in the air. In order to get high



Helicopter is champion producer of vertical lift per horsepower, as 16-ton Piasecki H-16A shows, due to more efficient rotors.

flight speeds, the lifting capabilities of

the wing at low speeds must be sacri-

ficed in favor of a low drag at high

speeds. Present day fighter aircraft

which are capable of supersonic speeds

in flight now operate on the runways
at speeds of the order of 150 to 175

miles per hour. At these increased

ground speeds, the operating environ-

ment is far less forgiving of a mistake.

A third factor is that of improving

the overall capabilities of an airplane.

A jet fighter with Mach 2 speed capa-

bilities, able to land in an area no larger

than a city lot, would give the military

strategist a new freedom in tactical plan-

ning. The military would also like a

transport airplane which could operate

out of restricted areas near the front

lines and in mountainous areas for com-
munication and rescue purposes. At the

same time the commercial operator

would like an airplane that could land

in an empty lot or any small, flat area.

The types of airplanes being referred

to as vertical-rising airplanes cover a

variety of configurations

:

THE HELICOPTER

The helicopter is so familiar that

when one thinks of vertical take-off, he

thinks of the helicopter. The helicopter

has done a remarkable job in rescue

work in every branch of the service and

has been used to very good advantage in

transporting men and equipment to

hard-to-reach places. The helicopter.

VTOL

There is a growing confusion over
the terms VTOL (vertical take-off

and landing) and STOL (short take-

off and landing).

A true VTOL aircraft is one which
can take off and land, vertically,

with no ground run whatever. This

is the type of jet aircraft which
Ryan is developing for the U. S. Air

Force.

An STOL aircraft is one which re-

quires a ground run for take-off and
landing. There is nothing fundament-
ally new about this. Since the

Wright Brothers' first flight there

have been many good STOL air-

planes. Although a short ground run

is better than a long one, any
ground run falls far short of true

VTOL operation.

The fact that an airplane takes
off in the conventional attitude has
nothing to do with its designation
as VTOL or STOL. A VTOL airplane

is one which takes off vertically, re-

gardless of its fuselage attitude. An
STOL airplane is one which requires

a ground run for its take-off.

The unique advantages of VTOL
were highlighted by Colonel Mc-
Cutcheon, USMC, in a recent ad-
dress before the American Heli-

copter Society in Washington, D. C.
He explained that many Marine
Corps' operations in Korea were
such that any ground roll would
have been too much because they
were operating from small knolls no
larger than the spread of the land-

ing gear.

however, is a hovering device that flies

forward rather than a forward-flying

device that is capable of hovering. With

its large rotor, it will probably remain

the champion producer of vertical lift

per horsepower expended. However
advantageous this large rotor may be

for hovering, it has serious handicaps in

forward flight where most of the flying

is done. It greatly restricts speed. The
high power required for forward flight

compared with conventional aircraft

curtails the helicopter's range and en-

durance. It is principally a vibration

device, and the complex machinery and

acute maintenance problems involved

in combatting this vibration and yield-

ing only a moderate level of safety in-

crease the initial cost and cost of upkeep

to an alarmingly high level. Its versa-

tility is severely restricted in that it can-

not be overloaded to any great extent,

and its center of gravity range is very

small. Despite these disadvantages, the

one big attribute of the helicopter—its

ability to take off and land in very little

space—will keep it with us until some-

thing better comes along.

PROPELLER DRIVEN TYPES

For vertical take-off aircraft, it ap-

pears that the propeller will be with us

for some time. Because of the large

mass airflow that the propeller is capa-

ble of developing, compared with the

(Continued on Next Page)
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standing on a column of air, piped to a
footboard and ejected downward, this NACA
"pilot" exhibits ingenious VTOL machine.

Bell XV-3 is tilting rotor VTOL aircraft with rotors used in horizontal plane
for vertical ascent, then tilted to vertical plane for forward flight. Rotors
must be large to minimize losses caused by locating wings in the slipstream.

With tilting wing, which rotates about a
spanwise axis, this NACA free flight VTOL
model is

is shown
powered by electric motors. It

in forward flight configuration.

For vertical flight, NACA model wing is

titled upward. No losses in slipstream
ars <-€ivT:d in hovering flight. Wing picks
up nff es 5t tilts for forward flight.

6



jet, it is very economical on fuel and

thus able to fulfill certain missions in-

volving larger payloads, range, and en-

durance. It is restricted (at least at the

present and perhaps for all time) to

subsonic speeds. There are many ver-

tical take-off devices using the propeller

as the lift-producing element. These are

the most prominent:

Tail Sitter

Almost everyone is famihar with the

Convair "Pogo" that takes off and lands

on its tail. Lockheed's version is an-

other good example of this type. If

these aircraft did nothing else, they

opened the door to a new era of vertical

flight—an era which uses ordinary pro-

pellers to develop lift rather than large

rotors—an era which has broken the

shackles of the helicopter's low speed.

Over-night, the speed of the vertical

take-off aircraft went from the heli-

copter's 150 mph to over 500 mph for

the "Pogo." It is true, of course, that

THE AUTHORS

Co-authors Earl Hinz (kneeling)

and Ken Coward check manometers
in Ryan VTO jet engine test cell.

Both Ryan engineers are immersed
in VTOL research and development,
Coward as a new design specialist

and Hinz as an aerodynamicist.

there are serious disadvantages in the

tail sitting type. It cannot be operated

under overloaded conditions from con-

ventional runways. It imposes special

pilot training and passenger problems

inherent in the vertical fuselage attitude.

The "coleopter" is a special type of

tail sitter receiving considerable atten-

tion. It is simply a "ring-wing" or fly-

ing duct, which has certain advantages

inherent with the use of the duct: (1)

the duct yields thrust values when using

a propeller which are higher than if

the duct were not present, (2) struc-

tural weight reduction, (3) natural ap-

plication of ramjet power for high

speed flight and (4) certain control ad-

vantages.

The "flying platform," pioneered by

Mr. Charles Zimmerman of the Na-
tional Advisory Committee for Aero-

nautics and developed by Hiller and

DeLackner Helicopters, offers one

(Continued on Next Page)

Ryan YO-51 Dragonfly was STOL aircraft of 1940, capable of very short take-offs and landings and maintaining flight at 32 mph.
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means of vertical operation for one

man. The principle of shifting one's

weight to obtain control certainly sim-

plifies the mechanics of this type of

helicopter, but imposes the rather

severe restriction of single place opera-

tion.

Deflected Slipstream

The deflected slipstream principle

uses a conventional aircraft configura-

tion with the exception that the wing

incorporates special flaps located in

such a way that the propeller slipstream

is turned downward. If these flaps are

successful in turning this slipstream

Figure I: Altitude-speed envelopes are
shown for three basic VTOL aircraft.
Helicopter is most limited, propeller-
wing is next, with jet in favored spot.

NACA "Venetian Blind" model which achieves VTOL flight by deflecting propeller slipstream downwards with cascaded flap system.
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Figure 2: Direct ascent lifting ability

per horsepower shows helicopter to be
best. Jet VTOL will come into use to

achieve speed and altitude performance.

Straight down, the lifting reaction on the

aircraft will be straight up. The air-

craft takes off vertically like the heli-

copter, then retracts its flaps as it picks

up forward speed, flying like a conven-

tional aircraft in forward flight. The

landing simply involves making the ap-

proach under power with some flap

deflection, then extending the flap and

adding power until the touchdown is

made at zero forward speed. The built-

in drag with the flaps partially down
helps to accomplish a smooth landing

transition with the least pilot skill re-

quired.

The NACA has conducted a great

(Continued on Page 31)



I HE $64,000 Question ... the

$100,000 Question . . . these spec-

tacular payments for correct answers

are scanty compared with the value of

the answers gleaned from a mono-
lithic chamber at the west end of the

Ryan plant.

This is Jet Engine Test Cell No. 3,

in which millions of dollars, lives of

test pilots and precious margins in the

race for air supremacy ride on the

critical measurements obtained from

jet power plants. While the turbojets

and afterburners roar with deafening

blasts, their performance is measured
by tiny flickering nee-

dles and silently mov-
ing columns of fluid.

Why does an air-

craft manufacturer
like Ryan need a jet

3i...-„ '^1™ engine test cell? Aren't

Ed Sly jet engines tested by

their manufacturers? Ed Sly, Ryan test

projects unit chief, answers this by say-

ing, "The turbojet builder tells us

exactly what his engine will deliver,

when operating with standard accesso-

ries in his facility. We must know what
the engine will do with our specific ac-

cessories . . . our tailpipe, gearbox,
cooling ducts, pneumatic ducting sys-

tem and installed in our airplane struc-

ture."

It's like an automobile engine that's

rated 200 horsepower but delivers

only 150 horsepower for driving the

car, after it's been tapped for power
brakes, power steering, etc. Every
component attached to a jet engine
subtracts something from its available

(Continued on Next Page)
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thrust. We've got to know exactly how
much and what effects are caused be-

fore the engine and its aircraft flies."

To get these answers, Ryan has de-

signed and built the largest jet engine

test cell in the area—a $375,000 fa-

cility which is capable of handling the

largest afterburning engines ranging in

thrust to 35,000 pounds. To muffle

the thundering blast of sound from
these engines, an elaborate system of

silencing chambers were incorporated

in the test cell.

Ryan's test cell is unique in that it

can handle turbojets in both horizontal

and vertical attitudes. Ryan's interest

in vertical operation of jet engines

stems from its own design of a jet

VTOL plane now being tested by Ryan
and the Air Force at Edwards Air

Force Base.

The test ceU has engine stands which

can be utilized in either the horizontal

or vertical position. The stands are

bolted to thrust tables which are "float-

ing" on Baldwin load cells.

The load cells measure thrust and
moments (or rotational forces) in three

planes—vertical, horizontal and lateral.

The detection of lateral and vertical

forces is another unique feature of the

new test cell.

The Baldwin load cell includes a

solid bar of steel with a strain gauge

cemented to it. When force is applied

to the load cell, the bar is compressed

Jet engine in unique vertical stand in

Ryan test cell is checked by engineers
Don McCray, Al Donaldson, Foster Stough.

/

Rolls-Royce turbojet engine is set up in

horizontal stand by Carl Nesbitt and John
Deegcn preparatory to testing by Ryan en-
gineers seeking "Million Dollar Answers."

10



or lengthened and the amount of

change is detected by the strain gauge.

The compression force causes only

a microscopic change in length, only

five thousandths of an inch at rated

load, thus permitting the test stand to

remain in proper alignment.

At least two load cells are utilized

for each plane of force measurement.

Recently, in testing a jet engine, seven

load cells were installed—four measur-

ing vertical forces, two lateral forces,

and one thrust force.

The strain gauges convert force into

electrical signals which are transmitted

through a switching unit to a visual dial

indicator or an oscillograph recorder,

which records dynamic data, photo-

graphically.

Ryan's first test cell operation, after

receiving the engine and its perform-

ance data from the manufacturer, is to

install a tailpipe and an inlet duct on
the engine. An evaluation run in the

test cell will yield information which

can be compared with that of the

manufacturer. If this data conforms,

the test stand and instrumentation are

considered ready for the next step

—

addition of the plane's "hardware."

Not only does the test cell provide

data on the engine's operation, but it

also demonstrates, through limited

service tests, the effect of the engine

on the airframe components. The serv-

ice tests are designed to simulate flight

missions of the plane. What will hap-

pen after a certain number of flight

hours are logged? The test cell will

tell the story which will prevent fail-

ures in actual service.

For instance, tests of a tailpipe for

an experimental project disclosed the

necessity for several detail design

changes to withstand high tempera-

ture and vibration environment. By
the time it was ready for installation

in the plane, engineers knew it would

take the punishment.

"In the test cell, the engine is a

'piece in the middle'," Sly explains.

"It might be considered a boost pump;
we're interested in its effect on the

parts we install on both ends."

As he made this observation, a jet

engine had been placed on the test

stand with a simulated fuselage around

the tailpipe. The engineers were check-

ing cooling effects in the tailpipe area

as they would occur in actual flight.

Data taken from engines operating

(Continued on Page 26)

The story of a jet engine's per-

formance is told by numeroHS in-

struments in control room, checked
by Don Stearns, laboratory analyst;

Foster Stough, research engineer, and
P. D. McCalmont, master mechanic.

Giant "elbow," which deflects jet

stream into silencer chamber from
the engine in vertical position,

is examined by Don McCray, engi-

neer, before installation in cell.

Vertical position of jet engine in

Ryan test cell is shown in artist's

conception. Two floor levels give

technicians easy access to engine,

fixed about 20 feet above floor.

11.



Ryan Beats KC-135 Schedule
EIGHT days ahead of a tight schedule planned more

than 14 months ago, Ryan has completed and shipped

the first huge mid and aft fuselage sections for the Boeing

KC-135 jet tanker-transport. The mammoth mid-fuselage

structure, largest ever subcontracted was moved out of

the Ryan assembly building and onto an especially built

railroad flat car fixture on December 29, 1955.

The two sections were shipped separately, with the 3-

ton, 40-foot long mid section occupying a complete flat

car bed, which was fitted with a precision built fixture by
Boeing. Extreme care was required in building this fixture

because clearances through railroad tunnels and bridges

at certain points of passage, was a matter of inches.

Protected by a sprayed-on plasticized aluminum "enve-

lope," the giant fuselage section arrived at Boeing's Seattle

plant one week after leaving the Ryan railroad siding. It

At Ryan to see first shipment are key Boeing officials (1. to
r.): John Brockway (1). Don Singer (2), Lee Matthias (5), W.
F. Schuy (6), and John Gahagan (8) and Ryan personnel Toft
Kallof (3), James Stalnaker (4) and Joseph Richert (7).

12



traveled on Santa Fe, Southern Pacific, Great Northern and

Western Pacific Raihoad hnes and was routed many miles

out of a direct course to avoid impassable flood areas.

Mated together, the mid and aft fuselage sections that

Ryan builds for the KC-135 form a continuous structure

60 feet long. This is almost half the entire length of the

KC-135 fuselage. Ryan's participation in the building of

the nation's first jet tanker-transport is a natural develop-

ment from the manufacture of aft fuselages for Boeing

KC-97 Stratofreighters. In more than six years, Ryan has

built over 800 of these large fuselage sections.

Ryan began an accelerated program of tooling and pro-

duction on the mid and aft fuselage sections and a large

torque box structure for the KC-135 during the last weeks

of 1954. Schedules were planned on a tight basis to meet

commitments to the Air Force. Quality requirements were

high. Unlike the Stratofreighter, a 300 miles-per-hour air-

plane, the KC-135 will operate in the 550-600 miles-per-

hour range. Instead of flying at 20,000 feet altitudes, the

KC-135 must inhabit the 40,000 foot level. These require-

ments demand high quality workmanship, smooth aero-

dynamic finishes and exacting fit for every component to

withstand the increased air and pressurization loads and

stepped up flight speeds.

The KC-135 must possess this high performance so that

it can serve as a "flying service station" for the mighty

Boeing B-52 8-engined bomber. Flying at from 40,000

to 50,000 feet, the 300,000-pound B-52 must be refueled

(Continued on Page 30)

When mated, the fuselage sections which Ryan builds for the
Boeing KC-135 stretch 60 feet and amount to almost one-half

the entire plane's fuselage length. The mammoth structure
dwarfs the F-86 aft fuselage (left) which Ryan also builds.

Secured and ready to roll to Boeing on a special railroad fiotcar, the huge KC-135 section is photographed with Ryan employees.
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ARMY SIGNAL CORPS
From pigeons to radar, the Signal

Corps sees that the Army has

the finest eommunieations
eqnipment

This one-syed
atmaspheds h

14

photographic giant, developed by the Signal Corps, can knife through
aze to record battlefront objectives. It has 100-inch infra-red lens.

ANEW kind of land warfare is now
in the making. Combat opera-

tions for the next war are expected to

be characterized by great fluidity and

increased dispersion, with units oper-

ating over large areas, both laterally

and in depth. The battlefield envisaged

will have large unoccupied patches in

it, and an intermixture of units, friend-

ly and hostile, is to be expected. No
longer will there be a clear definition

of friendly and hostile territory by a

well-defined "front."

Accordingly, the Army of the future

will be widely dispersed, highly mobile

and flexible. For its effectiveness, it

will depend on highly integrated and

absolutely dependable communications

and electronic guidance and sensory

systems. The efficiency of these sys-

tems could spell the difference between

victory and disaster.

This is the challenge facing the

United States Army Signal Corps.

Four wars and 96 years ago, the

Signal Corps was established as a sepa-

rate branch of the Army for the ex-

pressed purpose of handling military

communications. Its first Chief Signal
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Panoramic view of sprawling electronics test and evaluation facilities of the Army Electronic Proving Ground, Fort Huachuco, Ariz.

Officer was Major (later Brigadier

General) Albert J. Myer, an Army
Surgeon whose interest in the deaf led

him to invent the semaphore or wig-

wag system of signaling.

In the years since, the Corps has

distinguished itself as the communica-
tions and technical arm of the Army.
In the Civil War it had responsibility

for all visual signaling, military tele-

graphs and, for a brief interval, mili-

tary ballooning. The study of meteor-

ology was assigned to the Corps in

1870, leading to formation of the

Weather Bureau.

Maj. Gen.

James D. O'Connell

Chief Signal Officer

U. S. Army

Wasliington, D, C.

Maj. 6eii.

Emil Lenzner

Commanding General

AEPG

Fort Huacliuca, Ariz.

The Signal Corps is credited with

an outstanding job of establishing and
maintaining cable communications be-

tween Puerto Rico, Cuba and the Phil-

ippines during the Spanish American
War. Later, responsibility for aviation

was placed with the Corps, which ac-

cepted the Wright Brothers airplane in

1909.

During World War I, the Signal

Corps crisscrossed France with 100,-

000 miles of wire, 2,000 miles of pole

line, 40,000 miles of combat line and

operated 282 telephone exchanges and

(Continued on Next Page)

Erecting and aligning radio relay antennas is one of many
Signal Corps jobs. Here, aligning is done with a compass.

Under test at AEPG are six Ryan Navion L-17B's equipped for

photo missions. One will be used as a radio controlled drone.
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Hidden beneath protecting net of camouflage, artillery personnel in Korea clean
the dish of mobile search radar set developed by the Signal Corps laboratories.

133 complete telegraph stations. The
invention by Major Armstrong, a Sig-

nal Corps officer, of the superhetero-

dyne receiving circuit forcast the possi-

bilities of radio as a new communica-
tions medium.

In World War II, the Corps estab-

lished a global communications system

with a traffic capacity of 100 million

words a day for the Army's far-flung

operations. It pioneered in the devel-

opment of radar for Army use, in-

cluding the complete radar system used

in the B-29 heavy bomber, and did

much of the development work on the

"VT" proximity fuse for bombs, shells

and rockets. Additionally, the Corps

constructed in one year the telephone

and telegraph system for the 2,060-

mile Alaska Highway and built the

India-China telegraph and telephone

line.

During the Korean conflict, the na-

ture of the terrain provided the Signal

Corps with an exceptional opportunity

to demonstrate versatility and inge-

nuity. Of its work. General Van Fleet

stated "No Army has ever had better

communications."

Added functions have been assigned

to the Signal Corps over the years.

Today, its mission includes: communi-
cations (radio, wire, sound, light, vis-

ual and pigeon); radar; meteorology;

photography; television; electronic war-

fare; radiological instrumentation; de-

tection and ranging; intercept; direc-

tion finding; and guided missiles in-

New i^.Yjst to the art of warfare is the television camera. Field commanders can observe progress of battle from television monitors.
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strumentation. The Signal Corps is

also responsible for determining the

requirements for procurement, storage,

issue and disposition of all signal items

by all Army troops.

In fulfilling its mission, the Corps is

dedicated to a broad comprehensive

program of research and development

aimed at insuring to the U. S. Army
the finest communications-electronics

equipment of any Army in the world.

New concepts, new systems and new
equipment have been developed to meet

new Army tactical doctrine evolved

as a result of the advent of mass de-

struction weapons.

At Fort Monmouth, New Jersey, the

Signal Corps Engineering Laborato-

ries, working in close cooperation

with American industry, are develop-

ing, evaluating and testing new elec-

tronic devices. Here, too, the Signal

Corps School is training enlisted and

officer personnel in the maintenance

and use of the latest electronics-com-

munications equipment.

At the Army Electronic Proving

Ground, Fort Huachuca, Arizona, ex-

haustive field tests are made, under

simulated battle conditions, of devices

developed at the Engineering Labora-

tories and by the electronics industry.

Here for the first time are the long

needed facilities to lay out in full scale

the electronic operations of an entire

field army for study and evaluation.

Established in early 1954, the Army
Electronics Proving Ground (AEPG)
fulfills a need which has arisen as sig-

nal communications and other elec-

tronic systems increase in complexity

and magnitude. It is a testing ground

where smaller component systems and

devices can be integrated; where proto-

type systems can be installed on the

ground, operated and tested; where the

capabilities, limitations and relative ef-

fectiveness of such devices and systems

can be evaluated practicably under ac-

tual field conditions and situations.

Currently under test at AEPG are

six Ryan Navion L-17B military liai-

son aircraft which have been equipped

for photographic missions. Three of

the planes, which Ryan manufactured

for the Army prior to Korean hostili-

ties, have been fitted for photographic

stiO picture cameras and two have been

modified to fly television missions. The
sixth L-17B is being used as a radio-

controlled drone.

(Continued on Page 27)

Fishing is good in tlie desert, as evidenced by this "catch" being reeled in

as one of AEPG's H-21C Piasecki helicopters demonstrates rescue techniques.

Use of drone aircraft

such as the Ryan Fire-

bee for enemy surveil-

lance has definite
possibilities. Photo-
graphs taken by
drone can be in
hands of commanders
in matter of minutes.

Increased complexity of signal communications and other electronic systems has
made a testing ground such as the Army Electronic Proving Ground a necessity.
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TRAINED TO TRACK
R^an checks missile ''eyesight'' ^ith unique optical turret

iiyasi engineers Fielding Hedges (right) and Norman Seely prepare for tracking run with Ryan-devised ball turret optical tracker
at Rsssmond Dry Lake. A good run will show seeker white dot centered on XB-51 jet target plane (above) in track film.
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A six-iet B-47 target plane makes a low pass over the desert to pick up and orient the Ryan tracking site before tracking run.

LIKE THE Sheriff's posse in a television horse opera,

ingenuity has a habit of turning up just when it's

needed most.

It is due to this elusive, enriching quality that Ryan has

developed an accurate, inexpensive optical tracking device

for measuring the performance of electronic seeker systems

which Ryan builds for supersonic missiles. Installed in a

war surplus machine-gun ball turret, the device successfully

simulates the problems involved when a supersonic missile

"homes" on a fast-moving "enemy" target plane.

This was the problem : Electronics engineers needed an

accurate, flexible means for evaluating the performance of

the guidance systems which Ryan is producing for super-

sonic missiles. These systems are the "intelligence" in the

missile which permits it to "detect" the target plane, relent-

lessly track it through evasive maneuvers and destroy it

when lethal range is closed. Obviously, the critical per-

ception and responsiveness of the seeker system must be

precisely evaluated before it is fired in an expensive guided

missile.

One way to accomplish this is to locate the seeker system

on the ground and arrange to have it track a jet plane flying

at a high speed. By integrating the seeker system with a

tracking camera, it is possible to see on film how efficiently

the seeker searches out, and stays on, the target plane.

Since closure speeds are high and tracking angles wide, a

fast, smooth, accurately controlled tracking system is re-

quired.

The obvious solution was a hand-actuated (for azimuth

and elevation) tracking stand and platform built of tubular

steel. It would have to be strong to support the weight of

guidance equipment, camera, telescopes, electronic gear

and human operator; yet easy to swivel into tracking posi-

tion by means of hand cranks. Further, man and equipment

would have to function with a high degree of efficiency and

accuracy under desert environmental conditions of high

winds and withering temperatures.

Time was at a premium. With these requirements, the

stand appeared to be exceedingly difficult to design and
fabricate, and very expensive. It was at this point that in-

(Continued on Page 25)

Norm Seely peers thru scope to guide turret while seeker

picks up target (above). Ryan turret changes include door

fans, instrument panel and tracking instruments (below).
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ARMY'S ^FLYING BOOM
Armjr troops get the

Corporal - - a shell

with ''intelligence'* and
Rran rocket powder

RYAN rocket engines provide the

punch for the U. S. Army's major

artillery support weapon in West Ger-

many. This is the potent Corporal

guided missile. Capable of packing an

atomic war head at several times the

speed of sound, the Corporal is being

unhmbered by the 259th Field Artil-

lery Missile Battalion. Stationed with-

in the 7th Army Command, this is the

first surface-to-surface missile unit as-

signed to a tactical army. The Corporal

is approximately 45 feet long and 30

inches in diameter. Its range exceeds

that of the Army's biggest guns. It is

fired vertically from a remote-con-

trolled launcher similar to that used

for the German V-2. The missile is

guided in flight by radar. Ground
crews know at all times where it is and

what it is doing. The Corporal consists

of three basic components: the war-

head at the tip, the propulsion system

in the center and the supersonic rocket

motor in the tail. Ryan has built these

powerful liquid fuel rocket motors for

4 years for the Firestone Tire and
Rubber Company who build the mis-

sile. The Corporal is a successful pro-

ject sponsored by Army Ordnance. It

was designed by the Jet Propulsion

Laboratory, an Army Ordnance fa-

cility operated by Cal-Tech. As early

as 1944, this laboratory began experi-

ments in the application of rocket pro-

pulsion to artillery range missiles. All

test firings were made at White Sands

Proving Ground. With each firing the

Corporal was improved. Today, it is

being delivered to the troops to fur-

nish tactical support.

»»«n«K Army officers, riding inspection tower,

checic Corporal guided missile which

has been set onto launcher by erector.

Like V-2, Corporal is fired vertically.
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Missile erector is remotely
controlled by technician at
left. Firing equipment for
Corporal is completely mo-
bile to meet combat needs.

X^^^^
^^^^K^^

Corporal launching unit retracts
into compact space on its truck.

Field Artilleryman, in Germany,
adjusts the take-off pedestal.

Warhead, which can take either atomic or conven-
tional charge, is examined by Battalion officer.

Photos courtesy Aviation Week

Men in background are dwarfed by the huge erector
drum which raises 45-foot Corporal for firing.
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Packing Ryan-built fuel tanks under its wings, a Boeing B-47 jet bomber gets away fast with the added boost of 33 RATO units.

BOOTS FOR
A BOMBER

King-size Rran fuel taniks

travel the bombs farther

THE world's largest external fuel tanks—built by Ryan
— are being fitted to hundreds of America's Boeing

B-47 jet bombers to extend their strategic striking range.

Installation of the huge fuel cells, each capable of holding

record-breaking quantities of fuel, is being accomplished

by Lockheed Aircraft at their Marietta, Georgia plant. As
many as seven of the 600 mph-plus bombers per day are

being equipped with a pair of the mammoth underwing

containers.

Strategic Air Command crews fly the jets to Marietta

Like suspended blimps, Ryan fuel tanks dwarf inspector as
they move down monorail conveyor from paint spray booth.
They are world's largest external fuel tanks for aircraft.

Nation's largest spotwelding machines are used to "stitch"

tanks together. High strength-weight ratio is achieved by
unique Ryan design without longitudinal members or baffles.
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and park them on a ramp adjacent to the factory. Lock-

heed aircraft workers, using special dolUes, have the tanks

already placed and ready for installation at the incoming

aircraft's parking position. As soon as the plane is parked,

they immediately begin putting on the tanks. In a matter

of a few hours, the work is finished and the crew flies

the B-47 back to its home base.

The Air Force has revealed there are more than 1000

B-47's in the Strategic Air Command's armada. Capable

of cruising at altitudes of 8 miles above the earth with

nuclear weapons, the big bombers are kept in combat

readiness.

Ryan engineers pioneered in designing the structure

of the king-sized fuel tanks and achieved a remarkably

high strength-weight ratio by unique innovations. Few
components are used. No longitudinal members, no baf-

fles and no external rivets are employed in the design.

More than 30,000 spotwelds are used to join the tank

skins into a smooth skin-stressed envelope of high strength.

Ryan production experts devised ingenious methods of

cleaning, forming and spotwelding the huge structures.

The country's largest machines, with 60-inch electrode

"throats" and 120,000 ampere capacities, were built by

Federal to handle the welding requirements. Ryan designed

the largest expanding mandrels ever built, with 4800 tons

of radial force, to form the tank sections to exact di-

ameters.

Using these same techniques, Ryan has also built more
than 1000 large external fuel tanks for the wings of Boe-

ing KC-97 aerial tankers of the Strategic Air Command.

Boeing B-47's of Strategic Air Command roll down the runway
with Ryan fuel tanks slung under their swept wings. Ryan
also builds "hot parts" for the G-E J-47 turbojets in pods.

With these tankers, SAC is making an in-flight refueling

on the average of once every 3 Vi minutes around the clock.

H!^S!Si^v.p^W5^1PJPS''^i^^a^0(P»^^13'"
-•

Three-man teams are fitting as many as seven Boeing B-47's a day with Ryan jet fuel tanks at Lockheed's Marietta, Georgia plant.
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Admiral Arleigh A. Burke, Chief of Naval Operations, inspects the Ryan Firebee

during his recent visit at the Naval Air Missile Test Center, Point Mugu, Calif.

FIREBEE AT 45^000 FEET

A Ryan Firebee drone missile has flown for 20 minutes at 45,000 feet alti-

tude and is scheduled for a flight at 50,000 at the Navy's Pt. Mugu, California

test station, according to recent reports published in "Aviation Week" Magazine.

Tlie magazine further asserted that a F9F jet chase plane was operated at

"near maximum" capacity to keep up with the Firebee. Speed of the Firebee

was described by the publication as "exceeding 450 knots."

Target drones such as the high-speed Firebee, capable of evasive action

simulating enemy planes, are required to replace towed targets for evaluation

of new weapons systems such as the Convair F-102A armed with Falcon air-to-

air missiles, it was pointed out.

An Operational Suitability Testing Program is imder way at HoUoman Air

Force Base, Alamogordo, N. M., to determine the suitability of the latest version

Firebee as a target and for tactical purposes. Meanwhile the Air Force is ac-

tivating the first Firebee squadron as part of the Air Defense Command train-

ing program at Yuma Air Force Base, Ariz.

Manufacture of Firebees for the Air Force is assured at Ryan well into 1957.

THE "SPIRIT" FLIES AGAIN
(Continued from Page 2)

portant to the average movie-goer. But

it's important to me and I was deter-

mined to really fly the Lindbergh plane

ahead of time."

When the filming actually started,

however, final scenes were made first

and the company worked its way back-

wards from Paris to California.

"You will recall that Lindbergh flew

in May," Hayward explains. "We went

to Paris in September because we

didn't want to run into snow scenes.

Back in the Warner Brothers studios

in Burbank, art director Arthur Loel

faithfully reproduced the old Ryan fac-

tory from photographs and informa-

tion from Ryan officials. Here, scenes

were filmed depicting the feverish two-,

month construction period when Lind-

bergh and Ryan designers and me-
chanics worked day and night to com-
plete the plane and get it in the air

before other pilots could accomplish

their announced intention of being first

to span the Atlantic. It was a tired but

confident crew that ringed the field at

Dutch Flats that day early in May,
1927, and watched Lindbergh put the

"Spirit" through its paces.

"Lindbergh insisted on making the

first flight and all additional check
hops himself," recalls John van der

Linde, then chief mechanic at Ryan

and now the company's factory man-
ager. "That was an exciting time, but

nothing compared to the day we got

the word he'd made it to France!"

Release of the picture, set for si-

multaneous premier showing in San

Diego, New York, Paris and St. Louis,

is scheduled for the anniversary of

Lindbergh's New York takeoff. May
20. It will be a momentous occasion

for everyone—the men who designed

and built the plane, the friends who
financed or otherwise encouraged the

project, the ground crew that stood by
while Lindbergh buckled his safety

belt, pulled the goggles over his eyes

and signaled to them to yank the wheel

blocks free.

Perhaps for Lindbergh, too, the

memories will be strong, as they were

when he wrote in his book

:

"... The plane moves heavily for-

ward. Several men are pushing on wing

struts to help it start. How can I possi-

bly gain flying speed? Why did I ever

think that air could carry such weight?

The Spirit of St. Louis feels like an

overloaded truck; the tires rut through

the mud. A takeoff seems hopeless . . .

but now we're going faster.

"A hundred yards of runway passes.

The last man drops off the struts. How
long can the landing gear stand the

strain? Five thousand pounds crushing

down! I keep my eyes fixed on the

runway's edge. I must hold the plane

straight. Let one wheel go off the strip

and the Spirit of St. Louis will ground

loop and splinter in the mud. Controls

begin to tighten against the pressure of

my hands and feet. I have to push

hard to hold the stick forward. Slight

movement of the rudder keeps my nose

on course. Good signs . . . but is there

still time, still space?

"Pace quickens — turf becomes a

blur—but the halfway mark is just

ahead and I have nothing like flying

speed. The engine's turning faster

—

smoothing out. The propeller's taking

better hold—I can tell by the sound.

"The halfway mark streaks past

—

seconds now to decide. Close the

throttle? The wrong decision means a

crash, probably in flames. I pull the

stick back firmly, and—the wheels

leave the ground."

"Lucky" Lindy? Of course he was

—there's no doubt of that. But there's

more to the story than luck and that's

what the movie is about. In the jet

age—the "Spirit" flies again.
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TRAINED TO TRACK

(Continued from Page 19)

genuity came galloping to the rescue.

Fielding Hedges, electronics field test

engineer, was thumbing through a dog-

eared catalog of war surplus equipment

one day when a photograph of a Naval

aircraft machine-gun ball turret caught

his eye. With a little reworking—pro-

viding that the turret was in fair con-

dition to start with—why wouldn't one

of these do the trick? After all, it was

designed for the purpose of tracking

aircraft.

Hedges and Robert Peasley, en-

gineer in charge of the Electronics

Field Test Section, were soon clamber-

ing through a small mountain of sur-

plus turrets at a Los Angeles supply out-

let. In all, they inspected and rejected

more than 75 before they found the

turret they were hoping to find. New
at the time it was placed in storage, it

had never been installed in an aircraft

and had escaped the damage of demili-

tarization. Further inspection showed

the electrical and hydraulic equipment,

as well as the motor, to be in near per-

fect condition. Its price—$300.00.

Once the turret arrived at the Ryan

plant in San Diego, it was summarily

stripped of all its military and aircraft

trappings. With ammunition boxes,

armor plate, gun mounts and intercom

system gone, little remained but the

basic shell, which two men could lift

quite easily. Total weight of the turret

was reduced by nearly 50 percent.

Next, Hedges and Peasley began the

job of reworking the turret for the new
function it was to perform. Between

them, they did all of the design work

and much of the installation work on

the tracking turret before it was fin-

ished.

One of the first steps was to convert

the turret's hydraulic supply from a

variable displacement, continuous oper-

ation system to a cycling type with a

large pressure differential and accumu-

lator storage. This was done to elim-

inate the noisy operation of the pres-

sure pump as the operator maneuvers

the turret through each tracking run.

In front of the operator, just above

his hand controls, a quarter-inch alu-

minum plate deck was installed to

serve as an equipment shelf. Above the

deck were mounted the operator's

tracking telescope and the tracking

camera, both adjustable in two planes

to facilitate boresighting. Provisions

were also made for mounting the guid-

ance equipment in this general area. An
electronics junction box was installed

beneath the deck to handle the flow of

data and information into and out of

the turret.

To support the turret and absorb its

torque, a heavy tripod-type base with

casters was constructed of welded steel

casings. Three screw jacks were in-

stalled for raising and leveling.

The intense heat of the desert en-

vironment in which the tracker was to

operate posed special problems of pro-

tection for both operator and equip-

ment. To minimize the absorption of

solar heat, the entire ball structure was

painted white along with its plastic

dome which served as a sunshade.

Four six-inch fans delivering 1,000

cubic feet of air per minute were in-

stalled in the door. As a result, the in-

side of the turret can be kept at the

ambient temperature—90 to 108 de-

grees on an average summer day in the

desert area where the tests are con-

ducted.

By the end of two months of impro-

vising and hard work, Ryan had con-

verted the machine-gun turret into an

optical tracker. Cost of the conversion

amounted to only a fraction of that

estimated for the tracking stand pre-

viously considered.

In seeker evaluation tests conducted

by the Field Test Section at Rosamond
Dry Lake, Edwards Air Force Base,

California, the finished article has

proven extremely successful, with per-

formance exceeding all expectations.

Here, basically, is how it works:

The operator's tracking scope, the

tracking camera and the seeker itself

are boresighted in parallel with each

other. Like railroad tracks, their lines

of sight never actually converge on one

point; instead, they retain the same

distance relationship to each other that

they have in their mounts on the turret.

Unlike the fixed "eyes" of the scope

and camera which are aimed by move-

ments of the turret, the "eye" of the

seeker is free to move about and locate

the target on its own. In other words,

the point at which the tracking scope

and camera are aimed depends upon

the tracking ability of the human
operator, while the point at which the

seeker is aimed depends upon its own
tracking ability. The ideal situation

occurs when all three devices point at

the same small area in space—the en-

gine nacelle of the target aircraft, for

example.

In an actual tracking run, the turret

operator, or "tracker," picks up the

target airplane in the cross hairs of his

telescope and keeps it there, turning the

turret along the target's flight path with

his hand controls. Once the rate of

movement is established, the turret will

follow the target without further ad-

justment.

The seeker, mounted on the turret,

is also tracking the target through the

sky. What it sees and what the human
tracker sees are recorded by the track-

ing camera for comparison and analysis.

The film contains three items of infor-

mation—cross hairs similar to those of

the tracker, a white dot representing the

position in space to which the seeker

is pointing and, of course, the target

itself.

A mirror, one half of which is sil-

vered, is located in a small box mounted

between the camera and its telescopic

lens. The image of the target passes

through the clear side and on to the

film, while the white dot, entering the

mirror box at right angles to the tele-

scopic lens, is reflected from the silvered

side to the film. In this manner, both

images, one superimposed upon the

other, appear on the same film.

The source of the white dot is an

oscillograph mounted next to the cam-

era. The position of the dot on the oscil-

lograph is controlled by two potenti-

ometers in the seeker.

Perhaps the greatest advantage of the

turret in this optical tracking operation

is its even, consistent tracking move-

ment. With the hydraulic, controlled

rate system, the operator's task is rela-

tively simple, enabling him to keep his

cross hairs on the target throughout

most of the tracking run. Also impor-

tant is the fact that the turret houses

the operator and equipment, protecting

them from the elements.

In contrast, the operator's task on a

manually actuated stand or platform

would have been much tougher. He
would be using muscle power to turn

the two cranks controlling the plat-

form's azimuth and elevation. Even

with the best muscular coordination, he

would be lucky to keep the target in

(Continued on Next Page)
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Xavion Parts and Rights Sold

The complete inventory of Navion factory-built parts, together with the

rights and production tooling needed to manufacture additional quantities of

parts, has been sold by Ryan Aeronautical Company to Tubular Service & En-
gineering Company of Houston, Texas.

Announcement of the new Navion set-up was made jointly by President T.

Claude Ryan, and J. L. McConn, vice-president of Tubular, an industrial con-

cern, most of whose operations are centered in the Southwest.

"In transferring rights to the Navion to a new group, we have given prime
consideration to the interests of the more than 2000 owners of both Ryan- and
North American-built Navions," Ryan said. "Owners have been assured con-

tinued availability of parts and service by the move. We feel confident the

project is in good hands with Tubular Service & Engineering Company."

Tlie Navion activity will be operated at Galveston, Texas, as a division of
Tubular under the direction of Leo F. Childs, manager of the company's avia-

tion department. Childs was active in the early administration of Camair, pro-

ducers of a twin-engine conversion of the Navion. He has been in aviation since

1933 and for many years was in the engineering departments of Convair, Ft.

Worth, and Lockheed.

In addition to parts and service for commercial Navions, Tubular will pro-

vide the same requirements for military L-17 liaison planes operated by the

Army and by the Civil Air Patrol activity of the Air Force.

TRAINED TO TRACK

(Continued from Page 25)

view through his scope for any appreci-

able length of time—to say nothing of

the difficulties he would encounter while

exposed to a 30-knot wind!

Relatively small in size, the turret

can be transported to and from the

desert test area in a truck. Its source

of electrical power is a mobile power

trailer.

The test site at Rosamond Dry Lake

is a small knoll overlooking the lake

bed. Perched on its crest is a three-

sided shelter for the field test en-

gineers and their equipment. The
"brains" of the operation is a mobile

laboratory in which is stored for

evaluation the data and information

gathered during the tracking runs.

The Electronics Field Test Section

is comprised of Bob Peasley, its leader.

Fielding Hedges, George Goddard,

Norman Seely and Andy Neumann.
While all have operated the tracking

turret at one time or another. Norm
Seely's particularly sharp eyesight and

exceptional coordination have earned

him the job of official "tracker" for

the group. He has spotted and tracked

aircraft approaching the site head-on

at a distance of more than 30 miles.

The target aircraft tracked by the

field test group are jet planes supplied

by Edwards Air Force Base. Usually

a Boeing B-47, North American F-86
or Martin XB-5I, they make inbound

and outbound passes over the optical

tracking site.

The missile guidance system under

evaluation was developed by Ryan
under Air Force contract. In addition

to missile guidance, Ryan is working

in the fields of automatic navigation

and helicopter hovering, under Navy
contracts. Electronics systems for ac-

complishing these functions are based

upon unique radar techniques in which

Ryan has specialized for nine years.

This concentration of electronics en-

gineering effort, which began with the

design of the guidance system for the

Ryan Firebird air-to-air missile, has

earned Ryan a top position among the

nation's avionics facilities.

MILLION DOLLAR

ANSWER
(Continued from Page 11)

in planes in flight have correlated with

the information obtained in the test

cell. From this, Ryan engineers know
that the test cell is providing a true

picture of what to expect in actual use.

When a failure of a component occurs

in the test cell, the exact conditions

under which it has happened can be

determined and precise corrections

made.

The control room is studded with a

maze of delicate instruments designed

to give "million-dollar answers."

On a brilliandy lighted panel are 60

manometers—20 filled with mercury

and 40 with water—to measure pres-

sures around the engine, cooling air-

flow, inlet distribution, tailpipe pres-

sures and pneumatic ducting pressures.

The manometers are simple U-shaped
glass tubes connected with plastic tube

bundles that transmit the pressures

from the test cell. Six bundles, each a

set of ten color-coded plastic tubes,

lead to the 60 manometers. The con-

nection is mechanical—a direct pres-

sure line from the engine to the con-

trol room.

Other pressure gauges function by

electronic means; remote gauges are

provided to avoid the introduction of

combustible liquids into the control

room. Fuel and oil pressures, for in-

stance, are brought in electrically

rather than directly. The pressure is

led to an instrument transmitter in the

engine area; the information is con-

verted to electrical signals in the test

cell and led to an indicating instrument

in the control room.

All air pressures can be displayed

directly; hydraulic system pressures us-

ing non-flammable fluid can be brought

in either direcdy or electrically.

Fuel flow is measured electrically

with a rotating turbine type pickup;

this is continuously recorded on a strip

chart recorder. At the same time the

total quantity of fuel used is measured

on a counter type instrument, which

measures revolutions of the fuel flow

pickup. The strip chart recorder con-

verts revolutions per minute informa-

tion into fuel flow; by counting rpm,

the technician can determine the rate

and total amount of fuel used within a

certain period of time.

A set of normal engine operating

instruments also is provided in the

control room, including tachometer,

tailpipe temperature indicator, oU

pressure gauge, oil temperature gauge

—afl on the operator's panel, simflar

to those found on an airplane instru-

ment panel.

Two temperature measuring instru-

ments, and two strip chart recorders

—

one for measuring high temperatures,

the other for medium and low tem-

peratures—are used with thermocouple

measuring units. One temperature re-

corder records from to 1000 deg. F
and the other records up to 2000

deg. F.

An electronic digital computer is

used for calibrating fuel flow, engine

(Continued on Next Column)
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r.p.m., other instruments.

Engine vibration is measured on a

meter as displacement, velocity or ac-

celeration, and is monitored to check

engine operation and to indicate pos-

sible engine failure. If the amplitude

of any oscillation exceeds specified

limitations, the engine is shut down for

checking.

Dynamic recordings can be made on

a four-channel recorder, which can si-

multaneously obtain four different sets

of data, such as thrust, rpm, inlet

guide vane position, and fuel mani-

fold pressure. A two-channel recorder

also is available, making possible a

total of six readings at one time.

Arrangement of the test cell en-

ables use of the same instrumentation

for testing an engine in vertical posi-

tion as in horizontal position. A steel

elbow, six feet in diameter, with turn-

ing vanes and louvers, is used to carry

the exhaust gases from the engine in

vertical attitude to the silencing cham-

ber. The vertical test stand has two

floor levels to provide ready access to

the engine, which is positioned about

20 feet on the floor.

Ryan's new jet engine test ceU is

actually the third engine testing fa-

cility in the plant, and the most elab-

orate. Two other cells have been in

operation for more than a decade. The
original ceU has historic significance.

It was used to develop the first com-

mercially built afterburner in the Unit-

ed States—an afterburner which was
demonstrated April 25, 1946, when
coupled with the General Electric 1-16

engine.

Since then, Test Cells 1 and 2 have

performed invaluable service in test-

ing the comparatively small jet en-

gines that existed in the early stages

of jet power plant development. They
have been used in the pioneering re-

search work performed by Ryan on

the all-jet VTOL concept (the Ryan
VTOL is the first of its kind in the

world). Most recently, these cells

have been utilized to test reduced and

full-scale jet nozzles, the latter oper-

ating with afterburners to determine

cooling requirements and performance

characteristics of the nozzles. Because

of the noise factor, such operations

have been limited to short periods, and
are usually scheduled between shifts

and at times when a minimum number
of employees would be affected.

A jet engine test cell is to power

Xavy Officers Visit Rran

Among recent visitors, Rear Adni. T. M. Stokes, second from left, com-
mander of Cruisers-Destroyers, Pacific Fleet, and other officers recently viewed
Ryan's nnmerons projects for naval aircraft, including the Sikorsky helicopter

titanium exhaust systems being examined in this photo. Left to right, Comdr.
J. L. Mote, air defense officer, staff First Fleet commander; Adni. Stokes, Capt.

L. H. Seeger, commanding officer, San Diego Coast Guard Air Station; and
E. F. Mellinger, assistant to Ryan's vice president, manufacturing.

plant development what a wind tunnel

is to the accumulation of aerodynamic

knowledge. Not only can performance

of power plants (and in this category

rocket engines, another Ryan specialty,

must be included) be measured and

calibrated, but every component of the

airframe affected by the power plant

can also be analyzed and studied. At

the same time, the effect of airframe

components on engine performance

can be demonstrated.

All these add up to a "Million Dol-

lar Question" in a deadly serious quiz

show where all the answers have to be

correct.

ARMY SIGNAL CORPS
(Continued from Page 17)

One of the most important features

of these tests will be the gathering of

data which will lead to an aircraft

especiafly designed to fly missions of

ground surveillance and close support

of battle troops.

Steeped in the history and legend of

U. S. Cavalry skirmishes with warring

tribes of Apache Indians, Fort Hua-
chuca is located on a high plateau at

the entrance to a canyon in southeast-

ern Arizona's Huachuca Mountains.

Nearest community is the fabulous

town of Tombstone, approximately 26

miles from the Post. The military res-

ervation comprises 77 square miles, in-

cluding an artillery range, a 5,312-foot

macadam runway and buildings to ac-

commodate 8,500 troops. Its remote

location, varied terrain and freedom

from electronic interference makes
Fort Huachuca an ideal place for a

proving ground. It was for this reason

that the site was selected after an ex-

tensive survey of all parts of the Unit-

ed States.

The mission of AEPG in the fields

of electronic warfare, battlefield sur-

veillance, Army air navigation traffic

control, meteorology and related ac-

tivities is to perform the necessary

technical engineering tests and evalu-

ations of communication and electronic

systems and equipment; to conduct

operational research, experiments and

field tests; formulate doctrine and new
concepts of signal organizational ele-

ments required; and to provide special-

ized individual and unit training.

Reduced to simple terms, AEPG is

charged with providing the commander
in the field with electronic devices and

systems which will enhance his chances

for success in battle. Major General

George I. Back, former Chief Signal

Officer, describes the fundamental pur-

pose of the Proving Ground this way

:

"We plan for AEPG to be the crucible

into which we pour our operational

(Continued on Next Page)
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Air Force Officers Vieiv Ryan Projects

An Air Force inspector general's team of six officers and one civilian,

selected to make a snrvey of target drone reqnirements, recently inspected Ryan
progress with its Firebee and learned the company's ideas on future development
of such remote-controlled aircraft. They are shown here in the engineering
shop with Paul L. Vissat and Forrest Warren, Jr., of Ryan engineering. Left to

right, Lt. Col. W. F. Nyblade, Vissat, John R. Biggs, the civilian member of the
Air Force team; Maj. T. H. Morgan, Lt. Col. R. W. Cochran, Lt. Col.

S. O. Benner. team chief: Warren, Maj. C. P. Buckland, and Maj. S. F. Miller.

ARMY SIGNAL CORPS
(Continued from Page 27)

problems, and through the appHcation

of experimental methods under simu-

lated conditions of warfare, we expect

to crystallize procedures, organizations

and systems fulfilling the demands of

the 'new look'."

Commanding General of the Proving

Ground is Major General Emil Lenz-

ner, former Signal Officer of the

Eighth Army in Korea. Supporting its

mission are 6,150 persons—soldiers,

scientists and technicians—with an

eventual planned strength of 8,500.

The Proving Ground is broken down
into five operating departments, all of

which supplement and support each

other. They are: 1) Electronic War-
fare, 2) Engineering and Technical,

3) Battlefield Surveillance, 4) Aviation

and Meteorological, and 5) Combat
Development. Each has its mission,

which is closely related to the missions

of the other departments and is in it-

self a portion of the broad mission of

AEPG.
The basic objectives of the Elec-

tronic Warfare Department are to pro-

vide the commander in the field an

electronic warfare capability to further

insure success in battle and, at the

same time, to provide those systems,

doctrines and procedures which will

minimize the effects of enemy counter-

measures on our own military elec-

tronics. Details of what actually goes

on in this department are for the most
part classified, but insight into its op-

erations may be gained by citing the

vulnerability test which is currently

being performed on the AN/GRC-
26A Radio Set.

The vulnerability test is performed

by spacing two of these radio sets ap-

proximately 20 miles apart and jam-

ming them with a jamming transmitter,

which is also located a distance of

some 20 miles from the target receiver

of this net. Control circuits are pro-

vided for the engineers conducting the

test.

The objective of jamming an enemy
circuit is to prevent or delay the pass-

age of information and command in-

structions from one station to another.

Without the voice of command from
the higher to the subordinate com-
mands, the battle is lost for the enemy.
The AEPG tests serve a twofold pur-

pose in that the Electronic Warfare

Department is also concerned with the

anti-jamming aspects—what can be

done to prevent the enemy from jam-

ming our own receivers?

The job of the Engineering and
Technical Department is to put opera-

tional and engineering field testing.

evaluation and experimentation, as

well as feasibility studies on a truly

scientific basis. To accomplish this

objective the department's method of

operation is predicated on employ-
ment of operational research tech-

niques, detailed planning, engineering

supervision of tests and troop opera-

tion of equipment.

Project planning is accomplished by
a special group established for each

project. This task force is composed of

engineers from the division involved, a

project officer from the Plans and Op-
erations Division, a human engineer

and methods analysis consultant from
the Engineering Sciences Division and
a liaison officer from the troop unit sup-

porting the test. The project officer

will contribute his military knowledge
to insure tactical validity of the test.

The human engineer will advise on the

psychological aspects, and projects the

human factors into the test plan. The
methods analysis consultant proposes

methods and techniques of conducting

tests and analysing data in the interest

of efficiency.

The Battlefield Surveillance Depart-

ment concerns itself with all-weather

detection, location and identification

of all elements on the battlefield.

This is achieved by extending the

range of the human senses of sight,

hearing and even smell, by the em-
ployment of modern electronic and

other technical devices. The battle-

field surveillance system includes not

only all the technical sensory devices

themselves, but also the handling,

transmission and presentation of data

developed by these devices.

The use of remotely controlled

drone aircraft, such as the Ryan Fire-

bee, for aerial surveillance of the battle-

field has definite possibilities. By using

camera-carrying drones, tactical com-
manders can be supplied with photo-

graphs in less than an hour's time. An-
other advantage is that the drones will

operate in all kinds of weather without

risk to personnel and can perform their

mission regardless of whether the U. S.

Army has air superiority.

As its name implies, the Aviation

and Meteorological Department in-

volves two major divisions. The mis-

sion of the Aviation Division is to

plan, test and evaluate the use of Army
Aviation in support of all types of sig-

nal systems used in field army opera-

(Continued on Next Page)
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tions. Operational analysis, planning,

test and evaluation are also conducted

on electronics systems to support

Army Aviation operations.

The Meteorological Division pro-

vides operational meteorological sup-

port, where weather is a significant

factor, to all Army research and devel-

opment programs. The division also is

in the process of establishing a micro-

network of weather observing stations

at the Proving Ground to collect

weather data which will be used in

determining how weather affects the

operation of electronic and communi-
cations equipment and what can be

done to eliminate or minimize these

effects. Other projects include opera-

tional research in the field of military

weather science involving the develop-

ment of techniques for predicting bal-

listic winds, ballistic densities, radio-

logical fallout patterns, field strength of

microwave propagations, trajectories of

propaganda leaflet balloons, the effect

of weather on mobility of mechanized

units, the effect of updrafts and

downdrafts on airborne vehicles and

many other Army problems involving

weather.

Newest member of the AEPG fam-

ily is the Combat Development De-
partment. This department was or-

ganized to accomplish overall opera-

tional research in the broad field of

signal systems and evolve doctrine for

the operation employment of these

systems. Its mission is to conduct op-

erational research and operational sys-

tems planning in the field of signal

systems with the objective of insuring

Signal Corps readiness to provide

timely and reliable signal support in

modern and future warfare.

This, then, is the Army Electronic

Proving Ground—the crucible from
which will come new procedures, or-

ganizations and systems fulfilling the

demands of the Army of tomorrow. In

its role as an integral member of the

ground combat team, it's "mother"

service—the Signal Corps—continues

to incorporate the wizardry of Ameri-
ca's best electronic minds into an in-

stant, reliable communications system

—one that will help win this new type

of war should it occur.

Rjan Automatic i\avigator Over South Pole
Flying with a Ryan AN/APN-67 aiitoniatic navigator, a I\avy four-engined

transport plane flew over the South Pole twice during the month of January.
Lt. Colonel Hal R. Kolp, USMC, piloted the Douglas R5D photo-mapping plane,
which is assigned to the Navy's Antarctic "Expedition Deepfreeze."

Colonel Kolp brought his aircraft to San Diego in October of last year to
have the Ryan automatic navigator installed and pick up another navigator
for a second R5D aircraft which is also operating with the Admiral Richard E.
Byrd expedition. This was installed in the plane in Washington, D.C. With
Kolp in San Diego were Lt. Cdr. Harold G. Hanson, USN, First Pilot and com-
munications officer and Lt. R. R. Mackell, USN, Second Pilot and Navigator,
both of whom were on the Polar flights.

On the first flight, the four-engined transport took off from the base
camp at McMurdo Sound for a survey flight into Wilkes Land. A "white out"
(a condition in which visibility became zero because of an Antarctic trick in
which light bounces off billions of tiny ice particles) forced the plane to change
its initial course and it headed for the Pole. Over the Pole, Colonel Kolp brought
the plane down to 500 feet altitude and the crew threw out smoke bombs and
a dye marker. "The Pole is perfectly flat with gentle, elongated snow drifts
appearing almost as a white stationary sea with moderate swells up to three
feet in height," the crew reported.

Within 11 days. Colonel Kolp and his crew took the R5D Skymaster over
the Pole for a second flight, this time accompanied by a newspaper reporter
from the Associated Press, Saul Petl. They flew at an altitude of 1800 feet
over one of the two most exclusive navigational positions in the world. Tliese
flights were the third and fourth times that American aircraft have been over
the Pole. Admiral Byrd, himself, made the two previous flights, in 1928 and
1933.

DC-8 CONTRACT
(Continued from Page 3)

assemblies, components for turbo-com-

pound engines and exhaust systems. In

addition, Ryan builds major airframe

assemblies including large fuselage sec-

tions, external fuel tanks and other

airframe components, as well as planes,

drone missiles and advanced electronic

devices of Ryan's own design.

"We are particularly pleased with

the Douglas order," President T.

Claude Ryan said, "because it sub-

stantially increases our percentage of

commercial business, in relation to our
military orders."

To date, Douglas has announced or-

ders from seven major airlines for 109
of the DC-8 jet transports indicating

that Ryan will manufacture several

hundred power packages and pylons in

the initial contract.

First deliveries of the DC-8 com-
mercial jetliner are scheduled for 1958.
Work on all phases of the DC-8, in-

cluding the Ryan portion, is expected
to extend several years beyond that
date as deliveries continue. Although
the DC-8 is being engineered and
tooled at Santa Monica, production
airplanes will be assembled at Doug-
las' Long Beach factory.

For many years Ryan has had a
close business relationship with Doug-
las in the production of complete ex-
haust systems for the world famous
Douglas DC-3, DC-4 and DC-6 series

commercial airliners, as well as for
their military transport counterparts
and for other Douglas military aircraft.

"In the past 20 years, we have also
(Continued on Next Page)
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OXE HUNDRED PEOPLE

AND A PLANE

Flight testing a new plane—particularly a plane of such proportions and
capabilities as America's first jet transport, the Boeing 707—is no simple matter.
A Hollywood version of the affair would have a brave young pilot climbing
blithely into the cockpit, dofl'ing his helmet with a cavalier wave to a pretty
stenographer nearby, then roaring down the runway and up into the wild blue
yonder.

You can't hardly get that kind of test flight no more. A more realistic

picture of the people and skills involved is shown above. Standing in front of
the huge new jet airliner are the more than 100 men and women directly associ-

ated with its flight test and development program.

In the foreground are the three test pilots; behind them are the inspectors,
responsible for preflight checks to be sure the plane is ready to fly and post-
flight checks to see what, if anything, developed during flight that needs atten-
tion. On the left, in white coveralls, is the ground crew. These men maintain the
airplane, install the test equipment, check instrumentation before and after
flights and perform ground tests of the airplane systems.

In darker coveralls and suits to the right are the flight test engineers, who
plan, schedule and direct the tests. Back of them are liaison representatives of
engineering design and staff' units. Center, third row, are ten girls representing
the data reduction group. And backing up everyone are the filing cabinets
packed with test information gained through 17 months and 347 flight hours.

And what happens once the big jet is in the air? It sets speed records for
one thing, flying round-trip between Seattle and Washington in 8 hours and 6
minutes—averaging 592 miles an hour.

The military version of the 707 is the Air Force's tanker-transport, KC-135.
Building aft fuselage and torque box sections of the KC-135, Ryan recently
completed and forwarded to Boeing the first shipment in this program, 8 days
ahead of a tight schedule. First deliveries to the Air Force of the KC-135 are
set for 1957; production models of the 707 will be in the air by 1958.

DC-8 CONTRACT
(Continued from Page 29)

provided a global field service organi-

zation, which has worked with the

Douglas Engineering Division and field

service representatives all over the

world, wherever Douglas planes are

used by the military services and by
commeircial airlines," Ryan said.

"The same type of close field serv-

ice liaison is anticipated in the new
contract for the DC-8 jet transport."

The Ryan jet pack is a quickly-de-

mountable, complete power unit com-
posed of the jet engine and its support-

ing structure and complex electrical

and mechanical accessory equipment
including fuel and oil systems, and hy-
draulic, pneumatic, electrical and anti-

icing systems.

Ryan has sent a staff of 35 engi-

neers to Douglas' Santa Monica plant

to assist in the first phase of adapting

the power plant package and pylon de-

sign for production. These men are

from Ryan's power plant, design and
technical sections in the engineering

division. They will be joined by addi-

tional Ryan engineers as the work
progresses.

Having just completed an extensive,

year-long tooling program for produc-
tion of jet tanker-transport fuselage

sections, Ryan has a large number of

skilled jig and fixture builders and tool

and die makers available to start the

tooling program on the DC-8 project.

The development program will be
expedited through use of Ryan's
unique facilities, including a $375,000
vertical jet engine test cell, constructed
last year.

KC-135 LEAVES AHEAD

OF SCHEDULE
(Continued from Page 13)

at high speeds and altitudes or exces-

sive quantities of fuel are consumed in

the in-flight refueling process. Jet en-

gines consume several times as much
fuel at sea level as they gulp down
at high altitudes because of the dif-

ferences in air temperature and air

densities.

Consequently, the KC-135 is de-

signed to be one of the biggest, fast

airplanes built—a huge transport with

almost fighter-like performance.
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(Continued from Page 8)

deal of research on the deflected slip-

stream principle with a monoplane con-

figuration using flaps, one behind the

other. Models have been built and flown

which take off vertically, hover and

land like a helicopter. Combine with

this ability the forward flight advantages

of the conventional aircraft which this

type demonstrates, and you have the

answer to why NACA feels that the

latest and most promising means of

vertical flight is to make an airplane

take off and land vertically, instead of

trying to make an airplane out of

a helicopter.

Tilting Wing

The NACA has also done consider-

able work using the tilting wing prin-

ciple. In this device, the entire wing,

with its engine and propellers, are

tilted about a spanwise axis in such a

way that the propellers lie in a hori-

zontal plane, like a helicopter, for

take-off and landing. To accomplish

forward flight, the wing picks up lift

with forward speed as it "tilts over,"

while the passengers and fuselage re-

main in a normal horizontal flight

attitude. Aerodynamically speaking,

the flight of this type is identical to

that of the tail sitter, with the com-

plication that the wing is made to ro-

tate on the fuselage. This type has the

advantage, of course, that no losses

are encountered in the slipstream in

the hovering flight condition. Putting

it simply, the wing-propeller combina-

tion flies like it needs to, not caring

whether or not someone wants to hang

a fuselage on it which remains fixed

or otherwise.

Tilting Rofor

The third type of vertical take-off

airplane under development is the de-

vice which keeps the wing fixed, but

tilts the propeller. The Bell XV-3 is

an example of this type. The propeller

axis is tilted so that it is horizontal,

hke the helicopter, for vertical take-

off, and tilts forward for forward flight.

The propeller size must be large in re-

lation to the wing to keep the losses

caused by locating the wing in the

slipstream to a minimum. It appears

that this type, because of its large

rotor size, will be limited in forward

speed.

JET DRIVEN TYPES

It was inevitable that the jet engine

should enter the VTOL picture and

add the potential of supersonic flight.

Controlled vertical take-off using jet

thrust was first widely known in the

World War II German V-2 rockets.

However, until recently no work was

done to develop the necessary vertical

landing capabilities for the jet-powered

aircraft.

There are disadvantages inherent in

the jet VTOL which tend to offset the

great speed advantage that it has over

the propeller driven VTOL. Foremost

is the low efficiency of high velocity

jets in producing thrust at zero and

low forward speeds. Another disad-

vantage is the lack of a propeller slip-

stream over the control surfaces dur-

ing hovering. However, unlike the low

thrust efficiency of the jet which is

inherent in its principle of operation,

the propeller slipstream can be re-

placed by other control means without

disadvantage.

In general, jet VTOL configurations

Thomas Echols

Xaw Executive
Joins Rjaii

Thomas H. Echols, formerly with
the Navy Bureau of Aeronautics,
has been appointed Contract Admin-

istrator at Ryan.
During the past

4^4 years, Echols
was head of the
power plants piu--

chase group, Bu-
reau of Aeronau-
tics, and more re-

cently head of the
airframes pur-
chase group in
Washington, D. C.
He was, in effect,

chief negotiator of contract prices

and terms for the Navy's power
plants and airframe contracts in

these capacities.

Prior to his Washington duty,

Echols was contract administrator
for the Navy at McDonnell Aircraft
Corp., St. Louis, Mo., for 18
months. Previously, for 7^4 years,

he was an Air Force auditor at

McDonnell.
Echols attended the University of

Oklahoma, and before entering the
military field, was in the account-
ing department of General Motors
Truck and Coach Corp., New York
City, for five years, office manager
and chief accountant for an auto
distributor and later office man-
ager for a department store, both
in McAlester, Okla.

Echols will report to B. K. Good-
man, Chief of Contracts and Legal
Counsel.

are similar to the propeller models

previously discussed.

Toil Sitter

This concept is easily pictured if we

visualize the Convair "Pogo" without

the propellers and with larger inlets

and jet exhaust. Sitting on its tail

while on the ground, it will literally

"blast-off" as it takes to the air. We
will have to expect a high noise level

in the jet VTOL airplane because of

the very high thrust. The tail-sitter jet

VTOL, like its propeller driven coun-

terpart, will require additional pilot

training in order to overcome the ef-

fects of the different airplane attitudes

during take-offs and landings. A ro-

tating seat is a partial answer to this

problem.

Tilting Engine

Devotees of the horizontal fuselage

have adopted the tilting rotor type of

VTOL airplane to jet power. With

propeller tip clearance no longer a

problem, the jet engines are mounted

close to the fuselage. A good example

of this type of design is the Bell jet

VTOL. This concept certainly is good

from the pilot's comfort standpoint.

However, it is questionable whether

the large turbojet engines required for

supersonic flight could be rotated 90°

relatively to the parent airframe with-

out worse penalties than pilot dis-

comfort.

Deflected Thrust

Another means of maintaining a

horizontal fuselage durmg vertical

take-offs and landings is to deflect the

jet exhaust gases through 90°. A most

picturesquely described test vehicle

embodying this principle is the Rolls

Royce "Flying Bedstead." Two en-

gines are mounted exit to exit with

their exhaust gases deflected down-

ward to produce lift. Because this was

only a hovering test rig, no provisions

were made for forward flight. In a

fully developed airplane embodying

this principle, provisions would be

made to rotate the thrust line aft for

propulsion in forward flight. Since

changing flow direction always results

in a power loss, the lifting capabilities

of this concept would probably be

lower than the previous two.

POWER LOADING AND DISK LOADING

Any heavier-than-air device depends

for its lift on the downward accelera-

(Contmued on Next Page)
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tion of a mass of air. Elementary

physics reveals the fact that this hfting

force equals the mass of air affected

times the acceleration imposed upon

it. The airplane is lifted by a mass of

air affected by the entire wing span.

In accelerating this mass downward,

it must be pulled through the air in a

planing motion by its propeller (or

jet) which in turn is capable of pro-

ducing thrust because it is accelerat-

ing a mass of air rearward. The greater

the mass of air affected, the greater the

thrust. The power required to acceler-

ate this mass of air depends upon the

mass and upon the velocity which is

imparted to it. Therefore, the most ef-

ficient way to produce a static thrust is

to move a large mass of air by impart-

ing a smah velocity to it. In the case

of the propeller, this can be expressed

in terms of "power loading" and "disk

loading." The power loading is simply

the thrust per unit of input power, and

the disk loading is the thrust per unit

of disk area (the circular area swept

by the propeller blade). There is a

definite and unalterable relation be-

tween this power loading and disk

loading. If you consider one certain

value of thrust, for example, there is

a minimum value of power which will

develop that thrust for a given pro-

peller diameter. As you increase the

diameter, the thrust increases for the

same power.

Another convenient way of looking

at this "disk" area idea is in terms of

fuel requirements. The larger the

"disk" area the lower will be the fuel

consumption—everything else being

equal. (In the case of the jet engine

we consider the "disk" area to be the

exit area of the exhaust nozzle.) Thus,

the fuel consumption of a propeller

driven vertical take-off device will be

only a fraction of that of the jet VTOL
during vertical flight operations.

POWER PLANT SELECTION

A most critical phase of vertical

take-off aircraft design is the power-

plant selection. Foremost among the

criteria to be satisfied is the operating

flight speed range. The VTOL power-

plant must be capable of producing lift

equal to weight at zero forward speed

yet be capable of driving the airplane

through the air at the desired high

speeds. Propeller drives will continue

to rule the subsonic speed region be-

cause of their more efficient lifting

abilities at low speeds. However, for

transonic and supersonic flight, turbo-

jet or rocket power is required. This

means we will have to accept the low

static thrust efficiency of jets for the

VTOL phase. Compound power plants

have often been suggested in order to

give better efficiency at both ends of

the speed range. Typical compounding

is a helicopter rotor lifting-means in

conjunction with a small diameter

propeller plus wings for forward flight.

Such concepts have resulted in weight

penalties and mechanical complexity

which were much more undesirable

than the thrust deficiencies they were

intended to correct.

In vertical lift operations high power

and low weight are strong governing

factors. The turboprop and turbojet

engine are naturals for this operation

because of their ability to produce high

horsepower output or thrust at a small

installed weight. A further advantage

lies in their small size which eases the

packaging problem.

Offsetting the light weight of the gas

turbine engine is the higher fuel con-

sumption. This is where we pay the

penalty for the lifting capabilities and

high speed for which we are asking. In

pure economic terms we have passed

the point of diminishing returns. How-
ever, since military exigencies are di-

recting most of the VTOL develop-

ment, economics are secondary to per-

formance. High fuel consumption has

the direct effect of reducing range so

we can fully expect at least the first

generation of VTOL aircraft to have

shorter ranges than conventional air-

craft.
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FLIGHT OPERATING ENVELOPES

The utility of an aircraft is best

measured by the flight operating en-

velope in which it can satisfactorily

operate. In Figure 1 the altitude-speed

envelopes are shown for three basic

types of vertical rising aircraft; the

helicopter, with its small flight en-

velope, is very limited both in altitude

and speed. The propeller-wing air-

craft, which depends on propeller

thrust for lift in vertical flight and

wings for lift in horizontal flight, has

a much wider operating range. The
jet VTOL with no propeller limitations

is capable of high speeds and altitudes

which are equal to or possibly better

than its lower-powered counterparts of

today.

Looking at Figure 2, we see that the

direct-ascent lifting ability of the heli-

copter greatly surpasses that of the

other two vertically rising aircraft.

This is simply because the helicopter

obtains its lifting thrust in a more ef-

ficient manner. It is hard to deny that

the helicopter stUl has a future where

high lifting capabihties are required.

On the other hand, the jet VTOL, with

its inefficient method of obtaining

vertical flight will come into use in

military service where the high speed

and altitude performance will over-

shadow the poor lifting abilities. The
propeller-wing aircraft offer a com-

promise between the high lifting capa-

bilities of the helicopter with its asso-

ciated high cost of operation and the

lower lifting capabilities but high

speeds of the jet VTOL's.
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How
To

Earn

Dollar

A

Week

In 1955, Leighton Wilkie of the Wilkie Foun-

dation took an expedition into primitive Africa. On the

shores of the wild Zambesi River, he studied the natives who
were building crude thatched roof dwellings.

These construction crews used only two tools: a

blade and an ax. With them they cut trees from the jungle

and made them into primitive homes. Their methods, tools

and houses are the same as those of their great, great, great

grandfathers. And, as would be expected, their standard of

living is the same and their economic reward is the same.

They earn about $1 a week.

Skilled workers in America earn about one

hundred times as much. The reason is simple: American

workers are supplied with tools worth hundreds of times as

much. In America, home construction starts in the forests,

quarries and mines where high-wage workers with extra-

ordinary tools produce large volumes of low-cost raw ma-

terials. Other high-wage workers process these raw materials

in steel mills, lumber mills, brick factories and cement

plants. Then., they are transported by amazingly efficient

tools called trains, trucks and ships and fabricated into

homes by skilled workmen.

In the over-all American economy, 96% of the

work-energy used comes from power tools. In these two vivid

contrasts—$1 a week against $100 a week; 100% muscle

power against 4% muscle power—you find the history of

modern nations.

The backward nations do not make use of power
tools and that one fact explains their loiv standards of living.

Using only human and animal energy, no nation can produce

enough to provide an abundant life. It^s simple arithmetic:

if you can produce twice as much., you can consume twice as

much. The American worker produces 100 times as much as

the Zambesi River native and enjoys 100 times the economic
reivard. And, the only real economic difference between them
lies in the tools they use.

The people who own the mass production tools

(we call them stockholders) cannot get any benefits from
the tools they supply without keeping them busy. In order to

do this, the tool owners and managers must plan production

to please and attract the great mass of people who are

customers.

In America, all the people benefit from our free

enterprise economy. When products are made in mass quanti-

ties, the only thing that can be done with the production is

to distribute it to the so-called masses—the American people.
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QUALITY HOT PARTS
FOR MORE U. S. JETS

Two-thirds of America's newest, fastest

models of Air Force and Navy combat air-

craft depend upon Ryan jet engine com-
ponents. From its modern 43-acre plant

Ryan delivers these precision-built, high-

temperature assemblies to the major jet

engine manufacturers, who produce the

power plants for America's defense armada.

Jet engine builders look to Ryan's Metal

Products Division for "hot parts" because

it has specialized for 20 years in designing

and producing these complex high-tempera-

ture structures. Ryan is uniquely skilled

and equipped to build the first experimental

units of difficult designs and then streamline

these prototype designs for efficient low-

cost, volume production of the final models.

In addition to "hot parts" for turbojets and
afterburners, this major division of Ryan
also produces powerful rocket motors and
a wide range of components for ramjets,

turbo-com.pound and piston engines.
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Transition flight of VTOL model is demonstrated by NACA with

thrust and aerodynamic wing forces sharing lift requirements.

THE "runway barrier" is being eliminated by a new de-
' velopment which has captured the public imagination

—the VTOL airplane. Dispensing with weighty conven-

tional landing gear, VTOL aircraft also eliminate expen-

sive concrete airports at a time when runways must be

extended to meet jet aircraft speeds.

Many interesting types of VTOL aircraft have been

displayed, such as the Convair "Pogo Stick," the Rolls-

Royce "Flying Bedstead," and the Bell Jet Convertiplane.

These are not tactically useful aircraft in their present con-

figurations since their primary objective is to display VTOL
capabilities and solve associated problems. Other ap-

proaches are also being followed on the VTOL problem

which will result in a large fund of engineering knowledge

to permit the construction of first, military and later,

commercial VTOL airplanes.

Runway type of operation is a handicap to most classes

of airplanes because their primary mission is compromised
by retention of conventional landing gear. Airports are

becoming exceedingly large and expensive. Combat air-

strips, what we would like to think of as a clearing in the

jungle or a smooth island beach, have become paved free-

ways up to two miles long.

The VTOL concept will eventually free the military

airplane from these burdening requirements and provide a

wider degree of dispersal from enemy attack. Having elimi-

nated the need for prepared runways, the same type air-

plane could then be made adaptable to shipboard use.

by

Earl R. Hinz, Research Group Engineer

Ryan Aeronautical Company

Many classes of naval vessels are capable of carrying their

own air cover or tactical striking force if the VTOL concept

is applied.

Removal of the conventional landing gear may seem a

bit rash at first thought. But most significant advances in

the science and art of flight have resulted from applying

new concepts to circumvent stalemated designs. It is time

for us to reappraise the take-off and landing methods now
being used on high performance airplanes. It has been said

that: "Airplanes today spend too much time gathering speed

on the ground and not enough flying in the air." Since the

ground is not their natural habitat, its influence on the air-

plane design could well be de-emphasized.

RUNWAY OPERATION

In order for the conventional take-off airplane to oper-

ate from even well prepared runways, it is equipped with an

amazing array of mechanical, hydraulic, electrical and

pneumatic devices. Besides the masterfully designed modem
landing gear, the high performance airplane now incor-

porates flaps, slats and, more recently, boundary layer

control. Wing loadings which are lower than desirable for

good high-speed performance are also used to further im-

prove the take-off and landing characteristics. However,

these efforts at best can only retard the somewhat steady

increase of take-off and landing speeds.



Aff end of Martin Viking research veliicle shows displaced
rocket motor nozzle. Rotating the thrust line by means of

a gimbal arrangement provides method of control in flight.

Ryan facilities for VTOL research, including vertical jet en-

gine test cell, are shown to Capt. A. J. Thomas, Navy Asst.

Chief of Research, by Ryan chief test pilot Peter Girord.

Associated with the higher ground speed problem, is

the matter of increasing runway length requirements.

Landing at higher speeds means a greater amount of

kinetic energy in the airplane at touchdown, and braking

capacity is quite limited within the shrinking confines of

small landing wheels. To offset the braking deficiency, a

drag chute is often deployed at touchdown to absorb

much of the kinetic energy in drag; but, again, this is a

device which must be carried throughout the airplane's

flight for use only in landing.

Take-off and landing speeds are closely linked with the

stalling speed of an aircraft. To obtain a 75 to 100 pounds-

per-square-foot wing-loading, which is desirable for high

speed flight, it is necessary to accept very high stall speeds.

In fact, to provide a standard 20 per cent margin above

stall for the landing speed, it may be necessary for a high

performance airplane to touch down at 180 knots. Such
a speed may be only a fraction of an airplane's top speed,

but it substantially increases the hazards of the operating

environment.

Runway length requirements are also a function of

wing-loading. Although take-off distances are relatively

short, landing distances are not. In general, take-off dis-

tance is becoming less of a problem with the modern trend

to higher thrust/weight ratios. However, in landing, high

thrust is not of value. Efficient thrust reversers and bound-
ary layer control may some day improve this picture, but

here again, there will be more dead weight to carry in the

air. As it stands today, runways in the 10,000-foot class

are required for most jet operations. This poses no small

problem in finding suitable real estate and maintaining

the smooth, hard surface required for the modern runway.

Aircraft carrier operation has required even more care-

ful attention to minimize take-off and landing speeds.

Heavier catapults for launching and arresting systems of

increased capacity are two of the ship's answers to the

higher airplane speeds.

THRUST DEMANDS

With the trend to higher thrust/weight ratios to in-

crease maximum speeds, we are gaining the capability to

improve on the present conventional take-off and landing

methods. Eventual application of VTOL principles will

free the high-performance airplane from long runways,

high speeds in contact with the unyielding earth, and the

important performance compromise of a low wing-loading.

The thrust loading of an airplane determines to a large

extent the take-off distance, rate-of-climb, maneuverability,

combat ceiling and maximum speed. Since the take-off

distance is already short compared to landing distance,

further increases in thrust will not reduce runway require-

(Continued on Next Page)

FIG. 1 — THRUST RE9UIREMENTS FOR SUPERSONIC FLIGHT

MACH NUMBER



FIG. 2—ASPECT RATIO CHARACTERISTICS
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ments with conventional landing gear. Rate-of-climb is

primarily a by-product of other considerations and in-

creases with increase in thrust loading. Today's thrust

requirements result principally from the demand for

higher speeds and increased maneuverability at high

altitudes.

Thrust loadings have been steadily increasing and we
are near a thrust/weight ratio of .6 in current high per-

FIG. 3—ASPECT RATIO CHARACTERISTICS
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formance aircraft. Additional refinement of jet engines

will continue to push the ratio higher.

We have needed these higher thrust/weight ratios in

order to obtain higher speeds. The thrust required to pro-

duce a given speed is a function of the airplane drag

characteristics and altitude. A typical variation of airplane

drag (and hence, thrust required) is illustrated in Figure

1. This shows that the thrust required at Mach 2 may be

twice that at Mach 1.4. Consequently, our thrust/weight

ratio would have to go up by a factor of two. Since the

air loads at Mach 2 will be substantially greater than those

at Mach 1.4, it is not likely that airplane weight will be

materially reduced for the higher speeds. Unless some
unconventional means such as rockets or ramjets are used

to produce this higher thrust, we can expect that the sea

level static thrust will increase in proportion to the high

speed thrust. It becomes obvious then, that the resultant

take-off thrust/weight ratio may exceed one and we will

have the capability for VTOL. If we have an installed

thrust which is high enough to produce Mach 2 flight, we
would be wise to use it for other phases of flight, namely,

take-off and landing. The thrust required for vertical as-

cent must necessarily exceed the weight of the airplane

with some small margin left over to cover installation

losses, maneuvering controls thrust loss and a small margin

for acceleration. Since each of these items is intimately

connected with the engine-airframe combination, no speci-

fic values are assignable to them. However, we can get an

idea of what may be useable from experience gained in

vertical rocket firings. As an example, the Viking 11 on

its record breaking flight to 158 miles altitude took off

with a thrust/weight ratio of 1.425. Since this rocket was

fully controlled during take-off it may be assumed to be

somewhat representative of a vertical take-off vehicle.

But lefs not generalize too far on this and simply state

that the net thrust available under any take-off condition

must exceed the gross weight.

The gas turbine power plant has provided the stepping

stone to the development of a VTOL airplane. High power
output at low engine weight has made possible static

thrust/weight ratios greater than one required for a ver-

tical take-off. It was natural that the first VTOL airplane

(Convair XFY-1) should combine the high power, light-

weight gas turbine engine with comparatively efficient

contra-rotating propellers. The Convair XFY-1 has al-

ready demonstrated its ability to hover and fly through

transition into level flight and return to a controlled ver-

tical landing. However, the design high speed of the

propeller driven aircraft is subsonic, so their tactical use-

fulness is limited. A successful VTOL airplane must have

a performance potential equal to that of its competition.

Thus, the turbojet engine appears as a logical choice for

a high performance VTOL airplane.

Turbojet engine development trends indicate that en-

gine thrusts are increasing at a rapid rate. This un-

doubtedly will level off in some later year due to factors

which, at present, are not of significance. Such a factor

may be the high ram air temperature encountered at very

high speeds. Once the thrust plateau of turbojets is at-

tained, the emphasis on power plant development will, in

all probabihty, shift to ramjets or rockets for propulsion
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FIG. 4—THRUST (T)-WEIGHT (W) RATIO IN TRANSITION FLIGHT

at higher speeds and turbojet development will then be

directed to improving efficiency.

That we will soon have engines capable of powering

VTOL airplanes is obvious. The deHavilland Gyron has

passed its 150-hour test at a thrust of 15,000 lb., without

an afterburner. Equipped with an afterburner, this engine

should produce a thrust of 20,000 lbs. or more. Such a

thrust level is certainly nearing adequacy for VTOL ap-

plication. Designs requiring a greater installed thrust than

providable by a single engine can resort to multiple engine

installations as already done by Rolls-Royce and Bell in

their test vehicles.

Use of an afterburner for high speed flight is gen-

erally accepted as a necessity. On a unit frontal area basis,

the afterburner equipped turbojet engine develops 30 to 40
per cent more thrust at static conditions and up to 100
per cent more thrust at supersonic speeds than its un-

augmented counterpart. Because of this better thrust per

unit frontal area, the afterburner equipped engine allows

easier packaging in the high fineness ratio fuselages needed
for supersonic flight.

In meeting the required thrust/weight ratio, the prob-

lem will be not only one of getting adequate thrust, but of

simultaneously realizing a minimum gross weight. Since

the power plant weight is such a large proportion of the

airplane weight and turbojet plus afterburner fuel con-

sumption is notoriously high, the engine's specific weight

and specific fuel consumption are very important design

parameters. Both of these are improving with time. It is

of interest to note in this connection that the Bristol Or-

pheus engine has reportedly attained a static thrust/weight

ratio of 4.4 and the deHavilland Gyron Junior is expected

to approach 7.

AERODYNAMIC ADVANCES

Following closely behind power plant development as

a necessary adjunct to VTOL airplane development are

the advances being made in the knowledge of the aero-

dynamics of flight. VTOL flight falls into three regimes.

If the airplane is supported in the air by the engine thrust

alone, it is said to be in hovering flight and aerodynamic
forces are negligible and inertia forces are dominant. If

(Continued on Page 26)

Titanic turbojet power is sliown as this single, compact J-57 drives a B-50 at 370 mph while the four piston engines are stopped.



The greatest cargo-carrying potential in its iiistory will be given Air Force by new Douglas C-133A

Lt. Gen. Clarence S. Irvine congratulates Douglas officials

on completion of first C-133A at Long Beach. Left to right, A.
E. Raymond, Donald W. Douglas, F. W. Conant, and Carlos Wood.

Man is a mite alongside 18-foot diameter Curtiss-Wright turbo-
electric propeller on Douglas C-133A. The seamless, hol-

low steel blades are produced by a special extrusion process.



Ryan representatives, C. L. Foushee, Jr., manager, service de-
partment, and W. J. Hosmer of Los Angeles office, view first

C-133A transport completed at Douglas Long Beach, Cal. plant.

Large trucks are easily moved into roomy interior of Douglas
C-133A, vi^hich can accommodate payloads equivalent to tvi/ice

the normal cargo capacity of its predecessor, the Globemaster.

[(BOPROP TITAN
Douglas C-133A is new *K n g' o £ the air giants

CARGO-CARRYING transports are getting bigger and bigger.

They're hauling more men, equipment and materials over

greater distances in faster time. The new king of the air giants is

the Douglas turboprop C-133A, (cover picture) which this spring

will be sweeping across Southern California skies in its initial

flight tests.

When the Douglas C-124 Globemaster II went into operation,

its cavernous fuselage, into which trucks and jeeps were rolled with

ease, was the marvel of the aviation world. True, the old Convair

XC-99 had an even greater capacity, but the C-124 was by far the

(Continued on Piige il)

Fifty tons of equipment can be carried by C-133A, largest cargo transport to be ordered by the Air Force in quantity production.



WHO GOT
HOW MUCH
FOR DOING
WHAT

R^Kan's 1955 income dollar

isi sliced many times

before profits
Ryan's dollar comes from prime contracts, such as Firebee,
and subcontracts, such as KC-97 fuselage. Representing
income sources are Bruce Smith, v.p.-engineering-miiitary
relations, and Sam C. Breder, customer service director.

^ RYAN AERONAUTICAL COMPANY \

Received During 1955 Paid Out During 1955 Percent

A. FROM RYAN'S CUSTOMERS - $41,527,770 B. FOR WAGES AND SALARIES - 522,147,636 53.0%

for products we build for and many employee benefits —
other aircraft and engine paid to Ryan's skilled factory
companies; and for Ryan- and office workers, engineers.
designed products sold to accountants, clerks, supervisors.^ the U. S. Government managers, etc.

C. FOR MATERIALS S SERVICES - $14,419,239 35.0%

bought from small businesses, lo-

cal service companies, and hun-
dreds of suppliers all over U. S.

D. FOR TAXES PAID

TO GOVERNMENTS - $ 2,881,643 7.0%
by Ryan in its role as tax col-

lector for city, state and federal
governments

E. FOR WEAR AND TEAR - S 528,662 1.3%

r* on mochines and buildings, Ryan
each year sets aside money to
replace equipment and facilities

as they wear out

F. FOR USE OF THE

"TOOLS OF PRODUCTION"- 5 1,550,590 3.7%
This is the payment to the Com-
pany's owners for the use of
machines, buildings and working
capital they must provide to
create jobs. They get their money
only if some is left after all other
bills are paid. This "Profit" was

:3
split this way

—

G. REINVESTED— ;„ the business to

Iceep the plant modern and
make iobs secure $1,360,040

H. CASH DIVIDENDS- on 38 1,100

shares. This is the owner's "take-

home" pay $ 190,550

TOTAL INCOME $41,527,770 TOTAL COSTS $41,527,770 IOO°A



B.

First, and biggest slice

of the Ryan dollar, 53

cents, goes to workers.

Robert L. Clark, Ryan

works manager, hands

symbolic portion of the

dollar to John Helms,

financial secretary of

union, as representative

of company's employees.

(Refer to Item B on ledger

sheet on opposite page.)

Of remaining 12 cents,

G. W. Rutherford assist-

ant controller, must

allot 7 cents to local,

state and federal taxes.

As he poses symbolically

in front of San Diego's

Civic Center, Rutherford

holds in right hand last

nickel slice of dollar.

Another 35 cents of the

Ryan dollar is paid to

vendors for materials

and services. Typical

vendor is Louis Rugg,

welding company owner,

receiving large chunk of

dollar from M. K. Smith,

materiel manager, who
now has only 12c left.

(Continued on Next Page)



E.

Money must be set aside

for replacement of worn
machines and buildings.

D. H. Palmer, chief plant

engineer, computes with

calipers the 1.3 percent

of dollar necessary to

maintain facilities of

Ryan plant and grounds

in best operating shape.

G.

Gilchrist symbolically

puts "bock into the pot"

last portion of the Ryan

dollar, reinvested to

keep plant modern and

make jobs of company's

4700 employees secure.

During 1955 fiscal year,

$1,360,000 was "plowed

back" into the business.

With all other obliga-

tions met, C. A. Still-

wagen, Ryan scc.-treos.,

now has profits—3.7%

-—to distribute. Byron

Gilchrist, representing

stockholders, receives

money sack of cosh divi-

dends. Remaining sliver

of dollar is reinvested.



NEW ROLE FORISABRE JETS

F-86 starts for XATO and Japan

THE fabulous North American F-86F jet fighter came to the end of the production hne two years

ago. Its lusty successor, the F-lOO, moved into the factory spotlight as the last of the F-86F's dis-

appeared from the manufacturing picture.

It proved to be only a brief fadeout.

Today assembly lines at North American Aviation's plant in Los Angeles are again burgeoning

with the most famous model of the Sabre Jets, a plane that covered itself with glory in Korea.

The hiatus in F-86F production was abruptly ended by international contingencies. Original

(Continued on Next Page)



Sleek F-86F fuselage, incorporating the Ryan-built aft fuselage section, is mated to a wing in North American's plant.

Assembly line at Ryan is producing F-86F aft fuselage sections from tools sent from
North American on reactivation of production program, as well as tools manufactured
by Ryan. In new role, famed Sabre Jets will be assigned to NATO countries and Japan.

output stopped May, 1954, and tools

were placed in storage. Nine months

later, in February, 1955, the Air Force

ordered the F-86F back into produc-

tion for delivery to NATO countries

under the Mutual Defense Assistance

Pact.

And more recently, the F-86F be-

came a dominant feature of Japanese

air defense as the Mitsubishi plant at

Nagoya was designated to assemble

the fighters with sub-assemblies and

detail parts shipped from the United

States.

The F-86F is literally starting its

second life as more of these spectacu-

lar swept-wing fighters pour from

North American assembly lines.

Rumblings of this revival were

heard at Ryan Aeronautical Company
late in 1954, while the San Diego plant

was performing two specialized rush

jobs for North American. One was for

a quantity of heat deflectors for after-

burner installations in the new series

of F-86's. The other was for two sets

of experimental prototype stainless

(Continued on Vage 34)
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Going in for the "kill," an Air Force fighter pilot chases America's fastest "flying bull's - eye," the jet - fast Ryan Firebee.

RYAN AWARDED $4 MILLION

FIREBEE CONTRACTS
THE Ryan Aeronautical Company has received new Air

Force and Navy contracts, exceeding $4 million, for an

additional, undisclosed quantity of jet-powered Ryan Fire-

bee drone missiles. President T. Claude Ryan recently an-

nounced. These orders follow Air Force contracts for

Firebees which Ryan disclosed last November.

"These new contracts extend production schedules of

the Firebee to the latter part of 1957," stated Ryan, "and

there are indications that we will receive additional Firebee

orders as a result of the negotiations we are conducting

with the military services. While production is now sched-

uled into 1957, production delivery rates are not at ca-

pacity levels."

Aptly labeled "America's fastest flying bull's-eye," the

Ryan Firebee is the first realistic target plane which can
"stand-in" for the enemy to sharpen the skills of the pilots,

gunners, missile crews and radarmen who man America's

defense system. Capable of maneuvering at the extremely

high speeds and altitudes of jet combat aircraft, the Fire-

bee is also the most effective means for evaluating new
weapons systems.

(Continued on Page 28)
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TESTING the Ryan VTOL
Behind the scenes with the R>an Jet VTOL flight test

personnel at Edwards Air Force Base

IN THE chill, gray dawn, a warmly

dressed man stepped from his room
at the Desert Villa Apartments near

Edwards Air Force Base, California,

and strode purposefully down a path

leading between two apartment units.

In his hand he carried a large cow bell.

This he began to clatter with an en-

thusiasm that seemed inappropriate for

such an early hour.

The silence of the desert morning

was shattered. To the tousled heads

that slowly emerged, one by one, from

the doors on either side of him, he

yelled, "Let's go! Only an hour 'til

briefing. If you don't hurry—no break-

fast!" Deafened by the din he had cre-

ated, he was spared the muttered barbs

directed toward him as heads withdrew

and doors slammed shut.

So begins a typical day of scheduled

test activity on the Ryan jet vertical

take-off and landing airplane at the Air

Force Flight Test Center. Thanks to

the clanging cow bell, members of the

Ryan Flight Test Unit stationed at

Edwards and visiting company observ-

ers from San Diego had time for both

breakfast and briefing that morning,

and contributed their full share to the

success of the day's test.

Their job: To demonstrate the prin-

ciples of a turbojet-powered vertical

take-off and landing airplane, and de-

velop the new flight techniques re-

quired.

Culminating more than seven years'

engineering development work, the

plane these men are testing represents

a challenging new concept in vertical

take-off and landing aircraft. Unlike

other VTOL research aircraft, the

Ryan airplane is jet propelled. Previous

vertically rising planes have involved

the use of propellers driven by either

(Continued on Page 15)

Buckling on his parachute, Pete Girard
prepares to board plane for test mission.
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Cocooned in canvas, Ryan's revolutionary VTOL vi^as towred to Edwards Air Force Base from San Diego plant behind a Convair F-1 02.

Mission accomplished, pilot Girord's comments on piane's per-
formance are eagerly awaited by Ryan and Edwards personnel.

Former USAF Asst. Secy, for R&D, Trevor Gardner, and Secy,
of Defense, Charles E. Wilson, (in dark suits) view Ryan VTOL.

With emergency vehicles and Ryan flight test personnel standing by on dry lake bed, still-classified VTOL (deleted) is readied for test.

13



Telemetering plays an important role in flight test operations,

providing data on the plane's performance for analysis. Here,

instrumentation engineer discusses a telemetering installation.

Taking a "breather" from piloting duties, Girard (in center) and
Ryan vice president and chief engineer F. W. Fink (right) vi^atch

performance of another new plane being tested at Edwards.

Specially tcrtstructed mobile telemetering and ground control station parked near runway Is nerve center of Ryan test operations.

14



Like telemetering equipment, still and motion picture cameras record important data during missions for close analysis afterwards.

gas turbine or piston type engines.

As is the case with many other of

the aircraft currently under test at

Edwards, all details of the plane's de-

sign and construction are classified.

The Ryan test unit at Edwards,

headed by R. W. "Pete" Henson,

Ryan's chief of flight test, numbers 30

men. Center of operations is a hangar

and office building at North Base, lo-

cated on the northwest shore of Rogers

Dry Lake—a 65 -square mile expanse

of dead-level, rock-hard landing sur-

face that can accommodate the largest

bombers and "hottest" fighters in the

present and future Air Force inventory.

Actual testing of the VTOL began

the day the plane arrived at Edwards
last summer, after being towed from

San Diego on a flatbed truck trailer.

Piloting chores on the project are

shared by P. F. "Pete" Girard, Ryan's

chief engineering test pilot, and W. L.

"Lou" Everett.

Directing the tests from a ground

station as "test director" is the job of

Perry V. Row, flight test engineer who
heads the unit when Henson is in San

Diego.

Responsible for maintenance and

modification of the airplane, instru-

(Continued on Page 33)

i J

Ryan VTOL maintenance supervisor Rex
Howard discusses jet engine maintenance
witii powerplant engineer and assistant.

Oscillograph recordings of telemetered data transmitted from
plant to mobile trailer are analyzed by flight test personnel.

Pre-mission briefing over, Flight Test Center project officer

Major B. J. McCarroll talks over test plan with pilot Girard.
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Like a human "cannon ball" at the circus, "dummy" pilot

and ejection seat fly through the air and into a net as

NAMC's Medical Equipment Lab evaluates emergency escape

system by shooting them through a closed aircraft canopy.

Heart of the aircraft carrier is the equipment for launching and
recovering aircraft. Here, during development test of Naval Air-

craft Factory nylon barricade, a Navy F7U3 Cutlass hits nylon net

at 100 knots and is brought to a safe stop in less than 200 feet.

NAVAL AIR
MATERIAL
CENTER

From take-off to landing. XAMC
plan's a vital role in linking

the IVavj^'^s planes to its ships

official U. S. Nary Photos

Pressure-suited pilot tries an ejection

capsule on for size as NAMC specialists

seek ways to protect Navy pilots forced

to bail out at extremely high altitudes.

.^.



Captain

E. M. Condra, Jr.

Commanding Officer

Naval Air Material

Center

THE emergence of the aircraft carrier as a weap-

on of tremendous strategic importance and the

beginning of jet aviation roughly coincide. To
Naval Aviation, this presented a dilemma—ships

must be limited to reasonable size, yet jet planes

were growing heavier and required higher takeoff

and landing speeds.

How could the Navy exploit both the strategic

value of the carrier and the tacti-

cal advantage of the jet?

Launching and recovery equip-

ment was the obvious answer.

No longer emergency or auxiliary

^j^„..^'.t_ equipment, it was to become the

^^L '^MH permanent operational link be-

^HBkMHJI tween ship and plane—sea and
airpower.

To the Naval Air Material

Center (NAMC), with its unique

experience in launching and re-

covery equipment since the be-

ginning of Naval aviation, fell the task of weaving

the cord which would tie aircraft to the carrier.

Today, all catapults, including the new steam type,

that launch the Navy's planes from carriers are

products of NAMC development.

But catapults are only a part of the NAMC
story.

Devoted to applied research, development, test

and manufacture, NAMC comprises 100 build-

ings, 10 catapult sites and an auxiliary air field.

Located on League Island at the eastern end of

the Philadelphia Naval Base, the Naval Air Ma-
terial Center has been playing a vital role in the

combination of air and sea power since 1917. Its

job: Applied research, development, manufacture,

modification, test, evaluation and overhaul of

aircraft, aircraft components and aeronautical

materials.

Commanded by Captain E. M. Condra, Jr.,

the Center comprises 100 buildings and 10 cata-

pults and arresting gear sites worth more than

120 million dollars. It is manned by a team of

more than 5,000 Navy and civilian engineers,

technicians and factory workers.

Three distinct major branches make up the

Center—The Naval Aircraft Factory, the Naval

Air Experimental Station and the Naval Auxiliary

Air Station. The Aircraft Factory and the Air Ex-

perimental Station are the design and development

branches of the Center, while the Auxiliary Air

Station extends its services and facilities for trans-

portation and experimentation to the other two

groups.

Established in 1917 as the only Government-

owned aircraft factory to supplement commercial

aircraft production during the first World War,
the Aircraft Factory concentrates on designing,

(Continued on Next Page)

Launched by steam catapult, 32,000 pound F7U3 is airborne at speed of
100 knots in 200 feet — a distance equal to five times plane's length.

-jH'

Nice work in the summer, the man in the ice cube bath is helping NAMC
test anti-exposure flight clothing under simulated survival conditions.



Specialized altitude pressure cKambers at NAMC help medical equipment
technicians to devise more efficient protective equipment for aviators.

Aeronautical Engine Lab has facilities for testing reciprocating and
jet engines under altitude conditions of from sea level to 50,000 ft.

Finding or developing the best material to do the job is the work of
the Materials Lob. Here, molded plastic helmet shells are inspected.
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developing and manufacturing all types of aviation

equipment and materials not easily built by civilian

sources. Because of the diversity of its work and

the small quantities involved, the Factory has be-

come probably the largest job shop organization

in this country. As an indication of the volume of

work this entails, nearly 5,000 separate manu-
facturing orders were prepared in a typical month.

The Factory's engineering department is cur-

rendy engaged in the design, development and

testing of a wide variety of aircraft components.

This work covers launching and arresting equip-

ment for naval aircraft and guided missiles, air-

plane modification involving electrical and elec-

tronics equipment, structural redesign of Navy
service airplanes to accommodate JATO installa-

tion, radomes, aerial cameras, pilot ejection seats

and development in the general field of super-

sonics. Personnel are assigned to the field to aid

shipyards and forces afloat with installational and

operational problems of catapult and arresting

gear.

To support its manufacturing requirements, the

production department utilizes 41 different trade

skills and employs 1750 workers in 10 shops with

a total floor area of 700,000 square feet. These

shops include assembly and test, fabric (for para-

chutes, barriers, and barricades), paint, wood and

plastic, sheet metal, foundry, machine shop, heavy

weldments (for catapult and arresting engines),

wire and cable (for deck pendants and bridles),

forge, electrical and electronics.

Because experimental work, by its very nature,

does not keep all machines and "skills" continually

busy, the Factory also does some work for the

Navy Bureau of Aeronautics, the Aviation Supply

Office and other agencies. Besides keeping all

skills in practice, this additional work furnishes

the Government with items that are usually dis-

tinguished by the fact that, 1 ) they are not pro-

curable from private industry, 2) the quantities

needed are too small for economical manufacture

"outside," or 3) the date by which the item is

required is so near that only the ability of the

Bureau to direct the fuU energies and capacity of

its own factory can bring high priority work
through on time.

Responsibility for conducting the required tests

on design and development work rests with the

four laboratories of the Naval Air Experimental

Station. Each is headed by a naval officer, who
serves as superintendent, and a civilian in the ca-

pacity of head engineer.

One of the major laboratories, and the oldest, is

the Aeronautical Engine Laboratory, with test

facilities valued in excess of 20 million dollars.

It is engaged primarily in the testing of airplane

engines to determine their suitability for naval

service use. This involves not only the determina-
tion of the engine's performance characteristics

and durability by testing, but also the development
(Continued on Page 32)



Already on its way to Helsinki, this Metropolitan 440 is the first to be delivered to an airline. It will fly for Aero O Y, Finland.

Convair 440 Makes Comfort
''A Many Splendored Things'

P&WA "Wasp" R-2800 engines power new twin-engine transport.
As it did for the 440s famous predecessors, the 240s and 340s,
Ryan builds ceramic coated exhaust systems for new plane.

Silence, as well as foam rubber,

contributes to Metropolitan's

'*quiet luxury"

Quiet, please!"

Modern airliners have joined libraries in the war on

noise. Next to safety, comfort comes high in a designer's

plans and comfort means less noise and vibration, as well

as wide aisles and soft seats.

Hailed as "the quietest passenger cabin in the air,"

Convair's new Metropolitan 440 will soon be giving air

travelers the ultimate in "quiet luxury" from the stand-

point of both tasteful elegance and improved soundproof-

ing. New rectangular exhaust mufflers, additional acousti-

cal insulation in the fuselage, double windows "floating"

in soft rubber, a new system of pressurization and "the

most comfortable contour lounge seats ever installed in a

commercial transport" all contribute to the pleasant sen-

sation of "flying in your living room." In addition, the 440

is larger and faster than its famous predecessors, the 240$

and 340s of the Convair-Liner series.

Powered by two of Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's service-

able "Wasp" engines— the R-2800— (for which Ryan
(Continued on Page 29)
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Completely deaf since childhood, Ruth Chase expertly

operates noisy planishing machine, oblivious to din.

Joseph Groton, Navy veteran who lost his left leg in

wartime accident, is skilled milling machine operator.

James Lloyd start-

ed at Ryan 13
years ago as a

member of the
then all-deaf plan-

ish department.
He now operates
a D o A I I saw,
learned at the
company's request
after planish work
declined due to

increased jet pro-
duction at Ryan.

HANDICAP
eilALLl

100 Ryanitcs make their o^t
and rate "'E" for excellenc*

and efficienc^J

Small tool repairman Lloyd Tinkers smashed a leg in

car accident, but doesn't let crutches slow him down.
Karl Perry, stricken with arthritis, managed own com-
pany from bed before coming to Ryan as welder in 1 942.
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Bob Forbes sharpens drills on black diamond
grinder Ryan presented to Sheltered Workshop.

Ryan sub-contract
to Sheltered
Workshop for drill

sharpening is dis-

cussed by J. W.
Sha rpe, center,
Workshop mana-
ger, and Ryanites
Sam Kroschel, left,

and Lloyd Barrett.
Kroschel is also the
first vice presi-

dent of the Execu-
tive Committee of

Workshop.

-OR

Sitatisttics

in safetT

W HAT is a handicap?

To some people, it's a terrible thing—enough to ruin a hfe. To others, it's a mere
inconvenience, something to take into consideration when planning work or play,

but nothing to get excited about.

Ryan Aeronautical Company employs close to 100 of the latter. One hundred

men and women who at some time in their lives experienced mishaps which put

them into the statistical column of persons with "handicaps," but who don't let it

go any farther than that. In fact, as far as their jobs are concerned, several insist

their "misfortune" is a blessing in disguise! Example: the deaf operators of the

rackety planishing machines which fill the air with a din that would drive a hear-

ing person wild.

(CotJttnued on Page 35^

Mabel Lloyd (no relation to James), also deaf,
has been a heliarc welder at Ryan for 7 years.

Drop hammer op-
erator Pete Mans-
ker takes plant
noises in his stride

by simply turning
off his hearing
aid. "I can hear
voices through
this din more
clearly than most
people with nor-

mal hearing," he
says.
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I HE world's largest carrier of pas-

sengers has pyramided to leadership

on a foundation of attention to the

minutest details.

For American Airlines, a hairline

flaw invisible to the naked eye is at-

tacked as vigorously as a major

policy decision. American's technique,

through preventive maintenance, is to

keep ahead of the "squeaks" before

they develop. This is characteristic of

the airline's determination to keep

ahead in the intensely competitive air

transportation race, consolidating its

position as the largest operator in the

world on the basis of passengers car-

ried.

Last October, American Airlines

carried its 50-millionth passenger. Now
in its 30th year, American's vast net-

work of 15,000 unduplicated route

miles embraces 77 cities in the United

States, Canada and Mexico, served by

190 planes maintained at peak effi-

ciency in one of the most extensive

overhaul and repair facilities in the in-

dustry.

On the threshold of a new era in

aerial transportation, American's

'-g Mafestic plane over majestic skyline

—

DC-i
'^ brings American Airlines passengers to New
„" York on completion of transcontinental hop.

-Ameriean Perfci

Preventive maintenance keeps American Airlines' big fleet in top condition. DC-7 Flagship is shown at Tulsa Overhaul-Supply Depot.
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leadership will be projected into the

jet and turbine-propeller fields. It will

be the first to use the Lockheed Electra

turbo-prop, with service to start in

1958; and the first domestic carrier

with turbojets, the Boeing 707, with

service to start in June 1959. The Elec-

tra will meet American's needs for a

high-speed plane (cruising at more

than 400 miles per hour) capable of

carrying, economically, 65 to 90 pas-

sengers in the short and medium dis-

tance ranges, but with ability also to

operate with efficiency in the long

distance range. The 707, designed to

cruise at 550 miles an hour and to

transport 100 to 135 passengers, will

operate primarily in the long distance

range of 2,000 to 3,000 miles, though

it can be adapted to medium distances.

Thus, the utmost operating flexi-

bility, a hallmark of American Air-

lines' service today, will be carried

over into the new high speed air age,

with the ability of these two planes to

"overlap" in the medium or long dis-

tance ranges.

The 707's, for instance, will not only

provide a non-stop coast to coast serv-

(Continued on Page 30)

Stainless steel exhaust recovery turbine hood
is attached to Wright turbo-compound engine

of DC-7 at American Airlines' Overhaul Depot.

rnianee World's largest air carrier

aims at continned leadership

Famous planes of two aviation eras—Ryan built

"Spirit of St. Louis" (shown is replica used in

movie), and American Airlines' DC-7 Flagship.

Four huge hangors comprise American Airlines' Overhaul-Supply Depot at Tulsa.
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School teacher Naomi Diaz gets a burst of enthusiasm from sixth graders at San Diego's Benjamin Franklin elementary school
when she displays the NAEC booklet "Jets." Students at this school have set the pace for keen interest in aviation projects.

YOUTH LOOKS TO
"Dear Ser:

I am 8 and 1 lot' airplanes. I spend a lot

of time at school looking at airplane pikiires.

Please send me all you got.

Your frend,

Bill Williams."

BILL'S spelling teacher might not

agree, but twenty years from now
this youngster may be one of America's

outstanding aeronautical engineers, test

pilots or aircraft designers. He is one

of thousands of boys and girls all over

the world whose interest and enthusi-

asm for aviation prompt them to load

the mails of U. S. aircraft manufactur-

ers with pleas for "pikures— all you

got."

Ryan Aeronautical Company re-

ceives between 115 and 125 such re-

quests every week, in spite of the fact

that many of its most interesting cur-

rent projects are highly classified, with

no photographs available for the public.

Most of the young writers are more
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William Lyons (right) San Diego City
School official, receives 15 NAEC mem-
berships for Board of Education from
William Wagner, Ryan company executive.

specific than was our "frend" Bill. They
are rounding out well organized pic-

torial collections of aviation's highlights

and they ask, by name, for the "Ryan
YO-51 Dragonfly," or the "FR-1 Fire-

ball." They know that the Ryan Navion.

designated L-17 by the Army, did yeo-

man work in Korea as a liaison plane;

they want a closer look at the Ryan
Firebee jet target drone. In short, they

are well informed youngsters who need

and deserve authentic, reliable informa-

tion about their favorite subject, avia-

tion.

The aircraft industry is glad to re-

spond to these requests. One organiza-

tion, representing the airframe and air-

craft engine companies, recognized a

deeper need than could be met by the

U3ual public relations handouts.

It is the Aircraft Industries Associa-

tion. In 1950, the AIA encouraged

the formation of the National Aviation

Education Council, a team of aviation



and education experts. A non-profit

organization, the Council receives oper-

ational and financial support from the

AIA through its member companies. It

is comprised of leading educators all

over the United States, led by Dr. Evan

Evans, Executive Director.

As its primary aim, the NAEC un-

dertook "to bring into the nation's class-

rooms an awareness and understanding

of, not only the effects of aviation on

their regular curricula, but of the

broader social consequences in the

everyday lives of young America."

To accompUsh this aim, the Council

published over the last three years eight

booklets on aviation which are receiv-

ing an enthusiastic reception from both

teachers and pupils. Prepared by ex-

perienced educators for specific age

groups within the elementary and sec-

ondary grade levels, the booklets have

a sound educational and an accurate

aviation point of view. They are pro-

fusely illustrated with photographs, line

drawings and humorous sketches. "Avi-

ation Activities," for example, was writ-

ten for boys and girls from four to eight

years old and is a picture dictionary

with cut-outs, pages to color and in-

/

Dr. Evan Evans, Executive Director

of the National Aviation Education

Council, which publishes the pamph-
lets described in this article, has 35

years experience as an educator,

from classroom teacher to superin-

tendent of schools. He has wrritten

numerous professional books and
papers, lectured widely over the

United States, and directed many of

the pioneering educational activities

undertaken by the Aircraft Indus-

tries Association. He assumed the

post of Executive Director of NAEC
in April. 1955.

structions for aviation games. At the

other end of the series, "A Day in the

Life of a Jet Pilot" is an exciting, au-

thentic account of 24-hours in the life

of Pat, a "scientist of the sky," designed

to interest 12 to 18-year-olds.

All of the booklets (others are "Tilly

the Tiger," "Farmers' Wings," "Look

to the Sky," "Aircraft Number 116,"

"Helicopters," and "Jets") are avail-

able without charge to members of

NAEC, and at cost to non-members.

In an effort to give the booklets wider

distribution in San Diego classrooms,

Ryan Aeronautical Company has pre-

sented 15 memberships in the Council

to the San Diego school system. These

memberships make accessible to San

Diego teachers not only these eight

booklets, but also other instruction ma-
terial published by the NAEC. One of

these is a 27-page bibliography of

books, film strips, phonograph records

and free materials on aviation, listed

according to subject and grade level.

Members also receive a monthly fact

sheet on NAEC activities, called "Sky-

lights."

In San Diego, as in more and more

communities across the nation, "frend"

Bill and his classmates are taking a new

interest in old subjects—when they are

interwoven with the latest word on the

fast moving "Air Age." After all, even

Bill knew how to spell "airplanes"!

THE SKY Students Ic^arn Air Age facts

from NAEC booklets

^"
t .
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JET YTOL
(Continued from Page 3)

the airplane is moving in a "normal"

fashion with all of the lift coming from

the wings, it is said to be in conven-

tional flight and aerodynamic forces

are dominent. Dming the change from

hovering to conventional flight and

vice versa, the lift is shared by the

wings and the engine thrust and the

airplane may be said to be in transition

flight. Inertia and aerodynamic forces

are both important in transition.

Considerable work is being done to

develop airplane shapes which are

capable of flying at angles of attack

from 0" to 90". It is somewhat of a

paradox that after years of training

our pilots to keep their landing ap-

proach speed above the stall speed, we

will soon ask them to fly below the

staUing speed of the airplane before

they land. Certainly to do this, the

configuration of the airplane must

change, and it has as indicated by the

low aspect ratio of the deha-wing Con-

vair XFY-1 airplane.

The low aspect ratio wing is a prod-

uct of this age of speed. At one time

the aerodynamicist shuddered at the

thought of a wing whose aspect ratio

was less than 7 or 8, but that was be-

fore compressibility was a problem.

Now with speeds measured by Mach
number we have resorted to the low

aspect ratio wing, but at the cost of

overall efficiency. That the low aspect

ratio wing is also useable for VTOL
design purposes is truly a stroke of

good fortune.

The high aspect ratio wing, which

has been in favor in the past because

of its low induced drag, generally has

an abrupt stall. This has been tolerated

because warning in the form of pre-

stall buffet was usually noticed and

aileron control could be maintained to

prevent spins. Safe flight became the

rule provided the pilot kept his airspeed

up and practiced his stalls at altitude.

The high aspect ratio unswept wing

tends to stall as a unit. Modifications

to the wing such as camber and twist

are directed principally at preventing

premature tip stall and loss of aileron

control. The low aspect ratio tapered

wing, on the other hand, does not

siai! as a unit. Stalling of the low as-

pect ratio delta wing presents a very

With controlled take-off on 158 mile

flight. Martin Viking is like a VTOL ve-

hicle with 1.425 thrust-weight ratio.

interesting phenomenon. High pressure

air from the underside of the wing

flows forward around each swept lead-

ing edge and over the top surface to

form a pair of leading edge vortices.

At low angles of attack, the vortices

lie along the leading edge but at high

angles they sweep back over the upper

surface. These vortex flows tend to

sweep the air from the inner wing out-

board and thus prevent a sharp stall

pattern.

The variations of lift and drag

throughout the transition range are

illustrated in Figures 2 and 3 (See Page

2 ) for typical high and low aspect ratio

wings. Note the more gradual change

in the lift of the low aspect ratio wing

throughout the whole range. This,

coupled with good longitudinal sta-

bility and adequate aerodynamic con-

trol, will insure that the airplane can

safely be flown above the angle of

maximum lift.

If the airplane in transition has to be

supported jointly by aerodynamic lift

and engine thrust, then a balance of

forces must be obtained. Since aero-

dynamic forces are uniquely deter-

mined by the angle of attack and air-

speed, final "balancing" of the airplane

will have to be accomplished by vary-

ing the thrust. Figure 4 (See Page 3)

shows how the thrust and the aerody-

namic forces can share in giving the

airplane the necessary hft to overcome

gravity. In conventional flight the

thrust is primarily overcoming drag.

Although Figure 4 illustrates a tail-sit-

ter type of VTOL airplane, the same
balance of forces will be required for

a horizontal fuselage type.

CONTROL

Control of the jet VTOL airplane

will be accomplished through a combi-

nation of aerodynamic and jet re-

action means. Since there is no

propeller slipstream over the control

surfaces as in the Convair VTOL air-

plane, the aerodynamic controls alone

are inadequate at low speeds. Sup-

plementary control must be provided

and this can be done by using various

forms of jet reaction moments. One of

the earliest well-known forms of jet

reaction controls was the jet vane con-

trol of the German V-2 Missile. De-

flecting pairs of opposite vanes pro-

duced either a pitching moment or a

yawing moment, whfle deflecting pairs

of opposite vanes in a differential man-

ner produced a rolling moment.

Another means of operating on the

main jet exhaust to produce a control

moment is to rotate the thrust line.

Typical examples of this technique are

the Viking missile gimbal rocket noz-

zle and the rotatable engines of the

Bell jet convertiplane. In essence, these

two control examples are applicable to

two different VTOL concepts — the

tail-sitter and horizontal fuselage.

A third control method using auxil-

iary jets displaced from the center of

gravity is illustrated by the Rolls-Royce

test vehicle. The auxfliary jet can be

supplied with a working fluid from the

primary power source or from an aux-

iliary power source. Control is achieved

by differential operation of pairs of

opposite jets which tilt the aircraft and

hence the thrust line.

(Continued on Next Page)
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WEIGHT IMPORTANCE

Equally as important to VTOL
flight performance as high static thrust

will be overall airplane weight. Past

aerial warfare history discloses sev-

eral examples of light-weight airplane

designs whose altitude and maneuver-

ing performance have exceeded that of

comparable opposing aircraft. The

Japanese Zero and Russian MIG-15
fighters became formidable opponents

largely due to their light-weight design.

In current aircraft developments, the

Douglas A4D is reportedly enjoying

brilliant airborne performance largely

because of a clean, light-weight design.

The VTOL airplane will have to adopt

and even extend this same philosophy

of efficient light-weight design to be

successful.

The first goal in a VTOL develop-

ment is a take-off thrust/weight ratio

that is in excess of 1.0. In a modern
conventionally-designed high perform-

ance aircraft, power plant plus fuel

usually totals approximately one-half

of the airplane's weight, as shown in

Figure 5.

For a comparable VTOL light-

weight airplane, engine weight will be-

come a larger percentage of the gross

weight, as indicated in Figure 6. To
compensate for this, weight reductions

must be realized in other areas. Al-

though some weight may possibly be

taken from the fuel load and useful

load, most of it must be pared from

the equipment, power plant installa-

tion and accessories and, finally, the

structure. The most obvious weight re-

duction comes from the elimination of

the landing gear, flaps, slats and other

devices required for conventional run-

FIG. 5 — WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION IN CON-
VENTIONAL HIGH PERFORMANCE AIR-
CRAFT
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way operation. Although some weight

will have to be put back to permit

vertical landings, it will be small com-
pared to the 6 to 8 per cent of the

gross weight of conventional landing

gear and equipment.

Structural weight, itself, will have

to be decreased. Part of this decrease

will be a natural result of reducing

the amount and weight of the equip-

ment carried. To realize the remaining

structural weight decrease, certain de-

sign philosophies will have to be fol-

lowed. First is the use of unitized

structure. That is a basic structure

which is designed as a continuous unit

eliminating heavy localized beef-up to

transmit loads through point attach-

ments. One-piece wing and one-piece

fuselage are examples of unitized de-

sign. Second, the remaining concen-

trated load-carrying members must be

made to serve a dual purpose wherever

possible. As an example, the heavy en-

gine mount fittings may also support

armament or airbrakes. Third, maxi-

mum use of high strength/weight ratio

materials must be made. The expanded

use of titanium or stainless steel in

areas subject to maximum aerodynamic

heating or engine heat radiation may
result in a hghter weight than using

reduced-strength aluminum. The fourth

essential principle will be to design

close to the margin. This requires

thorough load analysis, much atten-

tion to detail analysis and a compre-

hensive testing of structural compon-

ents and units. The structural tests

will reveal areas of over and under

strength which should then be cor-

rected with design refinements.

GROWTH CAPABILITY

An airplane to be successful today

must also have a built-in growth po-

tential. High performance aircraft have

price tags in excess of one million dol-

lars. Customers cannot be expected

to buy such a costly product without

the assurance of a long and useful life.

It is also true that the aircraft industry

does not have the capacity to develop

and produce an infinite variety of these

complex machines requiring extensive

engineering and development. There-

fore, the trend is towards good basic

designs which have an inherent growth

potential. Past examples of this prac-

tice are the Lockheed F-80, Douglas

AD, North American F-86, and Grum-
man F9F series.

Growth potential is simply the ca-

pacity for increased performance, mul-

tiple duty versions, or greater load

carrying ability through in-production

improvements of a basic airframe-

engine combination. Since the VTOL
airplane will be inherently clean, light

and highly powered, it will not be lack-

ing in the basic performance require-

ments. The capability of performing

tasks other than that for which the

airplane was originally designed is

mostly a matter of vision and develop-

ment. There is no reason to believe

that the VTOL concept will unduly

limit the versatility of the airplane. In

this regard, one fact is certain; due to

its vertical take-off and landing capa-

bilities, it will be applicable to tasks

completely outside the scope of run-

way-bound aircraft.

Increasing the load carrying capacity

of a VTOL airplane will follow a

somewhat different criterion than a

conventional airplane. Instead of re-

lying on lengthening runways or more
powerful catapults to attain a higher

take-off speed, the thrust level will

have to be directly increased. Auxiliary

thrust for this purpose may be pro-

vided by rocket motors or secondary

turbojet engines. The amount of aux-

iliary thrust provided must necessarily

exceed the weight added including the

weight of the auxiliary thrust motors.

This type of assisted overload take-

off must not be confused with the

more spectacular zero-length take-offs

of current long range, winged missiles.

The pilot of the VTOL airplane will

retain full control during take-off and

his acceleration will remain relatively

low. Further, after the excess load has

(Continued on Next Page)
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Allison officials Ronald Hazen, Dimitritis Gerdan and Harold Lauhach (I. to r.J

discuss the most powerful engine ever produced by Allison—the J-71 turbojet.

100,000 Allison Engines Built

Allison Division of the General Motors Corporation has built 100,000 air-

craft engines. This impressive milestone was reached January 19, 1956. Included

in the century thousand are Allison power plants ranging from the first 630-

horsepower piston engines for the Navy in 1931 to the present turbojets and
turboprops rated at more than 15,000 horsepower.

During 1955, Allison also accomplished two major achievements in the

field of jet power plants. The J-71 turbojet was officially qualified as a 10,000-
pound thrust engine, developing more thrust per square foot of frontal area
than any jet engine ever produced. The Allison Model 501 turboprop engine,
designated T-56 for military versions, received the first certificate for com-
mercial operation awarded by the Civil Aeronautics Administration.

Allison launched its first engine production project in 1939 when the com-
pany got underway in a program to build liquid-cooled, 1000-horsepower
aircraft engines for the U. S. Army. Allison produced more than 70,000 of these
engines—60 percent of all engines supplied to U. S. Army fighter craft during
the war.

The first jet engine placed in production in the U. S. was Allison's J-33
turbojet. This power plant was the first to fly on foreign soil when Lockheed
F-80 Shooting Stars were ordered to Korea. Allison J-33"s and J-35's provided
69 percent of the power for all USAF sorties in the Korean conflict.

After the Korean war, Allison pursued its development of the turboprop
engine leading to the successful Model 501 wliich produces 3750 equivalent
shaft horsepower at a ratio of 2.3 h.p. for each pound of weight. For com-
mercial applications, the Model 501 has been ordered in substantial quantities

for use in the new Lockheed Electra by American, Eastern, Branifl' and National
Airlines. The Electra will go into service in 1958. Currently, the military version
of the Model 501, the T-56, is being produced for Lockheed's huge Hercules
transport.

Allison's powerful J-71 turbojet engine powers the USAF's twin-engined
Douglas RB-66 and B-66 bombers, the Navy's carrier-based F3H McDonnell
Demon fighter and the Navy's jet seaplane, the Martin XP6M Seamaster.

With two powerful Allison J-71 turbojet engines slung in pods below its wings,

the Douglas RB-66 is high perfoun/ng photo-bomber in the 600-700 mph. class.

JET YTOL
(Continued from Page 27
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been expended, the VTOL airplane

will be capable of making its normal
vertical landing without assist.

Another growth potential which the

VTOL airplane will automatically gain

is the thrust uprating resulting from

engine design refinements. Little data

is available on this, but judging from
improvements on the Pratt and Whit-

ney Aircraft J-48 engine, a thrust in-

crease of up to 3 per cent per year

can be realized. On the high thrust

engines considered here, this becomes
a sizeable amount.

It is not evident at this stage what
form the VTOL airplane will eventu-

ally take. Should the choice lie with

the tail-sitter configuration, it becomes
a matter of pilot training to adapt his

reflexes to suit the semi-reclining seat.

There will be low speed stability and
control problems inherent in each type

of VTOL aircraft. Many have already

been solved through joint research

work by Government and industry

groups and the others can be solved

in a similar manner.

Research vehicles are today explor-

ing the realms of hovering and transi-

tion flying. The next step is the all

important one of the integration of

VTOL principles into a useful air-

frame. From then on we may expect

a rapid development of the VTOL air-

plane much like the helicopter experi-

enced.

FIREBEE CONTRACT
(Continued from Page 11)

The military services have received

Firebees, designed and equipped to

fit their individual requirements in

three basic configurations: Air Force

(Q-2A), Navy (KDA-1) and Army
(XM21). Recent dispatches disclose

that the Air Force is placing jet-fast,

remotely-controlled Firebees in opera-

tional use at its Weapons Training Cen-

ter, Yuma Air Force Base, Arizona, the

Air Proving Ground Command's Eglin

Air Force Base, Florida, and Holloman

Air Development Center, New Mexico.

At Yuma, the Air Defense Com-
mand has activated the 4750th Drone

Squadron to fly Firebee missions against

rocket-firing jet interceptor aircraft.

(Continued on Ne.xt Page)
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Yuma will use Piasecki H-21 helicop-

ters to pick up the Firebees which will

be parachuted to the desert after flights.

At Elgin Field, Florida, the Air Prov-

ing Ground Command is air-launching

Firebees over water and recovering

them from the Gulf of Mexico with

small boats.

At the Air Force's Holloman Air

Development Center, Alamagordo,

New Mexico, the APGC's 3225th

Drone Squadron is flying Firebees on

target missions to evaluate surface-to-

air and air-to-air missiles. This squad-

ron also supports the Army's missile test

program at nearby White Sands Prov-

ing Ground.

Navy operations with Ryan Firebees

are being conducted at the Naval Air

Missile Test Center, Point Mugu, Cali-

fornia, and the Naval Ordnance Test

Station, Inyokern, China Lake, Cali-

fornia. The Navy is air-launching Fire-

bees at Point Mugu, recovering them
from the Pacific and re-launching them
in connection with the test and evalua-

tion of Navy missile systems. Recent
magazine reports have stated that a

Navy Firebee has flown at 45,000 feet

altitude at Point Mugu.

To assist military personnel in the

operation of Firebees, Ryan engineers

and technical specialists have been sta-

tioned at most of the military bases

where jet-engined drones are in use.

Ryan is continuing work on still fur-

ther improved versions of the Firebee

in conjunction with the Air Force's Air
Research and Development Command
which evaluates new Firebee design

features at Holloman Air Development
Center.

CONYAIR 440
(Continued from Page 19)

builds ceramic coated exhaust systems

for Convair ) , the Metropolitan has the

greatest operating economy of any

short or medium range transport ever

designed.

To date, orders for 86 of the luxuri-

ous new transports have been received

by Convair from a dozen carriers in all

parts of the world, including S.A.S.,

Scandinavian; Iberia, Spain; Sabena,

Belgium; Swissair, Switzerland; Ali-

talia, Italy; Braniff, Continental, Delta,

Eastern and National in the U. S.;

Real S.A., Brazil and Aero O/Y, Fin-

land.

IVavj Xavigatorsi Select Ryan Automatic
Navigation System for Project Magnet

Two important new pieces of equipment will add speed and precision to the

Navy's PROJECT MAGNET. Started in 1951 by the Hydrographic Office, PROJ-
ECT MAGNET is a continuing airborne survey to determine the effects of the

earth's magnetic field upon magnetic compasses. With this data, all navigators

will be able to more accurately plot their courses over any part of the earth's

surface. Ryan's new automatic navigation system has been installed in the

PROJECT MAGNET four-engined photo-mapping plane (shown above). With

it, Navy navigators are relieved from tedious, continuous compulations, often

lasting for hours of flight, to insure that the aircraft fly precisely along a pre-

determined track.

The other new installation is an automatically levelled Kollsman periscopic

sextant which permits celestial observations without the use of a transparent

astrodome (shown below). Electric motors keep the periscope in vertical position

under all aircraft maneuvers. PROJECT MAGNET flights will continue into 1957.
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ALL-AMERICAN

PERFORMANCE
(Continued from Page 23)

ice (Los Angeles to New York in 4

hours, 15 minutes), but will be used

for a one-stop service, calling at Chi-

cago to and from New York and Los

Angeles.

The strongly pulsating "heart" of

American Airlines is its Overhaul and

Supply Depot at Tulsa, Oklahoma, a

plant consistmg of four huge hangars

covering 624,000 square feet of floor

space at the Municipal Airport, and

employing more than 3,500 persons,

each considered a "Master of Main-

tenance."

While operational Flagships are giv-

en fresh life at the Tulsa Depot, new

aircraft delivered to American from

the manufacturers usually are given

detailed acceptance inspections at one

of AA's major base stations, such as

Los Angeles. At the same time, modi-

fications are undertaken, to bring the

new planes up to standards set for the

entire Flagship Fleet.

The modification program consists

of adding to each new plane new im-

provements, developed too late to be

incorporated in the production lines.

These modification items include the

latest safety devices, as well as equip-

ment to improve economy and effi-

ciency of operation.

Line mamtenance mechanics at

most of the cities on American's routes

care for the planes on a day-to-day

basis, but the big overhaul jobs are

done at Tulsa on the Flagships—the

DC-7's, DC-6's (DC-6B's, DC-6A Air-

freighters), DC-4 Airfreighters, and

Convair 240's.

The complex system calls for costly,

complete overhaul for each of Ameri-

can's Flagships. Depending on the

type, the airplane gets a complete over-

haul at varying times between 2,100

and 2,500 hours. Engine overhauls

are more frequent. For example, DC-7
engines are overhauled every 1,000

hours. An overhaul job takes from 10

to 15 days.

The effect of such operating periods

is closely watched by field service rep-

resentatives of such companies as

Ryan Aeronautical Company, producer

of exhaust systems for the Douglas

DC-6 and Convair 240 Flagships, and

of power recovery turbine hoods. The
Ryan exhaust systems serve the Pratt

& Whitney Aircraft R-2800 engines

(Ryan manifolds are on 565 of these

engines in the American Airlines fleet).

C. E. Haas, Ryan field service rep-

resentative, is a Tulsa visitor every

two months. "American Airlines and

Ryan work together in a constant ef-

fort to increase the service life of ex-

haust system components, and to pre-

vent failures during service periods,"

he said.

"We're impressed with the coopera-

tive attitude of the airline's power

plant engineering department in achiev-

ing this objective. No matter how long

an exhaust system has been in service.

American Airlines Bids For Jet Leadership
American Airlines' bid to be the first domestic air carrier to provide jet

transportation is based on its $135 million order for 30 Boeing 707's, pictured

above. American, world's largest operator on the basis of passengers carried,

has the most 707's on order, and is scheduled to place them into service before

any other airline—in June, 1959. Ryan will build the aft fuselage sections.

the airline and the manufacturer never

stop trying to improve it."

American Airlines' magnificent

maintenance depot at Tulsa handles

eight of the big Flagships per week,

with the cost of a major overhaul

often running close to six figures.

While a Flagship is in active service,

flying around American's far-flung

routes, the company's production con-

trol department keeps close track of

its operations and determines when it

should be sent to Tulsa for major

overhaul.

First step there is a thorough clean-

ing of the exterior, allowing better in-

spection of visible parts and surfaces

on the airframe.

Then the mechanics move in with

tools and accessories. Each man is

supplied a production control card,

with duties outlined for the day. As
each item is completed, it is checked

off, and the man on the next shift

continues the work without interrup-

tion.

The engines, instruments, cabin

seats, buffet equipment, flaps, rudder

and other parts are removed and sent

to specialized shops for rejuvenation.

Inspection doors in the airframe are

opened for observation and incorpora-

tion of the latest engineering improve-

ments.

At the same time, the engines are

completely dismantled. All parts are

placed in baskets and on hooks for a

3Vi-hour conveyor trip through an

automatic parts cleaner where they are

soaked, cleaned, stripped and sprayed.

To prevent rust, a final spray of sol-

uble oil is applied. A full-time chemist

is on duty to maintain solutions at the

proper strength.

To remove carbon or lead deposits

from parts such as intake and exhaust

valves, sand grit abrasives are used.

On softer metals in cylinder heads,

pistons, crankcase and baffles, wheat

and cracked walnut shells are em-

ployed because they are less abrasive.

Before being passed on as satis-

factory for further use, all parts are

visually and dimensionally checked.

Some parts, like piston rings and cer-

tain gaskets, are automatically replaced

at overhaul time.

The Magnaflux system is used to de-

tect hairUne cracks in metal. By this

means, the part is magnetized and then

(Continued on Next Page)
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sprayed with a solution of kerosene and

iron filings. A magnetic north and

south pole is established if a crack is

present, and the iron filings group

themselves around the break, making

is visible to the inspector.

Refrigeration is used in rebuilding

the engine. For instance, valve guides

are chilled, to cause shrinkage, and the

cylinders are heated to expand them.

The guides are placed in openings in

the cylinder head, and when both re-

turn to normal temperature, the snug-

gest possible fit is achieved.

Propellers are completely disas-

sembled, magnafluxed and ground to

remove nicks and scratches. Gene-

rators, starters, magnetos, fuel and

hydraulic pumps are tested under sim-

ulated flight conditions. The airplane's

delicate flight instruments are pre-

cisely tested and calibrated in a tem-

perature-controlled, dust-free room.

Meanwhile, the upholstery shop re-

news or replaces seat covers, seat

belts, curtains, rugs, arm rests, and

cabin paneling. So great is the quan-

tity of material used that an electric

cutter is employed to slice through 50

layers of fabric simultaneously.

After the engine is reassembled, it

is run for approximately four hours in

the test cells, to seal the piston rings,

burnish new parts and generally insure

satisfactory performance. Speed of the

engine rpm is varied to simulate flight

conditions.

Even after the revitalized Flagship

leaves the Tulsa depot, it must under-

go additional rigid in-flight testing by

engineering pilots, who make sure that

it is ready in aU respects for regular

service on the American Airlines sys-

tem.

Ryan will have a stake in American

Airlines' topflight performance stand-

ards for many years to come. For some
time Ryan will continue to build piston

engine exhaust systems for the air-

lines DC-6's and 240's as spare parts.

Already Ryan is producing huge fuse-

lage sections and other components

for the Boeing KC-135, the jet tanker-

transport based on the design of the

Boeing 707 airliner, and planning is

under way for production of commer-
cial fuselage sections as well.

In the exciting future of air trans-

portation, American Airlines will con-

tinue to set new standards of per-

formance.

Douglas, Ryan Officials Confer On DC-8 Project

ITTH

As Ryan participation in the Douglas DC-8 jet transport project picks up
speed, key Douglas officials have been meeting in the plant here with Ryan
executives. This group exchanged information on the Douglas and Ryan systems
of change control and other phases of the jet engine power package work to be
performed here.

Left to right, standing, Wes Vyvyan, chief, Ryan engineering power plant

section ; C H. Prock and Ross Sintzel, Douglas change control ; Jack Shelton,
Douglas industrial planning; William J. Wiley, Ryan production control manager;
Ben Duffy, Ryan supervisor, tool planning; R. G. "Dick" Welb, assistant super-

intendent, airframe; Richard K. Preece, Ryan project engineer; and Clark
Hickerson, Ryan customer service manager.

Seated, Harry T. Hodgetts, Ryan assistant factory manager; Jack Franks,
Douglas production planning; Pete Thompson, Douglas engineering coordinator;
Mel Thompson, Ryan supervisor of project control; F. A. Nivens, Douglas en-
gineering release; Lee Karstens, Douglas outside manufacturing; and Lawrence
Prchal, Ryan engineering production liaison unit chief. Not shown in photo are
Bill Maschal, of Douglas engineering schedules, and Gordon Wade, Douglas
purchasing agent.

TURBOPROP TITAN
(Continued from Page 5)

largest transport plane in quantity

production.

Now the successor to the C-124,

taking shape on assembly lines at

Douglas' Long Beach, Cal. plant, the

C-133A sets new standards of size and

performance. Its payloads are equiva-

lent to twice the normal cargo capacity

of the C-124, and its gross weight is

255,000 pounds, compared with the

185,000 pounds of the latest model

of the C-124 Globemaster II. Two
C-133A's will do the job of five

C-124's in logistic support flights be-

tween the United States and overseas

bases. Yet the C-133A will be able to

operate from the same fields on which

the C-124"s are now stationed.

Ryan Aeronautical Company has

been selected as one of the subcon-

tractors supplying huge components for

the new aerial leviathan.

A graphic idea of the size of the

C-133A can be obtained if it is imag-

ined that the plane is parked on a foot-

ball field. With the nose at the goal

line, the tail would extend to just two

feet short of the 50-yard line, and
the wings would reach 10 feet beyond
each sideline. The fuselage is 148 feet,

2 inches long and 16 feet, 2 inches in

diameter. The wingspan is 179 feet,

8 inches. Tip of the tail towers more
than 48 feet, about the height of a

four-story building.

(Continued on Next Page)
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A new General Electric self-co>ifa>i/ed turbo-starter for jet aircraft is shown as it is about

to be locked in the breech under the bullet nose of a Martin B-57 bomber. ]V^hen ready for

flight, the pilot starts the Curtiss-Wright J-65 engine by pushing a button.

JUST PUSH A BUTTON!
Idling speed for jet engines within 30 seconds, with no help from any type

of ground power source, is as big a miracle as were self-starters for family auto-
mobiles back in the 1930's!

A self-contained cartridge turbo-starter, which allows a pilot to start his jet

aircraft by pushing a button, is now being built in quantity by the General
Electric Company for the Curtiss-Wright J-65 engine. The new starter adds
great tactical flexibility to planes inasmuch as they can now be stationed at bases
where ground starting power is not available. In addition, the self-sufficiency of
the new starters saves time by making faster take-offs posible when large num-
bers of aircraft are scrambling simultaneously.

G.E.'s turbo-starters receive their energy from a solid propellant ignited

electrically at the push of a button. The rapidly burning propellant produces
hot gases which turn a small turbine wheel at extremely high speed. This speed
is reduced through gearing and the energy transmitted through a clutch mech-
anism to the engine. Extra cartridges are carried by the plane for use at ad-
vanced bases.

Tlie J-65, for which Ryan builds afterburners and major jet engine as-

semblies, is used in many of the nation's most advanced planes, including the
Grumman F9F-6 Tiger, Lockheed F-104, Douglas A4D Skyhawk, iNorth Ameri-
can FJ-3 Fury and FJ-4, Republic RF-84F Thunderflash and F-84F Thunder-
streak and Martin B-57 bomber.

TURBOPROP TITAN
(Continued fro

Here's a sample load, which can be

driven or hauled aboard by means of

an integral ramp: 2 prime-movers

weighing more than 40,000 pounds

each, 16 loaded jeeps, 20 jet engines,

or various combinations of vehicles,

heavy ordnance and general cargo.

To be assigned to the Military Air

Transport Service for air freight use,

the C-133A's basic configuration can

be modified easily to accommodate
more than 200 troops. Or it can be

used as a hospital plane to carry both

litter and ambulatory patients.

Despite its mammoth proportions,

the C-133A needs a crew of only four

m Page 31)

—^pilot, co-pilot, navigator and systems

engineer. For extended operations,

quarters are provided for a relief crew.

The C-133A is powered by four

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft T34-P-3
turboprop engines (jet turbines driving

propellers) each rated at 6,000 h.p. at

take-off. They drive three-bladed, re-

versible Curtiss-Wright turboelectric

propellers, 18 feet in diameter.

This engine and propeller combina-

tion is expected to make the new trans-

port one of the fastest air freighters

in production for the Air Force.

The cabin is pressurized for high

altitude operation and has a heating

system with a capacity sufficient to

heat 30 average homes.

"The great airlift capacity of the

C-133A will add immeasurably to the

Air Forces' strategic mobility," Donald
W. Douglas, Jr., vice president-military

relations of the Douglas company, re-

marked when the first C-133A was
rolled out of its hangar recently at

Long Beach.

When the Strategic Air Command
extended the Air Force's might to vir-

tually any spot on the globe, the C-
133A became inevitable. The life line

of supplies and equipment has now
been strengthened and lengthened by
a majestic new monarch of the skies.

NAVY AIR MATERIAL

CENTER
(Continued from Page 18)

of new test procedures. All types of

aviation fuels and lubricants are tested

by chemists and by actual use in the

engines in which they will be em-
ployed. Ignition systems, carburetors,

oil coolers, inter-coolers, starters, pro-

pellers, gear and turbine driven super-

chargers and all related equipment

necessary for complete aircraft power

plant units are tested in all phases at

AEL before being sent to the fleet for

actual service.

The laboratory contains facilities for

testing reciprocating engines up to

6,000 horsepower and jet engines up

to 6,000 lb. thrust under altitude con-

ditions from sea level to 50,000 feet.

Facilities are also available for testing

jet engines up to 12,000 lb. thrust and

turbo-propeller engines up to 10,000

horsepower at sea level. The laboratory

has special facilities located on top of

Mt. Washington, New Hampshire,

where icing tests of jet engines are

conducted.

The Aeronautical Materials Labora-

tory touches upon the fabrication, op-

eration and maintenance of every part

of the airplane. The engine which

comes from overhaul to be put in the

airplane was preserved and packaged

by AML methods. The hydraulic sys-

tem, with fluid operating at 65 de-

grees below zero while controlling the

plane in flight, reflects the effort of

AML test teams. The paint was devel-

oped by AML. The pilot is more se-

(Contimted on Next Page)
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NAYY AIR MATERIAL

CENTER
(Continued from Page 32)

cure because AML helped to give him

a good parachute and aided his vision

by tests on his transparent canopy.

Obviously, the investigations of

AML are broad and varied. It probes

into plastics, rubber, adhesives, tex-

tiles, protective treatments (including

organic coatings and electro-deposited

finishes), mechanical components and

hydraulic systems, metal and alloys,

preservation and packaging and vari-

ous general fields of chemistry. From
nose to tail, the labors of this labora-

tory appear throughout the naval air-

craft of today.

The Aeronautical Structures Labor-

atory, like the Engine Lab, is primarily

concerned with testing and evaluation,

although it does a certain amount of

development work. It tests aircraft

structures under static, dynamic or

flight conditions to insure that aircraft

are strong enough to withstand service

usage. Work involves research in con-

nection with the phenomena of high

speed flight, with flutter and vibration,

problems in landing loads (particularly

those peculiar to operation from car-

riers) and the development of new
structural construction methods.

The research work can be broken

down into two distinct groups—struc-

tural development and structural evalu-

ation. Structural development consists

of drop tests, simulated arrested land-

ing and catapult launching tests, norm-

al landing and other dynamic tests and

stress condition of aerodynamic heat-

ing due to supersonic flight. Structural

evaluation embodies static and repeat-

ed load tests of new and experimental

aircraft and components.

The Aeronautical Medical Equip-

ment Laboratory is particularly active

in the fields of human engineering,

crash protection, high altitude and tem-

perature physiology, emergency escape

devices, oxygen equipment, flight cloth-

ing and pilot's personal equipment,

such as anti-exposure suits, protective

helmets and other components of med-
ical equipment. It is well equipped with

the most modern and up to date pre-

cision test apparatus. Facilities include

a seat ejection tower, a high accelera-

tion catapult, specialized altitude tem-

perature chambers, a combination ex-

Peruvian Naval Officers View

Ryan Production Methods
Peruvian Navy officers in charge of a squadron of ships visiting San Diego on

a training mission toured the Ryan plant recently to view production methods.
Tliey are shown in the company's jet engine building with their escorts, Ernie F.
Mellinger, assistant to the vice president-manufacturing, and John N. Maclnnes,
head of operations research, engineering military relations.

Once each year the Peruvian Navy sends a squadron of ships to San Diego for
"Underway Training" conducted by the Fleet Training Conunand of the U. S.
Pacific Fleet. Tliis consists of shore schooling and underway training at sea, in-
cluding anti-submarine, air defense, shore bombardment and surface target
exercises. The Peruvian contingent this year includes three destroyers under tlie

command of Captain Julio Gianotti. Ryan was one of several San Diego industries
toured by the Peruvians as a part of their familiarization.

plosive decompression and environ-

mental device, an afl weather room, a

100 foot dark room, a sound room and

complete shop facilities necessary to

fabricate experimental devices.

In carrying out its mission, the Med-
ical Equipment Lab has found it nec-

essary to conduct a substantial number

of basic research investigations because

existing physiological and psychologi-

cal information is not sufficient to meet

its exacting requirements. These in-

vestigations are closely tied in with the

design, prototype building and develop-

ment and evaluation of equipment in-

tended to meet the problem. The guid-

ing principle is that these problems

can be successfully attacked only by

combining the varied training of flight

surgeons, physiologists, psychologists,

engineers, aviation survival equipment

technologists and physicists.

An aircraft carrier underway for

maneuvers at sea perhaps best exem-
plifies the end result of all activity at

the Naval Air Material Center. The
aircraft aboard are the best—their

structural integrity has been insured,

their engines are first class, their fuel

and hydraulic systems efficient. The
pilots are the best—and equipped with

the best of survival equipment, crash

helmets and safety devices. The launch-

ing and recovery equipment is the best

—the steam catapults can launch mod-
ern naval aircraft under any operation-

al conditions; the arresting gear enables

these aircraft to return safely to the

carrier.

The readiness of the carrier, then, is

the contribution of "all hands" at the

Naval Air Material Center.

TESTING THE RYAN YTOL
(Continued from Page 15)

mentation, data processing, test plan-

ning and the million and one other

details of flight testing in the field, the

unit works long, grueling hours as a

rule rather than exception. But, as one
engineer put it, "The feeling of pioneer-

ing achievement you get from this type

of work makes up for the inconveni-

ences. Most of us get a big 'kick' out

of just being associated with this air-

plane."

In other words, it's a labor of love.
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Air Force Inspector General's Team At Ryan

Capt. Virgil Givens, seated, left, of the flight test section at Edwards Air
Force Base, who has test-flown several advanced type planes, recently conferred
with Ryan test pilots and engineers. With him was Jack Wesesky, civilian aero-
nautical engineer employed by the Air Force, standing left. Ryanites, left to
right, are Pete Girard, chief engineering test pilot; Willis L. "Lou" Everett,
flight test engineer; and William Immenschuh, chief of test operations.

NEW ROLE FOR SABRE JETS

(Continued from Page 10)

steel ducts. Delivery on both projects

was completed on or befoTe schedule.

These impressive performances capped

a long period of production of Ryan
exhaust system components for North

American planes. And in the aft fuse-

lage field, Ryan had turned out—and

was producing—hundreds of giant aft

fuselage sections for the Boeing KC-
97 tanker-transport. Thus, when North

American received the order to re-es-

tablish F-86F production on a hurry-

up basis, Ryan was called on to build

the 16Vi-foot aft fuselage sections.

At an ever-accelerating rate, these

sections are now being manufactured

at Ryan, presenting a scene of contrast

with the largest structures ever sub-

contracted, in the aircraft industry, the

60-foot long Boeing KC-1 35 jet tanker-

transport aft and mid fuselage sections,

which are in production in an adjoin-

ing assembly area.

Immediately after award of the F-

86F subcontract to Ryan, the most ex-

tensive transfer of machine tools and

materials from another factory to Ryan
was launched.

A procession of trucks streamed

down the Coast Highway from North

American's Los Angeles plant to San

Diego. Approximately 2400 tools and
templates, including more than 1,000

detail tools, 60 drophammer dies and

stretch form dies, 200 assembly tools,

and templates were resurrected from

inactive storage at North American
and sent to Ryan to get the assembly

line in operation.

Tons of raw materials, principally

aluminum and stainless steel, in sheet,

bar stock and forgings were shipped

by trucks and common carrier. The
F-86F job was well under way.

Close haison between North Ameri-

can and Ryan expedited activation of

the assembly line. In some instances,

Ryan was called upon to create tools

not available in the shipments from
North American. Modification of some
tools was also required. North Ameri-
can dispatched key personnel to San
Diego to work side-by-side with Ryan
supervisors in setting up production

methods.

Today trucks are making the re-

verse trip, from San Diego to Los

Angeles, carrying completed aft fuse-

lage sections for final assembly of F-

86F's destined for the NATO coun-

tries, and sub-assemblies and detail

parts for ultimate shipment to Japan.

The "rebirth" of the F-86F has

called attention again to one of Amer-
ica's most remarkable "fighting fam-
ilies." The F-86A was the first opera-

tional plane with swept-back wings to

fly in the United States. The Sabre Jet

features a 35-degree sweep-back in its

wings and empennage, to reduce drag.

This delays the formation of compres-

sibility shock waves and enables the

plane to reach higher speeds than those

possible with conventional or straight

wings.

First test flown on October 1, 1947,

the Sabre Jet was ready for fighting

action when the Korean War broke

out. The flashing Sabre Jets levied an

awesome toll of enemy planes. Rus-
sian-built MIG's were slashed out of the

sky at a rate of 14 to 1, and many Air

Force pilots won jet ace ratings with

at least five kills, following the lead

of Capt. James Jabara, the world's first

flier to win this distinction. (Jabara

also was an ace in World War II, when
he flew North American F-51 Mus-
tangs).

The F-86F is built to hunt enemy
planes in the thin air above 40,000
feet or to dump bombs from tree top

level on ground targets. Third in the

series of Sabre Jet day fighters, it has

a more powerful engine and better gun-

sight than the earlier A and E models.

It also has an improved wing and other

mechanical refinements.

The General Electric J-47-27 turbo-

jet, for which Ryan builds high tem-

perature components, increased the

speed and maneuverability of the

F-86F, raising its thrust by ten percent

to more than 5800 pounds. Addition

of a new leading edge to the swept

wing has improved maneuverability.

With a tactical radius of over 600
miles, and a maximum service ceiling

over 45,000 feet, the F-86F is in the

"650-mile an hour class," which

means that under certain conditions it

can exceed that speed considerably.

Sabre Jets held official world's speed

records from September, 1948, when
an F-86A averaged 670 miles an hour

to July, 1953, when the afl-weather

interceptor version, the F-86D, set a

new mark of 715.697 miles an hour.

The F-86F's lethal wallop is de-

hvered with its six .50 caliber machine
guns and its bomb or rocket load—

a

(Continued on Next Page)
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NEW ROLE FOR

SABRE JETS
(Continued from Page 34)

2,000 pound bomb load or 16 five-

inch high velocity rockets.

The guns, bombs and rockets have

been stilled, except for training pur-

poses, for almost three years, since

the end of the Korean War. But the

"new" F-86F's, with fuselage sections

by Ryan, are standing guard on the

ramparts of the free world in the

NATO countries, and will soon return

to Asian skies, this time as a defense

bulwark of Japan. New chapters may
yet be written in the valorous legend

of this mighty fighter.

HANDICAP - OR

CHALLENGE?
(Continued from Page 21)

This is not to say, of course, that any-

one enjoys a handicap. Every one of

these 100 Ryanites has a major dis-

ability—those of us with minor limps

or ailments are not counted. But de-

spite such challenges as total deafness

with accompanying muteness, loss of

arm or leg, loss of sight in one eye, im-

mobility of hand or leg due to polio, or

one of a dozen other physical irregu-

larities, each of the 100 also has man-

aged to push his handicap into the

background and to appear in another,

more important statistic: a low absen-

teeism and turnover rate, high effi-

ciency, and geniality and devotion to

duty that mark the good employee.

Ryan's policy of hiring the handi-

capped dates from long before the war,

but emergency calls for aircraft workers

during the 1940's brought in many
handicapped folk, eager to do their

share for national defense. It was dur-

ing these years that Ryan completely

staffed its noisy planishing department

with deaf mutes. They imperturbedly

smoothed the surface of thousands of

manifolds with a machine that ham-
mered out dents with the rat-a-tat-tat

of a machine gun. In recent years, as

Ryan turned more and more to jet en-

gine manufacturing with an accompany-

ing decline in manifold business, ac-

tivity in this department diminished.

But there was never any question of

laying off the deaf operators. They had
so firmly established their reputations

Major General, 11 Colonels Visit Ryan

An influential group of Marine Corps officers visited Ryan recently to

view the company's developments in the vertical take-off field. Led by Maj. Gen.
E. W. Snedeker, assistant chief of staff for operations, Marine Corps head-
quarters, the group included 11 colonels and a captain comprising an Advance
Research Group touring the United States to examine projects of interest to the

Marines. In photo above, Snedeker is shown at extreme left, directly in front
of Paul H. Kemmer, executive advisor to the vice president of engineering and
military relations. Fred Landgraf, center, Ryan project engineer on special

projects, explains Ryan's work on a new concept.

as reliable craftsmen, other departments

absorbed them gratefully. They learned

new skills with single-minded concen-

tration and easily turned from planish-

ing to welding, aircraft assembly, saw

and router operation. A typical example

of these capable, quick-to-learn em-

ployees is James Lloyd in the Experi-

mental department. Deaf from birth,

Lloyd started in the planishing depart-

ment in 1942, later transferred to as-

sembly work and then, at the company's

request, learned to run the DoAIl saw

which he operates today. Lloyd "talks"

to his foremen and fellow workers by

means of an ever-present pad and pen-

cil, is widely known and liked all over

the plant and is considering ways of

teaching himself new skills so he can

work on jet engines, which he finds ex-

traordinarily interesting.

"We employ deaf and other so-called

physically handicapped men and women
in 41 of our 133 departments," reports

Leslie E. Gehres, Ryan manager of em-
ployee services. "They cover a wide

range of jobs including welder, machine

operator, secretaiy, contract analyst,

master mechanic, parts repairman, en-

gineer and so on. They are hired for

their skill and character and the only

extra consideration given a "handicap"

is the question of safety. Naturally, we
can't hire a man for a job in which his

handicap would add an element of

danger."

Maurice Clancy, supervisor of safety

and welfare, is the man who deter-

mines whether the "element of danger"

exists. "We decide each case on its

own merits," he says. "The only gen-

eral rule we have is that a man with

one eye must wear safety glasses at

all times and cannot operate a po-

tentially hazardous machine. Actually,

a man with only one eye, arm or leg is

usually more safety-conscious than the

rest of us. Our over-all plant record is

good enough to have won for us the

highest honor awarded by the National

Safety Council, but the record of our

handicapped employees is even better

than that. They've never had a lost-

time accident!"

Another interesting "statistic" in-

volving handicapped workers at Ryan
is the high percentage of "hires," com-

pared to other applicants. Although

they comprise less than 2% of Ryan's

total payroll, more than 50% of the

handicapped applicants interviewed are

found to be qualified for employment.

"This high rate isn't so strange when

you realize that very few of these men
and women are transients, which isn't

true of most other job-seekers," ex-

plains WiUiam Rossi, employment in-

(Conliniied on Next Page)
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JTet-to-Jet Refueling

A Boeing B-52 "long rifle" drinks up gallons of extra range from a Boeing
707 jet prototype. Nine miles high and at jet-fast speeds, the 707 is playing a

role which the new Boeing KC-135 jet tanker will fill when it joins the Air

Force's Strategic Air Command. This is the job of refueling SAC's big 350,000
pound bombers without making them throttle down or come down from the

high, fast world in which they fly, to rendezvous with piston-engined tankers.

Jets burn up fuel much faster at slow speeds and low altitudes, thence lose

range. The answer is a big, fast jet tanker that can get up and keep up with

tlie mighty bomber. The KC-135 will do just that. As eight-engined B-52's join

SAC, to replace B-36's, KC-135 tankers, with Ryan-built fuselage sections, will

go along to see that the B-52's keep their "long rifle" striking power.

HANDICAP - OR CHALLENGE?
(Continued from Page 35)

terviewer. "Almost every one of them

has been recommended to Ryan by a

friend, a teacher or another employee.

They come with good references and a

determination to justify their recom-

mendation. If we have jobs they can

safely and efficiently perform, we're

happy to make them Ryanites."

In fact, Ryan's experience with the

capabiUty of its handicapped em-

ployees inside the plant has led to the

subcontracting of outside production

jobs to the Sheltered Workshop of San

Diego, a non-profit corporation set up

as a job shop to employ physically

handicapped workers.

Ryan's participation in the Work-
shop, along with other aircraft fac-

tories in this area, started in 1953

when the organization was founded.

Recently, however, it has taken on new
impetus under the direction of Sam
Kroschel, Ryan contract terminations

administrator and first vice president of

the Workshop Executive Committee.

Lloyd Barrett, Ryan methods analyst,

also lent a hand by making the Work-
shop his "Work Simplification" pro-

ject.

"Work Simplification," developed by
Allan Mogensen in conjunction with

Drs. Frank and LiUian GUbraith of

"Cheaper by the Dozen" fame, is a

training course based on the theory

that it's better to "work smarter—not

harder." Conducted regularly at Ryan
for supervisors and foremen, its "grad-

uation" project is a thorough analysis

of an operation to finds ways of sav-

ing time, material or money. Barrett's

aim was to investigate the potentials of

the Workshop in the light of the con-

servation goals of "Work Simp."

After surveying the Workshop and
checking with Ryan's tool planning

department, Barrett recommended that

the job shop be given a chance to sub-

contract part of Ryan's drill grinding,

which at the time was sent on a 300-

mile round trip to Los Angeles. Also

at Barrett's suggestion, a black dia-

mond drill grinder was purchased by

Ryan and presented to the Workshop.

This small precision machine, which

can be operated from a wheel chair,

was promptly mastered by five Work-
shop employees, who now turn out an

astonishing number of sharp-as-new,

precisely-ground driUs, not only for

Ryan but for other San Diego aircraft

plants, as well.

In subcontracting, as in the work
performed by handicapped persons

within Ryan, competitive standards are

required by the company—and main-

tained by the employees.

"In fairness to its customers, Ryan
must ask for peak performance from

its employees and from the Workshop
as a subcontractor," Kroschel explains.

"And that's the way they want it, too.

In my opinion, Ryan's policy of 'non-

discrimination' in its relationship with

handicapped workers is one reason for

the program's success. It's a business

association of mutual benefit and satis-

faction to all concerned. And that's

the kind that lasts!"
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FIREBEE GIVES VS

Something To Shoot At
'We can't have too niueh misisile target practice*

by Anthony H. Leviero

Washington Correspondent

The New York Times

WHITE SANDS PROVING GROUND, N.M. — A
Nike anti-aircraft missile and a Ryan Firebee target

drone had it out here on May 22 — and both of them won.

But the tests made one thing clear. We can't have too

much practice for our air defense crews nor can we under-

estimate the value of continual evaluation of the capabili-

ties of our missiles. And, this target practice and evaluation

needs to be against as realistic targets as possible—those

which most nearly approximate the performance, in speed

and altitude, of potential enemy aircraft.

Here at White Sands the Army last month stripped its

secrecy wraps from the Nike supersonic guided missile

and announced it would let newsmen see it in target prac-

tice for the first time. Last year newspapermen were al-

lowed to make their first visit to a Nike battery guarding

the nation's capital. But of course that was a dry run.

So this year we came to the place where Nike battery

men, guarding eighteen of this country's major cities and

industrial targets, come once a year to really shoot at a

moving target—the kind they would have to tackle in a

nuclear war.

We gathered in a stand set up on the primeval desert

range. Several Nikes, poised for firing, reared against the

blue sky. At 1,500 yards they looked as small and harm-
less as toothpicks.

Immediately in front of us, exhibited on a stand, was
the target, a Ryan Q-2A Firebee. It looked pretty and
almost toylike in its red and white paint job until the brief-

ing officer explained this small pilotless plane was powered
by a turbojet engine that could drive it at 605 miles an

hour at 40,000 feet.

It was a target worthy of the missile.

Army officers told us that the Firebee, being smaller

than regular aircraft, would be harder to hit. Its seventeen-

foot length and eleven-foot wing span offered less surface

to flying shrapnel but special radar reflective devices made
the radar "return" or blip on the tracking radars in the

battery site more like that of a much larger plane. Even so

the Nike missile men had to be on their toes.

Soon a big Air Force mother plane appeared overhead

with two Firebees nestled under its wings. At a distance

of 70,000 yards and 16,000 feet above use, one of the

Firebees detached itself from its mother's apron strings

and the test was on.

A few minutes later a Nike roared into the blue with a

burst of flame. Seconds later a second missile took off.

They streaked away at incredible speed for action beyond

the range of human sight.

But inside the battery control van the battery com-
mander had matched the electronic tracks of the Firebee

Tracking telescope reveals detonation of Nike warhead (upper
right) occuring slightly in front of speeding Firebee target.

U. 5. Army Photo
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and of the Nike. Two recording needles, one for the drone

and one for the missile, had settled on the same horizontal

plane on a tracking chart. Now the battery commander was

counting off the seconds as the two needles moved toward

each other. In the center of the chart the needles met and

the Nike "was in the gate"—meaning the crew was con-

vinced they had hit the Firebee.

It was not long before we picked out a parachute high

in the sky with our binoculars. Dangling from it, floating

lazily to the ground, was the Firebee. Through the glasses

the drone seemed intact, at least as far as its general con-

figuration was concerned.

The Firebee settled down to the desert floor, miles

away, and it would be hours before it was recovered and

examined for results. But the fact that it had sprung out its

parachute probably indicated a hit. That evening we got

the story: The first Nike had caught the Firebee at an

altitude of four or five miles, about fifteen miles away,

while the drone was doing about 500 miles an hour.

The Q-2A had been hit by shrapnel.

"The strike would have destroyed an aircraft had it

been flying in place of the all-metal drone," said the official

announcement.

With a little patching up, however, the Firebee, located

by helicopter and hauled back by truck, would be ready

to fly against Nikes another day.

Now, even the jet-powered Firebee is going to be

further stepped up in performance to offer an even more

challenging target. The Air Force has just contracted with

Ryan for a new version, the XQ-2B, which will be capable

of operation at altitudes in excess of 50,000 feet and at

high subsonic speeds.

Lieut. Gen. Stanley R. Mickelsen, commanding gen-

eral of the Army's Antiaircraft Command, explained why
the Army used Firebees in its Nike tests. It would cost

$100,000 to equip a standard airplane to fly as a drone

target, which probably would be destroyed in its first test,

In using a drone that cost only a small fraction of tlus

figure, and using it over and over again, the Army kept the

taxpayer in mind, said General Mickelsen.



NIKE!$ FIRED AT RYAN
AriiiT pits Xikes against fast-flTiiig Firebee in press show

ARYAN Firebee target drone was
one of the key "performers"

last month in the first public firing of

the Army's Nike anti-aircraft rocket

missile at White Sands Proving

Ground, New Mexico.

Two Nikes were fired at the speed-

ing Firebee, which was electronically

controlled to travel 500 miles an hour

on a straight course about four miles

above the desert floor.

It was the first public demonstration

of the Firebee 's use as a target in

sharpening anti-aircraft skills. Over-

night it became the nation's best known
target drone, as more than 100 news-

men from leading publications, radio

and television outlets reported on its

performance.

Before the firings, Lt. Col. J. F.

Peters, briefing officer at White Sands

in charge of the tests stated to news-

men, "The Firebee satisfies test re-

quirements because it has small size

and high performance compared to

the low-performing drones which had
been shot down before . . . B-17 and

F6F converted drone aircraft.

OJi!cial L . S. Irmi PI ,.

^like battery of 1500-mph Army missiles is poised at White Sands awaiting entry of Ryan Firebee (sliown above) into firing range.
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FIREBEE

"The Firebee will be coming in at

16,000 feet above sea level true alti-

tude and 500 mph. This is an awfully

tough little aircraft. It can take a tre-

mendous amount of damage and still

be repaired and back in service for

another flight."

According to press reports, the Army
announced after the firings, that "one

of the Nikes fired scored a hit on the

target seen by the press."

"Initially, the recovery crew could

find no evidence of a hit, but the crew

was without the necessary equipment

to raise and study the underside of the

plane," the Army statement continued.

"When raised by a crane, holes were

found in the fuselage and underside of

the wing section of the target.

"The strike would have destroyed an

aircraft had it been flying in place of

the all-metal drone."

The drone's unique parachute re-

covery system went into operation

after the Nike burst, bringing it safely

to earth, where the damage could be

closely examined by the recovery

crews.

The Firebee, dropped from an Air

Force B-26 "mother plane," began its

target run 40 miles north of the Nike

launching site and the Nike burst oc-

curred before the drone came within

15 miles of the launching area. The
Firebee was radio-controlled from the

ground, and an Air Force fighter

"chase" plane flew in the vicinity to

observe the Firebee's flight course.

Designed as a jet-fast "flying bull's-

eye" which flies at the speeds and alti-

(Continiied on Page 29)

(J. S. An Force Photo

Ryan Firebee was launched for Nike shoot by Air Force B-26 "mother" plane, 40 miles

away. Flown by electronic control, Firebee simulates speed, size of enemy bomber.

U. S. Army Phalli

Ryan rocket engine powered the Army's
Corporal guided missile, also fired for

newsmen at White Sands press show.

U. S. Ah Force Photo

Firebee was safely parachuted to desert

after Nike firings, using chwte system

which can recover above 600-mph speeds.



THE KLY^

A group of high power Varion klystrons is shown here in partial stage of completion. These tubes will be used in uhf TV stations.

Genius Variaii brothers give Ryan a tube with a Greek name

Ryan Firebird, whose target seeker incorporated an early Varian klystron,

is shown with O. S. Olds, chief electronic engineer, and C. H. Gottwald.
FOR three generations American

boys with vivid imaginations have

dreamed of flying—first, to fly at all

—later, to fly faster and farther—to-

day, to fly away from the planet that

has been man's home since his be-

ginning.

In the 1920's, two boys who had

grown up to pursue their dreams were

operating their own flying schools in

Southern California. Thirty years

later, the firm that each boy helped to

build is the leader in a specialized field

of electronics.

Together, the firms headed by T.

Claude Ryan and Sigurd F. Varian

have cooperated in the production of

radar electronic devices which are in-

creasing the versatility of both piloted

(Continued on Page 30)



TRON TUBE

Two inventors of the klystron, Russell H. Vorian and Sigurd F.

Varian display two tubes, assembled at their Palo Alto plant,

spanning the power range from thousandths to millions of watts.

Research is the key to progress in every field of technology.
This maze of wires, pipe, vacuum apparatus, optical equipment
is used in Varian research aimed at new and better cathodes.

Ryan electronics engineers Ed Phillips (left) and Bill Adams
(right) observe hydraulic test of missiles guidance system in

which klystrons are used. Harold Estok operates controls.

Early version of Ryan-developed automatic navigation system,
in which klystrons play an important role, is operated by
electronics engineer Bruce Clapp by pushing starting button.
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VTOL ENGINE TEST
Ryan qualifies jet engine for vertical flight

IIOW do you convert an unknown into a tangible as close to certainty as is humanly attainable?n When the unknown is the experience—in flight—of the world's first all-jet vertical take-off

plane, Ryan Aeronautical Company's X-13 now at Edwards Air Force Base, you learn what to ex-

pect through a rigorous series of engine runs in the first test cell designed primarily for develop-
ment of vertical take-off projects. (Continued on Ne..t Page)



That would be Ryan's" jet^ngine test

cell, unique for its aottiU/ to determine

jet performance in the v^ical as well

as the horizontal position.

Almost a year and a half of 'develop-

mental testing (the cell was compiis-

sioned in December, 1954) was
maxed recently by what is believed th^
first qualification test ever run on
jet propulsion and control system in ^e
vertical position.

Conducted over a several days' /f)eri-

od, the test consisted of a punishing

25-hour run, 5 hours first in the/ hori-

zontal position, 15 hours in vertical,

and back to 5 hours in horizontal.

The test encompassed the entire

powerplant installation, including the

jet and propulsion control systems at-

tached to the engine to determirie its

expected performance in actual use in

an airplane. It fulfilled the requirement

of the Wright Air Development Centex

to demonstrate that all components

"

were satisfactory for flight application.

During the earlier developmental

tests, data was obtained on individual

components, leading in some cases to

design changes. In the qualification

test, the entire aircraft propulsion and

control system was operated.

Throughout the entire testing pro-

gram, extremely adverse flight circum-

stances were simulated — conditions

which in flight would probably lead to

difficulties. The propulsion and control

system withstood the severe test with

all components functioning properly.

Soon afterward, another qualifica-

tion test was conducted—on a re-de-

signed accessory drive gearbox

—

IV2

hours in the vertical and 5 hours in the

horizontal position—with equally satis-

factory results.

In switching from horizontal to verti-

cal position, the engine remains in the

same test stand, which is bolted to a

vertical test bed about 35 feet off the

floor of the cell. Integral to the test

beds in both horizontal and vertical at-

titudes are Baldwin load cells, which
measure thrust and moments (rota-

tional forces) in three planes; vertical,

horizontal and lateral. As a matter of

fact, another unique feature of the test

cell is its capability of detecting lateral

and vertical forces.

The Baldwin load cell essentially is a

solid steel bar to which is cemented a

strain gauge. As force is applied to the

load cell, the bar is compressed or

lengthened microscopically, but enough

'^'^V^

In ground "flying" at Ryan flight simulator laboratory, conditions of vertical,

horizontal and transition flight are duplicated by Pete Girard, chief engineer-

ing test pilot, as W. T. immenschuh, chief of test operations, observes scope.

to permit the strain~^uges_tp detect the

amount of change. These gauges con-

vert the force into electrical signals

transmitted through a switching unit to

a visual dial indicator or an oscillograph

recordei%3diich' records dynamic data

by photographic means. At least two

load cells are used for each plane of

force measurement. In Ryan's test

(Continued on Page 28)

During jet engine run in Ryan's modern test cell, technicians accumulate data

from various instruments. P. D. McCalmont, left, operates controls, as Kenneth

Osborn and George Felix check illuminated manometer board measuring pressures.



RYAN TO BUILD

BOEING 707 FUSELAGES

$15 million in new contracts for 707 jet Stratoliner and KC-135 jet tanker fuselages

IN NEW contracts, exceeding $ 1 5 mil-

lion, Ryan has been selected to

build the mid and aft fuselage sections

for the Boeing "707" jet Stratoliner as

well as an increased quantity of the sec-

tions for Boeing's KC-135 jet tanker-

transport. Divided almost equally be-

tween military and commercial ver-

sions, this new business means Ryan
will play a key role in the in-flight re-

fueling of the Air Force's big B-52 jet

bombers and in whisking the first pas-

sengers across the American continent

and oceans at jet speeds.

The largest components ever sub-

contracted in the aircraft industry on

a quantity production basis have been

taking shape in Ryan Aeronautical

Company's San Diego plant for more
than a year, and deliveries of these

KC-135 aft fuselage sections, totaling

60 feet in length, have started.

Now tooling is under way and soon

assembly work will be starting on the

commercial version, the "707," of

which 88 are on order from 8 air-

lines.

The new production orders in the

two projects at Ryan total more than

$15 million, with output planned on a

gradually accelerating basis. Further

work is expected to extend Ryan's par-

ticipation in this mammoth program

into the 1960's.

General Curtis LeMay, command-
ing general of the Strategic Air Com-
mand, has set an extremely high

priority on the KC-135. In testimony

recently before the Symington Air-

power Subcommittee, he urged

"prompt action" in expediting acquisi-

tion of a sufficient number of these jet

tankers to provide SAC with the de-

sired striking capabiUty. General Le-

May set 1960 as the target date for

providing the needed jet tanker force.

In asking for more KC-135's, Gen-

eral LeMay said:

"We could increase our interconti-

nental strike capability considerably

from our planned base structure and

with the same size bomber force if we
had more jet tankers than we are now
programmed to have."

The KC-135 is designed to operate

with the Boeing B-52, destined to be

SAC's major bomber.

(Continued on Page 35)

Boeing's "$16 Million Gamble," the "707" Stratoliner, paid off in orders for hundreds of military as well as commercial versions.



DRAWING BY J. M. CASCANTE

THE EVOLUTION OF SPEED
by William P. Brotherton

Here is a story, in everyday language, to unravel the mystery of how
science has achieved supersonic flight. This is the first in a series of

three articles which will be made available in reprint form to interested

readers. A note to the editor will reserve a limited number
of copies for you.



THE EVOLUTION OF SPEED
PART I

MOST of us are confused. With both feet on the ground,

we are "blacking-out" from the swift pace of scien-

tific achievement. Each new technical development in-

creases our perplexity. Like a frustrated phantom, we

are hovering between overlapping worlds of fact and fan-

tasy—where time and space have been telescoped and

speed has acquired a new expanding dimension.

It's not hard to see the reason for this bewilderment.

Within a very few years, we have been bombarded with

more scientific phenomena than any people have been

exposed to in history. A steady flood of magical develop-

ments have poured from our industrial and military estab-

lishments. We have been deluged with electronics, rockets,

fusion, fission, jet propulsion, satellites, supersonics, cy-

bernetics and automation.

Though only a reputed "twelve persons" understand

the Einstein Theory, we are expected to visualize one of

its important results—the transformation of mass into

energy as it occurs in the atomic bomb. Even though we

didn't study high school physics, we are confronted by the

question of whether a missile can be shot into space to be-

come an earth-bound satellite. And when our 10-year old

asks why a jet plane flies, we can't afford to look con-

founded.

Modern science is stepping into the future beyond our

capacity to understand. The best way to catch up is by

tying in these Aladdin-like revelations with the everyday

things we comprehend. And, surprisingly, there is a com-

mon thread of relationship running through these develop-

ments which all of us can grasp.

Since Man's beginning, estimated at 500,000 years ago

by geologists, we earth inhabitants have been anxious to

get places in a hurry. Whether in war or peace, the spoils

have gone to the fleetest. The particular situation might

have been Adam outdistancing a saber-toothed tiger, Han-

nibal out-flanking his enemy on elephant-back or Doolittle

whisking bombs to Tokyo. In most of life's social, political

and economic contests, whoever "gets there fustest" gets

the business. Few of us, however, realize that it has only

recently been possible for man to attain this ageless desire

for fast travel.

A good conception of this truism can be obtained if we

stop to think that King Solomon, ancient king of Israel,

and George Washington, our first President, lived nearly

3,000 years apart. Yet both wore hand-loomed clothes,

used animal oil for light, wood for fuel and rode in horse-

drawn vehicles. And, Washington died only about 160

years ago.

Compressed within the last 200 years of our history, a

veritable "second" of Time, are a flood of scientiflc won-

ders ranging from Watt's steam engine to Walter's rocket

power plant—the steam engine marking the beginning of

fast transportation and the rocket engine punctuating our

present progress in high speed flight. Sandwiched between

these extremes are the other great heat engines of history;

the steam turbine, the gasoline engine and the gas turbine.

With these prime movers at our command, we have begun

to go places. And, incidentally, these same heat engines

have provided America with a phenomenal mass of power,

equivalent to the muscular strength of 25,000,000,000

men or the entire population of ten worlds like our own.

This gives each of us an average of 180 mechanical slaves

to do the work which our ancestors had to perform for

themselves.

THE LEVER

Although these heat engines, or machines, may seem

to be too complicated for the layman to understand, they

are not. No machine is as complex as it appears; most are

merely involved arrangements of simple parts which were

discovered thousands of years ago. Let's take a look at

history and see where our "age of science" got its roots.

10



It all began with the dis-

covery of the first machine;

the lever. Countless ages

ago, some prehistoric ex-

perimenter discovered that

he could move great weights

by placing a pole or tree

branch, over a rock in see-

saw fashion and exerting

his weight on one end.

With this machine he found

he could move weights far

greater than his own. Cen-

turies later, the Egyptians

used this device, the lever,

to raise buckets from wells

and to fight wars. Today, the lever forms a familiar part

of our machines in the bell cranks, rocker arms and crow-

bars which we use.

INCLINED PLANE

Probably the second machine to come into being was

the wedge, or inclined plane. We can imagine this was

discovered when another ingenious early man placed a

^r:y*'ie&

timber against a rock, in a ramp-like arrangement, and

found he could push weights up this slide easier than

he could raise them by lifting. The first recorded appli-

cation of the inclined plane is found in the Egyptian water

present positions. We find inclined plane applications in

the V-pulleys, cone clutches, wedges, screw threads and

spiral gears of today's machines.

THE WHEEL

The first invention of mankind was the wheel. Al-

though no wheel forms are found in nature, undoubtedly

the earliest "wheels" were smooth logs which were used

for moving weights over the earth's surface. Here, the

logs were utilized as rollers in the same manner in which

screw—a spiral affair used to raise water from one level

to another. It is thought that the Egyptians buih the huge

pyramids with mammoth ramps, or inclined planes, up

which they pushed the huge blocks of stone to their

a fisherman rolls a boat out of the surf. Early users of

this technique were taking advantage of the physical fact

that rolling friction is less than sliding friction.

No one recorded who he was or when it happened, but

when the "first inventor" placed a wheel on an axle, man-

kind began to roll from one place to another. Records of

this type of wheel have been found among Egyptian relics

dating back to 2,000 B.C. and earlier Chinese civihzations

are credited with independent invention of the same me-

chanism. The wheel so entranced the mind of man that

he has spent centuries building machines around it. It is

hard to conceive of continuous motion without the wheel.

The roaring propeller of an aircraft engine, the whirling

turbine wheel of a giant steam turbine and the pulsing

hairspring of a tiny watch are examples of the rotary mo-

tion which characterizes our mechanical world. All about

us we see the spinning shafts, gears, flywheels, pulleys

and rotors which are the offspring of the first disc. The

wheel has not basically been changed in design for over

4,000 years.

With the lever, inclined plane, wheel and a few other

similar machines, man struggled along for thousands of

years doing the work necessary for his survival. His source

of power was his own muscles. To realize how puny this

is, imagine a 150-pound man carrying a 50-pound sack

up an 8-foot flight of stairs once every minute for six

hours. This is the amount of work an average man can

do in one day. It is equal to 1 20 horsepower. Converted

to electrical energy it would barely keep a 40-watt lamp

lighted. The Egyptians augmented their machines with the

muscular power of millions of slaves. The Romans used

horses to amplify their sinews. In Holland, wind was har-

nessed to do work, and in China waterfalls were pressed

into service at an early date. Meanwhile, transportation had

evolved from the sled and man-pulled wagon to the horse-

drawn vehicle and the wind-swept vessel.

(Cotitimied on Nexl Page)
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RECIPROCATING MOTION

STEAM EXGIXE

t

COMPRESSION

EXHAUST COMBUSTION

STEAM ENGINE

In 1775, an event occurred which was destined to

make all previous sources of energy appear Lilliputian by

comparison. The first heat engine—the steam engine—was

born. James Watt, a maker of scientific instruments, per-

fected an engine which took the energy locked up in wood,

coal and oil and released it to do mechanical work. Using

fire, a discovery which had been made thousands of years

earlier—Watt burned fuel to unleash chemical energy

stored in fuels from the sun's radiation. With this heat, he

produced steam under pressure and channeled it into a

cylinder in which he had placed a piston. By a valve ar-

rangement. Watt alternately injected the steam into oppo-

site sides of the cylinder and forced the piston back and

forth in straight-line, or reciprocating motion. With this

machine, he could do little else than operate a pump until

he fixed a crank to the piston and attached a wheel. Then
he was able to obtain the rotary motion necessary for most

work applications. Modern steam engines, which power
90 percent of the world's locomotives and 60 percent of

the ships, are descendants of this hissing, clanking pioneer.

For the first time. Watt had produced a machine in

which an expanding gas was used to do the work. In

creating the steam engine, he combined the three elements

which are found in all subsequent heat engines: combus-

tion, compression and exhaust. Each of the major heat

engines performs these functions in order to store heat

energy in a gas and then extract it in the form of useful

work. Wide differences in design are caused by the varied

emphasis placed upon the elements of this sequence or by

the employment of different working gases.

Watt got his combustion from fuel burned under a

boiler outside the engine. Hence, the name "external com-

bustion" was applied to the steam engine. He obtained his

gas, in this case steam, under pressure in the boiler and

then piped it to the cylinder where it performed work by

pushing the piston. After that chore, the steam was ex-

hausted to the atmosphere. This early engine wasted 80

percent of the fuel's energy due to heat losses in the

boiler and engine. It also developed considerable vibra-

tion from its reciprocating parts. In spite of these draw-

backs, and the fact that the engine limped along at less

than 10 horsepower for a generation, the steam engine

changed the habits of the world and provided the first

mode of "fast" transportation in steam-driven trains and
ships.

STEAM TURBINE

In 1884, the second great heat engine came into being

with the invention of the first practical steam turbine by
Sir Charles Parsons. Great promise was held for this new
engine because it demonstrated superior efficiency. Using
steam obtained in the same fundamental manner as that

used in the steam engine, Parsons derived more useful

\)\Rfcr

COMBUSTION
STEAiM TURBLl^E
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work by directing the gas against the blades of a steel

windmill whirling on a horizontal shaft. This affair, called

a turbine, was spun by the energy of the rushing steam;

thus a source of direct rotary motion, without reciprocating

parts, was born.

With the distinct advantage of direct rotary motion, the

steam turbine is several times more efficient than the

steam engine but it has two handicaps for use in trans-

portation. Its peak performance is obtained only in large

sizes, because it is more efficient when it can devour a

huge flow of steam, and it is best suited for continuous

speed operation. For these reasons, steam turbines are

found chiefly in stationary power plants and large ships.

In these locations, they are performing with an intensity

that is hard to grasp. A furious hurricane of hot steam

is fed to the 5,000 small blades of the turbine at a velocity

of 1200 miles an hour. The turbine spins so fast that the

centrifugal force tending to yank out each of the knife-like

blades soars to 90,000 pounds. At these velocities, the

%*
turbine wheel would roll across the country from coast to

coast in three and a half hours if it were free to travel.

The same phases of operation; combustion, compres-

sion and exhaust are evident in the steam turbine in

similar sequence to those found in the steam engine. The
pressure of the working gas, however, has been increased

from about 250 pounds per square inch in the steam engine

to as much as 2300 pounds per square inch in the steam

turbine.

GASOLINE ENGINE

The third historic heat engine—the gasoline engine—
was invented in 1885. This is the power plant most fam-

iliar to the average person—the engine which paved the

way for the automobile and later, the airplane. No one

who has listened with anxious ear to the clank of a con-

necting rod or tap of a sticking valve needs to be told how
this engine functions. But, perhaps we have not truly

appreciated the gasoline engine. For the first time, the

design of this power plant placed the burning of the fuel

within the engine itself so that more heat energy is cap-

tured from the chemical source. This innovation accounts

for its designation as an "internal combustion" type.

As most of us know, fuel for this engine is a hydro-

carbon—usually gasoline. It is burned inside the cylinder

where the work is done. The gas which performs the job

of pushing the piston in this case is not steam, but the

products of the explosion of gasoline and air. The same
pattern, discerned in the former heat engines, is evident

here; combustion is used to obtain a gas under pressure,

work is accomplished by using the gas pressure to push
a piston and the spent gas is exhausted. The boiler is dis-

pensed with, the combustion gases being employed directly

to do the work rather than to heat water. This provides a

relatively high thermal efficiency but the engine shares

one weakness of the steam engine; the reciprocating piston.

Because of the friction and vibration encountered, this can
be an important drawback in high speed aviation engines,

where the pistons must start, stop and reverse several

thousand times a minute.

The gasoline engine, however, has outstanding fea-

tures which tailored it to the needs of mass transportation.

GASOLINE

It works at the relatively low gas pressure of 100 pounds

per square inch. Consequently, much less weight is re-

quired for its structure. It uses no boiler or water supply

and is efficient over a wide speed range. These advan-

tages, plus its low fabrication cost, placed it in the mil-

lions of horseless carriages which were waiting for a

compact power plant that didn't eat oats. The automobile

brought the exhilaration of speed down to a personal basis.

It made the expression "go like sixty" the epitome of fast

travel and conditioned a generation for the breath-taking

velocities which were to come.

THIS SERIES WILL BE CONTINUED IN THE NEXT
ISSUE OF RYAN REPORTER
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Ease of inspection and maintenance is sKown by the complete exposure
of G-E jet engines on Boeing B-47 bomber by simply stripping off cowls.

lilc^SK mar be
to podliiiess

tpack design

PODDED POWER

With RB-66 twin-jet bomber (shown) and A3D-1 attack bomber, Douglas has gained valuable pod experience for DC-8 jetliner use.
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THE odds are on pods. There's no
doubt about it, now. Three of

America's four leading builders of air-

liners have uncovered designs for jet-

liners with their engines encased in

slim-waisted pods hung in the air-

stream at rakish angles. Boeing's 707,

Douglas' DC-8 and Convair's Skylark

600 all sport four jet engines smoothly
wrapped in pods slung below swept

wings to attest that pod mounting pro-

vides the best combination of advan-

tages for commercial jet aircraft as well

as multi-engined bombers.

Boeing and Douglas are offering a

family of jet-powered airliners in their

707 and DC-8 series, tailored for med-
ium and long range flight requirements

and fitted with either Pratt and Whit-

ney Aircraft J-57 or J -7 5 turbojets.

The secret of such flexibility in engine

choice is a definite advantage of pod
mounting which separates the power
plant from the aircraft itself so that

engines may be switched without ex-

tensive alterations to wing or fuselage

structure.

It is ironic to note that because of

pod mounting, a configuration which

the British have vigorously opposed,

England's Rolls-Royce Conway jet en-

gine can be designated as an alterna-

tive power plant for the DC-8 and a

number of DC-8-Conway combinations

have been ordered.

Ryan has been selected by the Doug-
las Aircraft Company to design and

build the jet power packages (pods)

for the new DC-8 jet transport in an

initial contract valued at approximately

$20 million. Ryan will also assist in

the design and build the supporting

pylon structures which carry the jet-

packs beneath the DC-8's swept wings.

In its modern, new jet engine test cell,

Ryan will evaluate the power plant na-

celle components and obtain valuable

engine operation test data.

Douglas' decision to employ podded
power plants in the design of the new
DC-8 was undoubtedly influenced by

(Continued on Next Page)

Without ladders, mechanics can inspect the inboard podded engines of

a Boeing B-47 bomber. Lower outboard engines are even more accessible.

Ryan engineers Wm. Davenport, Pete Thompson and Wes Vyvyan check DC-8
pod plans with Douglas' Carl Weise (3rd from left) in front of mock-up.
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Douglas DC-8 jetliner will have podded engines, witK pods and
pylons built by Ryan. Eleven airlines have ordered 114 DC-8s.

Leading example of a submerged engine jetliner is the British-

built DeHavilland Comet — first jet plane in airline operation.

Newest American jetliner revealed is Convair's Skylark 600,
a podded engine, medium-range transport with 609 mph speed.

the successful experience gained in the

design and flight of the RB-66 twin-jet

reconnaissance bomber for the Air

Force and A3D-1 twin-jet attack
bomber for the Navy.

Pod mounting of engines is not new.

Most early piston-type multi-engined

aircraft used pods, wrapping the power
plant in as small a nacelle as possible

and mounting it in front of the wing.

But, pod mounted engines slung below

the wings is relatively new, dating back

to the advent of Boeing's sensational

B-47 medium bomber which first flew

in December, 1947. To Boeing must

go the credit for gambling on the suc-

cess of this radical departure from or-

thodox design. It is fitting that the

B-47 pioneered in this respect for this

unusual airplane also ushered in the

sonic-speed bombing era, stepping up

previous bomber speeds by fifty per-

cent, and sported a list of unorthodox

features such as flexible wings, tandem

landing gear, parachute deceleration

and built-in RATO facility.

The scene was set for a new engine

configuration when the slim, axial-flow

jet engine was developed. Boeing de-

signers of the B-47 received confiden-

tial information that General Electric

Company's new TG-180 axial-flow

turbojet would be avaflable with a

diameter of only 38 inches—ten inches

less than the centrifugal-type 1-40 en-

gine then used in the Lockheed P-80.

Until then, America's jet aircraft

were single-engined planes with buried

power plants. In the Bell P-59 Air-

comet (the first American jet plane),

the Lockheed P-80 (the Air Force's

first jet) and the Ryan FR-1 Fireball

(the Navy's first jet), the engines were

buried in the fuselage. Ryan's Fire-

ball was powered by a turbojet in the

tail section of the fuselage and a piston

engine in the nose to provide the

world's first jet-plus-propeller combi-

nation—a forerunner of the turboprop

power plant.

With the need for a multi-engined

jet bomber, it became apparent to Boe-

ing designers that a host of new prob-

lems arose if the engines were to be

placed within the fuselage. Providing

sufficient air to the engines with avail-

able intake duct design knowledge was

a formidable undertaking. Drag pro-

duced by the internal ducting required

resulted in unsatisfactory pressure re-

covery.

Along with these considerations,
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Boeing engineers were aware of the

tremendous advantages of the thin,

swept wing. Sweep offered enormous

benefits in delaying the effects of cri-

tical Mach number—allowing a 20
percent increase in cruising speed.

Aerodynamic studies and wind tunnel

tests showed that the B-47 should have

a 12-percent thickness wing with 35-

degree sweepback at the leading edge.

Too thin to be cluttered up with power
plants, the new wing design called for

a new concept in engine mounting and

Boeing produced it.

By placing the engines in stream-

lined pods suspended below the wings,

Boeing achieved several objectives with

one ingenious stroke. The B-47 wings

could be designed to be as thin, swept-

back and efficient as aerodynamic per-

formance demanded without compro-
mises for power plant installations. In

fact, engines were placed far enough

below the wings so that for the first

time in multi-engined aircraft, engine

or propeller turbulence did not inter-

fere with the airflow over a sizable por-

tion of the wing. This permitted fuller

utilization of the wing surfaces for the

tasks assigned to them.

Pod mounting provided exceptional

benefits for engine performance. Air

entry ducts and exhaust tail-pipe

lengths could be kept to the bare mini-

mums, reducing thrust losses. In ad-

dition, "stickiness" from boundary lay-

ers or turbulence from near-by wing

and fuselage surfaces were avoided.

This meant full ram compression en-

gine air, resulting in higher available

engine thrust, less fuel consumption

and longer range.

Finally, a host of extra benefits have

been gleaned from pod mounting

which add up to a strong case for this

configuration. Ease of maintenance is

stepped up because engines are readily

available to ground crews without te-

dious unbuckling. Reduced cabin noise

and increased safety are realized be-

cause engines are isolated from wings

and fuselage by more air space. Weight

and costs of structures are cut due to

the simpler wing and nacelle design

which suspended pods permit.

From an appearance standpoint,

pods look ungainly compared with the

smooth unobstructed contours of an

airplane with buried engines. As a

matter of fact, there are advantages ac-

cruing to wing-buried engines and some

disadvantages from mounting them in

suspended pods. To the British de-

signers of the world's first jetliner

—

the DeHavilland Comet—the advan-

tages of buried power plants seemed

paramount. So, they thickened the

wing of the Comet to house the plant's

four jet engines.

There is no doubt that this compro-

mise adversely affected the Comet's

cruise and take-off performance. Two
Comet crashes on take-off are attrib-

uted to the critical performance of the

wing, coupled with the low power of

early Comet engines, on take-off. The
decision to bury the power plants fur-

ther handicapped the plane's designers

with many other weight, structural and

cost disadvantages. Whether the
buried engines were worth the price is

a question which is met with a differ-

ent answer on each side of the At-

lantic.

Certainly, each aircraft design must

be examined carefully, weighing the

advantages and drawbacks which pod
(Continued on Page 35)

BOEING 707 JET STRATOLINER

Podded J-57 engine of Boeing 707 Stratoliner

prototype is stripped to show ease of

maintenance. Boeing pod experience
includes B-47 and B-52 design.
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Ryan engineers Ken Coward (left)

and Fred Landgraf will play key
roles in Vertiplane development.

ANEW type aircraft called the

"Vertiplane" which looks like a

conventional airplane yet will be able

to take off straight up, fly horizontally,

and land without any ground run, will

be built for the Army by the Ryan
Aeronautical Company, T. Claude

Ryan, president, announced this

month. The contract will be adminis-

tered for the Army by the Office of

Naval Research.

That Ryan was developing a new
VTOL-type plane has been known in

the industry since early last year when
it was disclosed that the company had

applied to the U. S. Patent Office for

registration of the Vertiplane trade-

mark.

The new plane will be in distinct

contrast to Ryan's other vertical take-

off aircraft, the all-jet delta wing

fighter type research plane, the Verti-

jet, being developed for the U. S. Air

Force. Ryan's Vertiplane type is best

adapted to medium speed liaison, light

passenger and cargo transportation,

while the X-13 Vertijet is more adapt-

able to high performance combat mis-

sions.

The new craft will achieve vertical

take-off and landing by employing the

deflected slipstream principle, using

large propellers and double, retractable

wing flaps which extend far below and

to the rear of the wing trailing edge.

The Ryan Vertiplane will be cap-

able of the same flight maneuvers now
(Continued on Next Page)

Artist's conception of Ryan Verfieiane

types which will combine helicopter

agility with conventional aircraft speed
and range for airpsrt-less operation.
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Fdll-scale components are used to test deflected slipstream principles for application to Ryan VTOL "Vertiplane" design contract.

associated with helicopters, yet possess

performance exceeding rotary winged

aircraft in speed, range, altitude and

endurance. Conventional in appear-

ance and fuselage attitude, the plane

will be a true VTOL aircraft designed

to take off and land with no ground

run. It will hover, make full transition

from vertical to horizontal flight and

fly forward, backward and sideways.

The new deflected slipstream aircraft

will embody a conventional configura-

Though the helicopter has high lift, Ryan chart indicates it has poor speed-
altitude performance. The jet VTOL possesses high performance, but low
lift utilization. The "Vertiplane" combines good lift and performance facility.

0.4

MACH NUMBER

tion with the exception that the wing

incorporates large flaps located in such

a way that the propeller slipstream can

be deflected 90 degrees downward
during take-off, hovering and landing.

For transition into horizontal flight,

the flaps will retract as the plane picks

up forward speed and the slipstream

then will flow horizontally.

In landing, the pilot will make an

approach under power with some flap

deflection. Then he will extend the

flaps and add power until the touch-

down is made at zero forward speed.

The drag resulting from the use of

partial flaps helps to accomplish a

smooth landing transition at almost a

constant level altitude for the aircraft.

With this new contract, the Army
is capitalizing on the research work
accomplished by Ryan, the Air Branch

of the Office of Naval Research and

the National Advisory Committee for

Aeronautics in advancing the state-of-

the-art of deflected slipstream knowl-

edge to the point where a research air-

plane can be built. Prior to the award

of the present contract, Ryan com-

pleted the first tests and studies of de-

flected slipstream principles made with
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full-scale equipment for the Office of

Naval Research.

For this work, Ryan has drawn upon

long experience dating back to the

Ryan YO-51 "Dragonfly" of 1940.

This short-field, steep-climbing air-

craft used leading edge "slats" as well

as full-span flaps to obtain the high

lifting forces required. The Dragonfly

pioneered several basic features which

are now in common use, such as the

full span flap, the spoiler as a lateral

control device, and full span slats inter-

connected with the flaps.

Little was done beyond the use of

light liaison planes to further develop

this type of aircraft during World War
II because of the heavy emphasis

placed upon high speed combat air-

craft and, later, jet-powered planes.

Now, because of numerous advantages

including greater performance flexi-

bility, and because the development of

turboprop engines with high thrust-to-

weight ratios make true VTOL-type
aircraft feasible, there is again a trend

toward high-lift aircraft to fill an im-

portant need not now satisfied.

The Ryan Vertiplane is scheduled to

be powered by a single gas turbine

which will drive two propellers.

In basic design, both the jet engine

and the propeller achieve thrust by ac-

celerating volumes of gas rearward.

The efficiency of the jet engine is

highest at high flight speeds but low

at low flight speeds. For the low and

moderate flight speeds, in which the

Vertiplane will operate, the propeller

is a more efficient producer of thrust

than the jet engine.

Of all VTOL-type aircraft, the hell-

copter possesses the greatest vertical

lifting ability for its power but is very

limited in speed and altitude perform-

ance because it is essentially a hover-

ing device converted to flight. Jet

VTOL aircraft have virtually unlimited

potential in high speed and altitude

but low lifting capacity because the

high velocity jet stream is a relatively

less efficient means for obtaining lift

(thrust) at low speeds.

The deflected slipstream VTOL air-

craft falls between these extremes. De-

pending upon its propellers for thrust

in vertical flight and its wing for lift

in horizontal flight, it takes the ad-

vantages of the helicopter (flexibility

and lift) and combines them with a

good measure of the jet VTOL's high

performance capabilities in speed and

altitude.

By employing a short ground run for

take-off and landing, the carrying capa-

city of the Ryan Vertiplane can be in-

creased to handle large overloads. In

effect, this device converts the aircraft

to a short take-off and landing airplane

of greater load carrying capacity. By
contrast, the helicopter cannot be over

(Continued on Page 2'J)

Ryan experience in high-lifl aircraft dates back to YO-51 Dragonfly which pioneered full-span flaps and interconnected slats.



The Seven
Year Hitch
One fabulous era fades

into historr as another
»

dynamic chapter opens
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Although production has ceased, KC-97 tanker-transports will continue global duty for years. They're shown at French Morocco base.

WHEN the last of a long line of

Boeing KC-97 Stratofreighter aft

fuselage sections rolled out of the Ryan
final assembly building recently, a large

number of factory workers clustered

around it, wistfully reluctant to see it

leave.

This was indeed a sentimental jour-

ney—the final trip to the railroad

siding where it was to be hoisted

aboard a fiat car for delivery to the

Boeing plant in Renton, Wash., a trip

taken by almost 900 sets of fuselage

units over a period of more than seven

years.

"It's like an old friends going away

forever," remarked an employee who
had "lived" with the project since its

inception in the late 1940's.

The assembly area seemed strangely

silent, and the giant jigs in which the

sections had been shaped was like a

"ghost town"—a "ghost town" with

splendid memories of bustling, uninter-

Almost 900 giant KC-97 fuselage sections were produced on this assembly line at Ryan Aeronautical Company over seven-year period.
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rupted activity that wrote an un-

matched production record.

Soon the jigs and the other tools

would be moved out, and as one fabu-

lous era faded into history, another

dynamic new chapter was being written

in bold strokes. The space tenanted by
the KC-97 assemblies and sub assem-

blies was already being allotted by the

planners to the Stratofreighter's jet-

engined successor, the KC-135 and its

commercial counterpart, the "707."

Many more years of an exciting project

lay ahead.

As their efforts were re-directed at

this new challenge—the production of

the largest components ever subcon-

tracted on a quantity basis in the air-

craft industry—the men and women re-

sponsible for helping put the KC-97 in

the sky could not help take a final

backward glance.

At first there were just two fixtures

—sent here by Boeing to get the Strato-

freighter work under way. Ryan was
chosen as the sole supplier of the aft

fuselage structures, a tribute to the

company's distinguished record of air-

frame production. In a sense, the KC-
97, though a subcontracted project,

was another in the procession of air-

plane jobs that had emerged from
Ryan, dating from the romantic days

of the Brougham and Lindbergh's

"Spirit of St. Louis" to the SC and ST
sports trainers, the PT military primary

trainers, the Navy "Fireball" (world's

first combination jet and propeller-

driven plane) and the Navion business

executive plane.

From those two fixtures, Ryan en-

larged the tooling base, until 19 large

production fixtures were in place for

the assembly of aft fuselage sections.

In other areas, fixtures were set up to

produce complex in-flight refueling

pods, cargo doors, external fuel tanks,

floor beams and exhaust systems.

The first KC-97 aft fuselage was de-

livered to Boeing in February, 1949.

From then to April, 1956—the longest

production "lifetime" of a project in

Ryan's history—there was an unbroken
flow of on-time deliveries of these huge

structures and the other units. The
fuselage sections, whose impressive size

is overshadowed only by the mighty

KC-135 components, actually consisted

of five major assemblies. There were

the large "45" section just aft of the

wing, a smaller "46" section, and a

Months before KC-97 program was phased out at Ryan, first of huge fuselage sec-
tions of jet successor, Boeing KC-135, were in production. Mating of these two
aft fuselage components, which total 60 feet in length, was delicate operation.

tail-cone "47" section; a set of close-

fitting clam-shell doors and the refuel-

ing pod interchangeable with the cargo

doors. All of these parts were assem-

bled together into a pressurized struc-

ture with the utmost of precision by

more than 100,000 rivets.

Confronted with space limitations at

a time (in 1953) when it became nec-

(Continued on Page 34)

"Blisters" on KC-97 fuselage sections, shown here being loaded on flat cars for
shipment to Boeing's Seattle plant, are refueling pods. This major unit, inter-

changeable with cargo doors, houses operator who controls mid-air refueling.
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ENGINEERED DIVERI^ITY

Electronics guidance system for a missile is fitted to jet plane test bed by Ryan engineers who design and evaluate components.

Rjan engineers specialize in versatility

/AMERICAN industry has done well with the

slogan, "It Pays to Advertise." Ryan Aeronautical

Company has found a complementary slogan to be

equally advantageous: "It Pays to Diversify."

Actively engaged in all phases of the three fields

of aviation manufacturing— airframe, propulsion

and electronics — Ryan is one of the most diversified

companies in the aircraft industry. Major projects in

jet VTOL aircraft, automatic global navigation, su-

personic missile guidance, turbojet, rocket and ram-

jet engines, drone targets and afterburners put Ryan
squarely in the center of some of the most advanced

and significant aspects of U.S. air power.

The company's versatility is bred from long years

of experience. In 33 years, Ryan has designed and

At Pt. Mugu Missile Test Center, Ryan engineer confers

with Navy pilot and project officer prior to air launch

of Ryan-designed jet Firebee drone, under wing of JD-1.



produced 25 different types of aircraft, missiles and

drones and has pioneered in jet powerplants, after-

burning and continuous-wave radar.

Spearheading Ryan's program of diversification

is the engineering division which, on the other hand,

reaps many benefits from the many-faceted research,

development and production activities which Ryan
pursues. Diversification provides greater opportuni-

ties for growth for engineers. Better engineers, forti-

fied with broader knowledge, enhance the company's

success in diversifying.

"Because of diversification, Ryan has every engi-

neering function that a company three times its size

can have," says Curtis L. Bates, assistant chief engi-

neer. "This division has more than tripled in size in

three years and now tops 800. Every engineering

field is represented and Ryan is doing work in such

progressive areas as advanced electronics, vertical

take-off and landing aircraft design, flutter investiga-

tion, hydraulic design and systems analysis. Diversi-

fication makes it both necessary and possible for

Ryan to have experts in every phase of aviation

engineering."

Individual engineers find that Ryan's wide-spread

interests affect them directly. College graduates

choose their own field at Ryan. More experienced

engineers who want to broaden their backgrounds

are encouraged to transfer from section to section, if

they desire. Or, if they prefer to focus their training

(Continued OH Next Page)

Key facility for microwave researcli is electronics
"penthouse," atop Ryan plant. Location provides clear
sky sweep for the use of Ryan-built tracking devices.

In Ryan's new jet engine test cell, first equipped to
test turbojets and afterburners for VTOL operation,
engineers have prime tool for jet VTOL research work.
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Ryan engineers of many types work together in close-
knit harmony in this 44-acre plant which is only min-
utes from homes, parks, beaches and mountains.

For In-flight evaluation of Ryan projects, such as this

new system of automatic global navigation, Ryan en-
gineers fly long range bombers and fast jet planes.



With long experience in high temperature metallurgy,

Ryan builds powerful rocket engines, such as the
flaming power plant of this Corporal guided missile.
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in one field, that also is possible.

"Every well-balanced engineering department

needs two kinds of men," Mr. Bates explains, "the

specialist and the general background man. Special-

ists are technical experts responsible for the narrower,

more advanced phases of engineering work. Men
with wider experience coordinate the work of the

specialists and might be called the business man-
agers of the division. Ryan is set up to recognize

both on a comparable basis. In many plants, the

only way to advance is through management. We
are convinced that the technical expert should be

allowed to make his contribution in the technical

field.

"Looking a long way into the future, Ryan wants

a broad base of engineering experience, but it wants

experts, too."

Even "experts," however, hke to spice their

work with variety. Take an electronics engineer as

an example. Currently under development or in

various stages of production at Ryan are approxi-

mately a dozen different electronic projects—all of

an advanced nature, highly classified and offering

first class opportunities for an extremely satisfying

career. Several of these projects, moreover, because

of their unique nature, give an engineer the chance

to "follow through."

"Follow through" is the somewhat controversial

policy of allowing an engineer to see his "baby"

through all stages to the final report. Frank Willard

and Robert Sollars, for instance, worked from design

to flight test on the helicopter hovering indicator de-

veloped by Ryan. "Follow through," however, is

not always practicable. Usually an engineer gets to

a point where someone else less experienced—or

more experienced in another line—should take over

from him. Ryan sees advantages in "follow through"

in some cases, but feels there is another aspect of this

policy which is more desirable; that is, following

through with an idea rather than a project. Suppose

a man in preliminary design works on, say, half a

dozen projects dealing with the VTOL concept.

While he doesn't carry a project through, he is re-

sponsible for carrying an idea through. In the long

run, that's more significant and more valuable to the

engineer.

"Actually, it's easy for an engineer to keep

track of the progress of his 'pet' project at Ryan,"

says Ralph Haver, special projects engineer. "No
one is bound to a desk or drawing board as some-

times happens in a larger, less integrated plant. We
all take looks in other sections to see how things

are going or to check on what's new in the research

labs."

"What's new in the research labs" is the other

side of the diversification coin. As important as

(Continued on Page 27)

Chief test pilot Pete Girard, active in Ryan's jet

VTOL test program at Edwards Air Force Base, is one
of five pilots available for engineering test work.



ENGINEERED DIVERSITY

(Conlinued from Page 26)

trained manpower to successful versa-

tility is the need for adequate research

facilities. To give promising new ideas

the right climate in which to "bloom"
into new products, Ryan maintains well

equipped laboratories covering all areas

of its manufacturing activities.

Perhaps the most dramatic of these

facilities is the new $375,000 jet en-

gine test cell, capable of handling jet

engines in both the horizontal and ver-

tical attitudes. This is the only test

cell with this capability in the country

and offers Ryan engineers incompar-

able opportunities to correlate knowl-

edge with experience in the rapidly ex-

panding jet powerplant field.

Probing avionic potentialities is

Ryan's electronics laboratory, recently

installed in its own new building and

furnished from penthouse to photo-

graphic unit with the most modern
equipment. Although it surveys a fine

sweep of San Diego bay, the "pent-

house" isn't the glamorous hideaway its

name suggests. It is a microwave re-

search lab, strategically located to use

the regular arrival and departure of

planes at nearby Lindbergh Field in its

radar test operations.

High temperature metallurgy is an-

other Ryan specialty made possible by

its research facilities. More than 40

high temperature alloys are now being

handled by Ryan—as many as by any

other company in the country, regard-

less of size. Unique fabrication tech-

niques for titanium and titanium alloys,

advanced structural methods, high

temperature honeycomb and close to

three dozen original chemical formula-

tions which improve production pro-

cedures have come out of the materials

and processes laboratory. In another

part of the plant, the welding lab is

pioneering in welding methods which

have made Ryan famous as an expert

in this field. In many cases, jet engine

contracts are directly traceable to

Ryan's proficiency in welding and the

reputation of Ryan engineers for be-

ing able to lick stubborn welding prob-

lems.

Other specialized test facilities such

as the instrument lab, chemical and

metallurgy lab, automatic pilot lab, hy-

(Continued on Next Page)

On the last day of shooting seem • j.o 1 ht Sl'inl nj Si. Louis," a famed airplane

builder and a noted actor reminisced over their first meeting more than 20 years

ago. T. Claude Ryan and Jimmy Stewart chatted at the Los Angeles International

Airport, against a background of a "Spirit of St. Louis" replica (the rudder showing

at left) and a Douglas C-124 transport, equipped with Ryan exhaust systems,

Jimm^ "Liiidbergli" Stewart and

Claude Rraii Renew Acquaintance

An acquaintanceship that began more than 20 years ago was renewed
recently when T. Claude Ryan, company president, visited Jimmy Stewart

on the last scheduled day of shooting scenes for the Warner Brothers' film,

"The Spirit of St. Louis."

Stewart, who portrays the Lone Eagle, Charles A. Lindbergh, in this

epic, first met Ryan in 1935 when he flew to San Diego to look over the

famed Ryan S-T sports trainer monoplanes being built here. During World
War II, Stewart and Leland Hayward (producer of "The Spirit of St.

Louis") were co-owners of the Thunderbird schools in the Phoenix, Ari-

zona, area. These schools, like the Ryan School of Aeronautics, trained

cadets for the Air Force.

On invitation from Stewart and others in "The Spirit of St. Louis"
company, Ryan flew to the Los Angeles International Airport to see a

replica of the plane which was built for Lindbergh by Ryan Airlines in 60
hectic days in 1927. There he chatted at length with Stewart, who in part-

nership with Joe DeBona, former Air Force pilot, had the replica built for

use in the picture. It was a faithful reproduction of the Ryan product. Two
other replicas were built by famed movie pilot Paul Mantz for the movie.

The final day's shooting consisted of an epilogue to the picture, in

which Stewart, as the General Lindbergh of today, watches the "Spirit"

dismantled and stowed into the cavernous fuselage of a Douglas C-124
transport to be flown to the Smithsonian Institution. Although the incident

is fictitious, it was chosen as a fitting symbol dramatizing the progress of
aviation from the days of Lindbergh's dramatic flight.

Appropriate to the occasion was the fact that not only was the replica

of the Ryan Airlines" plane the center of attention, but a modern Ryan
product—the C-124's exhaust system—was visibly in evidence as Stewart

and Ryan chatted near the two planes.

"The Spirit of St. Louis" will be given its world premiere late this

year, according to present plans.
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Lt. Col. Harold R. Kolp, U.S.M.C.. pilot, at left, and Nary Lt. Comdr. Harold G.

Hanson, co-pilot, are shown in San Diego on their return here recently with "Rose-

mary," the Nary R}D plane which made several historic flights in the South Pole

area, as denoted by pennants painted beneath cockpit.

Antarctic Xavr Piano Back With

Ryan Antoniatic I\avigatur Units

The penguin-decorated "Rosemary,'" now one of the Navy's best
known planes, was in San Diego recently to enable its crew to confer with
Ryan engineers.

"Rosemary" made several historic flights with the recent Byrd Ant-
arctic Expedition, including two flights directly over the South Pole.
Aboard the plane was Ryan's revolutionary new automatic navigational
equipment, which depends on no ground facilities or aerological data to

guide a plane unerringly to its destination, regardless of distance.
Lt. Col. Harold R. Kolp, U. S. Marine Corps, the pilot, and Navy

Lt. Comdr. Harold G. Hanson, communications officer and co-pilot, gave
Ryan engineers first hand accounts of the performance of the automatic
navigation device in the Navy R5D four-engined transport and photo-
mapping plane.

Ryan recently was awarded a $5 million contract by the Navy for
production of the automatic navigator.

"Thalving out" in San Diego's temperate clime aftei two flights dttectly oiei the

South Pole, penquin-decorated Navy transport rests at Coait Guaid An Station

while its crew confers with Ryan engineers over performance of Ryan automatic

navigator equipment.

ENGINEERED

DIVERSITY

(Continued from Page 27

)

draulic lab and environmental test lab

will soon be concentrated in a new en-

gineering development center for great-

er coordination and emphasis on the

important research side of Ryan's di-

versification.

"In addition to variety of experience

and the backing of research, there is

still another advantage diversification

gives Ryan engineers," Curt Bates con-

cludes. "Professional men in any line

like to keep abreast of all new develop-

ments in their field. Through the com-
bination of Ryan's prime contracts and
subcontracts, we have contact with

every major aviation project under

Uncle Sam's hat. Ryan builds parts for

every jet manufacturer in the U. S. and
is directly involved in VTOL and
STOL aircraft, high temperature struc-

tures, advanced electronic equipment,

very large structural elements, rocket

motors and ramjets. For that reason,

you could say an engineer at Ryan has

his finger on the pulse of the industry,

his eye on the future and both feet on

the ground!"

YTOL ENGINE TEST
(Continued from Page 7

)

cell, as many as seven load cells were

installed during a test. Four measured

vertical forces, two lateral forces and

one thrust force.

Diversion of the searing jet blast in

the vertical position is a major problem.

This has been overcome by installation

of a 90-degree steel "elbow," 8 feet in

diameter, leading from the engine tail-

pipe to the ejector tube conducting the

gases into a thick-walled, monolithic

silencer chamber adjoining the main

test cell. Internal louvers in the "elbow"

help direct the jet stream into the

silencer chamber, which muffles the

piercing sound blasts.

Eliminating flight hazards in experi-

mental planes to an irreducible mini-

mum is the function of the test cell.

Ryan's unusual facilities are providing

the guide marks pointing to positive

goals beyond known aviation frontiers

in the realm of vertical flight.
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RYAN TO BUILD YTOL

"YERTIPLANE" FOR ARMY
(Continued from Page 21)

loaded to any great extent.

When completed, the Ryan Verti-

plane will be used to extend knowledge

of deflected slipstream flight character-

istics for use in designing production

aircraft. Of the various VTOL de-

signs proposed, Ryan engineers believe

that this principle, based on design

fundamentals the same as presently in

common use, offers the best possibili-

ties for aircraft in the medium speed

class.

A wide potential exists for deflected

slipstream aircraft both in military and

commercial applications. Vertiplanes

will be able to operate from small, un-

improved landing areas and maneuver

in any direction over all types of ter-

rain. The Navy need for anti-sub-

marine warfare aircraft falls within the

capabilities of deflected slipstream

planes.

In the commercial field, this new
VTOL principle could be used for

feeder line transports needed to con-

vey passengers to the larger, and more
separated, airports demanded by the

coming jet airliner era. Executive and

business type aircraft would also be

beneficiaries of this simpler-to-build

and simpler-to-use VTOL aircraft be-

cause of the great utility which this

practical vertical take-off and landing

aircraft will pioneer and make avail-

able to this and other growing seg-

ments of the constantly broadening

aircraft industry.

NIKES FIRED AT

RYAN FIREBEE
(Continued from Page 3)

tudes of modern air combat, the Fire-

bee is the most realistic "stand-in"

target for an enemy bomber. Capable

of being launched from the air, ground

or ship deck, the Firebee is equipped

with a two-stage parachute recovery

system which operates at high flight

speeds, to enable the drone to be used

over and over again. The parachute

system automatically opens if com-
mand of the drone missile is lost, it

runs out of fuel or for any reason fails

to function normally. Recovery may
be commanded by the flight controller

(Continued on Next Page)

Editor's Note.' Recently uncovered by Harold Keen, now c) Ryan public rela-

tions staff member, is this article he wrote 16 years ago when a San Diego

newspaperman. It described the Ryan "Dragonfly," a leading STOL airplane

of its day, and a forerunner of the Ryan VTOL "Vertiplane."

STOL - 16 YEARS AGO

by Harold Keen

SAN DIEGO, Sept. 18, 1940—Those who witnessed the performance of Ryan

Aeronautical Company's spectacular new ship, the YO-51 "Dragonfly," in

its first test hops at Lindbergh Field, San Diego, gasped with amazement.

What they saw when the craft leaped into the air after a run of only

50 feet, pointed its nose at a 60-degree angle, rose almost vertically and

remained virtually motionless over the airport, was the hurdling of a steep

milestone in Army aviation.

For now the Air Corps has a heavier-than-air plane with the perform-

ance characteristics, for observation purposes, of the blimp, and the speed

which a 420 h.p. Pratt-Whitney Wasp Junior engine can provide.

Until the YO-51 was unveiled, a quite generally accepted hypothesis

was that only the helicopter, among heavier-than-air craft, could furnish

one of the desired traits in a liaison machine—that of hovering.

But Ryan engineers upset that tradition.

It must be undersood, of course, that the "Dragonfly" is never intended

for use over enemy lines. It has not been equipped with defensive armament.

Addition of a single gun would hamper effectiveness of the YO-51 for its

primary mission—that of coordinating troop movements and serving as a

courier behind its own lines.

"It's practically a flying motorcycle," commented Maj. K. B. Wolfe of

Wright Field, chief of the test board which gave the "Dragonfly" its first

official once-over.

"Because of its ability to take off and land in extremely small areas,

the YO-51 will be able to land alongside infantry columns, pick up messages

or officers to be transported to other sectors."

Responsible in great measure for the radical climb, descent, and hover-

ing capability of the "Dragonfly" is a unique wing design. The 50-foot wing

has a tremendously broad area, and Fowler-type flaps that are so propor-

tionately immense they give the YO-51, in essence, a "retractable wing."

Extremely light wing loading has been achieved.

As startling as the short takeoff run required is the infinitesimal roll

after the conventional landing gear touches ground. The YO-51 comes to as

close a stock-still landing as any craft outside a blimp or gyro-plane. And

there is no precedent for the sharp angle of descent.

Larger and heavier than the famed Ryan sports and military trainers,

the "Dragonfly" weighs slightly over 3030 pounds, stands about 12 feet

high and is approximately 35 feet long. As is usual with new types, the Army

is guarding performance data, but suffice it to say this plane has probably

the widest range between minimum and maximum velocities of any craft

now flying. With a moderate headwind, it will travel zero miles per hour!
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Xew High Altitude Firebee Contract

A new, high altitude version of the Ryan Firebee jet drone missile will be
built and flight tested by Ryan Aeronautical Company, T. Claude Ryan, company
president, announced recently. The new Air Force contract calls for the Firebee
to be capable of operation at altitudes in excess of 50,000 feet and at high
subsonic speeds.

Designated the XQ-2B, the new Firebee will be a modified version of the
now operational Ryan Q-2A, incorporating a different jet engine, an improved
control system and a high-altitude wing with increased area.

Flight testing of the first two XQ-2Bs is scheduled to begin at HoUoman
Air Development Center, Alamogordo, New Mexico, this summer.

For target training at the extremely high altitudes of modern jet warfare,
the Air Force does not at present have a drone capable of realistically simulating
enemy jet fighters and bombers. Ryan Q-2As now in production are designed as
medium altitude (up to 40,000 feet) target drones. These are being placed in
operational use at several Air Force installations for use in weapons system
evaluation and crew training.

The improved control system for the XQ-2Bs will incorporate automatic
climb and dive features and glide control. Wing area of the XQ-2B will be in-
creased approximately one third, with a revised leading edge and increased
span. A Fairchild FT-lOl-D-1 turbojet engine of 1,000 pound thrust will power
the new target drone. This is a conunercial version of the Fairchild J-44-R-20
now being used in Navy KDA-1 Firebees.

High speed wind tunnel tests of a 1/6-scale model, and flight tests at Hollo-
man Air Development Center, will romid out the eight month XQ-2B program.

All three military services have received Firebees, designed and equipped
to fit their individual requirements in three basic configurations: Air Force
Q-2A, Navy KDA-1 and Army XM21. The remotely controlled Firebee is the
first realistic target plane which can "stand in" for the enemy to sharpen the
skills of the pilots, gunners, missile crews and radarmcn who man America's
defense system. Capable of maneuvering at the extremely high speeds and alti-

tudes of most jet combat aircraft, the Firebee is also the most eff"ective means for
evaluating new weapons systems.

HIKES FIRED AT RYAN FIREBEE
(Continued from Page 29)

at any time.

The Firebee was developed by Ryan
under the joint sponsorship of the Air

Force, Army and Navy and especially

designed versions have been delivered

to all three military services. In ad-

dition to their usefulness as an effec-

tive means for evaluating guided

missile performance, Firebees are ex-

ceptionally well qualified to train jet

fighter pilots and radar detection

crews. In these missions, they provide

split-second, elusive target action,

matching enemy combat performance,

in contrast to slower propeller-driven

and towed-type targets.

The Firebee's high performance is

due to its clean, swept-wing design and

powerful 1000-pound thrust turbojet

engine. With the capacity for carry-

ing additional fuel, a warhead and

specialized equipment, the Ryan Fire-

bee could be employed as a tactical

missile or photo and television re-

connaissance drone.

Another Ryan product figured in

the spectacular display of Army mis-

siles at the White Sands' demonstra-

tion. A huge Corporal ground-to-

ground artillery type missile was fired,

powered by a Ryan-built rocket engine

which propelled it into the sky at 1500

miles per hour toward a ground target

90 miles away.

The Army's major artillery support

weapon, the potent Corporal is cap-

able of packing an atomic warhead at

several times the speed of sound and
outranging the Army's biggest guns.

Corporal missile battalions have been

activated in the tactical Army both

abroad and at home. Unlike the Nike,

the Corporal is designed for use against

ground targets.

For several years, Ryan has been

building the Corporal rocket engines

for Firestone Tire and Rubber Com-
pany, builders of the Corporal which
was originally developed by the Cali-

fornia Institute of Technology Jet

Propulsion Laboratory.

Ryan built the rocket engines for

some of the first Corporals under an
original contract with Douglas Air-

craft Company. The work was later

continued on an accelerated basis when
Firestone was awarded orders for

volume output. New techniques in

forming and welding were developed

by Ryan to cope with the great in-

ternal pressures created as the engine

consumes tremendous quantities of

fuel and oxidizer.

The Army has disclosed that 18 key

American target cities are being

guarded by 44 Nike antiaircraft mis-

sile outfits manned by 22,000 troops.

This involves several thousand Nikes,

poised on a 24-hour basis, ready to be

fired within minutes after a flash warn-

ing from an air defense radar network.

Each Nike battalion has four batteries

of missiles and approximately 500
men.

THE KLYSTRON TUBE
(Continued from Page 5j

and pilotless aircraft. Ryan Aero-

nautical Company is the nation's lead-

ing developer of c-w (continuous

wave) radar for aerial navigation and

missile guidance, and Varian Asso-

ciates makes the klystron tubes (which

Sigurd Varian helped invent ) that play

a vital role in Ryan radar.

The klystron is not only a tube with

a remarkable name; it does remark-

able things. Its origin stems from a

chain of events that began in 1929.

In that year Sigurd Varian gave up his

flying school and joined Pan American
Airways as a flight captain on routes

between Brownsville and the Panama
Canal.

As a pilot, he became intimately

aware of the need for improved navi-

gational devices, and especially for

something like what we now call radar.

The radar phenomenon was not un-

known at that time, but the high-fre-

quency tubes required to make radar

practical did not exist, and no one

knew how to build them.

Meanwhile, Sigurd's brother, Rus-

sell, had become a research associate

in physics at Stanford. Sigurd joined

Russell there after leaving Pan Am in

1936. With a young assistant profes-

sor named Hansen, they began experi-

menting with microwaves.

In February 1939, a historic "letter

(Continued on Next Page)
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THE KLYSTRON TUBE
(Continued from Page )0)

to the editor" appeared in the Journal

of Apphed Physics. It revealed the

discovery of the klystron, using a

rhumbatron announced by Hansen the

previous October. It was signed by the

Varian brothers. The definitive techni-

cal paper appeared in the same publi-

cation the following May.

Klystron development was accele-

rated by World War II, and as often

happens, klystrons were produced

more or less independently in a num-

ber of countries. They were used in

many thousands of radars. The Var-

ian brothers spent the war years at

Sperry, but in 1948 they decided to

form their own venture, to follow the

klystron wherever it would lead. The

company was called Varian Associates

and it has had an amazing success.

There were six people, including

Sigurd and Russell, on the Varian staff

in 1948. Their total capitalization

was $22,000. They worked in a 1200-

square-foot building. Today, only

eight years later, there are more than

1000 Varian "associates," occupying

over 1 60,000 square feet of floor space

at Palo Alto (the tie to Stanford has

remained strong), nearby San Carlos

and Georgetown, Ontario (Varian As-

sociates of Canada, Ltd.) Over 60

different kinds of klystrons, as well as

other microwave tubes and new scien-

tific instruments, are in production.

Capitalization stands at approximately

$2'/^ million, and sales are running

over $10 million a year. One of Var-

ian's most important customers is the

company founded by that other young

flying-school operator, Claude Ryan.

To grasp the importance of the

klystron tube, one must first look

inside an ordinary tube of the house-

hold or television variety. The English

call them valves, with considerable

justice, because the operation of simple

tubes bears certain strong resemblances

to some sort of hydraulic system.

The simplest tube is the diode,

whose two electrodes are the cathode

and the plate. The cathode acts some-
thing like a boiler which uses electrons

instead of water. If you turn on the

heater (it is the cathode's heating ele-

ment that makes the tube "light up")

the electrons start boiling off the

cathode to form what is called an

electron cloud. Just as rain clouds

seem to be attracted by newly-washed
cars, electron clouds (negative) are

attracted by anything with an opposite

electrical charge (positive). The plate,

a hollow cylinder surrounding the

cathode, is connected to the positive

terminal of some steady (d-c) elec-

trical source, and the cathode is con-

nected to the negative terminal.

If this were the whole of the mat-
ter, the electrons would flow from the

cathode to the plate just as fast as they

were being boiled off, and radio would
still be just so much Morse code. But

when Lee de Forest, exactly 50 years

ago, put a fine wire screen, or grid,

between the cathode and the plate, the

triode and the fun began. By making
relatively small changes in the grid

voltage, it became possible to produce

relatively large changes in the volume
of the electron stream from cathode to

plate, and the first radio amplifier was
born.

Improvements and refinements of

this type of tube have continued up
through the present, but about 20
years ago certain fundamental prob-

(Conttnned on Next Page)

Mit.dliirgic.il microscope, i.diied at $2i00, is examined at San Diego State College
in presentation by Ryan officials. Left to right, Wilson G. Hubbell, chief of the
Ryan engineering laboratory; Dr. Dudley H. Robinson, chairman of the college
physical sciences division; Prank W. Fink, Ryan vice president and chief engineer.

Ryan Donates Metallurgical Microscope To College

A scientific tool tliat has performed valuable service in the Ryan
engineering laboratory for many years has been given a new assignment

—

to help train young engineering students at San Diego State College.
The device is a Bausch & Lomb metallurgical microscope, which has

been used at Ryan to make countless analyses of micro-structures of
metals. Numerous technical articles on Ryan research achievements, pub-
lished in national joiu-nals, were accompanied by photographs taken on
this microscope.

Capable of magnifying 2,000 times, the microscope recently was
presented to the physical sciences division of San Diego State College,
for use in its new engineering building. Carrying a replacement value of
$2,500, the microscope is the first one of its kind at the college, and will
be employed specifically in the materials testing laboratory under Pro-
fessor Martin P. Capp, lecturer in engineering.

The microscope has been replaced at Ryan by one with the versatility
required for modern industrial performance. It is a Bausch & Lomb
Balphot, with a viewing screen that obviates the necessity of looking
through the eyepiece at all times. It has dark field illumination which
assists in determination of constituents, a binocular eyepiece providing
greater ease in operator manipulation, and a revolving stage that speeds
positioning of the specimen for photographic work.
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THE KLYSTRON TUBE
(Continued from Page il)

lems began to become significant. Tliey

did so because the existing radio spec-

trum was becoming crowded, and that

meant (just as it has today in the TV
channel scramble) going to higher and

higher frequencies. But at higher fre-

quencies, the grid voltage in every

amplifier tube has to change just that

much faster to produce correspond-

ingly rapid changes in the flow of elec-

trons. The trouble is, it takes time for

the electrons to get from the cathode

to the plate. Not much time, to be

Simplicity of Kyaii-designed mjgnelic amplifier (left) is cuiitrasted with vacuum
tube model which also requires power supply—not shown.

]\EW iMACNETIC AMPLIFIER
Ryan engineers have designed a

new magnetic amplifier which is 20
times as reliable and one-third the
size and weight of the vacuum tube
amplifier which it replaces. These
amplifiers are used as part of a

Packaged Ryan magnetic amplifier is

one-third size and weight of tube type
plus power supply.

system to automatically control the
flight of aircraft and missiles.

When flight instruments or sens-
ing devices detect an error in course
or attitude, a weak error signal is

emitted. This must be amplified by
the amplifier to actuate servomech-
anisins which operate control sur-
faces to correct flight. The vacuum
tube device does this with five vac-
uum lubes and a power supply
which also has two tubes, condensers
and transformer.

The Ryan amplifier uses no tubes
or power supply. It employs toroids
which are magnetic coils wound
around nickel-iron cores. It weighs

about one-and-a-half pounds com-
pared with the more than three
poimds for the vacuum tube as-

sembly. It will accept any type of
signal while the tube type will re-

ceive AC current only.

Another important advantage of
the Ryan design is that it operates
cooler because practically no heat
is dissipated. This is a welcome
feature for designers who are faced
with disposal of deteiiorating heat
from restricted space in missiles and
high speed aircraft. In both types,
the error signal serves as a means
of regulating the current fed to the
servomechanisms. The magnetic
type will accept line power while the
vacuum tube type requires the use
of a power supply to modify the
current.

The new amplifier is being used
in a number of Ryaii projects which
incorporate automatic flight sys-

tems. In these applications, the
compact size and weight and cool
operation are valuable benefits be-
cause of the limited space within
modem aircraft for extra com-
ponents.

High reliability is a paramount
advantage in missile design because
all flight requirements must be
"commanded" without immediate
hiimcin intelligence. The new am-
plifier was designed by electronics

engineers in the automatic stabiliza-

tion section of the engineering de-

sign group.

sure, and at low frequencies it didn't

matter.

Consider, for example, a stream of

traffic crossing an intersection with a

traffic light. As long as the light

changes occur at intervals which are

long (say, a minute) compared to the

time it takes one automobile to move
through the intersection (say, a sec-

ond) things function fairly smoothly.

But if a prankster gets into the clock-

work, and speeds up the red-green

cycle until the light is changing every

half second, the result is chaos.

The same sort of thing takes over
in conventional amplifiers at frequen-

cies above a few hundred megacycles
(the standard broadcast band covers

approximately Vi to \Vi megacycles,

or 500,000 to 1,500,000 alternations

of electrical polarity, from positive to

negative and back, each second). So
something newer than the triode, oper-

ating on a basically different principle,

was needed to amplify signals at the

higher frequencies.

As often happens at each temporary

barrier to technical progress, many
solutions were proposed, and several

turned out to be successful. Of these,

the klystron has been called both the

simplest and the most versatile.

The terminology which grew up
around the klystron, most of it used

first by Sigurd Varian and his brother

Russell, is unusually colorful. The
name of the tube itself is derived from
the Greek verb klyzo, and means "the

place where waves are breaking on the

beach," presumably by analogy with

the bunched electrons.

The basic difference between the

operating principles of conventional

tubes and klystrons is that the first

control the number of electrons in a

stream, and the second control their

speed. After the electrons are boiled

off the cathode of a klystron, they head
for the positively charged plate, as be-

fore. On the way, however, they pass

two metal chambers called resonators.

The first resonator is called the

buncher, and the second the catcher;

between them the electron beam flows

through the drift tunnel. In the early

days, resonators were designated by

another Greek derivative with slightly

erotic overtones: rhumbatron, or the

place where rhythmic oscillations oc-

cur.

(Continued on Ne.xt Page)
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In the buncher, a high-frequency

(i. e., short wavelength, or micro-

wave) alternating electric field is estab-

lished by the signal to be amplified.

This signal cannot be just any micro-

wave frequency; the physical dimen-

sions of the buncher determine the

specific frequencies at which the field

can be established.

As the stream of electrons passes

the buncher, some of the electrons are

slowed down, some are speeded up
and some are unaffected, depending
on the direction of the alternating field

at that instant. In the drift tunnel,

those that are speeded up tend to catch

up with earlier ones that were unaf-

fected, and with still earlier ones that

were slowed down. As a result, the

steady stream approaching the buncher
leaves it, after an appropriate drift

space, denser ("bunched") in some
spots, thinner in others.

When the bunch of electrons passes

the catcher, it starts an alternating field

in that resonator, and succeeding

bunches serve to keep the field going,

just as successive and properly timed

pushes will keep a child's swing in

motion. The electrons keep on past

the catcher and strike the plate, or col-

lector, but what happens at the col-

lector is only incidental to klystron

operation. It is the field produced in

the catcher that is important, because
from it can be extracted considerably

more high-frequency energy than was
present in the signal applied to the

buncher. And thus the klystron is seen
to be an amplifier of microwave
energy.

Any device which amplifies can also

be used to generate alternating signals

(i. e., as an oscillator), so the klystron

is also a major source of microwave
energy. Klystrons are used wherever
microwave energy, at all power levels,

is required. There are klystrons in ra-

dar sets (both transmitters and re-

ceivers), in UHF television transmit-

ters, in cancer treatment machines,
food and drug sterilizers, grain and
fruit deinfesting devices, microwave
television relay stations and in the

particle accelerators used in nuclear re-

search. In short, today the klystron is

one of our most useful vacuum tubes.

Working together, the research and
development teams of Varian Associ-

ates and Ryan Aeronautical Company
have come up with new and better

^
i^
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Major components have been built at Ryan for the General Electric ]-79 engine
which powers the production model of the Lockheed P-104 Starfighter, world's
fastest combat plane. Note unusual slim, razor-sharp wings, thinner even than on
rocket research planes. The wings' down-droop is an aerodynaiyiic design technique
enhancing precision control of the high tail. The T-shaped tail' s horizontal stabilizer

has no elevator and moves as a whole unit. The J-79 turbojet engine produces higher
thrust per pound of engine weight than any jet of its power class.

Rjan Builds Jet Assemblies

For World's Fastest Fighter

Ryan has been building major structural assemblies for the General
Electric J-79 engine, it was disclosed as the Air Force unveiled the world's
fastest combat plane, the Lockheed F-104 Starfighter, which uses the

J-79 in its production models.
Experimental quantities of the engine components have been built

here, and General Electric recently awarded Ryan a contract for production
tooling and facilities. This will expand the production ecfuipment which
has been in use on this program in the jet factory building, and will make
available facilities for output of comparatively large quantities as required.

The J-79 engine is believed to develop a 15,000-pound thrust, with
afterburner, according to the aviation trade press. No thrust figures have
been officially revealed, but Lockheed officials have described the J-79 as
the most powerful jet engine, in terms of thrust per pound, yet developed.

Press reports have speculated that the F-104 is capable of a speed of
more than 1400 miles an hour in level flight. During the press demonstra-
tion at Palmdale, Calif., reporters estimated the Starfighter flew at more
than 1200 miles an hour. The test pilot, Herman R. (Fish) Salmon, said
he did not try to reach maximum speed.

General Twining, Air Force Chief of Staff, described the F-104 as the
"fastest and highest flying jet anywhere in the sky." Unofficial published
estimates set the effective ceiling at 75,000 feet.

General Weyland, Tactical Air Commander, said the F.104 is in

quantity production and scheduled for service in TAG squadrons in the
near future.

klystrons for some of America's most

unique radar systems. The first Varian

klystron used by Ryan was purchased

in 1949. It was good, but it had been

built for other uses, so the R&D
teams from Ryan and Varian went to

work on improving its design. They
have been working together ever since,

creating a whole new family of spe-

cialized tubes.

Today, as missile guidance systems,

airborne automatic navigators, and

helicopter instrumentation devices

emerge from the Ryan laboratories and

production lines, two boys' dreams
have grown into a major contribution

to their country's strength. And the

Varian klystron has added new laurels

to its honored brow.—Alfred L. Catcher
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Rran to Build Al'torbiirnc^rs

For Poivert'iil New" Jet Engines

Ryan will build an unspecified number of afterburners for a new extremely
liigrh thrust engine developed by the Allison Division of General Motors Corp.,
it was announced recently.

The contract, awarded Ryan after competition with several other companies,
recognized Ryan's long experience in the field of afterburners, and the com-
pany's reputation as a quantity producer of complete, ready-to-install units of
this type.

Ryan is noted throughout the aircraft industry as one of the pioneer de-

velopers of afterburners.
The work for Allison will be performed in Ryan's prototype shop, and will

extend at least into 1957, according to present indications.

Allison is one of the world's leading producers of engines. Early this year,
Allison celebrated completion of its 100,000th aircraft engine, ranging from the
first 650-horsepower piston engines for the iVavy 25 years ago to tlie present
turbojets and turboprops rated at more than 15,000 horsepower.

Details of the extremely high-powered jet engine, latest in the Allison line,

cannot be revealed.

THE SEVEN YEAR HITCH
(Continued from Page 23)

essary to almost double production,

Ryan methods engineers revamped the

production flow pattern to gain greatest

utilization of personnel, fixtures and

machines. With an increase of only 13

percent in floor space, output was

raised 90 percent. The increased effici-

ency also led to lower unit costs passed

on to Boeing, the Air Force and ulti-

mately the taxpayer.

Output was accelerated and main-

tained at a high level and deliveries to

Boeing were on time through 86

months despite hundreds of design

changes and incorporation of such

major new assemblies as the refueling

pod, after the assembly lines were es-

tablished.

The pod, in which the "flying boom"
operator is located to control the mid-

air refueling operation, is an excellent

example of the extreme accuracy re-

quired. Interchangeable with the cargo

doors, the pods had to fit exactly into

the Stratofreighter's rear loading bay.

All frames had to be located at pre-

scribed stations within .050". To effect

interchangeability, pods and cargo

doors had to be precisely coordinated

with fuselages along 1 2-foot hinge lines

within .005".

Similar precision requirements were

met in other fuselage units. The "46"

and "47" sections had to be assembled

and bolted together to .010" accuracy.

This was necessary to insure that the

Stratofreighter's 38-foot tail would be

truly vertical.

While the KC-97s extended the

non-stop range of bombers and fight-

ers, the range and refueling capacity of

the aerial tankers themselves were aug-

mented by Ryan-built, uniquely de-

signed external fuel tanks. More than

1,100 of these torpedo-like containers,

the largest tanks of their kind ever

built, were produced for the KC-97
tankers.

Utilizing pace-setting techniques in

spotwelding, Ryan engineers achieved

high strength with low weight by using

the fewest possible components. The
skin-stressed tanks, built of 61S alumi-

num alloy, had no longitudinal mem-
bers or stringers, and only two com-
pact bulkheads that transmitted loads

from the skin to the wing attachment

struts. No rivets marred the smooth
exteriors of the tanks, which were

fabricated by means of weight-less

welding methods on the nation's largest

spotwelding machines, designed to

Ryan specifications. New forming ma-
chines also were designed by Ryan
tool engineers to shape the large sec-

tions.

Thousands of aluminum floor

beams, capable of carrying tremendous

weights, were manufactured at Ryan
for the KC-97. Each Stratofreighter

transport and Stratocruiser airliner

contains 49 Ryan-built floor beams,

four of which were used in the fuselage

sections built at Ryan and the re-

mainder in the forward fuselage units

made at Boeing.

These are "I" beams built from

aluminum alloy webs and caps pressed

out by 1500-ton hydropresses and heat

treated in special quick-quench electric

furnaces which cool the aluminum
from 980 deg. F. to room temperature

in 7 seconds. Spotwelding was a major
feature of this fabrication, with more
than 1,000 spotwelds used in each set

of 49 floor beams.

Despite their light weight, they must
be able to carry 68,000 pounds of car-

go, weapons or fuel.

Ryan's contribution to the KC-97
also extended into the Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft Wasp Major engines, for

which thousands of exhaust systems,

a Ryan specialty through the years,

have been built. The first C-97 Strato-

freighters were equipped with the same
engines as the World War II B-29
Superforts, for which Ryan also pro-

duced high temperature exhaust com-
ponents. Later, 3800-h.p. P & W Wasp
Majors, providing a 59 percent power
boost, were installed. Because the col-

lector ring sections are incorporated in

the header section stampings, the Ryan
exhaust systems for these engines con-

tain the fewest number, yet largest,

stainless steel stampings used in these

applications.

In addition to the exhaust systems,

Ryan also built the large tail-pipes and
turbosupercharger take-off valve as-

semblies to divert exhaust energy to

power supercharger turbines. For the

commercial Stratocruiser transports,

Ryan in 1949 built the first turbosuper-

charger exhaust systems used in com-
mercial services. They have operated

successfully since then with General

Electric turbosuperchargers.

Originally, the KC-97 was designed

as a transport, the freight-carrying

teammate of the B-29 of World War II

fame. Later its mission was widely ex-

panded, to help provide bombers and
fighters with the "long reach" needed

in global defense. The KC-97 literally

leaped into the Jet Age with a ready-

made capability of operating with such

swept wing jet bombers as the B-47.

The production saga of the KC-97
has ended at Ryan, and without pause

another, still bigger job has been under-

taken. The story of the KC-135 jet

tanker-transport and the "707" air-

liner version may well extend into the

1960's. At Ryan there is determination

that this will be a repetition of the KC-
97 "success story."
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RYAN TO BUILD

BOEING 707 FUSELAGES
(Continued from Page 8)

With regard to the KC-135's per-

formance characteristics, General Le-

May declared:

"A jet tanker has the same general

performance characteristics as the

bomber, and therefore can accompany
the bomber, eliminating rendezvous

problems. In addition, the perform-

ance of the jet tankers is such that the

refueling altitude is at a height above

most of the weather . . . and adds to

range because the bomber does not

have to descend to piston engine alti-

tudes to receive its load of fuel."

A tooling program unprecedented

in Ryan history has been intensified in

recent weeks to provide more huge

jigs and fixtures needed in the stepped-

up KC-135 schedule and to furnish

the first massive tools required for the

"707." As jigs used in the phased-out

piston engine KC-97 program (see

Page 23, this issue) were moved out

of the final assembly area, the space

was being quickly utilized for the

larger new tools.

When the maximum production pro-

gram is achieved on both the KC-135
and "707," the Ryan final assembly

building will be a virtually solid mass

of upper and lower fuselage lobe jigs,

mating jigs and pickup stations. In

addition, Ryan is building a motorized

turnover fixture for turning the lower

lobe from its inverted (and more con-

venient) assembly position into "fly-

ing" position prior to final pickup and

mating operations.

Besides the two large fuselage sec-

tions, Ryan is building a torque box
which is an important unit in the con-

trols system, and dorsal fins for the

two planes.

PODDED POWER
(Continued from Page 17)

or buried engines may present for that

specific airplane. Generally, these fac-

tors will fall within these categories:

aerodynamic, weight, complexity,
maintenance, safety, comfort and cost.

AERODYNAMIC
Suspended pods free the wings from

interrupted air flows and permit the

use of thinner wings with lower drag

potential. Pods permit the designer to

Admiral Impressed With Ryan YTOL Progress

Rear Adm. Clifford S. Cooper, at right, deputy and assistant chief of

the Navy Bureau of Aeronautics, was impressed with Ryan's VTOL develop-

ment following recent demonstration in plant by Pete Girard, left, Ryan
chief test pilot. Others in photo are Capt. Frank Slason, San Diego repre-

sentative, Bureau of Aeronautics; Frank Fink, vice president and chief en-

gineer; and J. N. Macinnes, head of operations research, engineering mili-

tary relations.

locate the engines ahead of the wing

leading edges, for center of gravity

needs, and to space them out, span-

wise, on the wings to dampen wing

flutter tendencies.

Burying the power plants in the

wings requires thickening the wing and

increasing its chord near the fuselage

where such changes do not usually pro-

duce increases in available lift. These

alterations usually mean lower aspect

ratio and increases in tail area, with

attendant rise in weight and drag.

Thicker wings do provide more

space for fuel and an aircraft with

truly submerged engines may have a

lower flat-plate drag than one with ex-

ternal pods and pylons. Engines lo-

cated close to the fuselage will give a

higher rate of roll with lateral control

devices and require smaller vertical tail

surfaces to maintain control during

conditions of asymmetric thrust (en-

gine inoperative ) . However, pod pro-

ponents report that asymmetric thrust

problems are minor and far less serious

than those encountered with propeller-

driven aircraft, due to the lack of slip-

stream over the wing surfaces.

WEIGHT AND COMPLEXITY

It is self-evident that pod mounting

reduces weight and complexity of wing

structure. There is no need for rout-

ing load-carrying wing members
around bulky engines nor providing ac-

cess doors, intake ducts and long

shrouded tail-pipes. Since the power
plant is an extremely hot package to

place within a wing, it also must be en-

closed in a fire-proof compartment,

which adds more weight to the instaUa-

tion.

Because swept wings are inherently

deficient in control and stability char-

acteristics near the stafling point, pod-

ded power plants and pylons can be

used to correct these conditions with

more efl'ect than fences and slats and

save their weight. On the other hand,

a submerged installation will usually

have a lower wing loading and lower

stalling speed, which helps to compen-

sate for climb performance in deter-

mining comparative take-off weights.

Not generally realized is the fact that

mounting engines on the wings relieves

the wing-fuselage fittings of their loads

and their weight is virtually carried free

of charge in the structural sense. Nega-

tive wing bending moments will be in-

creased but seldom to an extent requir-

(Continued on Next Page)
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Research, Development Command Officers Here

Personal representatives of the commander of the Air Research and
Development command at Baltimore were recent visitors at Ryan, seeking
company views on the direction experimental projects should take, and
also to inspect Ryan's own secret advanced work. Shown with Col. Paul H.
Kemmer, USAF (ret.), executive advisor to the vice president-engineering
and military relations, the Air Force officers are Col. J. W. Carpenter,
center, inspector general; and Lt. Col. J. W. Colopy, right, of the weapons
systems management section. They are shown in the engineering test cell area.

ing added structure over that needed

for meeting positive bending moments.
MAINTENANCE

Maintenance and repair time for a

commercial jetliner are important eco-

nomic factors because in a sense all

ground time consumed by an airplane

is a waste of time since its function is

to fly. There is also a direct relation-

ship between good maintenance and

safety. A large number of flight safe-

ty incidents involve power plant mal-

functions. It is necessary not only to

maintain and repair the engines, on the

aircraft, but also to be able to conduct

frequent inspections of them in the in-

terests of preventative maintenance. To
the extent that accessibility is difiicult,

the amount of maintenance will be re-

duced.

Boeing has demonstrated that it re-

quires only 10 minutes to remove a

podded engine from the 707 and an-

other 10 minutes to install a new one.

This is in marked contrast to the three

to six hours needed for an engine

change in a large piston-engined or

submerged jet engine aircraft.

The outboard engines on the 707 or

DC-8 may be readily serviced by

mechanics using a five-step ladder. In-

board engines are mounted a little

above eye level and most accessories

can be reached without using any lad-

der. Three-point suspension systems

hold each 707 engine. AU plumbing has

quick - disconnect fittings, hydrauhc

lines have self-sealing disconnects and
electric wiring leads to disconnect

panels. These vital aircraft "nerves,"

which require constant attention, as

well as all engine components are com-
pletely accessible by simply removing

engine cowls.

SAFETY
In the realm of safety—the most im-

portant design consideration — pods

present major benefits. Jet engines are
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hot assemblies of metal, deliberately

heated to the highest temperatures that

alloys will withstand. Submerging en-

gines means placing these hot bodies in

a common structure with vulnerable

fuel cells and vital control and struc-

tural components. Podding isolates

engines from each other and wings and
fuselage with maximum air space. In

addition, pylons can be sealed so that

an engine fire cannot progress from a

single power plant.

The possibilities of major damage
caused by bursting turbine wheels or

flying turbine buckets is about one half

as great with podded engines as with

submerged types, because the included

angle of potential damage is roughly

90 degrees instead of 180 degrees.

Podding allows the designer to sep-

arate aU facilities serving each engine

to a greater extent so there is less

chance for multiple engine failure from

a single cause. The use of multiple

engines for increasing safety is valid

only if the failure of a single power
plant will not disable the aircraft.

Experience has shown that no seri-

ous situation results if a pod is knocked

off the aircraft. It is quite possible to

minimize the likelihood of losing pods

in wheels-up, belly landings by design

arrangements.

COMFORT
Everyone agrees that passenger com-

fort is enhanced by the elimination of

vibration when gas turbine type en-

gines are used. When noise is con-

sidered, it appears that the podded en-

gine permits the same facility for

sound-proofing that buried engines

provide. In addition, podded power

plants are quieter, from the passenger's

viewpoint, because they are farther

away by being both ahead of, and ex-

tended out on, the wing.

COSTS
Maintenance and repair costs for

podded jetliners should be well below

those for their buried engine counter-

parts because of the reduced time

schedules made possible by higher ac-

cessibility. This will also be reflected

in more operating profits for airline

managements because of a higher ulti-

lization of aircraft.

For the manufacturer, the pod

method of mounting saves many costs

both through the ehmination of innu-

merable complex structures and the

simplificaiion of design of many com-

mon to both types of engine mounting.
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TOO

MITCH

OR NOT ENOUCH?
Most Americans believe that Bus-

iness makes too much money.

At the same time, most Ameri-
cans believe that Business does not
make enough money to make it

worth while for them to invest their

saving's in business enterprises.

Impossible as it sounds, both of
these statements about people's be-

liefs are true.

The first statement is proved by
a nationwide Opinion Research Corp-
oration study which asked whether
the amount collected for the owners
of business (stockholders) was "too
much" in comparison to the amount
collected for the employees.

50% said it was too much.
41% said it was not too much.
9% said they had no opinion.

The second statement is proved
by a study of the Bureau of Economic
Research of Marquette University
which asked a cross section of 9,000

Americans: "How much return on
each dollar of sales do you believe a
company should make before you
would consider investing^ a part of
your saving's in the company stock?"

47.0% specified less than 8^.

51% specified more than 8^ (and
nearly half of these said over IS^).

4.7% had no opinion.

This direct contradiction could

happen only in a nation where the
majority of citizens are economically
uninformed.

What do you suppose these an-
swers would have been had these peo-

ple known the truth before they an-
swered the question?

The truth is: even the most suc-

cessful of American corporations av-

erage less than 8 cents of each sales

dollar in net earnings. (In the aircraft

industry it's less than 3 cents).

This truth would have made a
hug'e difference among' the 50% who
believe that American business firms
make "too much."

It would also have caused a big:

change in the 9,000 answers to how
much should be made "before you
would invest." It would have demon-
strated the smallness of the margin
required to produce the net income
needed to pay attractive dividends as
well as build up the company with
ploughed-back earnings.

Considering the economic ignor-
ance of the majority of the public con-
cerning the American system of pri-

vate competitive enterprise, it is a
wonder that socialism is only a creep-
ing menace instead of a galloping con-
queror.

One thing is certain: it is up to
the minority who know the truth to

spread it to the majority who do not.
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another reason why. W^TWER

"ENEMY" JET AT ONE O'CLOCK!
The ultimate target for a weapons system is the

enemy. Lacking that ultimate target for training,

the jet-powered Firebee has been developed by
Ryan in cooperation with the U.S. Air Force, U.S.

Navy, and U.S. Army. It is the first realistic target

which can "stand-in" for the enemy to sharpen the

sights of the pilots, gunners, missile crews and
radarmen who man America's defense system. No
other vehicle can be used so effectively to evaluate

new weapons systems.

Remotely controlled, the Firebee is a jet-fast "flying

bull's-eye" that can operate at the extremely high

speeds and high altitudes of modern air combat.
Launched from the air or ground, and recovered by

parachute, it is economical, not only in original

cost, but also throughout its extended operational

life, because it can be used over and over again.

Currently in production and being used operation-

ally, Firebees have been delivered to all three mili-

tary services— Air Force (Q-2A
) , Navy (KDA-1)

and Army (XM21).
The Firebee is dramatic proof of Ryan's skill in

blending aerodynamic, jet propulsion and elec-

tronics knowledge to solve a complex aviation prob-

lem . . . meet a military need. Ryan's jet-powered

VTO now being tested at Edwards Air Force Base

is another example of Ryan's forward-looking

engineering ability.

Engineers looking for a challenging future will find outstanding opportunities at Ryan.
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Pilots Are Only Human!

Rjan ^ns Air Force human

engineering contract to

design VTOL cockpit and

instrument panel

AN AIR FORCE contract to con-

duct a major human engineering

dynamics study of the cockpit arrange-

ment and instrument display require-

ments for vertical take-off and landing

aircraft has been awarded the Ryan
Aeronautical Company.
Ryan will produce a comprehensive

report describing the optimum cockpit

and instrument arrangement and will

build a cockpit mock-up incorporating

these recommendations.

The new contract, covering the most

extensive investigation of its type ever

undertaken, is the result of an Air

Force competition won by Ryan. The
company's capability in performing this

work stems from years of VTOL re-

search associated with the Air Force's

Ryan X-13 Vertijet and with Navy re-

search contracts in this same field.

Human engineering is engineering

for human use. In cockpit design, it

encompasses instrument display, con-

trols arrangements, pilot seating and

all of the complex factors which affect

the efficiency of the man-machine re-

lationship.

In the early decades of aviation, air-

craft controls were comparatively sim-

ple. Speeds attained and maneuvers

possible were not demanding upon the'

human nervous system. In emergencies,

a pilot had more time to orient himself

and it was common to hear the state-

ment, "A good pilot is one who can

fly by the seat of his pants."

The swift progress in performance

achieved during World War II drasti-

cally changed this state of affairs so

that pilots could no longer depend up-

on assistance from their tailors no

matter how well cut their trousers may
be.

Flying at more than twice the speeds

and altitudes of World War II aircraft,

modern planes have grown beyond the

capacity of human pilots to control

On his back, with his feet over his

head, a pilot in vertical flight finds

himself in a strange new environment
without his old frames of reference.

LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORP. PHOTO
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Ryan simulated VTOL cockpit will be controlled by new $100,000 PACE electronic computer, adjusted by Jess Macias and Ernest Garcia.

them without automatic equipment.

Consisting substantially of complex
electronic systems, this equipment
greatly simplifies the task of the pilot.

One American fighter plane is so

nearly automatic that it is facetiously

suggested that the pilot simply goes

along to change tubes. When a target

is sighted, he squeezes a trigger switch

which sets his electronic equipment in

operation. The plane will then close in,

aim and open fire without further

human assistance.

In VTOL aircraft, many new, un-

resolved problems in human engineer-

ing exist. For instance, the pilot is

called upon to fly in a new, strange

attitude, with his back to the ground,

and without his old frames of refer-

ence. In landing, verticafly, he must
literally back his way down without

the customary aids for judging his rate

of descent, attitude or track. Ryan en-

gineers will draw upon advanced physi-

ological and engineering knowledge as

well as the specialized experience of

Ryan pilots, to provide the most effi-

cient cockpit for pilot use in this new
realm of vertical flight.

Typical of the specialized instru-

ments which VTOL flight demands is

the new electronic rate of descent in-

dicator developed by Convair engi-

neers. Using continuous wave Doppler

radar principles, this instrument will

give the pilot exact data down to zero

altitudes. Its need was disclosed in

flights made by Convair's XFY-1
VTOL "Pogo" airplane.

One of the basic questions to be

answered by the Ryan investigators

is, "How much automatic control is

(Continued on Page 39)

Peter Girard, Ryan chief test pilot, checks controls in static cockpit
for VTOL instrument study. Mobile VTOL flight cockpit is being built.



Groomed for early morning flight is G-E's B-45 jet bomber "flying laboratory," used as flying test bed to evaluate new turbojets.

PROGRESS in JETS
General Electric puts its slogan to ivork in aviation

FROM light bulbs to jet engines . . .

from refrigerators to rocket motors

. . . from electric toasters to atomic-

powered submarines run the amazing

ranges of industrial achievement within

one corporate entity. General Electric

Company, which proudly proclaims

that "Progress is our most important

product."

Each division of General Electric

has its own technique in achieving

progress. In aviation, "progress means
not only superior technical advance-

ment, but also the attainment of greater

and greater engine reliability at opti-

mum costs," says J. S. Parker, general

manager of the aircraft gas turbine

division.

Consider, for example, G.E.'s most

famous jet engine to date—the J-47.

Since January, 1948, when the first

production J-47 was delivered to the

Air Force, almost 36,000 of these en-

gines have been built. The allowable

time between overhauls in the first

engines was only a few hours. The
engine life increased steadily and rap-

General Electrie's most famous engine, the J-47, of which almost 36,000 have been This giant "switchboard" Is actually a com-
built, was produced on a vertical assembly line, saving floor space and assembly puter which simulates the characteristics

time. These engines power many of America's most important fighters and bombers. of General Electrie's small gas turbines.



One of G-E's newest projects, this T-58 turboshaft engine on test for the Navy, packs more than 1,000 h.p. into 325-pound frame.

idly, until recently, the Air Force

authorized operation of this engine up
to 1,700 hours before major overhaul,

enough time for 35 jet flights around

the world.

And in a three-year period, the cost

of the J-47 in quantity production has

been cut in half by G.E.

"We strive for progress in each of

three areas— cost, performance and
reliability," Parker emphasized.

Ryan has enjoyed a close associa-

tion with General Electric, from the

earliest pioneering days in turbojet and

turboprop development. Early in 1941,

the Air Force asked G.E., because of

its background in turbosuperchargers

and high-temperature metals, to study

the plans of Frank Whittle's revolu-

tionary new British turbojet.

In a whirlwind six months, the Jet

Age was born in America, with crea-

tion of the first turbojet engine in this

(Continued on Next Page)

Among J-47 components built by Ryan have been afterburners, one of vtrhich is

inspected by Air Force man. Ryan also has produced combustion chambers, aft

frames, transition liners, tailpipes and exhaust cone assemblies for J-47.

New supersonic wind tunnel at G-E laboratory in

Evendale, Ohio, can test components up to Mach 2.5
speed. Jet engine blade model is seen in window.
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A record was set recently at Edwards AFB when a 500-hour accelerated service test

was performed on this G-E J-73-3 engine in less than 4 months, almost one third

normal time. Data obtained will permit more operational time between overhauls.

country, the General Electric I-A,

which developed 1 300 pounds of thrust

and weighed 790 pounds. (Today's

J-73 engine develops 8,920 pounds of

thrust.) In October, 1942, the na

Airacomet, made its first flight with

two I-A jet engines.

Improvements came rapidly, and it

was an 1-16, also known as the J-31,

which was used in the world's firstinrust.; in uciooer, i):>^z, ine na- wnicn was usea m me worms iirsL

tion's first jet plane, the Bell P-59A combination jet and propeller-driven

plane. Navy's Ryan FR-1 Fireball. The
J-31 was the first jet engine General

Electric produced in quantity.

MeanwhOe, even before the Whittle

engine arrived in America, G.E. had
built the first turboprop engine, a gas

turbine geared to a propeller. And
in the mid-1940's, the G.E. T-31

turboprop became an operational pow-
er plant when it was used in the Ryan
XF2R-1 "Dark Shark" Fireball, a

combination jet and turboprop air-

plane using two General Electric en-

gines. The jet was the 1-16, and the

turboprop was the T-31, known then as

the TG-100, which developed ap-

proximately 1900 horsepower and 600

pounds of thrust.

The axial-flow principle was so suc-

cessfully demonstrated in the TG-100
that General Electric, which had en-

tered the jet field with the centrifugal-

type I series, committed itself hence-

forth to this configuration. In the

meantime, however, the J-33, Air

Force designation for the 1-40, set

many world speed records in the Lock-

heed F-80 Shooting Star, the first

American operational jet, which
proved its worth in Korean combat.

(Continued on Page 38)

Typical production scene in Ryan's jet engine parts building, where thousands of components have been built for General Electric.



Neiiv Fuselage

Order for

$13 Million

Ryan fuselage orders

span piston and
jet era of

Boeing tankers

NEW orders for more than $12 million worth of Boeing

KC-135 jet tanker-transport fuselage sections have

been received by Ryan.

This quantity production contract is a "follow-up" order

to the first KC-135 fuselage orders received by Ryan in

November 1954 and assures continually accelerating pro-

duction into 1958, with prospect of further orders expected

to assure work on this project at least into 1960.

Testimony before the Symington Airpower Subcom-
mittee, recently made public, disclosed that a total pro-

duction of 400 KC-135"s is planned, with a rate of 20
a month to be eventually achieved.

On July 18, Boeing conducted a dual ceremony at the

Renton, Washington plant, paying tribute to two great

Boeing airplanes. With thousands of employees witnessing

the event, the first huge KC-135 jet tanker was rolled out

of the factory. Fitted with Ryan-built mid and aft fuselage

sections, it was nicely on schedule and destined to make
its first flight in early September.

On the same field, the last great Boeing KC-97, the

888th, was displayed as the final model of an airplane

which has been the Air Force's most useful and versatile

(Continued on Page 39)

Roll-out of first KC-135 jet tanker and lost KC-97 Stratofreighter is impressive dual ceremony at Boeing's Renton, Wash., plant.
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VIP'S LC
Past, Pvi
Top Air Force and ^^ai

Ryan-built afterburner nozzle is viewed
by top Air Force R&D officials, led by
Lt. Gen. J. H. Doolittle, right. Other
officers are, from left, Lt. Gen. D. L.

Putt, Brig. Gen. H. F. Gregory, and Col.
J. P. Taylor. Ryanites in group are E. J.

Slonker, W. W. Vyvyan and W. G. Hubbell.

Dr. C. D. Perkins, chief scientist, Air
Force, listens intently at briefing.

Brig. Gen. Gregory and Brig. Gen. James
McCormack, Jr. meet officials at Ryan.

Lt. Gen. Putt, AF Deputy Chief of Staff,

Development, observes demonstration.

Navy officials are RAdm. J. B. Pierson,

Capt. A. B. Metsger, Comdr. L. R. Sherer.

«»
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Brig. Gen. Demler, deputy commander,
ARDC, hears details of Ryan research.

D. S. Williamson, civilian aide to Asst. '

Sec. Navy for Air, and RAdm. Pierson.



OK at RYAN'S
9ent and Future
pevisoiinel revievT significant research

TOP-RANKING Air Force and Navy personnel and civil-

ian scientists made Ryan Aeronautical Company their

temporary "headquarters" recently during important in-

spection visits to view Ryan's advanced projects in the

airframe, power plant and electronics fields.

One group was led by Lt. Gen. J. H. "Jimmy" Doolit-

tle. Chairman of the Air Force Scientific Advisory Board,

who was accompanied by such key figures as Lt. Gen.
Donald L. Putt, Deputy Chief of Staff for Development;

Richard E. Horner, Acting Assistant Secretary of the Air

Force; and Dr. C. D. Perkins, Chief Scientist of the Air

Force.

They learned not only of Ryan's significant research

and development accomplishments during the past year

and its program for the current year, but the company's

forecasts for the next 10 years.

The other group was headed by Garrison Norton,

newly appointed Assistant Secretary of the Navy for Air,

who was accompanied by Rear Adm. J. B. Pierson,

Bureau of Aeronautics representative. Western District,

and other officers. They were briefed on Ryan's revolu-

tionary VTOL research, with special emphasis on possible

applications to naval operations.

Garrison Norton, center, Assistant Navy Secretary (Air), con-
fers with Bruce Smitli, Ryan v. p., left, and Capt. R. O. Fowfer.

Owen Olds, Ryan chief elec-

tronics engineer, explains

chart to visiting experts.

Cdr. F. H. Michaetis con-
fers with John Herald, of

Ryan military relations.

Richard E. Horner, right, AF Acting Asst. Sec, inspects J-65
afterburner with Larry Limbach, Ryan v.p., and T. Claude Ryan.

\7^- ^
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Death to a submarine caught within lethal range is exploding depth charge, planted
by surface ship. Detonation creates tremendous hull-splitting pressure underwater.

Rotary winged

warriors counter

submarine ttireats

with new triple

punch

f^ (Reprinted in condensed form from

NAVAL A VIA TION NEWS)

NAVY helicopters, organized in

hunter-killer teams, are the most
promising new weapons for use in

anti-submarine warfare.

The rotary-winged warriors have

three distinct advantages over destroy-

ers, which carry similar submarine de-

tection gear, for ASW work. The
dipped sonar transducer (carried by
helicopters) lies motionless in the water

and is therefore not subject to the

disturbing effect produced by the rush

of water past the sonar transducer of

a destroyer moving rapidly through the

water. Its detection potential is there-

fore considerably enhanced.

The dipped sonar can be transported

at will and at many times the speed of

HELICOPTERS VS. SUBS
OFFICIAL U. NAVY PHOTOS

the destroyer sonar over large areas.

And, perhaps most important of all,

the helicopter is now invulnerable to

sub-surface attack and need not exer-

cise caution in its approach to a known
contact area.

This is not to say that the helicopter

can replace the destroyer in present

day anti-submarine operations. Actu-

ally, combining the two has proved

highly successful. Capitalizing upon the

three basic superiorities of the heli-

copter and adding to them the staying

Anti-submarine helicopter stands guard
off USS RENDOVA as planes are launched
as example of craft's extra utility.



Helicopters of Anti-Submarine Squadron Four form a shield for the USS PRINCETON during fleet maneuvers off the Pacific Coast.

power of the destroyer, a sizable sting-

er has been developed for anti-sub-

marine forces and the probability of

obtaining a kill on the modern sub-

marine is increased.

Teams of from two to 1 5 helicopters

are used from the decks of carriers and

landing platforms of smaller vessels.

Imagine for a moment the scene aboard

a carrier which is part of an anti-sub-

marine force. Helicopter pilots and so-

nar operators will have their briefing in

the ready room. Awaiting on deck are

several anti-submarine equipped and

configured helicopters. On the hanger

deck, additional whirlibirds are ready.

At the familiar signal of "Pilots,

man your planes," the pilots and sonar

operators move to the flight deck and
{Continued on Page 35)

Navy HU-1 ASW helicopter hovers in to
set down on the fantail of USS TOLEDO
after a spotting mission off Korea. y



MISSILE TEST BED
1

Ryan pilot and the observer who will monitor operation of test bed prepare to take off for high altitude rendezvous with "target."

Nitfru^eii powered p»d puts Rran missile guidaiiee systems

through realistic air-to-air evaluation

TAKE A standard Lockheed T-33
wing-tip fuel tank, modify it, cram it

with electronics, hydraulics and asso-

ciated bits and pieces of avionic com-
plexity, mix in plenty of ingenuity, and
soon you will have an ideal test bed

in which a guidance system for super-

sonic missiles can be evaluated under

simulated tactical conditions.

Sound simple? It isn't.

But this, essentially, is the course

that Ryan engineers of the electronics

test section chose to follow. In the

skies high over Southern California,

fleecy white vapor trails are weaving
their story of the success of this "guid-

ed" tip tank in a one-sided contest

currently taking place between the

Norman Seely plans where to place the telemetering equipment,
guidance package and hydraulic reservoir in base of the tank.

Tank's internal structure had to be removed so that nitrogen
bottles and accumulators could be fitted for assembly inside.

FUGH'[
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guidance system in the T-33 and a

six-jet Boeing B-47 — a "friendly"

target from Edwards Air Force Base,

Calif.

Purpose of the evaluation is to ob-

tain data relative to the performance

of the Ryan guidance system under the

environmental conditions for which it

was designed. This information is tele-

metered from the wing tank to a speci-

ally designed mobile telemetering sta-

tion on the ground where it is observed

and stored for later analysis.

In flight, the guidance system func-

tions as it would in an airborne mis-

sile. As one engineer put it, "it's the

closest way to simulate a true tactical

air-to-air situation without actually

putting the guidance equipment in a

missile."

The space and power requirements

of the guidance system and support

equipment which was to be fitted into

the jet trainer's wing tank represented

a difficult challenge for engineers of the

electronics field test section.

A particularly ingenious feature of

the wing tank installation—its nitrogen-

charged hydraulic system— was con-

ceived as an answer to the shortage of

electrical power to operate the guid-

ance package while airborne.

Studies of power requirements had
shown that the surplus power available

in the airplane at cruise would not be

enough to supply even the moderate
needs of the wing-tank evaluation sys-

tem. A smooth, uninterrupted source

of power was needed to guarantee re-

liable operation of the system during

high speed passes at the target by the

"missile." A standard type hydraulic

system large enough to perform the

Technical details of the guidance system's performance in air-to-air evaluations are
transmitted to mobile telemetering station on the ground where they can be monitored
and stored. Monitoring mission are Fielding Hedges, N. A. Seely and M. A. Neumann.

task would require substantial electrical

power, not available from the aircraft's

equipment without extensive modifica-

tions or performance penalties.

The problem was solved by the de-

sign of a combination pneumatic-hy-

draulic power system—energized with

four bottles of inert nitrogen gas under
a source pressure of 1900 pounds per

square inch. Neatly stored within the

electronics pod, the high pressure ni-

trogen is a self-contained, moisture-free

source of power which meets all the

demands for smooth, silent source at

all altitudes.

Essentially simple, the high pressure

(Continued on Page 41) With still more equipment to be fitted,

internal view of wing tank shows close

area in which all items were packaged.

Nitrogen supply cart, demonstrated here by Robert Peasley, was devised to expedite the refilling of bottles inside the wing tank.

9813 1
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THE EVOLUTION OF SPEED
PART 11 - AIR TRAVEL

by William P. Brotherton

.,V-J«^

THIS IS THE SECOND IN A SERIES OF THREE ARTICLES
WHICH WILL BE MADE AVAILABLE IN REPRINT FORM TO
INTERESTED READERS WHO REQUEST IT FROM THE EDITOR,

IT
was inevitable that transportation would take to the

air. From the time of the Italian genius, Leonardo da
Vinci, who sketched the possibilities of heavier-than-air

flight, man had dreamed of becoming airborne. One of

the most exciting of the old Arabian Nights" tales con-
cerned the Magic Carpet whose pilot whisked passengers

from one 9x12 landing field to another on his pebble-

weave conveyance.

This yearning to soar found little expression except in

the winged figures on the canvases of the old Masters
until the 18th century. In 1783, the Montgolfier brothers

watched, with wondering eyes, the first important balloon

ascent which marked man's adventure into the sky. From
this followed a long list of valiant attempts to master true

winged flight. John J. Montgomery in America (1883)
and Otto Lilienthal in Austria (1891) soared in winged
ships from the earth. Then, in 1903, the Wright Brothers
accomplished the first powered flight which launched air

travel on its meteoric way. Somehow, man had always
conceived of flight as the speediest method of transporta-

tion because it involved the least friction.

Before the Wright Brothers flew their powered glider

they had to select the type of engine they would use. They
chose the gasoline engine because of its light weight. In
earthbound craft this characteristic had not been a critical

factor but in an airplane it was of paramount importance.
They built their own four-cylinder engine and used it to

spin a propeller which thrust the vehicle through space.

The propeller had been successfully used in another fluid— water, for propulsion of steamships — and it served
the same function on the airplane. The Wright's 12-horse-

power engine whirled the propeller, which pushed the

plane, so that it gathered speed until sufficient air flowed
over the wings to create the lift necessary to carry the

12

plane aloft. In this manner the first powered flight was
made for a distance of 120 feet — less than the wing-

spread of a modern bomber. It took the Wright Brothers

12 seconds to fly 120 feet in their first flight; today, a

modern research plane flies 5 miles in the same 12 seconds.

AERODYNAMICS

The tremendous progress which has been realized since

the Wright Brothers, in expanding the speed and carrying

capacity of the airplane, has been channeled into two
fields of endeavor; aerodynamics and power. By every

conceivable means, the airplane has been streamlined for

aerodynamic efficiency. Early triplanes and later biplanes

gave away to the single-wing monoplane design so that

)()()mk\m()(
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less frontal area should be presented to the air in flight.

Familiar strengthening members such as struts, spars and

wires have been nestled inside the wing. The landing gear

has been retracted into the airplane and the cockpit has

been smoothly enclosed in plastic. All of these steps were

taken to allow the plane to travel with less resistance and

greater speed because it was soon discovered that the

shape of the flying structure materially affected its passage

through the air.

An airplane slips through an ocean of air much like a

boat cuts through the water. The fluid, whether water or

air, separates at the forward surfaces of the ship or plane

and passes around it, readily conforming to its contours.

A certain amount of resistance, called "drag," is encoun-

tered even at low speeds because of the friction of the

molecules which are displaced.

If the airplane is irregularly shaped, or has many pro-

tuberances, the swiftly passing air molecules bump into

these obstacles, churning around with a turbulence like

the foamy wake of a speeding motorboat. This undesirable

MODERATE SPEED

SONIC SPEED

motion creates additional drag which impedes the plane's

progress. Keeping this in mind, aerodynamics engineers

have used the wind tunnel to constantly test shapes of air-

planes until the present smooth contours of modern air-

craft were evolved.

But that's only half of the aerodynamic story. As air-

craft speeds were stepped up from the original Wright

Brothers' 30 m. p. h., drag increased because of the

simple fact that the air molecules were meeting the flying

surfaces at greater velocities. This increase in friction,

which occurs even faster than the increase in velocity,

was a simple matter to contend with at relatively low

speeds. Extra power was crammed into the plane and the

design was further streamlined from time to time.

As power plants became more efl:ective, and speeds

increased for that reason, air resistance placed a limitation

upon speed. At certain points along the way of air prog-

ress, aircraft structures could not stand the stress of speed

made possible by the more powerful engines. At other

periods, faster flight was clearly dependent upon the need

for more available power and such innovations as the

engine supercharger were devised to boost power. This

jockeying back and forth between aerodynamics (better

streamlining) and power (larger engines) has continued

throughout aviation's history. Today, the advent of new
and mightier sources of power has brought us face to face

with a new looming obstacle — the "heat barrier."

COMPRESSIBILITY

When propeller-driven planes first began to reach 400
m. p. h. speeds, real difficulty was experienced. A tre-

mendous boost in power was required to push the speed

to 500 m. p. h. and there a ceiling seemed to be reached

because the propeller tips lost their grip on the air and

began to vibrate with ominous warning.

What happened when this vibration occurred is de-

scribed by engineers as "compressibility effect." Essential-

ly, it means that the whole dependable character of the

air suddenly changes with devastating force when a body

penetrates the atmosphere at such a velocity that the air

flows past it at the speed of sound (764 m. p. h. at sea-

level). Instead of behaving like a reliable fluid and flow-

ing around the traveling body, the air is pushed back so

vigorously that it piles up ahead of the surface in a mass

of compressed air. This ramming together of the air mole-

cules, without giving them time to flow out of each other's

way, heats the air and results in a pressure wall being

built up ahead of the airplane. In this phenomenon, air

is unlike water, which is almost uncompressible.

The propeller loses much of its ability to act as an

air screw, or thrust mechanism, when this temperamental

tantrum of the air occurs. The propeller may suffer from

compressibility effects at plane speeds as low as 450

m. p. h. because the forward speed of the airplane added

to the speed of rotation of the blades brings the propeller

tip speed up to the critical 764 m. p. h. speed of sound.

Eliminating the propeller entirely does not solve the

problem but does allow the designer to get more speed out

of his airplane. Jet-propelled planes swooped well past

600 m. p. h. until the air was flowing over certain sections

of the plane's surface at 764 m. p. h. Then the roaring,

hammering blows of the compressed air waves, which

This is tlie shock wave which a missile traveling at three
times the speed of sound at 158,000 feet altitude would
create. NACA used electrically charged nitrogen gas, which
glows in proportion to its density, to get this photograph.

signal loss of control and eventual disintegration if allowed

to continue, were experienced. In these cases, the forward

surfaces of the airplane, particularly the wing leading

edges, compress the air and have to fight the same air

(Continued on Next Page)
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Man-carrying missile—a Douglas Navy rocket plane—is dropped from B-29 belly to zoom to 1500 mph and soar above 80,000 feet.

battle that the propeller staged at low speeds. Great

masses of compressed air leave the wing surfaces and ex-

pand with sudden fury. Like huge chunks of wet snow
shding off a roof, these unpredictable blasts buffet the aft

Nearest thing to man-made meteor is the monster V-2 missile
which leaps over 100 miles into space. Under fierce urging
of its rocket engine, capable of pov/er equal to 500,000 hp.,
the V-2 streaks into the ionosphere at one mile a second.

£4

sections of the airplane, sometimes hammering the tail

away or chewing great holes in the surfaces.

"THE SOUND BARRIER"

In an ingenious attempt to crash "the sound barrier,"

the Air Force planned a series of research flights at high

altitudes, where the speed of sound and the effects of com-
pressibility are substantially reduced. A unique new air-

craft which looked like a winged bomb was used. It had

metal "skin" a half-inch thick and a rocket engine which

weighed only 200 pounds but could deliver 20,000 equiva-

lent horsepower. A non-breathing rocket engine was the

only power plant which could venture so far above the

earth's heavy-atmosphere blanket.

On October 17, 1947, Air Force Captain Charles

Yeager flew this dramatic airplane, the Bell X-I, faster

than the speed of sound — up to 967 miles per hour.

Because his plane consumed fuel at the amazing rate of

a ton a minute, he was taken to an altitude of 35,000 feet

under the belly of a B-29 bomber and dropped into space.

With rocket engine roaring, he zoomed to higher altitudes

and went through the sound barrier for man's first passage.

With the flight data which Yeager gathered, jet planes

were designed to fly faster than the speed of sound, at

lower altitudes. The combination of the swept-back

wing, which postpones the efl'ects of compressibility to

higher velocities, plus the tremendous power of the modem
jet engine and afterburner, has provided the right aero-

dynamic-power configuration to achieve this breakthrough.

Now, other research planes, which have flown to 90,000-

foot altitudes and 1900 m. p. h. speeds, are being used

for the onslaught on the next barrier to high speed flight—
the "heat barrier." This is the barrier posed by the air-

friction heating of fast-flying aircraft to temperatures be-

yond those at which known structural materials can retain

their strength.



MISSILES

A number of rocket-powered missiles have traveled

many times the speed of sound. During World War II,

German scientists developed the fearsome V-2 bomb and

fired more than 1000 of them into England. These pro-

jectiles reached speeds of 3000 m. p. h. at altitudes of 70
miles, above 90 percent of the earth's atmosphere where

very little air exists to hamper flight.

In America, the V-2 and Wac Corporal missiles have

been fitted together and fired as a two-stage rocket. Within

70 seconds after take-ofl:, this combination missile had at-

tained a speed of 3600 miles per hour. At peak velocity,

the Wac Corporal was fired and the V-2 dropped away.

The Wac Corporal zoomed to 5000 m. p. h. and reached

out 250 miles into space. This is the fastest traveling and

farthest ranging man-made vehicle ever launched. At top

speed the Wac Corporal was traveling about one-and-

three-fifths miles per second.

Engineers state that if we can launch a rocket-powered

missile to 7 miles a second, or about 25,000 m. p. h., it

will leave the earth and never return. Or to put it another

way, an air traveler with an escape velocity of 7 miles per

second can leave the earth to either become an earth-

bound satellite or fall into another heavenly body.

If projectile-like missiles have such good aerodynamic

characteristics, why don't we build airplanes with missile

configurations? Actually, we are going toward the missile

in aircraft designs. A glance at the newest high speed air-

craft, such as the Douglas X-3 or Lockheed F-104 planes,

will confirm that they are little more than winged pro-

jectiles. But, they still must have wings because inhabited

aircraft must take ofl: and land at relatively low speeds

and projectiles cannot fly at low speeds — except in verti-

cal flight attitudes.

In vertical take-off flight, both aircraft and missiles are

thrust-borne in space, rather than airborne, and behave in

many similar ways. Rocket engines have long had the

favorable thrust-to-weight ratios which make truly vertical

flight possible, for guided missiles. Only recently, have the

performances of turbojet engines reached the point where

the net thrust available under any take-off condition ex-

ceeded the gross weight of the engine and aircraft, to

make vertical flight a reality for manned-aircraft.

Ryan is developing the world's first jet vertical take-ofl"

and landing (VTOL) aircraft for the Air Force, the X-13
Vertijet which is being tested at Edwards Air Force Base,

California.

Many authorities believe that flight speeds of 1500

m. p. h. wiU be the practical limit for travel within the

heavy layer of the earth's atmosphere, because of the need

for elaborate refrigeration systems to handle the air-gen-

erated heat of friction. At higher velocities, it will be

worthwhile to ascend to high altitudes to "beat the heat."

Outside the earth's atmosphere, flight is a different story.

Without heavy air to impede the journey, speeds of

10,000, 50,000 and 100,000 miles per hour are theoreti-

caUy possible. If you were projected into space at a con-

stant acceleration of only three times the force of gravity

(3 g), you would be travehng 10,000 miles per hour with-

in 5 minutes. This amount of acceleration is comfortable

(Continued on Next Page)

\/

Weird-looking Douglas X-3 research plane is nick-named "the
stiletto," due to shape. Designed to push its needle nose
at 2000 ntph, its wing is smaller than DC-3 horizontal tail.

Like an unleashed elevator, Ccnvair VTOL "Pogo" plane {akes
off straight up. High thrust-weight ratios of gas turbines
permit vertical flight for manned aircraft. Next step: all-

jet VTOL aircraft such as Ryan X-13 for the Air Force.
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and much like a swift elevator ride. Of course, such trips

into space will require an artificial source of oxygen for

passengers as well as the use of rocket engines, which

carry their own oxygen, for power.

POWER

Since the inception of powered flight, aircraft speeds

have been pushed up an average of 15 m. p. h. per year.

In early aircraft, the limiting factor in attaining higher

velocities was the amount of power which could be com-
pressed into a light-weight engine. The Wrights' kite-like

craft would undoubtedly have flown faster if more power
had been available.

Increases in power have been effected by multiplying

the number of cylinders in the gasoline aircraft engine.

From the original four cylinders, the internal combustion

engine has been increased to six, eight, twelve and twenty-

four. When a practical limit to the length of the crankshaft

was reached, the cylinders were radially packed around it

in banks of five, seven, nine, eighteen or twenty-eight cylin-

ders instead of in-line. During this development, every

bit of metal which could be dispensed with was cut out of

the engine in order to bring the weight down. Amazing
engineering feats have been accomplished with this engine

to produce a packaged power plant that would make
Aladdin blink his eyes.

With four of these modern piston engines, a giant air-

plane weighing as much as four freight cars can be hurtled

across the sky at 450 m. p. h. One of the 28-cyUnder

aircraft engines packs almost as much power as two aver-

age passenger train locomotives. Yet it is so compact,

you could place it in the cab, and its weight is less than

the locomotive's wheels alone. This compact engine, which

develops 3500 horsepower and weighs 3400 pounds, could

shoot a one-ton elevator up the shaft of the Empire State

Building faster than the speed of sound. Each of its 28-

cylinders resembles nothing more than a cannon barrel

retaining the thundering blast of 21 explosions of com-
pressed air and gasoline per second. With every violent

detonation, a massive pressure of 15 tons pushes the piston

down and presses against the thin metal walls. One cylin-

der of these titanic monsters generates more power than

most automobile engines. With such power as this, air-

craft speeds were advanced to the point where the pilot

was knocking on the wall of compressibility. But, be-

cause the gasoline engine depends upon the propeller to

translate its energy into thrust, to attain forward motion

of an airplane, it is incapable at this time of exerting the

power necessary to achieve supersonic flight. Just at the

time the propeller is called upon for its maximum effective-

ness, its efficiency begins to fall away due to compressi-

bility effects.

In addition to the sins of the propeller, which fall upon
the engine, there is the problem of heat disposal that is a

power plant offspring. To support the volcanic combustion

in the cylinders, the engine consumes air like a raging

forest fire. This air is rammed into the cylinders where it

is instantly transformed from a cool docile gas to a fiery

1600°F — 1800°F blast which could quickly melt the

aircraft's structure. It is one of the tricks of exhaust sys-

tems engineering to channel this seething flow from the

confines of an enclosed engine to the atmosphere without

drag or damage. In addition much of the waste energy

contained in the exhaust has been captured to perform

vital plane functions such as spinning the turbine of the

turbosupercharger. With increases in power, it has become
more difficult to dispose of this heat of combustion from

modern aviation engines. Actually, the exhaust systems

of aircraft piston engines operate at higher temperatures

than most of the components of jet engines.

Amazing complexity of aircraft piston engine is siiown in

cutaway photograph of Curtiss-Wright 3400 hp giant. Even
exhaust is harnessed to propeller through small turbines.

THIS SERIES WILL BE CONCLUDED IN THE
NEXT ISSUE OF RYAN REPORTER
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Navy Orders Neiv Ryan Device

Electronics device

for helicopters

will aid Navy
missions

ANEW Ryan electronics device

will help Navy hunter-killer heli-

copter-aircraft teams protect America's

shores and ships against possible ma-
rauding enemy submarines.

Ryan has been awarded a new con-

tract by the Navy Bureau of Aero-

nautics to build an advanced helicopter

hovering detector suitable for produc-

tion, T. Claude Ryan, president, an-

nounced recently. The contract repre-

sents the latest step forward in a com-

pany-sponsored helicopter instrumenta-

tion program which began two years

ago.

The new hovering detector, desig-

nated AN/APN-97 (XN-2), will be

miniaturized and lightened through

substitution of transistors for vacuum

tubes. As a result of operational re-

quirements which came to light during

Navy and helicopter manufacturer's

tests of its predecessor—Ryan's AN/
APN-97 (XN-1)—the XN-2 model

will provide additional electrical out-

puts for more fully automatic opera-

tion of helicopters.

The hovering device is an out-

growth of Ryan's AN/APN-67 auto-

matic navigator, which is in production

under a recently awarded $5 million

Navy contract. The navigation system

has already been used in two major

Navy projects—Rear Admiral Byrd's

"Expedition Deepfreeze" to the Antarc-

tic and "Project Magnet," which is

measuring the direction and intensity

of the earth's magnetic field.

Since the Navy formed its first heli-

copter squadron less than 10 years

ago, it has found many important uses

(Continued on Page 38 >

Motionless, hovering helicopter with new-
est electronic and sonar equipment is

crash-diving threat to submarines.
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MEN IN SPACE
Fantasy' becomes real as Air Force scientists

grapple ^vith space flight

WHEN will space flight be achieved?

The answer: it has. It may
come as a shattering surprise to those

peering into the sky for sight of saucer-

borne visitors from other heavenly

bodies to realize that Earth men have

blasted off our planet—zoomed into

space—fallen back to Earth.

At least five men have ventured

nearly 16 miles into space and one has

catapulted to 90,000 feet—more than

Clad in high altitude pressure suit, this pilot typifies the tiny clan of men who
spearhead the space attack. Plane is twin-jet F7U-3 with Ryan-built afterburners.

IS

four miles above the point which avia-

tion physiologists consider the effective

limit of the Earth's atmosphere.

Were these feats of black magic?

Yes, but coldly scientific magic. Done
with rocket-powered, bullet-like re-

search planes. These pilots were vir-

tually flying in space. The problems of

pressure, oxygen, weightlessness and

other physiological factors which they

coped with for a few minutes differed

only in duration from those they would

encounter on a trip to Mars.

Recently, a young airman at Ran-

dolph Field Air Force Base "jour-

neyed" one third of the way to the

Moon. He was sealed in an air-tight

metal chamber. Normally, he would

have suffocated to death in a few

hours. But this human "guinea pig"

survived without ill effects for 24 hours

—one third the time required for a

space ship to reach the Moon—al-

though he was as completely cut off

from the outside world as if he were

actually 80,000 miles out in empty

space.

SPACE CABIN

The secret: he was in a "space

cabin." The only one in existence, this

metal capsule was designed by scien-

tists at SAM—the Air Force's School

of Aviation Medicine. Under the di-

rection of Dr. Hubertus Strughold,

Head of the Department of Space

Medicine, the space cabin simulator is

being used to pave the way for flight

into outer space. It supplies its own
oxygen, pressure, moisture and cli-

mate and removes waste products by

chemical means.

Men have struggled to climb into

the sky since the Wright Brothers

showed the way with powered flight.

Like intrepid mountain cUmbers clmg-

ing to snow-swept slopes, they have

inched higher into the atmosphere.

Now Hearing the brink of outer space,

(Continued on Page 20)



Shown on cover, today's "Spaceman" wears new
Air Force MA-1 Bill Jack full-pressure helmet

for outer space. It will be used with new
long-term pressure suit not yet disclosed.

Unique picture of pioneer Wiley Post in 1934 high altitude

pressure suit designed for attempt on the altitude record.

^

Monkey "stands in" for man in low pressure

chamber test at Wright ADC. Monkeys have
flown to 36 miles, undergoing both 15 g's

and weightlessness in the same flights.

Dr. Hubertus Strughold, space medical scientist,

24-hour "flight" of airman sealed in first "space
directs

cabin."
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Simian "space pilots" are readied for flight at Holloman ADC under direction of Major David Simons (left), Space Biology Chief.

Starry-eyed visionaries are becoming

planet-eyed planners.

Two groups spearliead the advance:

rocketmen and space medicine men.

Only rocket engines can hurtle their

way through space because they are

completely self - contained. Rockets

have soared to heights of 1 8 miles with

passengers—250 miles without.

Space may be the natural habitat of

rockets but every feature of its cold,

black, empty dimensions is hostile to

human life. Men must fortify them-

selves for space travel by learning how
little oxygen, air pressure, moisture,

food and other vital needs they can

exist on, then plan for their provision.

This is the mission of Dr. Strughold's

Space Medicine group.

ATMOSPHERE

Few realize that a fighter pilot's

plane is as much a life-saving mechan-

ism as a weapon of war. In the thin,

cold world 10 miles up, he could stay

conscious only 30 seconds—alive 2

minutes—without it. Seated in his

High altitude helmet's function is to

force air into pilot's lungs while
laced suit keeps him from bursting
after it gets there. This is early
version full pressure helmet assembly.

sleek, supersonic job, he puts Sir

Lancelot to shame. The medieval

knight sported 84 pounds of armor and

weapons when he sallied forth to do

battle. The modern jet warrior has

140 pounds of gear strapped to him to

keep him alive, including helmet, pres-

sure suit, G-suit, parachutes, oxygen,

flotation gear, ejection seat.

This gear has been added, piece by
piece. Early aviators were not con-

cerned with the limitations of the at-

mosphere until they began to soar, like

Flying fishes bounding out of the sea,

above 10,000 feet. There, some suf-

fered loss of faculties, due to lack of

oxygen.

Unlike the ocean, the atmosphere

varies greatly in both pressure and

density, with depth. At 18,000 feet, a

pilot has one half of the total air mass

below him. By the time he reaches

50,000 feet, 90 percent of the Earth's

atmosphere is left behind. At the 100,-

000 foot level, only a scant one per-

cent of the air remains. The amounts

of oxygen, necessary for all living
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strangely garbed creature is a St. Bernard dog fitted with

protective suit and oxygen mask for tests in cold chamber.
Unwitting pioneers of space are jungle denizens such as this

monkey with oxygen face mask at the Air Force's Wright ADC.

creatures, are even less because only

one fifth of the air consists of this

vital gas.

RESPIRATION

To meet the problems of oxygen

supply in flight, the oxygen mask was

developed. It provides a supply of

oxygen which the pilot can use to en-

rich the ambient air, increasing the

oxygen in his lungs. As he climbs into

space, he uses more oxygen which dis-

places more of the inert nitrogen in the

air he breathes. By breathing 100 per-

cent oxygen at 34,000 feet he can

duplicate the oxygen pressure in his

lungs at sea level. At 40,000 feet with

100 percent oxygen, the pilot is in

effect flying at an atmospheric 10,000

foot oxygen equivalent. This is the

maximum safe level for prolonged

flights with this mask.

Above 40,000 feet, atmospheric

pressure drops so low that regardless

of oxygen concentration, sufficient

quantities of oxygen cannot be pushed

into the lungs by muscular action. To
exceed this altitude, pressure breathing

equipment, currently standard in mili-

tary aircraft, is employed. The dif-

ference in pressure between 40,000 and

50,000 feet is 54 mm of mercury. To
maintain safe oxygen conditions up to

50,000 feet it is necessary to breathe

100 percent oxygen at increased pres-

sures of 54 mm of mercury. This can-

not be done for more than a few min-

utes without damage to the lungs and

circulatory system unless counter pres-

sure is applied to the body. Therefore,

the maximum safe altitude with ordi-

nary pressure breathing equipment is

50,000 feet.

Above 50,000 feet consciousness

time is actually the time it takes the

blood to circulate from the heart to

the brain. As long as oxygenated blood

courses through the brain, conscious-

ness is maintained. If the oxygen is

completely removed from the lungs,

there is still a column of oxygen-con-

taining blood between the heart and

brain. It takes about 12 seconds for

this last source of consciousness to

pass through the brain—then, black-

out. (Continued on Page 32)

Crazily floating in space in a C-47 cabin, this airman shows effects of weightless-

ness in photo by Lloyd Mallan, author of "Men, Rockets and Space Rats." Zero-gravity

state is a major problem posed by flight in space where masses become weightless.
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Cessna L-19 "Bird Dogs," standard Army observation aircraft, lay down a smoke screen during demonstration at Army Aviation School

Army Aviation Center
Mobile Arm^ of the future is being sbaped toda^ at Fort Rucker

I HE effectiveness of our modern

Army may well depend upon the corps

of officers and enlisted men that staff

Fort Rucker. Here, only 100 miles

south of Montgomery, Alabama, orig-

inal capital of the Confederacy, the

United States Army is training the

pilots who carry on the magnificent

traditions of military aviation estab-

lished during the War Between the

States.

Named for the Confederate General,

Edmund Winchester Rucker, a native

of Alabama, the Fort is today the

It

Brigadier General Carl I. Hutton

Commanding General

The Army Avialion Center

Commandant

The Army Aviation School

Army Aviation Center. Considered

one of the finest training establish-

ments of its type, it boasts the most

modem military tactical aviation train-

ing equipment available. Its mission is

fourfold:

1

)

the instruction and training of

Army personnel of the branches in

which its use is authorized in the duties

and employment of Army Aviation;

2 ) the development and standardiza-

tion of personnel training in the tech-

niques and tactics of Army Aviation;

(Continued on Page 24)

Charged with seizing an "enemy" airstrip, assault troops from Fort Rucker rush toward their objective from Piasecki H-21 helicopter
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The caissons don't roll over hill and dale like they used to.

Now they fly— just as these field-stripped field artillery

pieces are under Army Aviation Center Sikorsky H-19 'copters.

The Army's aviation training program includes aircraft maint-

enance courses in both helicopter and fixed-wing fields. The
students include men from Army Ground Forces and Allied Forces.

U. S. Army Photos

Prior to takeoff, students of the Army Aviation Tactics course

are given a map briefing by an instructor. The course includes

aerial support exercises in support of U. S. Army ground troops.

Field artillery battalion commander inspects artillery position

at Army Aviation Center from a Bell H-13 helicopter. Battalion

fires missions "spotted" by Aviation School students in L-19's.
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A Beech L-23, used in transition training at the School, flies the "barrier" to demonstrate its short field landing capabilities.

3) the development of Army Avia-

tion doctrine, technique and tactics

and the dissemination of related infor-

mation throughout the establishments

of the Department of Defense; and

4) the provision of an Army Avia-

tion Safety Board to review reports of

Army aircraft accidents, training litera-

ture and operational directives for

adequate safety measures.

Concealed in these simple phrases is

a job of heroic proportions. Army Avi-

ation has made almost incredible prog-

ress since, less than a century ago, the

Blue and the Gray faced each other

across the fertile, rolling fields of a

glorious Dixie. Then, in its begin-

nings, Army Aviation comprised artil-

lery observation from captive balloons.

While dangerous, the task was reason-

ably uncomplicated. This is no longer

true. Not only the danger but the

complications have increased a hun-

dredfold.

As human progress refuses to be

halted, so that of Army Aviation has

marched in the vanguard of modern
invention and military tactic. At the

end of the War Between the States,

the Union stood for the first time as a

world power of the first class. This

position has been maintained only by

the type of progress so effectively em-

bodied in Army Aviation.

In 1906, only three years after

the Wright brothers' first successful

heavier-than-air flight, at Kitty Hawk,
the United States Army purchased its

first airplane. For nearly a decade

thereafter, tactical aviation continued

in the role of artillery observer. In the

opening months of World War I, how-
ever, the exigencies of the military situ-

ation demanded a phenomenal progress

in the development of this most vital

of modern weapons. Army Aviation

responded and the best of Imperial

Germany was met by the best of

America. New armaments were de-

signed, new techniques of construction

and maneuver were perfected. From
the passive role of observer. Army Avi-

ation moved aggressively to the attack.

During the years following the col-

lapse of the German Empire and the

Central Powers, Army Aviation con-

(CoHtinued on Page 39)

Morning scene on the flight line as commissioned officer students of the Tactics course are briefed prior to the day's activities.
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Ryan anodizer, Marvin C. Seter, lowers magnesium empennage assemblies of Firebee into Dow No. 17 anodize bath.

A NEW COAT for "MAG"
R^an first to install new magnesium process

RYAN recently became the first air-

frame manufacturer in the nation

to install a new, vastly improved proc-

ess developed by the metallurgical lab-

oratories of Dow Chemical Company,
Midland, Michigan, for the protective

coating of magnesium.

Known as Dow No. 17 Anodize,

the new process produces an abrasion-

resistant coating of the refractory cer-

amic type on all of the standard alloys

as well as unalloyed magnesium. It is

applied by electrolytic action using

alternating current.

Advantages of the new anodic coat-

ing over that provided by the Dow
No. 7 process used previously are ex-

tensive. Most outstanding is its salt

spray resistance—nearly 100 per cent

improved. In addition, the new coat-

ing is insoluble in water, alkaline solu-

(Continued on Page 36)

Pushing the "go" button, S. B. Davis, ass't.

foreman, Processing, starts the anodizing
operation. Automatic equipment will shut
itself off when parts have been anodized.

Magnesium exterior surfaces of Krebee
gleam as drone is tested in wiii^ tunnel.

Lightest of structural metals, magnesium
has excellent strength-weight properties.
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Huge photoengraving camera fits into two rooms of new photo-

graphic unit, with bellows and lens in flood-lighted studio.

Retouching flaws and dust specks to prevent "pin holes" in

negative is one of the most important steps in circuitry process.

Specially designed developer tanks are 30 inches deep to re-

ceive large photo-exposed sheets of copper laminated epoxy
and fiberglas, on which circuit outlines have been imprinted.

Other end of camera, with film holder and focusing controls,
extends into darkroom. Sam Delacqua operates new equipment.

ONE MINUTE
ETCH

"'Board a miiiiite** is record

of Ryan's new photo

lab for eleetroiaie

printed circuits

in little more than a minute, acid in etching machine washes
away unwanted copper around outlines of printed circuit on
plastic board. "Etched wires" later become electric channels.
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DARK rooms are used to cast light on so many industrial

problems these days, photographic units are likely to

show up almost anywhere. Ryan Aeronautical Company's

latest—and most modern in equipment—is a new facility in

the electronics laboratory designed and equipped especially

for manufacturing printed circuitry.

Printed circuits are small precision-built boards ingen-

iously treated, by means of photographic processes, to en-

able tiny, silver-plated lines to conduct electric currents that

otherwise would require a trunkful of wires. Printed circuits

are the engineer's answer to the need for light-weight, com-

pact electrical equipment for sub-miniature electronic as-

semblies. A printed circuit the size of a man's hand and thin

as a cake knife is a lot easier to package for a cramped mis-

sile head than a packet of insulated wires and cords. In fact,

advanced Ryan-developed electronic devices such as the

automatic global navigator, helicopter hovering indicator

and guidance systems for supersonic missiles are such ex-

tensive users of printed circuits that Ryan considers the new

photographic unit a necessity rather than a luxury. For that

reason, it was planned and equipped at every step for the ex-

press purpose of manufacturing these vital etched boards

with the greatest dispatch and accuracy.

As compact as the sub-miniature assemblies it turns out,

the photographic unit covers only 364 square feet of space,

with every inch accounted for. Windowless to eliminate

drafts and dust and to keep out the fluorescent light of the

adjoining electronics laboratory, the unit is air and tempera-

ture conditioned. Its labyrinthine complexity of hallways

and shielded doors completely screens off light and activity

in one room from light-sensitive, exacting work going on

in another room. Easy housekeeping was also drawn into

the blueprints. Asphalt tile, cleaned daily and mopped and

waxed twice weekly, covers the floor, and all heavy equip-

ment stands on legs away from the wall to allow thorough

vacuuming of what httle dust finds its way into this rarified

atmosphere.

"I'd drive a housewife mad with my mania about dust,"

Ryan's photoengraver in charge of the unit says, "but one

speck on a negative etches into a pinhole which may make
the entire circuit useless. We're dealing with precision

photography here, not beach snapshots."

A peek over his shoulder as he sits at the touch-up

table explains why a dust-speck-pin-hole is a mortal sin

in this antiseptic world. At this point he has already photo-

graphed and developed in a 50% reduction, carefully

drawn artwork simulating the circuit design. At the touch-

up table he examines the negative in minute detail to dis-

cover dust or other imperfections which might make the

villainous "pin holes." After retouching these flaws, he

exposes the negative onto a special copper-laminated

epoxy resin and fiberglas sheet and then washes away the

emulsion on the sheet which has made the photographic

exposure possible.

He now has the first stage of a printed circuit : a copper

covered plastic board imprinted with the outlines of the

desired electrical channels. This board goes into an acid

bath which quickly dissolves the unwanted copper around
the channels, leaving only the "etched wires," ready for

silver plating to give them durability and reliability for

exacting demands ahead.
(Continued on Page 37}

Original artwork for circuits in sub-miniature assemblies is

drawn twice desired size, reduced photographically. Delacqua
checks scale on camera carefully, as accuracy is essential.

No bigger than a man's hand and thin as a cake knife, printed

circuits for electronic equipment are compact and lightweight,

saving much needed space in crowded cockpits or missile heads.
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PARACHUTE RECOVERY SYSTEM—Safe recovery of Firebee is

assured by novel two-stage parachute system which functions
automatically in emergency or by remote command from ground.

kiANY years ago, Will Rogers told a friend that he
'^* had a sure-fire solution to the anti-submarine
problem. "All you have to do," he claimed, "is to

bring the ocean to a boil. That forces the submarine to

the surface— then you knock it off."

His friend was unconvinced. "But, Will, how in

the world do you bring the ocean to a boil?"

"Well, now," Rogers replied, "I've outlined the gen-

eral principles. It's up to you to work out the details."

For missile designers, the "details" are the toughest

part of a development program. They know from the

military specifications where they are going, but not

until after thousands of engineering manhours do they

know how they are going to get there. First, several

hundred components must be designed and integrated

into an over-all system which will perform with 100 per

cent reliability under virtually every conceivable condi-

tion. No human pilot will be around to compensate

for a failing component.

Obviously, a complicating factor is the absence of

the human pilot. He must be replaced with various

devices which can either "think" for themselves, or

respond properly to remote commands from air or

ground. In this area, guidance systems present the

greatest problems to the missile designer.

But there are other problems; other "details" that

the designer must also work out before his missile can

successfully perform its mission. Perhaps the most

novel are those facing the designer of a recoverable

missile, such as the Ryan Firebee jet-powered drone.

The problems involved with the Firebee are novel

because the vehicle itself is unique. In contrast to ex-

IN PLACE OF A PILOT
Rjan devices that "think'' for themselves perforin the

human pilot's role in the Firebee

FLOTATION MARKER—Unique rubber marking buoy developed
by Ryan engineers inflates automatically during parachute
recovery sequence over water. Marks position of drag chute.
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plosive missiles, it is not designed for a one way trip to

oblivion. It is, instead, a "semi-expendable" drone

missile, intended for use again and again. Therefore,

along with all the other problems associated with unin-

habited aircraft, Ryan engineers had to consider 1 ) ease

of maintenance, 2) repairability, and 3) recovery.

Ease of general maintenance and rugged construc-

tion were given special attention. As a result, many
unusual features directed toward simplicity in assembly

for over-all ease in repairing or replacing damaged or

inoperative components have been incorporated in the

Firebee. Constructed of aluminum, magnesium and

stainless steel in five major assemblies—fuselage, na-

(Continiied on Page 30)

Dropping slowly, silently to the surface of the sea, a Navy
KDA-1 Firebee is suspended in flight attitude from its main
parachute. Once in water, chute automatically disconnects,
freeing Firebee to float until retrieved by surface craft.
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celle, wing, empennage and parachute container (tail

cone)—rapid assembly and replacement of parts is as-

sured with use of simple bolt attachments.

It was in the area of recovery, however, that Ryan
designers did their most imaginative work. Here, in the

order of their operating sequence, are some of the unusual

special purpose devices and techniques developed to per-

form the landing function for the missing human pilot.

PARACHUTE RECOVERY SYSTEM

To obtain repeated use of the target drone, a two-

stage parachute recovery system had to be designed. The

parachutes are located in a conical two-piece container

aft of the tail surfaces of the Firebee. A six foot diameter

drag parachute, for slowing down the drone, is housed in

the aft part of the tailcone, which is attached to the for-

ward section by two shear screws mounted in explosive

bolts. A 70-foot formed gore main parachute is housed in

the forward part, which is attached to the fuselage aft

bulkhead by three explosive bolts.

Recovery is initiated on command from the ground,

or occurs automatically in case of power failure or loss of

radio or radar command signal from the remote control

station on the ground. Here's how it works:

In normal flight, electrical current passes from an

engine driven generator to a storage battery. If, in the

event of fuel expenditure or engine failure, the generator

voltage decreases to less than the battery voltage, the cur-

rent begins to flow in the opposite direction — from bat-

tery to generator. The reverse flow of current actuates a

generator control relay, which, in turn, switches the battery

current to the recovery system.

The recovery system, upon receiving power from the

storage battery, explodes the two drag chute ejection bolts

that secure the container to the main chute compartment,

thereby allowing the drag chute to deploy. If above

15,000 feet pressure altitude, the target will descend to

approximately 15,000 feet on the drag chute alone. At

this altitude, a barometric altitude switch will close the

circuit, allowing the forward portion of the tailcone to

eject and the main parachute to deploy. If recovery occurs

below 15,000 feet, the main parachute deployment wiU

take place after a nine second slowdown period which is

controlled by a thermal delay relay.

At the time the main chute container is ejected, the

pull exerted by the drag chute in pulling the container

rearward exceeds the rated tension which can be withstood

by a frangible cord extending from the main chute com-
partment to the lines at the vent of the main chute. After

the cord breaks, the drag chute then lowers the container

and deployment bag of the main chute, while the main job

of lowering the Firebee is taken over by the 70-foot para-

chute.

FLOTATION MARKER

In order to save the drag chute and metal main chute

container from the sea following an overwater recovery,

Ryan engineers devised an inflatable rubber marking buoy
to keep them afloat. Used in the Navy KDA-1 version of

the Firebee, the marker is stowed in the collapsed condi-

tion in the aft section of the main parachute container and

connected to the latter by a three foot length of nylon

webbing. In this case, the frangible cord mentioned pre-

viously leads from the main chute to the trigger of a CO2
bottle which is attached to the marker. As the main chute

deploys, the cord triggers off the CO,, inflating the marker

as it is pulled out of the container. Once in the sea, the

bright yellow floating marker is easily spotted from the air

or surface for recovery.

GLIDE CONTROL

Another innovation in the KDA-1, designed to place

the drone over a suitable recovery area (near surface re-

trieving craft) before the parachute sequence is actuated,

is the glide control feature. In this instance, fuel expendi-

ture or engine failure causes a voltage sensitive relay to

switch the autopilot and command control equipment

from the generator to the battery. At the same time, the

pitch stabilization system, which controls the up and down
movement of the drone, is immobilized and the elevators

deflected to a 12 degree "up" position.

This causes the drone to glide downward with a glide

ratio of approximately six to one. All the while, the com-
mand control system is working off battery power so that

turns can be commanded to guide the Firebee to a pre-

selected recovery area. The normal parachute recovery

sequence can be commanded at any time.
j

IMPACT SWITCH

Immediately upon impact with the surface, whether

land or sea, a swivel, which serves as the link between the

parachute suspension lines and the nylon webbing riser

attached to the drone, is automatically disconnected. This

IMPACT SWITCH—Firing of explosive primer that frees

drone from parachute is the function of this "cat's whisker"

type impact switch mounted below the Firebee engine nacelle.

was devised to prevent damage to the drone by strong

surface winds "picking up" the chute and causing it to

drag the Firebee.

On land, the swivel is actuated by a ground impact

switch, and at sea by a salt water switch. The "cat's

whisker" type switch used for land recoveries of the Fire-

bee is a mechanical device which operates a self-contained

electrical switch. Extending through a single hole in the

lower skin of the engine nacelle, a smaU "feeler" wire

makes the first contact with the ground. Relative motion of
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PARACHUTE DISCONNECT SWIVEL—Ingenious swivel device
automatically disconnects suspension lines (above) from the
Firebee's riser (below) to prevent surface dragging by winds.

the Firebee with respect to the ground in landing, causes

the feeler to pivot on its mounting. This pulls down a

shortening bar within the assembly which makes the nec-

essary electrical contact to fire an explosive primer in the

parachute swivel.

The salt water switch is a fool-proof device consisting

of an electrically-grounded base and a 28-volt contact

separated by a ceramic type insulator approximately one

inch long. When immersed in the sea, the salt water acts

as a conductor, thereby completing the circuit and firing

the swivel primer. A similar switch actuates a relay which

disconnects the drone battery in order to lessen the salt

water corrosion.

PARACHUTE DISCONNECT SWIVEL

A simple, yet ingenious device in the recovery system

is the parachute swivel. The two main parts of the self-

locking assembly are the barrel, which is attached to the

nylon riser leading to the drone, and the cage, which is the

base of the bracket holding the shroud lines of the main

chute.

The cage is held in place within the barrel by a number
of ball bearings which protrude (see illustrations) through

holes in the side of the cage beneath the curved lips of the

barrel. The bearings are held in position by a race within

the cage, and the race, in turn, is locked in position by an

aluminum wire retainer. When the explosive primer at the

base of the barrel is fired, the inner race is forced upward,

shearing the wire retainer. As it is driven past the retainer,

the race allows the ball bearings to retract into the cage,

permitting the barrel and cage to separate.

IMPACT SHEARING WING TIPS

Another interesting design feature aimed at reducing

impact damage to the drone is the shearing wingtip. The
wings are designed with the tips riveted to attaching brack-

ets. Under heavy ground impact loads, this row of rivets

shears to absorb the impact and lessen the structural dam-
age to the drone. The rivets are easily replaced.

FLOTATION

To insure recovery of targets after they have been

parachuted into the sea, special flotation features are in-

corporated. As a result, the Firebee is capable of remain-

ing afloat for an hour or more with a 25% fuel load. The
integral fuel tanks and sealed-in equipment compartment
provide enough flotation for this purpose. Additional

buoyancy has been provided by blocks of plastic material

installed in the wings, horizontal stabilizer and nacefle

cavities. These are removable to permit cleaning and in-

spection.

Now in quantity production, the jet-fast, remotely-

controlled Firebees have been placed in operational use

by the military services as high speed target vehicles for

crew training and weapon system evaluation. Recently,

the U. S. Army conducted its first public demonstration of

the deadly Nike missile — against a Ryan Firebee.

ir

IMPACT SHEARING WING TIP—Tailored wing tips shear
off under heavy impact loads, reducing impact damage to the
target drone during landing by absorbing much of the shock.

FLOTATION—Blocks of plastic flotation material help Fire-

bee remain afloat after it has been parachuted into the

sea. Drone will float for hour or more with 25% fuel load.
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PRESSURE SUIT

The human body can withstand ex-

cess breathing pressures if sufficient

counter pressure is appUed outside the

body, especially to the chest wall. This

is the function of the high altitude

pressure suit. Fitting tighter than a

glove, the pressure suit literally keeps

the pilot from blowing up when oxy-

gen is forced into his lungs or if a

plane's cabin pressurization fails.

At 63,000 feet, atmospheric pres-

sure drops to the point where blood

boils at body temperature—98.6°F. A
sudden decompression of a pressurized

cabin and a pilot's blood would leave

his body like steam vaporizing from a

tea kettle, if he were not wearing a

pressure suit.

When the pressure suit goes into

action, compressed oxygen inflates the

rubberized tubes along its periphery.

The suit clutches every part of the

flier's body in a vise-like grip, literally

holding him together. At the same
time, the helmet also fills with com-
pressed oxygen, restoring the pressure

and forcing air into his lungs. At
Wright Air Development Center, men
have climbed to a simulated altitude of

106,000 feet—more than 20 miles—in

the high altitude test chamber in the

pressure suit. Where men could not

go, simulated "pilots"—monkeys, dogs

and rats—have gone, to search out the

limits of human survival.

PRESSURE CABIN

The most comfortable means for

high altitude flight is the pressurized

cabin. Essentially, this consists of a

pump which sucks in thin air from out-

side, compresses it and forces it into

the cabin to a pressure found below

8000 feet. Widely used in commercial

airliners, it will become more import-

ant as jetliners, which fly at 40,000

feet, are placed in service.

Conceivably, the pressurized cabin

can take human beings as high as 80,-

000 feet although the last 17,000 feet

would require rocket engine power.

At 63,000 feet there is not enough

air left to burn a candle—or fly a jet.

Above 80,000 feet, the pressurized

cabin must be discarded for three ma-
jor reasons. ( 1 ) The air is so rarified

that it cannot be compressed without

using pumps that are far too heavy and

bulky for aircraft. (2) Compressing

the air would raise its temperature

400°F—an intolerable amount for

cabin occupants. (3) Even if these

drawbacks could be overcome, the air

is not fit to breathe. Between 60,000

and 140,000 feet, the atmosphere con-

tains substantial quantities of ozone.

When compressed to breathing densi-

ties, this air would expose human res-

piratory tracts to irritating and toxic

concentrations of ozone.

SPACE CABIN

For these reasons, it becomes neces-

sary at about 80,000 feet to replace the

pressurized cabin with a new type of

self-contained living unit—pressurized

from within. This space cabin must

provide all the physiological necessi-

ties without resort to the outside at-

mosphere. It must be hermetically

sealed to prevent escape of precious

air inside and block the entry of hostile

elements from the space around it.

As Dr. Strughold expresses it, "the

purpose of the space cabin design is to

confine climatization to the smallest

effective space. This sealed cabin

must perform six or more vital func-

tions ordinarily taken care of by the

air around us and by processes which

the air sustains."

"First, it must maintain a pressure

which, near the ground, is supplied by

the weight of the air itself. Then, it

must furnish oxygen as this gas is con-

sumed by the occupants, and it must

remove the carbon dioxide which they

manufacture in the course of respira-

tion.

"Also, it must take away, or reduce,

the moisture which they give off in

breathing and perspiring. It must keep

down the temperature which is raised

by body heat in a confined area as well

as heat caused by solar radiation and
friction of the craft itself with out-

side atmosphere. And, it must control

the odors produced by the body in a

confined area, if only for psychological

reasons.

"There are other problems, such as

the disposal of body wastes and pro-

vision of food and drinking water but

these are incidental problems in any

vehicle designed for travel and are

more or less routine in character. The
six we have listed, on the other hand,

are specific to travel in a sealed cabin."

PRESSURE
Although these space cabin require-

ments sound relatively simple when
listed, they present a Sargasso Sea of

problems when scrutinized more
closely. Ideally, it would be desirable

to provide air pressure equivalent to

that we enjoy at sea level or up to one

mile altitude. This may not be feasible.

To reduce the strain on the cabin,

caused by the air pressure inside and

near-vacuum outside, it might be ad-

visable to keep the air pressure at the

lowest tolerable limits.

Military flyers in good physical con-

dition will safely tolerate about half

sea level air pressure or roughly 380

mm of mercury. This is the pressure

encountered at 18,000 foot altitudes,

the greatest height at which human
beings ordinarily work—in the mines

of the Peruvian Andes. The oxygen

pressure would need to be greater than

it is at this altitude unless the pas-

sengers were acclimated to it, as the

Andean Indians are.

OXYGEN
Performing as a pilot, a man uses

about .9 cubic feet of oxygen per hour.

If the cabin provides 75 cubic feet of

air space per man with initial pres-

sure at sea level 160 mm of mercury,

he would have about 16 cubic feet of

oxygen available and would use it at

the rate of 5.7 percent per hour. In

six and a half hours the oxygen pres-

sure would drop to 1 00 mm of mercury

—the equivalent to an altitude of 10,-

000 feet where symptoms of oxygen

deficiency generally begin. Fresh oxy-

gen could then be released from tanks.

A standard cylinder contains 240 cubic

feet—enough to replenish one man's

consumption for eleven days.

CARBON DIOXIDE

Carbon dioxide and water vapor are

end products of the metabolism in the

cells of the body. Both are necessary

to the tissues. But they can become
toxic if allowed to accumulate to ex-

cess concentrations. Normally, a per-

son exhales about .7 cubic feet of car-

bon dioxide each hour. This is

dissipated in the air where the carbon

dioxide concentration is only l/33rd

of one percent by volume.

In a closed space cabin of 75 cubic

feet, the carbon dioxide will rise to

1.3 percent of the air volume in one

hour and twenty minutes. This is con-

sidered the limit for human efficiency.

(Continued on Next Page)
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Therefore, excess carbon dioxide must

be removed. In this field, the Navy

has acquired considerable knowledge

in the use of chemicals for absorption

of the gas, in climatizing its submarines.

Because a sealed cabin resembles a

submarine in many respects, these data

are most useful.

Another interesting way to accom-

plish the removal of carbon dioxide,

suggested by Dr. Strughold, is to em-

ploy photosynthesis. This is the me-

thod used by plants which reverse the

metabolic system that maintains life

in animals. Plants constantly extract

carbon dioxide and water from the air

to produce oxygen and carbohydrates.

A small tree will produce as much

oxygen as one man consumes. Five

pounds of green algae, suspended in

nutrient solution, a more compact

form of vegetation for a space cabin,

will yield the same returns.

This might be a practical solution to

the problem if a method for constandy

exposing the vegetation to sunlight, or

its artificial equivalent, could be de-

vised because sunlight is a requisite

for photosynthesis. Since a man re-

turns less carbon dioxide to the air

than the oxygen he breathes by about

.2 cubic feet per hour, this technique

would require carrying extra carbon

dioxide for the plants rather than extra

oxygen for the crew.

MOISTURE

By evaporation from the body and

lungs, a person loses two or more

ounces of water an hour. At the same

time, the body produces heat as a re-

sult of the metabolic processes going

on, at the rate of 100 gram calories per

hour, or enough to raise the tempera-

ture of an ounce of water nearly six

degrees F. This combination of factors

would produce an oppressive atmo-

sphere within a small sealed cabin

within a few hours.

Moisture, like carbon dioxide, can

be controlled by chemical or physical

absorption. Heat is a more difficult

problem. At speeds of between Mach
5 and Mach 10, not exceptional for a

rocket craft, air friction temperatures

might soar to several thousand degrees.

Fortunately, time during which the

craft would pass through the denser

layers of the atmosphere would be

brief. Engineers consider that 120
miles is the thermodynamic border of

(Continued on Page 34)
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It's official now—Ryan's two major publicly announced VTOL (vertical
take-off and landing) aircraft projects—have received their trademark registra-
tions from the United States Patent Office, as depicted in the above documents.

The experimental X-13 plane for the .4ir Force, now being tested at Edwards
Air Force Base, is officially known as "Vertijet" as will he other Ryan jet VTOL
types. The recently announced propeller-driven VTOL development utilizing
the deflected slipstream principle in a generally conventional airframe configura-
tion, has been designated "Vertiplane."

The first X-13 "Vertijet" produced by Ryan was delivered by truck, and
under a canvas cover shrouding it from close public scrutiny, one year ago. It is

the world's first all-jet vertical take-off aircraft, and from it the Air Force is

obtaining extensive data regarding hitherto unexplored principles of VTOL
flight adaptable to high performance missions.

The "Vertiplane," which also will be able to take olT straight up and land
without any ground run, is being built for the Army by Ryan, in a contract ad-
ministered by the Office of Naval Research. This type is best adapted to medium
speed liaison, light passenger and cargo transportation.
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the atmosphere because beyond that

altitude the molecules of air are so

widely dispersed that they will not

cause a heat problem.

RADIATION
However, the heat which the sun

pours down on the Earth would be ap-

proximately doubled in intensity upon

a space cabin traveling above the at-

mosphere. It has been estimated that

this amount of radiation falling upon

a square foot of area will boil 11

ounces of frozen water in one hour.

This radiation could increase the tem-

perature of a bright metal object sev-

eral hundred degrees. All of this heat

would not be felt inside the space

cabin because much of it would be

reflected. Moreover, the heat absorp-

tion would occur only on the sun-ex-

posed side of the craft—the dark side

would radiate heat into space, tending

to cool the cabin.

A space ship might have to be cap-

able of turning like a roast on a spit,

roasting first on one side and then the

other to the incredible bonfire of the

Sun's heat. At night, with no radia-

tion from the Sun and no blanket of

warm air outside, the problem of re-

taining enough cabin heat could be-

come enormous. These thermody-

namic influences must be balanced so

that a suitable physiological tempera-

ture may be maintained under a variety

of widely fluctuating conditions.

COSMIC RAYS
Above 25 miles, too, a space cabin

would be exposed to another form of

radiation which is constant, day and

night, and which can penetrate the hull

of the craft as if it were paper or

gauze. This is cosmic ray radiation.

Originating in intergalactic space, cos-

mic rays are comparatively mild as

they shower down on the Earth be-

cause of the protective atmosphere

with which the cosmic subatomic par-

ticles collide. Above 25 miles, a craft

would be exposed to their full force.

Their effects upon human tissues are

much the same as radiation damage
from an atomic bomb.

Space medicine men are studying the

biological effects of these rays, the

amount which may be safely absorbed

by the body and possible means of

protection against them. Some pro-

tection can be afforded by the bulk

n's YTOL Prolect

U
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Earl R. Hinz

Ryan's world-wide prominence in

the field of VTOL (vertical takeoff

and landing) aircraft developnien!
™ was recognized at

an international
aviation meeting
in Brussels, Bel-

gium last month.
Invited by the

permanent IJjiited

States representa-
tive on the flight

test panel of the
Advisory Group
for Aeronautical
Research and De-

velopment. North Atlantic Treaty

Organization, to send an expert on

VTOL problems, the company des-

ignated Earl R. Hinz, unit chief,

systems and controls, engineering

technical section.

He presented a paper, which he
prepared with Robert A. Fuhrnian,

chief of the technical section, on
"Unique Aspects of Flight Test In-

strumentation for VTOL Aircraft."

Hinz discussed the problems in

obtaining data during flight testing

of VTOL aircraft. Ryan's own X-13
Vertijet, first all-jet VTOL plane in

the world, is under test at Edwards
Air Force Base.

The advisory group brings to-

gether representatives of countries

in NATO to discuss aeronautical

problems common to the European
nations, and to exchange informa-
tion on recent new developments.

of the Earth itself, in flights not aimed

at interplanetary space.

METEORS

When rocket craft operate above 75

miles, they will face another unusual

threat to their existence—meteors. For

the same reason that a rocket ship

cannot cruise at great speed until it

reaches an altitude of 75 miles, meteors

are rarely seen below this height. They

normally travel at from 12 to 36 miles

a second and are vaporized by air

friction when they hit the heavy atmo-

sphere.

Above 75 miles, if a meteor strikes

a rocket craft, both meteor and hull at

the point of impact will be instantly

vaporized. Fortunately, the prob-

ability of meteor collisions is small.

One suggestion for protection is the

use of a "meteor bumper," or thin

shell of metal surrounding the space

ship hull leaving an air space between

it and the hull. In case of a collision,

the bumper would trigger the instant

explosion of the meteor, and itself, be-

fore the hull could be damaged.

WEIGHTLESSNESS
The strangest sensation which men

will encounter in rocket flight is

weightlessness—or zero gravity. Psy-

chologically fascinating, this peculiar

phenomenon is physiologically disturb-

ing. Weightlessness occurs when the

force of the Earth's gravity is counter-

balanced by other influences such as

centrifugal force. It can occur at the

top of the arc of a fast climb, when
the pilot starts to nose his plane over.

For a brief period he may find him-

self floating in space between the

windshield and seat, like an anxious

angel.

This is a new experience, not en-

countered in daily life. The body's

muscular system, blood circulatory

system and body chemistry function

under a condition in which all masses

have weight and there are definite di-

rections of "up" and "down" with re-

spect to vital organs. Pilots have

described a feeling of "befuddlement"

during periods of weightlessness in

flight. This could be due to loss of co-

ordination because of psychological

disturbances.

Medical researchers at Wright Air

Development Center have conducted a

number of interesting experiments with

mice in rocket-powered craft which

seem to indicate that these animals

may be conditioned to exist without

their normal references of orientation.

No one yet knows the effects of pro-

longed weightlessness. And, there are

no precedents upon which to base pre-

dictions. One of the difficulties is the

problem of producing a state of weight-

lessness in human beings for periods

of more than the brief few seconds

experienced in flight.

One day it may be possible to live

for weeks, months or years in an arti-

ficial world and travel among the

stars. Actually, a successful sealed

space cabin is in fact a miniature rep-

lica of the Earth with its own atmos-

phere inside—a tiny planet built as a

habitation of a single man in space.

With special acknouledgement to Dr.

Hubert/is Str/ighold, Head. Department

of Space Medicine. USAF School of

Aviation Medicine, for his excellent

cooperation in providing much of the

material used in this article and to

Wright Air Development Center. Hoi-

Ionian Air Development Center and
Mr. Lloyd Mallan, author of "Men,
Rockets and Space Rats." for the pho-

tographs used.
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climb aboard their aircraft. While en-

gines are warming up, pilots and sonar

operators go through normal preflight

procedures. At the command "Engage

rotors," the giant rotor blades begin to

turn and accelerate. The green flag goes

up and the helicopters are launched.

Several launching methods are used,

and it is interesting to note that experi-

ments have shown that seven helicop-

ters can be launched in 35 seconds. Re-

covery rate is equally remarkable: for

seven planes; one minute and 10

seconds.

The ease with which helicopters may
be launched and landed precludes the

necessity for the carrier being off course

for any appreciable length of time, a

most desirable feature when operating

with a convoy or when operating with

screening vessels in hunter-killer op-

erations.

In a screening mission, helicopters

are vectored to their respective hover

positions in the screen. After they are

in position, the helicopters conduct a

running series of hovers. As they com-

plete a sonar dip at each point, the

'copters advance along a base course

to the next hover. The distance be-

tween hovers is based upon the range

capability of the sonar for existing

conditions.

The time in hover is predicated upon
the speed of advance of the screened

unit as well as existing sea conditions.

In the screen missions, the helicopters

remain on station until relieved. If a

contact is made on a submarine at-

tempting to penetrate for an attack, the

helicopter with the contact holds on to

it. The hole in the screen will be

plugged by a sonar-equipped helicopter

from the carrier.

Back on the carrier, there are one

or more 'copters armed with homing
weapons. They are kept in Condition

One. Upon receipt of contact, the killer

helicopters are instantly launched and

vectored to the area. They are then

guided by the helicopter with contact

into the attack position. (If the attack

helicopter can carry sonar and weap-
ons, it could, if necessary, vector itself

into position). Meanwhile, the Surface

Attack Unit is coming in. If no friendly

homing weapons are active in the con-

Personinl from Ream Field, Imperial Beach, and Pi. Mugu, Naval Air Missile

Test Center are pictured with their instructors in first of series of classes on

operation and maintenance of Ryan Firebee target drones. Kneeling, left to right,

Roy O'Toole, of Fairchild Engine Division; and Steve Bagrowski, John Partch,

Bert Holland and W'oodroiv Moldenhauer, all of Ryan. Center row, Thomas A.

Colson. T. A. Byrne, Arthur L. Wisner. James A. Singleterry, G. C. Davis and

R. C. Hornaday. Back row, Robert G. Symons, Reginald Jefjery, Donald F.

Leifur, M. L. Ault, Lee \V. Slocum, Edward Le Donne, and Lieut. Comdr.

Robert E. George.

Overseas Diitv Aiitieipated For Firebees

Overseas duty for Ryan Firebee target drone missiles is anticipated

following the Navy announcement, published in the aviation trade press,

that a target drone and guided missile training program will be established

in Hawaii.
The operations baise, according to these reports, will be an .4ir Force

facility, the Bonhani Air Force Base, Barking Sands, Kauai, which is 110

miles from Pearl Harbor.
Target drones, such as the Firebee, will be operated for fleet exer-

cises at sea, and missiles launched from ships will be recovered at Bonhani.
Meanwhile, several groups of Navy technicians—officers, enlisted men

and civilians—from various bases have been undergoing training in the

theory, operation and maintenance of the Ryan KDA-1, the Navy version

of the Firebee.
They have been receiving four weeks' instruction in a series of classes

at San Diego under supervision of engineers from the Ryan missiles sec-

tion, followed by four weeks' "on-the-job" training in actual flying use

at the Naval Air Missile Test Center, Pt. Mugu, Cal.

The trainees are being formed into teams capable of operating the

famed, remote controlled Firebee as a target in anti-aircraft and weapons
system evaluation.

Constant improvement is being eff'ected in performance characteristics

of the Firebee, America's only target drone missile capable of simulating
evasive enemy jet action. Being tested now at Holloman .Air Force Base,
.Alamogordo, N. M., is a new higher altitude and speedier version, the

X0-2B.

tact area, the SAU immediately enters

the contact area, the contact is passed

to the SAU and the SAU delivers the

coup de grace.

Consider the second mission of the

anti-submarine helicopter, the hunter-

killer phase. In most instances in this

type of operation, a fixed wing aircraft

or blimp will establish initial contact at

some point fairly remote from the task

group or convoy. For example a P2V

makes radar contact followed by an at-

tack on a submarine. It works over the

point and establishes a datum.

Upon receipt of contact information

aboard the carrier, two or more hunter-

killer helicopters are launched; at least

two with sonar equipment and one with

weapons. On arrival at the datum, so-

nar search is conducted. The probabil-

ity of gaining contact is high. Then

(Continued on Page 36)
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with contact sure, the heUcopter uses

the anti-submarine weapons it carries.

Even when helicopters fail to make

a contact during certain phases of the

operation, their presence in the area

forces submariners to change their tac-

tics and often to lie dead in the water

or run away to avoid detection. When

the submarine is held down or forced

to leave the area, the task force or con-

voy is then free to proceed unmolested

on its way.

One submariner has said, "What

really hurts is that the helicopters make

more contacts by chance than other

type ASW ships and planes do on pur-

pose." In many cases, several helicop-

ters dipping as a team and covering

several miles of ocean in short periods

of time will re-establish contact with

a submarine that would have been en-

tirely safe in the days before the heli-

copter.

It is also clear that helicopters of

the ASW squadrons are never just a

load on the deck when not flying ASW
missions. They are used on many im-

portant missions. The helicopter has

picked up many a fixed-wing pilot from

icy water after a crash. It has been a

lifesaver to the wounded who have been

flown from the front. The whirling-

bladed bird is also highly effective as

a mine spotter, gunfire spotter, trans-

port and mafl carrier.

NEW COAT for "MAG"
(Continued from Page 25j

tions and some dilute acids, and it can

withstand heating to the melting point

of the base metal without decomposi-

tion.

Substantial savings in time are re-

alized from the new process. The

treatment not only requires less time

for application, but also effectively re-

moves oxides and heavy corrosion

products during the anodizing stage.

This eliminates the need for pre-pick-

ling in dangerous hydrofluoric acid and

abrasive or mechanical cleaning oper-

ations. Handling time is reduced by

use of an overhead crane.

Magnesium—the lightest structural

metal—is used extensively in the Ryan

Firebee jet drone missile and in Ryan-

built fuselage assemblies for the Boeing

KC-135 jet tanker-transport and its

commercial counterpart, the 707.

Obviously, the principal advantage

of the metal in these applications is its

light weight— two-thirds that of alum-

inum and one-fourth that of steel. It

is also important because, refined from

sea water, it is non-strategic. The wa-

ter in San Diego Bay alone could

supply the current U.S. magnesium de-

mand for years.

Susceptibility to salt spray corrosion

is the greatest shortcoming of un-

coated, or bare magnesium. Hence,

the necessity for treatments such as

Dow No. 17 which effectively seal the

surface of the metal. This protective

coating is especially important on mag-
nesium assemblies instafled in the Fire-

bee target drone, which is often im-

mersed in salt water following para-

chute landing into the sea at the com-
pletion of its mission.

Here's how Ryan applies the Dow
No. 17 Anodize:

First, the magnesium parts to be

treated are suspended from magnesium
hangers which, in turn, are equally

distributed along the two bus bars, or

heavy copper conductors which carry

the current to the parts. Parts must
be equally balanced on the bars be-

cause this is an alternating current

operation — only half the load is

anodic at one time. Reason for mag-
nesium hangers: the bath attacks alu-

minum; steel draws too much current.

Next, an overhead crane lowers the

load of parts into a tank of heavy duty

alkaline, steel-type cleaner for ten min-

utes, during which the heavy oil film

applied by the manufacturer for cor-

rosion protection is removed. This is

followed by a five minute rinse in

warm running water. Rinsing is im-

portant because the sodium hydroxide

contained in the cleaner will contam-

inate the Dow No. 17 bath, reducing

its conductivity.

The parts are then immersed in the

tank containing Dow No. 17 Anodize
and the current regulator and voltage

sslector are set for the desired values.

The bus bars rest on four saddles, or

contact points, mounted on the ends

of the tank which transmit the cur-

rent through the bus bars, down the

hangers and into the magnesium parts.

In setting the current regulator to

deliver the standard 20 amps per

square foot, the operator must again

make allowance for the alternating cur-

rent operation and divide the total sur-

face to be treated in half. With the

alternating current process, the parts

on one bus bar are anodic while those

on the other are cathodic, then at

1/1 20th second intervals the situation

is reversed. While one side is oxidiz-

ing, the other side is cleaning.

The equipment is automatic—as the

parts under treatment progressively

form the Dow No. 17 coating, their re-

sistance increases. The voltage auto-

matically increases to maintain a

constant set amperage until the speci-

fied voltage (70 volts for sheet stock,

as an example) is reached. Then the

equipment shuts itself off.

Anodizing requires an average of

five minutes tank time as opposed to

the thirty minutes required by the Dow
No. 7 process. After leaving the Dow
No. 17 bath, the parts are rinsed in

cold running water for five minutes,

then oven dried or blown dry with

compressed air. From start to finish,

the entire process is completed in thirty

minutes — less than half the time re-

quired by the Dow No. 7 process.

The protective coating is approxi-

mately .0002 inches thick and varies

in appearance depending on the alloy.

Sheet stock usually exhibits a smooth

cream to buff colored appearance

while castings are dark green. Being

non-conductive, the coating is easily

checked for uniformity of thickness by

electrical conducting test equipment.

If recoating is required on part of the

surface, it can be accomplished without

removal of the old coating since ano-

dizing takes place only in the bare area

until the new coating buflds up to the

same thickness as the original coating.

Corrosion resistance is unaffected.

The Dow No. 17 process has dis-

played these specific advantages over

known anodic processes:

1. The process does not require an

initial pickle to remove surface

contamination, such as iron or

silica imbedded in castings dur-

ing blasting.

2. It removes sheet mill-scale dur-

ing processing, and removes

graphite-base forming and forg-

ing lubricants and coats in one

operation.

3. It is a one-step treatment (after

(Continued on Next Page)
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conventional degreasing opera-

tions). It does not require pre-

treatment or post-treatment to

obtain uniform coatings or to

improve paint adhesion.

4. It effectively removes oxides and

heavy corrosion products during

the anodizing stage. Normally, a

pre-pickle is required before ap-

plying other standard treatments

in such cases.

5. The treatment requires less time

for application than other anodic

coatings.

ONE MINUTE ETCH
(Continued from Page 21)

"Precision photography" as applied

to these intricate miniature boards is

not achieved with a haphazard collec-

tion of equipment. $7,000 worth of the

finest industrial photographic appara-

tus is contained in the small area of the

lab. The huge Robertson photoengrav-

ing camera extends into two rooms—its

plate holder and focusing glass in the

dark room and lens and bellows in the

floodlighted camera room. Also in the

dark room is the last word in develop-

ing sinks. Developer fluids are stored

in its built-in refrigerator, while auto-

matic controls (something like those on

supermarket vegetable bins) keep the

fluids in use at a constant 68 degrees F.

to prevent shrinkage or expansion in

the negative.

In a side room, a giant whirler puts

centrifugal force to work coating the

plastic boards with photo emulsion,

evenly and in just the proper thickness.

The whirler can handle a 25 by 36 inch

plate, which allows pre-coating of large

boards later to be covered with many
tiny circuit designs.

Close by is a vacuum printing frame

and arc lights for exposing the nega-

tives onto the plastic sheets. From this

operation the sheets go directly into

covered vertical tanks, especially de-

signed for developing circuit boards.

Thirty inches deep instead of the usual

three or four of regular developing

trays, the tanks are balanced on racks

which allow the fluid to be agitated

with one quick tilt, eliminating the

necessity of standing by to rock the

trays, which is routine in ordinary

photo labs.

In the next room, an electric etch-

ing machine stands ready to receive

Important Groups View VTOL Tests
Ryan's VTOL (vertical take-off and landing) development, in which

this company has become recognized as one of the nation's leaders, was
viewed with interest recently by two important groups in the vehicle

test area.

\

Vice Admiral Alfred M. Pride, commander of the Pacific Fleet Air Force center,

and his chief of staff. Rear Admiral Joseph M. Carson, acco7npanied by President

T, Claude Ryan, are absorbed in Pete Girard's explanation of the workings of

Ryan's VTOL experiments.

A portion of the officer students and staff members of the Navy's strenuous test

pilot training class at the Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent, Md., observe the

VTOL test vehicle in action as part of their nationwide tour completing their

course of instruction. Peter Girard, chief engineering test pilot, and Clyde Cord-

ner, chief of development laboratories, briefed the group on the Ryan project.

boards in wholesale lots, etching them

in little over one minute and saving

considerable time over the old stone

crock "dip and drip" method formerly

employed.

One of three photographic labora-

tories in the Ryan plant, the new cir-

cuitry unit is the most specialized and

probably is destined for the quickest

growth. In addition to the three major

electronic projects already mentioned

—a u t o m a t i c navigator, helicopter

hovering device and missile guidance

systems—Ryan has more than a dozen

"others under development, each call-

ing for sub-miniature electrical as-

semblies based on printed circuitry.

This expanded avionics program places

great emphasis on the need for an

integrated, modern facility for supply-

ing precision-built circuits on a pro-

duction line basis. Already set up to

turn out a board a minute as a one-

man operation, the electronic labora-

tory's printed circuit photographic unit

can increase this rate with little diffi-

culty—another example of industrial

preparedness to meet possible over-

night demands in case of a "national

emergency."



NAYY ORDERS NEW
RYAN DEVICE

(Continued from Page 17)

for these versatile aircraft. Helicopters

are used as mine spotters, gunfire spot-

ters, transports, rescue craft and mail

carriers. The value of helicopters in

Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) op-

erations has become increasingly ap-

parent. After experimenting with modi-

fied helicopters, the Navy is now using

craft especially designed for the dipping

sonar operation (sub-surface detection

equipment lowered into the sea from

a hovering helicopter)

.

According to NAVAL AVIATION
NEWS, helicopters enjoy three key ad-

vantages over destroyers in hunting

submarines : 1 ) increased detection po-

tential, because sonar can lie motion-

less in the water; 2) increased mobility,

because the helicopter can travel faster;

3) invulnerabihty to sub-surface attack.

The new Ryan detector is scheduled

for delivery to the Navy this summer.

Flight testing of the earlier version,

vvhich demonstrated the practicability

of the Ryan equipment, was conducted

at Navy test facilities at Patuxent River,

Md., and Ream Field, Calif.

Ryan is also using its advanced

knowledge of continuous wave radar,

in which it has specialized for nine

years, to develop new electronic sys-

tems for guidance of supersonic mis-

siles under Air Force contracts.

PROGRESS IN JETS
(Continued from Page 4)

The J-35 was the first G.E. axial-

flow jet engine, and it powered many
of the early jet bombers and fighters,

including tiie Boeing XB-47, which set

a transcontinental speed record of 3

hours, 46 minutes in 1949.

Successor to the J-35, the J-47,

became internationally famed as the

"workhorse of the Air Force." Today,
the engine flies 5.5 million mUes daily

in Air Force fighters and bombers.

Since it became operational in 1948,

the J-47 has flown more than 5%
billion miles in such famous planes as

the Boeing B-47 medium bomber, the

Convair B-36 intercontinental bomber,

the North American B-45 Tornado,

America's first operational jet bomber;

the North American F-86 Sabrejet,

the North American FJ-2 Fury, and

such experimental aircraft as the Chase

XC-123A transport, the Martin XB-91
bomber and the Republic XF-91
fighter. The J-47 engine enabled the

F-86 Sabrejets to establish their re-

markable 14-1 kill ratio over Russian-

built Migs in Korea.

The 1 700-hour period between over-

hauls for the J-47 is not only the most

time permitted by the Air Force for

any turbojet, but is longer than the

overhaul period for all piston engines.

During the years of J-47 peak pro-

duction, Ryan produced thousands of

major J-47 engine components. A tre-

mendous flow of high precision aft

frames, combustion chambers, transi-

tion liners, exhaust cones, tail-pipes

and afterburners poured from Ryan as-

sembly lines to the G.E. assembly plant

in Evendale, O.

Although production of J-47's has

stopped, large quantities of overhaul

and spare parts will be needed for a

long time to come. Ryan continues to

produce such high temperature J-47

sheet metal components as exhaust

cones and inner combustion chambers.

The keynote of "progress" at Gen-
eral Electric is reflected in the con-

stant, avid search for higher-perform-

ance products. Long before J-47 pro-

duction was phased out, G.E. engineers

were developing a far mightier engine,

the J-73, which incorporated new de-

sign concepts that provided 8,920

pounds of thrust, an increase of 50
percent in power. This engine is in-

stalled in the F-86H Sabrejet.

With the technological race with

Russia assuming vital national defense

significance. General Electric has

rushed development of its newest per-

former, the J-79 turbojet. This is a

lightweight, efficient engine designed

to produce more thrust per pound of

weight than any jet engine of compara-

ble size. Today, top priority is held by

the J-79 engine, which powers the

world's fastest fighter, the Lockheed

F-104, and has been selected for

America's fastest jet airliner, the Con-

vair "Golden Arrow." Incidentally,

use of the J-79 (commercial version

designation is the CJ-805) in the

"Golden Arrow" will be the first appli-

cation of a General Electric turbojet to

commercial use.

Development of the J-79 is an ex-

ample of how General Electric's vast

engineering, laboratory and production

facilities can be geared to an emer-

gency. Two years ago, the Air Force

told G.E. that it needed the J-79 as

soon as possible. At that time, it was
still in its early testing stage at the

Evendale plant. G.E. scientists and

engineers intensified their efforts, re-

search and development facilities were

strained to peak capacity, and the J-79

became practical "hardware" in a full

year less than had been deemed pos-

sible for such a radical new engine.

Ryan is gratified to continue sharing

G.E. progress by producing turbine

frames for the J-79.

In producing jet engines with huge

power potential, G.E. has not lost sight

of the need for small aircraft gas tur-

bines, and it has entered this field

with the T-58, developed under con-

tract with the Navy Bureau of Aero-

nautics. This turboshaft engine weighs

only 250 pounds, yet develops 1050
H.P., (with added weight of a reduc-

tion gear for helicopter use, weight is

325 pounds delivering 1024 H.P.) and

is described as a "significant step for-

ward in the art of small aircraft gas

turbine and helicopter engine design."

It is also suitable for drones and pOot-

less aircraft. The importance assigned

to this new development is noted in

G.E.'s tremendous T-58 investment.

More than 5,000 persons are employed

in the small-aircraft engine department

at facilities in Lynn and Everett, Mass.,

and in Ludlow, Vt., with floor space

exceeding 1 million square feet.

Supporting its factories are its re-

search facilities, including the world's

most complete metals and ceramics

laboratory. As its component develop-

ment laboratory in Cincinnati, G.E.

was the first aircraft engine company
to install and operate a type of elec-

tronic data processing machine that

solves complex mathematical problems

in a fraction of the time previously

required.

The company's general engineering

laboratory at Schenectady develops ad-

vanced measurement systems, and the

research laboratory in Schenectady

performs studies in metallurgical, chem-

ical, aerodynamic and combustion

phenomena.

Basic research is performed in high-

energy fuels, metals that must survive

the "heat barrier" at supersonic speeds,

and many other fields pertinent to air-

craft propulsion. The company-owned

facilities of the aircraft gas turbine

(Continued on Next Page)
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division are valued at more tiian $100

million, and another $20 million in

company funds is being spent on a

supersonic propulsion facility in Even-

dale, which when completed in 1958,

will be the most advanced engine test

plant of its type in the country. Sig-

nificance of this project is that it will

inevitably assist engineers in reducing

the long lead time required to develop

jet, rocket and atomic engines. As an

example, ten years of rocket research

and engineering experience have gone

into General Electric's rocket power-

plant designed to propel the first stage

of the Martin Vanguard, designed to

be the world's first earth satellite.

In adhering to its "progress" slogan.

General Electric is looking far ahead.

"By the standards of the future,"

says General Manager Parker of G.E.'s

aircraft gas turbine division, "'advances

of the past will appear skimpy. Our
plans for future engines are as far

ahead of the J-79 as this engine is

ahead of the J-47.

"The path to progress is clear. With

the advances to date as evidence, the

future of aviation will be limited only

by man's daring and imagination."

$12 MILLION FUSELAGE

ORDER
(Continued from Page 5)

transport. Originally conceived as a

freight-carrying teammate of the B-29

of World War II, the KC-97 has

spaimed the entire era from then to the

present jet bomber age. Actually, hun-

dreds of KC-97's will continue to serve

the Air Force for many more years.

Over the past seven years, Ryan has

built the aft fuselage sections, also, for

all KC-97's in an unprecedented con-

tract and produced fuel tanks, exhaust

systems, floor beams and refueling pods

for this outstanding aerial tanker-trans-

port.

The KC-135 is designed to operate

with the Air Force's huge B-52 long-

range bomber, refueling it in flight at

jet-fast speeds and high altitudes.

The mid and aft fuselage sections

which Ryan is building for the KC-135
form a 60-foot long fuselage structure

almost equal to half the total fuselage

length of the jet tanker.

The nevv- contract raises to more than

$27 million Ryan's fuselage orders for

the KC-135 and its commercial counter-

part, the Boeing "707" Jet Stratoliner.

Recently, Ryan announced initial orders

of $12i/i million for similar fuselage

sections for the Boeing "707."

In addition, engineering work is well

advanced on a $20 miflion order to

Ryan for jet engine power packages

and pylon supports for another jediner,

the Douglas DC-8. The new orders

bring Ryan's backlog to $75 million,

divided fairly equally between com-
mercial and military projects.

PILOTS ARE ONLY

HUMAN
(Continued from Page 1)

desirable?" Fully automatic control

would relieve the pilot of most super-

vision but would be costly, complex
and present problems of reliability.

FuUy manual control would require

many more cockpit instruments and
place fatiguing demands upon the pilot.

A limiting factor might also be the

time and ability which a pilot would
have to search the instrument panel

during vertical descent or in an emer-
gency.

Ryan will recommend the man-
machine combination which offers the

best over-all efficiency and reliability

benefits.

Ryan will evaluate a wide variety of

control and instrument arrangements

with a new cockpit simulator. Designed
and built by Ryan, this device consists

of a suspended cockpit which is free

to move through more than 90 de-

grees on two axes, to simulate aircraft

pitch and yaw. The simulator is con-

nected to an electronic computor which
performs three functions : ( 1 ) It re-

ceives signals initiated by pilot control

movements in the cockpit and trans-

Atoniic Energy
Contract A^yarded
A new contract related to atomic

energy has been awarded Ryan by
Sandia Corp. of Albuquerque, New
Mexico.

Ryan will undertake a teasibiiity

study in connection with a classified

project, in which the company's air-

frame design knowledge will be of

particular assistance. The project is

designated by Ryan as Model 109.
Sandia Corp. is a non-profit sub-

sidiary of the Western Electric Com-
pany engaged in atomic weapons
development work.

lates these into cockpit motion, (2) It

feeds data to the cockpit instrument

panel to provide a realistic display co-

ordinated with simulated "flight" and

(3) It feeds data to an instrument re-

cording station to evaluate performance.

By adjusting the computer, the be-

havior of any type of real or imaginery

aircraft can be simulated in terms of

cockpit response and instrument dis-

play. In addition to its use in the in-

vestigation, the simulator will be valu-

able as a means for detecting problems

associated with other actual VTOL
aircraft control systems.

The Ryan study is expected to con-

tribute advantages to VTOL flight tech-

nique in the form of greater precision,

reliability, simplicity and pilot comfort.

Results of the program wiU be pub-

hshed in handbook form and distrib-

uted by the Air Force to instrument de-

signers, flight engineers, aircraft manu-
facturers and Air Force Commands.

ARMY AVIATION CENTER
(Continued from Page 24)

tinued its relentless progress in the de-

fense of the Republic. Aircraft became
larger, faster and more complex.

Sparked by the demand for ever more
effective air support for ground forces,

the best brains of industry and govern-

ment were marshalled to solve the

problems in aerodynamics, power-out-

put, fuel limitations and instrumenta-

tion that threatened the Army's con-

tinued advance in this now-essential

field of military science.

In 1939, a new world war shattered

the security so tenuously established in

1918. The weapon that had entered

its youth in the holocaust of 1914,

gained maturity 25 years later. The
Second World War, for the first time

in the history of man, demanded the

air transport of entire regiments. Alone,

artillery was no longer adequate to

guarantee the support that ground

troops needed in order to survive, to

advance and to consolidate positions

taken.

The lessons taught in Norway, in

the Low Countries, in Greece and in

Crete were well learned. Army Avia-

tion met the enemy's challenge, not

only defensively but offensively, in the

perfection of his techniques.

The victories of 1945, and the sub-

sequent separation of service responsi-

(Continued on Next Page)
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ARMY AVIATION CENTER
(Continued from Page 39)

bilities, freed Army Aviation for its

original, and most important task: the

support and movement of ground

forces. Constantly changing conditions,

and the swiftness with which new
weapons are being developed and per-

fected, have placed increasing empha-

sis upon the importance of the Army
Aviation contribution to the defense

of the nation.

In March 1955, Fort Rucker was

created the Army Aviation Center.

Covering 65,000 acres, it contains

1530 buildings and facihties for 33,000

troops. Four miles south lies the

Ozark Army Airfield, equipped with

three macadam runways of 4500 and

4800 feet, over 78,000 square yards

of hard-surface taxiways and 31,000

square yards of hardstands. At capac-

ity, it can handle 400 Army aircraft.

The Commandant, Brigadier Gen-

eral Carl Irven Hutton, is particularly

qualified for the heavy responsibilities

of his present command. An officer of

the Regular Army, he graduated from

West Point in 1930. His first assign-

ment was as a second lieutenant of

field artillery at Fort Sam Houston,

Texas. In 1936, he was transferred to

the Quartermaster Corps and remained

with it until 1942 when, as a lieutenant

colonel, he was re-assigned to his orig-

inal field as assistant artillery officer.

First Armored Corps. He saw duty

in North Africa and England. In 1 944,

he assumed command of the 14th Field

Artillery Battalion. Promoted to colo-

nel the same year, he fought through

the campaigns of France, Belgium,

Holland, and Germany and finished

the European phase of the war as

artillery commander, Second Armored
Division.

Returned to the United States, he at-

tended the Army aviation course at

San Marcos Air Force Base and Fort

Sill, graduating in June 1947. He has

been checked out in the Navion L-17,

L-19, L-23 and H-13. As an Army
aviator, he has over 1500 hours in the

air. He received his Senior Wings last

November.

General Hutton thus combines the

technical knowledge of an officer of

the traditional branches of the Army
with that of a fully qualified expert in

the latest of Army services. A non-

military pilot since 1939 and an Army
pilot for the past nine years, the Gen-
eral knows what the ground forces

require for the most effective support

and supply— and how to get it to

them. Even more important, he under-

stands thoroughly the latest and best

techniques to be applied in the air

transport of large bodies of troops and
their equipment.

Today, together with a staff of

highly-trained technicians and air of-

ficers. General Hutton and Fort Ruck-
er are annually turning out pilots and

field commanders trained for a war

necessitating the closest air-ground co-

operation. This cooperation extends

into almost every area of the classical

military function.

However advanced man may be-

come scientifically, his legs still carry

him at a rate of approximately only

IVi mph. This speed was attained

even by the infantrymen of ancient

Assyria. Ground machinery has since

been made to go faster but, for top

speeds of 60 mph-and-over, it requires

smooth terrain. This cannot always

be guaranteed. Nevertheless, so swift

has become modem warfare that the

infantry soldier no longer has the time

to plod over mountains, to slosh

through mud to his knees, to hack his

way grimly through tangled under-

brush or jungle growth. This is the

work of mop-up operations. The ad-

vance calls for a form of transport that

can overcome nature's worst obstacles,

landing in a minimum of time troops

fresh and eager for battle. This is now

the function of Army Aviation.

Throughout military history, com-
munications has won and lost as many
engagements as any other single fac-

tor. What would not Burgoyne have

given for a single H-13 helicopter to

coordinate troop movements with Lord

Howe? In hours, impervious alike to

the rifles and cannon of rebel troops

and unimpeded by the vast ranges of

mountain and forest, his H-13 would

have carried messages and/or estab-

lished radio relay communication from

Saratoga to New York City. Once in

contact with the C-in-C, Royal Ground
Forces, North Atlantic Seaboard, where

would have been Arnold's victory?

To isolated units, deep within enemy
territory, and to small companies cut

off from headquarters, Army Aviation

represents an immediate link to com-

mand authority.

Only 144 years ago, Moscow fell to

the golden imperial eagles of Emperor

Napoleon I. A moment of greatest

glory was changed to a nightmare

of crushing defeat — all for the lack

of supplies. With Napoleon's lines

stretched taut and thin across the vast

plains of Poland and Russia, with a

blackened and dead countryside lying

about him, the flames that burned the

capital of the Czars burned also the

Throne of France. A mere handful of

H-21C tandem helicopters would have

turned disaster into a mere annoyance.

Equipping and provisioning of troops

whose normal supply lines have been

cut by the enemy are today the work

of Army Aviation.

(Continued on Next Page)
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During the campaigns of Mexico,

from 1862 to 1865, the entirety of

French Foreign Legion strength was

lost and replaced. The casualties were

due not so much to the bullets of rebel

soldiery as to the fevers and diseases

induced by inadequate medical aid.

Given ample evacuation facilities, thou-

sands of sick and wounded would have

returned to the lines and a throne

would have been saved.

Evacuation of the wounded, and

transport of medical staffs and equip-

ment are also part of the job of Army
Aviation.

Specializing in small aircraft, of fixed

or rotary wing types. Army Aviation

is able to land on and take off from

hastily-prepared fields of limited ex-

tent. So well organized and so well

trained is the service that it is virtually

impossible for an enemy to halt en-

tirely its function.

The huge spread of Fort Rucker

provides almost every condition of ter-

rain and type of country. Thus, the

most difficult operating hazards can

be duplicated. Personnel can be trained

to overcome obstacles that otherwise

might mean the difference between vic-

tory and defeat for the main task force.

From spotting artillery installations,

to rescuing wounded, to supplying

troops in the field, to transporting in-

fantry and equipment. Army Aviation

serves as the left hand of Mars. Steadily

growing, radiating from Fort Rucker

across the gigantic stretches of Ameri-

can defense commitments as the rays

of light radiate from the sun. Army
Aviation lives literally its motto:

"Above the best."—D. J. Stevens-Allen

MISSILE TEST BED
(Continued from Page 11)

nitrogen gas flows through a regulator

and a three-way pneumatic solenoid

valve to the nitrogen side of three pis-

ton accumulators. Here it pushes the

pistons under a steady pressure, there-

by forcing hydraulic fluid to the system

until the end of the piston travel is

reached.

The observer, flying the test mission,

does not have to be concerned with any

phase of this operation. He simply

presses a button to recharge the hy-

draulic system. The nitrogen still in the

accumulators is dumped and a recy-

cling pump is automatically started.

This refills the accumulators with hy-

draulic fluid. When filled, the pump
automatically shuts off and the three-

way valve is switched over to allow

the nitrogen to recharge the system.

Maximum recharge time is two min-
utes.

The system is ideally suited for the

type of air operation being conducted.

As soon as the T-33 breaks off from
a pass at the jet bomber, the observer

presses the "recycle" button. By the

time the jet trainer is in position for

another pass, the hydraulic system is

fully charged and ready to operate the

guidance equipment for the duration of

the run.

Conceiving the nitrogen-charged hy-

draulic system was one thing; packag-
ing it into the wing tank was another.

Complicating the problem was the de-

sign of the tank itself, which had a

deep indentation along one side to ac-

commodate the tip of the T-33's wing.

This made it impossible to slide the

fully assembled equipment into posi-

tion within the tank.

As a result, the internal structure

of the tank had to be removed so that

the nitrogen bottles and accumulators

could be fitted to it on the outside.

Then the complete assembly had to

be taken apart and reassembled inside

the tank in much the same manner

that an old sea captain might build

his four-masted schooner model inside

an empty rum bottle.

With the guidance system and all of

its support equipment installed, the

tank literally bulges at its seams. The
center section contains the hydraulic

system with its nitrogen bottles and

accumulators. At the rear of the tank

are all the sensing switches, the control

valves and the recycle pump. Included

are facilities for plugging in external

hydraulic power in order to conduct

tests on the ground.

The forward section of the tank

is filled with power supplies for the

guidance system along with the junc-

tion box. For convenience in main-

tenance and modification, all electrical

interconnections terminate in the latter.

The nose of the tank has been modified

to accommodate the radome in which

the guidance radar antenna system is

located. A supplementary "pod" or

"blister" beneath the tank contains the

hydraulic reservoir, the telemetering

transmitting equipment and the elec-

tronic guidance package.

Cables connecting the wing tank

with the observer's monitoring controls

in the aft cockpit of the trainer are in-

stalled in the leading edge of the wing.

In designing a new instrument panel

for the observer's controls, the engi-

neers strove for versatility of function

—entirely different equipment can be

installed in the wing tank with only

minor modifications to the panel in

the rear cockpit.

Technical test data, telemetered from
the wing tank to the telemetering truck

during the flight tests, can be monitored

as it comes in and is simultaneously

stored on magnetic tape for analysis.

Equipment consists of an FM/FM tele-

metering system, UHF and VHF trans-

ceiver for radio communication with

the aircraft, power supplies, cooling

fans and built-in telemetering test

equipment. The mobility of the truck-

lab enables the test group to move into

the field for better reception if neces-

sary.

All equipment in the truck originates

and terminates in a telephone type

switchboard so that interconnections

can be performed simply by plugging

in. Each item is rack-mounted along

with its associated cable, making it

possible to replace any or all of the

existing equipment with something of

a different nature.

Last support item of the evaluation

system is a nitrogen supply cart from
which the wing tank bottles can be re-

plenished between flights. A simple

hose attachment leading from the cart

can be plugged into the wing tank for

the recharging operation. The cart

holds six large bottles of nitrogen.

The supersonic missile guidance sys-

tem under evaluation in the wing tank

was developed by Ryan under Air

Force contract. Using unique continu-

ous wave radar techniques, Ryan has

created new flight-tested sources of

basic intelligence for planes, missiles,

helicopters and lighter-than-air craft.

This electronics intelligence controls

Ryan's new automatic navigator — a

completely self-contained system which

can navigate aircraft to any point on

earth. This same inteUigence can make
split-second decisions in hypersonic

missiles—sending them to search out

and hit elusive and unseen targets. It

can be used to design superior systems

for bombing, aerial photography, heli-

copter hovering and anti-submarine

warfare.

This concentration of electronics en-

gineering efi'ort, which began with the

design of the guidance system for the

Ryan Firebird air-to-air missile, has

earned Ryan a top position among the

nation's avionics facilities.
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NOW! AUTOMATIC NAVIGATION
FOR GLOBAL JET FLIGHT

An advanced system of aerial navigation, with
the speed and precision demanded by high
speed jet flight, has been developed by Ryan
under sponsorship of the Navy's Bureau of

Aeronautics. Using continuous-wave radar, in

which Ryan is a recognized leader, the Ryan
AN/APN-67 navigator will enable fast-flying

military planes and future commercial jetliners

to travel to any point on the earth's surface
with new accuracy and speed.

Instantaneous in operation, the Ryan navigator
gives the pilot his position (latitude and longi-

tude), ground speed, ground mileage, drift

angle and ground track in continuous, readable

form. No computations are necessary. The
equipment is compact and self-contained. No
ground facilities are employed—no wind infor-

mation or aerological data are needed.

This significant contribution to jet navigation

is typical of the work which Ryan and the mili-

tary services are accomplishing in other fields

of electronics research such as supersonic mis-

sile guidance for the Air Force and helicopter

hovering devices for the Navy.

Electronics engineers will find a challenging future with outstanding opportunities at Ryan
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MISSiaN ^^BrLLSEYE"
How the Ryan Firebee cau lea^e its pilot behiiid

by Forrest Warren, Project Engineer, and Carlton Corden, Systems Group Engineer

Ryan Aeronautical Company

In the silent upper reaches of the

atmosphere, a tiny aircraft streaks

through space at near-sonic speed.

Visible only to the electronic "eyes"

of radar, the lonely air traveler is

deftly guided down a selected track

by a man on the groimd with a small

black box.

To an observer, the operation ap-

pears simple. Even when the operator

commands the uninhabited drone mis-

sile to maneuver 150 miles away. Mis-

sion for the day — "BuUseye" —- is an

evaluation of an airborne weapons

system. Target: the Ryan Firebee jet

drone.

The Ground Control Intercept sta-

tion (GCI) vectors the intercepting

fighter aircraft within range of the

speeding drone. Its fire control radar

"sees" the target and "locks on." The

Range Safety Officer carefully scans

Ease of installation and maintenance of
the Firebee autopilot system in sliding

tray assembly is shown by Forrest Warren.

the surveillance radar to pick up any

stray object that may be in the firing

range. Clearance is given to the fighter

to fire its missile.

The airborne radar operator switches

to "automatic mode." Within seconds,

he reports "missile launched" at the

invisible "bullseye." Long seconds

pass. At intercept time, the airborne

observer reports a "near miss." The
missile continues on to self-destruction.

At point of closest approach, the mis-

sile was so near to the target drone

that a "kill" is scored. The mission is

completed.

Because of its small size in relation

to the aircraft which it simulates, the

fast "Bullseye" has escaped destruction

this time. The ground operator maneu-

vers the drone to the recovery area.

The automatic parachute system lowers

it safely to the ground where it will be



picked up to fly again.

In its current operational status, the

Ryan "Firebee" turbojet drone missile

has taken its place as a precision tool

in the building of accurate, reliable

weapon systems of the future and the

training of personnel in the use of pres-

ent weapons. The regularity and re-

liability of the many missions per-

formed by the Firebee veil the com-

plexities of the systems it contains and

the time and effort spent in its develop-

ment. The design, fabrication, wind

tunnel test and static test of the air-

frame was a major task. Similarly,

selection, installation and ground test

of the power plant provided a singular

challenge. But the systems unique to

this type of aircraft account for a ma-

jority of the time spent in arriving at

its present operational state.

Parachute recovery of the 1800-

pound "bird" necessitated many
months of individual flight tests using

dummy "bombs" to simulate the

drone's weight. The command system,

developed by the Air Force, required

years of patient development work be-

fore it became ready to "fly." The

Firebee's automatic stabilization and

control system is a major contribution

of Ryan engineering.

This system permits the Firebee to

maintain stable flight and to follow the

commands of the remote control opera-

tor. The method by which the remote

operator is made aware of the posi-

tion of the drone, and which permits

him to guide it, is depicted in Figure

I. Provisions are incorporated in the

airborne part of the control system to

receive and decode command control

signals by means of a radar control

receiver and decoder unit. In some

applications the transmitter is a con-

ventional radio type, employing fre-

quency modulation. These command
control signals actuate the control sur-

faces through the autopilot and con-

trol engine throttle setting to accom-

plish flight maneuvers.

In the drone, the command is re-

ceived, de-modulated, and decoded.

Thus the On-Off switch function at the

remote station is repeated by the On-
Off operation of a relay in the drone.

The limited intelligence of the On-Off

switch function is transformed to give

the desired drone maneuver. These

maneuvers are initiated manually at the

remote control box which is provided

RADAR
HECEIVEB

FUOHT STABnjZATION
PITCH, ROLL

FLIGHT CONTROLS
HEADING, ALTITUDE, ETC.
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Figure 1. Firebee Guidance and Control System.

with the necessary control stick and

momentary switches. The guidance

loop is closed by means of a radar

plotting board which gives a continu-

ous display of plan-position and alti-

tude of the drone.

The flight stabilization or autopilot

system accepts the remote signals from

the radar control receiver and decoder
(Continued on Next Page)

Watching tlie track of Firebee traced by pen of radar plotting board, remote control

operator in command station guides Firebee with "stick" of remote conlrol box (see

inset). The command control signals actuate control surfaces through the autopilot.
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In

CO
the last few moments prior to a Firebee mission, the autopilot system is given a
mplete functional check while the drone itself is attached to the parent aircraft.

unit to perform maneuvers commanded
by the remote operator. In some ap-

plications a telemetering data link is

provided to give the remote operator

indications of selected aerodynamic

and engine variables.

Stabilization and control of the drone

in flight is accomplished through the

three conventional control axes, i.e,

ailerons for roll, elevators for pitch,

and rudder for sideslip. Automatic

stabilization is provided about the roll

and pitch axes. The sideslip or rud-

der trim control is commanded at the

discretion of the remote operator. The
autopilot system is so designed that in

the absence of command signals from

the remote control station, any dis-

turbances which cause deviations from

a stable attitude, or from the com-

manded altitude, produce error signals

in the autopilot data system. A sche-

matic diagram of the autopilot servo

channels is shown in Figure 2.

Roll and pitch attitude error signals

(Conthiued on Page 31)



BRAIN CENTER
by Alfred L. Catcher

From atoms to iiniverise, San Diego is grooving research center

LONG famous for its balmy weather

and clear skies, San Diego is fast

becoming known for another kind of

climate in which new ideas, as well as

people, thrive. New ideas are the life-

blood of research, and research will

soon be a major activity in this south-

ernmost California metropolis.

Recently, three front-page news

stories emphasized the growth of San

Diego's research facilities and the

broad base of sponsorship on which

they rest: the nation, the state, and

private enterprise. This expansion is

bringing many more top-ranking sci-

entists and engineers to San Diego to

join those already working here on

advanced projects. San Diego engineers

in the aeronautical and electronics in-

dustries are greatly benefitted by this

influx of brain power. They are able

to consult personally with foremost au-

thorities on basic problems and to

work toward higher educational de-

grees by attending courses given by

these scientists.

On July 19, it was announced in

Washington that the Navy Electronics

Laboratory will be one of ten sites

throughout the Western Hemisphere

to track the IGY earth satellites. Pre-

liminary work on the complex elec-

tronic instrumentation required will

start this fall at the 490-acre facility

on Point Loma, where the first white

(Continued on Next Page)

Scripps scientists study aircraft visibility against twelve views of twilight skies reproduced within these plastic spheres.

SAN DIEGO UNION PHOTO
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Inside Scripps' spheres, tiny B-29
model simulates bomber at 30,000 feet
against 25 gradations of sky light.

Diffusion of a point source of neutrons is described in equations evolved by Dr.

Frederic de Hoffmann who will direct San Diego's new General Atomic laboratory.
Vienna-born Dr. de Hoffmann will head 300 scientists devoted to nuclear research.

men to reach California landed in

1542. Because the satellites will never

return to the earth's surface, but will be

vaporized by friction upon re-entering

the atmosphere, radioed information

(telemetering) is the only kind of sci-

entific data the satellites will provide.

On August 24, the Board of Regents

of the University of California decided

to build a postgraduate scientific and
technical school a La Jolla, a seashore

suburb within San Diego's city limits.

The new school will rise on the La

Jolla campus of the University, which

is now the site of the world-famous

Scripps Institution of Oceanography.

And less than two months before,

one of America's fastest-growing large

industrial concerns, General Dynamics
Corporation, made headlines when it

broke ground in La Jolla for the John
Jay Hopkins Laboratory for Pure and

Applied Science. This laboratory,
whose staff has been forming in San

Diego for a year, will be the home
of Dynamics' new General Atomic

Division.

Those were the headline stories in

the summer of 1956, but the research

activities they foretold are only the most

recent in a long and growing list. Scripps

came to La Jolla over 50 years ago, and

joined the University in 1912. NEL was

created in 1945 from the Navy Radio

and Sound Laboratory and the Uni-

versity's Division of War Research.

General Atomic, as its name implies,

is a child of the nineteen fifties, when
peaceful applications of atomic energy

Located near harbor. Naval vessels and undersea depths. Navy Electronics Lab is a $10 million plant in a choice 490-acre site.
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first became significant. Tliese three

institutions have more in common than

performing research in San Diego. In

many ways they work together, and

with other organizations in the area,

to increase man's knowledge in a multi-

tude of scientific fields.

SCRIPPS

Scripps has an illustrious past and

present, but its future tends to over-

shadow them both. Immediately ahead

lies the International Geophysical Year,

which Scripps director Roger Revelle

has called the most ambitious program

in international scientific collaboration

ever attempted. As a member of the

U.S. National Committee for the IGY,

of water from one level to another

within the sea; the micro-organisms of

ocean life which correspond to the

plants on land; the possible effects of

industrial smokes on the earth's clim-

ate; waves produced by submarine

earthquakes; the characteristics of the

sea bottom; and heat flow within the

sea. The IGY is a real challenge to

Scripps and the men and women of re-

search who staff its ships and labora-

tories.

But the challenge to Scripps goes on

Nationally known atomic physicists Dr.

Karl Herzfeld, Catholic U. (right) and
Dr. Edward Miller, Wisconsin U., gave
courses in atomic physics, optics and
atomic spectra at NEL during summer.

Dr. Roger Revelle is a member of the U. S.

Committee for IGY and directs Scripps.

Dr. Revelle should know. His own in-

stitution has been allotted almost a

milUon dollars of the American con-

tribution to the IGY, to act as a focal

point for the entire Pacific Island Ob-
servatory program (to be conducted by

20 nations including Britain, France,

and Russia) . Scripps itself will operate

a chain of 16 island stations as part of

the program, whose purpose is to in-

vestigate as many things about the sea

as time and funds permit.

Some of the problems Scripps will

tackle during the IGY involve the flow

Capable of imparting 22 million electronic volts of energy, the betatron at Navy

Electronics Lab is operated by Dr. Waldo K. Lyon, sea-ice physicist of the staff.

year in and year out at its two San

Diego facilities. At La Jolla and on

Point Loma, where Scripps uses build-

ings and docks adjacent to NEL,
oceanographers continue to probe the

secrets of the deep. During World War
II, Scripps researchers made successful

Allied invasions possible by predicting

when offshore conditions would permit

(Continued on Page 3i)

Dr. F. N. D. Kurie directs NEL scientists

in research in three areas: (1) in air,

(2) under sea, and (3) human factors.



FIRST WITH THE FASTEST

From Albany to Zurich, TWA offers speedy **Air Travel for Everybody*

I and flew 110 miles an hour, about the fastest thing in

the air. Its passengers had to stuff cotton in their ears

and wrap blankets around their knees, but to men and

women in a hurry it was worth it. The Tin Goose provided

the first coast-to-coast all-air passenger service, New York
to Los Angeles in 36 hours.

Inaugurating this latest word in fast transportation was

a young airline called TWA. In those days—1930

—

"TWA" stood for Transcontinental & Western Air, Inc.

Today, with 35,000 miles of routes halfway around the

globe, spanning four continents and linking 21 world capi-

tals in 18 foreign countries, TWA more appropriately sig-

nifies "Trans-World Airhnes," one of the major interna-

tional air carriers in the world.

TWA was born in 1930, just a month before it estab-

lished its all-air transcontinental program. It arose lusty

and growing from the merger of four smaller lines, one

of which had already put the Tin Goose into operation in

a remarkable cross-country air-rail service. Unable to fly

in the dark, the enterprising young airline transferred its

passengers to fast trains at nightfall so they would be 300
miles nearer their destination by morning. The same kind

of imaginative planning also put Charles A. Lindbergh,

shortly after his own historic long-distance flight, in charge

of surveying and mapping that first coast-to-coast route.

He also set up standards for airports, schedules, pilots and

aircraft for the pioneering company, which was promptly

dubbed "The Lindbergh Line" by the adventurous souls

who bought its tickets.

Ernie Smith, the young pilot who was the first civilian

to cross the Pacific, flying a single-engine Travelaire from

California to Molokai in 25 Vi hours, was another of

TWA's early associates. So was Herbert Hoover, Jr.,

now Undersecretary of State. Then a radio engineer,

Hoover helped develop two way, air-to-ground radio, a

technique which aided immeasurably to "sell" commercial

flying to a doubtful public.

Pyramids near Giza, Egypt are one of many exotic landmarks TWA's world-circling Constellations encounter in covering global routes.
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But it took more than daring and initiative by a few

courageous young men to keep an air carrier in business

in those early days. Even as the "Tin Goose" was ac-

claimed as the most luxurious of modern transportation,

TWA engineers were setting up advanced design speci-

fications for a new twin-engine, all metal transport that

would revolutionize air travel. Built by Douglas and

known first as the DC-1, the plane finally evolved as the

famous DC-3, a 21 -passenger, speedy monster that could

fly coast to coast in 16 hours and had a top speed of 210
miles an hour. The DC-3 was so eminently the answer

to the need for a fast, comfortable, dependable transport

that by 1939 many other airlines had followed TWA's
lead and DC-3's were carrying 90 percent of the world's

passengers and cargo.

Nothing remains static in the airhne business, how-
ever. In 1938, scarcely five years after the DC-1 was first

conceived, Howard Hughes flew around the world in little

(Continued on Next Page)
Engine exhaust systems and components for airliners are

given inspection in tlie Ryan plant by Field Service Rep-

resentatives G. M. Hansen, C. L. Foushee, Jr., and C. E. Haas.

Network of overhead conveyor systems criss-crossing new TWA
engine shop delivers engines and parts to selected work
stations and unloads them by means of micro-switch devices.

110 mph "Tin Goose" starred in unique air-rail cross-country

service by TWA parent company; later was selected by TWA
for first all-air transcontinental flights, inaugurated in 1930.



Pushbutton cranes on monorail system speed aircraft engines tlirougli overKaui process at new $25 million TWA maintenance base.

more than three days and raised the curtain on the next

act of TWA's progress — regularly scheduled service

around the globe. TWA, Hughes and Lockheed began

collaborating immediately on the design of a long-range

air cruiser which would become as famous in its day as the

old DC-3—the 300 mph Constellation, or "Connie" as

she is affectionately known from Los Angeles to Cairo,

Rome to Ceylon, London to Tel Aviv.

Like many another young lady of the times, Connie

had to wait out a war to come into her own. In 1940,

when the aviation industry was just beginning to tool up
to meet mobilization needs, TWA already had the Boeing

Stratoliner, designed to specifications based on years of

research by TWA pilot-engineers. The Stratoliner was the

world's first pressurized cabin plane, making it possible

to fly above bad weather, at altitudes up to 20,000 feet,

and bringing trans-oceanic flight into the realm of every-

day possibility. Long before Pearl Harbor, TWA was in

the war training Royal Air Force crews on this new 4-

engine plane so they could ferry similar-type bombers

across the Atlantic to the Battle of Britain. By 1942,

TWA had an operating "Intercontinental Division" and

was the first domestic airline to schedule overseas flights

of land transports for the Air Transport Command. Shell

fuses to Cairo, President Roosevelt to Casablanca, enter-

tainment celebrities to Africa and India, sick and wounded
servicemen from the war fronts—these were the missions

accomplished by TWA's Intercontinental Division's 10,-

000 trans-Atlantic flights, covering more than 40 million

miles.

When peace came six years later, TWA not only had
the experience necessary to launch global service suc-

cessfully, it had the right plane to meet the demands of a

now thoroughly air-minded public
—

"Connie"—a sleek,

four-engine, 60-passenger luxury liner complete with

lounge, carpeting, berths and a gaUey where sumptuous
meals were prepared. In February of 1946, TWA put its

Constellations into the first direct scheduled passenger

service to Paris, Rome and Geneva. By 1952, when

(Continued on Page 37)
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Flying Test Bed for a Rani/ jet

Lockheed X-7 is air-laiiiielied

test vehicle with K>an- built

coinbiistioii chamber

RYAN ramjet combustion chambers

are flying at supersonic speeds in

the new Lockheed X-7 test vehicle.

Unveiled recently by the Air Force,

this sleek "silver splinter" (left) is

powered by a Marquardt ramjet engine

for which Ryan builds huge combus-

tion chambers. Deceptively named "fly-

ing stovepipes," these large structures

must be made to pin-point precision

to control the converging-diverging

flow of intensely hot gases.

The X-7 is used as a test bed for

both ramjets and other key missile

components. One of the two types of

power plants for missiles, ramjets are

superior in the Mach 2-4 range. Be-

cause ramjets cannot take ofl" under

their own power, the X-7 is carried

aloft by a B-29 and launched. A rock-

et booster drives the X-7 to flight speed

where the ramjet takes over. Much of

the electronic gear, used to obtain and

decode data in flight from the X-7, was

developed by Lockheed scientists.

Resembling mammoth bazookas, Ryan ramjet combustion chambers are readied tor delivery to Marquardt.



Unique Problems

From the cover of STEEL HORIZONS magazine, this dramatic sketch is their artist's impression of how jet VTOL aircraft might look.
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of IVTCMLl Flight Test
by Earl R. Hinz, Unit Chief, Systems and Controls

and Robert A. Fuhrman, Chief, Technical Section

Ryan Aeronautical Company

TO the designer, the vertical take-off

and landing aircraft presents a com-

plex problem in dynamic analysis.

Originally, this analysis must depend

upon data that is either estimated or

obtained from wind tunnel or labora-

tory tests to determine aerodynamic

derivatives, servomechanism charac-

teristics and moments of inertia. To

correlate original design estimates with

flight test data, these basic analyses

must be re-run, based on flight test

results. This requires precise flight

test data which is completely dependent

upon accurate test instrumentation.

With 2V4 million man-hours of en-

gineering experience devoted to VTOL
research, Ryan has developed the tools

and techniques for achieving these ob-

jectives.

The VTOL airplane poses unique

problems in flight instrumentation as

well as flight operations. The high ac-

curacy with which stability data must

be known indicates the need for new,

exact methods for getting information

in flight. For example, analysis of the

landing transition of a VTOL airplane

requires the solution of six simultan-

eous non-linear equations. These can

include 30 non-linear aerodynamic

terms. To measure these data in flight,

very precise instrument responses must

be realized.

Because the weight of a VTOL air-

plane is hmited by the available jet

thrust, flight testing instrumentation

must be light in weight besides satis-

fying other lequirements.

The jet VTOL airplane operates in

three distinct flight regimes, each with

different characteristics in handling

qualities and airplane performance.

These are: hovering, transition and

conventional flight. The first two are

unique to VTOL operation. The third,

though normal to contemporary jet

aircraft, has special aspects due to the

thrust to weight ratio of the VTOL
airplane.

HOVERING

In order to execute vertical take-off

and landing, the aircraft must be able

to hover about a fixed point. Hover-

ing flight is the condition where aero-

dynamic lift is essentially zero and air-

plane weight is sustained solely by

thrust. The pitch angle is of the order

of 90 degrees and velocities are small.

The take-off and landing maneuvers

are considered the end point of the

hovering regime. Since aerodynamic

forces, with exception of those due to

steady winds and gusts, are small, the

airplane must be sustained and con-

trolled through the use of internal

thrust or power sources.

(Continued on Next Page)

x:

Co-author Earl Hinz (left) is shown in

Brussels, Belgium where he was invited

to present this article to 300 dele-

gates to a NATO aeronautical meeting.

With this "Iron Cross" at Edwards Air Force Base, NACA studies the use ©? hi asa-

trols to replace or augment aerodynamic controls for flight. Pilot !«i i'le iockpit

directs jets of compressed gas from tips of steel beams to simuiofe esstfrsi forces.
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Fig. 1 : Hovering Attitude Envelope.

Fig. 2: Transition Attitude Envelope.

For stability analysis, the hovering

airplane can be considered a mass sys-

tem having six degrees of freedom with

essentially neutral inherent stability.

Both static and dynamic stabilization

must be supplied by the pilot or servo-

mechanisms. In hovering flight tests,

we are primarily concerned with at-

titude and position measurement, to

determine how well the aircraft is be-

ing controlled in space. This requires

exact dynamic measurements of con-

trol system response to correlate the

controls with the hovering airplane's

motion.

To analyze performance in the

hovering regime, thrust measurements
are important. In addition, we are in-

terested in velocity measurement under

conditions where dynamic pressure is

very low. We must, therefore, rely on
non - standard measuring techniques.

To complicate flight test problems, the

time spent in the hovering regime must
be limited. This is due to the high

fuel consumption associated with the

high power required during hovering

flight.

TRANSITION

Transition flight is encountered in

changing from vertical to horizontal

attitude. We define this regime by the

following conditions : velocity is greater

than zero but less than stall speed,

pitch angle is greater than the stall

angle of attack, aerodynamic lift is

greater than zero but less than aircraft

weight, and, therefore, weight must be
partially sustained by thrust. Both the

accelerating (take-off) transition and
the decelerating (landing) transition

are covered by this definition.

Both aerodynamic and thrust pro-

ducing sources must be considered for

control and stabilization during transi-

tion. Analyses have shown that, at

angles of attack above the stall angle,

positive stability can be provided longi-

tudinally through the use of appro-

priate aerodynamic design. Generally,

however, the aircraft will exhibit nega-

tive lateral-directional stability regard-

less of the configuration used. Analy-

ses have also shown that only coupled
longitudinal and 1 a t e r a 1-directional

modes exist during transition as well

as in hovering flight.

Performance as well as control

characteristics during transition must
be analyzed under transient conditions.

We are concerned with how well the

aircraft can be controlled and stabilized

while being rotated from the vertical to

horizontal attitude or vice versa. This

requires exact measurement of not

only the position of the airplane in

space at any instant but also the air-

flow relative to the airplane, particu-

larly in terms of angle of attack and
angle of sideslip.

Altitude, horizontal distance and air-

speed must be known, in addition to

thrust output, for performance analysis

of transition. Since fuel consumption

is high during transition, minimum time

to accomplish the transition is con-

sidered an important performance cri-

terion.

CONVENTIONAL

Conventional flight is the regime

normally flown by airplanes. By defi-

nition, aerodynamic lift is equal to or

greater than aircraft weight, velocity is

greater than stall speed and angle of

attack is less than stall angle.

In conventional flight, the VTOL
airplane encounters all of the flight

test instrumentation problems of pres-

ent day high performance aircraft.

Because of high-thrust-to-weight ratio,

the airplane inherently has exceptional

performance characteristics in terms of

ceiling, rate of climb, acceleration and

maneuverability. The rapid climb and

acceleration characteristics aggravate

the lag problem in pressure type air-

speed and altitude measuring devices.

It is conceivable that this type of air-

craft may have a rate of climb of

Mach 1 at low altitudes. This will re-

quire pressure transducers of very high

response for speed and altitude meas-

urement.

Since the VTOL airplane will prob-

ably require servomechanism devices

to provide stabilization in hovering and

transition flight, these components will

be used to provide stability augmen-
tation in conventional flight. Their

performance will have to be measured

during all phases of flight.

ATTITUDE MEASUREMENT

A fundamental item of flight infor-

mation is the aircraft's attitude in

space. An airplane, due to its three

axes maneuvering capability, can oper-

ate anywhere within a spherical space

envelope. However, in conventional

flight test work more limited spatial

envelopes are usually employed be-

cause of instrumentation limits and be-

12



cause conventional aircraft could be

evaluated without recourse to compli-

cated methods. With the jet VTOL
airplane, we must take a closer look

at the problem of defining the air-

plane's attitude in space.

First, consider the hovering condi-

tion. The airplane is essentially sit-

ting on its tail. It gets translatory mo-
tion by an angular displacement of the

resultant thrust which causes the air-

plane to tilt off the vertical. Since the

hovering airplane is strictly an in-

ertial body, relatively unaffected by ex-

ternal aerodynamic forces, the direc-

tion of tilt (and of ensuing motion) is

not unique. It is equally capable of

tilting and translating in pitch and

yaw or a combination. Further, the air-

plane can be rolled about its longi-

tudinal axis (which is vertical during

hovering) without restriction. This

freedom produces the conical hovering

attitude envelope shown in Figure 1.

The most obvious advantage of a

VTOL airplane is its ability to hover,

take off and land vertically in a very

restricted space. Although the final

evaluation of this ability lies with the

pilot, quantitative data on the air-

plane's behavior in the hovering atti-

tude is essential to the development of

the controls and flight systems.

Flight in the transition regime is con-

sidered merely a means to an end.

Like conventional take-off or landing,

it is accomplished essentially in a

vertical plane. At one extreme the air-

plane's longitudinal axis is near-ver-

tical. At the other extreme it is near-

horizontal. Because of the practical

VIEW OF PLANE DEFINED
BY WIND AND Y-AXIS

VIEW ALONS
POSITIVE 2-AXIS

VIEW ALONC
POSITIVE Y -AXIS

Fig. 3: Body Axes System to describe angular deviations.

values of a vertical plane transition

flight path, roll and yaw (measured

about the body axes) are controlled

within close limits. The resulting

transition fhght attitude envelope is

shown in Figure 2. Even though transi-

tion may be accomplished in a num-
ber of ways (horizontally through a

wide angle of attack range, by zoom-

ing through a large altitude range,

etc.), the airplane attitude will still

undergo a change through the ex-

tremes of the illustrated envelope.

Attitude instrumentation require-

ments for jet VTOL aircraft in con-

ventional flight are similar to those

for common types of high perform-

ance jet aircraft.

None of these three space envelopes

appear to be important problems by
themselves. We run into difficulty

when we blend them into a single all-

inclusive envelope. This is a neces-

sary step for two reasons: (a) we
must have continuity of data between

(Continued on Next Page)

Euler Axes System, Fig. 4 (left) has tilting roll plane while Space Plane Axes System, Fig. 5 (right) employs fixed roll plane.

ROLL PLANE

-YAW PLANE
i Hoiizon Plane)

Note -

''o'Yg,2o« EARTH REFERENCE AXES
X. Y, Z AIRPLANE BODY AXES

^•"i/.P ' AIRPLANE ATTITUDE ANGLES

PITCH PLANE

GRAVITY VECTOR

YAW PLANE
(Horlron piano)

- — PITCH PLANE
(Vertical)

GRAVITY VECTOR EARTH REFERENCE AXES

AIRPLANE BODY AXES
AIRPLANE ATTITUDE ANGLES
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ROLL-
FOLLOW-UP

SERVO

PITCH
OUTPUT

SYNCHRO

VERTICAL
GYRO
ROTOR

DIRECTIONAL-
GYRO ALIGNMENT

TORQUER

DIRECTIONAL GYRO
PITCH ALIGNMENT
PiCKOFF

PITCH
FOLLOW-UP
SERVO AND
SYNCHRO

OUTPUT
ROLL
SYNCHRO

DIRECTIONAL GYRO
ROTOR

AZIMUTH
OUTPUT
SYNCHRO

Fig. 6: Lear All-Attitude Reference Unit based on "stable platform" concept.

the three flight regimes and (b) a

single instrumentation system must
generally provide the data for all re-

gimes. The second requirement is in

keeping with fundamental VTOL de-

sign criteria in which weight (and, to

some extent, volume) considerations

are of major importance. It means
that we must extract a maximum
amount of information from each

instrument.

BODY AXES

Because VTOL aircraft traverse

large angular distances and flight dy-

namics are non-linear in nature, it is

impossible to refer flight motions to

the well established stability axes sys-

tem. Instead, reference must be made
to a true body axis which moves with

the airplane. Three separate quanti-

ties are measured with respect to these

body axes: (a) the orientation of the

relative wind vector, (b) the instan-

taneous deviation of the airframe from
vertical and horizontal reference planes,

and (c) the attitude of the airframe in

space. These three quantities are meas-
ures of the aerodynamic forces, in-

ertial (and gravitational) forces, and
flight path, respectively. Figure 3 il-

lustrates this body axes system and de-

fines wind vector orientation and in-

stantaneous airframe attitude angles.

The basic deficiency in using this

body axes system for free flight refer-

ence arises from the dual source of

true azimuth indication.

EULER AXES

The conventional body axes system

may correctly be called an Euler axes

system because they have their origin

at the airplane center of gravity and
their orientation with respect to the

airframe is fixed. But, because they

do not directly use a true azimuth

reference, their application to a jet

VTOL flight reference is not valid.

As an alternative, let us examine an-

other Euler axes system which uses a

true azimuth reference. Figure 4 shows

such a system. All the basic essen-

tials of a space axes system are pres-

ent. Azimuth angle is measured in the

horizontal plane, pitch angle is meas-
ured in a vertical plane which con-

tains the X-axis, and roll angle is meas-
ured in a plane normal to the X-axis.

Two undesirable features of this

conventional Eulerian axes system are

present. First objection is that the

order of rotation must be preserved,

which does not give us the spatial

measuring freedom we are seeking.

Second undesirable feature arises in

the handling of the azimuth angle. At
low angles of pitch we can measure
the azimuth angle using the horizontal

(Continued on Page 39)

rig. 7: Unique Task Velocity Measuring Unit, developed to measure angles of attack and sideslip at relatively low air speeds.
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TV ON

THE SPOT
Ryan uses closed-circuit television

to improve quality, efficiency

in spotwelding

B'
are on the

way out at Ryan.

This observation, which has nothing

to do with the ornithological interests

of Ryan employees, is another example

of how "Ryan Builds Better" with the

imaginative use of a modern technical

advancement—television.

Structural spotwelding has been a

specialty of Ryan for many years.

An exacting production process, it re-

quires careful control by expert tech-

nicians to assure high quality. Because

of the heat and pressure necessary to

accomplish spot welds, the copper alloy

welding tips soon pick up aluminum

from the "clad"—an outer layer of

pure aluminum which covers the hard-

er alloy core. Since "clad" is the pro-

tective coating which prevents corro-

sion of the metal, it is important in

aircraft manufacture that this "pick-

up" be kept to a minimum and both

welding electrodes cleaned when the

deposit becomes noticeable.

An experienced weldor has little

difficulty deciding when his welding

tips need cleaning. If the part he is

working on is small enough to be ma-
neuvered by hand, he "feels" the stick-

iness of the tips as deposits build up.

If the panel is so large it must be han-

dled mechanically, as in the huge KC-
135 jet tanker-transport skins, he re-

lies on sight—he can actually see the

difference in the surface appearance of

(Contniued on Page 38)

With new TV set-up, spotweldor Lloyd Turpin easily keeps track of quality of welds
on underside of large aluminum panel by checking enlarged 5'/2-inch spots on TV screen.

BEFORE: "Watcher" stationed beneath
welding platform kept eyes trained on

spotwelds to detect build-up of "clad."

AFTER: TV camera transmits magnified
image of spots to 17-inch screen be-

side weldor, eliminating the "watcher."
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Naval Air Development!

Moulding theory into hardware, NADC probcj

"WKirling Dervish," 1956 style
is NAOC volunteer in gondola of
human centrifuge shown below.

^orld's largest human centrifuge, used to define the limits of human tolerance to acceleration, can produce forces up to 40 "G



Center

he frontiers of knowledge

Manned by a staff of 2300, NADC's eight research laboratories occupy 750 acres.

IN a laboratory complex sprawled

over 750 acres of Bucks County,

Pennsylvania, just 20 miles north of

Philadelphia's city hall, a dedicated

corps of military and civilian scientists

and technicians are
seeing to it that naval

aviation continues to

be one of the most

potent mobile striking

forces in the world.

It is to them that

the naval aviator owes

the efficiency and re-

liabihty of his aircraft

and its components as

well as his personal

safety and comfort.

For whether it be ar-

mament, electronics or survival equip-

ment, it's a safe bet that somewhere
in the research, design or development

stages the Naval Air Development Cen-

ter at Johnsville, Pennsylvania, had its

finger in the it.

The Ryan AN/APN-67 automatic

Captain J. A. Haley

Commander

U. S. Naval Air

Development Center

Johnsville, Pa.

navigator, developed under sponsor-

ship of the Navy's Bureau of Aero-

nautics, was evaluated at NADC. The
center is currently testing it in con-

junction with other equipments for spe-

cialized applications.

The Naval Air Development Center

first took form as the Naval Aircraft

Modification Unit when the Navy oc-

cupied the site of the Brewster Aero-

nautical Corporation in 1944. The
tasks assigned this earlier organization

involved the development of guided

missiles and the conversion or modifi-

cation of service aircraft.

With the capitulation of the Axis

powers the need for a modification unit

vanished and the facility became the

Naval Air Development Station. This

was an independent organization dedi-

cated to research and development in

aeronautical fields.

By 1949, with the transfer of many
research activities from other parts of

the country to Johnsville, the station

had greatly expanded. That year the

activity was given its present name and

its scope and responsibility were en-

larged with a corresponding expansion

of space and personnel.

Today, NADC "is a well organized

giant in the Navy's research and devel-

opment program. It comprises eight

separate laboratories or departments

which are housed in a group of modern

buildings having more than a million

square feet of floor space. Over 2300
civihan and military personnel, under

the command of Captain J. A. Haley,

are employed at NADC to carry out its

mission.

Frequently the full magnitude of the

role played by NADC goes unrecog-

nized either because of the classified

nature of the work or because the

credit for the development is assigned

to the manufacturer. But a little re-

search will show that the center has

done a great deal of developing in its

eleven-year history.

Pioneer organization within the

(Continued on Next Page)

A Navy pilot holds hands off

controls to demonstrate first

successful flight of a heli-

copter controlled completely
by automatic pilot developed
by the Instrument Laboratory.
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RCA-built analog computer "Typhoon," world's largest, solves complex aerodynamic, engineering problems for NADC laboratories.

NADC structure is the Engineering

and Development Services Department,

whose primary function is to perform

research and development, engineering

and prototype work in the field of tar-

get drones, special aircraft and guided

missile systems. It is also responsible

for providing engineering and fabrica-

tion services for other laboratories of

NADC.
This is the laboratory that puts sci-

ence to work by changing theory into

practice. Significant was its develop-

ment of the mock-up and small scale

flying demonstration model of the first

vertical take-off fighter which ulti-

mately provided the basis for develop-

ment contracts for the Convair and

Lockheed VTO's. Another contribu-

tion was the development of the F6F
pilotless aircraft that were used, loaded

with thousand-pound bombs and guid-

ed by television, to attack Red lines of

communication in the Korean action.

In addition, a great deal of effort has

been devoted to the successful develop-

ment of techniques for underwater

launching of guided missiles.

Some years ago, the man regarded

as the father of the Royal Air Force

said, "Without armament, there is no
air force." Lord Trenchard's words

represent the basic concept behind the

Scorching, billowing wash of four rockets adds realism to test

e>f pilot reaction to vertical flight in NADC VTOL test vehicle.

Extensive facilities of Electronics Laboratory include 33-foot
isotope tunnel used in studying shielding and detection devices.
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design and development of virtually

all military aircraft. Combat aircraft

of the Navy are built for one reason

—

to fight. They are weapons and as

such must carry guns, rockets, guided

missiles and bombs. Thus it is essen-

tial that the Navy have effective gun

installations, bomb racks, rocket

launchers and armament control sys-

tems.

This is the responsibihty of another

member of the NADC organization

—

the Aviation Armament Laboratory.

Duties of this laboratory include the

development, design, construction,

flight testing and actual range firing of

all naval air guns, missiles and rockets.

They must gaze far into the future to

develop new systems of naval ordnance

based upon the advanced thinking of

both private industry and government

agencies. The armament lab works

with scientists, with the Bureau of

Aeronautics and with ordnance and

airframe contractors.

With the phenomenal growth of elec-

tronics in aviation following World
War II, it is logical that NADC's larg-

est laboratory would be devoted to this

field. The Aeronautical Electronics

and Electrical Laboratory was estab-

lished to study and engineer electronic

projects which were too broad, highly

classified or expensive for industry to

pursue.

Much of the preliminary study and
engineering in radar and radio have

been performed by this lab. This led

to the development of the radar-

equipped aircraft early warning planes,

such as the Lockheed WV-2, which can

give precious hours of warning in the

event of enemy air attack.

The AEEL has also made tremen-

dous strides in the development of

airborne anti-submarine detection de-

vices. Navy planes drop a ring of cyl-

inders around an enemy submarine.

These cylinders unwind a hydrophone
that descends into the ocean. At the

same time a small radio antenna pops

up and transmits a signal to the plane

overhead. As soon as the sub tries to

move it is detected and an electroni-

cally guided missile is dropped to seek

the sub and destroy it.

With such a group of highly tech-

nical laboratories, mountainous prob-

lems and computations are bound to

arise. Their solution requires special-

ists manning special equipment. To this

end the Aeronautical Computer Labo-
ratory was formed in 1950 at Johns-

ville. A computing "brain" was in-

stalled to solve complicated guided mis-

sile and other problems, saving years of

precious time, thousands of manhours
and millions of dollars. The computer,

a development of RCA Laboratories,

is called TYPHOON and is the largest

analog computer in existence.

By simulating flight conditions, TY-
PHOON can test fly missiles without

expending the thousands of dollars ac-

tual flight would cost. For example,

the characteristics of a missile, its

flight time and the flight pattern of the

plane it is to track and destroy are set

into the machine. The switch is thrown
and the flight begins—electronically.

Moments later, the results of the mis-

sion are graphically displayed on paper.

Perhaps the greatest hindrance to

aeronautical research has been and
will continue to be man himself. Like a

fish out of water, man's new environ-

ment threatens to destroy him at every

turn. Consequently, he must conceive

artificial devices to help him stay alive

and alert.

A mortal enemy to the naval aviator

is the "G." One "G" is the normal
pull of gravity, but as the pilot turns

sharply or pulls out of a dive, the "G"
forces may increase to five times his

own weight. When this happens, the

flesh sags, vision fails and unconscious-

ness may result. The Aviation Medical

Acceleration Laboratory at NADC has

a machine, the Human Centrifuge, to

duplicate these forces. The world's

largest, it can produce any "G" force

up to 40.

In order to create these forces, a

giant 4,000 h.p. electric motor turns

a 50-foot arm at high speeds. A cock-

pit is attached to the arm's outer end.

Subjects—flight surgeons and engineers

for the most part—ride the cockpit to

gain information that will help man
keep pace with the gravity-defying

vehicles he designs.

Another area in which problems of

the pilot have suffered neglect until

recent years is aircraft instruments.

Every small boy knows how many dials

and gauges the pilot must master in his

knowledge of the airplane. NADC's
Aircraft Instruments Laboratory is

simphfying the pilot's job by making
the instruments larger, locating them in

better position and placing them in a

(Continued on Page 41)

Confused torpedo or backward bomb? this

unusual view of splash in reverse shows
underwater launching of guided missile.
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Zooming straight up at hundreds of miles an hour without leaving the ground is a trick
performed regularly by Ryan engineers studying VTOL problems in this rotatable cock-
pit. Bion Henderson's "eo-pilot," Herb Ganske, uses analog computer to help him "fly."

20

Rran's computers and
simulated cockpits

take the guessYV'ork

out of test flying

"I'VE WALKED away from a lot of

i computer 'crashes,' " the engineer

grinned.

"We can afford to be wrong In a

computer 'flight.' A pilot in a test plane

has to be right all the time.

"And every one of those computer

'crashes' reduces the prospect of a fall-

EARTHBC
ure that could be disastrous In the air."

Test flying "on the ground" Is

becoming increasingly valuable. The
heightened complexity of aircraft as

supersonic and thermal barriers are

penetrated, the growing automation in

controls, coupled with the split-second

reaction demands on the human con-

troller in the cockpit, leave an infini-

tesimal margin for error in the skies.

"Debugging" a new plane before it

leaves the ground has become a prime

function of the amazing network of

wires and electronic tubes known as

analog computers. The "cut-and-try"

method of testing an aircraft belongs to

an era now considered as archaic as

the "Jenny" barnstorming days.

In a small room at Ryan is an im-

pressive array of computers humming
answers to problems in such new fron-

tiers of flight as VTOL (vertical take-

off and landing), remote-controlled tar-

gets and missiles, and the human en-

gineering involved in integrating man
and machine in unfamiliar situations.

Two "GEDA" (Goodyear Electron-

ic Differential Analyzers ) recently were

reinforced by two "PACE" (Electronic

Associates Precision Analog Computer
Equipment) computers. Containing

160 operational amplifiers, 20 multi-

pliers, and 25 arbitrary function gen-

erators, these "electronic brains" repre-

sent a $200,000 investment in saving



Unknown factors in new type planes are probed by this $100,000 analog computer at Ryan, operated by Horry Hansen, J. A. Simpson.

[JND TEST FLIGHT
lives, time and money.

"Preliminary design comes up with

what it considers a good plane, but as

in all new aircraft, there are areas of the

'unknown,' " the engineer explained.

"In an intensive period of simulated

'on the ground' flying with the analog

computers, we can look at these 'un-

knowns' and determine how the plane

will perform under given conditions.

"The plane may need full redesign,

or its stabilization system may have to

be modified to allow it to ffy through

these areas with a minimum of dif-

ficulty.

"What previously would require sev-

eral years of flight testing, with the

possible loss of one or more planes, is

now done in a matter of months and

at a fraction of the cost.

Building a prototype for testing is

aviation's most expensive process, and

there's always the gamble the plane

may prove impractical. Through the

use of computers, we can actually take

projects which might at first glance ap-

(Continued on Page 36)

Rotatable cockpit is shown in its "cradle" in Ryan's flight

simulation laboratory, adjoining room containing computers.
Navy facilities at Pt. Mugu, Cal., including simulated cock-
pit, helped relieve Ryan's temporarily overloaded computers.
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Ryan's most costly machine is this versatile $170,000 Cyril Bath radial draw former, used to stretch-form aluminum extruded parts.

FOR THE
This massive $88,000 Avey machine can drill hundreds of holes in jet intermediate case flanges with two push-button operations.



BIG jobs mean big machines. At

Ryan Aeronautical Company, where

the jobs are not only growing bigger

but more complex, new machine tools

are assuming increasingly impressive

proportions.

Not only does their size distinguish

them. These are machines that herald

the era of automation, and within their

bulk are delicately adjusted mechan-

isms that permit push-button operations

to perform intricate tasks. One man
standing at a control panel can manip-

ulate an awesome array of equipment,

pre-set to accomplish myriad functions

in the shaping and fabrication of intri-

cately contoured jet engine and air-

frame components.

Installation of new machines has be-

come a common occurrence at Ryan
during the past year, a period of the

most intensive tooling buildup in the

company's history as preparations are

made for quantity production of such

massive units as the aft fuselage sec-

tions of the Boeing KC-135 jet tanker-

transport and "707" commercial jet-

liner, and for an accelerated output of

to do this because they compress the

metal as they force it into shape.

Stretch presses first stretch the metal,

holding it under tension where it is in

a semi-plastic state, then form it. Be-

cause it is semi-plastic, much less force

is required.

Most stretch presses stretch the

metal part by pulling it with large grip-

per jaws mounted on a table. While

this tension is maintained, a form die

is rotated into the work, forming the

material only a fraction of an inch at

a time and causing the part to assume

the configurations of the die. The prin-

cipal advantage of stretch forming is

that it eliminates spring-back and per-

mits almost perfect forming to con-

tours. Also, matched male and female

dies are not necessary.

The new radial draw former is much
more than this type of stretch press.

The metal is held in controlled tension

while a rotating table draws the metal

radially over the outer surfaces of a

table-mounted die. At the same time,

a compression shoe, shaped to mate

with a cross section profile of the die

BIO JOB!^
jet engine parts.

Typical of the increasing versatility

and "knowledgeability" of these new
tools are the most expensive machine

Ryan has ever purchased, a $170,000

radial draw former produced by the

Cyril Bath Company of Solon, Ohio,

and the most automatic drilling ma-

chine in the Ryan plant, an $88,000

device created to Ryan specifications

by the Avey Drilhng Machine Co., Cin-

cinnati, the first machine of its kind in

the country.

CYRIL BATH RADIAL DRAW FORMER
Acquisition of this expensive ma-

chine gives Ryan a battery of five

stretch presses of various types and the

capability for executing a wide variety

of stretch forming requirements.

Basically, a piece of metal must be

distorted beyond its yield point, if it is

to be formed, or it will spring back to

its original shape. Impact forming ma-
chines, such as stamping presses and

air hammers, require tremendous forces

with allowances for material thickness,

and attached to a hydraulic ram, ap-

plies pressure to confine the metal to

the die face and assist with the form-

ing. This action "wipes" the metal into

the die, preventing wrinkling and main-

taining exact shape and angularity of

the part. The method lends itself to a

greater variety of complex curves and

shapes.

This is an important factor in the

several years' work looming ahead on

such major Ryan projects as the aft

fuselage sections for the Boeing KC-
135 tanker-transport and the Boeing
"707" commercial jetliner, and the jet

engine power packages for the Doug-
las DC-8 jetliner.

Built to Ryan specifications, the

giant Cyril Bath machine, 40 feet long,

is being used for stretching and form-

ing aluminum extruded parts, such as

bulkhead frames and attaching mem-
bers, for the KC-135 and "707" com-

(Continued on Page 34)

Aluminum alloy parts, such as one held

by workman, are kept in this deep, open-

top refrigerator prior to draw forming.

Aluminum extrusions for jet transport-

tanker fuselage sections are mounted on
rack after forming on Cyril Bath machine.

New jet engine intermediote eciss is re-

moved from Avey machine after pdah-fautton

operations drill 352 holes in flanges.
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Snuggled under wing of its Navy JD-1 "motiier" plane, Ryan KDA-1 will be released over sea test range as "bullseye" for missile.

FIREBEES SET B^EW RECORDS
Fljing over desert, s^vamp or sea, Rran drones

set still higher standards of performance

^5^1*

OEMARKABLE new distance and
» endurance records are being set by

Ryan Firebee jet drone missiles as they

perform operationally as high speed,

realistic jet targets for crew training

DESERT—Veteran of 1 missions, Firebee
lands in desert near White Sands, N.M.

and weapon system evaluation at sev-

eral Air Force and Navy installations.

Recently a Q-2A model Firebee flew

152 miles over the Gulf of Mexico

from Eghn Air Force Base, Fla., and

flew the same distance back for recov-

SWAMP—Flight from Eglin AFB ends in a
Florida swamp with little damage to Q-2.

ery—a round trip of 304 miles. This

flight broke an earlier record estab-

lished when a Navy KDA-1 version

flew 105 miles out over the Pacific

from the Naval Air Missile Test Cen-

SEA—Floating in Gulf of Mexico, Firebee
awaits retrieving boat after Eglin flight.

ter, Point Mugu, Calif. Both flights

were controlled from ground stations.

Another Air Force Q-2A set an en-

durance record of 80 minutes, 32 sec-

onds in the air over Holloman Air

Force Base, New Mexico, the base

from which a Firebee was flown as

target for the first public demonstra-

tion of the Army's Nike missile at

nearby White Sands Proving Ground
last spring.

Still another mark—this time for

"longevity"—has been set by two dif-

ferent drones, a Q-2 and a KDA-1,
which have flown a total of ten mis-

sions apiece. The Air Force drone was

an early model—number 18 in the

original order for 32 drones given

Ryan by the Air Force.

Meanwhile, rapid progress is being

made in testing the new, high altitude

version of the Firebee, the XQ-2B, for

which Ryan recently received an Air

Force contract. Powered by a Fair-

child FT-lOl-D-1 turbojet engine of

1,000 pounds thrust, an XQ-2B has

achieved an altitude of 49,000 feet at

Holloman AFB, and further tests are

expected to take it over 50,000 feet.

All three military services have re-

ceived Firebees, designed and equipped

to flt their individual requirements in

three basic configurations: Air Force

Q-2A, Navy KDA-1 and Army XM21.
Recently the Air Force placed Fire-

bees in operational use at the Air De-

fense Command's Weapons Training

Center, Vincent AFB, Arizona, the Air

Proving Ground Command's Eglin

(Continued on Page 38)
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THE EVOLUTION OF SPEED
PART III - JET PROPULSION

by William P. Brotherfon

THIS IS THE FINAL INSTALLMENT IN A SERIES OF THREE
ARTICLES WHICH WILL BE MADE AVAILABLE IN REPRINT
FORM TO INTERESTED READERS WHO REQUEST IT FROM
THE EDITOR

I O the men who build and fly planes, jet propulsion is

the biggest single advance in aviation since its beginning.

It is the entrance into the final phase of man's effort to

propel himself through space. The first practical jet en-

gine, built by Air Commodore Frank Whittle in England

in 1937, was basically a heat engine

—

the gas combustion

turbine—used as a jet propulsion device. It is the engine

which has launched an era of aircraft possibilities to chal-

lenge our imagination.

For thousands of years jet propulsion devices have

been known. Small toy-like gadgets, emitting hissing jets

of steam which spun the exhaust outlets in the opposite

direction, were made in ancient Greece. Sir Isaac New-
ton, in his third law of motion, formulated the principle

upon which jet propulsion functions, and worked fruit-

lessly on a jet-propelled carriage. Almost everyone is

familiar with the antics of a skyrocket, water sprinkler

head and punctured toy balloon. But a useful jet engine

was not developed until 1937 because high temperature-

resistant metals were not available which could stand the

terrific heat experienced in working parts of this new
power plant.

TURBOSUPERCHARGER
There is an interesting trend in aircraft power plant

accessories, dating back some years, which culminated in

the jet engine's development. In 1917, World War I pilots.

who had learned the advantage of being "on top" in a dog
fight, were coaxing their planes up to altitudes of 24,000
feet. They carried oxygen bottles for their use at these

heights but their engines had no extra oxygen supply. In

the thin rarified upper air, the engines would gasp, strangle

and produce about one-half the power of which they were
capable at sea-level.

The late Dr. Sanford Moss, noted General Electric

Company turbine engineer, studied the problem and de-

signed an air pump—called a turbosupercharger—to re-

suscitate the strangling engine. This was a sort of "iron

(Continued on Next Page)
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A "manned missile," the Lockheed F-104 Starfighter can out-

run a 16-inch shell. Ducts, bulging from fuselage sides,

scoop blasts of air into the plane's powerful G-E jet engine.

lung" for cramming vast amounts of compressed air down
the engine's windpipe. He hit upon the idea of using the

exhaust gases from the engine as a source of power for

this air pump. His turbosupercharger is composed of two

halves. The bottom half is a gas bucket-wheel turbine

which is spun at 30,000 r.p.m. by the engine exhaust. The
top section is a rotary compressor which sucks in the air

and packs it into the engine. Eventually, this auxihary

became so efficient at high altitudes that it was account-

ing for as much power as the engine it served.

In effect, Dr. Moss had an air compressor spun by a

gas turbine which was actuated by the products of com-
bustion of another engine. This was a miniature jet pro-

pulsion engine. It might be said facetiously that the turbo-

supercharger, which started out as an auxiliary to the

gasoline engine, has grown up and discarded its former

parent to become the present turbojet engine.

TURBOJET
The gas turbine jet engine (turbojet) is a roaring blow-

torch of an engine. It has a spinning compressor which

sucks in huge quantities of air and packs it into combus-
tion chambers to burn with flaming kerosene-like fuel.

The roaring exhaust gases are then nozzled out the tail-

pipe with the kick of a 16-inch gun. The jet engine is one

of the simplest of heat engines, having no carburetor, re-

ciprocating parts, supercharger or ignition system for nor-

mal operation. It swallows its own cooling air, dispensing

with cooling systems. It is not harnessed to a propeller,

transforming the chemical energy of the fuel direcdy into

No clue to its brute 30,000 thrust-horsepower in flight is revealed by the hard geometry of this J-57 jet engine and afterburner.
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thrust for flight. It has only one major moving part; a

whirling shaft on which are located the air compressor and

the turbine wheel. It will burn almost any fuel which can

be blown through a nozzle and burned; from kerosene to

powdered coal. Let's take a look at this remarkable en-

gine in action.

In an airplane, the jet engine lends itself to a smoothly

streamlined installation in wings or fuselage because it has

a relatively small diameter. Volumes of air ram into its

mouth in flight through special intake ducts in the plane.

This air is scooped up by the rotating blades of the com-

pressor which pack it more tightly and push it into a bank

of seething combustion chambers. Here, fuel is injected

and ignited. Combustion occurs with a fierce continuous

blaze much like the burning of a blow torch. The expand-

ing exhaust gases are shot to the rear. Before rushing into

the tail-pipe, this fast-flowing exhaust stream whips

through the blades of a turbine wheel, causing it to spin.

The spinning turbine shaft is connected to the air com-

pressor located at its forward extremity, causing it to turn

and suck in more air to be compressed and fed to the

combustion chambers. This sounds like a "lifting up by

the bootstraps" perpetual motion proposition. Actually,

it is an integral air pump driven by a gas turbine.

REACTION
After the exhaust leaves the turbine blades, it blasts

from the tailpipe at velocities of 1200 m.p.h. Just as a

gun recoUs from a speeding bullet, the airplane recoils

from the accelerated stream of exhaust gas. It doesn't

make much difference what is used; a solid bullet, a stream

of water or a flow of gas. If you expel it in one direction

the expelling device will tend to move in the opposite.

That's Newton's third law of motion.

In the turbojet, everything is designed to increase the

velocity of the air as it passes through the power plant.

The reason why fuel is burned with the air is to give it

more speed by the expansion of combustion. After leav-

ing the turbine wheel, it is squeezed into the tail-pipe to

accelerate it further by restricting its cross-sectional area.

Kicking the gas out of the tail-pipe at a much greater

velocity than it entered the nose of the turbojet, creates

the force of reaction, or recoil, which is necessary to pro-

pel the airplane.

Compared with the other heat engines of history, the

turbojet engine has many advantages. It takes the asset

of the gasoline engine

—

internal combustion—and com-
bines it with the advantage of the steam turbine

—

direct

rotary motion—to form an internal combustion turbine.

Instead of having several separate components to produce

the combustion, compression and exhaust, it accomplishes

these functions within a single structure. The order is

changed slightly, the compression coming before com-
bustion. This brings up the fact that this engine is a low

pressure engine working at pressures of around 75 pounds

per square inch. The pressure peak is experienced in the

air compressor. The pressures in the combustion cham-
bers are actually less than those developed in the compres-

sor—otherwise the exhaust would squirt out the nose of

the engine as well as the tail-pipe. From the nose to the

exhaust nozzle, the speeding gases drop in pressure but in-

crease in velocity.

Basically, the turbojet performs the same function as

the propeller. Both accelerate large quantities of air rear-

ward and are in turn swept

forward by the reactive

thrust. At low aircraft

speeds, the large diameter

propeller can handle more

air than the relatively

small diameter turbojet.

Therefore, it is more effi-

cient than a jet for take-

offs and landings. At high

flight speeds, however, the

turbojet can swaUow sev-

eral times as much air as the propeller can chew and is,

therefore, more effi-

cient. Some of the

largest turbojets gulp

down several tons of

air per minute. And,
the turbojet makes
exceptionally good

use of the air it con-

sumes. It employs
the same swiftly flow-

ing air stream to feed its fires of combustion, to cool its

volcanic parts and to thrust it through space.

TURBOPROP
Because of the limited thrust of early turbojet engines

at low speeds, the Navy teamed a jet engine with the pro-

peller-driving gasoline engine in its Ryan FR-1 Fireball

(Continued on Next Page)

Allison turboprop engine gears two gas turbines into single

propeller shatt, a combination which develops 5850 horsepower.
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fighter. The Navy's first jet plane, the Ryan Fireball was

the forerunner of the turboprop aircraft. It provided the

Navy with a jet-propelled fighter which could operate ef-

ficiently from the smallest carriers and yet perform with

superlative jet fast speeds in combat maneuvers.

Later, Ryan produced the XF2R-1 aircraft which was

the Navy's first turboprop airplane. It was powered by a

gas turbine-driven propeller, or turboprop engine. This

power plant harnesses both the propeller and jet stream

in a single engine. The propeller is driven by the same gas

turbine which operates the air compressor. Approximately

75 percent of the energy of the hot gases generated in the

combustion chambers is absorbed in driving the propeller.

The remainder is used to generate added thrust by direct

jet reaction.

Jet engines have acquired a reputation for outlandish

fuel consumption. This accusation is justified only if you

compare their performance in that regard with the gasoline

engine at relatively low aircraft speeds. At velocities of

500 m.p.h. and higher, the turbojet begins to use pro-

gressively less fuel for a specified flight task than con-

ventional power plants. Essentially, the turbojet is a high

speed engine. Like a voracious tornado, the faster it goes

the more air it sucks in, and the more air it consumes,

the faster it goes. As this "ring around the rosy" begins

to spiral upward, the turbojet becomes more efficient until

it reaches its maximum speed. This occurs when the en-

gine is traveling forward at the same velocity that the jet

stream spurts to the rear, or 1200 m.p.h. with present

fuels. We have not yet taken full advantage of the turbo-

jet's high speed possibilities for piloted aircraft because of

aerodynamic problems. When we have fully supersonic

jetliners, the turbojet and other types of jet engines will

have come into their own.

RAMJET
There are many developments and variations in jet

engines in the trend toward greater simplification and

faster-flying power plants. One of the most promising of

these is the ramjet engine. Engineers knew that when the

turbojet got up to speeds of 500 m.p.h. the air was ram-

ming down the engine so fast it was being compressed

without the need for a compressor or other mechanical

device. Thus, though the turbine and air compressor were

eliminated, the engine would continue to operate. Actu-

ally, the turbine and air compressor are needed only to get

enough air into the combustion chambers to make the

engine perform at take-off and low flight speeds.

Following this thought, the exhaust tail-pipe of an

airplane was modified and launched into space with a

rocket device. When the tail-pipe reached high velocity,

its own flight speed compressed the air rushing through it.

Fuel was burned with this air and the exhaust was blasted

out the rear. Reaction from this jet stream whipped the

tail-pipe up to 1500 m.p.h. At this velocity the engine

developed an equivalent of 3000 horsepower at the phe-

nomenal weight ratio of one horsepower per half-ounce.

Called "the flying stove-pipe," this first ramjet was a 70-

pound tube without moving parts. It accomplished com-
pression, combustion and exhaust in the briefest fraction

of time and with a minimum of equipment. The ramjet

may be said to be an auxiliary of the turbojet which has

likewise grown up and "kicked its parent out.""

Interesting possibilities can be forseen for ramjets.

They could be carried under the wings of aircraft and

switched on in flight. They would provide great additional

thrust at little added weight. The ramjet is the most ef-

ficient power plant for propulsion at speeds of 2500 miles

per hour. As flight speeds spiral upwards, a trend away
from turbojets, toward ramjets, will be clearly evident in

both manned aircraft and uninhabited missiles. Actually,

this is apparent in the new Lockheed F-104 Starfighter.

Its General Electric J-79 turbojet engine and afterburner

develops half its thrust as a ramjet, at top flight speeds.

The compression of air entering the engine is increased by

sheer force resulting from very high speed.

AFTERBURNER
Another fascinating thought occurs when we conceive

of a ramjet engine coupled to the rear of the turbojet.

Then the ramjet would be receiving a blast of exhaust

gas which is already moving at 1200 m.p.h. even though

the airplane may be flying at low speeds. Substantial

amounts of unburned oxygen exist in this jet stream so

that the ramjet could operate as an auxiliary thrust booster

of startling capacity.

A Lockheed Shooting Star is powered by wing-tip ramjets—simplest members of the jet family and fastest air-breathing engines.
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Afterburner is essentially a ramjet engine (right) whose combustion is fed by unburned oxygen in jet stream of a turbojet (left).

This is exactly how an afterburner operates. The after-

burner is essentially a ramjet which ignites large quantities

of fuel in the turbojet jet stream. In the piston engine, the

air-fuel ratio is about 16 to one but in the turbojet engine

it is 60 to one. Therefore, there is plenty of free oxygen

available to support combustion in the afterburner.

By burning added fuel within the afterburner structure,

enormous increases of thrust may be obtained, up to 50

percent increments, without placing added thermal or

structural stresses upon the jet engine. Because the after-

burner consumes more fuel than the turbojet engine itself,

its use must be limited to rather brief periods.

TURBOFAN
Another unique arrangement is the turbofan engine

which falls midway between the turbojet and turboprop

power plants. This design uses a large low-pressure com-

pressor which splits the air flow, by-passing part of it

around the hot combustion chambers and passing the re-

mainder through them. All of these flows are rejoined

at the rear of the engine to form a larger, slower jet stream

with a fast-moving hot core. The result is a turbojet en-

gine which uses fuel more efficiently for propulsion be-

cause there is less differential between the velocities of

the jet stream and the aircraft. Such a configuration may
have high potential for commercial jetliner application.

ROCKET ENGINES
The most sensational power plants are rocket engines.

These man-made meteors explode with a fury resembling

an atomic blast. They are the fastest, farthest-ranging,

most powerful heat engines. Men watching their terri-

fying "whoosh" as they streak for outer space trailing

white hot flames of incandescent gas, call them "controlled

catastrophes." Some say they never felt closer to death.

Rocket engines live fast, dangerous, short lives. They
are the only power-plants which can leap out of the

earth's atmosphere and range far into space because they

do not "breathe" air. They carry their own oxygen, in

liquid or solid form. They consume fuel at a fantastic rate.

The rocket engine used in the German V-2 missile gobbles

nine tons of fuel in 65 seconds—to develop an equivalent

of 600,000 horsepower!

Rocket engines are used to power high speed research

planes for two reasons: (1) they are the only engines

which can perform at the 90,000-foot altitudes where

1900 m.p.h. speeds can be attained (turbojets cannot fly

above 65,000-feet because the air is too thin to compress

with available means), (2) only they possess the tre-

mendous power needed to blast aircraft through space at

twice the speed of a 16-inch shell.

Rocket engines are the "push" behind push-button

warfare. Intercontinental missiles will have to fly outside

the earth's atmosphere, where aerodynamic drag and lift

vanish, to attain speed and range. Rocket engines will

take them to their targets. They have unique, potent ad-

vantages for missiles. All other engines lose thrust as they

gain altitude. Rocket engine power increases with altitude,

with maximum thrust occurring when outside pressure is

zero—in space.

Rocket-engined missiles can take off at low speeds

and thrust in dense air, close to earth. As they rise, they

lose weight fast because they eat up fuel rapidly. As

weight drops and thrust rises, rocket-engined missiles pick

up speed like runaway locomotives. They attain maximum
performance in the thin upper regions, where it pays off

most.

Rocket engines are true jet power plants in which the

fuel and oxidizer are burned in a combustion chamber and
(Continued on Next Page)

Ryan Firebee jet drone is launched by RATO bottle

which is solid fuel rocket of 11,000 lbs. thrust. Liquid fuel

rockets are fastest, hottest and most powerful heat engines.
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the hot exhaust nozzled out the rear. Deceptively simple

in appearance, rocket engines are extremely complex in

design. Tiny imperfections in design or precision fabrica-

tion can alter fuel flows, cause violent unstable combus-

tion to make a rocket run amok.
Rocket engines are the only pedigreed power plants.

They must not only be made to exact dimensions but

must be cahbrated, like a delicate instrument. Each is

accompanied by a complete log with history of manu-
facture and behavior under test.

Unlike other engines which can be test run to de-

termine behavior, rocket engines are one-shot affairs.

Once fired, they are consumed. Ryan tests the powerful

liquid fuel rocket engines, which are built for the Army's

Corporal guided missile, with water. Tons of water per

minute are gushed through each engine while flow rates,

pressures and other data are recorded. Then, conversion

factors, based on differences in viscosities, temperatures

and other properties of water and fuels, are used to chart

future performance of each engine.

SPACE FLIGHT

If anyone makes a flight to the moon, it will be in a

rocket-engined conveyance. Truly high speeds could be

enjoyed in frictionless outer space. Silently gliding through

space at several miles a second, a rocket to the moon
would have to travel under power only to the point in

space where the strength of the earth's and moon's gravi-

tational fields are balanced. Because of the greater mass

of the earth, this would be much closer to the moon. At

this interlunar point, the rocket would begin to fall into

the moon and the space ship pilot's main consideration

would be how to avoid crashing into that lifeless body.

Or it might be possible to fire a rocket-engined ship

into the sky at the proper speed and direction so that it

would begin to travel around the earth in a perpetual orbit

of its own. If it could get beyond the atmosphere with

sufficient reserve power to give it the initial orbital velo-

city, this would occur. The centrifugal force resulting

from its circular zooming around the earth could just

balance the gravitational puU of our planet and allow it

to wend its way endlessly about us in frictionless space.

Two top problems which the design of rocket ships for

interstellar travel pose have already been solved by present

research. There are the tasks of cooling the engine and

directing the course of the missile without the use of air

flows. Rocket engines are literally blast furnaces. With-

out cooling provisions, usually achieved by air flow, they

would simply fuse into hot blobs of metal a few seconds

after take-off, due to the accumulated heat.

Also, steering such a unique vehicle would require

something other than the conventional fins and control

surfaces which are used with all other aircraft because

they depend upon reactions caused by deflecting streams

of air.

German scientists tackled both problems and arrived at

solutions in the V-2 design. The heat disposal question

was neatly answered by circulating the fuel around the

combustion chamber prior to burning it. In this ingenious

way, the combustion chamber is continually cooled, the

fuel pre-heated to burn more efficiently and the excess

heat ejected in the jet stream.

For guidance, the huge 14-ton V-2 uses graphite fins,

which can withstand the 5000-degree temperatures experi-

enced, buried within the jet stream itself. These control

surfaces are actuated either by gyroscopic mechanisms or

can be controlled by electronic means. As they move, they

deflect the jet stream, causing the big missile to react by

lurching along the path prescribed for it.

We have come a long way since the dawn of the lever,

inclined plane and wheel. Even the steam engine, the

steam turbine and gasoline engine seem to belong to a

remote era, separated from the present procession of re-

action engines by a new concept in powered propulsion.

One by one the obstacles to faster travel have been swept

away by science. It begins to appear that the only con-

sideration which will eventually limit the speed- and dist-

ance of our movement will be the availability of energy

in compact fuels. Perhaps, the stage is set for the har-

nessing of atomic energy to the needs of flight.

EAST COAST AERONAUTICS. INC. PHOTO

Lsden with life-saving gear as he climbs into a unique all-magnesium jet fighter, this pilot symbolizes man's fight to fly.
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MISSION "BULLSEYE"

(Continued jrom Page 2)

are provided by a gravity-erected ver-

tical gyro. Rate signals for damping

in roll are provided by a rate gyro.

Altitude error signals are provided by

a barometric altitude controller. Sig-

nals from the gyros and altitude con-

troller are mixed with control surface

positioning signals in their respective

axes. The combined signals are am-

plified through roll and pitch ampli-

fiers whose outputs actuate aileron

and/or elevator servos. The servos po-

sition the control surfaces to stabilize

the target in accordance with the flight

path chosen by the remote control

operator.

The functions of the autopilot and

remote control system are best illus-

trated by a typical mission. After re-

lease from the mother plane, approxi-

mately five seconds is allowed for the

drone to pick up sufficient flying speed

and to damp out initial launch dis-

turbances. The remote operator then

transmits a "straight and level" com-

mand. In the drone, the altitude con-

troller is automatically engaged and

will function until a "climb," or a

"dive" command is received.

A selsyn is clutched to an evacuated

aneroid element giving an output pro-

portional to deviations from the ref-

erence altitude at which the "straight

and level" command was transmitted.

The output of the altitude controller

is combined with the pitch attitude

and elevator position signals to ulti-

mately provide, through the pitch

amplifier and servo, the elevator trim

position necessary to maintain level

flight. When sufficient airspeed has

been attained, a "climb" command is

transmitted by the remote operator.

The time interval that the operator

holds the control stick back regulates

the magnitude of the climb command.

In the drone, the "climb" signal is

used to actuate a motor, which in turn

drives a potentiometer. The potentio-

meter is in the pitch data system con-

taining the vertical gyro and introduces

an "error" voltage. Balance in the

data system is achieved when the drone

assumes the commanded pitch attitude.

During climbs, the altitude controller

is rendered inactive. After a climb of

approximately 10,000 feet, a turn is

made to keep the drone within re-

quired range boundaries. Prior to

transmitting a "turn" command, the

remote operator commands "straight

and level." This allows the drone to

level out and regain airspeed lost dur-

ing the climb. The motor-driven po-

tentiometer is automatically returned to

center, and the altitude controller is

engaged.

A "left turn" command is trans-

mitted by momentarily holding the

control stick to the left. In the drone,

the left turn relay is locked electrically

through the "chmb," "dive," and

"straight and level" relays. In the

event that the pilot does not command
"straight and level" before the turn,

the altitude controller will be auto-

matically engaged. Closure of the turn

relay creates an unbalance in the roll

data system containing the vertical

gyro and the roll rate gyro. Simul-

taneously, the pitch system is un-

balanced slightly to provide a small

additional increment of up-elevator.

The angle of bank is pre-set to re-

sult in 45 degrees at altitudes below

30,000 feet and 30 degrees above 30,-

000 feet. An additional control is pro-

vided by which the remote operator

may override the 30 degree bank and

obtain 45 degrees when necessary.

The bank angle is normally selected

automatically by a barometric switch

in the drone. The turn will continue

until a "straight and level," "climb,"

or "dive" command is given. A "dive"

command creates functions in the

drone similar to those described for

"climb" but in the opposite direction.

Through a series of such maneu-

vers, the drone can be directed over

any selected track up to the present

operating ceiling of 40,000 feet. And,

it can be done with the regularity and

reliability demanded by the fast grow-

ing family of guided missiles now in

service or being developed.

One basic design philosophy, which

guided the latter stages of develop-

ment of the autopilot system, was the

use of high autopilot gains. High gains

mean large control deflections for

small angular and altitude errors of

the drone and, hence, greater accuracy

in flight control. For example, it was

found that with "tight" control about

the roll axis it was possible to elimi-

nate automatic control of the rudder

with attendant reduction in overall

system complexity and cost. Since the

Firebee can be recovered by parachute

for re-use a "tight" control system

means reliable control and stabiliza-

tion for flights despite the sizeable air-

frame misalignments which can occur

as a result of ground and water land-

ings. Larger tolerances in airframe

alignment also cut costs and simpUfy

production.

In retrospect, many of the com-
ponents and systems which were de-

signed, fabricated, tested and ulti-

mately thrown out appear quite am-
bitious, even in the light of the current

"state of the art." But the idea of a

high near-sonic speed drone, flying at

altitudes from sea level to 40,000 feet,

and simulating fighter aircraft, was
conceived by forward thinking mili-

tary planners nine years ago. At that

time equipment for control and stabili-

zation of un-manned aircraft, flying at

high speed, was non-existent. Also the

methods for analysis and the design

criteria for the complex servomechan-

isms were just coming into being.

In the original design concept, the

stabilization system contained several

unique features, necessitated by the

rigid endurance requirements. Due to

the high speed of the drone, conven-

tional horizontal turns were not con-

sidered desirable because of the ex-

cessive time required to perform a

course reversal. Maneuverabihty was
limited by the freedom afforded by
conventional gyros. However, time his-

tory studies showed a very definite ad-

vantage to the vertical turn. A pro-

grammed vertical turn was decided

upon and calculations proved that this

was the only way endurance require-

ments could be met.

Undaunted by the knowledge that

normal free gyros were known to react

violently when subjected to such

maneuvers, a design specification was
prepared to procure an instrument

which, in addition to having normal

free gyro characteristics, required pre-

cession, on command, about both axes.

This unit was to act as a normal data

reference to furnish roll and pitch

information. When a course reversal

was commanded, a program timer

took control and the gyro was preces-

sed in pitch to cause the drone to per-

form a partial loop. The gyro was ther.

precessed in roll, righting the airplane,

and ultimately pulling up to level the

(Contimied on Next Page)
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Ljiiding at the Pentagon in Washington, D. C, this Vertol H-21 helicopter, equipped with

a Ryan exhaust system, recently completed the first non-stop, transcontinental flight of a

helicopter, made possible by mid-air refueling along the 2,610 mile route.

Rran Exhaust System on Record Flight

A Ryan product helped accomplish the first non-stop, transcontinental flight

of a helicopter recently.

The Army Vertol H-21 "Flying Banana," so-called because of its "'bent"

fuselage, equipped with a Ryan exhaust system on its 1425 h.p. Wright 9-eylinder
engine, beat its way for 2,610 miles from San Diego to a landing beside the
Pentagon in Washington, D. C. in 31 hours, 40 minutes.

The feat was made possible by refueling in air at various points along the
route.

MISSION "6ULLSEYE'
(Continued from Page 31)

drone out at approximately the same

altitude as at the start of turn, but in

reverse heading. The many compli-

cations which were encountered in at-

tempting to develop this unit were

primarily mechanical. However, many
of the penalties imposed on other com-

ponents of the system, by virtue of

this maneuvering concept, resulted in

electronic problems.

To begin with, design of the stabili-

zation system was taking place at a

time when, because of unreliability,

electronic equipment was being avoid-

ed as much as possible. As general

design criteria, any unit with vacuum
tubes was avoided or minimized. This

philosophy led to the use of a high

voltage d. c. data system. Obviously,

this created a problem in the manu-

facture of potentiometers for pickoffs.

It became necessary to wind special

potentiometers with values up to 40,-

000 ohms and with power ratings up to

5 watts. And along with this a usable

resolution had to be maintained.

Some attempts were made to drive

the push-pull differential clutch servo

directly from the data system. Also,

an effort was made to use an electro-

mechanical device as a means of

achieving the gain required. Both re-

sulted in dismal failure. Finally, a

vacuum tube amplifier was suggested

and it was shown that the immediate

problems could be solved in this man-
ner. A single stage amplifier with a

gain of approximately ten was used

to couple the data system to the servo

clutches. But, one problem was solved

and another created. The servo clutches

(multiple disc friction type) were be-

ing driven so hard that nonlinear char-

acteristics appeared. Coupled with the

natural erratic characteristic of this

type clutch the situation became almost

untenable.

Fortunately, during this period of

strain we were not alone in know-
ing that a reliable servo system was
keyed directly to component reliabiUty.

Paralleling our own struggles, com-
ponent manufacturers were developing

servos and other associated units which
were directly apphcable to our needs.

Similarly, servo system analysis had
been undergoing an evolution. The
once scarce analog computer had be-

come a standard tool.

Considerable time remained before

an operationally suitable stabilization

system was worked out. One of the

biggest single problems confronting us

during the evolution was cost. Because
the Firebee was classed as semi-ex-

pendable, and since no direct personnel

safety was involved, the cost com-
promise was made early. Inevitably,

this philosophy was opposed by the

pressure of reliability.

Through a period of study and test

of various available production com-
ponents, the present stabilization sys-

tem evolved. Wherever possible these

components were individually flight

tested in the drone to insure objective

analysis.

As advanced as the "state of the

art" has become in the past decade,

there is still no perfect component or

system for stabilization. And for this

reason each part must be evaluated

separately for a particular application.

A component cannot stand on the basis

of past performance, even though the

application is similar.

The Firebee stabilization system of

today has been proven to be opera-

tionally suitable, as evidenced by the

high flight frequency of the drones. In

the field of unmanned aircraft this

represents a definite achievement.

But the struggle goes on for more
capabilities. More speed and higher

altitude are the watchwords of the

aviation and missile industries. And
to keep pace the Firebee must grow

with them. New improvements are be-

ing flight tested to give the Firebee a

50,000 foot ceiling capability and

greater maneuverability. It's difficult

to say where the limit may be. But we
can be certain of one thing, the Fire-

bee has taken its place in the jet-age

arsenal to serve for many years as a

realistic target to evaluate the perform-

ance of missile systems, airborne gun-

ners and pilots and radar tracking

crews.
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landing small boats; their work in

underwater sound phenomena con-

tributed importantly to the detection of

enemy submarines. After the war, a

major Scripps project investigated the

sudden decrease in the California sar-

dine population, which was creating a

crisis in the local fishing industry. And
in addition to research, Scripps has

continued its important function as the

University of Cahfornia's graduate

school of oceanography.

The long-term outlook for Scripps,

as the newspaper headlines indicate,

promises that this campus will have a

rapidly widening influence on both the

San Diego community and the world.

While the details of the University's

expansion here have not yet been

spelled out, a number of thoughtful

proposals have been made. Most of

them emphasize a "scientific campus"
to increase California facilities for

scientific graduate study, and to pro-

vide a research center for the state's

third largest metropolitan area.

There is some talk of departing

from the traditional academic organiza-

tion on the expanded campus, by ap-

plying the "institute" concept which
has proved so successful at Scripps,

where the staff has grown from 35 to

500 in ten years. There might be an
institute of marine resources, of me-
chanics, of earth sciences, of biology,

of psychology and anthropology, and
an institute for pure and applied

physics.

An institute of the living arts could

be built around the activities of the

La JoUa-San Diego Theater and Arts

Foundation, which has been given 12

adjacent acres by the University, for a

multi-purpose theater. This theater

will house the well-known La Jolla

Playhouse productions each summer,
and will be available to the University

for a variety of intellectual and aca-

demic pursuits.

Just how bright the future is for the

La Jolla campus is something which
even the scientists at Scripps' Visi-

bihty Laboratory would have a hard
time measuring. Last June, the people
of San Diego voted to give 40 to 50
acres of city-owned land to the Uni-
versity, bringing the La Jolla site to

about 200 acres. For San Diegans

have been quick to realize that re-

search benefits everyone. Engineers at

Ryan, for example, found valuable

even the presence of an oceanographic

institute. When Ryan electronics en-

gineers were designing the AN/APN-
67 automatic navigator, which brings

modern aircraft to their destinations

accurately and reliably, they had vital

questions about ocean currents and

wave structures. Scripps professors

had, and supplied, the answers.

An example of how research or-

ganizations work together, and at the

same time benefit the community di-

rectly, is the sponsorship by Scripps

and General Atomic of a public lecture

series on science. Recently, one of

these lectures brought to San Diego

the chairman of U.S. participation in

the IGY, Dr. Joseph Kaplan.

GENERAL ATOMIC

General Atomic has already be-

come a significant part of the San

Diego scene. In another forward-

looking move, the local electorate

voted to give GA the site for its new
laboratory on the same ballot that

authorized enlarging the Scripps cam-
pus. The firm of Pereira and Luckman
is working on the building plans, which
will provide the campus-like atmos-

phere that seems to make research

people feel at home.
There will probably be about 300

on the GA staff when the laboratory

is opened sometime next year. Mean-
while, GA is not sitting on its cor-

porate hands. A local school build-

ing, no longer functional because a

wartime housing project had been

moved away, was found to be a treas-

ure-house of one of the atomic scien-

tist's secret weapons — blackboards.

These were not paper, but real slate,

and GA moved fast. Today there are

IBM computers in the gymnasium,
olive trees and a motorized lily pond
in the playground, and a hundred sci-

entists in the classrooms.

General Manager of GA, and a vice-

president of parent General Dynamics,

is 32-year-old Frederic de Hoffmann
Vienna-born Harvard-educated veteran

of Los Alamos, the AEC, and the UN
conference at Geneva on peaceful uses

of the atom. Those peaceful issues are

the main pursuit of General Atomic.

Both theoretical and experimental

work will be done under the direction

of Dr. de Hoffmann and GA's chief

scientist. Dr. Edward Creutz.

Major emphasis will be placed on

basic nuclear studies and on materials

research — the particles and forces

within the nucleus, and the properties

of materials which might be used in

reactor construction, for example. The
disciplines required for such investiga-

tions include mathematics, physics

(theoretical, experimental, reactor),

chemistry, metallurgy, and the allied

branches of engineering. It is the aim

of GA to gather together top men in

all these fields, attracting them both by

the caliber of their GA colleagues and

by San Diego's "American Riviera"

climate and topography.

This year's summer program at GA
is indicative of which way the wind is

blowing. Thirty nuclear scientists and

engineers joined the staff for up to

three months, some bringing with them

their most promising graduate students.

They included chemist Benedict of

MIT's Nuclear Engineering School,

mathematicians Courant and Richt-

myer of NYU, reactor specialist Wel-

ton of Oak Ridge, radiochemist Ken-

nedy of Washington University, and

metallurgist Gurinsky of Brookhaven.

Bringing them together typifies Dr. de

Hoffmann's "belief that fundamental

approaches are the most direct way
toward significant technological ac-

complishments."

The summer program has already

proved beneficial not only to GA, but

directly to San Diego as well. For ex-

ample, on August 16 one of the sum-

mer staff discussed "the Problem of

the Origin of the Cosmic Rays" in a

talk at Scripps. He is MIT professor

Bruno Rossi, who was once at Los

Alamos and is a world authority on

cosmic rays. His talk was the third in

a summer series on modern develop-

ments in physics, from which in-

terested San Diegans gained new in-

sights into the nature of our scientific

frontiers.

NAVY ELECTRONIC LABORATORY

San Diego's third major center of

research is the $10-million Navy Elec-

tronics Laboratory, where progress in

radio, radar, sonar, oceanography, en-

vironmental influences and human fac-

tors is continuing under the direction

of technical director F. N. D. Kurie,

and commanding officer. Captain J.

M. Phelps.

(Continued on Next Page)
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Dr. Kurie heads a distinguished

staff, many of whose members are in-

ternationally famous in their fields.

Indicative of the intellectual magnet

that such a staff represents was the

world symposium on "normal mode
theory" sponsored jointly by Ryan and

NEL at the Laboratory last year (see

Ryan Reporter, Vol. 16, No. 3, for

details of symposium and NEL pro-

jects). This discussion of the propaga-

tion of electromagnetic waves in the

troposphere attracted scientists from

Switzerland, Holland, France, Britain,

and Israel, as well as all over the

United States.

This summer, other great research

men came to NEL to participate in the

year-round training program. This

program, like many other NEL activi-

ties, has tangible benefits for all of

San Diego's scientists, as a number of

the classes are open to members of

industrial and university laboratories.

Dr. Karl Herzfeld, chairman of the

Physics Department at Catholic Uni-

versity, and one of the most prominent

atomic physicists, taught atomic spec-

tra and atomic structure. Dr. Edward

Miller presented a series of lectures on

optical engineering; he has been a

NEL consultant since early last year,

in addition to doing staff work at

IlUnois and Wisconsin.

NEL, like Scripps, has proven of

great use to San Diego's industrial

firms. Over the past three years, for

example, Ryan engineers have fre-

quently consulted NEL psychologists

and physiologists to help solve prob-

lems in human engineering—designing

equipment to make the man-machine

combination as efficient as possible.

As the presence of Dr. Herzfeld im-

phes, the traditional interests (tradition

grows quickly in electronics) of the

Naval Electronics Laboratory are be-

ing widened. NEL received the first

22-mev betatron on the West Coast,

which is used under the direction of

Dr. Waldo Lyon for fundamental in-

vestigations into the structure of mat-

ter.

So we are come full circle in the

San Diego research picture. From
Scripps to General Atomic to NEL to

the 200-inch telescope at Palomar

(San Diego County), the variegated

threads of research are woven into a

bright banner that streams proudly in

the winds of progress. And two

threads stand out on either side: re-

search into the smallest and the largest,

the infinitesimal and the infinite, the

atom and the universe.

ELECTRONICS
ACHIEVEMENTS
EARN AWARD
Ryan's development of new elec-

tronic devices which have resuUed

in technical "break-throughs" dur-

ing the past year
received com-
munity - wide re-

cognition recently

with award to

Owen Olds, chief
electronics en-

gineer, of the
first annual San
Diego Junior
Chamber of
Commerce Avia-

Owen S. Olds tion Achievement
Award.

Olds received the winning plaque

at a civic banquet arranged for the

occasion. He was one of three nomi-

nees for the award—the others be-

ing Edmund Price, chairman of

the board of Solar Aircraft Co., and
Sam Shannon, engineering staff

specialist at Convair.

The "break-throughs," a major
contribution to military and civil

aviation, climaxed a decade of re-

search and development under the

direction of Olds.

Ryan was awarded contracts from
the Navy for an advanced type auto-

matic navigation system, and for a

new helicopter ground speed indi-

cator which enables pilots to safely

place their craft in the motionless

position necessary for detection of

enemy submarines.

Future application of these de-

vices in the broad missile guidance
field and in commercial jet air-

craft is foreseen.

The research and development by
Olds and his staff were undertaken
because available pulse type guid-

ance systems were too heavy and
bulky. They accomplished the feat

of making continuous wave radar
equipment available and practical

for the severe task required.

Thus, the Ryan AN/APN-67 auto-

matic navigator system became the
first operationally suitable, light

weight, self-contained navigation
system which inherently and auto-
matically compensates for the ef-

fects of wind drift in navigation.

FOR THE BIG JOBS
(Continued from Page 23)

ponents. Later, it will be used for

work on stainless steel and titanium, as

well as aluminum sections, in the DC-8
project.

The rotary table on which parts are

being stretched is 10 feet in diameter

—

20 inches larger than any similar tool

in the West.

In radial draw work, three work-

forming forces are acting on the ma-
terial: (1) longitudinal tension is ex-

erted, which brings the fibers of the

material into the plastic range, (2) ra-

dial forming action, generated as the

turntable sweeps the mounted die into

the metal to create the contour, and

(3) compression is applied by the wipe

shoe to assist with the forming and

achieve the desired cross section.

"Wiping" forces can be exerted in

vertical as well as horizontal directions.

During the contouring process, wide

horizontal flanges of the part's cross

section can be kept flat and at correct

angular relations to the vertical flanges.

This reduces or eliminates bench work

for flattening, and improves mating

with other parts in assemblies.

Vertical movements of the "wiping

shoe" can be performed while contours

are being formed. This unique ma-

chine makes possible forming of parts

which involve rising and falling con-

tours combined with curves in the

horizontal plane. Whereas previously,

it may have been necessary to build

the part by joining several pieces, parts

can be combined into one piece, pro-

viding the advantage of stronger,

lighter, one-piece construction, and re-

ducing bench work or joining opera-

tions.

While most conventional stretch

form processes are limited to the 180°

of bend, the radial draw former allows

infinite rotation of the form die in

either direction to form spirals, full

360° wrap-arounds, either circular,

oval, or rectangular, and parts involv-

ing severe hook shapes at one or both

ends.

Ryan's radial draw former cylinders

have a maximum "pulling" capacity of

35 tons, while the "wiper head" is

rated at 12 tons. The hydraulic sys-

tem is powered by two hydraulic

pumps, driven by 30 h.p. motors. A
(Continued on Next Page)
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40 h.p. motor drives the rotating table.

In connection with the use of the

Cyril Bath draw forming machine,

Ryan plant engineers have installed one

of the largest low temperature indus-

trial refrigerators. Measuring 25 feet

long, 6 feet deep and 4 feet wide, this

box maintains the aluminum parts at a

temperature held between zero and

minus IO°F. For convenience in han-

dling long parts, the refrigerator has no

top and the close temperature limits

must be maintained in this open box.

The aluminum alloy parts, to be

formed, are first solution heat treated

to temperatures above 900°F., depend-

ing upon their particular type. This

causes the alloying constituents, prin-

cipally copper, to dissolve in solid so-

lution, thereby making the metal soft

and malleable. In order to maintain

this state, the hot metal is quick-

quenched to room temperature. It is

then placed within the refrigerator

which holds the alloy in a state of solid

solution.

The metal parts are taken from the

refrigerator and formed in this state,

and allowed to come up to room tem-

perature. As they warm up, they

quickly regain their strength and hard-

ness because the alloying ingredients

precipitate out of solution and key lock

the metal crystals. It would be possible

to form the parts and then heat treat

them, but this cycle would create size-

able problems in warpage.

Ryan's methods engineering depart-

ment has determined that the material

scrap loss in radial draw forming is

low as compared to many other meth-

ods, considerable hand-working has

been eliminated, and accuracy of de-

tails is improved.
AVEY DRILLING MACHINE

Ryan's most advanced "push but-

ton" drilling machine, the Avey is a

massive tool which incorporates two
electrically driven tables and four hy-

draulically powered spindles. These
elements are electrically controlled by
automatic cycling so that Ryan can
drill 352 holes in a J-57 jet engine

intermediate case in a fraction of the

time formerly required.

Custom-designed for Ryan's work
with jet engine components, the Avey
machine is widely adaptable to a vari-

ety of different hole patterns and bolt

circles without extensive adjustments.

This provides two benefits, not found
in multi-spindled drilling machines:

( 1 ) greater usefulness because of ap-

plication to more different types of

work and (2) more efficient produc-

tion use because extensive set-up time,

which may offset the advantages of

multi-spindle operation with short run

production, is not necessary.

A single operator is now able to drill

168 holes in two different flanges sim-

ply by pushing a button. Then he can

drill 184 more holes in two other

flanges after turning over the case.

Previously, the extremely complex pat-

tern of holes had been drilled after

individual settings of drilling heads for

each hole in a radial drill. Automation
has replaced manual indexing of the

part and manual engaging of the feed.

This fully automatic cycling is ac-

complished through a mechanical pro-

gramming wheel, which rotates one-

half revolution for every revolution of

the index table.

One "program" is established for

each table. The assembly makes two
complete revolutions on the index ta-

ble, as first the outer pattern of holes

is drilled, followed by drilling of the

inner pattern.

Into perforations in the program-
ming wheel are inserted a series of pins

which actuate limit switches on rollers

that make contact with the pins as the

wheel revolves. These limit switches

signal the "shot bolt" to lock the table

into position, and the drill head to

come in. There are four drill heads,

two to each table.

When the table is locked into posi-

tion, through a series of relays in the

electric control panel, a signal is sent

to one of the four heads, which rapidly

approaches the flange. The drill comes
to within approximately 1/16" of the

work piece, stops momentarily, then

goes into feed, drilling to the required

"The new tools will give you an idea
how large that tanker-transport is."

depth.

A "double-header" operation is pos-

sible with the Avey drilling machine.

While the machine is automatically

drilling holes in two flanges on one
side of the assembly, the operator can
be unloading and loading another as-

sembly on the other indexing table, or

two assemblies may be drilled simul-

taneously. No time is lost.

Once the automatic cycling has been
established, it is possible to drill 168
holes in considerably less time than re-

quired with the manually operated ra-

dial drills.

A self-contained bushing carrier is

located on a power slide which guides

the drill into the work piece. Thus, in-

stead of 96 drill bushings for one pat-

tern of holes, only one bushing carrier

is required.

Although similar machines have

been built for other aircraft jet engine

parts manufacturers, the Ryan machine

is the first of its kind in that it com-
bines all the desirable features of the

other machines and has additional fea-

tures, which meet Ryan's unique needs.

Among these additional features are:

• Hydrauhc column locators, which
move in and out on hardened and

ground steel ways for loading and un-

loading the work piece. In other ma-
chines, this is accomplished with a

hand crank. The hydraulic column lo-

cators, operated by a control lever,

have 20 inches of travel, permitting the

drilling of a minimum of 15-inch bolt

circles, and a maximum of 5 5 -inch

bolt circles.

• A remotely operated "shot bolt" for

final positioning of the column, which

is accurate and will repeat to within

.001" each time. Other machines have

manually operated "shot bolts."

• A 6-speed gear box, providing a var-

iation of spindle speeds. Previous drill-

ing machines had single speed motors,

requiring a change of pulleys and
shives in the motor and on the Avey-
draulic head to change speeds. Changes
can be made much more rapidly on the

Ryan machine.

• A six-inch diameter hardened and
ground locating plug in the center of

each table, permitting rapid and easy

changing of various work-holding fix-

tures.

Virtually all added features were
based on Ryan requests to provide the

greatest flexibility in machine opera-

tion.
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NOTED INVENTOK AT RYAN
Dr. Russell H. Varian, one of America's electronics geniuses, who was

co-inventor of the high-frequency Klystron tube, a teclinological "break-
through" which made radar practical, recently conferred with Ryan elec-

tronics engineers. He is now chairman of the board of Varian Associates,

Palo Alto electronics firm, which provides Klystron tubes for a variety of
Ryan projects.

Left to right, seated, Owen S. Olds, chief electronics engineer, and
Dr. Varian. Standing, John J. Bowden, technical assistant to Olds, and Dr.
Martin Packard, research chief of the Varian Associates' instrumentation
division. Possible futiu-e applications of Klystron tubes to Ryan projects
were discussed at the conference.

EARTHBOUND TEST FLIGHT

(Continued from Page 21)

pear unfeasible, pinpoint and eliminate

tiie unfavorable aspects, and create

something fully practical."

When Pete Girard, Ryan's chief en-

gineering test pilot, first manipulated

the controls of Ryan's famed X-13,

the world's first jet VTOL (now being

tested at Edwards Air Force Base), he

knew what to anticipate. He had

"flown" the plane on the ground num-
erous times, in a cockpit connected

with analog computers.

"A test pilot today can and should

make many flights before he ever gets

ofi the ground in a revolutionary new
plane such as the X-13," the engineer

declared.

Flight simulation is reflected in vis-

ual display for the pilot, by means of

instruments similar to those in a regu-

lar cockpit. More dramatic is Ryan's

use of computers to actuate an entire

cockpit, with the pilot aboard, with

motion that duplicates true flight.

Thus, electrical voltages from the

computer rotate the cockpit in pitch

and yaw movement, exactly as the

plane would move under prescribed

conditions. All control inputs such as

throttle, stick and rudder pedal move-
ment are translated into analogous

electrical voltages.

How is it done?

"Don't let that popular term, 'elec-

tronic brain,' mislead you," the engi-

neer warned.

"These machines are really pretty

stupid without the motivation of hu-

man brains.

"Let's take a hypothetical problem

—such as devising an autopilot sys-

tem for a high-performance jet.

"The systems and control engineers

write a system of differential equa-

tions describing the motion of the

plane. In these equations would be un-

known aerodynamic forces, to be ob-

tained from wind tunnel testing, aero-

dynamic theory, or from NACA re-

ports.

"The computer is then programmed
to solve the system of equations.

"The programming is accomplished

by setting up an electrical circuit dia-

gram in which electrical voltages wiU
vary in proportion to the variation of

the aerodynamic, inertial and control

parameters in the equations of motion.

"For example, the lift on the wings

will change as the angle of attack

varies. Since these variations are not

always a simple mathematical rela-

tionship, special devices such as arbi-

trary function generators are used in

the analog circuit. As an example, the

function generator wiU produce a volt-

age which varies proportionally to the

change in lift with angle of attack."

Ryan has three simulated cockpits in

its flight simulator laboratory, each

with pedals, throttle, and visual dis-

plays similar to instrument panels.

When the control devices are moved,

they introduce voltages into the com-
putor which correspond with the con-

trol forces used in actual flight. At the

same time these voltages are being

channeled into the computer, flight in-

formation such as altitude, airspeed

and rate-of-climb is fed from the com-
puter back into the cockpit, giving

the pilot information, on his visual

display, as to how well he is perform-

ing the particular maneuver, and en-

abling him to take whatever corrective

action is necessary.

In the rotatable cockpit set up for

Ryan's human engineering study to

determine the optimum cockpit and in-

strument arrangement for VTO air-

craft, certain angular motions of the

aircraft are reflected in actual move-

ment of the cockpit. The rotatable cock-

pit contains two oscilloscopes, one

showing pitch, roU and yaw motions,

the other depicting the plane's position

with relation to a proposed pinpoint

landing, such as on an aircraft carrier

deck. Other instruments provide such

information as rpm, angle of attack,

rate of climb, and forward, sideways

and vertical velocity.

One of the outstanding advantages

provided by flight simulation is the

ability to control the inputs and to vary

one factor at a time. In contrast, during

an actual test flight, several varying

factors are simultaneously exerting

their influence, thus reducing the de-

(Continued on Next Page)
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gree of control which is possible in the

tightly governed laboratory conditions

of "on the ground" flying by computer.

Also, handling qualities are very close-

ly simulated with the computer.

"And when anything goes wrong
in that simulated cockpit, nobody gets

hurt," the engineer reminds us.

"When nothing goes wrong, then

we know the time for flight testing is

near."

FIRST WITH THE

FASTEST

(Continued from Page 8)

the even more deluxe "Super" Con-
stellations were added to its fleet, TWA
was a recognized leader in international

air service, achieving a 1956 total of

more than SVi billion passenger miles

in overseas travel alone.

An astonishing 80% of this total

(as weU as 58% of TWA's nearly

three billion U.S. passenger miles) are

a result of the company's low-fare

"Sky Tourist" services. Believing that

a desire to go places in the modern
manner shouldn't be inhibited by a

limited pocketbook, TWA undertook to

provide "air travel for everybody."

Omitting meals and other luxury

"extras" from some of its regular

flights, comfort and safety were main-

tained while fares were shaved one-

third. The idea was an immediate
success and has since been enlarged to

include 15-day "HoHday Discount

Fares," off-season all-expense tours

and other thrifty features that an-

nually attract thousands of men and
women seeking to cover as much
ground as possible during their "two
weeks with pay."

The glamorous side of air travel,

however, is only half the story. Skilled

maintenance crews and overhaul facili-

ties are equally important. In TWA's
case, these are housed in the world's

newest, largest, most modern aircraft

maintenance-overhaul base, newly built

for $25 million, 14 miles northwest of

Kansas City, Missouri.

Proceeding on the premise that good
men do a better job with the best tools,

TWA has installed the latest and most
efficient equipment available in a sci-

entifically designed and integrated base
that includes a $5^/^ miUion, four-acre,

engine overhaul shop; an adjacent $lVi
million engine test cell; a hangar so large

it would engulf four football fields; a

warehouse complete with a 1,400 foot

conveyor belt to handle any of the

54,000 parts and tools stored therein,

and numerous other shops and offices.

All of TWA's 100 Constellations,

65 DC-3's, DC-4's and Martin 404's,

plus the up-coming jets (Boeing 707's

and Convair 880's) and the latest

model turbo-compound Connies, will

be serviced at the new maintenance
base. Engines, aircraft and com-
ponents small and large, are given

minute inspections and by their fourth

overhaul have usually been completely

rebuilt. Close to 2,000 skilled crafts-

men and technicians, backed by a force

of 800 engineering, administrative and
purchasing personnel, run TWA air-

craft through a painstaking, compre-
hensive overhauling process that's done
in a record time of five days per Con-
stellation, or seven engines a day on
a one-shift schedule!

Working closely with TWA tech-

nicians at the new plant are Ryan
field service representatives who pro-

vide technical knowledge in connec-

tion with the maintenance and use of

the Ryan exhaust systems and engine

components which serve the TWA
fleet. They describe the new base as

"efficiency on wheels" and attribute

its thoroughness-plus-speed to the high

degree of mechanization employed in

every operation.

In the engine shop, for instance, push
button conveyors, cranes, belts, chain

drives and rollers keep the tear-down

and assembly lines moving at a con-

stant pace that delivers exactly the

right part to the right spot at precisely

the right moment. A new $125,000
automatic cleaning apparatus de-

greases, decarbonizes and rinses en-

gine parts in a two-hour cycle that

couldn't be matched by a hundred
conscientious mechanics. The shop also

has two special quick-heating ovens for

cylinder overhaul work.

Another example of pre-planned ef-

ficiency is the indexing and supply

system TWA evolved for feeding parts

from warehouse to overhaul shop. The
IBM cards which keep an accurate in-

ventory record are also used with a

unique indexing set-up which makes
possible the pre-selection of parts and
work stations to which they are to be

delivered by self-powered stores-con-

veyor systems. These highly automated
conveyors move parts weighing up to

125 pounds at variable speeds to any
one of a dozen spots in the work area,

and then unload them at a designated

point by means of micro-switch de-

vices. These conveyor systems, which
completely eliminate the need to hand-
carry parts more than a few steps, to-

gether with overhead monorails for

heavier loads and a floor drag chain

for towing engines, make the over-

haul process as safe and easy as hang-

ing out wash—and twice as dry.

Even the color harmony of the new
plant is based on the reports of TWA
engineers after a 3-year study of every

major commercial and military air

facility in the world. Eye-resting green

of the walls is sharply broken by the

eye-arresting yellow of hazardous ma-
chines or steps. Shops as well as of-

fices are air-conditioned and floures-

cent lights at working level further

combine safety with comfort.

With its "years ahead" maintenance
and overhaul base, TWA once more
appears to have the "last word" in air

transportation. But learning from 30
years' experience, the veteran airline

knows there's no time for resting on
laurels. With 30 Convair 880's and
eight Boeing 707 jet Stratoliners, 25
Super Star Constellations and eight ad-

ditional Super-G turbo-compound Con-
stellations due for delivery in 1959 and
'60, TWA feels it is still ahead of the

game with "the right plane for the

route." Convair 880 is a medium-range
jetliner, most efficient when transport-

ing 80 to 108 passengers from one large

U. S. metropolis to another. The beau-
tiful new Super-G Connies—with pow-
erful turbo-compound engines—have
made Europe an over-night hop from
New York. But it is the huge new Boe-
ing "707" jet Stratoliner (for which
Ryan builds major fuselage sections)

that many believe will keep TWA in the

forefront of the industry. This mag-
nificent new giant goes far toward
meeting Buck Rogers' wildest dreams
of space travel—a plane capable of

whisking 125 passengers from ocean

to ocean in 4Vi hours—a timetable

that must make the ghost of the old

Tin Goose shiver in anticipation of

what TWA and the year 2,000 have in

store for the next generation of sky-

riders!
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First engine inner cowl assemhly (to he enclosed by an outer cowl built of aluminum
skin and other structures) built at Ryan for the Douglas DC-8 power package con-

tract is shown by, left to right, J. W . West, experi?nental mechanic; C. H. Day, of

engineering shop, and O. D. Armstrong, experitnental mechanic. Cowl is being

hand-built for testing purposes.

FIRST DC-8 POD TEST
COMPONENTS PRODUCED

The first "hardware" in the $20
million contract to build jet power

packages for the Douglas DC-8 jet

airliner is being fabricated in the

Ryan plant.

Already, a "nose bullet," which

encloses some of the accessories in

the power package, has been built

and shipped for the customary type

of preliminary testing required be-

fore quantity production is author-

ized.

Nearing completion are another

"nose bullet" and a nose cowl, both

being hand-built on an experimen-

tal basis, also for testing purposes.

The work is being performed

by Ryan experimental and engi-

neering shop personnel, nnder di-

rection of Walt Jaeger, assistant

foreman. It is a comparatively

small portion of the entire power

package structure, which with the

pylon that supports the jet engine

beneath the wing, will be longer

than the F-86 aft fuselage sections

being built by Ryan.

A large group of Ryan engineers

has been on duty at the Douglas

Santa Monica plant since early this

year, teaming with Douglas en-

gineers in the design, and layout

phases of the huge order.

One nose "bullet!' has been completed
and another is under construction for
testing in DC-8 project.

Nose "bullet" of a DC-8 engine pod
consists of these assemblies, left to right,

body section, nose and inner cone.

FIREBEES SET

NEW RECORDS
(Continued from Page 24)

AFB, Fla., and Holloman AFB, New
Mexico.

At Vincent AFB, the Air Defense

Command has activated the 4750th
Drone Squadron to fly Firebee missions

against rocket-firing jet interceptor air-

craft. At Eglin Field, Fla., the Air

Proving Ground Command is air

launching Firebees over water and re-

covering them from the Gulf of Mexico
with small boats. At Holloman AFB,
the Air Proving Ground Command's
3225th Drone Squadron is flying Fire-

bees on target missions to evaluate

surface-to-air and air-to-air missiles

and is also supporting the Army's mis-

sile test program at White Sands Prov-

ing Ground. An Air Research and De-
velopment Command test program is

also continuing at Holloman.

At the Naval Air Missile Test Cen-

ter, Point Mugu, Calif., the Navy is

air launching Firebees, recovering them
from the Pacific and relaunching them
in connection with the test and evalu-

ation of Navy missile systems. Train-

ing classes for Navy personnel assigned

to KDA-1 operations have been con-

ducted at Ryan prior to establishment

of operational KDA-1 units in this

country and overseas.

TV ON THE SPOT
(Continued from Page 15)

his welds and learns to stop at the first

sign of electrode pick-up. But sharp

as his eye may be, he still lacks the

ability of Superman to see through

solid matter—he can watch only the

topside welds. Another man—a "bird

watcher"—must sit under the welding

platform with his eagle eye trained on

the spots on the underside.

This system, necessary as it seemed

to be, has long been a thorn in the

sides of Ryan's efficiency-minded meth-

ods engineers and production men.

Simultaneously they explored three

possible solutions: prisms and optical

lenses, mirrors— and closed-circuit

television.

TV is the answer. With electronic

accuracy and clarity, the television

camera stares untiringly at the down-
under welds and transmits a mag-

(Continued on Next Page)
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nified report via coaxial cable to a 17-

inch screen at the side of the welder.

At one glance a single operator sees

the condition of both top and bottom

welds; gone is the need for the "bird

watcher."

No aerials are required for the

new TV set up. The only problems

were the positioning of the camera to

accommodate the four-way movement

of the parts through the welding ma-

chine, and the proper lighting for cast-

ing the best image on the screen.

Lighting took a great deal of experi-

mentation. Aluminum, of course, is

shiny and the hour-glass reflections of

the welds were especially troublesome.

It was found that fluorescent lights

eliminated the glare but were not strong

enough to assure a clear picture. A
combination of fluorescents and incan-

descent floods now does the trick.

As for the longitudinal and cross-

wise movements of the panels, as weU

as the constantly changing field of

vision, these problems were solved with

a movable camera, set up on an arc

with simple bracketry. Powered re-

motely, it is operated by a flip switch

and follows with ease the line of weld-

ing in any direction.

Use of two lenses on the camera has

produced a side benefit, as well. A
close-up provides an image full of de-

tail; a wide angle lens shows a larger

area and enables the weldor to remove

his work from the narrow clearance

between the welding tips without

bumping.

Maintenance of the TV equipment is

on a contract basis with immediate re-

placement guaranteed, to avoid pro-

duction delays.

"Refinement of the system will con-

tinue for as long as we use it," says

Don Post, assistant supervisor of meth-

ods engineering, "but the success of the

program is already proved. It not only

frees a skilled worker for another job,

it improves quality by showing clad

pick-up the instant it starts, on an en-

larged 5 -inch spotweld on the TV
screen."

"There's another advantage," de-

posed bird watchers add as they rub

the sore muscles at the base of their

heads. "The TV camera watches all

day—and never once complains of a

stiff neck!"

YTOL FLIGHT TEST

(Continued from Page 14)

displacement of the X-axis which will

be suitable for all roll angles. How-
ever, as we proceed to high angles of

pitch, as is done in transition, the

azimuth angle becomes increasingly less

accurate, measured with respect to the

X-axis, and reference must be shifted

to the Y-axis. In the extreme situation

when pitch angle equals 90°, the azi-

muth and roU angles become coincident

as the roll plane has blended with the

yaw plane. This leaves our space posi-

tion undefined for hovering.

SPACE PLANE AXES

It is apparent that we are narrow-

ing the possibilities of a space reference

system to one which is composed of

three mutuaUy perpendicular planes

with a fixed gravity orientation, such

as shown in Figure 5. The basic ref-

erence here is the horizon (yaw) plane

which always remains in the horizontal

position. Perpendicular to this, and

containing the airplane X-axis, is the

pitch plane. Perpendicular to both

yaw and pitch planes, is the roll plane.

The intersection of the pitch and roll

plane is aligned with the gravity vec-

tor. (Since the flight test operations of

a jet VTOL airplane will take place

within a small geographical area, no
compensation need be made for the

shift in the gravity vector's direction in

space due to movement around the

earth's periphery.)

The three desired spatial angles are

now measured in the following man-
ner: Heading or yaw angle is meas-

ured in the yaw plane as the angle be-

tween an arbitrary initial direction

(Xo) and the intersection of the pitch

plane. Pitch attitude is measured in

the pitch plane as the angle between

the yaw plane and the X-axis. Roll

attitude is measured with the help of

an auxiUary "rolling plane." This plane

passes through and rotates about the

intersection of the yaw and pitch planes

and contains the Y-axis of the air-

plane. The roll attitude is measured

in the roll plane as the angle between

the yaw plane and the "rolling plane."

Once having oriented the space planes,

absolute space angles can be deter-

mined for any airplane attitude with-

out restriction to small deviations or

order of measurement.

INSTRUMENTATION

The usual airborne attitude reference

source is the familiar gyroscope. Built

with a pair of gimbal rings, this gyro-

scope is capable of measuring two de-

grees of freedom. A two-degrees-of-

freedom gyro, in which the spin axis

is positioned in line with the gravity

vector, is known as the vertical gyro

and can be used to give pitch and roU

attitude within limits. The same gyro,

with the spin axis positioned normal to

the gravity vector, is known as the di-

rectional gyro and can be used to give

azimuth reference.

Although these conventional gyros

have served well as attitude sensors for

conventional flight, they have serious

shortcomings in the total VTOL flight

regime. Foremost is the problem of

gimbal lock. This limitation is en-

countered as the pitch attitude angle

approaches 90° and the inner and

outer gimbals tend towards alignment

in the same (vertical) plane. A sec-

ond deficiency in present vertical gyro

design is the limited angular freedom

of movement.

It is conceivable that these deficien-

cies could be overcome, but not with-

out extensive (and expensive) develop-

ment. Furthermore, we still would not

have a means for measuring azimuth

angle. Conventional magnetic or gyro

compasses, representing the best state-

of-the-art, can function properly only

when kept in a near-horizontal plane.

STABLE PLATFORM

The answer to our problem appears

to be in the application of recent de-

velopments of the "stable platform"

concept. This device, which is the key

source of spatial attitude reference for

inertial guidance and other automatic

control systems, is ideally suited to our

purpose. Several companies are de-

veloping these stable platforms. A
typical one is the Lear All-Attitude

Reference Unit, shown in the diagram-

matic sketch of Figure 6.

The vertical gyro rotor maintains its

vertical position by pivoting freely

about the (lateral) pitch axis and the

fore and aft roll axis. This gyro yields

pitch and roll attitude from the "pitch

output synchro" and the "inner roU

pick-off." The directional gyro rotor

is maintained in its horizontal position

by essentially being floated in a triple

gimbal ring. The outer gimbal is driven

(Continued on Next Page)
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YTOL FLIGHT TEST
(Continued from Page 39)

by the "roll follow-up servo" to hold a

lateral horizontal reference while the

middle ginibal is maintained vertical

by the "pitch follow-up servo and syn-

chro." The inner gimbal is then free

to rotate in azimuth to yield heading

reference. Other "stable platforms"

may use three gyros but the end re-

sults are intended to be the same.

The data output from this device is

in conformity with the space plane

angles of Figure 5. Such data will

adequately describe the attitude of the

jet VTOL in any of its flight regimes.

VELOCITY MEASUREMENT

Since aerodynamic forces are sig-

nificant in transition, it is essential to

know relative air velocity. To measure

the true air velocity vector during tran-

sition, a special wind vane with two de-

grees of rotation has been developed.

The unique feature of this design is its

ability to measure large angles of at-

tack and yaw at relatively low air-

speeds.

This instrument, which was devel-

oped by the Task Corporation of Pasa-

dena, California, is shown mounted on

a nose boom in Figure 7. Two nearly

identical two-degree-of-rotation swivel-

ing heads are located opposite each

other on the nose boom tip. These

measure flow direction and pitot-static

pressures, respectively. The heads

swivel to align themselves with the

external airflow.

The flow-direction head has two

toroidal potentiometers, centered on

the two axes of rotation, which yield

electrical signals proportional to the

angle of attack and angle of sideslip.

The angles measured are based on the

body axes convention of Figure 3.

Calibration of the flow direction head,

at variable dynamic pressures through

wide angles of attack and sideslip, was

done in the California Institute of

Technology GALCIT wind tunnel.

The second swiveling head was de-

signed to measure total and static pres-

sures in the conventional "manner.

Since the head centerline was always

aligned with the airflow, maximum ac-

curacy of the pitot-static reading was

assured. Location of the static orifices

was determined by tests in the Free

Surface Water Tunnel at CalTech.

Calibration of the pitot-static readings.

using the complete head assembly,

took place in the GALCIT tunnel over

a range of angles of attack and sideslip

and dynamic pressure. The major

cause of error noted in the static

measuring system is the influence of

the unsymmetrical support system on

the flow field.

Velocity measurement during hover-

ing flight is an operational as weU as a

flight test requirement because the pilot

must know how well he is controfling

vertical velocity, particularly during a

let-down from altitude. From our ex-

perience, it did not seem feasible to de-

pend on standard static pressure source

and pressure recording instrumenta-

tion. Our studies indicated that con-

tinuous wave radar-doppler techniques

could be used to advantage to solve

this requirement. The Ryan Aero-

nautical Company has developed a

helicopter hovering detector and auto-

matic navigation system components
using the continuous wave radar-dop-

pler principle. This equipment has been

modified to provide a sensitive vertical

velocity indicator of exceptionally light

weight. The unit is capable of meas-

uring vertical velocity to accuracies of

about ± 1 ft/sec at velocities between

± 20 ft/sec.

OTHER INSTRUMENTATION
CONSIDERATIONS

In addition to the major instrumen-

tation problem areas unique to the jet

VTOL airplane, there are a number of

other instrumentation requirements
worthy of mention. In hovering and

throughout part of transition, conven-

tional aerodynamic controls are inade-

quate. The obvious supplementary

control means available are those as-

sociated with jet reaction forces. These

may be derived from deflection of the

main jet stream or an auxiliary source.

In either case, reaction controls must

be adequately instrumented to yield

position data, thrust level and other

parameters necessary to establish con-

trol moment vectors and time response.

Use of a stability augmentation sys-

tem, automatic controls or any of the

other late techniques for improving and
controfling airplane flight, wfll require

in-flight monitoring. Although the

pilots' ability to control the airplane

adequately is the most positive proof

of the airplane's ability to fly, con-

tinued progress depends on knowing
how the critical components are be-

having. Therefore, artificial stabfliza-

tion and control systems must also be

adequately instrumented to measure

input displacements, rates, accelera-

tions, etc., and corresponding outputs.

Adequate instrumentation dictates that

the accuracy of the measuring elements

be of a higher order than that of the

quantity measured. This is a particular

problem when monitoring stabilization

systems which contain highly accurate

components.

Due to the space and weight limita-

tions of jet VTOL aircraft, it is not

generafly feasible to record all this data

"on board" the test airplane. We must,

therefore, depend to a large extent on
telemetered information which may be

supplemented by a minimum of oscil-

lograph recording of critical items in

the test airplane.
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Giant jaws of new Ryan spotwelder
dwarf Robert Alipranti in this

photo by Dave Gossett. First of

a battery to come, it will stitch

huge skins of jetliners together.
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more suitable relation to each other.

There is a never ending search for

more accurate and easily understood

instruments. Helicopters have only re-

cently begun to fly by instruments

alone—thanks in a large measure to

the experiments and instrumental re-

finements conducted by the instru-

ments lab.

Photography, too, is keeping pace

with the jet age, due to the work of

the Aeronautical Photographic Experi-

mental Laboratory at the Naval Air

Development Center. The APEL de-

velops and evaluates photographic

equipment prototypes, including aerial

cameras, camera control systems, air-

craft installation components and

photo interpretation devices. It pro-

vides aerial, motion picture and still

photo services for the entire Center

and acts in an advisory capacity in the

solution of optical and photographic

problems.

A recent project provided fleet photo

units with a high-shutter-speed, rapid

picture sequence aerial camera for

low-altitude, high-speed photo missions

by redesigning an aerial camera at a

fraction of the cost in time and money
required for new camera development.

The lab also designed and built a step-

and-repeat enlarger built to handle 70

mm film and winterized all photo-

graphic equipment for the Navy's Ant-

arctic Exploration, Operation Deep-

freeze.

The problem of determining future

needs of the Navy's air arm is vital to

the Nation's defense. Technology is

advancing the "State of the Art" so

fast that the selection of the weapon
systems is a difficult task. In order to

resolve such problems for the variety

of naval air missions, the Air Warfare

Research Department was established

just last year.

In its studies, this department must
not only consider and determine our

development potential, but also that

of the enemy along with the likely

tactics and strategics of ourselves and
the enemy. In short, AWRD conducts

long range studies to indicate (1) ap-

propriate paths for future research and
development, (2) new concepts for air

The first let transport to come off a production line in the western hemisphere, the Boeing

KC-133, is shown, foreground, on its maiden flight at Renton, Wash., where it was joined

by the "707" prototype, the plane which carried out tests of the KC-lSfs high speed Fly-

ing Boom used for aerial refueling. Ryan is building aft fuselage sections for both types.

FIRST PRODUCTION KC-135

MAKES MAIDEX FLIGHT

The first production model of the new Boeing KC-135 jet tanker-transports,

for which Ryan is building aft fuselage sections and other components, was re-

cently delivered to the Air Force. The huge plane rolled out of Boeing's factory

doors at Renton, Wash, last July 18, just 21 months and 13 days after it was
officially ordered, and made its maiden flight from the airport near the Boeing
plant in September.

R. L. "Dix" Loesch, Boeing senior experimental test pilot, and A. M. "Tex"
Johnston, chief of flight, who took the Boeing "707" tanker-transport prototype
aloft for the first time two years ago, were at the controls of the first production
model KC-135. The plane was aloft for 1 hour, 19 minutes on its maiden flight.

The new tanker will provide aerial refueling for Boeing B-52 bombers and
new jet fighters at jet speeds and jet altitudes. The Air Force recently ordered
accelerated production rates of these planes to reach a maximum of 20 per
month earlier than had been originally scheduled.

Boeing's $16 MUllion Gamble, the "707" prototype, has been ordered by
airlines throughout the world. To date, a total of 134 of these jet transports have
been ordered in slightly over a year. It was on Oct. 13, 1955, that Pan American
World Airway's initial order for 20 planes signalized the break from piston-

powered to the jet transport age.
Ryan has been undergoing the most intensive tooling program of its history

in its KC-135 and "707" projects, and meanwhile has been producing KC-135
components.

warfare, and (3) improvement of

weapon systems, tactics and strategy.

Examples of recent studies include:

Fleet Ballistics Missile Systems; Anti-

submarine Warfare Systems; Nuclear-

Powered Attack Seaplanes.

This, then, is the Naval Air Devel-

opment Center—the efforts of which
have translated the complex require-

ments of the Bureau of Aeronautics

into the smoothly operating equipment

and systems which make naval aviation

one of the most potent mobile striking

forces in the world today.
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RYAN TO BUILD DC-8 JET PACKS AND PYIONS

Jet Packs. Ryan has been selected by the Douglas

Aircraft Company to manufacture complete jet

power packs and pylons for the new DC-8 commer-

cial airliner. Substantial orders for these 550 mph
Jetliners have been placed by 11 major airlines.

Broad Experience. The Douglas order, initially $20

million, is the result of Ryan's outstanding record of

performance in the design and production of jet

engine components, afterburners, rocket motors,

ramjets and exhaust equipment for turbo-compound

and piston engines.

Engineering. Ryan is devoting a substantial amount

of effort to working with Douglas personnel in the

engineering of the DC-8 jet packs and the support-

ing pylons. Ryan has extensive experience in the

integration of power plants and airframe structures.

Established, Equipped. A pioneer in aircraft, Ryan

understands the industry's requirements and fulfills

them as only an aircraft company can. Ryan has the

personnel and facilities to perform a complete job of

engineering, production and evaluation of special-

ized structures such as jet packs and pylons.


